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This book develops a new theoretical approach to the explanation of systemic
financial crises in industrial and emerging market countries. In contrast to
standard models, the present cyclical approach is consistent with the following
three stylized facts. Firstly, systemic financial crises are a recurrent phenomenon
generally accompanied by excessive boom-bust cycles. Secondly, the frequency
of financial crisis cycles is very irregular. Thirdly, most financial crisis cycles are
initiated by positive shocks to profit expectations which induce an unsustainable
build-up of financial fragility driven by irrational exuberance. The present approach
is based on a sophisticated balance sheet structure with many assets, as well as
on an expectation formation scheme which combines the rational expectations
hypothesis with Keynes’ Beauty Contest Theory.
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All economic events, by their very nature, are motivated by crowd psychology
... Men think in herds; ... they go mad in herds, while they only recover their
senses slowly, and one by one.

- Charles Mackay, Preface to the second edition of Memoirs of Extraordinary Popular Delusions and the Madness of Crowds, 1852, cited in
Agenor (2004), p. 292.
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Chapter 1
Introduction and Overview
1.1

History vs. Theory

Financial crises are nothing out of the ordinary. The history of financial crises, being at
least as old as economic science, if not older, points out that financial crises, both in industrial and in developing countries, are a recurrent, or cyclical phenomenon. 1 Economic
history has been characterized by a permanent change between tranquil periods with balanced economic development and smoothly functioning financial markets, and periods of
severe disruptions in financial markets, having been accompanied by collapses of a large
number of asset prices, sharp rises in interest rates, widespread bankruptcies among business firms and financial institutions, large drops in output, persistent low or even negative
growth, high inflation, (debt-)deflation, financial disintermediation, high unemployment,
rising income inequality, and political instability. It has to be emphasized however, that
not all financial crises in the past were systemic, i.e. not all crises were associated with real
economic downturns, widespread bankruptcies, and excess volatility in the general price
level. Rather, there arose also so-called spurious financial crises which were characterized
by collapses of asset prices in particular financial markets and isolated bankruptcies, but
which did not cause real macroeconomic contractions. Though the following analysis contains an explicit distinction between spurious and systemic financial crises, the thematic
focus lies primarily on the causes and consequences of systemic financial crises as they are
associated with much larger reductions in economic welfare, having been only exceeded
in the past by wars and natural disasters, than spurious financial crises.
Notwithstanding the fact that there have been permanent changes between tranquil
and financial distress periods in the past, the frequency of systemic financial crises has been
very irregular. For example, financial crises in the 20th century were clustered in four main
periods. The first period from the late 1920s until the early 1930s was characterized by a
worldwide international financial crisis both in industrialized countries (as e.g. in Austria,
Finland, Germany, Japan, Norway, United Kingdom, United States) and in developing
countries (as e.g. in Argentina, Brazil, Chile) which culminated in the Great Depression.
The second wave of financial crises erupted in the early 1980s in the developing world after
the breakdown of the Bretton Woods system, having been followed by the international
debt crisis which led, especially in Latin America (as e.g. in Argentina, Chile, Mexico,
Uruguay), to a state of depression in the Third World for almost one decade. The third
1 For
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wave of financial crises in the mid-1980s and early 1990s emerged in the industrialized
world (as e.g. in Finland 1990, Japan 1992, Norway 1987, Sweden 1992, U.S. 1984), having
been accompanied by severe real economic downturns. The financial crisis in Japan in
1992, having been triggered by the stock market crash in 1990, is extraordinary as it
has been followed by a still-lasting deep depression, deflationary spirals, and a liquidity
trap situation, resembling very closely the macroeconomic situation of lots of countries
during the Great Depression period in the 1930s. The fourth wave of financial crises in the
mid-1990s and in the late-1990s erupted primarily in emerging market countries (Mexico
1994, Asia 1997/1998, Russia 1998, Brazil 1998) and was followed by long-lasting and
deep recessions.
Howbeit the incidence of financial crises has been very irregular in the past, both
historical case studies and long-term econometric studies with large country samples point
out that systemic financial crises display similar characteristics regarding the behaviour
of lots of economic variables before, during, and after the outbreak of a financial crisis.
These stylized facts can be summarized in the following six propositions.
Firstly, financial crises are inseparably linked to business cycle fluctuations, where the
outbreak of a financial crisis generally coincides with the peak of a business cycle. Business
cycles which are associated with the occurrence of financial crises are generally subject
to a much higher amplitude of all economic variables than tranquil time business cycles
which are not associated with financial crises. As a result, financial crises are generally
associated with excessive boom-bust cycles in goods and financial markets.
Secondly, the boom phase of a business cycle giving rise to a financial crisis generally
begins with an improvement in national and international lending conditions (increasing credit supply, low nominal and real interest rates) being caused by a sudden rise in
profit expectations. The stylized facts clearly point out that both the increased access
to financial markets and the rise in profit expectations are positively correlated with the
introduction of macroeconomic stabilization programmes, trade and financial liberalization policies, and with the emergence of new technology regimes. Furthermore, there is
strong empirical evidence, especially in the post Bretton Woods era (1973 until today),
that domestic and international financial liberalization policies are positively correlated
with the occurrence of financial crises.
Thirdly, rising profit expectations and increasing access to financial markets induce
a "cumulative upward process" 2 in goods and financial markets, being characterized by
an investment boom, accelerating GDP growth, and rising stock market valuations. The
investment boom is associated with a lending boom causing a general rise in indebtedness
with business firms and financial institutions both in domestic and in foreign currency.
On the supply side, the lending boom is driven by a general monetary expansion resulting from an increase in domestic bank lending which is facilitated by easy monetary
conditions. Regarding developing and emerging market countries, domestic monetary expansions are mainly driven by large capital inflows which are intermediated by domestic
banking systems, where domestic banks generally borrow in foreign currency, and lend
2 Cumulative processes causing an economic upswing, i.e. an expansion in real economic activity, as
well as relaxing financial market conditions, are labelled as cumulative "upward" processes in the following, whereas cumulative processes engendering an economic downturn, i.e. a contraction in real economic
activity, as well as tightening financial market conditions, are labelled as cumulative "downward" processes.
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to domestic agents in domestic currency. These capital inflow-induced lending booms are
generally amplified by the existence of fixed exchange rate regimes, implying however an
increase in financial instability as implicit or explicit exchange rate guarantees make most
borrowers and lenders not to hedge against exchange rate risk. On the demand side, the
lending boom is stimulated by profit expectations growing much faster than actual profits,
implying that the growth in investment has to be increasingly financed by external debt
due to a widening gap between earnings and expenditures. The overall rise in domestic
and foreign indebtedness during the expansion phase is generally considered to be sustainable as profit expectations are self-fulfilling, i.e. a rise in expected profits induces a
rise in investment, output and finally in actual profits, validating the initial increase in
expectations, and inducing a further rise in profit expectations.
Fourthly, profit expectations generally tend to become increasingly unrealistic in the
late boom phase due to self-reinforcing herding behaviour of investors, driving the economy into a state of "irrational exuberance", and giving rise to an asset bubble as expected
asset returns increasingly deviate from actual returns. The growing divergence between
expected and actual profits is mainly due to a switch from a rational, fundamental databased expectation formation scheme, to a general market sentiment-based expectation
formation scheme. Growing indebtedness based on unrealistic profit expectations leads
to an overall rise in financial fragility as interest payments, as well as repayment of debt,
grow faster than actual profits, implying a steady decline in liquidity and solvency positions of business firms and financial institutions. Moreover, profits, liquidity and solvency
positions are reduced by rising interest rates due to an overproportional rise in demand
for debt finance, and by rising domestic inflation leading to a deteriorating export performance via a real overvaluation of the domestic currency.
Fifthly, financial instability is revealed at the peak of the business cycle by beginning
failures of highly-indebted business firms and financial institutions, giving rise to a burst
of the stock market bubble, sharply rising interest rates due to increasing risk premia,
a real macroeconomic contraction, and widespread bankruptcies among firms and banks
due to large-scale domestic and foreign debt withdrawals, ending up in a severe domestic
banking crisis. If the stock of foreign exchange reserves under fixed exchange rate regimes
does not suffice to meet all capital outflows (foreign debt withdrawals and capital flight
by domestic residents), both the domestic banking crisis and the real economic downturn
are amplified, in case of the existence of a large foreign debt stock, by the occurrence of a
currency crisis, ending up in a systemic "twin crisis" (being defined as the simultaneous
occurrence of a banking and a currency crisis) due to a nominal and real appreciation of
the foreign debt stock, and owing to high exchange rate stabilization-induced domestic
interest rates.
Sixthly, the outbreak of a financial crisis induces a "cumulative downward process" 3
in goods and financial markets, being driven by collapsing profit expectations which very
often undershoot due to self-reinforcing pessimistic herding behaviour. Sharply declining
profit expectations induce a self-fulfilling and Jong-lasting real macroeconomic contraction
as the expectations-led collapse of investment demand causes a fall in output, and finally
in actual profits, validating the initial decline in expected profits, and inducing a further
reduction in expected profits. In extreme cases, the cumulative downward process causes
deflationary spirals, leading to a further macroeconomic contraction by a rise in real
3 For

this terminology, see footnote 2.
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interest rates. Economies having been hit by a systemic financial crisis start to recover only
when indebtedness, actual profits, expected profits, and liquidity and solvency positions
have returned to "sustainable" levels, implying that in severe cases, the recovery phase
can take several years.
It is very puzzling that economic science has not yet managed to eliminate the problem
of systemic financial crises, though the analysis of the history of financial crises clearly
points out that systemic financial distress is a cyclical and recurrent phenomenon with
well-defined and hardly changing characteristics. Current standard theory of financial
crises, which can be classified into two broad categories being outlined below, argues that
the persistence of systemic financial crises throughout history is mainly due to the fact
that systemic crises are caused by events which cannot be avoided or predicted, and whose
adverse effects on real macroeconomic performance can be only alleviated imperfectly, or
cannot be prevented at all by crisis management policies.
The first category of current standard theory, representing the "majority" in the financial crisis literature, argues that capitalist market economies are inherently stable,
that agents' expectations are formed rationally, and that financial crises are caused by
exogenous events, or "historical accidents". The view that crises are unpredictable and
unavoidable is reflected in the fact that mainstream theory has developed four different
classes, or "generations" of financial crisis models over the last 30 years which tried to
explain each new wave of financial crises ex post, and which emphasize very different
determinants of exogenously-caused financial distress.
The first class of models argues that financial crises are caused by inconsistent macroeconomic policies. Overly expansionary and overly contractionary monetary and fiscal policies finally lead to a collapse of asset prices, and to real macroeconomic contractions owing
to a rise in actual and expected real interest rates, and due to an actual and expected
depreciation of the home currency.
The second class of models, emphasizing the role of self-fulfilling expectations and the
existence of multiple equilibria, argues that financial crises are the result of a random
and exogenous shift in (rational) expectations regarding financial sector or exchange rate
stability, from a "good" no-crisis-equilibrium to a "bad" crisis-equilibrium. The change
in expectations is self-fulfilling, as the ex ante shift from optimistic towards pessimistic
expectations induces bank runs and capital flight which lead to an actual breakdown of
the financial and of the exchange rate system, and thereby to an ex post validation of
pessimistic ex ante expectations. As the shift in expectations is generally assumed to be a
random and exogenous event, self-fulfilling financial crises both cannot be predicted, and
are not preceded by a deterioration of economic fundamentals.
The third class of models argues that financial crises are caused by a combination
of moral hazard, exogenous shocks, and self-fulfilling expectations. Explicit or implicit
government guarantees in the form of deposit insurance systems or fixed exchange rates
make investors engage in much riskier and unhedged investment projects due to a rise
in investments' expected values, since in case of default, losses are transferred to the tax
payer. The increase in risk is assumed to be sustainable as long as losses are smaller than
the exogenously given upper limit of government guarantees. However, if losses exceed
the upper limit, the government is forced to suspend its guarantees, causing an actual
default of the investor, and thereby a financial crisis. Regarding the trigger of financial
crises, moral hazard models generally argue that crises are caused by exogenous shocks
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or self-fulfilling expectations, but deny an endogenous financial collapse. Respecting exogenous shock-driven models, financial crises are caused by large adverse random shocks
to economic fundamentals, as e.g. by an exogenous rise in domestic or foreign interest
rates, or by adverse terms of trade or technology shocks which lead to a suspension of
government guarantees, to an actual default of the investor, and to a systemic financial
crisis as losses exceed the upper limit of government guarantees. Concerning self-fulfilling
expectations-driven models, financial crises are caused by a random shift from optimistic
towards pessimistic expectations as to governments' ability to fulfill guarantees, triggering
an actual default of the investor as losses exceed the guarantee's upper limit, and ending
up as well in a full-fledged systemic financial crisis which validates pessimistic ex ante
expectations ex post.
The fourth class of models argues that business firms and financial institutions are
financially constrained by their balance sheet or net worth positions due to the existence
of asymmetric information in financial markets. An increase in net worth implies an
increase in lending and in expenditures, whereas a fall in net worth implies a reduction
in lending and in expenditures. According to fourth-generation models, financial crises
are caused either by adverse exogenous shocks to economic fundamentals, or by random
and self-fulfilling shifts from optimistic towards pessimistic expectations as to firms or
banks net worth position, leading to a collapse of asset prices and exchange rates, which
induce large reductions in net worth, widespread bankruptcies, credit crunches and real
macroeconomic contractions.
Unlike the first category of financial crisis models, representing the "mainstream approach" to financial crises, the second category of current standard theory, representing
the "minority" in the financial crisis literature, argues that capitalist market economies
are inherently unstable, and that financial crises are an endogenous, or "natural" outcome. Models of endogenous financial crises contend that there is a general endogenous
build-up of financial fragility during the expansion phase of a business cycle by unrealistic
expectations, overinvestment and overborrowing, leading finally to a financial collapse
at the upper turning point when investors realize that expectations cannot be fulfilled.
Collapsing asset prices and expectations lead to widespread bankruptcies, and to a deep
and long-lasting depression. Unlike mainstream models, endogenous financial crisis models generally do not provide an exact quantitative explanation of their basic hypotheses,
firstly, as lots of endogenous financial crisis models are based on a qualitative-descriptive
approach, and secondly, as most quantitative approaches concentrate on the mechanisms
generating endogenous financial fragility and endogenous business cycles, but do not explain when endogenous financial fragility actually evolves into systemic financial crises.
"Testing" the validity of both categories of standard theory by confronting the model
results with the stylized facts provides a mixed picture. That is, both categories are consistent with a series of empirical regularities, but also fail to explain important stylized facts.
Regarding the common grounds of the mainstream approach to financial crises with the
stylized facts, the models correctly demonstrate that financial distress is associated with
high real domestic and foreign interest rates, real overvaluation of the domestic currency,
pessimistic expectations, suspensions of government guarantees as e.g. the breakdown
of fixed exchange rate regimes, credit and liquidity crunches, and real macroeconomic
contractions. However, mainstream models do not consider the link between business
cycle fluctuations and financial crises, as well as the irregular change between tranquil
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business cycle fluctuations and financial crisis cycles. Moreover, mainstream models deny
an endogenous build-up of financial fragility due to overinvestment and overborrowing
driven by unrealistic expectations which collapse at the upper turning point, and tend to
undershoot during the bust phase.
Regarding the common grounds of the endogenous financial crisis approach with the
history of financial crises, the models correctly reflect the empirical facts that financial
crises are linked to business cycle fluctuations, that there is a general build-up of financial fragility during the boom phase by unrealistic expectations leading to overborrowing,
and that the collapse of expectations leads to a severe and Jong-lasting downturn. However, the endogenous financial crisis approach fails to explain why there are also tranquil
business cycle fluctuations indicating dynamic stability of capitalist systems, and why
the occurrence of financial crisis cycles is irregular. Moreover, endogenous financial crisis
models fail to provide a quantitative theory of the formation of expectations which is able
to explain the growing divergence of fundamentals and expectations during the up- and
the downswing, as well as the change of expectations at the business cycle turning points.
Finally, endogenous financial crisis models fail to provide a general analytical explanation of the long-run dynamics of modern capitalist systems which are characterized by an
irregular change between dynamic stability and instability.
Summing up, the comparison of both categories of standard theory with the stylized
facts points out that there is no theoretical approach which provides a correct representation of systemic financial distress, firstly, because standard models concentrate too much
on specific stylized features of financial crises, and secondly, because both the mainstream
approach and the endogenous financial crisis approach are too polarized and deadlocked
in their basic assumptions, preventing an objective representation of the "truth". Consequently, the persistence of financial crises throughout history could be, at least partly,
attributed to the failure of economic theory of not having developed a "general" theoretical analysis of systemic financial crises which could be used to prevent crises, or to
develop much better crisis management policies.
The present approach to be developed in this book, tries to overcome this "failure"
of economic theory by providing an alternative and more general approach to financial
crises which combines endogenous business cycle theory with current financial crisis theory.
The main results of this "cyclical" approach to financial crises can be summarized in the
following three propositions.
Firstly, if there are no exogenous shocks, capitalist systems tend to be cyclically stable in the long-run, as they converge to endogenous tranquil business cycles which are
associated with financial tensions at the upper turning point, but which do not generate
systemic financial distress. These tranquil long-run equilibrium cycles are mainly driven
by an endogenous interaction between profit expectations, indebtedness of business firms,
and lending behaviour of financial institutions.
Secondly, financial crisis cycles are caused by an exogenous positive shock to profit
expectations, e.g. due to the emergence of a new technology regime, or owing to the
implementation of liberalization and stabilization policies, giving rise to an enormous
build-up of financial fragility by overly optimistic profit expectations, leading to overinvestment and overindebtedness. At the upper turning point of the financial crisis cycle,
profit expectations collapse endogenously and induce a cumulative downward process, being associated with a stock market crash, a collapse of the domestic currency, widespread
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bankruptcies among firms and financial institutions, a general credit and liquidity crunch,
and a long-lasting depression.
Thirdly, notwithstanding the fact that financial crisis cycles generate real sector and
financial sector instability, economies tend to recover endogenously after the occurrence
of a systemic financial crisis by converging back to tranquil equilibrium business cycle
fluctuations.
This "cyclical" approach to financial crises is based on an innovative expectation formation scheme which combines the rational expectations hypothesis with Keynes' "Beauty
Contest Theory", giving rise to an endogenous dynamic interaction between chartists, fundamentalists and rational investors, where the boom and the bust phase are dominated
by chartist type behaviour, and the turning points by fundamentalist type and rational
behaviour. The present approach differs from other chartist-fundamentalist approaches
by the explicit consideration of the rational expectation hypothesis, implying that the
behaviour of agents is not only determined by market sentiments and some fundamental
economic variables of the model which can be observed, but additionally by (long-run) rational behaviour according to the rational expectations hypothesis. As a result, the present
approach demonstrates that "irrational" herding behaviour and rational expectations are
compatible with each other, and that especially this combination generates endogenous
cycles in expectations, fitting the stylized facts both of tranquil business cycles, and of financial crisis cycles. Moreover, the present approach is founded on a sophisticated balance
sheet approach with many assets, liquidity and net worth constraints, financial accelerator
effects, and a rich set of transmission mechanisms (interest rate channel, exchange rate
channel, asset price channel, credit channel, bank lending channel, balance sheet channel)
being responsible for the transmission of financial sector shocks into the real sphere of
an economy. As there are fundamental differences between financial crises in industrial
and in emerging market economies regarding the financial structure, indebtedness, and
exchange rate regimes, the present approach distinguishes explicitly between crises in industrialized and in emerging market economies, and derives different conclusions as to
crisis prevention and crisis management policies.

1.2

Outline of the Book

Following the introduction, part I, consisting of chapters 2 and 3, develops both a theoretical and an empirical basis for the new "cyclical" approach to be developed in part II
of the book. Chapter 2, elaborating theoretical principles of financial crises and financial
stability, begins with a general definition of financial crises, describing financial distress as
a multi-dimensional set of conditions and indicators in contrast to numerous, and largely
differing definitions given by standard theory describing financial distress by very few and
very specific conditions. Moreover, this general definition explicitly differentiates between
systemic financial crises, i.e. crises leading to severe real macroeconomic contractions, and
spurious financial crises being characterized by drops in asset prices, but having no effects
on real macroeconomic activity. The distinction between systemic and spurious financial
crises serves as a starting point for the following sections analyzing how financial market disturbances, i.e. asset price drops and surges in interest rates, are transmitted into
the real sphere of economies, and how financial shocks can evolve into systemic financial
crises. Furthermore, chapter 2 develops a new theoretical framework of the interaction
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of asset prices, financial constraints, financial market conditions, aggregate demand, real
economic activity, and aggregate liquidity and solvency positions to illustrate the emergence of cumulative upward and downward processes during tranquil equilibrium business
cycles and financial crisis cycles. After having studied the interactions between the real
and the financial sphere of capitalist market economies, chapter 2 discusses various determinants of financial stability, i.e. factors determining whether a given set of financial
market disturbances causes a full-fledged systemic financial crisis, or "only" a spurious
financial crisis.
Chapter 3 elaborates the stylized facts of financial crises, having been already outlined briefly in the previous chapter, which serve as an empirical basis for the "cyclical"
approach to be developed in part II. The analysis begins with a definition of currency,
banking and twin crises from an empirical perspective, being employed to study both the
frequency and the severity of financial crises during the last 120 years. The subsequent
analysis discusses on the one hand the basic link between business cycles and financial
crises, and on the other hand the link between financial liberalization, business cycle fluctuations, and the occurrence of systemic financial crises. Also, the financial liberalization
process in the post Bretton Woods era, both in the industrialized and in the developing
world, is going to be reviewed. The latter part of chapter 3 provides a detailed synopsis
of numerous empirical studies analyzing the stylized behaviour of macroeconomic variables before, during, and after the occurrence of currency, banking, and twin crises in the
post Bretton Woods era. Moreover, the analysis also compares the stylized behaviour of
macroeconomic variables during periods of financial distress with the stylized behaviour
during tranquil periods. All empirical and historical results are summarized in eight main
propositions, or stylized facts which are used as a performance indicator for the empirical
validity of financial crisis models. A comparison of the stylized facts with standard theory
of financial crises points out, as aforementioned, that standard theory cannot explain important empirical regularities, being necessary to understand causes and consequences of
systemic financial crises, as well as to develop methods to prevent, predict, and to manage
crises efficiently.
The divergence between the stylized facts and standard theory is used as the starting
point for a "new" cyclical theory of financial crises in part II of the book, consisting of
chapters 4, 5, 6 and 7. Chapter 4 develops a theoretical open economy model of endogenous business cycle fluctuations and financial crises in industrial countries under flexible
exchange rates. The static version of the model is based on a sophisticated balance sheet
approach with a complex financial structure, many assets, and various transmission mechanisms. The real side of the model is characterized by the central role of business firms'
profit rate being dependent on the financial structure of the economy. Moreover, aggregate economic activity is mainly driven by investment expenditures, where the investment
function is described by a modified version of Tobin's q, implying that investment demand
is dependent on stock prices, the actual price level, actual profits, expected profits, the
real loan rate, the financial structure, and on the level of aggregate economic activity. The
static version of the model is employed to describe various stages of a typical financial
crisis cycle by a comparative-static analysis.
Subsequently, both the expected profit rate and the degree of indebtedness, being
represented by firms' debt-asset ratio, are going to be endogenized to study the long-run
dynamics of the system. The dynamic version of the model is based on a very uncommon
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and innovative kind of expectation formation scheme having not yet taken into consideration by standard approaches to financial crises, which combines the rational expectations
hypothesis and Keynes' "Beauty Contest Theory", resulting in endogenous interactions
between chartists, fundamentalists and rational investors. This synthetic expectation
formation scheme allows for a theoretical explanation of endogenous cycles in profit expectations with irrational exuberance during the boom phase, "irrational undershooting"
during the bust phase, and with rational and endogenous returns from unrealistic optimistic and unrealistic pessimistic expectations to real economic fundamentals at the
turning points of business cycles. The dynamic analysis points out firstly, that capitalist
market economies are cyclically stable and converge to tranquil business cycles, secondly,
that financial crises are caused by large exogenous positive shocks to expectations, giving
rise to an excessive business cycle ending up in a systemic financial crises, and thirdly,
that after the occurrence of a financial crisis, economic systems recover endogenously, and
return to tranquil business cycle fluctuations. The dynamic version of the model studies
additionally the case when expectations are solely determined by market sentiments in a
purely Keynesian fashion, and concludes that in this case, each business cycle can generate a systemic financial crisis. Finally, the model is compared both with standard models
of financial crises and standard models of business cycle theory.
Chapter 5 develops a modified version of the industrial country model of chapter 4 for
emerging market economies. The model differs substantially from the industrial country
version with respect to the financial structure, as emerging market debt generally stems
from international financial markets, and is denominated in foreign currency. Furthermore, the emerging market model assumes a fixed exchange rate regime allowing for a
detailed analysis of real exchange rate misalignments over the business cycle, as well as
for an investigation of the impact of a contractionary devaluation due to high foreign debt
stocks in the case of twin crises. All other assumptions, as e.g. the expectations formation
scheme, coincide with the industrial country model. Both the comparative-static and the
dynamic version of the emerging market model demonstrate that in spite of fundamental
differences in the model structure, financial crises in emerging markets are very similar
to those in industrialized economies, and differ only with respect to two issues. Firstly,
both tranquil and financial crisis cycles in emerging markets are driven by an endogenous
interaction between international capital flows and profit expectations of domestic and
international investors, whereas all cycles in industrial countries are driven by fluctuations
in domestic bank debt and profit expectations of domestic investors. Secondly, in case
of twin crises, the real macroeconomic contraction in emerging market is amplified by
the outbreak of the currency crisis due to a nominal and real appreciation of the foreign
debt stock (contractionary devaluation), whereas in industrial countries the contraction
is dampened by the devaluation of the home currency (expansionary devaluation).
Chapter 6 develops a calibration model of financial crises in emerging markets on
the basis of chapter 5 in order to enlarge the previous dynamic analysis which has been
restricted to a qualitative phase diagram analysis of a nonlinear 2 x 2 system. Unlike
the general function models in chapters 4 and 5, the calibration model is able to provide
specific information on the transitional crisis dynamics of a large number of macroeconomic variables beyond the "cyclical steady state" during periods of financial distress.
However, in order to remain analytically tractable, the dynamic nonlinear version of the
emerging market model of chapter 5 has to be transformed into a dynamic linear model,
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implying that the transitional dynamics of typical financial crisis cycles have to be studied by a stepwise calibration procedure which differentiates between the boom phase, the
overborrowing phase, and the bust phase. Apart from the calibration of financial crises
as a cyclical phenomenon, chapter 6 additionally simulates the effects of an adverse foreign interest rate shock. Notwithstanding the fact that calibration techniques are subject
to various limitations being discussed in detail, they constitute a precious complement
to general function models. There is no explicit elaboration of an industrial country
calibration model in chapter 6, as the emerging market model structure is richer and
more complex than the industrial country case. Furthermore, the simulation results of
the emerging market case can be simply applied to financial crises' periods in industrial
countries.
Chapter 7 summarizes the main results of book and develops both new perspectives
for economic theory and alternative policy recommendations for crisis prevention, crisis
prediction, and crisis management.
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Chapter 2
Financial Crises and Financial
Instability: Definitions and
Principles
2.1

A General Definition of Financial Crises

There are almost as many definitions of financial crises in the economic literature as there
are theories and historical episodes of financial distress. For example, monetarists define
financial crises as banking panics leading to sharp contractions in the money supply and
deep downswings in real economic activity {Friedman and Schwartz 1963). Advocates of
the "financial fragility" approach, having a much broader view on financial distress, define
financial crises as the occurrence of one or more events as e.g. sharp declines in asset prices,
bankruptcies of large financial and nonfinancial firms, being possibly associated with real
economic downturns and large drops in commodity prices {Fisher 1932, 1933, Minsky
1972, Eichengreen and Portes 1987, Kindleberger 2000). Proponents of the asymmetric
information view on financial markets define financial crises by particular events as e.g.
banking panics, and currency crises which are caused by adverse selection and/or moral
hazard (Calomiris and Gorton 1991, McKinnon and Pill 1997, Krugman 1998). By way of
contrast, supporters of credit constraint and balance sheet models define financial crises
as an event which causes financial constraints to bind, leading to a drying up of liquidity
in financial markets, and to real contractions {Mishkin 1991, Dornbusch 1999, Velasco
2001, Caballero and Krishnamurthy 2002).
These introductory examples, which are going to be discussed in more detail in the
following chapters, are only an extract from many other definitions of financial crises
which can be found in the economic literature. The reason for this large variety of definitions stems from the fact that no financial crisis one can observe in reality equals
another one exactly, and, perhaps more importantly, that there is no consensus view on
the causes and consequences of financial crises in economic theory. This contribution
aims at overcoming this existing fragmentation by providing a more general or synthetic
view on financial crises which can be used to explain different forms of financial distress
by common theoretical concepts. Accordingly, the present approach does not define any
longer financial crises by specific and singular events as described above, but by a general
multi-dimensional set of conditions or indicators as follows:
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A financial crisis is a disturbance in financial markets being typically accompanied firstly, by a sudden, large, and widespread drop in financial asset
prices (as e.g. declining stock and bond prices, decreasing market values of
loans, or collapsing exchange rates), implying a large and sudden rise in interest rates on financial assets (as e.g. sharply increasing interest rates on
bonds, loans, or money market instruments), and/or secondly, by a sudden,
large, and widespread drop in real asset prices (as e.g. declining real estate
prices, or dropping market prices for real capital).
This widespread drop in asset prices is caused by an actual and/or expected decline in assets' rate of returns, which can be triggered firstly, by actual and/or
expected negative real shocks (as e.g. adverse terms-of-trade shocks, large increases in input costs, or negative technology shocks), and/or secondly, by actual and/or expected negative financial shocks ( as e.g. increasing real domestic
or real foreign prime interest rates, exchange rate devaluations, increasing risk
premia, or suspensions of government guarantees, as e.g. deposit insurance
systems or bail-out guarantees).
Regarding their impact on real economic activity, financial crises can be subdivided into two categories, namely into systemic financial crises and spurious
financial crises.
A systemic financial crisis is defined as a situation in which asset price
drops and rising interest rates cause firstly, a widespread disruption of financial
markets ' capacity to allocate financial funds into the most efficient production
opportunities due to a general liquidity crunch and/or due to dysfunctions of
the payment system, and secondly, real economic downturns, or even depressions and ( debt-) deflation, by engendering widespread failures among financial
and nonfinancial firms, and collapses in aggregate demand. 1
By way of contrast, a spurious financial crisis is defined as a situation in
which asset price drops and sharply rising interest rates firstly, do not interfere
with financial markets' capacity to channel funds efficiently from savers to investors as disturbances are restricted to particular markets, sectors or agents,
and secondly, do not cause real economic downturns as financial market disturbances are not transmitted into the real sector. 2
In case domestic asset price disturbances spill over to foreign financial markets, as well as in case foreign financial market asset price disturbances induce
domestic disturbances, they are labelled as international financial crises.
1 Financial market disturbances can also cause a failure of the government sector whose impact on the
real sector differs however from widespread failures among financial and nonfinancial firms firstly, because
the government sector cannot be liquidated, and secondly, as the government sector cannot be forced to
give up its "production" activities. As a result, it is not clear whether a failure of the government sector
can cause a systemic financial crisis. For that reason, a failure of the government sector was excluded
from the general definition of systemic financial crises.
2 Examples are stock market crashes, currency collapses, dropping real estate prices, or failures of
financial or nonfinancial firms which do not lead to recessions, deflation, general liquidity crunches, or
malfunctions of the payment system. Such events are examples of financial distress, yet they are no
examples of systemic financial crises. Furthermore, spurious financial crises cannot cause a failure of the
government sector.
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If these internationally transmitted disturbances lead firstly, to a breakdown of
financial markets' ability to allocate funds domestically and/or internationally,
and cause secondly, domestic and/or international real economic downturns,
they are called international systemic financial crises. If, by way of
contrast, there is no disruption of financial markets' ability to allocate funds
domestically and/or internationally, as well as no domestic and/or international real economic downturns, they are labelled as international spurious
financial crises.
Despite the fact that this general definition of financial crises captures a great variety
of possible forms of financial distress, it provides no concept explaining why some financial
disturbances lead to systemic, and some to spurious financial crises. Consequently, there
is no explanation of how financial market disturbances are transmitted into the real sector,
and which "conditions" determine whether a given set of disturbances causes a systemic
or a spurious financial crisis. Furthermore, the definition provides no explanation of the
fundamental causes of real and/or financial shocks triggering financial crises, i.e. there
is no explanation of whether financial crises are purely random events which are caused
by exogenous shocks, or whether financial crises are endogenous phenomena resulting
from inherent unstable interactions between the real and the financial sphere of modern
capitalist economies.
To overcome these drawbacks, section 2.2 analyzes the interaction of asset price fluctuations and macroeconomic activity, whereas section 2.3 investigates factors determining
the degree of "financial stability" or "systemic risk", i.e. overall macroeconomic conditions determining whether a given set of disturbances causes a systemic, or a spurious
financial crisis. Section 2.4 sets out different theoretical views of the basic causes of financial crises, i.e. whether financial crises can be viewed as exogenous or endogenous events,
or as a combination of both.

2.2

Asset Price Fluctuations and Aggregate Economic
Activity

This section investigates the interaction of asset price changes and aggregate economic
activity. There is broad empirical evidence that changes in asset prices generally tend to
lead changes in real GDP growth. Yet, not all asset prices exhibit the characteristics of a
leading indicator, depending predominantly on the depth of asset markets. Among a large
number of assets, empirical studies singled out stock prices and government bond yield
spreads, i.e. the difference between short-term and long-term returns on government
bonds, as the best forward-looking indicators for future real output growth, whereas
property and land prices were found to be more correlated with actual output growth. 3
Notwithstanding the extensive empirical evidence on the leading indicator property
of some asset prices, there is no general agreement on the causal linkages between asset
prices and real economic activity in economic theory, stemming mainly from the fact that
3 For empirical studies of the interaction of asset prices and output growth both in industrial and
emerging market countries, see e.g. Asprem (1989), Fama (1990), International Monetary Fund (2000),
chapter III, and Mauro (2000).
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these linkages are complex and empirically difficult to determine. One class of theories
claims that under rational expectations, asset prices are "only" leading indicators reflecting future changes in output by their forward-looking nature, i.e. there exists no causal
relationship between changes in asset prices and output because asset prices only provide information about future developments in the real sector without having influence
on output. 4 According to this view however, financial crises, as defined above, cannot
arise. Spurious financial crises having no effect on the real sector, would only occur in
case expectations about the future were wrong, which is ruled out under rational expectations. 5 Likewise, systemic financial crises could not arise per definition since there exists
no transmission mechanism from asset prices to real economic activity.
By way of contrast, according to the more traditional theoretical view, asset price
changes are assumed to influence real economic activity in two ways. Firstly, asset prices
are assumed to induce alterations in aggregate demand via wealth and cost of capital
effects. Secondly, asset prices are assumed to influence the degree of financial stability and
the state of current financial distress by determining whether existing financial constraints
(net worth and liquidity constraints) are fulfilled or not, influencing on the one hand
potential output by deciding upon whether an economic entity is bankrupt or not, and on
the other hand aggregate demand by determining the creditworthiness of borrowers, i.e.
the availability of external funds, and therethrough the maximum amount of expenditures.
Owing to this traditional view, both spurious and systemic financial crises, as defined
above, are possible events to occur, firstly, due to the existence of various transmission
mechanisms between the financial and the real sector, and secondly, due to the influence
of asset prices on aggregate financial stability.
Summing up, according to the introductory general definition of financial crises in
section 2.1, the present approach follows the more traditional view of the interaction of
asset prices and output growth. Hence, after having discussed determinants of asset prices
in section 2.2.1, section 2.2.2 analyzes how asset prices influence financial constraints and
therethrough creditworthiness and the availability of external funds, whereas section 2.2.3
studies the influence of asset prices on aggregate demand. The results of sections 2.2.2 and
2.2.3 are employed to develop a qualitative approach in section 2.2.4 to the emergence
of cumulative upward and downward processes, i.e. to economic dynamics which are
characterized by self-sustaining or endogenous interdependencies between the real and
the financial sector of an economy, leading either to steady increasing asset prices and
increasing GDP growth, or to steady falling asset prices and steady declining, or even
negative GDP growth, giving rise to systemic financial crises. The qualitative results of
section 2.2.4, in combination with factors determining financial stability being discussed
in section 2.3, serve as qualitative a basis for the quantitative approach in part II of the
book.

4 For

this class of theories, see e.g. Morck, Schleifer and Vishny (1990).
case there are no shocks to the real sector leaving all "fundamentals" unchanged, which is the
case during a spurious financial crisis, then, under the assumption of rational expectations, asset prices
cannot change since there is no change in "fundamentals". Thus, a downward revision of expectations
without a change in fundamentals indicates an expectation error which is excluded under the rational
expectations hypothesis.
5 In
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2.2.1

Determinants of Asset Prices

There are various theories and models of asset pricing in economics, as e.g. portfolio theory
being based on the capital asset pricing model (CAPM), consumption based asset pricing
theory being grounded on the consumption based capital asset pricing model (CCAMP),
or production based asset pricing theory having evolved from stochastic growth and real
business cycle theory. Albeit these theories differ with respect to assumptions, model
structures, etc., they all have in common that the price of an asset is generally determined
by the present value approach, stating that the price of an asset is determined by the sum
of its discounted expected earnings or cash flows.
Expected cash flows are the asset's expected rents, cash or imputed, net of costs of
operation, maintenance, taxes, etc. Interest costs, i.e. rates of return which the investor
must pay to borrow funds to hold the asset, or opportunity costs, i.e. rates of return
the investor must sacrifice by holding smaller amounts of other assets, are represented by
the discount factor which is a risk-adjusted reference "interest" rate investors demand for
holding the asset, being powerfully influenced by monetary policies, i.e. by short-term
interest rates. It is important to note that interest or opportunity costs associated with
the asset, are not subtracted from expected cash flows since expected cash flows represent
the asset's "natural returns", which are independent of financing issues. Likewise, it must
be emphasized that the discount factor is not a market interest rate on a specific kind
of reference asset which investors could alternatively invest in, but a rate appropriate
for the valuation of streams of future returns with the time patterns, uncertainties, and
covariances of the asset's cash flows. That is, the discount factor can be interpreted as
"mixed" rate, consisting of the return of a risk-free reference asset, plus an asset-specific
risk premium reflecting all uncertainties and risks associated with the asset's cash flows. 6
Formally, the nominal market value, or the market price of an asset, PA, being subject to
an infinite income stream is given at time t in discrete form by

PA,t

00

00

s=t

s=t

= L(l + (iRF + rp- pe)t(s-t) CF: = L(l + (iRF + rp- pe))-(s-t) CF:,, P:, (2.1)

and in continuous form by

j e-(iRF+rp-p•)(,-t) CFe(s) ds = j e-(iRF+rp-p•)(s-t) cF:(s) pe(s) ds,
00

PA(t) =

00

t

(2.2)

t

where CF; denotes real expected cash flows or expected real earnings, pe the expected
price level, CFe = CF; pe nominal expected cash flows, iRF the nominal risk-free interest
rate of a risk-free reference asset (e.g. nominal interest rate on long-term government
bonds being crucially dependent on monetary policies), rp the risk premium in nominal
terms representing the asset's risk of default, pe the price level's P expected growth
rate being defined in discrete time as
= (P;+ 1 - P.)/ P. and in continuous time as

ft:

6 For example, regarding equities, the discount factor is not represented by the interest rate on longterm government bonds, or by the interest rate on long-term corporate bonds, but e.g. by the interest
rate on long-term government bonds, representing the risk-free reference asset, plus an equity-specific
risk premium reflecting all uncertainties and risks associated with the equity's cash flows.
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p'(s) = F'(s)/ P(s), and iRF + rp - p' the risk-adjusted real expected reference interest
rate. 7 In case the expected price level p• and expected real earnings CF; are constant
over time, implying constant nominal earnings CF•, the asset price at time t is given,
both in discrete and in continuous form, by
CF;P•
+rp-p•·

iRF

(2.3)

According to the present value approach, asset prices decline/rise ceteris paribus, in
case there is a fall/rise in expected real cash flows CF;, a rise/fall in the nominal risk-free
interest rate iRF, a rise/fall in the risk premium in nominal terms rp, and a fall/rise in
the expected price level P' implying also a fall/rise in the price level's expected growth
rate p•. Consequently, regarding financial crises, drops in asset prices can be caused
by deteriorating "objective" fundamental data (fall in actual earnings 8 , rise in current
nominal risk-free interest rates), as well as by worsening "subjective" expectations as to
future earnings, the expected price level and default risk.
Prominent applications of the present value approach are e.g. the "Gordon equation"
(Gordon 1962), determining equity prices in a consumption based capital asset pricing
model, Tobin's q theory of investment discussed in appendix A, and textbook illustrations
of the determination of bond prices. Regarding the determination of exchange rates, it
must be noted that the present value approach cannot be applied since exchange rates
are no income generating assets whose return can be compared to another asset. Rather,
7 Unlike most representations of nominal discounted present values which are generally stated in nominal terms, i.e. nominal expected cash flows are generally discounted by a nominal reference interest
rate, equations 2.1 and 2.2 define nominal present values as a stream of future expected nominal earnings being discounted by an expected real reference interest rate since this kind of description allows
for a better consideration of the impact of (expected) inflation. The definition of nominal discounted
present values in equations 2.1 and 2.2 can be derived in four steps. Regarding the discrete time case
in equation 2.1, the first step is to define the real market value, or the real discounted present value
of an asset at time t, PA"''' reading as PArot = PA,t! P1 = E:,(l + z,)-<•-t) CF;,., where z, denotes
the real risk-adjusted reference interest rate. In the second step, real expected cash flows CF;,, are
replaced by nominal expected cash flows CF: which are deflated by the current price level P1 , leading to PA,.. t = PA,tf Pt= E:,(l + zr)-<•-tJ (CF;/P;) (P:/ Pt). In the third step, the real discounted
present value is transformed into a nominal discounted present value via multiplication by the current
price level at time t, P,, resulting in PA,t = PAr,t P, = E:,(l + z,)-<•-•l CF:. In the fourth step,
the term ( 1 + Zr i-<•-t) is replaced according to the multi-period Fisher relation, reading for s 2: t as
(1 + Zr)<•-t) = (1 + iRF + rp)<•-t) /(1 + p•)<•-t), which results in PA,t = PAr,t P, = E:,,(1 + iRF +
rp)<•-t) /(1 + pe)(s-t) CF;. Approximating the Fisher relation by the result that Zr::. iRF + rp - p•, the
nominal discounted present value is given by PA,t = PAr,t P, = E:,(1 + (iRF + rp - pe))-<•-t) CF:,
which corresponds exactly to equation 2.1. The derivation of the continuous case in equation 2.2
is described analogously to the discrete time case in four steps. Following step one above, the real
market value of an asset at time t is given by PAr(t) = PA(t)/P(t) = J,"" e-•h-t) CF;(s) ds. According to step two, real expected cash flows are replaced by nominal expected cash flows, leading to
PAr(t) = PA(t)/P(t) = J,"" e-•r(H) (CF"(s)/P'(s)) (P'(s)/P(t)) ds. Transforming the real discounted
present value into the nominal discounted present value according to the step three via multiplication by
the current price level P(t) yields PA(t) = PAr(t)P(t) = J;""e-•r(•-•>cF•(s)ds. As to step four, the
multi-period Fisher relation, reading in continuous time for s 2: t as e•r(•-t) = e<•RF+rp)(,-t) /eP"(,-t),
or after having eliminated (s - t) as Zr = i RF + rp - p•, is used to replace z,, which results in
PA(t) = PA.(t) P(t) = J;"" e-<•RF+rp-f,")(•-•> CF'(s) ds, corresponding exactly to equation 2.2.
8 Note that at time t, it holds that CF{ = CF, according to equation 2.1, and CF"(t) = CF(t)
according to equation 2. 2.
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exchange rates' "market price" is determined by international transactions in services,
goods and financial assets, which demands different approaches to price determination,
as e.g. purchasing power theory (PPP), uncovered interest parity theory (UIP), or asset
market approaches to the exchange rate.

2.2.2

Asset Prices and Financial Constraints

Asset prices have a decisive influence on real economic activity by their impact on financial constraints, determining a business unit's creditworthiness, the available amount of
external finance and thereby the maximum amount of aggregate expenditures, as well as
whether a business unit is bankrupt or not. As a result, the strength of the transmission
from the financial into the real sphere of an economy, as well as the question of whether
a financial crisis is spurious or systemic, depends on whether constraints are binding or
not binding, and on whether constraints can be fulfilled at all.
There are two broad classes of financial constraints in economic theory whose explicit
form depends on how financial markets are assumed to work. The theory of perfect
capital markets, being outlined in section 2.2.2.1, is based on intertemporal Walrasian
equilibrium theory and assumes that there are no frictions in financial markets, and
that economic agents are only subject to an intertemporal solvency constraint. By way
of contrast, the theory of imperfect capital markets, being reviewed in section 2.2.2.2,
assumes that there are strong information asymmetries in financial markets leading to
borrowing constraints which depend on agents' net worth. As there are strong differences
between both perspectives, section 2.2.2.3 compares both theories with real world financial
constraints and develops a synthetic view on the impact of financial constraints on real
economic activity. This perspective is employed as a basis for section 2.2.4, analyzing the
emergence of cumulative processes, and for the quantitative approach to financial crises
being developed in part II of the book.
2.2.2.1

Perfect Capital Market Theory

The Existence of Intertemporal Solvency Constraints. Theoretical models as
well as empirical studies of borrowing and lending have been often based on perfect capital market theory combined with general intertemporal Walrasian equilibrium theory. 9
As a result, financial constraints on borrowing and lending in perfect capital markets in
a multi-period competitive environment are generally formulated as intertemporal conditions referring to the entire time span of the planning period, and not as static requirements which have to be fulfilled at a certain moment in time. As a thorough discussion of
financial constraints under intertemporal decisions of agents would require a formal treatment, the following qualitative description is supplemented by a quantitative example in
appendix B.
According to intertemporal maximization models, economic agents are generally subject to two financial constraints which determine whether an economic entity is bankrupt
or not. The first condition to be fulfilled is the so-called no-Ponzi-game condition 10, being
9 See

e.g. Blanchard and Fischer (1989), and Obstfeld and Rogoff (1999).
no-Ponzi-game condition is named after Boston swindler C. Ponzi who promised very high returns
to investors in the 1920s which he paid, at least for a certain time, by money from new investors. After
10 The
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labelled in mathematical terms as the transversality condition. The no-Ponzi-game condition requires that the present value of debt/wealth of a representative agent at the end
of the planning period has to be zero, i.e. the agent is not allowed to leave the scene without having repaid debt/without having consumed entire wealth. The second condition
to be fulfilled is an intertemporal budget constraint, stating that the positive/negative
present value of future net income, i.e. the positive/negative present value of output less
private consumption (in a closed economy without investment and government expenditures), must not exceed the present value of initial debt plus interest payments/fall short
of the present value of initial wealth, where debt/wealth has been generated by past consumption which has been higher/lower than income. In case the intertemporal budget
constraint is not fulfilled, implying also a violation of the no-Ponzi-game condition, the
economic unit is bankrupt or intertemporally insolvent, whereas in case the intertemporal budget constraint and the no-Ponzi-game condition are fulfilled, the economic unit is
intertemporally solvent.
The Absence of Temporary Borrowing Constraints. The existence of the intertemporal solvency constraint combined with the no-Ponzi-game condition, guaranteeing the non-explosiveness of debt, implies that agents' spending can be temporarily higher
than their income, and, much more importantly, that agents can borrow temporarily
against future income without any borrowing constraint. Accordingly, as long as agents
remain intertemporally solvent, there arises no bankruptcy at a specific moment in time
since all due payment commitments can be met by borrowing temporarily without any
restrictions.

The Irrelevance of the Financial Structure. The irrelevance of the financial structure for borrowing and lending in perfect capital markets has been highlighted by the
Modigliani-Miller theorem (Modigliani and Miller 1958) whose results can be summarized in two propositions. Firstly, the capital structure, the debt-equity ratio, or corporate
leverage is irrelevant for the present value of the firm, implying that optimal investment
is independent of capital markets. This independence implies that the value of assets
cannot be changed by altering the claims. It means that in perfect capital markets a
firm cannot increase its market value simply by recombining debts against its assets and
offering them in different forms. This result is based on the assumption that the value
of a business firm depends solely on investment opportunities available to it, and that
finance for investment is always available and not restricted by borrowing constraints.
Secondly, as a consequence of the irrelevance of the capital structure, the cost of capital
of a business firm is independent of the type of securities used to finance the project or the
capital structure of the firm, i.e. there exist no differences between the costs of different
financing instruments.
2.2.2.2

Imperfect Capital Market Theory

The Existence of Asymmetric Information and Credit Rationing. In sharp
contrast to the theory of perfect capital markets, imperfect market capital theory, which
has a long tradition in macroeconomics beginning with I. Fisher (1933) and J.M. Keynes
the flow of new money dried up, Ponzi could not longer pay investors and his fraud was revealed.
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(1936) if not earlier authors 11, postulates that both the financial structure and capital
markets in general have a decisive influence on aggregate economy activity by determining the strength of borrowing constraints and the costs of finance. The claim that goods
and financial markets are mutually dependent is built on the basic assumption that capital markets are subject to asymmetric information, being an obstacle for a frictionless
functioning of financial markets.
Asymmetric information in financial markets is defined as a situation in which one
agent of a financial contract is much better informed than the other one. That is, borrowers who take loans have much better information about the prospective returns and
risks associated with the investment project than lenders. This basic information asymmetry causes two forms of frictions in information flows, namely adverse selection and
moral hazard, leading on the one hand to credit rationing and on the other hand to the
existence of borrowing constraints.
Adverse selection occurs before a transaction has taken place and comes into being
by the fact that the worst borrowers with highest credit risk have the most difficulties
in receiving funds, and therefore are going to offer the highest interest rates since they
are likely not to repay the loan. An adverse selection problem comes into being in case
lenders grant loans only to those borrowers with highest interest rate offers, implying huge
losses for lenders since borrowers with highest credit risk are most likely to be selected.
Accordingly, since lenders cannot use the interest rate as a reliable indicator to distinguish
"good" from "bad" borrowers, lenders may decide on granting no loans at all, even if there
are good borrowers in the market. Thus, adverse selection may lead to credit rationing
which is defined as a situation in which at a given interest rate, demand for credit is
higher than credit supply. 12
Moral hazard occurs after the transaction has taken place and comes into being in case
the borrower earns profits in case the investment project succeeds, and bears no losses in
case the project fails, since losses are paid by the lender or by the tax payer. This distortion
in incentives leads to actions by the borrower which are immoral from the lender's point
of view, as e.g. "overinvestment" in projects with very high risk, or an inefficient use
of loans for personal (consumption) purposes of the borrower. In order to avoid such
immoral actions by borrowers, lenders may engage in screening and monitoring, which
however, can also cause credit rationing since lenders cannot assess whether a potential
borrower is going to engage in immoral actions.
The Existence of Borrowing Constraints. Apart from credit rationing, adverse
selection and moral hazard also lead to the emergence of borrowing constraints since
potential losses for lenders can be reduced or avoided, either by imposing borrowing
ceilings which prevent borrowers from borrowing an unlimited amount of credit, or by
demanding risk-dependent interest rates, leading to an upward sloping supply schedule
for credit.
Respecting the existence of borrowing ceilings, it is generally assumed that borrowers' assets are used as collateral, and that debt ceilings are formulated as a fraction of
borrowers' net worth, where net worth is generally defined as the market, or discounted
11 For 8Jl

overview on the theory of imperfect capital markets, see Gertler (1988) and Trautwein (2000).
a detailed discussion on credit rationing in markets with asymmetric information, see Stiglitz
and Weiss (1981, 1992), and Jaffee and Stiglitz (1990).
12 For
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present value of assets less the market, or discounted present value of debt. All net worth
concepts are grounded on the principle that the status of solvency or insolvency, as well as
the influence of net worth on the availability of financial funds, and thereby on aggregate
expenditures, are determined by the sign of net worth which can be positive, zero, or
negative. In case net worth is negative, an economic unit is defined as being bankrupt or
insolvent, and receives no financial funds. If, by way of contrast, net worth is equal to
or greater than zero, an economic unit is defined as being solvent, where the amount of
available finance, and thereby the amount of aggregate expenditure, is a positive function
of borrowers' net worth, i.e. the higher net worth is, the more funds are available due to
a lower credit risk, and the higher aggregate expenditures are.
Regarding the existence of risk-dependent interest rates, borrowing is constrained by
the fact that "market" interest rates are assumed to consist of a risk-free rate and a
risk premium, where the risk premium is either a convex function of agents' debt, or
depends positively on agents' net worth serving as collateral. Thus, decreasing net worth,
or increasing debt, lead to increasing financing costs which pose an upper limit on the
amount of debt finance since the higher interest rate costs, the lower is the present value
of an investment project.
The Existence of a "Financial Hierarchy". The existence of asymmetric information also causes a difference between costs of internal finance by retained earnings, and
costs of external finance by debt or equity finance. Since internal finance, unlike external finance, requires no financial contract, there arise no information asymmetries, and
thereby no "agency costs of lending", i.e. no external finance premium depending negatively on borrowers' net worth, or positively on borrowers' debt stock. Regarding external
finance, there exists also a cost difference between debt and equity finance, where equity
finance is more expensive than debt finance due to higher information asymmetries, because providing financial funds as a shareholder is associated with higher risk than as a
traditional lender due to insecure earnings and a higher losses in case of default. Accordingly, a varying degree of information asymmetries depending on the form of the financial
contract implies a financial hierarchy of finance costs, where internal finance by retained
earnings is the cheapest finance form, followed by external debt finance bearing additionally an external finance premium, and external equity finance being the most expensive
form of finance. 13
The "Financial Accelerator" Effect. A further consequence of asymmetric information in financial markets is the emergence of the financial accelerator effect, stating
that the financial sector of an economy accelerates both the upturn and the downturn of
the business cycle. The financial accelerator effect arises from the fact that the costs of
(investment) finance, and especially the external finance premium, are inversely related to
borrowers' net worth position. As a result, aggregate investment is positively dependent
on borrowers' net worth and negatively dependent on the the costs of capital. In case
there is a sudden decrease in borrowers' net worth, which can be induced by a fall in asset
prices, a reduction in cash flow and liquidity, a rise in foreign debt by devaluations, the
13 For details on the theory of the financial hierarchy, see Townsend (1979), Myers (1984), Bernanke
and Gertler (1989), and Greenwald and Stiglitz (1993). For empirical results regarding the existence of
a financial hierarchy, see Gertler, Hubbard and Kashyap (1991), and Mayer (1991).
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external finance premium rises inducing a reduction of investment expenditures. By way
of contrast, in case there is a rise in borrowers' net worth, the external finance premium
decreases and induces a rise in investment expenditures. 14
The Existence of Banks and the Necessity of Financial Market Regulation.
The dominant role of banks in the financial structure of capitalist economies can be
explained as well by the existence of asymmetric information, since banks can be considered as producers of relevant information regarding the assessment of credit risk, which
reduces existing asymmetries and allows for a much higher availability of funds. This
argument can also be brought forward to explain the empirical fact that economic growth
is positively correlated with the state of development of the domestic financial system.
Furthermore, the existence of asymmetric information justifies the existence of financial
market supervision and regulation by domestic and international regulation authorities to
reduce existing asymmetries by screening and monitoring. In order to avoid financial distress, business firms and banks have to be obliged to disclose publicly relevant information
about their financial liquidity and solvency status, as well as to adhere to common accounting standards. Accordingly, fast financial market liberalization being accompanied
by lax supervision and regulation, limited screening and monitoring of financial institutions, weak accounting and disclosure rules, and by the absence of a security net for
financial institutions, can lead very quickly to financial distress and financial crises due
to an increase in information asymmetries. 15

2.2.2.3

A Comparison with Real World Financial Constraints

Real World Financial Constraints. In reality, each economic unit is subject to a
liquidity constraint and to a solvency constraint which are both employed to determine
the status of bankruptcy, as well as the degree of creditworthiness, and thereby the amount
of available debt finance and the amount of aggregate expenditures. Though bankruptcy
law differs among countries, the real world status of bankruptcy is generally defined by
two facts, namely by illiquidity and by insolvency. Regarding illiquidity, an economic
unit is bankrupt in case due payment commitments cannot be fulfilled. This situation
emerges in case current cash flow from "normal" operation is negative, and if there is no
possibility to receive liquid funds, e.g. by new borrowing, or by selling assets to meet
payment commitments, so that overall cash flow remains negative. Regarding insolvency,
an economic unit is bankrupt in case its current net worth, i.e. the difference between
assets and debts in its balance sheet, is negative. To become bankrupt, only one of the two
conditions must be fulfilled, so not to be bankrupt requires both liquidity and solvency
of an economic unit.
14 For details on the financial accelerator effect, see Bernanke (1983), Greenwald, Stiglitz and Weiss
(1984), Greenwald and Stiglitz (1993), Bernanke, Gertler and Gilchrist (1996, 1998), Kiyotaki and Moore
(1997), and Miller and Stiglitz (1999).
15 For further theoretical literature on credit rationing, borrowing constraints, the effects of balance
sheet positions, the financial hierarchy, and the financial accelerator, see Bernanke (1983), Bernanke and
Gertler (1989, 1990, 1994, 1995, 2000), Bernanke and Lown (1992), Gertler (1992), Gertler and Gilchrist
(1993, 1994), and Bernanke, Gertler and Gilchrist (1998, 1999). For empirical studies of the effects of
credit constraints on aggregate economic activity, see e.g. Bacchetta and Gerlach (1997) studying the
impacts on consumption, and Fazzari, Hubbard and Petersen (1988) analyzing the impacts on investment.
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Though there arise situations in which economic units are illiquid but solvent, or
insolvent but liquid, in most cases the violation of one financial constraint induces the
violation of the other one, since liquidity and solvency are interdependent. For example,
in case one economic unit is illiquid and tries to fulfill due payment commitments by
selling assets, the sale of assets can cause a large drop in asset prices thereby generating
possibly insolvency. By way of contrast, in case an economic unit is insolvent, creditors
may want to withdraw their funds quickly in order to reduce losses which may cause
illiquidity of the debtor. Summing up, the real world bankruptcy status of an economic
unit, and thereby its creditworthiness and the available amount of external finance, are
determined by both the liquidity and the solvency status which are interdependent.

A Comparison with Perfect Capital Market Theory. Regarding the correspondences of perfect capital market theory with the stylized facts of real world financial
constraints, there arises only one similarity, namely that bankruptcy is defined by cash
flow positions. Regarding the differences, there are three issues to be mentioned. Firstly,
regarding the definition of bankruptcy, perfect capital market theory neglects balance
sheet positions, and refers to an intertemporal cash flow constraint. Secondly, according
to perfect capital market theory, there are no temporary borrowing constraints, so that
there is no influence of actual cash flow and net worth position on creditworthiness and
real economic activity. Thirdly, due to the neglect of balance sheet effects, there arise
no interdependencies between cash flow and balance sheet positions, i.e. between the
liquidity and the solvency status.
A Comparison with Imperfect Capital Market Theory. Respecting the common
grounds, imperfect capital market theory emphasizes in accordance with the stylized facts
of real world financial constraints that net worth positions are a crucial determinant of
creditworthiness and real economic activity due to the existence of borrowing ceilings and
risk-dependent interest rates. Regarding the differences, imperfect capital market theory
lacks a well-formulated theoretical link between the interaction of liquidity and balance
sheet positions.
An Assessment. The comparison has shown that imperfect capital market theory provides useful tools to explain the stylized facts regarding the transmission of financial sector
shocks into the real sphere of an economy. However, to be applicable to the explanation
of financial crises, imperfect capital market theory has to be supplemented by three important elements. Firstly, according to bankruptcy law, liquidity and solvency have to
be well-defined and distinguished from each other. Secondly, the interaction between solvency and liquidity constraints has to be elaborated, and thirdly, the connection between
cash flows, profits, net worth and changes in the financial structure, i.e. changes in the
composition of assets and debts, have to be clarified. These supplements are going to be
taken into consideration in section 2.2.4, which, in combination with the ensuing section
2.2.3, provides a qualitative framework for the emergence of cumulative or endogenous
processes, serving as a theoretical basis for the models being developed in part II of the
book.
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2.2.3

Asset Prices and Aggregate Demand

The influence of asset prices on aggregate demand is generally studied by the theory
of monetary transmission mechanisms. 16 This section is not going to provide a general
overview of monetary transmission mechanisms, but highlights the most important effects
of asset price changes on aggregate demand, where stock prices and real property prices
have been found empirically to be most influential. 17

Asset Prices and Consumption. There are three effects according to which consumption is influenced by the level of asset prices. Firstly, consumption is generally assumed
to depend at lea.st partly on expected wage income. As increasing/ decreasing asset prices
affect such expectations by signalling faster/slower growth of future real income, there
exists a positive correlation between the level of asset prices and current consumption. 18
Secondly, according to life cycle and/or permanent income models, consumption is positively dependent on households' lifetime financial resources, i.e. rising/falling asset prices
increase/decrease lifetime resources and lead to an increase/decrease in current consumption.19 Thirdly, a.s to imperfect capital market theory, information a.symmetries prevent
households from borrowing solely on the ha.sis of future expected income to satisfy their
consumption needs, a.s borrowing is constrained by households' net worth which is positively dependent on the level of asset prices. Accordingly, current consumption is a
positive function of current disposable income and of the availability of external finance.
In case there is a rise/fall in asset prices, households' net worth increases/decreases, leading to an increase/decrease in the available amount of borrowing and therethrough to an
increase/decrease in current consumption.
Asset Prices and Investment. Asset prices influence investment via three main channels. Firstly, the credit channel of monetary policy, consisting of the bank lending and
balance sheet channel, states that increasing/ decreasing asset prices lead to increasing/ decreasing net worth positions, a.s well a.s to increasing/ decreasing ca.sh flow positions,
which increase/decrease the available amount external finance and lower/increase the
agency cost of lending, thereby leading to an increase/decrease in aggregate investment.
Secondly, according to the theory of the "flexible accelerator", investment is predominantly dependent on expected future output growth. Accordingly, rising/declining asset
prices indicating faster/slower GDP growth in the future lead to an increase/decrease
in aggregate investment. 20 Thirdly, Tobin's q theory of investment, being reviewed in
appendix A, states that an increase/decrease in asset prices lowers/increases the cost
of buying new capital goods relative to the costs of buying existing capital goods, e.g.
at the stock exchange. Accordingly, if there is a rise/fall in Tobin's q, i.e. in the ratio of the
16 For

a review of monetary transmission mechanisms, see e.g. Hubbard (1995), and Mishkin (1995).
empirical studies of the impacts of asset prices on aggregate demand in industrialized countries,
see e.g. Bank for International Settlements (1998).
18 See e.g. Poterba and Samwick (1995).
19 See e.g. Deaton (1992).
20 See e.g. Jorgensen (1963). For empirical evidence on flexible accelerator models, see e.g. Mullins and
Wadhwani (1989).
17 For
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market valuation of existing capital goods to the costs of acquiring new capital, investment
increases/ decreases. 21
The Influence of Exchange Rates. Though the exchange rate has not been classified
as a typical financial asset, its impact on real economic activity has to be studied since
revaluations or devaluations influence real economic activity via three main channels.
Firstly, according to standard textbook models, there exists a positive relationship between the real exchange rate and net exports, i.e. an increase/decrease in the real exchange
rate by an appreciation/depreciation of the nominal exchange rate stimulates/dampens
aggregate demand via increasing/decreasing net export. This mechanism is built on the
assumption that the values of import and export elasticities fulfill the Robinson and/or
the Marshall-Lerner-condition.In case these conditions are not fulfilled, net exports are a
negative function of the real exchange rate giving rise e.g. to short-run J-curve effects.
Secondly, in case balance sheet positions are characterized by large unhedged positions
in foreign currency, changes in nominal exchange rates alter net worth and cash flow positions, and thereby aggregate consumption and investment via changes in the available
amount of finance, and in the agency cost of lending. For example, if balance sheets are
characterized by large amounts of foreign debt denominated in foreign currency which are
not hedged by foreign assets to the same amount, there exists an inverse relationship between the nominal exchange rate and consumption and investment expenditures since an
increase/decrease in the exchange rate increases/decreases the nominal amount of debt in
domestic currency, which reduces/increases net worth, causing a decrease/increase in the
available amount of external funds and therethrough a decrease/increase in consumption
and investment expenditures. By way of contrast, in case balance sheets are characterized
by unhedged positions of foreign assets denominated in foreign currency, there is a positive
relationship between the nominal exchange rate and consumption and investment.
Thirdly, there exists an inverse relationship between the nominal exchange rate and the
costs of imported inputs having both an influence on aggregate demand and on aggregate
supply. For example, if there is an increase in the nominal exchange rate, costs for
imported inputs rise, implying on the one hand a negative supply shock shifting the
aggregate supply schedule upwards, and on the other hand a reduction in investment
demand via a reduction in profits leading to declines in asset prices. Fourthly, there exists
an inverse relationship between the nominal exchange rate and consumption via price
effects of imported consumption goods changing real wages. For example, if there is an
increase in the nominal exchange rate, prices for imported consumption goods rise, causing
a rise in the aggregate domestic price level which reduces real wages and therethrough
consumption. Summing up, contrary to the standard assumption that there is a positive
correlation between (nominal and real) exchange rates and aggregate demand via the net
export effect, there are various factors which can reverse this relationship, being labelled in
the economic literature as "contractionary devaluation", stating that a devaluation of the
home currency does not lead to a domestic real expansion, but to a real macroeconomic
contraction. 22
21 For empirical evidence on the impact of stock prices and Tobin's q on investment in the United States
and Canada, see Barro (1990).
22 For a detailed discussion of possible effects causing contractionary devaluations, see Krugman and
Taylor (1978), Taylor (1983), and van Wijnbergen (1983a, 1983b).
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2.2.4

Asset Prices, Liquidity, Solvency and the Emergence of
Cumulative Processes

After having reviewed standard approaches to the influence of asset prices on real economic activity, this section develops a new framework regarding the interdependencies of
financial sector disturbances and the real sphere of an economy by the introduction of a
new concept in section 2.2.4.1 as to the interaction of the liquidity and the solvency status
of economic units. This new concept allows for the determination of a wide range of causes
for bankruptcy being analyzed in section 2.2.4.2, where the state of bankruptcy is defined,
as opposed to standard models, according to real world bankruptcy law, having been already outlined in section 2.2.2.3. Furthermore, this basic framework of the determinants of
bankruptcy, or of the determinants of systemic financial crises, is enlarged by the results of
sections 2.2.1 to 2.2.3, resulting in an aggregate qualitative model of various transmission
mechanisms being relevant for the propagation mechanisms of systemic financial crises.
These various interdependencies of asset prices, liquidity, solvency, financial constraints,
and real economic activity, having been neglected so far by standard approaches on financial crises, give rise to cumulative and self-sustaining upward and downward processes in
macroeconomic activity, and in aggregate financial "health" via the influence of macroeconomic conditions on the (macroeconomic) determinants of bankruptcy and vice versa.
This new framework discussed in section 2.2.4.3 implies, partly in accordance with the
"financial accelerator" theory, that financial sector disturbances, no matter whether they
are positive or negative, are generally amplified by various interdependencies between the
financial and the real sector of an economy, and can lead either to long-lasting boom or
bust periods, where macroeconomic contractions are associated with systemic financial
crises. Though this section uses some formal expressions, the analysis is qualitative in
nature, serving as a theoretical basis for the quantitative analysis in part II of the book.
2.2.4.1

Liquidity, Solvency, and Profits: Definitions and Interdependencies

To elaborate the interdependencies between liquidity, solvency, and profits, the analysis
starts with a stylized balance sheet in figure 2.1 which is to portray the financial structure
of a representative economic sector, as e.g. the firm or the banking sector. Figure 2.1
could be alternatively interpreted as a stylized balance sheet of a single economic unit.
This microeconomic perspective however, is not able to study the sector-internal dynamics
leading to self-sustaining expansions as well as contractions, because, for example, asset
prices or risk-dependent interest rates cannot be influenced by a single economic unit's
earnings, cash flows, or profits. By way of contrast, an entire economic sector as a
whole determines its own market valuation by aggregate earnings, cash flows, and profits
giving rise to endogenous expansions and contractions. Furthermore, a microeconomic
perspective would neglect the fact that the analysis of (systemic) financial crises refers to
widespread failures of a large fraction of business units in the firm and in the financial
sector, and not to defaults of single economic entities.
All balance sheet positions in figure 2.1, being assumed to be function of time t, are
priced at their current market or discounted present values. There are three types of
assets. Asset type one are domestic productive assets being used as an input factor whose
market value amounts to PA(t) A(t), where A(t) denotes the real stock of domestic assets,
and PA(t) the market price per real unit in domestic currency. The real stock of assets A(t)
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Assets

Debts

Domestic Assets

P.(t) A(t)

Domestic Debt

DB (t)

Foreign Assets

s (t) P\ (t) A* (t)

Foreign Debt

s (t) DB* (t)

Liquid Monetary
Assets

LMA(t)
Net Worth

NW(t)

Figure 2.1: Stylized Financial Structure of a Representative Economic Sector

priced at PA(t) can be interpreted as a weighted average of a large variety of domestic real
and financial assets valued at their market prices. Asset type two are foreign productive
assets, being also used as input factors, whose market value in domestic currency amount
to P.4(t) A*(t) s(t), where A*(t) denotes the real stock of foreign assets, P.4(t) the market
price per real unit in foreign currency, and s(t) the nominal exchange rate, expressing the
price of one unit foreign currency in domestic currency. The real stock of foreign assets
A*(t) valued at PA(t) can also be interpreted as a weighted average of a large variety
of foreign real and financial assets valued at their market prices. Domestic and foreign
productive assets A(t) and A*(t) are assumed to be subject to depreciation. Asset type
three are non-interest bearing liquid monetary assets LM A(t) which are not used as an
input factor, but to fulfill payment commitments; LMA(t) can be interpreted e.g. as
deposits with banks which can be liquidated instantly.
On the debt side, there are two types of liabilities. Firstly, (nominal) domestic debt
DB(t) in domestic currency, and secondly, foreign debt in domestic currency s(t) DB*(t),
where DB*(t) denotes the nominal value of foreign debt in foreign currency. Net worth
NW(t) is the difference between assets and debts and can take a positive, zero, or negative
sign. The debt-asset ratio, being defined as the ratio of the sum of debts to the sum of
assets, i.e. (DB(t) + s(t) DB*(t))/(PA(t)A(t) + s(t)PW)A*(t) + LM A(t)), is an indirect
indicator of the level of net worth as an increasing/decreasing debt-asset ratio indicates a
decreasing/increasing level of net worth NW (t). The net foreign position, being defined as
foreign assets less foreign debt, i.e. formally as P.4(t)A*(t)-DB*(t), provides information
about the use of foreign debt on the asset side of the balance sheet, i.e. whether foreign
debt is used to invest in domestic assets which are denominated in domestic currency,
or in foreign assets which are denominated in foreign currency. In case foreign debt is
used to invest in foreign assets, then the balance sheet exhibits a foreign neutral or a
foreign net creditor position. In terms of the stylized balance sheet in figure 2.1, a foreign
neutral or foreign net creditor position is characterized formally by DB*(t) ~ PAA*, i.e.
by foreign assets being equal or larger than foreign debt. If, by way of contrast, foreign
debt is used partly or entirely to invest in domestic assets, then the balance sheet exhibits
a foreign net debtor position which, in terms of figure 2.1 is characterized formally by
DB*(t) > P,4.A*, i.e. by foreign debt being larger than foreign assets.
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In case figure 2.1 is interpreted as the stylized balance sheet of the business firm
sector, the stock of domestic assets A(t) valued at its market price PA(t) represents the
capital stock valued at the stock exchange by aggregate equity prices, and other domestic
financial assets, as e.g. domestic equities or bonds valued at their market prices. The
nominal stock of foreign assets P.Ht)A*(t) can be interpreted as foreign direct investment
in the form of real capital valued e.g. at replacement costs, and as foreign financial
assets, as e.g. foreign bonds or equities valued at their market prices. Liquid monetary
assets LMA(t) represent deposits with banks. Domestic and foreign debt, i.e. DB(t) and
DB*(t), represent domestic and foreign bank loans. By way of contrast, if figure 2.1 is to
represent the banking sector, the nominal stock of domestic assets PA(t)A(t) represents
the stock of loans priced at its "quality", i.e. at its expected discounted present value, and
other domestic financial assets valued at their market prices. The nominal stock of foreign
assets PA (t )A• (t) represents loans in foreign currency to foreigners, and other foreign
financial assets valued at their market prices. Liquid monetary assets LMA(t) represent
central bank reserves which are a fraction of domestic and foreign deposits in foreign
currency, being represented by DB(t) and DB*(t), i.e it holds that DB(t)+s(t)DB*(t) =
m LM A(t) where m denotes the money multiplier being the inverse of the required reserve
ratio.
It has been assumed that the balance sheet in figure 2.1 consists only of on-balance
sheet assets and debts though the use of off-balance sheet assets and debts, representing contingent assets and liabilities which are placed generally below the balance sheet,
by financial and non-financial firms in industrial and in emerging market economies has
increased steadily during the last two decades owing to the worldwide process of domestic and international financial market liberalization. Off-balance sheet positions can be
subdivided in traditional ones, as e.g. guarantees, and in "newer" ones, as e.g. options,
swaps, futures or forwards, being also called derivatives, or financial innovations. Contingent assets and claims can have adverse effects on aggregate financial stability as they are
not used to hedge against risk, but to take risk deliberately. Furthermore, most financial
innovations, so-called "Over The Counter" products, are not subject to common standards of financial market regulation as they are not traded at official future and option
exchanges, facilitating excessive and uncontrolled risk taking. As a thorough discussion
of the impacts of off-balance sheet positions on aggregate liquidity, solvency, and real
economic activity would require a far larger and more detailed discussion than this contribution can manage, the potential impacts of off-balance sheet transactions on aggregate
financial stability are described briefly in appendix C by a simple example, whereas the
following discussion is going to be restricted to the analysis of on-balance sheet positions.
The liquidity or cash flow status of the representative economic sector is determined
by money inflows less money outflows, stemming on the one hand from operating profits,
and on the other hand from changes in asset and debt stocks. Operating profits OP(t)
are formally given by
OP(t)

= EA(t) -

ivB(t)DB(t) - s(t)iD 8 (t)DB*(t),

(2.4)

where EA(t) denotes nominal earnings in domestic currency, iv 8 (t) the interest rate
on domestic debt, and iD8 (t) the interest rate on foreign debt. Hence, operating profits are determined by nominal earnings EA(t) less interest rate costs on domestic debt
ivB(t)DB(t), and less interest rate costs on foreign debt, where nominal earnings EA(t)
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are defined by

EA(t)

= P(t) Y(Yd(t), Y'(t)),
+

(2.5)

+

i.e. by the product of the domestic price level P(t) and the sector's real aggregate output Y(Yd(t), Y'(t)), being positively dependent on demand conditions Yd(t) and supply
conditions Y'(t) to be determined below. 23 Adding changes in asset and debt stocks to
operating profits OP(t) by equation 2.4 results in the cash flow or liquidity status at time
t, CF(t), which is formally given by

CF(t)

= OP(t) - PA(t)A(t) - s(t)PW)A*(t) - LMA(t) + n·B(t) + s(t)D.B*(t),

(2.6)

where x(t) = dx/dt denotes the time derivative of variable x(t), i.e. the change of variable
x(t) at time t. Thus, the the cash flow position is determined by operating profits less
changes in assets -PA(t)A(t)- s(t)P.4(t)A•(t)- LMA(t), plus changes in debt D B(t) +
s(t)DB• (t). 24
It has to be emphasized that cash flow position 2.6, resulting from normal operation
and balance sheet transactions, may not be mixed up with actual or expected cash flows
being used for asset price determination as outlined in equation 2.3, because cash flow
by equation 2.6 refers to the overall liquidity status including financing costs and shifts
in balance sheet items, whereas expected cash flows in equation 2.3 do only refer to net
money inflows exclusive of interest rate or opportunity costs.
Nominal profits of the representative sector at time t, PR(t), are determined by operating profits OP(t), and by capital gains or losses resulting from changes in domestic
asset prices PA, foreign asset prices PA, and in the exchange rate s(t). Formally, nominal
profits PR(t) are given by
0

PR(t)

= OP(t) + PA(t)A(t) + s(t)P.4.(t)A•(t) + s(t)PW)A*(t) - s(t)DB*(t).

(2.7)

The solvency status or net worth at time t, NW(t), is a backward looking variable25 ,
being determined by initial net worth at time t = 0, NW(0), i.e. by the difference
between the initial asset and debt stock at time t = 0, and by past accumulated and
actual profits/losses. Formally, net worth is given by

J
t

NW(t)

= NW(O) +

PR(s) ds.

(2.8)

s=O

This definition of net worth excludes cash calls and/or write-downs which would cause
changes in net worth by extraordinary alterations in assets and/or debts being not associated with "normal operation" .26
23 For reasons of simplicity, equation 2.5 assumes that there are no nominal earnings in foreign currency.
However, this simplifying assumption is going to be given up later in section 2.2.4.3.
24 Note that, for example, a sale of domestic asset A, i.e. A(t) < 0, at price PA(t), leads to a money
inflow to the amount of-PA(t)A(t) > 0, whereas a reduction of foreign debt DB', i.e. DB 0 (t) < 0, at
the exchange rate s(t), leads to a money outflow to the amount of s(t)D·B• (t) < 0.
25 For the distinction between backward and forward looking variables, as well as their influence on
solutions of general dynamic rational expectations models, see appendix D.
26 To illustrate the interdependencies between cash flows, profits, and net worth consider the following
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2.2.4.2

Determinants of Bankruptcy

This paragraph analyzes possible causes of bankruptcy, where the state of bankruptcy is
defined according to real world bankruptcy rules. Thus, an economic unit, or an economic
sector, is defined to be bankrupt firstly, if it is illiquid, or secondly, if it is insolvent, or
thirdly, if it is both illiquid and insolvent, where illiquidity is defined by a negative cash
flow position according to equation 2.6, i.e. by CF(t) < 0, and insolvency by a negative
net worth position according to equation 2.8, i.e. by NW(t) < 0. The following analysis
provides only a short enumeration of possible determinants of illiquidity and insolvency,
without considering explicitly both the interdependencies between different determinants
and between illiquidity and insolvency, as these interdependencies give rise to cumulative
processes which are going to be analyzed in the next paragraph.
Insolvency, or negative net worth NW(t), can be caused according to equation 2.8 by
past accumulated and/or actual losses which are greater than initial net worth. 27 Negative
profits, or losses can be caused according to equations 2.4 and 2.7 ceteris paribus firstly, by
a drop in nominal earnings EA(t), which can be caused by a fall in the domestic price level
P(t), i.e. by (debt-) deflation, and/or by a drop in real output Y(Yd(t), Y'(t)) caused by
deteriorating demand and supply conditions, secondly, by a rise in the domestic interest
rate on debt i 08 (t), thirdly, by a rise in the foreign interest rate on debt i'b 8 (t), fourthly,
by a drop in domestic asset prices PA(t), fifthly, by a drop in foreign asset prices P.4(t),
and sixthly, by a rise in the exchange rate s(t) in case the nominal value of foreign assets
is smaller than the nominal value of foreign debt, i.e. in case the sector is not hedged
against currency risk. It has to be emphasized, that changes in asset and debt stocks are
not responsible for a deterioration of the solvency status, since changes in asset and debt
stocks are the result from past changes in profits.
llliquidity, or a negative cash flow CF(t), can be caused according to equations 2.4
and 2.6 ceteris paribus firstly, by a drop in nominal earnings EA(t), which can stem from
a drop in the domestic price level P(t) and/or from a drop in output Y(Yd(t), Y"(t)),
secondly, by a rise in the domestic interest rate on debt i 08 (t), and thirdly, by a rise
in the foreign interest rate on debt i'b 8 (t). The same factors can lead to insolvency as
they determine the state of operating profits by equation 2.4, being both an ingredient
example. The balance sheet positions according to figure 2.1 are assumed to have the following initial
numerical values int = 0: PA(0) = 1, A(0) = 5, P,4(0) = 0, A•(o) = 0, LMA(0) = 3, DB(0) =
0, s(0) = 0, DB•(o) = 0 resulting in NW(0) = 8. Operating profit in t = 1 is OP(l) = -4, being
assumed to be paid by a reduction in LM A. However, as the stock of LM A does not suffice to meet
due payment obligations, the sector would become illiquid if there were no money inflows. Consider that
the sector increases domestic debt by one unit, i.e . .DB(l) = 1, to obtain liquid financial means leading
to increase in LM A by one unit, which is however spent immediately to meet the sector's payment
obligations, i.e. the change in LM A amounts to LM A(l) = -3 + 1 - 1 = -3. Accordingly, the
operating loss of 4 units is financed by liquidating the initial stock of LM A by 3 units, and by taking
a loan of 1 unit, generating a cash flow according to equation 2.6 in t = 1 to the amount of CF(l) =
OP(l)-LM A(l) +D.B(l) = -4- (-3) + 1 = 0. Furthermore, consider that the price of domestic assets
int = 1 drops to PA(l) = 0.8, i.e. PA(l) = -0.2, resulting in a total loss according to equation 2.7 of
PR(l) = OP(l) + FA(l)A(l) = -4 + (-0.2) · 5 = -5, as A(l) = A(0) = 5. Hence, net worth int= 1,
owing to equation 2.8, is given by NW(l) = NW(0) + PR(l) = 8 - 5 = 3, which can be alternatively
obtained from new asset and debt stocks int= 1 which amount to PA(l) = 0.8, A(l) = 5, P,4(1) =
0, A•(l) = 0, LM A(l) = 0, DB(l) = 1, s(l) = 0, DB"(l) = 0, resulting in NW(l) = 3 as well.
27 Insolvency implies a debt-asset ratio value of greater than one, indicating that the sum of debts is
larger than the sum of assets.
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of the liquidity status 2.6 and of nominal profits 2. 7. Accordingly, liquidity and solvency
are interdependent, i.e. illiquidity can cause insolvency and vice versa. Further causes
for illiquidity according to equation 2.6 are changes in assets and debts leading to money
outflows which overcompensate money inflows. Among various possibilities, there is one
case which is of special empirical relevance, arising if demanded repayment of debt (money
outflow) is larger than operating profits or losses plus returns from selling assets, i.e. if it
holds that

-D-B(t) - s(t)riB*(t)

> EA(t) -io8 (t)DB(t)- s(t)iD 8 (t)DB*(t)
- PA(t)A(t) - s(t)P,4.(t)A*(t) - LMA(t),
where

(2.9)

DB(t), DB*(t) < 0.

The banking sector, or single banks, are faced with condition 2.9 in case of a bank run,
i.e. in case most domestic and/or foreign depositors withdraw their short-term funds
DB(t) and s(t)DB*(t). Banks however, never can meet an almost complete and sudden
withdrawal of deposits as liquid monetary assets LM A(t) (central bank reserves) are only a
fraction of deposits, and operating profits OP(t) are likely to be not able to cover all money
outflows. Likewise, a liquidation of assets which would be necessary to prevent illiquidity
is not possible firstly, as a considerable part of assets are long-term debt contracts, as e.g.
mortgage loans or long-term business loans, which cannot be liquidated, and secondly, as a
sudden and widespread withdrawal of short-term debt contracts, as e.g. roll-over business
loans which could be theoretically liquidated instantly, is likely to cause illiquidity by
firms according to condition 2.9, which increases the share of non-performing loans with
banks and reduces banks' profits and net worth. As the banking sector cannot meet all
payment commitments in case of a bank run, the only remaining possibility to prevent
illiquidity is a massive lender of last resort intervention by the central bank, i.e. a large and
extraordinary increase in liquid monetary assets LMA(t) (central bank reserves) which
are used to pay depositors. However, in case a large part of deposits are denominated in
foreign currency, a central bank intervention cannot prevent illiquidity in case of a bank
run; in that case, only a short-run liquidity support by international financial markets
could avert bankruptcy by domestic banks, which is however an unrealistic scenario, as
a bank run by foreigners indicates that domestic banks are faced with a credit crunch in
international financial markets.
Illiquidity in the business firm sector according to condition 2.9 is, like a bank run,
caused by a sudden and widespread withdrawal of short-term debt which can be induced,
as aforementioned, by a bank run when banks try to meet payment commitments by
calling roll-over loans. As business firms' operating profits in most cases do not suffice
to meet a widespread liquidation of short-term debt, there arise two options to prevent
illiquidity. Firstly, business firms can try to sell a widespread part of their assets, being
labelled as a "fire-sale" of assets. However, in case an entire economic sector sells its
assets, asset prices PA(t) and P,4.(t) are going to drop, reducing money inflows and causing
additionally insolvency problems. Secondly, business firms can try to borrow new funds
to repay existing debt. However, in case there is a widespread withdrawal of shortterm business loans by banks, business firms are unlikely to receive new funds due to
an overall credit crunch in domestic financial markets. As opposed to lender of last
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resort interventions which are able to prevent widespread illiquidity by banks, widespread
illiquidity of business firms in most cases cannot be prevented by a "concerted action" of
the banking sector due to coordination failures.

2.2.4.3

Cumulative Expansions and Contractions

Hitherto, the analysis concentrated on definitions as well as on interdependencies of liquidity, profits and solvency. However, to study the propagation mechanisms of systemic
financial crises, the analysis has to be enlarged firstly, by the interdependencies of financial constraints, asset prices and real economic activity according to sections 2.2.1
to 2.2.3, and secondly, by the interdependencies of economic units' financial status and
macroeconomic activity. Both kinds of interdependencies give rise to cumulative upward
and downward processes, where macroeconomic contractions are associated with systemic
financial crises. The following analysis distinguishes three main effects causing cumulative processes, where the first effect considers the emergence of demand-side cumulative
processes, the second effect the emergence of financial-accelerator induced cumulative
process, and the third effect the emergence of supply-side induced cumulative processes.
As the following discussion refers to changes in aggregate economic activity, and not to
changes in income of a certain sector, the definitions of liquidity, solvency, and profits
according to section 2.2.4.1, refer in the following to the aggregate liquidity and solvency
status, as well as to aggregate profits.

The Emergence of Demand-Side Cumulative Processes. Including the effects of
varying real economic activity, or varying nominal earnings P(t)•Y(Yd(t), Y•(t)) according
to equation 2.5, requires that both the demand and the supply conditions Yd(t) and Y'(t)
are endogenized. Demand conditions Yd(t) are assumed to be positively dependent on
the market value of domestic and foreign assets according to the results of section 2.2.3,
i.e. formally it holds that
Yd(t)

= Yd(PA(t)A(t), s(t)P.4.(t)A*(t)).
+

+

(2.10)

By way of contrast, supply conditions Y•(t), i.e. potential output, are assumed to be
positively dependent on the real stocks of domestic and foreign assets like output resulting
from a production function. Formally it holds that

Y8(t) = Y'(A(t), A*(t)).
+

(2.11)

+

The influence of asset prices is included by assuming that domestic asset prices PA(t)
are determined according to equation 2.3 by discounting nominal earnings EA(t), where
the discount factor is a weighted average of domestic and foreign interest rate costs as the
stock of domestic assets A(t) is financed both by domestic and by foreign debt. Formally,
domestic asset prices are given by

p t)
A(

=

P(t) Y(Yd(t), Y"(t))
,ivB(t) + (1 - ,)(ihB(t) + s(t))'

0 < 1 < 1,

(2.12)

where s(t) = s(t)/ s(t) denotes the exchange rate's growth rate, ih 8 (t) + s(t) foreign
interest rate costs in domestic currency terms, and I the weighting factor whose value
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depends on the percentage share of domestic debt finance of asset A(t). For reasons
of simplicity, foreign asset prices P,Ht) are assumed to be negatively dependent on the
foreign interest rate on debt iiJB (t), i.e. formally it holds that
(2.13)
One important implication of endogenizing both asset prices and nominal earnings by
equations 2.10 to 2.13, is the emergence of demand-side cumulative upward and downward
processes by a self-sustaining interaction between domestic asset prices and real economic
activity (nominal earnings). A drop/rise in nominal earnings according to equation 2.5
leads to a decline/rise in domestic asset prices according to equation 2.12, whereas the
decline/rise in domestic asset prices causes a further drop/rise in nominal earnings by
deteriorating/improving demand conditions according to equation 2.10, inducing a further
decline/rise in domestic asset prices, and so on. Accordingly, once there is a decline/rise
in asset prices or in real economic activity, an endogenous process is going to cause a
further decline/rise in asset prices and real economic activity. Furthermore, an endogenous
decline/rise in asset prices and real economic activity causes a self-sustaining decline/rise
in cash flows, profits, and net worth according to equations 2.6, 2.7, and 2.8.
It must be emphasized however, that these demand-side cumulative upward and downward processes cannot start by themselves, but have to be "triggered" by an exogenous
event. The main triggers according to equation 2.12, are changes in domestic and foreign
interest rates ivB(t) and ii:JB(t), and changes in the exchange rate s(t). For example, a
rise in the domestic interest rate on debt causes a fall in asset prices and in aggregate
earnings via deteriorating demand conditions, leading to reductions in cash flow, profits,
net worth, whereas the drop in nominal earnings causes a further decline in asset prices,
cash flow, profits, net worth, leading to a further decline in demand conditions, nominal
earnings, asset prices, cash flow, profits, net worth, and so on. By way of contrast a
drop in the domestic interest rate on debt causes a cumulative improvement in cash flow,
profits, net worth, and asset prices, and engenders an overall macroeconomic expansion.
Though not explicitly considered by the model equations above, terms-of-trade shocks
and technology shocks can also give rise to demand-side cumulative processes as both
shocks lead to a change in nominal earnings. A rise/drop in the real exchange rate,
caused either by exchange rate or inflation alterations, leads to a rise/fall in net exports
and thereby in nominal earnings, causing an upward/downward cumulative process being associated with increasing/decreasing asset prices, nominal earnings, liquidity, profits, and net worth. Though technology shocks develop from the supply-side, they can
give rise to demand-side cumulative processes as a positive/negative technology shock
leads to improving/deteriorating supply conditions according to equation 2.11 by an increase/decrease in potential output at given stocks of real domestic and foreign assets,
leading to a rise/fall in nominal earnings, asset prices, liquidity, profits, and net worth. 28
28 Technology shocks could be taken into consideration formally by the introduction of a technological
efficiency parameter J(t) in the supply conditions equation 2.11, reading in its modified form as

y•(t)

= Y'(A(t), A* (t), J(t)),
+

+

+

and stating that potential output is positively dependent on the efficiency of production technology
J(t). A positive/negative technology shock leads to an increase/decrease in production efficiency, i.e. to
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The Emergence of Financial-Accelerator Induced Cumulative Processes. Hitherto, cumulative upward and downward processes have been explained solely by the
demand-side interaction of asset prices and real economic activity, where the influence
of financial constraints, i.e. the influence of liquidity constraint CF(t) ~ 0, derived from
equation 2.6, and the solvency constraint NW(t) ~ 0, derived from equation 2.8, have
been neglected so far. However, the liquidity and the solvency constraint have an "accelerating" effect on the cumulative upward and downward process via alterations in financing
conditions according to the "financial accelerator principle" which has been outlined in
section 2.2.2.2. Including financial-accelerator induced cumulative processes in the model
requires that financing conditions, i.e. the domestic and the foreign interest rate on debt
iDB(t) and ivB, as well as the available amount of debt finance DB(t) and DB*(t), have
to be endogenized. Following imperfect capital market theory, both the domestic and the
foreign interest rate on debt iD 8 (t) and ih 8 are assumed to be negatively dependent both
on the cash flow CF(t) and the net worth position NW(t), i.e. formally it holds that
iDB(t)

= iDB(CF(t), NW(t))

(2.14)

ihB(t)

= ihB(CF(t), NW(t)),

(2.15)

stating that an increase/decrease in cash flow and/or net worth reduces/increases default
risk leading to relaxing/tightening financing conditions by declining/rising interest rates.
Regarding the availability of debt finance, it is assumed that the stocks of available domestic and foreign debt, DB(t) and DB*(t), are positively dependent on the cash flow
and the net worth position, i.e. formally it holds that
DB(t)

= DB(CF(t), NW(t))

(2.16)

+
+
DB*(t) = DB*(CF(t), NW(t)),
+
+

(2.17)

stating that declining/rising default risk by increasing/decreasing cash flow and/or net
worth leads to relaxing/tightening financing conditions by increasing/decreasing the
amount of available debt. 29
The impact of the financial accelerator effect on the exchange rate s(t) in case of
flexible exchange rate systems, and on foreign exchange reserves Z(t) in case of fixed
exchange rate systems, depends on whether changes in the foreign debt stock DB*(t)
cause transactions in the foreign exchange market or not. Generally, the existence of
transactions in the foreign exchange market is determined by the cash flow position in
foreign currency CF*(t), being formally defined, following the balance sheet structure in
figure 2.1, and equations 2.4 and 2.6, as
CF*(t)

= EA*(t) -

i*(t)DB*(t) - P.4(t)A*(t)

+ DB.(t),

(2.18)

that is, by nominal earnings in foreign currency EA*(t), which have been neglected so
far for reasons of simplicity, less foreign interest costs, less changes in foreign assets
rise/fall in J(t), and thereby to an increase/decrease in potential output Y'(t).
29 It has to emphasized that the solvency status in equations 2.14 to 2.17, i.e. the net worth position
NW(t), could have been alternatively represented by the inverse of the debt-asset ratio.
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P.4(t)k(t), plus changes in the foreign debt stock n·s• (t). If the foreign cash flow position
is zero, i.e. if it holds that CF*(t) = 0, there arise no transactions in the foreign exchange
market, as money outflows in foreign currency can be "paid" completely by money inflows
in foreign currency, implying that there is no need to exchange cash flows in domestic currency into foreign currency. By way of contrast, in case the foreign cash flow position
is positive or negative, i.e. if it holds that CF*(t) =/- 0, there arise transactions in the
foreign exchange market as excess/lacking cash flow in foreign currency is sold/bought
at the foreign exchange market, leading to an increase/decrease in the cash flow position
in domestic currency CFD(t), being formally defined, following also the balance sheet
structure in figure 2.1, by
CFD(t) = EA(t) - i(t)DB(t) - PA(t)A(t) - LM A(t)

+ DB(t),

(2.19)

that is, by nominal earnings in domestic currency EA(t), less interest payments on domestic debt i(t)DB(t), less changes in domestic assets PA(t)A(t) and in liquid monetary
assets LMA(t), plus changes in domestic debt n·B(t).30
Consequently, if there are variations in the foreign debt stock, i.e. if it holds that
n·s• (t) =I- 0, there arise no changes in the exchange rate s(t), and in foreign exchange
reserves Z(t), if the foreign cash flow position remains zero, implying that changes in
foreign debt are compensated by other components in the foreign cash flow position 2.18.
For example, if an increase in foreign debt is used to finance an increase in foreign assets
to the same amount, i.e. if it holds that DB.(t) = -P.4(t)k(t) where k(t) > 0,
there arise no transactions in the foreign exchange market, leaving the exchange rate
and foreign exchange reserves unchanged. By way of contrast, there arise changes in the
exchange rate and in foreign exchange reserves, in case variations in the debt stock are
not completely compensated by other components of the foreign cash flow position 2.18,
leading to changes in the domestic cash flow position 2.19.
Empirical evidence on episodes of financial crises shows firstly, that countries with
large amounts of foreign debt, i.e. emerging market countries (as e.g. Thailand, Mexico,
Argentina) but also industrial countries (as e.g. Norway, Sweden, Finland), are subject
to large variations in the foreign debt stock, and secondly, that these variations cause
either large swings in exchange rates or in foreign exchange reserves, implying that the
foreign cash flow position is generally different from zero. The most important reason for
a nonzero foreign cash flow position in case of variations in the foreign debt stock is the
empirical fact that foreign debt is generally used for investment in domestic assets, generating income streams predominantly in domestic currency. Summing up, it is reasonable
to assume that changes in the foreign debt stock DB*(t) generally lead to transactions
in the foreign exchange market which lead to variations in the exchange rate s(t) and in
foreign exchange reserves Z (t).
Consequently, in case of flexible exchange rate systems, a reduction/increase in foreign debt DB*(t) by foreign lenders leads to an increasing demand for/supply of foreign
currency by domestic agents, causing a rise/fall of the exchange rate s(t), as paying
back/receiving foreign debt requires that domestic/foreign currency has to be exchanged
30 The sum of the domestic cash flow position 2.19 and the foreign cash flow position 2.18 expressed in
domestic currency, i.e. multiplied by the exchange rate s(t), equals the overall cash flow position defined
in equation 2.6 plus nominal earnings in foreign currency in domestic currency s(t)EA•(t) which have
been neglected for reasons of simplicity in the previous analysis.
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into foreign/domestic currency. Thus, it holds formally that

s(t)

= s(DB*(t)),

(2.20)

stating that a decrease/increase in foreign debt causes an increased demand/supply for
foreign currency leading to a rise/fall of the exchange rate. Accordingly, capital outflows/inflows generally lead to a depreciation/ appreciation of the home currency.
In case of fixed exchange rate systems, it seems reasonable to assume that a reduction/increase in foreign debt DB*(t) by foreign lenders leads to an increasing demand
for/supply of foreign currency by domestic agents, causing a reduction/increase in foreign
exchange reserves Z(t). Ergo, the stock of foreign exchange reserves Z(t) is formally given
by
(2.21)
Z(t) = Z(DB*(t)),
+

stating that a decrease/increase in foreign debt causes an increased demand/supply for
foreign currency leading to a reduction/increase in the stock of foreign reserves. Consequently, capital outflows/inflows generally lead to a decline/rise of foreign exchange
reserves. Foreign exchange reserves Z (t) generally have an inverse effect on domestic interest rates i(t) as a rising/declining stock of foreign exchange reserves increases/decreases
the amount of high powered money, leading to a decrease/increase in domestic interest
rates, i.e. formally it holds that
(2.22)
i(t) = i(Z(t)).
The inclusion of the influence of financial constraints on asset prices, real economic
activity, liquidity, profits, and solvency generates cumulative upward and downward processes which are much larger in amplitude than demand-side cumulative processes, as
they are reinforced by the financial accelerator effect via improving or deteriorating cash
flow and net worth positions. A drop/rise in nominal earnings giving rise to a demandside cumulative downward/upward process, being associated with declining/rising asset
prices, cash flows, profits, net worth and deteriorating/improving demand conditions, is
amplified firstly, by an increase/decrease in the domestic and in the foreign interest rates
on debt iDa(t) and ih 8 (t) by equations 2.14 and 2.15, secondly, by a reduction/increase
of available domestic and foreign debt finance DB(t) and DB*(t) by equations 2.16 and
2.17, thirdly, in case of flexible exchange rate systems by a rise/fall in the exchange
rate by equation 2.20, and fourthly, in case of fixed exchange rate systems, by a decrease/increase in the stock of foreign exchange reserves by equation 2.21 inducing an additional rise/fall in domestic interest rates by equation 2.22, leading to a further drop/rise
in asset prices, to a further deterioration/improvement in demand conditions, to a further
macroeconomic contraction/expansion, to further deteriorations/improvements in cash
flow, profits and net worth, to further interest rate increases/decreases, to further revaluations/devaluations of the exchange rate, and to a further decrease/increase in the stock
of foreign exchange reserves.
It is important to note that the inclusion of financial constraint effects does not longer
require that cumulative processes are triggered by exogenous events, because interest
rates and exchange rates (and foreign exchange reserves) are endogenous variables as well.
Accordingly, there arises the possibility that cumulative processes are purely endogenous
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in nature, implying that macroeconomic expansions as well as contractions, which are
possibly associated with systemic financial crises, are an inherent characteristic of modern
economies, being discussed in detail in part II of the book.

The Emergence of Supply-Side Induced Cumulative Processes. A further effect,
which has been neglected so far, but giving rise to further accelerations of demand-side
and financial-accelerator induced cumulative processes, is the impact of supply-side induced cumulative processes through changes in supply conditions Y'(t), being induced by
alterations in domestic and real asset stocks, A(t) and A*(t), according to equation 2.11.
It is reasonable to assume that the stocks of domestic and foreign assets A(t) and A*(t),
and thereby supply conditions Y'(t), are positively dependent on financing conditions,
and on the availability of debt finance, since the acquisition of assets generally requires
external funds. Hence, formally it holds that
A(t)
A*(t)

= A(inB(t), i'b8 (t), DB(t), DB•(t))

(2.23)

=

(2.24)

+
+
A*(inB(t), iv 8 (t), DB(t), DB*(t)),
+

+

stating that investment in domestic and foreign assets is negatively dependent on domestic and foreign interest rates, and positively dependent on the availability of domestic and foreign debt. Equations 2.23 and 2.24 imply that an overall macroeconomic contraction/expansion, being associated with falling/rising asset prices, nominal
earnings, cash flow, profits, net worth, domestic and foreign debt stocks, and increasing/decreasing domestic interest rates, foreign interest rates, and exchange rates, is further
dampened/accelerated by a decrease/increase in potential output, leading to a further reduction/increase in nominal earnings according to equation 2.5, and thereby to a further
acceleration of the cumulative downward/upward process.
Changing supply conditions, i.e. changing asset stocks, have an additional accelerating
effect on cumulative upward and downward processes by influencing asset prices. This
effect is not captured by equations 2.12 and 2.13 as they do not determine asset prices by
supply and demand conditions. However, during macroeconomic contractions/expansions,
decreasing/increasing asset stocks lead to an additional decrease/increase in domestic and
foreign asset prices by an increasing supply/demand of domestic and foreign assets. One
important effect arises especially in times of financial distress, being labelled as distress
selling or fire-sale of assets, when a large number of economic units is forced to sell large
amounts of their asset stocks at the same time to meet payment obligations, as it has
been for example described by condition 2.9, resulting in a collapse of asset prices causing
further solvency and liquidity problems.

An Assessment. Summing up, there exist various transmission mechanisms causing
endogenous upward and downward processes in overall macroeconomic activity, where
expansions are associated with "financial health", and contractions with "financial distress". Furthermore, it has been emphasized that contractions, as well as expansions
can be purely endogenous phenomena which are not caused by exogenous shocks. However, notwithstanding the fact, that the analysis can provide a deep understanding of
cumulative processes, it does not provide an explanation why a process is expansionary
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or contractionary, i.e. there is no explanation why an expansionary process, being associated with strong liquidity and solvency positions, can suddenly turn into a systemic
financial crisis which leads to a deep depression. Furthermore, the analysis also assumes
that all liquidity and solvency disturbances are transmitted into the real sector, which
would imply that any little disturbance in the liquidity and solvency status would lead
either to a dynamically unstable never-ending expansion, or to a dynamically unstable
never-ending contraction being associated with systemic financial crises; that is, regarding
the analysis of financial crises, the framework does not distinguish between systemic and
spurious financial crises. These drawbacks are going to be considered in the following
section which studies the determinants of financial stability and allows for a distinction
between spurious and systemic financial crises, or why some disturbances lead to the
above mentioned cumulative processes and others not. Both the analysis of cumulative
processes and financial stability are the necessary ingredients for the theoretical models
in part II of the book.

2.3

Determinants of Financial Instability

After having discussed the interdependencies of asset prices, bankruptcy, and real economic activity, giving rise to systemic financial crises in case of adverse financial market
disturbances, this section analyzes factors determining whether a given set of financial
market disturbances causes either a spurious, or a systemic financial crisis, depending
on the overall state of financial instability. Section 2.3.1 starts with a general definition
of financial instability, being followed by the analysis of four important determinants of
financial instability, where section 2.3.2 discusses the distribution of robust and fragile
cash flow positions within an economy, section 2.3.3 the adequacy of refinancing positions, section 2.3.4 the volatility of asset prices and their use in the financial system, and
section 2.3.5 the influence of monetary instability.

2.3.1

A General Definition of Financial Instability

Following the general definition of financial crises in section 2.1, spurious and systemic
financial crises are subject to the same adverse shocks and drops in asset prices, but
differ significantly with respect to their impact on real economic activity. In case of
systemic financial crises, asset price drops cause, according to the results of section 2.2.4,
widespread illiquidity and insolvency among agents, liquidity crunches, dysfunctions of
the payment system, and collapses in aggregate economic activity. By way of contrast,
spurious financial crises are characterized by the absence of widespread disruptions in
financial market activity, as well as by the absence of collapses in real economic activity.
Ergo, whether a given set of adverse disturbances in financial markets causes a disruption
of financial markets' capacity to allocate funds efficiently and induces a strong contractive
transmission into the real sector or not, is dependent firstly, on factors determining the
robustness of aggregate cash flow and solvency positions to remain positive, secondly, on
factors determining the robustness of real economic activity and financial market activity
not to develop into a cumulative downward spiral. To put it differently, whether a given set
of financial market disturbances causes a spurious or a systemic financial crisis depends
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on factors determining the degree of aggregate financial instability31 , being defined as
follows:
The degree of aggregate financial instability of an economy is the level of
probability that a given set of asset price disturbances, being triggered by actual
and/or expected real and/or financial shocks, causes widespread illiquidity and
insolvency among economic units, as well as a collapse of real economic activity. If, for a given set of disturbances, the probability of widespread failures
and real economic downturns is high, then the economy is designated as being
financially unstable. If, for the same given set of disturbances, the probability of widespread failures and drops in real economic activity is low, then the
economy is called financially stable.

This general definition implies that in case of financially unstable economies, even
very small shocks and financial market disturbances suffice to cause a systemic financial
crisis, whereas in case of financially stable economies, only huge shocks associated with
very large drops in asset prices give rise to systemic financial crises.

2.3.2

Cash Flow Positions and Present Values

The first determinant of financial instability is the aggregate proneness to illiquidity and
insolvency in case of adverse real and/or financial shocks. Determining the aggregate
level of proneness to bankruptcy requires that the economy is disaggregated into single
economic units, or into groups or sectors with similar determinants of the liquidity and
solvency status in order to obtain a distribution of crisis-prone and financially robust
economic entities which allows for the determination of the aggregate level of financial
instability.
Assessing the overall financial stability of an economy according to the distribution of
robust and fragile cash flow positions goes back on H. P. Minsky's analysis of financial
fragility which is going to be set out in sections 2.3.2.1 and 2.3.2.2. 32 As Minsky's original
concept is restricted to the analysis of financial fragility in closed economies, sections
2.3.2.3 and 2.3.2.4 enlarge Minsky's theory of financial stability to open economies.

2.3.2.1

Hedge, Speculative and Ponzi-Finance

In order to get a measure of potential aggregate illiquidity and insolvency in case of adverse
shocks, the first step is to classify economic units on a microeconomic level according to
their risk to become illiquid and insolvent, where Minsky defines three different states
of risk, namely hedge, speculative and "Ponzi" finance. To distinguish between these
different types of economic units, some definitions and theoretical concepts have to be
introduced firstly.
31 In the economic literature, financial instability is often labelled synonymously as financial fragility,
financial vulnerability, or systemic risk.
32 Sections 2.3.2.l and 2.3.2.2 are based on Minsky (1972, 1975, 1977, 1978, 1980a, 1980b, 1982a, 1982b,
1986).
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Basic Concepts. Consider a single business unit existing for some periods t = l, ... , n,
which faces a series of contractual cash payment commitments on debts PCt, and a series
of expected quasi rents, or expected gross nominal profits GP RL where both expected
gross profits and payment commitments are separated into an income (interest) and into
a return of principal components, like in a fully amortized contract. Accordingly, today's
payment commitments PCt, resulting from the current liability structure are defined as

(2.25)
that is, by interest (income) payments on current debt PCt(Y), plus repayment of the
principal PCt(a). Expected gross nominal profits GPR{ are defined as

GPR;f,

= GPR;f,(y) + GPR;f,(a),

(2.26)

that is, as the expected net income part of cash flow GPR;f,(y) representing the "yield" of
investment over replacement or acquisition costs, plus wastage or consumption of capital
GPR;f,(a).
For a business unit to be viable, it is necessary that it holds that

(2.27)
t=l

n

n

t=l

t=l

(2.28)
that is, that the sum of expected gross profits has to be greater than zero, and that the
sum of expected gross profits has to be greater than the sum of payment commitments
over the entire economic lifetime. 33
The value, or capitalized net worth of a business unit, E, is defined by the discounted
present value of expected gross profits less payment commitments, formally as
n

E = Lkt(GPR~ - PCt),

(2.29)

t=l

where k1 represents the discount factor, reflecting financial market conditions which
depend on market interest rates, and on general general risk conditions. 34 A tighten33 This condition is also valid for the viability of a single investment project, where viability is defined,
according to conditions 2.27 and 2.28, by the economic lifetime of investment. Note that there is a
difference between the economic and the physical lifetime (point in time when the investment good
becomes obsolete in a physical sense) of an investment project being analyzed by the vintage approach,
discussing the influence of technological progress on inhomogeneous capital stocks. For literature on the
vintage approach, see Johansen (1959), Solow (1962), Phelps (1963), and Solow et al. (1966).
34 It is important to note that the capitalized net worth position E of a business unit according to
Minsky differs from the standard definition of a firm's value according to perfect capital market theory
with respect to the consideration of interest costs, and with respect to the consideration of the financial
structure. Following perfect capital market theory, a firm's value is simply determined by discounting
expected gross profits. That is, interest costs are not subtracted from expected gross profits, because
interest costs are only considered by the discount factor, which implies, in accordance with the ModiglianiMiller theorem, that the financial structure is neglected as a detenninant of the value of a firm. By way of
contrast, Minsky's concept of the capitalized net worth of a business unit E explicitly considers interest
costs, and thereby the financial structure by subtracting payment commitments PC, from expected gross
profits GPRi.
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ing/relaxation in financial market conditions is reflected by a fall/rise in kt, indicating an
increase/fall in market interest rates and in risk premia.
Hedge Finance.

A hedge finance unit is characterized by the condition

GPR~ > PCt

(2.30)

for all periods t = 1, ... , n, stating that in every period t, expected gross profits exceed
payment commitments. According to equation 2.29, the present value, or the net worth
of a hedge-finance unit E is independent of financial market conditions, i.e. a change in
interest rates or in overall risk conditions, being reflected in a change of kt, does not lead
to changes in E. Thus, a tightening in financial markets cannot lead to bankruptcy, i.e. to
a negative present value E, or to illiquidity by a sudden increase in PCt. Hedge financing
is only possibly in case the balance sheet's debt side contains only equities or long-term
debt with maturity date t = n, and with fixed interest rates. However, negative net worth
or illiquidity can arise in case actual cash flows fall short of anticipated cash flows and of
the amount of payment commitments, which can be caused e.g. by unexpected increases
in labour and material costs, or by unexpected drops in aggregate demand. To avoid such
adverse events, hedge-finance units generally are going to hold money and marketable
(short-term) financial assets which are not needed for normal operation and which serve
only as an insurance against illiquidity and insolvency. Summing up, a hedge-finance unit
is not dependent on the "normal" functioning of financial market, but on the "normal"
functioning of product and factor markets.
Given that expectations are fulfilled and realized gross profits GP R 1 exceed payment
commitments in each period, i.e. if it holds that GP~ = GPR,, > PCt for all t, a
hedge finance unit receives net money inflows in each period. Furthermore, if the income
portion of realized gross profits exceeds the income portion of payment commitments
(interest rate costs), i.e. if GPR,,(y) > PCt(Y), then net worth is going to increase in
each period. The increase in net worth and in money holdings can be used to finance
the acquisition of capital assets without changing the debt-asset ratio, or, in case capital
assets are additionally financed by an increase in external debt, financing conditions are
not going to deteriorate. Likewise, if net worth consists of equity shares, the fulfillment of
expectations of hedge-finance units leads to an increase in share prices and to an increase
in the wealth of stock holders.
Speculative Finance.

For a speculative finance unit, it holds that

(t

GP~< PC1

= 1, ... ,m,
(t

GP~> PCt

m small)

(2.31)

= m+ l, ... ,n),

(2.32)

stating that near-term payment commitments (periods 1 tom) exceed near term expected
gross profits, but that in the longer run (periods m+ 1 ton), expected gross profits exceed
payment commitments. Furthermore, for a speculative finance unit, it holds that
m

m

t=l

t=l

(2.33)
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that is, though total payment commitments exceed total expected gross profits over the
first m periods, the net income part of cash flow GP ~(y) exceeds interest rate costs
PC1 (y) in periods 1 to m. Hence, a speculative finance unit has a share of its principal
on debt which falls due in the near term, but whose repayment exceeds the near term
debt-repayment funds the unit's assets generate. To meet near-term payment obligations
the speculative unit can either run down its money or liquid assets, or, if liquid assets do
not suffice, the unit needs to place new debt or to roll over debt, i.e. speculative financing
involves a short-term financing of long-term positions. 35 Thus, a prerequisite for speculative finance is that borrowers as well as lenders believe that there exists a market in which
cash, being used to bridge liquidity gaps in early periods, can be obtained frictionlessly
at required dates. Moreover, liquidity to fulfill payment commitments in early periods is
assumed to be available at "normal" financing terms which do not detrimentally affect
the probability that future obligations can be fulfilled.
A speculative finance unit's expected net worth or solvency position E depends crucially on the level of market interest rates and risk premia, determining the level of the
discount rate kt, For a set of "low" interest rates and risk premia, implying a "high"
value of kt, the expected discounted present value E is positive. By way of contrast, a
tightening in financial market conditions, being associated with "high" market interest
rates and risk premia, connoting a "low" value of kt, can possibly cause a present value
reversal, i.e. E < 0, implying insolvency of the business unit. Furthermore, in case the
speculative finance unit operates under floating debt interest rates, a present value reversal is accelerated by an increase in payment commitments PCt in case of financial market
tightening. Accordingly, speculative finance is built on the assumption that interest rates
will not move outside some acceptable range. Furthermore, a speculative finance unit can
become insolvent, as a hedge finance unit, in case actual gross profits fall short of expected
gross profits and of the amount of payment commitments. Summing up, a speculative
finance unit is dependent on the "normal" functioning of product and factor markets like
a hedge finance unit, but is additionally dependent on the "normal" functioning of financial markets. Thus, a speculative finance unit is exposed to higher risk of illiquidity and
insolvency than a hedge finance unit.
Despite the fact that a speculative finance unit has to increase its stock of short-term
debt and to decrease its liquid assets in early periods to bridge liquidity gaps, a speculative
unit is able to decrease its short-term debt and to increase liquidity in the long-run, and
thereby to increase its equity relative to its liabilities in case profit expectations are
fulfilled, i.e. if GP~= GPRt,, as the income portion of gross profits exceeds the income
portion of payment commitments (interest payments) in every period, i.e. because it
holds that GPR1 (y) > PCt(Y) for all t. Consequently, it is possible to increase net worth
for speculative units even if debt is refinanced. However, in case the business unit is
financed at least partly by equities, this statement is only valid if payment commitments
include conventional payments of dividends, because in this case, the business unit has
positive retained earnings. If, on the contrary, dividends are not included in payment
commitments, it is possible that the income portion of payment commitments exceeds
the income portion of gross profits, i.e. it is possible that GPRt,(y) < PCt(Y), implying
35 A third possibility is the fire-sale of assets if liquid assets do not suffice, and placing new debt or
rolling over debt is not possible. However, this credit or liquidity crunch scenario emerges only if a
financial crisis is already in place and is therefore neglected in the further analysis.
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that dividends are paid out of current cash flow which reduces the future earning capacity
of a business unit and increases the speculative nature of the unit. This kind of dividend
policy can mirror unjustifiable optimistic expectations, as well as measures to preserve or
to increase the market value of equities.
Banks, other financial institutions, treasuries with floating debt, and business firrns
rolling-over bank debt or commercial paper, are typical speculative finance units firstly,
as they borrow short-term and invest in long-term projects, and secondly, as they deal
very often with floating debt, making them vulnerable to interest rate changes since a
business unit that borrows at floating interest rates is engaged in a form of speculative
finance even though at current interest rates the unit is classified as a hedge finance unit.
"Ponzi" Finance.

For a Ponzi finance unit, it holds that

CPR;< PCt
CPR;» PCt

(t

= 1, ... , n - l)
(t = n)

(2.34)
(2.35)

and
CPR;(y) < PC1(y)
CPRf(y)

»

PC1(Y)

(t

= 1, ... , n - l)
(t = n),

(2.36)
(2.37)

stating that in all periods, except in the final period t = n, expected gross profits are
lower than payment commitments, and interest rate costs exceed the net income part of
cash flows. Consequently, in order to meet payment commitments in periods t = l to
t = n - l, a Ponzi finance unit has to increase its debt stock and to decrease liquidity
steadily. Hence, a Ponzi financing scheme is, as a speculative financing scheme, built on
the assumption of a "normal" functioning of financial markets, i.e. that debt to meet
payment commitments can be placed frictionlessly at required dates and at "normal"
financing conditions.
The expected present value E of Ponzi units is much more sensitive to interest rate
and risk premia changes, as well as to disruptions in product and labour markets, than
the present value of speculative finance units, implying that present value reversals can
happen very fast if there are only slight interest rate and/or risk premia increases, or only
small deteriorations in product and factor markets. Moreover, Ponzi units are vulnerable
to changes in market sentiment regarding expected gross profits in the final period t = n,
since the viability of a Ponzi unit depends on positive expectations regarding to an event
far in the future. Only slight reassessments towards a more pessimistic outcome can lead
to refusals to obtain liquidity by placing new debt, leading very quickly to bankruptcy and
to a stop of the investment project. In contrast to speculative finance units, Ponzi finance
units cannot increase their net worth and liquidity in the long run even if gross profit
expectations are validated, i.e. even if it holds that C P ~ = C P Rt, as interest rate costs
always exceed the net income part of cash flow except in the final period, implying that
a Ponzi finance unit is subject to a steady decrease of net worth. Consequently, a Ponzi
finance unit is exposed to much greater risk of illiquidity and insolvency than hedge and
speculative finance units. In case of default, debt restructuring including refinancing and
recapitalization is often used as an instrument to transform Ponzi units into speculative
units and speculative units into hedge units.
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Though Ponzi-investment projects can be tinged with fraud, there are lots of legal
Ponzi finance schemes, generally emerging in case of investment projects with long construction periods, as e.g. investments in real estate or in high technology production.
During the construction period, investors generally receive almost no cash income and
have to finance current labour, material and interest rate costs by placing new debt. Furthermore, there is uncertainty about the development of costs, as well as about whether
the completed investment project can be sold at a reasonable price or whether the project
validates gross profit expectations. Thus, the investment project is only profitable if costs
do not rise over expected levels, and if the sum of expected gross profits is higher than
the sum of payment commitments. Likewise, Ponzi schemes also emerge in case of risky
investments in real or financial assets when the costs of holding assets are higher than
their general net income (dividends or returns), implying that overall returns are only
positive in case asset prices appreciate substantially in the future to expected levels. 36

Adverse Shocks and Financial Posture "Downgrading". It has to be emphasized
that the classification of hedge, speculative and Ponzi finance units does not only depend
on the cash flow position of business units, but also on the size, and on the type of adverse
shocks. Thus, adverse shocks are able to transform e.g. a hedge finance unit into a Ponzi
finance unit, implying a "downgrading" of liquidity and solvency positions.
Hedge finance units can be only downgraded to speculative and to Ponzi finance units
in case of large adverse shocks in product or factor markets, but not by adverse shocks in
financial markets. The trigger for the downgrading of a hedge finance unit has to take place
somewhere else in the economy and is not caused by the behaviour of hedge finance units.
However, this statement is only valid if hedge finance units' activities were not based upon
unrealistic, euphoric expectations with respect to input costs and market development over
time. Accordingly, the fragility of a hedge unit, measured as the probability to become
a speculative or a Ponzi unit, can also stem from euphoric expectations with respect to
factor and product markets. Speculative units can be downgraded to Ponzi finance units
both by adverse shocks in the real and in the financial sector, i.e. by increases in factor
costs, increases in interest rates and in risk premia. Ponzi finance units can be only
downgraded to bankrupt finance units by both adverse real and financial sector shocks.
Generally, the size of shocks being necessary to downgrade a business unit to the next
lower financial posture decreases due to an increasing probability to become illiquid and
insolvent for a given set of shocks.

36 Investments in "New Economy" shares during the late 1990s are a typical example of Ponzi financing
schemes. During the stock market hype in the late 1990s, high market prices of "New Economy" shares
could not be justified by their performance, as cash flows were low or even negative for the near-term
periods, and dividends were often not paid, so that holding the asset was not profitable in the nearterm. However, investors expected an appreciation of "New Economy" share prices in the future which
would have made an investment profitable. But when "New Economy" firms failed to validate investor
expectations by actual cash flows and profits, profit expectations collapsed, and led to a worldwide stock
market crash and to widespread bankruptcies among "New Economy" firms. A further example is the
boom-bust cycle in stock markets during the 1920s having led to the Great Depression, which is a very
nice equivalent to the incidents in the late 1990s.
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2.3.2.2

Financial Instability in Closed Economies

The Weight of Hedge Finance Units in the Financial Structure of an Economy.
Following the analysis of hedge, speculative and Ponzi finance units, a financial system is
stable if adverse disturbances in product and factor markets, as well as increases in interest
rates and risk premia, implying a decline in capitalization rates k;, do not appreciably
affect the ability of economic entities to fulfill their financial obligations. By way of
contrast, in an unstable or fragile financial system, the same disturbances in financial,
product and factor markets can affect adversely the ability of business units to fulfill their
payment commitments. Ergo, the overall instability of financial systems increases if the
ratio of speculative and Ponzi to hedge finance units increases. Furthermore, if there is
an increase in the ratio of Ponzi finance to speculative finance and hedge finance units,
the already prevailing fragility of the financial structure deteriorates further and is in
danger to evolve into a cumulative downward spiral being associated with debt deflation
processes.
Industry Structure and Economic Development as a Determinant of the Weight
of Hedge Finance Units in the Financial Structure. The weight of hedge finance
units in relation to speculative and Ponzi finance units is not only dependent on profitmaximizing decisions of agents with regard to the optimal liability structure, but also on
the kind of industry structure and economic development.
Labour-intensive industry structures without high-tech machinery, being prevalent
in low developed countries, are characterized by simple and cheap capital assets whose
gestation period is short. A large fraction of external financing relates to financing of
goods in commerce. In such systems debt repayment is closely linked to the income
generation process because there are no sophisticated long-living investment goods with
long construction periods which have to be financed by short-term debt. Hence, in such
systems the fraction of speculative and Ponzi units in relation to hedge units is very small.
On the contrary, both in highly industrialized and in emerging market countries, the
industry structure is characterized by capital-intensive production with high-tech machinery, implying that capital assets are long-living, complicated and expensive, and that
gestation periods of investment goods are very long. In such systems, short-period cash
flows yield a gross profit which is only very small in relation to the value of the capital
assets. Unless financing is organized in long-term contracts, such economies are not able
to generate sufficient cash flow to fulfill payment obligations in early periods of production
without the use of short-term debt. As a result, the "normal" way of finance is to combine
income cash flows from general operation with portfolio transactions by placing new shortterm debt, or by rolling over debt. Thus, high developed or emerging market economies,
using highly sophisticated capital assets, generally tend to have a higher fraction of speculative and Ponzi finance units than less industrialized countries, which can be seen by
the fact that the size of the financial system is much smaller in less developed countries
than in high developed or emerging market countries. Thus, high developed and emerging
countries have a much more unstable financial structure than low developed countries.
These results have two important implications for economic development policies.
Firstly, economic development or growth requires a strong development of the domestic financial sector to transform the industry structure from labour-intensive production
with low productivity to capital-intensive production with high productivity. This result
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implies that domestic and/or international financial market liberalization is a favourable
method to boost productivity and to reduce poverty in low developed countries. Secondly, the transition process towards capital-intensive production with a strong domestic
financial sector is associated with an increase in financial instability making transition
economies more vulnerable to financial crises. Consequently, financial market liberalization leads to an increase in financial instability and in the frequency of financial crises,
which can be validated by the stylized facts being outlined in chapter 3. Summing up,
financial liberalization is necessary for economic development but requires strong financial
market regulation to prevent the overall financial structure from becoming too fragile.
The Size of Different Economic Sectors as a Determinant of the Weight of
Hedge Finance Units in the Financial Structure. A further determinant of the
weight of hedge finance units in relation to speculative and Ponzi finance units is the size
of different economic sectors, as e.g. the firm, the household or the banking sector, in the
total financial structure, as well as the composition of their income streams and payment
commitments.
Financial intermediaries are generally, as aforementioned, speculative finance units
as they transform by their very nature short-term debt (deposits) in long-term assets
(loans), implying that the ability to fulfill near-term payment obligations (e.g. deposit
withdrawals) requires a "normal" functioning of financial markets in order to place new
debt, or to roll over debt at "normal" financing conditions. Moreover, as financial intermediaries' gross profits predominantly depend on the liquidity and the solvency status
of business firms and households, financial intermediaries also depend on a frictionless
functioning of product and factor markets.
Business firms can take all three financial postures, where the fraction of speculative
and Ponzi finance units increases with the capital/labour ratio, so that the firm sector
in industrialized, as well as in emerging market countries is dominated by speculative
and Ponzi finance units. Hence, business firms depend on the frictionless functioning
of product and factor markets to generate sufficient income streams, as well as on the
"normal" functioning of financial markets to prevent an increase in financing costs.
Households' financial posture can be subdivided in two broad categories, namely in
households' financial posture of consumption, and in households' financial posture of
asset ownership. Households' financial posture of consumption, referring to households'
consumption expenditures (housing included), is dominated by hedge finance units as debt
contracts for consumption and mortgage finance are generally designed as fully amortized
contracts, i.e. as series of (constant) payment commitments which are defined over the
entire term of the debt contract, excluding a final extra repayment of a remaining part
of the principal. 37 Ergo, as households' income streams mainly consist of wage income,
households can only become speculative or Ponzi finance units if actual wage income
falls short of expected wage income and other sources of disposable income, like e.g.
unemployment insurance. Regarding mortgage debt, households can additionally get into
liquidity and solvency problems in case the market value of the hypothecated asset falls
short of the face value of outstanding debt as already discussed in section 2.2.4. However,
37 A partially amortized contract includes a final payment at the end of the contract's lifetime which
contains a part of the principal. An unamortized contract involves repayment of the entire principal at
the end of the contract's lifetime. For this classification, see Minsky (1982b), p. 30.
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a "downgrading" of households, or even a failure of households, can only occur if there
has taken place a substantial decline in income and employment, i.e. consumer debt can
amplify an economic downturn and a route to financial crises, as outlined in section 2.2.4.3,
but it does not generate financial instability. Furthermore, financial market tightening
by increasing interest rates and risk premia has no influence on financial stability of
households' consumption financial posture.
By way of contrast, households' financial posture of asset ownership, referring to households' investment activities into financial assets, can generate financial instability as it
is dominated by speculative and Ponzi finance. Households often engage, and especially
during speculative boom phases, in debt finance of securities, as e.g. equities, options,
or bonds. As income streams consist mainly of dividends or interest payments, which in
most cases do not suffice to meet due payment commitments of debt contracts, and as
the profitability of investment projects depends heavily on selling out the position at an
appreciated price, households' portfolio is speculative if the interest rate on debt is lower
than the portfolio's internal rate of return (e.g. the dividend/price ratio), and Ponzi, if
the interest rate on debt is higher than than the portfolio's internal rate. Consequently, as
income streams and payment commitments of households' asset ownership depend mainly
on financial market conditions, increases in interest rates, as well as in risk premia can
lead very quickly to a move from speculative to Ponzi finance or even to bankruptcy.
However, since asset prices are also determined by income streams from product and factor markets, households can be downgraded additionally by adverse disturbances in the
real sphere of the economy.
Governments are very often speculative finance units as income streams generally
consist of tax revenues and new borrowing, i.e. government expenditures depend crucially
on the ability to roll over short-term debt. As long as the sum of expected income streams
exceeds the sum of future payment commitments on debts outstanding, there arise no
liquidity and solvency problems for governments. However, if expected tax revenues fall
short of payment commitments, e.g. due to an economic downturn, or if current running
expenses increase, e.g. owing to a general interest rate increase, governments can become
very quickly Ponzi units or even bankrupt since rolling over debt can become impossible.
Generally, governments' incentives to engage in speculative or Ponzi finance are not aimed
at generating financial instability wilfully. However, there are often distorting incentives
which lead governments to engage in "unsound" fiscal policies by increasing short-term
debt. Especially governments engaging in large floating short-term debt run the risk of
becoming Ponzi or even bankrupt.
Summing up, financial instability increases in case of growing financial intermediation,
in case of a growing government sector and increasing government expenditures, in case
of a growing capital/labour ratio, and in case of growing investments of households in
financial assets. Accordingly, financial stability depends heavily on the relative size of
households' financial posture of consumption.

2.3.2.3

Foreign Hedge, Foreign Speculative, and Foreign Ponzi Finance

Minsky's original concept of hedge, speculative and Ponzi finance can be only applied to
closed economies as it refers solely to money flows in domestic currency, as well as solely
to domestic product, factor and financial market conditions. Financial crises in the 1990s
however demonstrated, that systemic financial crises, both in emerging market and in
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industrialized countries, were influenced by asset and debt positions in foreign currency.
Consequently, in order to get a correct measure of overall financial instability in open
economies, cash flow positions resulting from transactions in foreign currency have to
be considered explicitly. In order to be consistent with the degree of internal financial
fragility, having been discussed in the two previous sections, this section enlarges Minsky's
original concept by explicitly considering cash flow positions in foreign currency.
However, the classification of business units in hedge, speculative, and Ponzi units
by taking into account cash flows in foreign currency is not as easy as Minsky's original
concept for closed economies. For example, cash flow positions in domestic currency can
be used to compensate cash flow positions in foreign currency and vice versa, making it
very difficult to assess a business unit's financial posture. Moreover, cash flow positions
in foreign currency can involve payment commitments in foreign currency, but income
streams in domestic currency which have to be exchanged in the foreign exchange market
to pay debt, exposing the business unit additionally to currency risk. Accordingly, to
get a useful measure for financial instability, internal fragility, stemming from cash flow
positions in domestic currency, i.e. from the distribution of hedge, speculative and Ponzi
finance as defined in section 2.3.2.1, has to be separated from external fragility stemming
from cash flow positions in foreign currency. To distinguish internal from external financial instability, external cash flow positions are labelled analogously to Minsky's original
terminology as foreign hedge, foreign speculative, and foreign Ponzi finance. After having
discussed the determinants of external financial fragility, section 2.3.2.4 is going to combine internal and external financial fragility to determine the overall degree of financial
fragility of single units and of an entire economies.
Basic Concepts. The analysis of external cash flow positions follows the terminology
and the basic concepts of section 2.3.2.1. The first step to determine the external cash
flow position from the overall cash flow position of a business unit is to separate total
payment commitments into "external" payment commitments in foreign currency, and
into payment commitments in domestic currency. The second step is to single out "external" expected gross profits which are used to fulfill external payment commitments in
foreign currency from total expected gross profits; it has to be emphasized, that external
expected gross profits being used to pay foreign debt can be denominated both in domestic and in foreign currency. Then, in the third and last step, external expected gross
profits, which are used to fulfill external payment commitments in foreign currency, and
external payment obligations in foreign currency have to be compared, determining the
external cash flow position.
In order to account for foreign exchange risk, evolving in case external expected gross
profits are denominated partly, or entirely in domestic currency, the external cash flow
position has to be separated further in external cash flow positions containing only money
flows in foreign currency, and in external cash flow positions containing money flows in
domestic currency as well which have to be exchanged in the foreign exchange market to
fulfill external payment commitments.
In case all expected gross profits are denominated in foreign currency, and assuming
that in this case income streams only result from transactions with foreigners, the external
cash flow position consists only of money flows in foreign currency, implying that only
foreign product, factor and financial market conditions are relevant for possible changes
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in the external financial posture. Accordingly, the external expected present value of a
business unit E* in foreign currency, being formally defined as

L k;(GPR;' n

E* =

PC;),

(2.38)

t=I

is determined by discounting external expected gross profits GP R;• less external payment
commitments PC;, where the external discount factor k; only consists of foreign interest
rates and risk premia as financing costs need not to be "earned" in domestic currency.
By way of contrast, in case external expected gross profits contain at least partly
income streams which are denominated in domestic currency, and assuming that these
income streams only stem from transactions with domestic residents, the external cash
flow position is additionally exposed to currency risk, implying that foreign product,
factor, and financial market conditions, as well as domestic product and factor market
conditions 38 are relevant for possible changes in the business unit's financial posture.
Thus, in this case, the external discount rate ki consists of foreign interest rates and risk
premia, as well as of the expected rate of change of the exchange rate, as financing costs
have to be "earned" in domestic currency, being subject to foreign exchange risk.
Foreign Hedge Finance. A prerequisite for a business unit to be classified as a foreign
hedge finance unit, is that the external cash flow position has to be denominated in foreign
currency in each period, i.e. external expected gross profits have to be denominated completely in foreign currency, implying that there arises no currency risk. Given that all net
money flows are denominated in foreign currency, a foreign hedge finance unit's external
expected gross profits exceed in all periods external payment commitments. Accordingly,
a foreign hedge finance unit can be only downgraded, and external present value reversals
can only happen in case of adverse shocks in foreign product and factor markets, as e.g. a
decline in foreign GDP, or an adverse terms of trade shocks reducing domestic net exports.
Foreign financial market disturbances cannot lead to downgrading or to external present
value reversals.
On the contrary, a unit whose external expected gross profits exceed external payment
commitments for all periods, but whose external expected gross profits are partly or
entirely denominated in domestic currency, cannot be classified as a foreign hedge finance
unit. Rather, such a unit engages in a form of speculative, or even Ponzi finance, due
to considerable exchange rate risk, as devaluations of the home currency can lead very
quickly to an external present value reversal, even in case of fixed exchange rates, since
exchange rates are not invariable in the long-run.
38 Business units are assumed not to depend on domestic financial market conditions because changes
in domestic interest rates, as well as in domestic risk premia do not change payment commitments in
foreign currency. It has to be emphasized however, that domestic financial market conditions do have an
influence on a business unit's net worth via the impact on the external discount factor k; in case external
expected gross profits are partly or entirely denominated in domestic currency, and in case these gross
profits are "earned" at home. In this case, the external discount factor should be weighted average of
domestic and foreign financial market conditions including currency risk, where the weighting factor of
domestic financial conditions should be determined by the proportion of external expected gross profits
in domestic currency to total payment commitments in foreign currency. Yet, for reasons of simplicity,
the influence of domestic financial market conditions on the external discount factor is neglected in the
following.
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Foreign Speculative and Foreign Super Speculative Finance. A foreign speculative finance unit is defined by four characteristics. Firstly, ca.sh flow positions in all
periods are denominated in foreign currency, implying that there arises no currency risk.
Secondly, external payment commitments in early periods exceed external expected gross
profits. Thirdly, in later periods, external expected gross profits exceed external payment
commitments. Fourthly, in early periods interest payments on foreign debt are smaller
than the net income part of external ca.sh flow. Accordingly, a foreign speculative finance
unit is dependent on the "normal" functioning of foreign financial markets in order to
place foreign short-term debt, or to roll-over foreign debt at "normal" foreign financing
conditions. Such a unit is vulnerable to adverse shocks in foreign product, factor and
financial markets.
A foreign super speculative finance unit is defined by the same characteristics as a
foreign speculative finance unit except for the fact that external expected gross profits
are partly or entirely denominated in domestic currency, exposing the unit additionally
to currency risk, and to adverse disturbances in domestic product and factor markets.
Foreign Ponzi and Foreign Super Ponzi Finance. A foreign Ponzi finance unit is
defined by the following four characteristics. Firstly, ca.sh flow positions in all periods
are denominated in foreign currency. Secondly, in all periods except for the final period,
external expected gross profits fall short of external payment commitments. Thirdly, only
in the final period external expected gross profits exceed external payment commitments.
Fourthly, in all periods except for the final period, interest rate costs on foreign debt
exceed the net income part of external ca.sh flow. As a result, a foreign Ponzi finance unit
has to increase its foreign debt stock steadily and is dependent on a normal functioning
of foreign financial markets to place steadily new foreign short-term debt, and to roll-over
debt at "normal" foreign financing conditions. A foreign Ponzi finance unit is vulnerable
to adverse disturbances in foreign product, factor, and financial markets.
A foreign super Ponzi finance is defined by the same characteristics as a foreign Ponzi
finance except for the fact, that external expected gross profits are partly or entirely
denominated in domestic currency, making the business unit additionally vulnerable to
devaluations of the home currency and to adverse disturbances in domestic product and
factor markets.
2.3.2.4

Financial Instability in Open Economies

This section studies in a first step determinants of external financial fragility according
to the classification of the previous chapter, and enlarges in a second step the concept of
internal financial fragility to an open economy context in order to combine finally both
results to derive determinants of overall financial instability in open economies.

Determinants of External Financial Instability. Like internal financial instability,
external financial instability increases if the ratio of foreign hedge finance units to all
other external financial postures decreases, where the weight of foreign hedge finance
units in the aggregate external position depends heavily on the stage of development of
an economy.
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Low developed countries with a low capital/labour ratio, low productivity, and an
underdeveloped and often financially repressed 39 domestic financial system, tend to have
almost no foreign debt as well as no income streams in foreign currency due to three
reasons. Firstly domestic financial market regulation often prohibits to get into foreign
debt. Secondly, foreign investors are not willing to invest in countries and industries with
low productivity and low yields, and thirdly, low productivity implies low export performance and thereby low income streams in foreign currency. Consequently, as there arise
almost no transactions in foreign currency, external financial instability in low developed
countries is low.
High developed countries, being characterized by a high capital/labour ratio, average
productivity, and well-developed domestic financial systems, tends to exhibit generally
also a low degree of external financial instability, as the aggregate external cash flow
position is dominated by foreign hedge finance units. An overall foreign hedge finance
position develops from a low share of foreign debt in total debt, and from external income
streams which are mostly denominated in domestic currency, or in foreign currencies with
low exchange rate risk. 40
Emerging market or transition economies are generally subject to a high degree of
external financial fragility as the aggregate external cash flow position is dominated by
foreign (super) speculative and foreign (super) Ponzi finance units. Emerging market or
transition economies are subject to a very fast increasing capital/labour ratio, and to huge
productivity increases. Yet, the increase in highly sophisticated capital assets with long
gestation periods cannot be financed entirely by the domestic financial system, firstly as
domestic savings are very often too low, and secondly, as emerging market and transition
economies cannot issue domestic debt due to the "original sin" hypothesis41 , stating that
due to past misbehaviour there is no possibility to borrow in domestic currency, leading
to high share of debt denominated in foreign currency. Accordingly, emerging market and
transition economies very often engage in heavy short-term foreign borrowing, where income streams are very often earned at home in domestic currency making them extremely
vulnerable to foreign exchange risk.
A further determinant of the weight of foreign hedge finance units in the aggregate external finance position is the relative size of different economic sectors, as already outlined
in section 2.3.2.2 for the case of internal financial instability. As external financial instability appears predominantly in emerging market and transition economies, the following
description concentrates exclusively on external financial postures of different sectors in
emerging market and transition economies.

39 Accoring to McKinnon (1973), Shaw (1973), and Williamson and Mahar (1998}, a financially repressed system is defined as a system in which government regulations determine the amount, the price,
and the distribution of credit. These regulations are often reinforced by state-owned banks, by licensing
and regulating private financial institutions with respect to their general management, and by controlling
international capital movements.
40 It has to be emphasized that there are exceptions, especially in the case of small high developed
countries with a high degree of openness. For example, Norway, Sweden, and Finland borrowed heavily in
foreign currency after domestic financial sector liberalization in the late 1980s, which caused high external
financial instability and evolved into systemic financial crises in all three countries at the beginning of
the 1990s.
41 See e.g. Eichengreen and Hausmann (1999}, and Velasco (2001}.
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Banks and financial intermediaries in emerging market and transition economies play
a dominant role for domestic finance as information asymmetries do not allow business
firms or households to take foreign debt directly abroad, implying that foreign funds
are generally allocated via the domestic financial sector. Hence, financial intermediaries
in emerging market and transition economies are generally foreign super speculative, or
even foreign super Ponzi units (as well as domestic speculative finance units), as they
transform domestic short-term debt (deposits in domestic currency) and foreign shortterm debt (deposits or short-term loans in foreign currency) with floating interest rates,
in long-term assets which are denominated in domestic currency (long-term domestic
loans). This financial posture implies that the financial sector in emerging and transition
economies is subject to high financial instability as it is vulnerable to disturbances in
domestic and foreign product, factor and financial markets, as well as to disturbances in
foreign exchange markets.
Business firms in emerging market and transition economies are generally subject to
low external financial fragility as they are not able to borrow in foreign currency as mentioned above. It must be noted however, that very large business firms, or even conglomerates with international creditworthiness can take foreign debt, and very often engage
in foreign short-term borrowing to finance domestic long-term assets generating predominantly income streams in domestic currency. Accordingly, if the industry structure is
dominated by such conglomerates, the business firm sector contributes considerably to
the emergence of external financial stability, as the external finance position is dominated
by foreign super speculative and foreign super Ponzi units.
Households in emerging market and transition economies exhibit in general no external
financial instability as they cannot engage in foreign debt finance, firstly, due to lacking
creditworthiness, and secondly, due to lacking wealth.
Governments in emerging market and transition economies very often engage in heavy
foreign short-term borrowing at flexible interest rates to finance domestic government
expenditures as domestic tax revenues are not sufficient. As tax revenues are denominated
in domestic currency, governments in emerging market and transition economies are in
most cases foreign super speculative, or even foreign super Ponzi units. Accordingly,
governments are highly vulnerable to disturbances in domestic and foreign product, factor,
and financial markets, as well as to disturbances in foreign exchange markets. 42 It has to
be emphasized however, that "unsound" external fiscal policies, which prevailed in the late
1970s and 1980s, have reduced enormously as international financial market liberalization
has imposed fiscal discipline on governments. 43
Summing up, external financial fragility in emerging market and transition economies
increases with growing capital inflows which are allocated by the domestic financial system, as well as with increasing government expenditures which are financed by increasing
short-term foreign debt.

42 For example, Argentina's latest government debt default, as well as the international debt crisis in
the 1980s were predominantly caused by external financial fragility which stemmed from heavy foreign
short-term borrowing at flexible interest rates, having led to bankruptcy after international interest rates
rose considerably and tax revenues dropped due to domestic recessions.
43 For example, government policies in East Asia before the Asian crisis in 1997/1998 were sound and
not subject to large amounts of short-term foreign debt.
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Internal Financial Instability Revisited. To assess the overall degree of financial
instability in open economies, the degree of internal financial stability, having been discussed in section 2.3.2.2, has to be modified to fit into an open economy context, as the
degree of internal financial stability does not depend solely on domestic disturbances due
to current account and capital account transactions. Regarding current account transactions, an initially internal financially stable economy with no external financial instability
can be downgraded, e.g. by a drop in foreign GDP, or by a terms of trade shock reducing
domestic net exports and thereby domestic expected gross profits which are used to pay
back domestic debt. Regarding capital account transactions, in fully liberalized domestic
and international capital markets interest parity can be assumed to hold, implying that
an economy with no external financial instability, but with a low share of domestic hedge
finance units, can be downgraded by a foreign interest rate increase, or by an expected
devaluation of the home currency leading to rising domestic payment commitments.
Summing up, in case an economy is characterized by internal financial stability, and
exhibits no external financial instability, disturbances in foreign product and factor markets can induce an increase in internal financial fragility, whereas foreign financial market
disturbances do not have any considerable effects. In case an economy is characterized
by no external, but by internal financial instability, disturbances in foreign product and
factor markets, as well as disturbances in foreign financial markets can induce an increase
in internal financial fragility.

Overall Financial Instability in Open Economies. Financial instability in open
economies increases if internal financial instability increases and/or if external financial
fragility increases. That is, overall financial instability increases if the ratio of hedge
finance units to speculative and Ponzi finance units decreases, and/or if the ratio of
foreign hedge finance units to foreign (super) speculative and foreign (super) Ponzi units
decreases. Consequently, emerging market and transition economies are much more fragile
than industrial or low developed economies, in case their domestic financial system as well
as the capital account are liberalized, as they are additionally subject to high external
fragility.

2.3.3

Adequacy of Refinancing Possibilities

This section refers to the analysis of internal and external cash flow positions of the previous section, and discusses how a systemic financial crisis can be prevented in case an economy is hit by large adverse domestic and/or foreign shocks, normally causing widespread
bankruptcies and real economic downturns. The following analysis distinguishes among
refinancing possibilities in domestic and in foreign currency, where domestic currency refinancing possibilities determine the degree of internal financial instability, and foreign
currency refinancing possibilities determine the degree of external financial fragility. 44

The Adequacy of Refinancing Possibilities in Domestic Currency. Large adverse disturbances in domestic and/or foreign product, factor and financial markets normally cause systemic financial crises by inducing an enormous downgrading of hedge finance units, and widespread bankruptcies among speculative and Ponzi finance units, as
44 The
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payment commitments cannot be fulfilled any longer. However, large adverse shocks need
not induce systemic financial crises if there exist possibilities for troubled business units
to receive sufficient "emergency" liquidity to bridge short-run liquidity gaps. Thus, financial stability also depends crucially on the availability of refinancing resources providing
sufficient short-term liquidity.
A troubled business unit whose income streams from normal operation do not suffice to
fulfill payment obligations, generally has three possibilities to obtain short-term liquidity
in order to prevent bankruptcy. Firstly, placing new debt or rolling over debt, secondly,
running down liquid monetary assets, and thirdly, a fire-sale of financial and/ or real assets.
The ability of households, business firms and governments to place new debt and/or
to run down liquid monetary assets (as e.g. deposits) generally depends on the liquidity
status of the financial sector. However, a liquidity crunch among households, firms and
the government generally passes to a liquidity crisis of the financial sector due to large
deposit withdrawals, and due to a maximum degree of lending, e.g. by an exhaustion
of credit lines up to the maximum. That is, a private and government sector liquidity
crisis evolving into a financial sector liquidity crisis as defined by condition 2.9 in section
2.2.4.2, passing over definitely into a systemic financial crisis, can be only prevented by
an extraordinary provision of central bank credit. 45 Hence, financial instability decreases
in case there are effective lender-of-last-resort interventions by central banks.
A widespread fire-sale of assets only generates sufficient liquidity by sales revenues
in case the relevant secondary asset markets are independent of system behaviour. Otherwise, a widespread fire-sale of financial or real assets by households, firms, and banks
causes an enormous drop in assets' market prices, causing insolvency and deteriorating
liquidity problems as sales revenues drop sharply. Consequently, financial instability increases if the ratio of the value of those assets whose market value is independent of
system behaviour to the value of assets which reflect system behaviour decreases. For an
asset to be independent of system behaviour, the secondary market for the asset firstly,
has to be pegged or rather protected, secondly, has to be very large and deep in order not
to result in large price fluctuation if demand and supply conditions change rapidly, and
thirdly, must not depend on overall financial conditions. For a secondary market to work
effectively and to contribute to financial stability, an asset has to be transformed at any
time into cash without a loss of its market value, which requires a set of position takers
who buy significant amounts of assets for their own account, and who sell large amounts
of assets out of their stock. Position takers in secondary markets in general finance their
transactions by borrowing from financial intermediaries, which however does not prevent
the occurrence of a systemic liquidity crisis as described above; in case of a widespread
fire-sale, the position taker has to increase its bank debt to sell a large amount of assets
he generally does not own. Consequently, a position taker contributing to financial stability must have additional sources of emergency or standby liquidity. However, the only
source of finance which is truly independent of system behaviour is liquidity support by
the central bank. Therefore, financial stability can be considerably increased in case position takers have unlimited access to central bank credit. Furthermore, financial stability
can be increased if the central bank takes over the position taker function by itself to
45 If central banks are not independent, a liquidity crisis of the government sector need not lead to a
liquidity crisis of the financial sector. In this case, the government uses central bank reserves directly to
pay outstanding debt which can lead to inflation and, in extreme cases, to hyperinflation.
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stabilize assets' market prices, as e.g. the market price for Treasury bills, in case of large
fluctuations in demand and supply conditions.

The Adequacy of Refinancing Possibilities in Foreign Currency. Troubled business units which cannot fulfill payment commitments in foreign currency, generally have
three options to prevent bankruptcy. Firstly, a unit can engage in all activities described
above to obtain liquidity in domestic currency and to sale revenues in the foreign exchange
market. However, this strategy is subject to foreign exchange risk, as a large and sudden
increase in demand for foreign currency leads either to a sharp devaluation of the home
currency in case of flexible exchange rates, or to a large depletion of central bank foreign
reserves in case of a fixed exchange rate system which can possibly lead to a suspension of
the peg (and to a devaluation of the home currency) in case foreign reserves are not sufficient. Consequently, external financial instability is negatively dependent on the stock of
central bank foreign reserves, and increases in case the foreign exchange market is highly
volatile in case of sudden changes in demand and supply conditions.
Secondly, in case the business unit possesses foreign assets, the unit can sell these assets
in a fire-sale action in foreign financial markets. This action is not subject to exchange
rate risk, but depends on the liquidity of foreign financial markets. Consequently, external
financial instability increases if the share of the market value of foreign assets which are
independent of foreign system behaviour decreases.
Thirdly, the business unit can increase foreign debt, depending on the liquidity status
of foreign financial intermediaries. That is, external financial instability decreases if there
are effective lender-of-last-resort interventions by foreign central banks.

2.3.4

Excess Volatility in Asset Prices

This section studies the impact of asset price fluctuations on financial stability by asset
prices' influence on long-run debt-asset ratios, as well as on long-run cash flow positions.
Furthermore, this section analyzes the impact of asset price and debt-asset ratio swings on
real economic activity, causing excessive and expectations-led boom-bust cycles in goods
and in financial markets, and possibly giving rise to systemic financial crises during the
bust phase.

A General Definition of Excess Volatility. Asset prices are subject to fluctuations
if there is a change in asset prices' determinants. Using a simplified version of equation
2.3, an asset's market price PA is given formally by

CF"
CF' p•
PA=---=~,
tr

i -

p

(2.39)

that is, by expected nominal cash flows CF' which are discounted by a real risk-adjusted
interest rate ir representing real finance costs. Expected nominal cash flows are defined as
expected real cash flows CF; valued at the expected price level P', i.e. as CF•= CF; P•,
whereas the real interest rate is defined as the difference between the risk-adjusted nominal
interest rate i and the price level's P expected growth rate p• = P• / P, i.e. as ir = i - p•.
In order to distinguish asset price volatility stemming from (expected or unexpected)
price level effects, which are going to be discussed in section 2.3.5, from asset price volatil-
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ity stemming from changes in expected real cash flows and from changes in nominal interest rates, it is assumed in the following, that there is no change in the actual and in the
expected price level, implying that P, p• and p• remain constant. Accordingly, volatility
in asset prices can be caused only by changes in expected real flows CF:, and by changes
in the nominal risk-adjusted interest rate i.
If expectations are formed according to the rational expectations hypothesis, i.e. if
it holds that expected real cash flows are equal to actual real cash flows CFr in case
exogenous shocks are absent, formally if CF: = CFr, then a change in asset prices
simply reflects changes in economic fundamentals. 46 This kind of asset price volatility,
being consistent with actual changes in economic fundamentals, is labelled as "normal"
or "correct" asset price volatility, as asset price changes indicate correctly fluctuations in
economic fundamentals.
By way of contrast, excess volatility in asset prices emerges if expectations, and thereby
asset prices, fluctuate with a much higher amplitude than changes in economic fundamentals, implying that expectations do mostly not coincide with actual economic fundamentals. By equation 2.39, excess volatility emerges in case changes in expected real cash
flows are larger than changes in actual real cash flows in absolute terms, i.e. if it holds
that jdCF:I > jdCFrl, implying that expected real cash flows are usually not equal to
actual real cash flows, i.e. formally it usually holds that CF: =/= CFr. Consequently,
excess volatility in asset prices does not indicate changes in fundamentals correctly, but
reflects expected changes in fundamentals which are much larger than actual changes in
fundamentals.

Excess Volatility and Extensive Boom-Bust Cycles in Financial and Goods
Markets. The existence of excess volatility implies that in boom phases, asset prices
generally reflect overly optimistic, or even euphoric expectations as to future growth of
real cash flows, though actual growth of real cash flows is much lower. Formally, excess
volatility in boom phases is defined by dCF: > dCFr and CF: > CFr, implying the
existence of an asset price bubble as an asset's actual market price, i.e. PA = CF• /i, =
(CF: P•)/(i - p•), is much higher than its fundamental value PX= CF/ir = CF, P/(ip•). Accordingly, an asset price bubble grows with an increasing difference between market
prices and fundamental values, i.e. with a growing difference PA - PX = ((CF: P•) (CF, P))/(i - p•).
Asset price bubbles generally cause a large acceleration in economic growth, being
caused by demand-side, financial accelerator-induced and supply-side induced cumulative
upward processes as described in section 2.2.4.3. Largely rising expenditures during excessive boom phases are financed by an increase in indebtedness leading to a significant
rise in debt-asset ratios and to fall in net worth, as the actual growth in profits and cash
flows is smaller than the growth in expenditures which are based on expected profits and
cash flows. If domestic financial markets' capacity does not suffice to meet the increasing
demand for credit, economies generally start to take foreign debt. Especially emerging
market or transition economies, having very often an underdeveloped domestic financial
system as outlined in section 2.3.2.4, depend on foreign financial markets' supply of credit
in case of a domestic macroeconomic expansion. But also small industrialized countries,
46 For a general description of the rational expectations hypothesis and its impact on formal solutions
to general dynamic economic models, see appendix D.
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whose domestic financial system cannot meet rising demand for credit often engage in
foreign debt finance (as e.g. Norway, Sweden, and Finland in the late 1980s). As costs of
taking foreign debt measured in domestic currency terms, as well as default risk, depend
crucially on exchange rate risk, the build-up of foreign debt tends to be much higher in
fixed and credible exchange rate systems than in flexible ones.
An increasing indebtedness both in domestic and in foreign currency, generally induces
a build-up of aggregate financial instability, being outlined in more detail below, because
future domestic and/or foreign interest payments, as well as repayment of domestic and/or
foreign debt, can be only met in case future actual cash flows or income streams, both in
domestic and in foreign currency, rise to expected levels. Consequently, there is a general
increase in the risk of becoming illiquid or insolvent, as business units' future liquidity
and solvency status depends increasingly on the validation of euphoric expectations by
actual cash flows. If actual cash flows do not grow to expected levels, many business units
are going to become illiquid or insolvent in the future.
Financial instability passes over into actual financial distress when agents realize that
expectations were too optimistic, i.e. when actual income streams fall short of expected
levels and of payment commitments, causing widespread illiquidity and insolvency. Business failures of especially highly leveraged business units act as triggering events for a
sharp downward revision of expectations inducing a "burst" of the asset price bubble.
Formally, the burst of an asset's market price PA is induced, according to equation 2.39,
by a sharp decline in expected real cash flows CF; (and by an increase in the risk-adjusted
nominal interest rate i due to increased default risk), as agents realize that actual real cash
flows cannot grow up to expected levels in the future, i.e. agents realize that CFr « CF;.
The burst of asset price bubbles and beginning failures of highly leveraged business
units are generally accompanied by a large increase in real domestic and/or foreign interest
rates on debt, as well as by large domestic and/or foreign debt withdrawals due to a
sharp increase in overall default risk. In case business units are highly indebted in foreign
currency, large debt withdrawals cause, in case of fixed exchange rate SYStems, a large
reduction in foreign exchange reserves according to results of section 2.2.4.3, which very
often causes to a currency crisis, i.e. a large devaluation of the home currency, as foreign
exchange reserves do not suffice to meet capital outflows. After a devaluation has taken
place, the remaining stock of foreign debt is subject to a large increase domestic currency
terms, deteriorating further the liquidity and solvency position of business units. In case
of flexible exchange rate systems, large debt withdrawals lead to a devaluation of the
home currency, also inducing a rise in the foreign debt stock in domestic currency terms.
Collapsing asset prices, rising interest rates, and increasing failures among business
units induce a cumulative downward process according to the mechanisms described in
section 2.2.4.3. Bust periods are also subject to excess volatility when asset prices reflect
overly pessimistic expectations as to future declines in real cash flows, i.e. if expected
declines in real cash flows are larger than actual declines. Formally, excess volatility in bust
periods is characterized by -dCF; < -dCFr, and CF; < CFr. This "undershooting"
of expectations aggravates the downswing more than necessary, as lenders expect default
risk to be much higher than actual default risk, leading to higher real interest rates, to
much larger drops in asset prices, to much stronger withdrawals of debt, and to much
larger devaluations of the home currency, or to much larger declines in foreign exchange
reserves, inducing more bankruptcies and a much deeper downswing. Excessive bust
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periods come to an end when agents realize that expectations had been too pessimistic,
and when debt-asset ratios in balance sheets have declined to "sound" levels.

Excess Volatility, Self-Fulfilling Expectations, and Expectations-Led Cumulative Upward and Downward Processes. Excessive boom-bust cycles, leading to a
build-up of financial instability by "overindebtedness", and possibly causing systemic financial crises, have their roots in irreducible uncertainty about the future. If uncertainty
is not irreducible, as it is assumed in standard economic theory, rational expectations
provide a powerful tool to forecast the future development without error in case exogenous shocks are absent, implying, as aforementioned, that excess volatility cannot arise.
In a real-world environment however, uncertainty is not completely irreducible, connoting
that expectations cannot be formed solely according to the rational expectations hypothesis. Rather, to assess future developments which are subject to irreducible uncertainty,
expectations tend to be formed by reassessing the actual or past development into the
future, implying an adaptive or even extrapolative expectation formation scheme which
is compatible with excess volatility, as an increasing reliance can lead to a widening gap
of expectations and fundamentals. As a result, real-world expectations tend to be subject
to a mixed expectation formation scheme which varies over the business cycle, as boom
and bust phases, giving rise to excess volatility, tend to be dominated by adaptive and
extrapolative expectations, whereas at the turning points, when agents realize that past
expectations have been unrealistic, the expectation formation scheme switches quickly
from adaptive and extrapolative to a rational expectation formation scheme, i.e. back
to economic fundamentals. Hence, the emergence of excess volatility, financial instability, and systemic financial crises depends crucially on different and varying expectation
formation schemes over the business cycle. The degree of financial instability and the
severity of the subsequent financial crises is determined firstly, by the strength of adaptive and extrapolative expectations during the upswing and the downswing relative to the
influence of rational expectations, determining also the length of the expansion and the
contraction phase, and secondly, by the velocity with which "unrealistic" adaptive and
extrapolative expectations are transformed into a rational expectation formation scheme,
determining the amplitude of asset price swings at the turning points.
The existence of excess volatility implies that the upswing and the downswing of
extensive boom-bust cycles are mainly driven by cumulative processes in expectations,
giving rise to expectations-led cumulative upward and downward processes in goods and
financial markets, which are much larger in amplitude than standard cumulative processes described in section 2.2.4.3. Expectations-led cumulative upward/downward processes are characterized by a self-reinforcing expectation formation scheme, as a past
increase/decrease in expected values leads to a further increase/decrease in expectations.
However, expectations-led cumulative upward/downward processes may not be misunderstood in the sense that they are completely detached from the actual development
of economic fundamentals. Rather, cumulative upward/downward processes induced by
adaptive and extrapolative expectations are generally associated with an actual improvement/ deterioration of fundamentals up to a certain boundary, justifying a further rise/fall
in expectations. As a result, expectations during upswings and downswings are selffulfilling up to a certain boundary, i.e. optimistic/pessimistic expectations about the
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future development generate an actual boom/contraction up to a certain limit by cumulative demand-side and financial accelerator-induced upward/downward processes.
Demand-side cumulative processes, as outlined in section 2.2.4.3, are accelerated by
self-fulfilling expectations, as an increase/decrease in expectations causes a rise/drop in
asset prices, leading to an improvement/deterioration of demand conditions and to an
actual increase/decrease in nominal earnings, cash flows, and net worth, justifying ex post
the initial increase/ decrease in expectations. If this process was able to be continued, then
this cumulative upward/downward process would be no example of excess volatility, but
an example of rational behaviour, because in this case expectations would simply reflect
correctly, and rationally ex ante the actual behaviour of fundamentals in the future,
which would validate expectations ex post, and which would justify a further ex ante
increase/decrease in expectations. However, the self-fulfilling character of expectations
has a "natural limit" both in boom and in bust periods, which is going to be discussed
in the following paragraph, implying that from a certain point on, expectations do not
longer "predict" correctly future actual developments, but simply become unrealistic as
expectations are not longer formed rationally; thus, expectations become increasingly
adaptive and extrapolative, implying a widening gap between actual and expected values,
i.e. expectations become overly optimistic in boom periods, and overly pessimistic in bust
periods.
Financial-accelerator induced cumulative processes, as outlined in section 2.2.4.3,
are amplified by self-fulfilling expectations, as self-fulfilling demand-side cumulative upward/downward processes induce an improvment/deterioration of the aggregate cash flow
and solvency position, which justifies an increase/decrease in domestic and foreign indebtedness as well as a decrease/increase in domestic and foreign interest rates on debt, leading
to a further improvement in cash flows and net worth, and justifying a further increase
in indebtedness. A general rise in indebtedness in boom phases would be no example
of an increase in financial instability caused by excess volatility, but also an example of
rational behaviour, if actual income streams would rise to expected levels, because in
this case, future cash flows would suffice to meet future interest payments and repayment
of debt. The build-up of financial instability is about to begin if rising indebtedness is
increasingly based on unrealistic adaptive and extrapolative expectations about future
income streams, resulting in widespread bankruptcies in the future, as future payment
commitments cannot be met. Likewise, debt withdrawals and increases in interest rates
on debt during bust periods would be no example of "expectation undershooting" in case
default risk was assessed by actual cash flow and net worth positions, and not by expected
ones which are overly pessimistic.
Summing up, if there emerges large excess volatility in asset prices, business cycles
tend to have a much larger amplitude than business cycles without serious excess volatility. Furthermore, excess volatility and excessive boom-bust cycles are generally associated
with a large build-up of financial instability which very often induces systemic financial
crises, whereas "tranquil" business cycles without heavy excess volatility tend to exhibit
no, or only a slight build-up of financial instability which does not pass over into systemic
financial crises. These boom-bust cycles driven by excessive volatility in expectations,
and their interaction with the financial accelerator, are going to be discussed and modelled formally in detail in part II of the book, as they are one of the most important
determinants of systemic financial crises.
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"Natural" Limits of Self-Fulfilling Expectations and Expectations-Led Cumulative Processes. It has been argued that both boom and bust phases are not subject
to excess volatility in case expectations are self-fulfilling, i.e. if an increase/decrease
in expectations leads to an actual macroeconomic expansion/contraction. If there was
no limit to the self-fulfilling nature of expectations, positive economic growth based on
rational behaviour could be sustained forever without any increase in financial instability if there were no negative exogenous shocks. However, self-fulfilling expectations are
subject to "natural" limits in the real and in the financial sphere of modern capitalist
economies which prevent never-ending expansions/contractions by disappointing overly
optimistic/pessimistic expectations through an actual deterioration/improvement in cash
flow and solvency positions, inducing a downward/upward revision of expectations to
actual fundamentals.
In the real sphere of modern capitalist economies there are three main factors preventing a never-ending boom/bust driven by self-fulfilling expectations. Firstly, regarding
boom periods, aggregate demand cannot increase unboundedly, as it is limited by maximum production capacity and subject to saturation effects. Respecting bust periods,
aggregate demand cannot fall to zero, as there exists a minimum of demand. Secondly,
in boom periods, aggregate supply cannot increase limitless due to an upper bound of
capacity utilization in a static environment. In a dynamic environment, an increase in
production capacity is subject to long gestation periods, implying that output cannot
grow as fast as expected output. Regarding bust phases, aggregate supply cannot fall
to zero, as there is a minimum of aggregate demand which has to be satisfied, and as a
reduction in production capacity is also subject to a long time horizon in comparison with
fluctuations in expected output. Thirdly, in boom phases, output cannot be expanded
at expected costs as there arise labour and material shortages, connoting an increase in
input costs and a deterioration of cash flow and net worth positions. In open economies
with fixed exchange rates, rising input costs lead to a deterioration of international competitiveness and to real revaluation of the home currency. In bust phases, a reduction in
output leads to lower input costs and to an improvement in international competitiveness,
implying an improvement in cash flow and net worth positions.
In the financial sphere of modern capitalist economies there are three factors preventing unbounded expansions/contractions. Firstly, regarding boom periods, rising input
costs imply rising actual and/or expected inflation, leading to monetary tightening by
central banks. A general increase in interest rates connotes a deterioration of cash flows
and net worth positions due to rising payment commitments. In bust periods, lowering
input costs causing disinflation lead to monetary expansions and to an improvement in
cash flow and net worth positions. Secondly, in boom periods, which are subject to rising
debt-asset ratios and rising interest rates, it is possible that there arises a sudden change
in overall risk perception by market participants, assessing current indebtedness and cash
flow positions as not sustainable. This increase in overall risk perception leads to rising
domestic and foreign interest rates on debt due to rising risk premia independently of
monetary tightening, to a general tightening of liquidity conditions in domestic and international financial markets, and to rising foreign exchange reserve outflows (especially in
the case of fixed exchange rate systems) implying higher domestic interest rates. In bust
periods, being subject to falling debt-asset ratios and lowering interest rates, it is possible
that there is a relaxation in overall risk perception by market participants, assessing cur-
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rent indebtedness and cash flow positions as sustainable. This relaxation in overall risk
perception leads to a fall in risk premia, to a decrease in domestic and foreign interest
rates on debt independently of monetary policy, to a relaxation in the overall liquidity
condition in domestic and international financial markets, and to increasing foreign exchange reserves inflows (especially in case of fixed exchange rate systems) implying lower
domestic interest rates. Thirdly, in boom periods, deteriorating cash flow and net worth
positions of financial institutions, as well as rising foreign exchange reserves outflows, can
cause government authorities to suspend government guarantees in the form of deposit insurance, and bail-out guarantees of troubled banks, as well as to give up a fixed exchange
rate regime, as future losses are unavoidable and would lead to an increase in government
indebtedness which is not sustainable, e.g. due to rising domestic inflation. A suspension
of government guarantees, as well as a suspension of a fixed exchange rate system causes
contingent losses to become actual losses leading to a rise in risk premia, to an increase
in interest rates, and to a deterioration of financial markets' liquidity. In bust periods,
the existence of government guarantees, as well as the stability of a fixed exchange rate
regime can induce an increase in credibility, leading to lower risk prernia, lower interest
rates and to a relaxation of liquidity conditions in financial markets.
Hitherto, the discussion referred only to factors leading to an actual boundedness of
cumulative processes driven by self-fulfilling expectations. However, expectations as to
the factors mentioned above can have the same effect due to their self-fulfilling nature.
For example, an increase in expected inflation due to expected rising factor costs leads to
an expected increase in interest rates, which can lead to an actual interest rate increase
in case expected inflation leads to an actual increase in factor costs. Consequently, selffulfilling expansions and contractions are limited by actual and expected bounds.
Summing up, excess volatility in expectations and in asset prices is caused by agents
not considering natural bounds of expectations-led cumulative processes, leading to an
adaptive or extrapolative expectation formation scheme, and to a widening gap of expectations and fundamentals. Despite the fact that the limits mentioned above represent no
new information for economic agents, as they are prevalent during each business cycle,
overly optimistic expectations during boom phases generally abstract from the boundaries of expansion, predominantly due to the belief that "natural" limits of past business
cycles have disappeared, e.g. by the introduction of new technology regimes (as e.g. the
introduction of new continuous process technologies after World War I having contributed
to the stock market bubble in the late 1920s, or the introduction of information and communication technologies having given rise to the "New Economy" bubble during the late
1990s), or by fundamental changes in the order of domestic and international financial
markets (as e.g. large-scale financial liberalization policies in the post Bretton Woods
era). By way of contrast, in bust periods agents generally tend to expectation undershooting as overly pessimistic expectations are stronger than the belief in a natural lower
limit.

Excess Volatility and Financial Instability. It has been argued that financial instability is generally built up during boom phases by excessively rising asset prices and
sharply increasing debt-asset ratios. However, as rising asset prices and increasing debt-
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asset ratios are a common stylized fact of business cycles' boom periods47 which do not all
cause financial fragility and financial crises, an increase in financial instability cannot be
simply detected by a rising debt-asset ratio. Rather, whether an increase in the debt-asset
ratio indicates a rise in financial instability or not, depends on the question whether the
initial increase in indebtedness is sustainable or not.
Generally, an increase in debt-finance is sustainable if there is no long-run drop in the
aggregate liquidity and in the aggregate solvency position of an economy. Consequently,
a sustainable increase in debt finance is accompanied by a constant or increasing longrun cash flow position, by a constant or decreasing long-run debt-asset ratio, implying
a constant or increasing long-run net worth position. For an increase in debt-finance to
be sustainable, the rise in the sum of long-run profits has to be equal or larger than the
increase in indebtedness, which can be seen formally by equations 2.6 and 2.8. It has
to be emphasized that a sustainable debt increase can be subject to a decrease in the
net worth and in the cash flow position, but only in the short-run, stemming e.g. from
long gestation periods. Consequently, a sustainable increase in indebtedness requires that
expectations as to future income streams, on which the initial increase in debt-finance is
based, are going to be validated by the actual development of future income streams, i.e.
that the formation of expectations has been rational or realistic.
By way of contrast, an unsustainable increase in indebtedness is characterized by
a long-run deterioration of the aggregate liquidity and solvency status of an economy,
implying possibly widespread illiquidity and insolvency in the long-run. Accordingly, an
unsustainable increase in indebtedness is accompanied by a decreasing long-run cash flow
position, by an increasing long-run debt-asset ratio, reflecting a decline in the long-run
net worth position. For an increase in the debt-asset ratio to be unsustainable, the initial
increase in indebtedness has to be larger than the sum of long-run profits by equations
2.6 and 2.8. If the sum of long-run profits is negative, there is a further rise in the longrun debt-asset ratio. Furthermore, an unsustainable increase in indebtedness has to be
based on unrealistic euphoric expectations as to future income streams which cannot be
validated, implying either that the initial increase in indebtedness can be repaid only with
deteriorating liquidity and solvency positions, or that the debt increase cannot be repaid
as income streams fall short of payment commitments, leading to systemic financial crises.
Summing up, a growing positive divergence between expected and actual real cash
flows causes steadily increasing asset prices which reflect a growing divergence between
expected and actual economic fundamentals. This growing positive divergence between
expected and actual fundamentals induces an increasing degree of financial instability if
the steadily rising overall debt-asset ratio is increasingly based on irrational or unrealistic
expectations about the future, implying that the increasing debt stock both in domestic
and in foreign currency becomes more and more unsustainable. On the contrary, in case
expectations are formed rationally, there is no increase in financial instability, as increasing short-run indebtedness is sustainable owing to realistic and rational expectations.
However, if expectations become more and more irrational, i.e. more and more overly optimistic, a growing degree of financial instability causes an increasing drop in asset prices
when agents realize that actual income streams fall short of payment commitments. The
larger the drop in asset prices, and the larger the impact of widespread bankruptcies on
47 For an overview of the stylized time patterns of major economic indicators of empirical business cycle
analysis, see Moore (1983), chapter 6, and Zarnowitz (1992), pp. 23-28.
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real economic activity, the higher is the probability that expectations tend to undershoot,
i.e. to be overly pessimistic, which induces a much longer bust period than necessary by
high real interest rates, by excessive debt withdrawals, and by collapsing exchange rates,
leading to further bankruptcies and to a further decline in real economic activity.
Empirical studies of excess volatility and its impact on financial instability and aggregate economic activity48 conclude that especially stock and real property prices tend to be
subject to excess volatility, giving rise to a build-up of financial instability by a significant
increase in debt-asset ratios of business firms, households and financial intermediaries.
Though bond markets are generally subject to much less volatility than stock and real
property prices, bond prices too can exhibit excess volatility if actual or expected changes
in macroeconomic fundamentals cause investors to change abruptly their expectations for
inflation and real interest rates. Excess volatility in bond prices and in real interest rates
can adversely affect real economic activity via the interest rate channel as the volume of
investment financed by bonds (and by long-term borrowing) is typically much larger than
the volume financed by equities (Crockett 1997).

2.3.5

Monetary Instability and Debt Deflation

This section studies the impact of price level fluctuations on financial instability by their
influence on asset prices and real economic activity via volatility in real interest rates,
real borrowing costs, and real debt burdens.

Price Level Instability, Excess Volatility, Extensive Boom-Bust Cycles and Financial Instability. According to the "Schwartz" hypothesis, named after A. Schwartz
(1981, 1986, 1995, 1997), and according to I. Fisher's (1932, 1933) business cycle theory,
price level instability can aggravate, or even cause financial instability by inducing uncertainties and unrealistic expectations of borrowers and lenders about potential real returns
of investment projects. The Schwartz hypothesis, as well as I. Fisher's business cycles theory are very similar to the asset price excess volatility hypothesis, having been outlined
in the previous section 2.3.4, as they also claim that financial instability and subsequent
financial crises are caused by unrealistic and highly volatile expectations of agents inducing excessive boom-bust cycles in goods and financial markets. Both theories differ
however with respect to the "driving" variable of the system, as they claim that excessive
boom-bust cycles, financial instability and excess volatility in asset prices are not mainly
caused by unrealistic expectations as to real cash flows, but by unrealistic expectations
as to the price level's growth rate, resulting in unrealistic expectations concerning real
interest rates, real borrowing costs, and real returns. 49
The emergence of excess volatility in asset prices by excess volatility in the expected
price level and in the price level's expected growth rate can be formally outlined by a
modified version of equation 2.3, which corresponds to equation 2.39, determining an
48 For studies of the nexus between excess volatility and financial instability, see e.g. Bank for International Settlements (1998), International Monetary Fund (2000, 2003a, 2003b) Bordo and Jeanne (2002),
Borio and Lowe (2002). For the empirical nexus of financial stability and economic growth, see e.g.
Levine (1997).
49 For empirical tests, as well as for a review of the literature on the link between price stability and
financial stability, see e.g. Bordo and Wheelock (1998), Bordo, Dueker and Wheelock (2000, 2001a).
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asset's market price PA as

CF•P•
PA=~,
i-p

(2.40)

that is, as the discounted present value of expected nominal cash flows, where p• denotes
the expected price level, CF; expected real cash flows, CF• = CF; p• expected nominal
cash flows, i the nominal risk-adjusted interest rate, p• = P• / P the price level's expected
growth rate, and i - p• the expected risk-adjusted real interest rate.
In order to study the emergence of excess volatility in asset prices due to excess
volatility in expected future prices, it is assumed in the following that expected real cash
flows CF; are constant, implying that volatility in asset prices is caused by fluctuations
in the expected price level, in the price level's expected growth rate, and in the nominal
interest rate. Consequently, excess volatility emerges in case price expectations are subject
to larger fluctuations than the actual price level, implying that price expectations are not
formed rationally. Formally, excess volatility emerges if ldP•I > Id Pl and ldfi•I > ldfil,
implying that it usually holds that pe # P.
The existence of excess volatility in expectations regarding the future price level implies that boom phases, which are generally associated with inflationary pressures, lead
to overly optimistic expectations of real returns and asset prices by overly optimistic expectations as to real interest rates and nominal cash flows via actually rising inflation,
and via an expected accelerating inflation rate for the future. These overly optimistic
expectations give rise to the emergence of an asset price bubble, as expected cash flows
are much higher than actual, and as expected real interest rates are much lower than
actual. Formally, excess volatility in asset prices due to expected inflation being much
higher than actual inflation is defined, according to equation 2.40, as d p• > d P and
dp• > dp•, implying p• > P.
The asset price bubble induces a cumulative upward process in goods and financial
markets via expectations-led demand-side and financial accelerator-induced processes as
described in sections 2.2.4.3 and 2.3.4. A growing difference between the expected and the
actual inflation rate by an increasing reliance on adaptive and extrapolative expectation
formation schemes, induces a build-up of financial instability by increasing debt-asset
ratios, as the future liquidity and solvency status depend increasingly on the validation of
euphoric inflation expectations. If the actual inflation rate does not rise to expected levels
due to disinflation or even deflation, asset prices are going to collapse inducing widespread
failures among firms and financial institutions.
As outlined in section 2.3.4, the boom phase comes to a halt and passes over into actual
financial distress, when agents realize that inflation expectations had been unrealistic due
to an actual deterioration of cash flow and liquidity positions, being induced generally by
disinflation or even deflation, resulting from tightening monetary policy, from an overall
increase in the assessment of risk, and from a reduction in growth. Deflation, disinflation
and rising nominal interest rates lead to an increase in actual and expected real interest
rates, causing failures of especially highly leveraged business units and triggering the asset
price bubble's burst. Formally, according to equation 2.40, the collapse of asset prices PA
can be induced by a rise in the nominal interest rate i, by a fall in the expected price level
p•, and by a fall in the price level's expected growth rate p•.
The burst of the asset price bubble, as well as failures of business firms and financial
institutions induce an expectations-led cumulative downward process which tends to ex-
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hibit excess volatility if expected future changes of the price level are smaller than the
actual change of the price level, and if the price level's expected future growth rate is
smaller than the price level's actual growth rate. 5 Formally, according to equation 2.40,
excess volatility in bust phases is characterized by d pe < d P and d fl < d p implying
pe < P. This "expectation undershooting" comes to an end when agents realize that
expectations had been too pessimistic, and that cash flow and solvency positions, as well
as debt-asset ratios have returned to sustainable levels.
Summing up, financial instability increases/decreases with increasing/decreasing monetary instability, implying that financial instability is reduced by monetary policy aiming
at a stabilization of the price level's actual and expected growth rate, and increases if
monetary authorities cause unexpected changes in the price level's growth rate by unexpected and discretionary shifts in monetary policy leading to excess volatility in price
expectations.

°

Monetary Instability and Real Debt Burdens - Debt Inflation and Debt Deflation. Hitherto, the discussion referred mainly to the impact of price level instability
on real interest rates, real borrowing costs and asset prices, and neglected the impact of
changing real debt burdens via debt inflation and debt deflation on financial instability,
having been originally emphasized by I. Fisher (1932, 1933). Debt inflation and debt
deflation are commonly defined by the real value of net debt, which is defined as the real
value of the sum of debts less the real value of the sum of assets. 51 Applying this definition
to the stylized balance sheet in figure 2.1, the real value of net debt, N DBr, is given as

NDB

r

= NDB = DB+sDB*-(PAA+sP,4A*+LMA)
p

p

'

(2.41)

where N DB denotes the nominal value of net debt, and P the general price level. It has
to be emphasized that the real value of net debt can be only used to define debt inflation
and debt inflation by identifying their determinants, but cannot be applied to "measure"
changes in the real debt burden via changing values in N DBr which has a negative sign in
case of solvency, and a positive sign in case of insolvency. For example, in case of solvency,
a fall in PA and P,4, both engendering debt deflation being outlined below, cause a rise of
NDBr, whereas a fall in P, also causing debt deflation, leads to a fall in NDBr.
The term "debt inflation", designating a fall in the real debt burden, and the term
"debt deflation", labelling a rise in the real debt burden, are not uniformly defined in
the economic literature. While some authors associate debt inflation/debt deflation with
a rise/fall in the aggregate price level, other authors have emphasized asset price inflation/deflation. Common to all definitions is the neglect of open-economy effects, as
e.g. the influence of a changing external value of a currency, or the influence of foreign
asset prices. In order to overcome existing inconsistencies and to enlarge existing definitions, the present contribution defines debt inflation/debt deflation following equation
2.41, firstly, as a rise/fall in prices of domestic and foreign assets PA and P,4, secondly,
as a rise/fall in the general price level P, thirdly, as a fall/rise in the exchange rate s in
case the balance sheet exhibits a foreign net debtor position (DB* > P,4A*), and as a
50 Note

that this statements is valid both in the case of deflation and in the case of disinflation.
the definition of the real value of net debt, as well as for an overview of the literature on the
influence of changing real debt burdens on financial stability, see e.g. Eichengreen and Grossman {1997).
51 For
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rise/fall in the exchange rate s in case the balance sheet exhibits a foreign net creditor
position (DB* < P.4A*). Among debt inflation/debt deflation, the real debt burden decreases/increases in case of a fall/rise in domestic debt and/or foreign debt DB and DB*,
as well as in case of a rise/fall in domestic and/or foreign asset stocks LMA,A and A•,
implying a fall/rise in the debt-asset ratio.
Financial instability increases/ decreases if there is debt deflation/ debt inflation, as the
amount of debt repayment in real terms increases/decreases. Combining the results of
the previous paragraph and of section 2.3.4, boom phases driven by excess volatility are
able to lower financial instability due to debt inflation, being caused by a rise in domestic,
and possibly foreign asset prices PA and P.4, by a rise in the domestic price level P,
and in case of flexible exchange rates combined with a foreign net debtor position by a
fall in the exchange rate s. It has to emphasized however, that the fall in the real debt
burden is dampened, or can be even overcompensated by an increase in the debt-asset
ratio. Consequently, in case there is excessive overborrowing during boom phases which
overcompensates the reduction in the real debt burden via inflation, rising asset prices and
declining exchange rates, being characteristic of the period just before the upper turning
point, financial instability increases.
Bust periods are generally associated with an increase in financial instability due to
debt deflation, causing a rise in the real debt burden via declining domestic, and possibly
foreign asset prices, deflation, and via an increase in the exchange rate in case of a foreign
net debtor position. It has to be emphasized as well, that the rise in the real debt burden
can be dampened, or even overcompensated by a general decrease in the debt-asset ratio
during the late bust phase. As a result, in case of large reductions in the debt-asset ratio
which overcompensate the rise in the real debt burden by deflation, declining asset prices,
and rising exchange rates, being characteristic of the period just before the lower turning
point, financial instability decreases.

2.4

Exogenous and Endogenous Financial Crises

This section discusses briefly different theoretical views of the fundamental causes of
financial crises by applying the present analysis of financial instability and financial crises
of sections 2.1 to 2.3 to current approaches to financial crises, which are discussed in much
more detail in sections 4.5 and 5.5. Standard theory of financial crises, which is going
to be discussed in detail in sections 3.5, 4.5, and 5.5, can be classified into two broad
categories, namely in theories of endogenously caused financial crises, and in theories
of exogenously caused financial crises, as already outlined briefly in section 1.1. The
largest part of the existing literature on the causes of financial distress is dominated by
standard or mainstream economic theory, assuming that modern capitalist economies are
inherently stable and that financial crises can be only caused by adverse exogenous shocks
to economic fundamentals, or by an exogenous shift from optimistic towards pessimistic
(rational) expectations which become self-fulfilling. By way of contrast, models stressing
the endogenous character of financial instability and financial crises, representing the
minority in the financial crises literature, assume that modern capitalist economies are
inherently unstable, as there are interactions between the real and the financial sphere
of modern economies which cause an endogenous build-up of financial instability, leading
finally to financial crises.
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The following discussion analyzes the propagation mechanisms of exogenous shockdriven and endogenous financial crises, being followed by a short description of mixed
approaches. The sections ends with an outlook on an alternative mixed perspective on
financial crises which is going to be developed formally in part II of the book.

Exogenous Shock-Driven Financial Crises. Models of exogenous shock-driven financial crises generally abstract from financial instability as defined in section 2.3, as
they assume that modern capitalist economies are inherently stable and that agents are
subject to rational behaviour. Consequently, financial instability cannot arise as excess
volatility in asset prices and in the price level, leading to overindebtedness according to
unrealistic expectations, are not possible. Thus, the only possibility for financial crises to
occur are large random exogenous shocks to economic fundamentals, or random exogenous
shifts in (rational) expectations which become self-fulfilling. Moreover, exogenous-shock
driven models are not characterized by extensive boom-bust cycles, but describe only the
contractionary effect on real economic activity in case of large exogenous shocks, as the
build-up of financial instability during expansionary phases is excluded by the existence
of rational expectations.
Following the general definition of financial crises in section 2.3.1, the logic of financial
crises driven by exogenous shocks to economic fundamentals runs from random exogenous
real sector shocks, as e.g. adverse terms of trade or technology shocks, and/or random
exogenous financial sector shocks, as e.g. domestic or foreign interest rate increases, to
collapses in asset prices whose effects on general financial market conditions and real
economic activity depend on the size of the initial exogenous shock, determining whether
a crisis is systemic or spurious. Consequently, large/small adverse exogenous real and/or
financial shocks lead to large/small drops in asset prices causing a systemic/spurious
financial crises.
Respecting the propagation mechanism of financial crises driven by random shifts
in (rational) expectations, the logic runs from an exogenous deterioration of ex ante
expectations regarding real sector or financial sector variables, to actions by agents which
lead to an actual deterioration of real sector of financial variables and to a collapse of
asset prices, so that expectations are validated ex post, i.e. expectations are self-fulfilling.
For example, an expected depreciation of the home currency, and an expected rise in
domestic interest rates being associated with an expected drop in asset prices, leads to
actual large capital outflows, an actual rise in domestic interest rates, an actual collapse
of asset prices and, if foreign exchange reserves do not suffice, to an actual devaluation of
the home currency. The size of the asset price drop, as well as the impact on real economic
activity and financial market conditions, depends on the size of the shift in expectations.
Accordingly, a small/large deterioration of expectations leads to an actual small/large
drop in asset prices inducing a spurious/systemic financial crisis.
Endogenous Financial Crises. Models of endogenous financial crises contend that
financial distress is caused by an endogenous build-up of financial instability as described
in section 2.3 in boom phases, passing over finally into financial crises, and real economic
contractions due to expectations-led overindebtedness. Accordingly, models of endogenous
financial crises assume that modern capitalist economies are inherently unstable due to
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unrealistic and irrational expectations giving rise to extensive boom-bust cycles, and that
financial crises are a "normal" outcome of economic development.
Following the general definition of financial crises according to section 2.1, and the
financial instability analysis owing to section 2.3, the logic of endogenous financial crisis
models runs from an endogenous increase in indebtedness, asset prices, inflation, and real
economic activity to an unavoidable deterioration of real and financial market activity
as described in section 2.3.4 due to the existence of natural limits. Consequently, the
endogenous increase in financial instability causes endogenous deteriorations in the real
and/or in the financial sector, as e.g. rising input costs, a terms of trade deterioration,
domestic and foreign interest rate increases, increases in overall risk perception, etc.,
which lead endogenously to a drop in asset prices and to systemic financial crises as
financial instability is high. In contrast to exogenous-shock driven models, even very
small "shocks", i.e. small endogenous deteriorations in the real and/or in the financial
sector, suffice to cause systemic financial crises. Consequently, according to the theory of
endogenous financial crises, spurious financial crises are a very rare event.
Mixed Approaches. There are only few models of financial crises arguing that financial
distress is caused by the combination of exogenous and endogenous factors. Regarding
standard theory of financial crises, only asymmetric information models stressing the
importance of moral hazard driven financial distress provide a mixed approach. According
to these models, moral hazard induces a large endogenous build-up of financial instability
by an immoral increase in indebtedness due to distorted risk perceptions resulting from
government guarantees. For example, if there is a general government guarantee to bailout troubled banks, investment decisions by bankers are more risky than without the
existence of these guarantees, as the government takes over losses in case of default.
Notwithstanding the fact that moral hazard driven financial crisis models explain the
build-up of financial instability by endogenous mechanisms, they argue that financial
crises only occur in case of exogenous shocks. Consequently, the endogenous build-up of
financial instability is sustainable as long as there are no exogenous shocks. Moreover,
the reason for an endogenous build-up of financial fragility is the existence of exogenously
given government guarantees. Thus, if there were no government guarantees, there would
be no endogenous build-up of financial fragility at all.

An Outlook on a Synthetic View of Financial Crises. A detailed analysis of the
stylized facts of financial crises, which is going to be set out in the following chapter, shows
that financial crises are neither purely exogenous nor purely endogenous events, and that
it is unrealistic to assume that a large endogenous build-up of financial instability evolves
into a systemic financial crisis only if there arise exogenous shocks. Hence, as the next
chapter is going to point out, current approaches to financial crises are too polarized to
provide a full understanding of the propagation mechanisms of financial crises.
The present approach, formally outlined in part II of the book, tries to overcome the
existing polarization by developing a synthetic view of financial crises which argues, based
on stylized facts of business cycles and financial crises, that modern capitalist economies
are generally subject to cyclical fluctuations in goods and financial markets, being driven
by endogenous fluctuations in expectations and indebtedness. These endogenous business
cycles are characterized by cumulative upward and downward processes which are inher-
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ently stable in the absence of exogenous shocks. Hence, a "normal" functioning implies
an endogenous build-up of a low degree of financial instability during the boom phase,
which however does not cause a systemic financial crisis but only a mild recession giving
rise to the next business cycle. By way of contrast, systemic financial crises can be caused
only by positive exogenous shocks to expectations leading to an unsustainable increase in
financial instability and to extensive boom-bust cycles, or by exogenous adverse real or
financial sector shocks resulting in a large contraction.
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Chapter 3
Stylized Facts and Standard Theory
of Financial Crises
3.1

Defining and Identifying Financial Crises

Hitherto, financial crises have been defined and categorized, according to the general definition set out in section 2.1, by asset price drops and by the strength of the transmission
mechanism of financial sector disturbances into the real sphere of an economy. Notwithstanding the fact that this general definition provides deep theoretical insights into the
explanation of financial crises and financial instability, it cannot be applied to identify
and to "measure" financial crises empirically due to a limited capacity to observe and to
process relevant variables. If financial crises were identified and measured according to
the general definition set out in section 2.1, an empirical study would have to observe
asset price and interest rate behaviour of a large number of different financial and real
assets, as well as a huge number of microeconomic cash flow and balance sheet data of
a large number of financial and nonfinancial firms, being not feasible from an empirical
perspective.
In order to bridge the gap between the necessity of a multidimensional approach
to identify and to measure financial crises, and a limited capacity and number of wellobservable macroeconomic variables and indicators, the empirical literature generally distinguishes among three types of financial crises, namely, currency crises, banking crises
and twin crises (being defined as the simultaneous occurrence of currency and banking
crises within a certain time period), whose identification and measurement is not trivial,
but feasible from an empirical perspective. The following three subsections 3.1.1 to 3.1.3
are going to describe both the empirical definition as well the identification of currency,
banking and twin crises, serving as a basis for the following sections of this chapter.

3.1.1

Currency Crises

Following the empirical literature on financial crises, currency crises are generally defined
as follows:
A currency crisis is a situation in which a speculative attack on the exchange
value of a currency causes a devaluation, or a sharp depreciation of the currency, or forces authorities (central banks or governments) to defend the cur-
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rency by raising sharply short-term interest rates, or by selling large volumes
of foreign exchange reserves.

This definition reflects the empirical fact that currency crises can be observed under all
kinds of exchange rate regimes, and need not result in a devaluation or depreciation of
the currency in case authorities successfully defended a speculative attack. Furthermore,
the definition states that a crisis situation only arises in case of the emergence of speculative pressure on a currency by the private sector, implying that not each devaluation
or depreciation can be labelled as a currency crisis, like e.g. regular devaluations directed by officials (realignments), an official widening of fluctuation bands, or "normal"
depreciations of flexible exchange rates.
Empirically, currency crises are identified by an index of speculative pressure (ISP),
which is generally calculated, following the definition above, as a weighted average of
nominal exchange rate changes, short-term interest rate changes and foreign exchange
reserve changes, where all variables are measured relative to a reference country, being
characterized by a stable and credible currency. 1 Formally, a general index of speculative
pressure on country x's currency at time t, ISPx,t, could take the following form,
~Sx,t)
ISPx,t _- - 1 ( a,

Bx,t-1

1 "(.ix,t-'lref,t
.
)+-u
a;

-

1 (~Zx,t
Zx,t-1

Uz

-

~Zref,t)
Zref,t-1

---

,

where sx,t denotes the price of one unit of the reference country's currency in x's currency
at time t, ix,t the short-term interest rate in country x at time t, iref,t the short-term
interest rate in the reference country at time t, Zx,t foreign exchange reserves of country
x at time t, and Zref,t foreign exchange reserves of the reference country at time t, and
~Yi the change of variable y in country j between time t and t - 1, i.e. it holds that
~Yi = Yi,t - Yi,t-1• Since the volatility of exchange rates, interest rate differentials and
foreign exchange reserves differentials is very different, the three components are generally
weighted by the inverse of their standard deviation to equalize the volatilities of the three
components, thereby preventing any one of them dominating the index, where a 8 denotes
the standard deviation of the rate of change of the nominal exchange rate Bx, a; the
standard deviation of the change of the short-term interest rate differential, and az the
standard deviation of the difference of the rate of change of foreign exchange reserves in
the reference country and in country x. 2
Currency crises are defined as "extreme" values of the speculative pressure index,
where extreme values are distinguished from "normal" values by exceptional deviations
1 For a theoretical foundation of the speculative pressure index's components, see Girton and Roper
(1977).
2 For this type of speculative pressure index based on the general definition of currency crises as
aforementioned, see e.g. Eichengreen, Rose and Wyplosz (1995, 1996), International Monetary Fund
(1998a), chapter IV, Goldstein et al. (2000), and Bordo et al. (2001b). Though most empirical studies use
speculative pressure indexes as represented above, there are also studies, as e.g. Kaminsky and Reinhart
(1999), which neglect short-term interest rate changes due to the existence of interest rate controls in some
sample countries. Other studies, as e.g. Goldfajn and Valdes (1997a), use real exchange rate changes
instead of nominal exchange rate changes to distinguish changes in nominal exchange rates caused by
inflation differentials from changes which affect the purchasing power of a currency. According to these
studies, nominal depreciations that solely keep up with inflation differentials leaving the real exchange
rate unchanged, are not considered as currency crises, implying that large devaluations stemming from
hyperinflation are not classified as currency crises.
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from average deviations. Formally, currency crises are identified in most cases by ISPvalues which are 2 standard deviations or more above the sample mean, i.e. currency
crises are defined by an ISPx,t value, satisfying
ISPx,t >µISP+ 2 a1sP,

where µISP denotes the sample mean, a1sP the standard deviation of the ISP-index. 3

3.1.2

Banking Crises

In contrast to currency crises, the empirical literature provides no general definition of
banking crises which could serve as a basis for their empirical identification. Rather,
empirical studies mainly refer to a mixed set of empirically observable indicators which
are used to "define" banking crises. In order to establish a uniform basis for the empirical
analysis of banking distress in the following, banking crises are defined, according to the
results of section 2.2.4, as follows:

A banking crisis is a situation in which the banking sector is faced with sharply
deteriorating liquidity and/or solvency positions, causing bankruptcy by illiquidity and/or insolvency, or inducing interventions by central banks and governments in the form of liquidity and capital support (bail-out programmes) to
prevent bankruptcies.
Empirically, banking crises are identified predominantly by a qualitative approach
stressing "events" due to the lack of quantitative high-frequency data. 4 The first group of
events indicating a banking crisis are bank runs which lead to a closure, or to a merger of
one of more financial institutions, or which cause a takeover of one of more banks by the
public sector. Bank runs, having been defined formally by condition 2.9 in section 2.2.4.2,
are generally identified by changes in bank deposits, and thereby indicate bankruptcy in
the form of illiquidity, stemming from the debt side of banks' balance sheets.
However, though data on bank deposits are readily available for almost all countries,
detecting banking crises by bank runs can be a very poor measure for banking distress
if there are effective lender of last resort interventions by central banks, or if there exist
efficient deposit insurance systems, preventing bank runs in spite of severe distress in the
banking sector. Furthermore, in most cases, bank runs are the result rather than the
cause of banking sector distress, because illiquidity and insolvency in recent years were
predominantly caused by a deterioration of banks' asset quality, having been induced e.g.
by collapses in real estate or stock prices, or by increasing bankruptcies in the nonfinancial
sector having led to a rise in the share of nonperforming loans. This suggests that large
fluctuations in real estate and stock prices, the share of nonperforming loans in banks'
portfolios and indicators of business failures could serve as much better indicators for
banking distress than bank runs. However, data for these variables are readily not available or are incomplete due to banks' desire to hire liquidity and solvency problems as long
as possible. Hence, given these data limitations, banking crises which are not associated
3 Some studies, as e.g. Eichengreen, Rose and Wyplosz (1996), use a smaller range, defining currency
crises by ISP-values which are 1.5 standard deviations or more above the sample mean.
4 For this type of approach to identify banking crises, see e.g. Sundararajan and Balifio (1991),
Lindgren et al. (1996), and Kaminsky and Reinhart (1998, 1999).
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with bank runs, are generally identified by a second group of events which concentrates
on closures, mergers, takeovers, or massive central bank or government assistance to one
ore more financial institutions.

3.1.3

Twin Crises

The empirical literature provides a controversial perspective respecting both the definition
and the identification of twin crises. For example, Kaminsky and Reinhart's (1998, 1999)
definition of twin crises reads as follows:

A twin crisis is a situation in which a banking crisis is fallowed by a currency
crisis.
According to this definition, implying that currency crises which are followed by banking
crises are not considered as twin crises, episodes of twin crises are identified as instances
in which the beginning of a banking crisis is followed by a currency crisis within 48
months, where currency crises and banking crises are identified as aforementioned. By
way of contrast, according to Glick and Hutchinson (1999), twin crises' definition is less
restrictive as it allows for both directions of causality, reading as follows:

A twin crisis is a situation in which a banking crises is associated with a
currency crises, or vice versa.
Following this definition, twin crises are identified as instances in which a banking crisis
is accompanied by a currency crisis in either the previous, current, or following year.
Summing up, as there exists no consensus view on both the definition and the identification
method of twin crises, the following description of the stylized facts of twin crises is going
to adopt all definitions and identification methods of each empirical study cited.

3.2

Frequency and Severity of Financial Crises

This section is based on the empirical studies by Bordo et al. (2001b) and Eichengreen
and Borda (2002). These two studies are exceptional in comparison to other studies,
as e.g. Kaminsky and Reinhart (1998, 1999) and International Monetary Fund (1998a,
chapter IV), as they investigate the incidence and costs of financial crises over the last
120 years, distinguishing the gold standard period (1880-1913), the interwar period (19191939), the Bretton Woods period (1945-1971), and the post Bretton Woods period (19731997), whereas other studies only refer to the post Bretton Woods era. A historical
perspective over 120 years, taking into consideration very different monetary, financial
and exchange rate regimes with distinct degrees of financial market liberalization and
openness of capital accounts, allows for a much better, and more objective analysis of
the questions whether the crisis problem has grown more frequent and more severe in the
recent decade, and whether domestic and international financial liberalization generally
cause a higher degree of financial instability.
The sample consists of 21 countries containing both industrial and emerging market
nations for the entire 120-year period. To ease the comparison with other studies referring
solely to the post Bretton Woods era, as e.g. Kaminsky and Reinhart (1998, 1999) and
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International Monetary Fund (1998a, chapter IV), the study additionally contains a 56country sample for the 1973-1997 period. Crises dates are identified by the methods
outlined in section 3.1. For further details regarding the country sample or crises dates,
see the Web Appendix of Bordo et al. (2001b), and section 3.3.
The incidence of financial crises is quantified by the crisis frequency, being calculated
by dividing the number of crises by the number of country-year observations in each subperiod, representing the annual probability of a financial crisis in per cent. Furthermore,
crisis frequency in each sub-period is determined separately for currency crises, banking
crises, twin crises, and for the sum of all crises. The severity of financial crises is measured
by the average recovery time and by the output loss. To quantify both numbers, a trend
rate of GDP growth is calculated for the five years preceding a financial crisis. Then,
average recovery time, being equivalent to crisis duration, is computed as the number of
years until actual GDP growth has returned to the GDP growth trend. Subsequently,
output loss is computed as the cumulated difference, over the average recovery time,
between actual GDP growth and trend GDP growth.
The following description of the empirical data by Bordo et al. (2001b) and Eichengreen and Bordo (2002) does not coincide completely with the authors' interpretation,
but departs partly, especially with respect to the effects of financial liberalization.

3.2.1

Incidence of Financial Crises

All Crises. Table 3.1 summarizes the frequency of financial crises in each sub-period
for all sample countries, where the last column portrays the crisis frequency for the sum
of currency, banking and twin crises. It shows that the overall frequency of financial crises
has grown since 1973 and is high by historical standards. Only the interwar period, being
dominated by financial distress caused by the Great Depression, is subject to a slightly
higher crisis frequency. A frequency of 12.2% for the 56-country sample during the 19731997 period indicates that there was a probability of one eights that countries suffered a
currency, banking, or twin crisis in a given year. Comparing the post Bretton Woods era
with the gold standard era indicates that financial instability need not be solely caused
by globalization of goods and financial markets.
Currency Crises. Table 3.1 indicates that the high overall crisis frequency in the post
Bretton Woods era is mainly caused by the high frequency of currency crises (7.5%), being
highest by historical standards. Only the Bretton Woods era is characterized by nearly
the same frequency of currency crises. There is an observable trend towards an increasing
frequency of currency crises from 1880 until 1997, indicating that instability in foreign
exchange markets does not only depend on the degree of capital mobility, but also on the
credibility of currency pegs even in times of stiff financial market regulations and capital
controls, as e.g. during the Bretton Woods era.
Banking and Twin Crises. Highest frequency of banking and twin crises can be observed during the interwar period, having been caused mainly by the Great Depression.
However, crisis frequency during the post Bretton Woods era closely follows the financially
unstable interwar period. By way of contrast, tight regulations of domestic and international financial markets during the Bretton Woods era led to an almost complete absence
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of banking and twin crises, despite a high currency crisis frequency indicating that capital
controls were not as successful as banking regulation. Comparing the goldstandard era
with the post Bretton Woods era shows a similar degree of financial instability, implying
that especially the occurrence of banking and twin crises, being subject to highest costs
as described below, is positively correlated with the degree of financial liberalization.

Table 3.1: Frequency of Financial Crises (annual% probability), 1880-1997
Period

Banking Crises

Currency Crises

Twin Crises

All Crises

1880-1913
1919-1939
1945-1971
1973-1997 (21 countries)
1973-1997 (56 countries)

2.3
4.8
0.0
2.0
2.3

1.2
4.3
6.9
5.2
7.5

1.4
4.0
0.2
2.5
2.4

4.9
13.2
7.0
9.7
12.2

Source: Eichengreen and Bordo (2002), p. 40.

Crisis Frequency in Industrial and Emerging Market Countries. Table 3.2 summarizes the frequency of financial crises separately for industrial and emerging market
countries from 1880 until 1997, where the 56-country sample for the post Bretton Woods
era has been neglected. It indicates that financial crises during the goldstandard and
during the post Bretton Woods era were mainly centered in emerging market countries,
whereas financial crises during the interwar era occurred predominantly in industrial countries. This result validates the findings by de Cecco (1974), Bernanke and James (1991),
and Triffin (1998), stating that the financial stability of the center countries (industrial
nations) and the financial instability of the periphery (emerging market nations) during
the goldstandard era reversed during the interwar period which has been characterized
by a financially unstable center and a financially stable periphery.
In order to study the question of whether financial crises have become more frequent
within the post Bretton Woods era, Bordo et al. divided the period 1973-1997 in two
periods, where 1988 was taken as the borderline when huge portfolio flows from industrial
countries to emerging markets started. Regarding currency crises, the first period 19731987 was subject to a higher frequency (8.8% annual probability for all countries) than the
second period 1988-1997 (5.6% annual probability for all countries), whereas the frequency
of banking and twin crises has risen sharply during the second period. The authors
calculated that the frequency of banking and twin crises in the second period doubled in
the 21-country sample, and increased by 50% in the 56-country sample, indicating that the
frequency of financial crises, especially in emerging market countries as aforementioned,
has sharply risen during the second half of the post Bretton Woods era. 5
5 For similar results regarding crisis frequency within the post Bretton Woods era, see International
Monetary Fund (1998a), chapter IV, and Kaminsky and Reinhart (1999).
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An Assessment. Summing up, the comparison of the frequency of financial crises over
the last 120 years indicates that financial crises have become more frequent in the post
Bretton Woods era, and are subject to almost the same crisis frequency as in the interwar years. Particular impressive is the increase in the frequency of twin crises, both in
industrial and especially in emerging market countries, during the second half of the post
Bretton Woods era, being only slightly surpassed by twin crises' frequency during the
Great Depression period.

Table 3.2: Frequency of Financial Crises in Industrial and Emerging Market Countries
(annual % probability), 1880-1997
Period

Banking Crises

Currency Crises

Twin Crises

All Crises

1.0
4.3
5.4
8.1

0.5
4.0
0.0
1.7

3.5
12.0
5.4
12.2

1.4
2.5
10.3
9.8

1.9
2.5
0.6
14.6

6.0
10.8
10.9
26.8

Industrial Countries
1880-1913
1919-1939
1945-1971
1973-1997

2.0
3.7
0.0
2.5

Emerging Market Countries
1880-1913
1919-1939
1945-1971
1973-1997

2.6
5.8
0.0
2.4

Source: Bordo et al. (2001b), Web Appendix, Table 1.

3.2.2

Duration and Costs of Financial Crises

Average Recovery Time. Table 3.3 summarizes the duration patterns of financial
crises over the last 120 years. As for currency crises, the average recovery time in the
post Bretton Woods era, especially for industrial countries, has fallen in comparison with
the goldstandard era, though the frequency of currency crises was much higher in the
post Bretton Woods era. Furthermore, average recovery time of currency crises in the
1913-1997 period has fallen significantly, especially for industrial countries as well, in
comparison with the goldstandard period, whereas there are no further signs of changing
time patterns during the 1913-1997 period. By way of contrast, comparing the average
recovery time from twin crises of the goldstandard era with the post Bretton Woods period indicates a significant rise over time, again most remarkably in industrial countries,
whereas there is no significant change in emerging market countries. Regarding the average recovery time from twin crises for all countries, there is a significant rise over the
last 120 years which is only interrupted by the Bretton Woods period. Concerning the
average recovery time from banking crises, there is no significant change in time patterns.
Summing up all time trends for all countries and all crises, there is no significant change
in the average recovery time during the last 120 years.
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Table 3.3: Duration of Financial Crises in Industrial and Emerging Market Countries
(average recovery time in years), 1880-1997

1880-1913

1919-1939

1945-1971

1973-1997

1973-1997

(21 countries)

(56 countries)

Currency Crises

All Countries
Industrial Countries
Emerging Countries

2.6
3.0
2.5

1.9
1.9
2.0

1.8
1.7
2.1

1.9
1.8
2.0

2.1
2.0
2.1

2.3
3.0
2.0

2.4
2.5
2.1

t
t
t

3.1
3.4
1.0

2.6
3.1
2.4

2.2
1.0
2.4

2.7
2.3
4.3

1.0

t

1.0

3.7
5.4
2.3

3.8
5.0
3.4

2.4
2.7
2.3

2.4
2.3
2.6

1.8
1.6
2.0

2.6
2.8
2.1

2.5
2.7
2.4

Banking Crises

All Countries
Industrial Countries
Emerging Countries
Twin Crises

All Countries
Industrial Countries
Emerging Countries
All Crises

All Countries
Industrial Countries
Emerging Countries

t: no crisis

Source: Bordo et al. {2001b), Web Appendix, Table 3.

Output Losses. Table 3.4 represents a summary of the costs of financial crises in the
form of cumulated GDP growth loss. Comparing the two globalization periods 1880-1913
and 1973-1997 indicates that output losses of currency and banking crises declined in the
1973-1997 period, whereas the costs of twin crises increased. Highest output losses for all
types of crises during the last 120 years are centered in the interwar period. Most striking
are the high output costs of currency and twin crises in comparison with the other periods,
especially in emerging market countries, despite the fact that industrial countries were
subject to higher crisis frequency in interwar period. Respecting banking crises, output
losses in 1919-1939 period were highest as well, but with a smaller difference to the other
periods. Comparing the Bretton Woods period with the post Bretton Woods era indicates
that, notwithstanding the fact that output loss from each type of crisis remains constant,
output loss in the 1973-1997 period for all crises is larger than in the 1945-1971 period,
being mainly caused by an increasing incidence of banking and twin crises in the post
Bretton Woods era.
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Table 3.4: Output Loss in Industrial and Emerging Market Countries (cumulated GDP
growth loss in per cent), 1880-1997
1880-1913

1919-1939

1945-1971

1973-1997

1973-1997

(21 countries)

(56 countries)

Currency Crises
All Countries
Industrial Countries
Emerging Countries

8.3
3.7
9.8

14.2
11.4
26.5

5.2
2.4
9.0

4.0
3.0
8.5

5.5
3.8
6.4

8.3
11.6
7.2

10.5
11.5
8.9

t
t
t

7.0
7.9
0.0

6.2
7.0
5.8

14.5
0.0
16.3

15.8
13.8
24.0

1.7

t

1.7

15.7
17.5
14.1

18.6
15.6
19.5

9.8
7.7
10.4

13.4
12.3
16.5

5.2
2.4
8.6

7.8
6.7
10.8

8.3
6.3
9.2

Banking Crises
All Countries
Industrial Countries
Emerging Countries

Twin Crises
All Countries
Industrial Countries
Emerging Countries

All Crises
All Countries
Industrial Countries
Emerging Countries

t: no crisis

Source: Bordo et al. (2001b), Web Appendix, Table 3.

Financial Crises With Output Losses. Table 3.5 illustrates that not each financial
crisis was associated with output losses. In the post Bretton Woods era, approximately 7580% of all financial crises led to a drop in economic growth, where twin crises represent
an exception, because each twin crisis causes a recession. The time patterns for other
periods are similar, but also exhibit slight variations, as e.g. the fact that financial crises
in the goldstandard era were generally subject to larger output losses than financial crises
during the interwar, or during the Bretton Woods era.
An Assessment. Summing up, both the time patterns of average recovery time and
of output losses indicate that financial crises have not become more severe. The depth
of financial crises in the two globalization eras 1880-1913 and 1973-1997 are similar high,
being only surpassed by the interwar period. The depth of financial crises in the Bretton
Woods period, having been subject to stiff domestic and international financial market
regulations, is exceptional low due to the absence of banking crises. However, though
the crisis problem has not grown more severe regarding the average effect of currency,
banking, and twin crises on the real sector, the crisis problem on the aggregate has grown
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Table 3.5: Financial Crises with Output Losses of Total Financial Crises (in per cent),
1880-1997
1880-1913

1919-1939

1945-1971

1973-1997

1973-1997

(21 countries)

(56 countries)

Currency Crises
All Countries
Industrial Countries
Emerging Countries

75.00
100.00
66.67

56.25
53.85
66.67

72.97
57.14
93.75

78.26
84.21
50.00

72.94
82.14
68.42

86.67
100.00
81.82

72.22
72.23
71.43

t
t
t

66.67
75.00
0.00

73.08
66.67
76.47

77.78
0.00
87.50

87.50
83.33
100.00

100.00

t

100.00

100.00
100.00
100.00

100.00
100.00
100.00

80.65
85.71
79.17

70.83
68.57
76.92

72.97
55.00
94.12

80.95
83.87
72.73

77.94
80.95
76.60

Banking Crises
All Countries
Industrial Countries
Emerging Countries

Twin Crises
All Countries
Industrial Countries
Emerging Countries

All Crises
All Countries
Industrial Countries
Emerging Countries

t: no crisis

Source: Bordo et al. {2001b), Web Appendix, Table 6.

during the post Bretton Woods era due to an increasing crisis frequency, especially of
twin crises whose adverse effects on output have also grown over time.

3.3
3.3.1

Business Cycles, Financial Liberalization, and Financial Crises
Basic Links

Tables 3.6 to 3.10, being based on Bordo et al. {2001b) and Eichengreen and Bordo
{2002), portray business cycle turning points and financial crises dates over the last 120
years, distinguishing the goldstandard period 1880-1913 (table 3.6), the interwar period
1919-1939 (table 3.7), the Bretton Woods period 1940-1971, and the post Bretton Woods
period 1972-1998 (tables 3.9 and 3.10). The country sample for the 1880-1998 period
consists of twelve selected countries (Argentina, Brazil, Canada, Chile, Finland, France,
Germany, Japan, Norway, Sweden, UK, US), where the post Bretton Woods period has
been enlarged by eleven further countries (Denmark, Indonesia, Israel, Korea, Malaysia,
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Mexico, Philippines, Spain, Thailand, Turkey, Uruguay), as well as by the dates of the beginning of financial liberalization in the aftermath of the breakdown of the Bretton Woods
system, which are taken from Williamson and Mahar (1998) who define financial liberalization by six dimensions, namely by the elimination of credit controls, the deregulation
of interest rates, free entry into the banking and into the financial services industry, bank
autonomy, private ownership of banks, and by the liberalization of international capital
flows. 6 Regarding financial crises dates, tables 3.6 to 3.10 illustrate the occurrence of
banking and currency crises and waive an extra specification of twin crises, since they
are indicated, as outlined in section 3.1.3, by a banking crisis which is accompanied by a
currency crises in the previous, current, or following year.
The analysis of the empirical data with respect to the link between business cycles,
financial liberalization and financial crises depicted in tables 3.6 to 3.10 can be summarized
in five empirical regularities which hold for the entire 120 year period, thereby providing
important insights into the causes and propagation mechanisms of financial crises which
serve as a basis for the theoretical analysis in part II of the book.
Firstly, in periods of highly regulated financial systems, as e.g. in the Bretton Woods
era and in the beginning of the post Bretton Woods period, there is no apparent link
between banking and currency crises, indicating that the frequency of twin crises is low
or even absent, as already stated in the previous section. By way of contrast, in periods
of liberalized domestic and international financial markets, as e.g. in the goldstandard
era, in the interwar period, and in the second half of the post Bretton Woods period,
banking and currency crises become closely intertwined, implying that the frequency of
twin crises is positively correlated with the degree of financial liberalization. Respecting
the post Bretton Woods era, there exists a very close link between financial liberalization
and the occurrence of twin crises. 7
Secondly, financial crises are inseparably associated with business cycles fluctuations.
Currency, banking and twin crises generally occur shortly after economies have passed
business cycle peaks and enter a recession, or the downswing period. Recessions following financial crises are more severe in terms of GDP losses than recessions without the
occurrence of a financial crisis, i.e. crises make recessions worse. 8
Thirdly, twin crises are subject to a characteristic time pattern regarding the order
of banking and currency crises. In most cases, a twin crisis starts with banking sector
problems after the economy has entered a recession leading to a currency crisis. The
currency crash deepens further the banking crisis and aggravates the recession by high
domestic interest rates which have been increased to defend the exchange rate peg, or to
support risky exposures of domestic residents in foreign currency, engendering a vicious
spiral. Accordingly, the direction of causality between currency and banking crises is not
unidirectional. The empirical picture indicates that there are also cases in which twin
crises are initiated by currency crises, being however subject to a much lower incidence.
Fourthly, notwithstanding the fact that financial crises occur recurrently over time and
are an inseparable part of business cycles, not each business cycle is associated with finan6 The causes and elements of large-scale financial sector liberalization in the post Bretton Woods era,
both in industrial and in emerging market countries, are briefly discussed in the following section.
7 For this result, see also Kaminsky and Reinhart (1999}.
8 For this result, see also Mitchel (1941}, Cagan (1965}, Zarnovitz (1992}, pp. 105-109, Milesi-Ferretti
and Razin (1998), Honohan and Klingebiel (2000}, and International Monetary Fund (2002}, chapter III.
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cial crises. Rather, there are periods with "tranquil" business cycles being characterized
by stable financial and goods market conditions, which are interrupted by business cycles
being associated with financial crises. As the following section is going to show, cycles
associated with financial crises are subject to a much higher amplitude of macroeconomic
variables than tranquil business cycles. That is, business cycles generating financial crises
are characterized by an extensive expansion phase, being driven by domestic credit booms
and large volumes of capital inflows which lead to asset price bubbles and overindebtedness, and finally to severe and systemic financial crises being followed by recessions, or
even depressions and debt-deflation. 9
Fifthly, after the occurrence of financial crises associated with deep downswings in
macroeconomic activity, economies generally tend to recover and return to tranquil business cycle fluctuations, though the recovery period can be very long. This result suggests
that economies tend to be cyclically stable in the long-run, i.e. economies tend to return endogenously after a "financial crisis cycle" to tranquil business cycle fluctuations.
Furthermore, this observation suggests also that financial crises are not a "natural" or
endogenous outcome of capitalist systems, but can be considered as the result of some
exogenous events giving rise to extensive boom-bust cycles which lead to financial crises.
A further important empirical regularity, which however cannot be derived from tables
3.6 to 3.10, is the stylized fact, that both tranquil and financial crisis business cycles in
emerging markets are subject to much higher amplitudes, i.e. to much higher fluctuations
in real and financial sector variables, than tranquil and financial crisis cycles in industrial countries. 10 There are three main explanations for higher amplitudes of business
cycles in emerging markets. Firstly, emerging market are more vulnerable to commodity
price and terms of trade shocks as they export highly specialized products, and as they
are more dependent on commodity imports, as e.g. oil. Secondly, financial systems in
emerging market countries are less developed and less regulated than financial systems in
industrial countries, implying less possibilities to diversify risk (credit risk, exchange rate
risk, etc.), a higher degree of systemic risk due to larger information asymmetries, and
larger fluctuations in domestic credit and capital flows. Thirdly, macroeconomic policies
in emerging markets tend to be procyclical owing to weak institutions and larger external
shocks requiring larger compensating macroeconomic policies. 11

3.3.2

Financial Liberalization in the Post Bretton Woods Era

It has been argued in the previous section that there exists a close empirical link between
financial sector liberalization and the occurrence of extensive boom-bust cycles giving
rise to twin crises, being very marked in the post Bretton Woods era. In order to get a
deeper understanding of financial liberalization policies in the post Bretton Woods era,
9 Theoretical and empirical research on the macroeconomic effects of credit booms, as e.g. by Gavin
and Hausmann {1996), suggest that the more rapid growth is during the expansion phase, the deeper
and the sharper is the drop in growth during the downswing.
10 For this general result, see e.g. International Monetary Fund {2002), chapter III. For results on
industrial countries see e.g. Blanchard and Simon {2001), and for results on emerging market countries
e.g. De Ferranti et al. (2000).
11 For reasons for higher macroeconomic volatility in emerging market countries, see e.g. Caballero
{2000), Eichengreen and Moody (2000), International Monetary Fund (2002), chapter III, and Cashin
and McDermott {2002).
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this section is going to provide background information on the causes for widespread
liberalization policies, both in industrial and in emerging market countries, and discusses
furthermore theoretical arguments, expected benefits and empirical evidence on financial
liberalization.

Causes for Liberalization Policies in Industrial Countries. Widespread liberalization policies in industrial countries in the 1980s originated from a neoclassical counterrevolution in economic theory and policy which was initiated by conservative governments
in the U.S., Canada, Britain and West Germany in the late 1970s. The causes for liberalization stemmed from a bad economic macroeconomic performance during the 1970s
especially in the U.S., which was characterized by stagflation and low productivity growth.
The poor macroeconomic record was predominantly explained by an ineffective demandside policy mix that increased aggregate demand with easy money while restricting output
with high taxes, by the two oil price shocks in 1973 and 1979, and by a breakdown of
the Phillips-Curve due to the existence of rational expectations having resulted in the
inefficiency of monetary policy as a demand management tool. Furthermore, stagflation
and low productivity growth were also explained by inefficient government regulation of
network industries, as e.g. in the telecommunications and aviation sectors, and by heavy
domestic and international financial market regulations in the form of interest rate controls, capital controls, etc., having led to an inefficient allocation of savings into investment
opportunities, to low GDP growth, and to low productivity growth. Strong financial market regulations at the beginning of the early 1970s originated from the Bretton Woods
system and were imposed, as a consequence of the Great Depression, to prevent future
systemic financial crises.
In order to improve macroeconomic performance, the Reagan administration in the
U.S. officially abandoned conventional demand management policies, and implemented
supply-side economics in order to expand output by lowering the after-tax cost of labour
and capital which was supported in the beginning by tight monetary policy to restrain
inflation. Supply-side economics is based on the neoclassical view that relative prices
determine macroeconomic performance as they govern economic agents' decision how to
allocate income between consumption and saving, and how to allocate time between leisure
and work. Regarding economic policy, supply-side economics generally claims that fiscal
policy can be only stimulative by lowering the marginal tax rate, leading to an increase in
the discounted income stream, to a rise in the price for current consumption and thereby
to higher savings, to a rise in the price for leisure and thereby to an increasing labour
supply, which increases investment and promotes growth. By way of contrast, fiscal policy
is not believed to be stimulative by increasing disposable income, for example by raising
government expenditures. Monetary policy as a demand management tool is believed to
ineffective due to the existence of rational expectations. Respecting the origin of business
cycle fluctuations, supply-side economics generally assumes that business cycles, following
"real business cycle theory", are mainly driven by exogenous shocks to technology and
preferences, and by the incentives and disincentives of tax policy, but not by monetary
phenomena as Keynesians and monetarists would claim. 12
For supply-side policy to work efficiently, distortions in the price mechanism have to
be absent which requires that markets are fully competitive. As a result, the belief that
12 For

a formal treatment of supply-side economics, see e.g. Lucas (1990).
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markets are only efficient in case they are fully liberalized led to widespread liberalization
policies in all regulated sectors and fields, as e.g. in aviation, telecommunications, financial
services, international trade, international capital movements, etc. 13

Causes for Liberalization Policies in Emerging Markets. Product, factor and
financial markets in emerging market countries were heavily regulated at the beginning
of the post Bretton Woods period, predominantly as a consequence of the "International
Dependence Revolution" underdevelopment theory of the 1960s. Dependence theory argues that Third World underdevelopment is predominantly caused by predatory activities
of the First World. To end predation, the Third World has to protect itself by heavy government interventions from the First World by limiting international trade with the First
World to become autarkic, and by outright expropriation of privately owned assets, as
public asset ownership and control is believed to be more effective to reduce poverty, income inequality, and unemployment. A widespread implementation of dependence theory
in emerging market countries led to the evolution of socialist societies, very often by violent overthrows of existing elites, to industrial nationalization and to financial repression.
A financially repressed economy is subject to heavy government regulations determining the price, the amount and the distribution of credit. Furthermore, financially
repressed systems are characterized by administered interest rates at levels below marketclearing interest rates. These artificial interest rates generally cause credit rationing which
represses investment finance due to a shortage of savings. Administered interest rates below market-clearing levels are predominantly set to finance budget deficits by the issuance
of low-interest bonds to private financial institutions, having led very often to negative
real interest rates by high fiscal deficit-induced inflation. Another way to finance budget
deficits in financially repressed economies is to tax the banking system by high required
reserve ratios (up to 50%) if income taxes are low, if domestic markets for the issuance of
government debt are absent, and if there exists no access to international credit markets. 14
The neoclassical counterrevolution in industrial countries in the late 1970s led to a fundamental change in the theoretical view about economic development in emerging market
countries. As opposed to dependence theorist, proponents of the neoclassical counterrevolution argue that underdevelopment in emerging markets results predominantly from
poor resource allocation caused by incorrect pricing and heavy government interventions.
To end underdevelopment, economic growth and productivity have to be boosted by
widespread liberalization of factor, product, and financial markets, by privatizing stateowned enterprises, and by promoting free trade. As past macroeconomic records under
heavy government interventions were poor, there was a quick switch to market fundamentalism in emerging market countries at the end of the 1970s and at the beginning of the
1980s.
The first wave of extensive liberalization of product, factor, and especially of financial
markets, mainly in Latin America (Brazil, Mexico, and in the Southern Cone countries
Chile, Argentina and Uruguay15 ) and in Africa, gave rise to extensive boom phases which
13 For further details on liberalization policies and supply-side economics in industrial countries, see
e.g. Krugman (1994) and Roberts (2003).
14 For details on financial repression, see McKinnon (1973), Shaw (1973), and McKinnon and Matthieson
(1981).
15 For details on the liberalization process in the Southern Cone countries having been followed by
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were mainly driven by foreign capital inflows from European and US-American banks, and
which led to heavy overborrowing. The boom phases came to an end at the beginning
of the 1980s due to four reasons. Firstly, overly optimistic expectations with regard to
revenues from future exports were disappointed due to dropping market prices for international non-oil tradables and recessions in industrial countries which led to an enormous
deterioration of the terms of trade and of the current account. Secondly, capital inflows
were predominantly used to finance private consumption and government expenditures
which led to a large increase in fiscal deficits, imports, real overvaluations of domestic currencies by high inflation and fixed exchange rates, and to large current account
deficits, having caused an enormous deterioration of the international liquidity and solvency position to service due foreign debt. Thirdly, the two oil price shocks in 1973 and
1979 led also to an enormous deterioration of the current account of non-oil exporting
emerging market countries. Fourthly, the imposition of supply-side economics in the US
led to sharply increasing interest rates and to a further deterioration of emerging market countries' liquidity and solvency position as most foreign debt was short-term and
subject to floating interest rates. These four factors led to the international debt crisis,
which was initiated by international illiquidity of Mexico in 1982, having been followed
by most Latin American countries and later by a large number of other emerging market
countries. International bankruptcy of emerging market countries led to systemic twin
crises by sudden and large capital outflows. These systemic financial crises caused severe
and long-lasting recessions especially in Latin America, being often referred to as the
"lost decade", which is illustrated in tables 3.9 and 3.10 (see especially Argentina, Brazil,
Chile, Mexico and Uruguay). 16
The international debt crisis during the 1980s led to a drying up of international
liquidity for emerging market countries as access to international capital market was
denied. However, in the early 1990s the second wave of liberalization policies in emerging
market countries started, having been initiated by the establishment of the "Washington
Consensus" by J. Williamson as the lowest common denominator of policy advice by the
World Bank and the International Monetary Fund to Latin American countries in 1989
to overcome the adverse impacts of international debt crisis. Following Williamson {1990,
2000), the Washington Consensus can be summarized in ten propositions, namely, fiscal
discipline, redirection of government expenditures in fields with high prospective future
returns to improve income distribution as e.g. health care, tax reform by lowering marginal
tax rates (as proposed by supply-side economics), interest rate liberalization, competitive
exchange rates, trade liberalization, liberalization of inflows of foreign direct investment,
privatization, deregulation to abandon barriers of entry and exit, and the establishment
of secure property rights. The Washington Consensus led to large-scale liberalization
policies, especially in financial sectors, which attracted a new wave of large capital inflows
to emerging market countries having caused extensive booms and overborrowing which
ended, as the international debt crisis, in severe financial crises in Mexico {1994), Asia
{1997-1998), Argentina {1995 and 2000), and in Brazil and Russia {1998) which led almost
to a collapse of the U.S. banking system (LTCM affair). Furthermore, large-scale financial
liberalization in the 1990s led also to severe financial crises in the Nordic countries Finland,
severe twin crises, see e.g. Diaz-Alejandro (1985) and Velasco (1987).
16 For details on the international debt crisis, see e.g. Bank for International Settlements (1983), Sachs
and Larrain (1993), and Lamfallusy (2000).
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Norway and Sweden which are comparable to the emerging market crises in Mexico {1994)
and in Asia {1997-1998). 17
Theoretical Arguments for the Efficiency of Liberalization. The general argument that liberalization policies, and especially financial liberalization which is going to
be referred to in the following, improve economic efficiency originates from the combination of the first part of the fundamental theorem on welfare economics with the efficient
(capital) market hypothesis (Eatwell 1996). The first part of the fundamental theorem on
welfare economics states that each equilibrium in competitive markets is Pareto-optimal,
implying that only liberalized financial markets can be efficient. 18
The efficient (capital) market hypothesis can be interpreted as an application of the rational expectations hypothesis to the pricing of securities whose results can be summarized
in three fundamental statements. Firstly, financial markets are assumed to be efficient
with respect to the collection and the processing of information, implying that prices of
securities are set so that the optimal forecast of a security's return corresponds to the
security's equilibrium return which equals, under rational expectations, the security's expected return. Secondly, in an efficient market which is fully competitive, all unexploited
profit opportunities will be eliminated, which implies that in efficient capital markets, all
prices of securities always reflect market fundamentals. 19 Thirdly, government interventions can only increase the efficiency of financial markets in case government officials have
a better understanding and more information regarding the pricing of securities.
Summing up, the first part of the fundamental theorem on welfare economics states
that highest economic efficiency in the real economy can be only reached if goods markets
are fully liberalized and competitive, whereas the efficient (capital) market hypothesis
states that prices of securities can only reflect correctly the "true" fundamentals of the
real sector if financial markets are fully liberalized and competitive, so that information
can be collected and processed optimally. As a result, if both goods and financial markets
are fully liberalized and competitive, goods markets generate Pareto-efficient equilibria
which are reflected correctly in financial asset prices, permitting agents trading assets in
fully competitive financial markets to make Pareto-efficient decisions.

Expected Benefits and Empirical Evidence on the Impact of Financial Liberalization. Financial liberalization is generally expected to engender three main benefits. Firstly, liberalized domestic and international capital markets are expected to allocate savings into the most productive investment opportunities. Secondly, savings and
thereby investment are expected to increase, inducing higher long-run growth. Thirdly,
17 According to Williamson (2000), the need for liberalization was misinterpreted as a swing to the opposite extreme of market fundamentalism and for a minimalist role of the government. For more detailed
discussions of the entire set of policies following the Washington Consensus and their consequences for
emerging market countries, see Berg and Taylor (2000), Taylor (2000), Gore (2000), and Stretton (2000).
18 The second part of the fundamental theorem on welfare economics states that any Pareto-optimum
has to be a competitive equilibrium, or alternatively, that any allocation on the contract curve can be
sustained as a competitive equilibrium. The third part states that there is no logically inerrant way to
aggregate preferences of individuals, implying that the problem of distribution cannot be solved and is
therefore neglected.
19 Consequently, excess volatility, as described in section 2.3.4, is not possible according to the efficient
(capital) market hypothesis.
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capital is expected to flow from capital-rich (industrial) countries into capital-poor but
opportunity-rich (emerging market) countries leading to a long-run convergence in economic development. 20
Empirical evidence however shows, that despite a more efficient allocation of savings
into investment opportunities, financial liberalization has not led to higher savings, higher
investment and higher growth in the past. Rather, there is strong empirical evidence that
financial liberalization generates financial crises with adverse repercussions on growth.
Furthermore, though international gross capital flows have been large, net capital flows
have been very small and were predominantly allocated in developed countries, particularly in the U.S. There is no empirical evidence that there are convergence-inducing
capital flows from capital-rich industrial countries to opportunity-rich emerging markets
nations, as capital flows to emerging markets are highly volatile, dominated by short-term
portfolio investments, and lead in most cases to systemic financial crises when capital inflows come to a sudden stop, or turn into quick capital outflows. In the post Bretton
Woods period, there were two main boom-bust cycles in capital flows to emerging market
countries. The first boom-bust cycle of capital flows to emerging market countries began
in the late 1970s with the first large-scale financial liberalization period which ended up
in the international debt crisis in the early 1980s. Until the mid-1990s emerging markets'
access to international capital markets was denied so that net capital flows on the average
were almost zero from 1982 until 1992. The second boom-bust cycle was initiated by
Washington Consensus-induced financial liberalization processes which ended up in the
Mexican crisis in 1994, and in the Asian crisis 1997-1998. 21

3.4

Stylized Behaviour of Macroeconomic Variables
During Episodes of Financial Crises

This section studies the stylized behaviour of a large number of macroeconomic variables
before, during, and after the occurrence of currency, banking, and twin crises, where the
analysis is restricted to the post Bretton Woods era (1973-1997) due to the lack of appropriate empirical data for earlier periods. The empirical literature on financial crises
provides three different classes of studies which can be used to describe the stylized behaviour of macrovariables during periods of financial distress. The first class of studies 22
analyzes the average behaviour of macrovariables before, during and after the occurrence
of financial crises by comparison with "tranquil" periods which are characterized by the
2°For more details on expected benefits of financial liberalization, see Eatwell (1996), pp. 9-10, Eichengreen et al. (1998), pp. 12-17, Stiglitz (2000), pp. 1076-1079, and Ishii and Habermeier (2002), chapter
2, pp. 5-14.
21 For more empirical details on the impact of financial liberalization, see Rodrik (1998), Williamson
and Mahar (1998), Stiglitz (2000), Bakker and Chapple (2002), Kaminsky and Schmukler (2003), and
Prasad et al. (2003). For empirical data on capital flows to emerging countries in the post Bretton
Woods era, see Goldstein (1995), Calvo, Leiderman and Reinhart (1996), Agenor and Montiel (1999),
chapter 15, Montiel and Reinhart (1999), U.S. Council of Economic Advisors (1999), chapter 6, Akyiiz
and Cornford (2000), and International Monetary Fund (2003a), chapter IV.
22 See, for example, studies by Eichengreen, Rose and Wyplosz (1995), Eichengreen and Rose (1998),
International Monetary Fund (1998a, chapter IV), Kamin (1999), and Kaminsky and Reinhart (1999).
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absence of financial distress. These studies generally use large country samples consisting
of both industrial and emerging market countries.
The second class of studies 23 analyzes the stylized behaviour of macrovariables of single
countries, or of small country groups in case studies. In contrast to the first class of studies,
the second class generally does not compare the behaviour of variables during periods of
financial distress with the behaviour during tranquil periods. Furthermore, second class
studies referring to country groups use either pure industrial country samples or pure
emerging market country studies, and do not consider mixed country samples.
The third class of studies 24 , focusing on the analysis of business cycle characteristics
of balance sheet data (liquidity and solvency indicators), is neglected by most standard
empirical and theoretical approaches to financial crises as they are considered not to have
an explanatory power with respect to the causes of financial crises. However, the introductory analysis on financial crises in chapter 2, as well as the description of empirical
regularities in section 3.3 have shown that periods of financial distress are inseparably
linked to business cycle fluctuations and variations in liquidity and solvency positions of
economic units, providing a justification to declare the stylized business cycle characteristics of balance sheet data as stylized facts of financial crises. Moreover, studies of the
third class generally refer to the stylized behaviour of balance sheet data over long time
horizons including periods of financial crises. In contrast to studies of the first and of the
second class, studies of the third class are only available for industrial countries, firstly,
because standard approaches to financial crises generally neglect balance sheet data, and
secondly, because the availability of balance sheet data in emerging market economies is
limited.
The following description of the stylized behaviour of macroeconomic variables during
episodes of financial distress refers predominantly to studies of the first and of the third
class and analyzes the evolution of 35 macroeconomic variables before, during, and after
the outbreak of currency, banking and twin crises, where variables are classified into
financial market, current account, capital account, real sector and balance sheet variables.
The description of the evolution of excess real Ml balances, the ratio of M2 to foreign
exchange reserves, the M2 multiplier, the ratio of domestic credit to GDP, real commercial
bank deposits, the real interest rate on deposits, the ratio of lending rates to deposit rates,
equity prices, real estate prices, the real exchange rate, the terms of trade, foreign exchange
reserves, the domestic-foreign real interest rate differential on deposits, the ratio of shortterm capital inflow to GDP, and output is based on Kaminsky and Reinhart (1999),
whereas the description of the time patters of nominal M2 growth, the change in the M2
to Ml ratio, the current account balance, the ratio of private capital net inflow to GDP,
inflation, and the ratio of investment to GDP is based on International Monetary Fund
(1998a, chapter IV). The behaviour of world interest rates, the ratio of interest payments
to GDP, the ratio of short-term foreign debt to total foreign debt, the ratio of interest
payments to GDP, and the ratio of total debt to GDP is based on Eichengreen and Rose
23 See, for example, studies by Dornbusch, Goldfajn and Valdes (1995), Rojas-Suarez and Weisbrod
(1995), Sachs, Tornell and Velasco (1996), Garcia-Herrero (1997), Drees and Pazarbasioglu (1998),
Eichengreen et al. (1998), International Monetary Fund (1998b), chapter IV, Kaminsky and Reinhart
(1998), Frydl and Alexander (1999), Palma (2000), Nakaso (2001), Bardo and Jeanne (2002), Gosh et al.
(2002), Ishii and Habermeier (2002), and Werner (2003).
24 See, for example, studies by Bardo and Jeanne (2002), International Monetary Fund (2002), chapter
III, and International Monetary Fund (2003b ), chapter II.
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(1998), whereas the evolution of the real lending rate is taken from Palma (2000). The
description of the evolution of the interest coverage of the corporate and the banking
sector, gross and net profits of the corporate sector, net profits of the banking sector, the
ratio of short-term domestic debt to total domestic debt, the market valuation of firms
(Tobin's q), the debt-asset ratio of firms and banks, and the ratio of debt to market value
of equity of firms is based on International Monetary Fund (2003b, chapter II).
Descriptions of the stylized behaviour of macroeconomic variables which are based
on studies by Eichengreen and Rose (1998), International Monetary Fund (1998a, chapter IV), and Kaminsky and Reinhart (1999), compare the pre- and post-crisis behaviour
of a variable relative to its tranquil period mean. An above-average/below-average value
of a variable indicates that the value of the variables lies above/below its tranquil period mean. If there is no explicit differentiation between a variable's behaviour during
episodes of currency, banking, and twin crises, the statement is valid for all three types of
crises. Descriptions of the stylized behaviour of variables which are based on International
Monetary Fund (2003b, chapter II) refer to the average behaviour of variables before and
after the burst of stock market and real estate bubbles, and do not explicitly consider
additionally the date of the outbreak of currency, banking, and twin crises. However,
as the following analysis is going to show, the outbreak of currency, banking and twin
crises, is generally preceded by the burst of stock market and real estate bubbles, implying that the pre-bubble period generally refers to the pre-crisis period, and that the
post-bubble period refers both to the (short) period before the outbreak of the crisis and
to the entire post-crisis period. In case there arise significant differences between the behaviour after the burst of the bubble and the behaviour during the post-crisis period, the
description considers all three periods (pre-bubble period, post-bubble-pre-crisis period,
and post-crisis period).

3.4.1

Financial Market Variables

3.4.1.1

Monetary Aggregates and Foreign Exchange Reserves

Excess Real Ml Balances. 25 Excess real Ml balances increase above-average before the
crisis and peak at the outbreak, indicating either lax monetary policy, or fiscal deficit
financing by central banks. In the post-crisis period, excess real Ml balances decrease,
but remain higher than in tranquil periods.
Nominal M2 Growth. There is an above-average monetary expansion in the pre-crisis
period which peaks before the outbreak. From its peak, nominal M2 growth falls steadily
until the outbreak of the crisis, but remains higher than in tranquil periods. After the
crisis, nominal M2 growth increases slightly and remains at levels above the average.
Ratio of M2 to Ml. There is an above-average increase before the crisis which peaks
before the outbreak. After the peak, there is a fall at first, which turns into a sharp
increase just before the outbreak of the crisis indicating possibly liquidity supports to
troubled financial institutions by central banks. After the crisis, there is a further increase being higher than in tranquil times.
25 Excess

real Ml balances are defined and calculated as actual less estimated money demand.
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Ratio of M2 to Foreign Exchange Reserves. Prior to the crisis, the ratio increases aboveaverage, where the increase is caused by a large rise in nominal M2 growth and by a sharp
decline in foreign exchange reserves indicating increasing financial vulnerability due to a
decreasing backing of foreign liabilities by international reserves. After the outbreak of
the crisis, the ratio falls steadily and reaches below-average levels.
M2 Multiplier. The M2 multiplier rises steadily above-average before the crisis and peaks
before the outbreak, which is mainly due to drastic reductions in required reserve ratios
which generally accompany financial liberalization policies. After its peak, the multiplier
decreases steadily and reaches lower levels than in tranquil times.
3.4.1.2

Deposits and Domestic Credit

Ratio of Domestic Credit to GDP. The time pattern of the domestic credit/GDP ratio
exhibits the characteristics of typical boom-bust cycle in domestic credit markets and in
real economic activity. Before the crisis, there is an above-average increase in the ratio
owing to an overproportional rise in domestic credit as the economy is still in an expansion phase with rapid GDP growth (see below). The domestic credit/GDP ratio reaches
its peak at the outbreak of the crisis when the (over-)leveraging of the private sector
becomes evident by deteriorating liquidity and solvency positions due to a fall in GDP
which begins shortly before the outbreak of the crisis and passes into a recession. The
domestic credit/GDP ratio falls sharply to slightly below-average levels in the post-crisis
period due to an overproportional decline in domestic credit, indicating a credit-crunch
induced recession.
Real Commercial Bank Deposits. Real bank deposits remain at average levels in the
pre-crisis period. After the outbreak of the crisis, real bank deposits decrease sharply to
lower levels than in tranquil times, indicating possibly capital flight or bank runs.
3.4.1.3

Interest Rates

Real Interest Rate on Deposits. The real interest rate on deposits exhibits a different
behaviour for currency, banking and twin crises. For currency crises, the real deposit
rate remains at below-average levels before, during and after the crisis, indicating either
lax monetary policy, or administered interest rates as most currency crises occurred in
the 1973-1987 period when financial markets were still highly regulated. For banking
and twin crises, the real deposit rate remains at above-average levels before, during and
after the crisis. Above-average rates before the occurrence of banking and twin crisis,
whose frequency increased markedly in the 1987-1998 period, can be due to interest rate
liberalization, high risk taking by banks, or tight monetary policy to defend the currency
peg, whereas above-average rates after the occurrence of banking and twin crises possibly
reflect banks' response to the risk of increasing deposit withdrawals.
Real Lending Rate. The real lending rate declines sharply before the crisis, reflecting
the boom phase in private credit markets, but starts to increase shortly before the crisis
when financial difficulties in the private sector are revealed, and credit market conditions
start to tighten. After the crisis, there is a further sharp increase in the real lending rate,
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indicating a credit crunch which aggravates the downturn in real economic activity (see
below).
Ratio of Lending to Deposit Rate. Before the cns1s, the ratio remains at an average
level, but starts to increase just before the outbreak of the crisis, indicating an increase
in credit risk. After the crisis, the ratio remains higher than in tranquil times, indicating
the unwillingness to lend.
3.4.1.4

Equity and Real Estate Prices

Equity Prices. Before the crisis, there is an above-average increase in stock prices which
very often passes into a stock market bubble. The upward trend reverses just before the
outbreak of the crisis, when the stock market bubble bursts and stock prices fall sharply
to below-average values due to deteriorating liquidity and solvency positions which are
mainly caused by rising domestic and foreign lending rates, and real overvaluations of the
domestic currency (see below). After the burst of the stock market bubble, stock prices
decrease further and reach their lowest levels at the peak of the crisis. In the post-crisis
period, stock prices remain lower than in tranquil periods.
Real Estate Prices. Real estate prices are subject to the same stylized behaviour as
stock prices.

3.4.2

Current Account Variables

Real Exchange Rate. 26 In the pre-crisis period, the real exchange rate is lower relative to
its average level during tranquil times, and declines further until the outbreak of the crisis, indicating a large real overvaluation of the domestic currency. At the outbreak of the
crisis, the real exchange rate reverses sharply and rises to above-average levels, where the
increase at the onset of the crisis is more pronounced during episodes of currency and twin
crises due to large nominal devaluations of the domestic currency. Especially exchangerate-based inflation stabilization programmes very often lead to large real overvaluations
of the domestic currency and undermine international competitiveness, as domestic inflation fails to reduce to foreign levels. In the post-crisis phase, the real exchange rate
appreciates substantially and remains at higher levels than in tranquil times.
Terms of Tmde. 27 The terms of trade are lower than in tranquil periods and deteriorate further until the outbreak of the crisis. After the crisis, the terms of trade improve
and rise to average levels.
Current Account Balance. In the pre-crisis period, there is a large above-average current
account deficit which deepens steadily just before the outbreak of the crisis. Increasing
26 The real exchange rate is defined as the ratio of the price of foreign goods (in domestic currency)
to the price of domestic goods, i.e. formally, the real exchange rate Sr is given by Sr = s p• / P, where
s denotes the nominal exchange rate (the price of one unit of foreign currency in domestic currency),
p• the foreign price level, and P the domestic price level. The real exchange rate is measured by its
deviation from trend relative to tranquil periods, indicating the degree of misalignment.
27 The terms of trade are defined as the ratio of the unit value of exports to the unit value of imports.
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current account deficits are generally caused by poor export performance and rising boominduced imports, where the growth of imports of consumer goods is overproportionally
high. In the post-crisis period, the current account reverses quickly and passes into a
current account surplus which is larger than in tranquil times. Current account reversals
are generally caused by a large drop in imports due to a considerable decline in GDP, and
by an improving export performance mainly due to a large nominal devaluation of the
domestic currency.

3.4.3

Capital Account Variables

Foreign Exchange Reserves. Prior to the crisis, central banks lose foreign exchange reserves at an above-average rate which accelerates just before the outbreak. The loss in
reserves peaks at the outbreak of the crisis. The discontinuous decline in foreign exchange
reserves indicates that central banks try to "lean against the wind" by fighting reserve
losses with contractionary monetary policy (see the behaviour of interest rates) before the
currency collapse. After the crisis, i.e. after the devaluation or floatation, there is a rise
in foreign exchange reserves to tranquil time levels.
Real Interest Rate Differential Between Domestic and Foreign Deposits. There are different time patterns for currency, banking and twin crises. Regarding currency crises, the
real interest differential is lower than in tranquil times before, during, and after the crisis,
indicating that there arise no devaluation expectations in the pre-crisis period. Respecting banking and twin crises, the differential increases markedly relative to tranquil times
in the run-up to the crisis indicating devaluation expectations, and returns to average
levels in the post-crisis period.
World Interest Rates. 28 In the pre-crisis period, world interest rates are higher than
during tranquil times and rise steadily up to their peak at the outbreak of the crisis.
After the outbreak, world interest rates remain firstly at the crisis level and decline afterwards to tranquil time levels. The increase in world interest rates in the pre-crisis
period may either reflect an exogenous shock, or increasing risk premia on foreign debt
when financial difficulties in the private sector are revealed. The decline in the post-crisis
period may reflect decreasing credit risk.
Ratio of Private Capital Net Inflow to GDP. The ratio increases in the pre-crisis period at an above-average rate and peaks just before the outbreak of the crisis. After its
peak, the ratio declines and reaches its lowest point at the outbreak of the crisis but still
at above-average levels. In the post-crisis period the ratio remains constant at slightly
above-average values. It has to be emphasized that the private capital net inflow /GDP
ratio consists of both FDI and portfolio flows, where FDI flows are always positive and
prevent the private capital net inflow/GDP ratio from becoming negative. By way of
contrast, portfolio flows sharply increase in the run-up to the crisis, indicating an increasing leverage in foreign currency, and come to a "sudden stop" just before the outbreak,
being followed by large net portfolio outflows during the crisis and in the post-crisis period.
28 World interest rates are determined as a weighted average of short-term "Northern" interest rates
for the United States, Germany, Japan, France, the United Kingdom and Switzerland.
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Ratio of Short-Term Capital Inflow to GDP. This ratio, consisting mainly of short-term
portfolio flows, is characterized by the same boom-bust cycle pattern as the domestic
credit/GDP ratio. The ratio increases sharply in the pre-crisis period at an above-average
rate and comes to a "sudden stop" just before the outbreak of the crisis. After its peak,
the ratio declines sharply to below-average levels due to large net capital outflows, and
reaches its lowest level at the outbreak of the crisis. In the post-crisis period the ratio
slightly increases but remains at lower levels than in tranquil times.

3.4.4

Real Sector Variables

Output. The time pattern of output exhibits the characteristics of a typical extensive
boom-bust cycle. In the pre-crisis period, there is an above-average increase in GDP
indicating a boom in the real sector. The boom comes to a halt in the run-up to the
crisis, and turns into a recession just before the outbreak, being mainly caused by rising
domestic and foreign interest rates, and by the real overvaluation of the domestic currency. The recession, being characterized by large below-average GDP values, deepens
due to the outbreak of the crisis, and reaches its lowest level in the post-crisis period.
Afterwards, output recovers and returns to tranquil time levels. As aforementioned in
section 3.2.2, recessions accompanied by banking and twin crises are much deeper than
recessions accompanied by currency crises.
Inflation. The inflation rate is characterized by above-average levels during the entire
pre-crisis period, and decreases slightly in the run-up to the crisis until the outbreak. The
decline in the inflation rate in the pre-crisis period may be caused by attempts to reduce
the real overvaluation of the domestic currency and to curb the overheating of the economy. After the outbreak of the crisis, there is a large above-average rise in inflation, being
mainly caused by the nominal devaluation of the domestic currency which is reflected in
increasing domestic prices. After its post-crisis-peak, inflation starts to reduce slightly,
but is still higher than during tranquil times.
Ratio of Investment to GDP. The boom-bust cycle in real output is largely driven by
an extensive boom-bust cycle in investment which is induced by the boom-bust cycle in
domestic credit and in net capital flows. Prior to the crisis, there is an above-average
increase in the investment/GDP ratio, where investment is increasingly financed by domestic and foreign debt. 29 The investment boom peaks just before the outbreak of the
crisis like the domestic credit/GDP ratio, the private net capital inflow/GDP ratio and the
short-term capital inflow/GDP ratio. After its peak, the investment/GDP ratio declines
steadily. The outbreak of the crisis leads to a further deterioration of the investment/GDP
ratio which reaches lower levels than during tranquil times in the post-crisis period.
Ratio of Fiscal Deficit to GDP. Though lots of crises in the early post Bretton Woods
period, especially in emerging market countries, were predominantly driven by unsound
29 Investment booms have been very often subject to an overproportional rise in real estate investment
by comparison with investment in machinery, infrastructure and business construction, having induced a
bubble in real estate prices, as e.g. in Japan in the late 1980s (Werner 2003, p. 100) or in Mexico in the
early 1990s (Palma 2000, p. 21).
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fiscal and monetary policies, there is only a slight rise in the fiscal deficit/GDP ratio in
the pre-crisis period relative to tranquil times, indicating that fiscal deficits have played
a less regular role in past financial crises. The increase in the fiscal deficit/GDP ratio
may be caused either by higher government spending, or by a recession-induced shortfall
in revenues. The fiscal/deficit ratio improves in the post-crisis period.

3.4.5

Balance Sheet Variables

3.4.5.1

Liquidity and Profit Variables

Interest Coverage of the Corporate and the Banking Sector. 30 In the pre-crisis period,
interest coverage firstly increases steadily and peaks some time before the burst of the
asset price bubble and before the outbreak of the crisis. The pre-crisis rise in interest
coverage is caused by a large output-induced rise in earnings, which overcompensates increasing interest expenses. The overall rise in interest expenses is due to a percentage
increase in total debt being larger than the decrease in interest rates. From its peak,
interest coverage declines sharply until the outbreak of the crisis. The fall in interest
coverage is caused by a output-induced drop in nominal earnings and by rising interest
expenses. The rise in interest expenses is due to rising domestic and foreign interest rates
and due to percentage reductions in debt which are smaller than the increase in interest
rates. Furthermore, interest expenses in foreign currency increase sharply during episodes
of currency and twin crises by nominal devaluations of the domestic currency. In the
post-crisis period, there is a further decline in the interest coverage which recovers later
on. A similar measure to assess the influence of interest expenses on the overall liquidity
position is the ratio of interest payments to GDP, as e.g. used in Eichengreen and Rose
(1998), which is subject to a steady increase before, during, and after the occurrence of
the crisis, indicating also a deteriorating liquidity position over the entire boom-bust cycle.
Gross and Net Profits of the Corporate Sector. In the pre-crisis period, gross profits
of the corporate sector, which are defined as earnings before interest, taxes, and depreciation, increase steadily until the burst of the asset price bubble and collapse afterwards
during the entire post-crisis period. By way of contrast, net profits, which are defined
as earnings less interest expenses before taxes and depreciation, increase in the pre-crisis
period, but peak before the asset bubble's burst and decline steadily afterwards during
the entire post-crisis period.
Ratio of Investment to Retained Earnings. Prior to the crisis, there is a large rise in
the ratio of investment to retained earnings, implying an increasing debt-asset ratio (see
below) because the increase in investment is larger than retained earnings. The ratio
peaks at the outbreak of the crisis and is subject to a large decline in the post-crisis
period due to a large drop in investment.
Net Profits of the Banking Sector. Net profits of the banking sector are subject to the
same time pattern as net profits of the corporate sector, where net profits are additionally
30 Interest coverage of the corporate and the banking sector is defined as the ratio of earnings before
interest, taxes, and depreciation to interest expenses.
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decreased after their peak by increasing non-performing loans when the economy starts
to enter the recession period just before the asset price bubble's burst.
Ratio of Short-Term Domestic Debt to Total Debt. There is a considerable rise in the
ratio of domestic short-term debt to total debt in the pre-crisis period, indicating rising
liquidity risk as firms and banks become increasingly dependent on financial markets' capacity to roll-over short-term debt. The ratio peaks at the asset price bubble's burst and
is subject to a slow fall during the entire post-crisis period. This time pattern indicates
that the willingness to lend does not consider the drop in net profits before the bubble's
burst as an indicator for increasing liquidity risk.
Ratio of Short-Term Foreign Debt to Total Debt. The ratio of short-term foreign debt to
total debt follows the same time pattern as the ratio of short-term domestic debt to total
domestic debt, being also consistent with the behaviour of the ratio of short-term capital
inflows to GDP. Consequently, there is a further rise in liquidity risk during the boom
phase, as firms and banks additionally depend on foreign financial markets' capacity to
roll-over short-term debt in foreign currency.

3.4.5.2

Market Valuation and Solvency Variables

Market Valuation of Firms - Tobin's q. Market valuation of firms, or Tobin's q31 , being
measured by the ratio of market to book value of equity (as a proxy for Tobin's q), increases steadily and peaks when the asset bubble bursts. Afterwards, there is a steady
decline during the entire post-crisis period.
Debt-Asset Ratio of Firms and Banks. 32 There is a considerable rise in the debt-asset
ratio in the period before the burst of the asset price bubble, being predominantly caused
by the large increase in short-term domestic and foreign debt. After the burst of the asset
price bubble, there is a further, but smaller rise in the debt-asset ratio, peaking during
the post-crisis period. The rise in the debt-asset ratio in the post-bubble period is caused
firstly, by an increase in domestic and foreign interest rates, secondly, by a transformation
of short-term debt and short-term interest payment obligations which both cannot be met
into long-term debt contracts, and thirdly, by nominal devaluations of the domestic currency which lead to an increase in the stock of foreign debt valued in domestic currency.
After its peak, the debt-asset ratio starts to decline only slightly in the late post-crisis
period as the protracted process of deleveraging in the bust period is generally impeded
by low net profits due to low nominal earnings and high interest expenses.
Ratio of Total Debt to GDP. A similar indicator for the degree of indebtedness both
in domestic and in foreign currency, as well as for an economy's potential to repay the
details on Tobin's q, see appendix A.
debt-asset ratio is defined as the ratio of the sum of domestic and foreign debt to the sum of
domestic and foreign assets.
31 For

32 The
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debt burden, is the ratio of total debt to GDP which increases before, during, and after
the outbreak of the crisis indicating increasing liquidity and solvency difficulties.
Ratio of Debt to Market Value of Equity of Firms. There is only a slight increase in
the ratio of debt to market value of equity in the period before the burst of the asset
price bubble as rising leverage is masked by an overcompensating increase in the market
value of firms. After the burst of the asset price bubble, there is a sharp increase in the
ratio due to a sharp decrease in the market valuation of firms revealing high corporate
leverage. There is a further increase in the ratio during the post-crisis period due to a
further decline in the market valuation of firms and due to a further rise in indebtedness.
The debt to market value value of equity ratio peaks in the late post-crisis period and
starts to decline afterwards.

3.4.6

An Assessment

The stylized behaviour of the 35 macroeconomic variables during episodes of financial
crises can be summarized in the following eight propositions.
Firstly, business cycles being associated with financial crises are subject to much larger
fluctuations in all macroeconomic variables than business cycles during tranquil times.
Accordingly, financial crises are generally linked to extensive, and very often to excessive
boom-bust cycles in goods and financial markets.
Secondly, the boom phase of business cycles giving rise financial crises often begins
with a large exogenous positive shock to financial institutions (as e.g. financial liberalization, or increasing access to international financial markets) extending the access to
domestic and international financing. Another source of excessive boom-bust cycles inducing financial crises, which has not been considered in the previous empirical analysis,
is the emergence of new technology regimes which also lead to an increasing access to
domestic and international financing due to actual and expected increases in productivity
and profits. 33
Thirdly, increasing access to domestic and international financing, as well as the introduction of new technology regimes, induce a rise in expected profits by lower actual,
and lower expected interest rates, and by an expected rise in productivity. Both factors
cause an investment boom, an acceleration of GDP growth, sharply rising stock market
valuations of corporations and banks reflecting the expected rise in future profits, an increase in actual gross and net profits, cash flows, and net worth positions, giving rise to a
further expansion in real economic activity. As a result, the boom phase is characterized
by a cumulative upward process driven by, as outlined in section 2.2.4.3, demand-side,
financial-accelerator induced, and supply-side induced cumulative processes.
Fourthly, the boom phase causes an increase in the overall debt-asset ratio, both by an
increase in domestic and in foreign debt. On the supply side, the lending boom is fueled
33 For example, the extensive boom phases of the business cycles having been associated with the Great
Depression were not only driven by easy monetary and financing conditions, but also by the emergence
of new information and communication technologies like radio, and by new mass production processes, as
e.g. the introduction of assembly-line production in the automobile industry (Eichengreen and Mitchener
2003). In a similar way, the New Economy bubble of the late 1990s, having peaked in 2000, was also
driven by the introduction of new information and communication technologies, as e.g. the internet,
which were expected to generate an enormous rise in overall productivity and in profits.
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by a general monetary expansion due to an increase in domestic bank lending being
facilitated by easy monetary conditions, and due to large volumes of capital inflows. On
the demand side, the lending boom is driven by profit expectations growing faster than
actual profits (or retained earnings), so that investment growth has to be increasingly
financed by external domestic and/or foreign debt. As short-term interest rates tend to be
lower than long-term interest rates during the boom phase, there is an overproportional
increase in short-term debt finance. Increasing debt-asset ratios are considered to be
sustainable because profits are expected to rise to future levels which allow to repay debt,
being reflected in a constant ratio of debt to market value of equity due to a compensating
rise in stock market valuations. Accordingly, the longer the boom phase lasts, the more
expectations rely on overall market sentiment, rather than on a rational observation of
fundamentals, giving rise to an increasing stock market bubble.
Fifthly, there is a large and endogenous rise in financial instability during the upswing
due to overborrowing and overinvestment, which are induced by cumulative demand-side
and financial accelerator processes. Following the results of section 2.3, financial fragility
increases owing to a decrease in the ratio of hedge finance units to speculative and Ponzi
finance units, and owing to a decrease in the ratio of foreign hedge finance units to foreign (super) speculative and foreign (super) Ponzi finance units, being reflected in an
overproportional rise in short-term domestic and foreign borrowing. Furthermore, financial instability increases due to excess volatility in asset prices, as GDP and investment
growth are based on increasingly optimistic profit expectations which are much larger
than actual values, giving rise to an unsustainable increase in the overall debt-asset ratio.
Excess volatility due to rising inflation expectations is also possible, but not as significant
as excess volatility due to overly optimistic profit expectations. The increase in financial
instability due to unrealistic profit expectations, driving the economy into a state of "irrational exuberance", is predominantly reflected in a steady increase in indebtedness and
rising stock market valuations of firms and banks in the late boom phase, though overall
net profits start to fall, signalling upcoming liquidity and solvency problems.
Sixthly, financial instability is revealed by large firms and/or banks becoming illiquid
or insolvent due to a slow down in earnings, caused by an slow down in GDP growth,
and due to rising interest rates. Both the slow down in GDP growth and rising interest
rates, leading to a decline in net profits, are caused by a mixture of endogenous and
exogenous mechanisms. Regarding endogenous mechanisms, net profits are reduced by
rising input costs when the economy reaches the frontier of capacity utilization, inducing
a rising real overvaluation of the domestic currency. Furthermore, net profits are reduced
by endogenously rising debt costs due to an unsustainable increase in the debt-asset ratio
leading to a rise in risk premia. Regarding exogenous mechanisms, central banks very
often start to tighten monetary policy in the late boom phase to dampen the economy's
overheating, leading also to rising domestic interest rates, to a reduction in GDP growth,
and to a decline in net profits; however, domestic contractionary monetary policy during
the upswing can also be interpreted as an endogenous policy response to an endogenous
debt-led, and expectations-led overheating of the economy. By way of contrast, foreign
contractionary monetary policy, which leads to declining domestic net profits and large
capital outflows owing to large foreign debt stocks, represents a purely exogenous event.
Beginning failures of large corporations and/ or banks generally trigger the burst of the asset price bubble and induce the downswing by demand-side, financial-accelerator induced,
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and supply-side induced cumulative processes. Dropping stock market valuations, rising
risk premia, increasing domestic and foreign interest rates, a real overvaluation of the
domestic currency, large withdrawals of domestic and foreign debt, and a decline in real
economic activity cause widespread bankruptcies among firms and financial institutions,
ending up in a severe banking crises. In case foreign exchange reserves do not suffice
to meet net capital outflows, a currency crisis follows which deepens the banking crises
by high domestic interest rates, and by nominal appreciations of the foreign debt stock
because of large nominal devaluations of the home currency.
Seventhly, the financial crisis is followed by a long-lasting recession, or even by a
depression with deflationary spirals (see e.g. Japan in the late 1990s), as the process
of deleveraging, i.e. the reduction in the overall debt-asset ratio, during bust phases of
business cycles being associated with financial crises requires much more time than the
deleveraging process during the downswing of tranquil time business cycles because of a
much higher build-up of debt during the upswing.
Eighthly, financial crises are typically preceded by a large number of weak and worsening economic fundamentals. Financial crises where economic fundamentals were sound
are very rare. Banking, currency and twin crises have common origins, where for twin
crises economic fundamentals and financial instability tend to be worse, and lead, as
aforementioned, to more severe recessions.
These eight propositions are going to be discussed in more detail in sections 4.3.2 and
5.3.2 in part II of the book by a theoretical description of different stages of a stylized
business cycle giving rise to financial crises, where section 4.3.2 refers to financial crises in
industrialized countries, and section 5.3.2 to financial crises in emerging market countries.

3.5

Standard Theory of Financial Crises and its Correspondence with the Stylized Facts

Standard theory of financial crises provides five main explanations for the causes of financial distress, being reflected in five classes of financial crisis models. Four classes of
financial crisis models, which are labelled in the following as inconsistent macroeconomic
policy models (section 3.5.1), self-fulfilling expectations models (section 3.5.2), asymmetric information models (section 3.5.3), credit constraint and balance sheet models (section
3.5.4), represent the mainstream approach to financial crises, arguing, as outlined in sections 1.1 and 2.4, that capitalist market economies are inherently stable and that financial
crises can be only caused by large exogenous shocks to economic fundamentals, or by random exogenous shifts from optimistic towards pessimistic (rational) expectations which
become self-fulfilling. The fifth class of models, being labelled in the following as endogenous financial crisis approach (section 3.5.5), and representing the minority of the
financial crises literature, is often neglected in discussions on the causes of financial crises,
mainly because endogenous financial crisis models argue that capitalist market economies
are inherently unstable, and that financial crises are a "natural" outcome if there is no
interventionist monetary and fiscal policy to prevent crises, or to dampen their adverse
effects on the real economy. However, this model class is the only one which argues that financial crises are generally linked to business cycle fluctuations, and is therefore explicitly
taken into consideration.
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The following discussion provides a short overview of each class of models in sections
3.5.1 to 3.5.5, and compares the model results with the stylized facts having been elaborated in the previous sections. Section 3.5.6 summarizes the results and is going to show
that no model class can provide a detailed explanation of the stylized facts, as already
argued in the introductory section 1.1. The analysis is set out without references as sections 4.5 and 5.5 provide a much more detailed discussion of numerous approaches of each
model class. 34

3.5.1

Inconsistent Macroeconomic Policy Models

This class of models argues that financial crises are predominantly caused by overly expansionary monetary or fiscal policies, or by excessive contractionary monetary policies.
Regarding banking crises, expansionary monetary policy, or money-financed fiscal deficits
lead to rising actual and expected inflation which are reflected in rising interest rates,
causing a fall in the nominal value of banks' assets side of the balance sheet which consists of bonds. As banks' debt side of the balance sheet only consists of non-interest
bearing deposits which do not change in value in case of interest rate changes, excessive
monetary policy ultimately lead to banks' insolvency. Another source of banking crises is
overly contractionary monetary policy leading to deflation. In this case, banks' insolvency
stems also from a fall in the nominal value of banks' asset side consisting of bonds, as
there is a steady increase in bankruptcies of debtors due to debt deflation and rising real
interest rates. Furthermore, banks' debt side, consisting mainly of deposits, is also subject
to an enormous rise in real terms leading ultimately to widespread failures of banks.
Currency crises are caused by excessive expansionary monetary policies, or by moneyfinanced fiscal deficits, leading to falling domestic interest rates, and thereby to large
capital outflows which are "financed" by a depletion of foreign exchange reserves to stabilize the fixed exchange rate. However, when the stock of foreign exchange reserves is
used up, or has fallen to a certain minimum threshold value, a speculative attack on the
currency is unavoidable, leading to a sharp devaluation of the home currency.
Twin crises are also explained by overly expansionary monetary policies, or by large
money-financed fiscal deficits which lead to a collapse of the fixed exchange rate system,
and thereby to a domestic banking crisis, as banks' debt side is characterized by large
amounts of foreign debt which are subject to a substantial rise by the devaluation of the
home currency.
A comparison of the model results with the stylized facts shows that there are both
common grounds and differences. Concerning the common grounds, there arise two similarities. Firstly, inconsistent macroeconomic policy models show that rising domestic
interest rates, as well as deflation lead to a substantial increase financial fragility by deteriorating solvency positions which can cause domestic banking crises. Secondly, this
34 Apart from standard theory, there are also empirical approaches to the causes of financial crises,
as e.g. empirical work by Meltzer (1995), Caprio and Klingebiel (1996), Goldstein and Turner (1996),
Hausmann and Rojas-Suarez (1996), Lindgren et al. (1996), Sachs et al. (1996), Sheng (1996), Blejer,
Feldman and Feltenstein (1997), Demirgii~-Kunt and Detragiache (1997), Garcia-Herrero and Baliiio
(1997), Kaminsky, Lizondo and Reinhart (1997), Eichengreen and Rose (1999), Hardy and Pazarbll,'jioglu
(1999), and Summers (2000), which are however based on standard models of financial crises. Hence,
these empirical approaches generally identify similar factors causing financial distress like standard theory,
and therefore are not going to be reviewed in the book.
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model class is consistent with the fact that collapses of fixed exchange rate regimes are
preceded by large capital outflows causing a devaluation of the home currency, which
either engenders, or deteriorates a domestic banking crisis in case banks' stock of foreign
debt is comparatively high before the outbreak of the crisis.
Respecting the differences, there are three issues to be mentioned. Firstly, inconsistent macroeconomic policy models do not consider the link between business cycles and
financial crises. Secondly, there is no explanation of the endogenous build-up of financial fragility during the boom phase by largely rising domestic and foreign debt stocks.
Thirdly, this model class does not consider fluctuations in expectations of private agents
driving asset prices and real economic activity during a financial crisis cycle.

3.5.2

Self-Fulfilling Expectations Models

This model class argues that financial crises are caused by random shifts in expectations of
private agents, inducing a switch from a "no-crisis-equilibrium", being characterized by a
solvent financial sector and a stable fixed exchange rate regime, to a "crisis-equilibrium",
being characterized by insolvent banks and a breakdown of the fixed exchange rate regime.
Expectations are self-fulfilling as optimistic ex ante expectations regarding financial sector
and exchange rate stability do not induce bank runs or capital flight, and thereby lead
to actual financial stability which validates optimistic expectations ex post. By way of
contrast, arising pessimistic ex ante expectations regarding financial sector solvency and
exchange rate stability induce bank runs and capital flight, and cause thereby banking,
currency and twin crises which validate pessimistic expectations ex post. As the switch
in expectations from the no-crisis to the crisis-equilibrium is generally assumed to be a
random event being independent of the state of economic fundamentals, financial crises
cannot be predicted as they are not preceded by deteriorating fundamentals.
Respecting the common grounds with the stylized facts of financial crises, there arise
two similarities. Firstly, self-fulfilling expectations models validate the empirical fact that
financial crises are associated with depreciation expectations of the home currency, and
pessimistic expectations as to solvency positions of the financial sector, where tranquil
times are associated with optimistic expectations. Secondly, this model class is consistent
with the fact that expectations are a crucial determinant of financial stability and real
economic activity, as expectations are at least partly self-fulfilling and induce cumulative
processes. That is, boom phases are typically preceded by optimistic expectations being
reflected in rising asset prices, whereas a financial crisis is preceded by collapsing expectations which are reflected in asset price busts before the outbreak of banking, currency,
or twin crises.
Regarding the differences, there are three issues to be mentioned. Firstly, empirical
data unequivocally indicate that financial crises are typically preceded by deteriorating
fundamentals and a considerable rise in financial fragility, which is denied by self-fulfilling
expectations models as they argue that financial crises are caused by sudden and random
events which cannot be predicted. Secondly, this model class does not consider the link
between business cycles and financial crises. Thirdly, though self-fulfilling expectations
models explain financial crises by a switch from "good" to "bad" expectations, they do
not explain the endogenous boom-bust cycle in expectations, as well as the boom-bust
cycle in domestic and foreign indebtedness.
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3.5.3

Asymmetric Information Models

This model class explains financial crises predominantly as a consequence of moral hazard,
originating from implicit or explicit government guarantees to bail out both domestic, and
foreign investors in case of default. The existence of government guarantees, e.g. to bail
out troubled banks, or to defend a fixed exchange rate level, induces a rise in the expected
return of insecure, risky investment projects, as losses are taken over by the government,
and indirectly by the tax payer. This distortion in agents' risk perception causes agents
to engage in much riskier, and in much more investment projects than they would do in
case guarantees were absent. Accordingly, implicit or explicit government guarantees lead
to excessive risk taking, overinvestment, and to overborrowing both in domestic, and in
foreign currency.
For financial crises to occur, there has to be an exogenous upper limit of government
support which cannot be exceeded. For example, governments are going to suspend their
guarantee to bail out troubled banks if the budget deficit reaches unsustainable levels
causing e.g. high inflation, or high domestic interest rates. Moreover, governments'
guarantee to defend an exchange rate peg is going to be suspended in case the stock of
foreign exchange reserves has declined to zero. Accordingly, in case losses are higher than
the exogenously given upper bound of government guarantees, the government is going
to suspend its guarantees, leading to banking, currency, and twin crises.
Respecting the triggering events of financial crises, moral hazard driven models argue
that crises are caused either by exogenous shocks to fundamentals, or by self-fulfilling expectations, but deny an endogenous financial collapse in spite of an endogenous build-up
of financial fragility, which is however due to exogenously given government guarantees.
Concerning exogenous shock-driven moral hazard models, financial distress is caused by
an adverse exogenous shock to fundamentals, as e.g. a decline in productivity, or a rise
in interest rates, leading to a "bad" realized return of investment projects, and causing losses to firms and banks which induce a suspension of government guarantees, and
thereby systemic financial crises. Regarding self-fulfilling expectations-driven moral hazard models, financial crises are explained by a shift from optimistic ex ante expectations
regarding governments' ability to fulfill guarantees, to pessimistic ex ante expectations,
which induce bank runs and capital flight as the government is expected to suspend guarantees in the future. Actual failures of banks and declining foreign exchange reserves
cause an actual suspension of government guarantees, leading to banking, currency and
twin crises, and validating investors' pessimistic ex ante expectations ex post. The switch
from the "good" to the "bad" equilibrium is assumed to be a random event which cannot
be explained, implying that financial crises are an unpredictable event.
Respecting the common grounds of asymmetric information models with the stylized
facts, there arise four similarities. Firstly, financial crises are preceded by a boom phase,
leading to overinvestment and overborrowing both in domestic and in foreign currency
due to distorted, and overly optimistic expectations which do not correspond to actual
fundamentals. Secondly, financial crises are associated both with a deterioration of fundamentals, and with collapsing expectations. Thirdly, especially self-fulfilling expectationsdriven moral hazard models show that expectations are a crucial determinant of financial stability and real economic activity, as optimistic expectations lead to a prosperous
macroeconomic environment, whereas the shift towards pessimistic expectations induces
recessions, and in severe cases, systemic financial crises. Fourthly, especially exogenous-
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shock driven models argue that financial crises are triggered by exogenous shocks, like
e.g. rising foreign interest rates, or terms of trade shocks.
Concerning the differences, there are four issues to be mentioned. Firstly, according
to moral hazard models, the build-up of financial fragility during the boom phase is only
due to exogenously given government guarantees, while the stylized facts show at least
partly an (endogenous) build-up of financial fragility, being independent of government
guarantees owing to three reasons. The first reason concerns the empirical fact that other
historical episodes of financial crises, as e.g. the Great Depression period during the
interwar era (1913-1939), have shown that there is a build-up of financial fragility driven
by overly optimistic expectations even in case government guarantees, as e.g. deposit
insurance systems and effective lender of last resort interventions, are absent. The second
reason refers to the stylized fact that tranquil and financial crisis business cycles take
turns even in periods which are characterized by the existence of government guarantees
which do not change over time significantly, as e.g. in the post Bretton Woods era.
Accordingly, financial fragility and financial crises cycles cannot be solely induced by the
existence of government guarantees. The third reason concerns the stylized fact that
there is a very strong positive correlation between financial liberalization and financial
crises, indicating that government guarantees are not the sole reason for a build-up of
financial fragility, and that overly optimistic profit expectations are not solely driven
by the existence of government guarantees. Secondly, moral hazard models argue that
financial crises can be only triggered by an actual or expected suspension of government
guarantees, whereas the stylized facts show that financial crises are triggered at least
partly by an endogenous process of deteriorating fundamentals, being independent of
an actual or expected suspension of government guarantees for two reasons. The first
reason concerns, as aforementioned, the stylized fact that there were historical episodes of
financial crises which occurred without any government guarantees, as e.g. in the Great
Depression period. The second reason refers to the fact that there were crises which
occurred in an environment with stable and credible government guarantees (as e.g. the
Japanese banking crisis in the early 1990s, the Savings and Loan crisis in the U.S. in the
early 1980s, or the Nordic banking crisis in the early 1990s) which were not abandoned
despite enormous costs. Thirdly, especially self-fulfilling expectations-driven moral hazard
models predict that financial crises are an unpredictable event, whereas the stylized facts
indicate that crises are typically preceded by deteriorating fundamentals. Fourthly, moral
hazard models assume that the build-up of financial fragility is sustainable as long as there
arise no exogenous shocks or pessimistic self-fulfilling expectations, whereas the stylized
facts show that there are at least partly endogenous mechanisms triggering financial crises
due to an unsustainable build-up of financial fragility.

3.5.4

Credit Constraint and Balance Sheet Models

This model class argues that financial crises are caused by financial constraints becoming
binding due to sharp drops in firms' net worth positions which lead to credit and liquidity
crunches, and thereby to a collapse of investment and output. Credit constraint and balance sheet models are based on the theory of imperfect capital markets 35 , and argue that
external investment finance is constrained by borrowing ceilings which depend positively
35 For
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on firms' net worth position. Regarding models of financial crises in industrial countries,
net worth is assumed to be predominantly influenced by the asset side of firms' balance
sheet, i.e. net worth is assumed to depend positively on the level of asset prices. By way
of contrast, models of financial crises in emerging market countries assume that net worth
is predominantly influenced by the debt side of firms' balance sheet which is characterized
by large stocks of foreign debt, i.e. net worth is assumed to depend negatively on the
level of foreign debt, and negatively on the level of the exchange rate, as an increase in
the nominal exchange rate, i.e. a nominal devaluation of the home currency, leads to an
increase in the nominal value of foreign debt in domestic currency terms. Consequently,
rising asset prices and decreasing exchange rate levels cause an increase in firms' net worth
and a rise in the credit supply, inducing an increase in investment and output. On the
contrary, a collapse of asset prices, or of the home currency causes a drop in firms' net
worth and a credit or liquidity crunch, inducing a decline in investment and output.
According to credit constraint and balance sheet models, financial crises can be caused
either by adverse exogenous shocks to economic fundamentals, or by a shift towards selffulfilling pessimistic expectations. Exogenous shock-driven models argue that adverse
exogenous shocks, as e.g. negative productivity or technology shocks, a deterioration of
the terms of trade, or an increase in domestic or foreign interest rates, lead to a collapse
of asset prices and to devaluations of the home currency, inducing a decline in firms' net
worth and a credit crunch, which finally lead to banking, currency, and twin crises. By way
of contrast, self-fulfilling expectations models argue that a shift from optimistic towards
pessimistic (profit) expectations induces a collapse of asset prices and devaluations of
the home currency, leading to banking, currency, and twin crisis, and validating ex post
investors' pessimistic expectations. The shift in expectations is assumed, as in other selffulfilling expectations models, to be a random and unpredictable event which cannot be
explained by the model.
Regarding the common grounds of credit constraint and balance sheet models with
the stylized facts of financial crises, there arise three similarities. Firstly, financial crises
and subsequent recessions are associated with sharp reductions in the available amount
of domestic and foreign credit, leading to widespread illiquidity and insolvency. Secondly,
financial crises are preceded by deteriorating fundamentals, as e.g. rising interest rates,
or deteriorating terms of trade as claimed by exogenous shock-driven models. Thirdly,
expectations are a crucial determinant of financial stability and macroeconomic activity,
as financial stability and macroeconomic expansions are generally associated with optimistic (profit) expectations, whereas financial crises and recessions are accompanied by
pessimistic expectations.
Respecting the differences, there are five issues to be mentioned. Firstly, credit constraint and balance sheet models do not consider the link between business cycle fluctuations and financial crises. Secondly, credit constraint and balance sheet models do not
explain the boom-bust cycle in profit expectations and domestic and foreign indebtedness.
Thirdly, according to credit constraint and balance sheet models, financial instability and
financial crises are not caused by an endogenous build-up of financial fragility during the
boom phase, but by exogenous shocks or self-fulfilling expectations, contradicting the
stylized facts. Fourthly, according to self-fulfilling expectations models, financial crises
are an unpredictable event, being not associated with a deterioration of fundamentals
which cannot be validated by the stylized facts. Fifthly, exogenous shock-driven models
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argue that economic fundamentals can only deteriorate due to adverse shocks, whereas
the stylized facts indicate at least partly an endogenous deterioration of fundamentals.

3.5.5

Endogenous Financial Crisis Models

This model class, representing the minority in the financial crises literature, argues that
capitalist economies are inherently unstable, and that financial crises are an unavoidable
and endogenous event, being inseparably linked to business cycle fluctuations. Endogenous financial crisis models, referring predominantly to closed economies and thereby to
banking crises, argue that there is an unsustainable and endogenous build-up of financial fragility by overinvestment and overborrowing during the boom phase of a business
cycle, driven by overly optimistic profit expectations. Financial crises are triggered endogenously at the upper turning point of the business cycle by rising interest rates and
declining profits, stemming from an inelastic credit supply and rising labour and material costs. Collapsing asset prices and widespread illiquidity and insolvency reveal that
expectations have been overly optimistic and induce an undershooting process by overly
pessimistic expectations, leading to a severe depression accompanied by deflation and by
a liquidity trap situation. There are no endogenous mechanisms which lead to a recovery of the economy. Thus, only expansionary fiscal policies can induce a macroeconomic
expansion which possibly leads to a new systemic financial crisis.
Regarding the common grounds of endogenous financial crisis models with the stylized facts, there arise three similarities. Firstly, endogenous financial crisis models are
consistent with the stylized fact that financial crises are inseparably linked to business
cycle fluctuations. Secondly, endogenous financial crisis models argue that there is an
endogenous build-up of financial fragility leading to an endogenous outbreak of financial
crises by endogenously deteriorating fundamentals. Thirdly, financial crises are followed
by severe recessions and collapsing expectations.
Respecting the differences, there are two issued to be mentioned. Firstly, endogenous
financial crisis models argue that every business cycle leads to systemic financial crises and
that economies are inherently unstable, contradicting the stylized fact that there are also
tranquil business cycle fluctuations. Secondly, endogenous financial crisis models argue
that there is a purely endogenous build-up of financial fragility during financial crises
business cycles by overly optimistic expectations, whereas the stylized facts indicate that
unsustainable financial fragility during financial crises business cycles is initially caused
by an exogenous positive shock to expectations.

3.5.6

An Assessment

The discussion of the model results and their correspondence with the stylized facts
demonstrates that standard approaches to financial crises are consistent with a series
of empirical regularities, but also fail to explain important stylized facts which are necessary for understanding the propagation mechanisms of financial crises, and which could
be used to predict and to prevent future crises. Summing up, there are four stylized
facts which are not explained by standard theory. Firstly, financial crises are inseparably
linked to business cycle fluctuations, where financial crisis cycles are induced by positive
exogenous shocks, as e.g. financial liberalization shocks. In case of the absence of exoge-
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nous shocks, economies tend to be cyclically stable, and exhibit tranquil business cycle
fluctuations. Tranquil business cycles are also associated with an endogenous build-up of
financial fragility during the boom phase, which however cannot induce systemic financial crises, but gives rise to "normal" economic downturns. Secondly, the emergence of
financial crises cycles is a multi-period and long-run phenomenon which is interrupted by
tranquil business cycles. Thirdly, both tranquil and financial crises business cycles are
driven by endogenous changes in domestic and foreign indebtedness and by endogenous
fluctuations in expectations, giving rise to endogenous fluctuations in macroeconomic activity and in financial stability. Fourthly, the rational expectations hypothesis does not
hold in the short-run, as expectations tend to be additionally driven by market sentiments
during the boom and bust phase of each business cycle. However, the change of expectations at the turning points, both during tranquil and financial crises business cycles,
suggests the view that the rational expectations hypothesis holds at least in the long-run.
The aim of this work is both to overcome these deficiencies of standard theory, and to
develop a synthetic approach to financial crises in part II of the book, combining the results
of exogenous-shock driven mainstream models and of endogenous financial crisis models.
Chapter 4 develops a nonlinear dynamic model of endogenous business cycle fluctuations
and exogenous shock-driven financial crises in industrial countries under flexible exchange
rates. The model uses an innovative expectation formation scheme which combines the
rational expectations hypothesis with (Keynesian) market sentiment-driven expectation
formation schemes, giving rise to dynamic interactions between chartists, fundamentalists
and rational investors. Furthermore, the model develops endogenous debt and expectation
dynamics, engendering endogenous fluctuations in macroeconomic activity and in financial
stability, which, in case of positive exogenous shocks to expectations, can induce a typical
financial crisis cycle leading to a systemic twin crisis. Chapter 5 develops a similar model of
endogenous business cycles and financial crises in emerging market countries and considers
explicitly the role of fluctuations in foreign debt, and the role of fixed exchange rate
systems in the propagation mechanism of systemic financial crises. Chapter 6 develops
a dynamic calibration model of financial crises in emerging markets in order to highlight
the transitional dynamics of a large number of macroeconomic variables during financial
crises business cycles which cannot be studied by the general function models in chapters
4 and 5. There is no explicit development of a dynamic calibration model of financial
crises in industrial countries as the results of the emerging market case in chapter 6 can
be easily applied to financial crises in industrial countries.
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Table 3.6: Financial Crises Dates and Business Cycle Turning Points During the Goldstandard Era (1880-1913)
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BC: Banking Crises, CC: Currency Crises, P: Business Cycle Peaks, T: Business Cycle Troughs.

Source: Bordo et al. (2001b), Web Appendix.
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Table 3 . 7: Financial Crises Dates and Business Cycle Turning Points During the Interwar Period (1919-1939)
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Source: Bardo et al. (2001b) , Web Appendix.
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Table 3.8: Financial Crises Dates and Business Cycle Turning Points During the Bretton
Woods Period (1940-1971)
~
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BC: Banking Crises, CC: Currency Crises, P: Business Cycle Peaks, T: Business Cycle Troughs.

Source : Bordo et al. (2001b), Web Appendix.
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Table 3.9: Financial Crises Dates, Business Cycle Turning Points and Beginning of Financial Liberalization During the Post Bretton Woods Era (1972-1998), Part
I
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BC: Banking Crises, CC: Currency Crises, P: Business Cycle Peaks, T: Business Cycle Troughs, FL:
Beginning of Financial Liberalization.
Note : The financial systems of Canada, Germany and the UK were largely liberalized during the
entire post Bretton Woods era; the dates of financial liberalization in these countries indicate only the
liberalization of the remaining parts of their financial systems.

Source: Bardo et al.
Tables 4 and 5.
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Table 3.10: Financial Crises Dates, Business Cycle Turning Points and Beginning of
Financial Liberalization During the Post Bretton Woods Era (1972-1998),
Part II
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Note: The financial system of the U.S. was largely liberalized during the entire post Bretton Woods
era; the date of financial liberalization indicates the liberalization of the remaining parts of the U.S.'s
financial systems.

Source: Bordo et al.
Tables 4 and 5.
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Chapter 4
A Model of Financial Crises and
•
Endogenous Fluctuations Ill
Industrial Countries
4.1

The Real Side

Consider a large and fully industrialized country whose currency floats freely against
other industrial countries, and is used as a nominal anchor, or as an international reserve
currency by emerging market and transition economies.
Output is assumed to be determined by the demand side of the economy. The resulting
goods market equilibrium condition is formally given by

PY= PYd(C,I,G,NX),
+ + + +
stating that nominal output PY, where P denotes the domestic price level and Y real output, is determined positively by real consumption demand C, by real investment demand
I, by real government expenditure G and by real net exports NX. The nominal capital
stock PK, where K denotes the real capital stock, being equal to replacement costs or to
the supply price of capital, is used as the numeraire of the model. Dividing both sides of
the goods market equilibrium by the numeraire PK, and assuming an additive aggregate
demand function yields
Y
C
I
G NX
u = K = K + K + K + K'
where output is transformed into the output/capital ratio or capacity utilization u = Y / K,
and real demand components are expressed in terms of the real capital stock. For reasons
of simplicity, real consumption demand is excluded from the model, i.e. C / K = 0. The
second demand component I/ K representing the real growth rate of the capital stock k
(I/K = K/K = K) is assumed to be positively determined by Tobin's q, being derived
in detail below and explained in appendix A, resulting in the "desired" growth rate of the
capital stock
I
,
K = K = TJ(f).
Government expenditure is assumed to be determined inversely by the real value of public
debt being financed by the issuance of government bonds, and by real interest payments on
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debt. Accordingly, real government expenditure adjusted for the capital stock g = G / K
is assumed to be negatively dependent on the real interest rate on government bonds i - p,
where i denotes the nominal interest rate on bonds, and p = P/ P the growth rate of the
domestic price level, formally
G
(. A)

K=g=gt-=P·

Real net exports adjusted for the capital stock nx = N X / K are assumed to depend
positively on the growth rate of the real exchange rate s + p* - p, where s = s/ s denotes
the growth rate of the nominal exchange rate s expressing the price of one unit of foreign
currency in domestic currency, and p• = P• / p• the foreign price level's growth rate which
is assumed to be constant at zero, i.e. it holds that p* = O; as a result, real net exports
are given by
NX
(A A)
K
=nx=nx s-:;:p.
Furthermore, it is assumed that the Robinson-condition is fulfilled according to reactions
of the current account to real exchange rate movements, ruling out abnormal reactions,
i.e. a real appreciation of the exchange rate (real depreciation of the home currency) leads
to an increase in nx, and a real depreciation of the exchange rate (real appreciation of the
home currency) leads to a decrease in nx. The negative dependence of nx on capacity
utilization u by import demand is neglected for reasons of simplicity and does not change
the model results significantly. Summing up, goods market equilibrium is given by
u

= r,(q) + g(i +

Though the impact of q, i and

p)

+ nx(s -

+

p).

(4.1)

s on u is unequivocal in equation 4.1, the influence of

p on u is not clear. On the one hand, an increase in pleads to an increase in government
expenditure by the reduction of the real interest rate on bonds i - p, whereas on the other
hand, an increase in p leads to a deterioration of the current account, i.e. nx decreases.
Though a neutral, positive, as well as, negative influence of p on u can be justified, it
is assumed in the present model that the overall impact of the growth rate of the price
level on capacity utilization being denoted as 8u/ 8'f>a is positive, where 8'f>a reflects both
the influence of p on nx(·) and the effect of pong(·). As a result, inflation leads to an
expansion in output, and deflation to a contraction since the influence of net exports is
assumed to be smaller than the influence of government expenditure. Formally, it holds
that

8u _
8g 8(i - p)
8'f>a - 8(i - p) 8p

8nx

+ 8(.s -

p)

8(.s - p) _ _ 8g _ 8nx
0
8p
- 8(i - p) 8(.s - p) > ·

Firms' profits and their influence on investment and expectations play a central role
in the model. Gross nominal profits Q9 are given formally as
Q9

= PY -wN -

oPK,

that is, by earnings PY less labour costs wN, where w denotes the nominal wage rate
and N labour input, and less depreciation on the capital stock oP K, where o denotes
the depreciation rate. Net profits Q, or just profits, are determined by gross profits
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less external financing costs, i.e. less interest rate costs on the stock of loans jL, where
j denotes the nominal interest rate on bank loans and L the nominal stock of loans.
Formally, net profits are determined as
Q

= PY -

wN - oPK -jL.

The gross and the net profit rate on capital are derived by dividing gross, as well as net
profits by the numeraire PK. The gross profit rate r9 is given by

where v = wN/(PY) denotes the wage share with respect to gross nominal product 1 which
is treated as a parameter in the model which increases e.g. if nominal wages rise, or in
case of a negative shock to labour productivity Y / N. Furthermore, imperfect competition
in goods markets is assumed, i.e. firms possess market power, implying that the wage
share is less than gross nominal product; formally, it holds that v < 1. The net profit
rate r, or just the profit rate, is given by

r

PY

wN

oPK

jL

= -PK - -PK - - - -PK = u(l - v) - oPK

.
JA

'

(4.2)

where >.. = L / (PK) is the debt-asset ratio relating the stock of loans outstanding to the
capital stock valued at replacement costs.
The supply side of the model is represented by a simplified Phillips curve given by
p='lj;(u-u*),
+

(4.3)

stating that capacity utilization which exceeds the "natural full employment level" of
capacity utilization, being defined as u* > 0, causes inflation, and a situation u < u*
deflation. This definition of the price level's growth rate neglects inflation or deflation
expectations since they are incorporated in the expected profit rate on capital being
derived in detail below. Furthermore, the direct influence of the exchange rate's growth
rate s on p is neglected. This assumption can be justified by the fact that industrial
countries like the U.S. or the Euro area can be considered as rather closed economies,
and that the influence of exchange rate variations via imported inputs can be neglected.
However, an indirect influence of s on pis incorporated in the model by the fact that an
increase ins leads, according to equation 4.1, to an increase in net exports and therefore,
to an increase in capacity utilization increasing p according to equation 4.3.

4.2
4.2.1

The Financial Side
A Stylized Financial Structure

A simplified and stylized financial structure of an industrialized economy can be described
by the economy-wide balance sheets in figure 4.1. There are six types of agents in the
I

Note that

~z ~i =

~~

~k = vu.
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economy: households, firms, government, banks, the central bank and foreign agents.
Though there has been a substantial movement towards disintermediation in the last
decade, banks still dominate the financial system of industrialized countries regarding the
allocation of capital between savers and investors by bank loans. 2
Banks
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Deposits

D
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Figure 4.1: Stylized Financial Structure in Industrial Countries

There are seven sorts of assets being held by economic agents. The first sort are
deposits conventionally held by households with banks. The second sort are domestic
government bonds which are held by domestic households and banks. Foreign government
bonds which constitute asset sort three are held only by households. Domestic and foreign
government bonds are imperfect substitutes since domestic bonds are assumed to bear a
risk premium reflecting the country's risk of default. Firms' capital stock, constituting
asset type four, is partly financed by the issuance of equities, being asset sort five, which
are held by households and banks. Commercial paper and corporate bond markets are
neglected for reasons of simplicity, implying that credit is solely supplied by bank loans
to firms, constituting asset type six, in order to finance the remaining part of the capital
stock. Asset type seven is high powered money issued by the central bank, and held by
commercial banks in the form of required reserves; in order to simplify the model, excess
reserves held by banks are neglected. The central bank does not hold foreign reserves due
to the flexible exchange rate system.
Assets and debts are priced at their current market or discounted present values,
i.e. there is no distinction between book and market values. The real stock of bonds is
2 For
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denoted as B,,,,, where the first subscript denotes whether bonds are Qomestic or foreign,
and the second one denotes whether they are held by Households or by .!;!anks. The real
stock of equities is denoted as E,,, where the subscript denotes whether equities are held
by Households or by .!;!anks. The entire real stocks of equities and domestic government
bonds are given as E = EH + EB and B = BvH + BvB- Since bonds and equities
are traded in official markets, they are quoted at their market prices P,,,, denoting the
price of one real unit of bonds or equities in domestic or foreign currency, where the first
subscript describes whether it concerns the price of .!;!ands or ~quities; the second subscript
distinguishes between Qomestic or foreign bond prices. Bond prices are inversely related
to their interest rates. Nominal market values of equity and bond holdings are PEEx and
PBxBxx. Foreign bonds are denoted in foreign currency, and stocks are multiplied by the
exchange rate s.
Households hold their nominal net worth NWH H in the form of deposits D, domestic
government bonds PvBBDH, foreign government bonds sPFBBFH and equities PEEH.
Firms finance the capital stock by issuing equities E and taking loans L from banks.
It is assumed firstly, that equities cannot be traded internationally due to information
asymmetries, and secondly, that the stock of equities E does not vary in the short run,
implying that new investment is financed internally by retained earnings, and predominantly externally by taking new loans which is highly compatible with the "credit view"
of macroeconomic activity. The market value of the capital stock PK K, where PK denotes
the demand price of capital 3 , is evaluated via the equity market and the amount of bank
loans. As a result, the demand price of capital can be simply derived from firms' balance
sheet identity as

This definition assumes a zero net worth of firms, i.e. the equity price adjusts to bring
the stock market into equilibrium. 4
Banks act as intermediaries between investors and savers. They create deposits as
a multiple of the domestic credit component H, being equal to high powered money M
(monetary base), and supply loans to firms. Since cash is excluded from the model, demand for high powered money by commercial banks, being held as deposits at the central
bank DBA, stems from a required reserve ratio T controlled by monetary authorities, being
reflected in the money multiplier m = 1/T, where it holds that D 8 A = H = ~ D. 5 In
an environment of financial liberalization and deregulation of domestic and international
3 For

a definition of the demand price of capital, see appendix A.
This assumption can be found, for example, in Taylor (1985) and in Franke and Semmler (1994),
whereas Taylor and O'Connell (1985) explicitly assume nonzero net worth because they argue that large
outstanding levels of corporate net worth appear to be characteristic of modern capitalism. Allowing for
net worth of firms would call for the introduction of an additional asset market equation, one determining
PK and the other one PE. After having determined the demand price and the equity price, net worth
could be determined by the balance sheet identity. However, allowing for firms' net worth in the model
would not change the basic results, and is therefore neglected.
5 A more sophisticated model which attaches greater weight on the money supply process should
endogenize the money multiplier m by the introduction of excess reserves, as for example in Bernanke
and Blinder (1988). However, endogenizing m does not change the model results significantly, and is
neglected for reasons of simplicity.
4
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capital markets, banks are also assumed to be allowed to hold corporate equities6 and
government bonds. Though banks are allowed to engage in active asset management,
empirical data show that banks' business is dominated by creating deposits and loans. 7
Banks are assumed not to take loans in foreign currency. 8 Banks' adding-up constraint
where

TD= DBA = H,

shows that banks' inputs consist of deposits adjusted for required reserves, plus banks'
net worth NWBa, less equity and bond holdings, which are used for the creation of loans.
The domestic and the foreign government issue bonds, held by households and banks,
to finance their budget deficits. The market value of domestic bonds amounts to PvBB,
and the market value of foreign bonds, denoted in foreign currency, sPBFBFH· The stocks
of domestic and foreign government bonds are treated as exogenous in the model. The
domestic government does not own any assets, resulting in a negative net worth, i.e.
NWcov < 0.
Monetary policy takes the form of controlling the domestic credit component H and
the required reserve ratio T. The central bank does not use the exchange rate as a policy
tool, i.e. there are no interventions in the foreign exchange market.
Private domestic wealth Wp (central bank and government excluded), which is determined by consolidating the balance sheets of households, firms and banks in figure 4.1, is
given by
Wp

= NWHH + NWBA = PvBB + sPFBBFH + H + PKK,

that is, by the sum of households' and banks' net worth, consisting of domestic government
bonds, foreign government bonds, base money and the nominal value of the capital stock
since inside debt (loans and deposits) cancels out. Overall domestic wealth W, i.e. the sum
of households', government's and banks' net worth, being determined by consolidating all
entries in figure 4.1, is formally given by

i.e. by the sum of foreign government bonds, base money, and the nominal value of the
capital stock.

4.2.2

Financial Market Equilibria

Economic models emphasizing the influence of balance sheet positions on aggregate economic activity generally use a standardized portfolio technique to determine asset prices
and their influence on real sector variables. According to this standardized portfolio
approach along the lines of Tobin and Brainard (1968), Tobin (1969), Tobin and Buiter
6 For example, Japanese banks' portfolios contain large fractions of equities, making them very vulnerable to stock market volatility.
7 Empirical data for the U.S. banking system can be found e.g. in Mishkin (2000), p. 422, or in various
issues of the Federal Reserve Bulletin.
8 Generally, in the wake of global financial deregulation and liberalization, banking sectors of reserve
currency countries grant loans in domestic currency to emerging market and transition economies. Problems evolving from foreign debt in emerging market and transition economies are discussed in chapter
5.
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(1980), Taylor (1983, 1991), Franke and Semmler (1994, 1999), Frankel (1995), and Semmler (2003), private wealth, which is only held by households, is determined in a first step
by consolidating balance sheets of all sectors except for the government and the central
bank in order to eliminate inside debt, as e.g. bank loans or deposits. In a second step,
households' asset excess demand functions are specified as a function of households' net
worth and asset returns; all asset excess demand functions add up to households' net
worth. Finally, in a third step, asset market equilibria, which determine asset returns and
the behaviour of real sector variables, are specified by households' asset excess demand
functions, and by asset supply stocks which are often assumed to be exogenous.
Though this standardized portfolio approach is a highly sophisticated tool to model
the complex financial sphere of an economy, an application to the present financial model
structure given in figure 4.1, which is predominantly designed to explain the evolution
of financial crises, would be inappropriate for two reasons. Firstly, standardized portfolio approaches, as described above, assume that wealth is entirely held by households.
Financial crises however, are characterized in most cases by net worth deficiencies and
illiquidity of sectors other than households, which requires to consider not only households' net worth. If one follows the standard theoretical, as well as empirical literature
on financial crises, especially net worth positions of the firm and the banking sector are
important for the explanation of financial distress which do not exist by definition in a
standardized portfolio approach. Secondly, standard approaches do not consider explicitly
debt structures of different sectors, as e.g. firms' and banks' debt-asset ratio, since inside
debt generally cancels out by consolidating private sector's balance sheets. Accordingly,
as to standardized portfolio techniques, an economy's debt structure is assumed to be
determined predominantly from households' portfolio decisions and not by the interaction of the firm and the financial sector. Yet, empirical data have shown that especially
the debt-structure and the liquidity status of firms and banks, resulting on the one hand
from firms' investment decisions, and on the other hand from financial intermediaries'
risk perceptions as to the expansion of credit, play a dominant role in the propagation of
financial crises. In order to overcome these drawbacks of standard portfolio techniques,
the financial structure given in figure 4.1 is transformed into four financial market equilibria equations, containing all seven sorts of assets, as in an extended IS-LM model, where
banks' and firms' liquidity and solvency status is explicitly considered. As opposed to
standard portfolio techniques, the resulting financial market equilibria equations do not
correspond exactly to the financial structure given in figure 4.1, but represent a realistic
approximation with special emphasis on liquidity and net worth positions.
The equilibrium condition in the market for deposits normalized by the numeraire PK
reads as
mh = d(u,p,i - p,r + p),
(4.4)
+ -

-

-

where the left hand side denotes deposit supply by banks, and the right hand side deposit
demand by households. Deposit supply by banks is a multiple of normalized base money
h = H/(PK), where m = 1/T denotes the money multiplier. The term 1/h = PK/H
is the "velocity" of base money with respect to the nominal value of the capital stock.
Normalized deposit demand d(·) = D(-)/PK by households is assumed to arise from two
main sources. Firstly, since cash is excluded from the model, deposit demand stems from
transaction purposes depending positively on capacity utilization u. Secondly, according
to the financial structure given in figure 4.1, deposits are a part of households' net worth
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NWHH which can be split among deposits, equities, domestic and foreign government
bonds. Accordingly, as to portfolio considerations, deposit demand varies positively with
its own return, and negatively with the returns of other assets. Since deposits are assumed
to bear no interest, the real return of holding deposits is negatively dependent on the
price level's growth rate p. Hence, ceteris paribus, households flee from deposits in case
of inflation and increase deposit demand in case of deflation. The negative dependence of
deposit demand d(·) on the real interest rate on domestic government bonds i - p, where
i denotes the nominal interest rate on domestic government bonds which is determined
by the nominal interest rate on foreign government bonds i* according to a risk adjusted
interest rate parity condition being anaylized below, can be interpreted as the traditional
"speculative" demand for money or deposits, respectively. The negative dependence of
d( ·) on the expected profit rate r• = r + p on capital, being equivalent to the expected
return of holding equities, where p denotes the "state of confidence" representing the
difference between the expected and the actual profit rate, states that households shift
their portfolios from deposits into equities in case the expected profit rate increases.
The formation of profit expectations is assumed to cover the entire time horizon of
capital goods' life cycle. Consequently, the state of confidence parameter p represents the
state of long-term profit expectations which can be interpreted as an expected average
value over a longer time horizon reflecting investors' "animal spirits" which can vary
substantially over the business cycle. 9 In case the state of confidence is positive, i.e.
p > 0, agents expect a higher profit rate in the future than today's actual profit rate,
i.e. it holds that r• > r. In case the state of confidence is negative, i.e. p < 0, agents
expect a lower profit rate in the future than today's actual profit rate, i.e. it holds that
r• < r. In case the state of confidence is zero, i.e. p = 0, agents expect the actual profit
rate to prevail in the future, i.e. it holds that r• = r .10 This long-term view on profit
expectations explicitly takes into consideration that capital goods are long living and often
irreversible, implying that investment is not only exposed to "normal" risk which can be
captured by some objective or subjective probability distributions, but is additionally
exposed to some "real" risk which cannot be foreseen and which is also very volatile over
the business cycle. This kind of uncertainty as to the formation of expectations in the
present model implies the invalidity of the rational expectations hypothesis in its strict
form at least in the short-run, since the application of the rational expectations in the
present case would not allow profit expectations to differ from the actual profit rate except
for the case of random, exogenous shocks. However, in order to describe business cycles,
as well as financial crises as expectations-driven events, business confidence has to vary
9 Explaining business cycle fluctuations predominantly by variations of expectations and business confidence has a long tradition in economic theory. The asymmetry of the upswing and the downswing, i.e.
steady improving real and financial variables during the upturn, and sudden reversals first in financial,
and then in real variables at the beginning of the downturn, is generally explained by the instability of
business confidence as emphasized e.g. by Hawtrey ((1926) 1950), Keynes (1936), Lavington (1921) and
Minsky (1972, 1975, 1977, 1978, 1980b, 1982a, 1982b, 1986). For this overview see also Flaschel, Franke
and Semmler (1997), p. 421. For a more general overview of the role of business confidence during
different stages of the business cycles, see Boyd and Blatt (1988).
10 For the use of the state of confidence as one of the driving forces of the business cycle and financial
crises in economic theory, see e.g. Keynes (1936), p. 158, Minsky (1978), Semmler and Franke (1994),
Flaschel, Franke and Semmler (1997), chapter 12, Taylor and O'Connell (1985), Taylor (1991), chapters
5 and 6.
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considerably over the business cycle, since otherwise, business cycles and financial crises
would be modelled as events induced by random exogenous shocks and not by endogenous
mechanisms. 11 In the following analysis, the state of confidence p is going to be one of the
main driving forces of business cycles and financial crises, being treated as a parameter
in the comparative-static analysis, and as an endogenous variable in the dynamic version
of the model.
Though households are assumed to adjust deposit demand d(·) inversely to variations
in the price level's growth rate p due to the direct negative influence of the real return
on deposits, the overall impact on deposit demand is not clear due to an indirect, but
counteracting force by the real interest rate on domestic government bonds i - p. For
example, in case of inflation, households reduce on the one hand deposit demand owing
to the direct effect of pond(·), but at the same time increase deposit demand due to the
indirect but positive effect of a decreasing real interest rate on government bonds i - p on
d(·). Though the theoretical as well as the empirical literature is not very clear about the
overall influence of the price level's growth rate on deposit demand, denoted as ad/aPa
in the model, it is assumed that the overall impact of p on u is positive, i.e. households
reduce their money holdings in case of deflation and increase money holdings in case of
inflation. Formally, it holds that

ad ad
ad a(i - fi) ad
ad
apa = ap + a(i - p) ~ = ap - a(i - p) > O,
stating that the indirect influence of i - p on d( •) is larger than the direct influence of p
ond(·).
The international market for government bonds is characterized by imperfect capital
mobility due to the existence of a risk premium rp on domestic government bonds, implying a divergence from uncovered interest parity (UIP). Assuming the absence of capital
controls and instantaneous portfolio adjustments, equilibrium in the international market
for government bonds is given by risk adjusted UIP, formally
i

= i* + Se + rp,

stating that the nominal domestic government bond rate i equals the nominal foreign
government bond rate i*, adjusted for expected exchange rate changes se = 1;e/s, and
for the risk premium rp. The risk premium rp is assumed to reflect on the one hand
domestic government bonds' risk of default, but, on the other hand, also a general country
risk premium since financial distress in the private sector, caused by real or financial
disruptions, leads to financial problems (illiquidity or even insolvency) in the government
sector. For example, private sector induced financial distress in the government sector
can be caused by extraordinary expenditures resulting from bailing out troubled financial
intermediaries by capital injections, or from compensating depositors being covered by
deposit insurance systems. Furthermore, in case of private sector financial distress, tax
revenues are subject to sharp declines leading very quickly to liquidity problems of the
government.
11 A critical assessment of the model results in comparison with standard business cycle and financial
crises theories with special emphasis on the controversy over their exogenous or endogenous nature is
outlined in chapters 4.5 and 4.6.
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Regarding the determinants of exchange rate expectations and risk premia, standard
macroeconomic models often assume them to be exogenous variables or parameters. Yet,
financial crises are characterized by sudden and large changes both in the exchange rate's
expected growth rate and in the risk premium, being caused by a sudden revelation of
aggregate financial distress stemming from adverse real or financial sector problems. Thus,
as opposed to standard models, the explanation of financial crises has to consider both s•
and rp as endogenous variables depending on real and/or financial sector variables. Owing
to the existence of imperfect foresight in the present model, exchange rate expectations
and risk assessments are subject to the same uncertainty as profit expectations, since
future exchange rate movements or changes in country risk are determined by future
real and financial sector developments which cannot be foreseen perfectly. As a result,
the formation of exchange rate expectations and risk assessments cannot be modelled
according to the rational expectations hypothesis, but have to rely on other determinants.
Since rational expectations cannot be applied in the present case, and the theoretical as
well as the empirical literature is not very clear about the factors determining exchange
rates and risk premia, the model assumes that changes in s•, as well as in rp are determined
by the state of confidence parameter p representing a "catch all" variable, providing
information for the "strength" or "weakness" of the domestic economy's financial status.
Modelling s• and rp as dependent variables of p implies that domestic and foreign investors
have the same interpretation of p. If p > 0, domestic and foreign investors believe in the
"strength" of the domestic economy, leading on the one hand to a reduction in the risk
premium due to expected improvements in the overall liquidity and solvency status of the
private and the government sector, and on the other hand to depreciation expectations of
the exchange rate in the long-run due to increasing credibility in the domestic currency,
being based on the belief that a high performance country yields either future current
account surpluses due to high profitability (which can compensate current current account
deficits), or enjoys large capital inflows leading to a future capital account surplus. If on
the other hand, p < 0, domestic and foreign investors are very pessimistic about the
performance of the domestic economy, leading to an increase in the risk premium and to
devaluation expectations due to lacking credibility in the domestic currency, based on the
belief that low profitability leads to future current account deficits and to capital account
deficits caused by capital outflows. As a result, risk adjusted UIP can be formulated as
i

= i. + /3(p),

(4.5)

stating that in case p > 0, implying f3(p) < 0 (lower or even negative risk premium
and depreciation expectations of the exchange rate), it holds that i < i•, in case p < 0,
implying f3(p) > 0 (higher positive risk premium and appreciation expectations of the
exchange rate), it holds that i > i•, and in case p = 0, implying /3(p) = 0, it holds that
i

= i•.

Equity market equilibrium determining share prices PE can be formally described by
the condition
PEE= Ed(u,p, i - p, r + p),
- +
+
where the right hand side represents the nominal demand for equities Ed(·), and the left
hand side the supply or the market value of equities, where the nominal stock of equities
E is assumed to be constant. Nominal demand for equities Ed can be assumed to be
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predominantly influenced by households' portfolio choices, i.e. by the same determinants
as households' demand for deposits in equation 4.4. As a result, nominal demand for
equities can be modelled as being negatively dependent on capacity utilization, positively
dependent on the inflation rate, negatively dependent on the real interest rate on bonds,
and positively dependent on the expected profit rate. The level of share prices PE is
of special importance in the model since aggregate investment is assumed to depend on
general stock market conditions according to Tobin's q theory of investment 12 . Tobin's q
in its original version is defined as the ratio of the market value of existing capital goods
valued at the demand price of capital PK to reproduction costs of new capital goods
valued at the supply price of capital being equivalent to the general price level P, i.e. it
holds that q = PK/ P. General stock market conditions, i.e. the level of share prices PE,
and the level of Tobin's q are linked by firms' balance sheet identity according to figure
4.1, defining the demand price of capital as PK= (L + PEE)/ K under the assumption of
zero net worth of firms. According to this definition, the demand price of capital PK is
determined by the stock of loans L, by the nominal stock of equities E, by the equity price
PE, and by the real value of the capital stock K. However, since the nominal stock of
equities E and the real capital stock K are assumed to be constant, and the nominal stock
of loans L is treated as a parameter, the equity price PE can be implicitly determined by
the the demand price of capital PK. Consequently, equity market market equilibrium and
share prices PE can be subsumed under the equilibrium condition in the market for real
capital determining the demand price of capital PK .13 Formally, the equilibrium condition
in the market for real capital can be stated as

PKK = Kd(u,p, i - p, r + p),
- +

+

where the left hand side represents the capital stock valued at the demand price of capital
implying thereby a certain market value of equities, and the right hand side the nominal
demand for the real capital stock Kd(·) implicitly containing the demand for equities.
Since the demand for equities corresponds to the demand for real capital, nominal demand
for real capital Kd(·) depends on the same variables as equity demand Ed(·). Dividing
both sides of the real capital market equilibrium by the numeraire PK yields a modified
equation determining Tobin's q as
q=

pPK

1 Kd(

= pK

• . •
~• ~• i -= p, r

! p) .

This version of Tobin's q however, is only of limited applicability to the present model owing to additional partial derivatives whose magnitudes in relation to other partial derivatives can be only specified by restrictive assumptions. In contrast to the equilibrium
condition in the market for real capital, Tobin's q can be determined alternatively in a
much simpler way along the lines of Tobin's original version (see appendix A) as the ratio
12 See

appendix A for a detailed discussion on Tobin's q-theory of investment.
procedure, as e.g. applied by Tobin (1969), has been chosen for reasons of simplicity since the
explicit consideration of both the market for equities and the market for real capital would have called
for an additional asset market equation, and for the explicit consideration of firms' net worth. For an
explicit consideration of the equity market equilibrium, see Taylor and O'Connell (1985), Semmler and
Franke (1994), and Flaschel, Franke and Semmler (1997).
13 This
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of the gross profit rate on capital to a risk adjusted real interest rate investors demand
for holding capital assets. In the present model, the "gross" version of Tobin's q9 could
be expressed as
rg +p
qg

= -.--.'
J-p

stating that q9 is the ratio of the expected gross profit rate to the real interest rate on
bank loans (to be determined below) which constitutes the risk adjusted interest rate
banks demand for granting loans being invested in capital assets by firms. The correct
version of Tobin's q would call for the use of the expected real interest rate on bank
loans, which would require the introduction of inflation expectations. Still, it can be
shown in the dynamic analysis that expectations regarding the change of the price level
are already incorporated in the state of confidence parameter p. The gross version of
Tobin's q however, is only of limited interest for the present model since it does not
consider firms' debt-asset structure by neglecting external finance costs, i.e. the liquidity
as well as solvency position of firms are assumed not to have any influence on the market
valuation of the capital stock. Thus, taking explicitly into consideration firms' financial
structure containing interest payments on debt requires the use of the expected net profit
rater+ p, transforming the original "gross" version of Tobin's q into a "net" version being
expressed as
r+p
q= - . -•.
J-p

For reasons of analytical tractability, this net version of Tobin's q can be restated in a
much simpler linearized form 14 , being used in the present model as
q

= r + p - (j - p).

(4.6)

This net version of Tobin's q is both an indicator for the liquidity position and for the
solvency position of business firms. The liquidity status of the firm sector is measured
via the influence of r on q. Illiquidity in the present model would mean that earnings
fall short of expenses, causing r to become negative and causing q to decrease, or even
to become negative as well. Liquidity problems can emanate both from negative real
sector shocks and from financial market disruptions. Negative real sector shocks, as e.g.
a large drop in capacity utilization u caused by a sudden drop in aggregate demand,
lead to a large drop in earnings and in r, causing Tobin's q to fall. By way of contrast,
negative financial market shocks, indicated by a sharp increase in the loan rate j, lead on
the one hand to an indirect reduction in q via a reduction in r due to rising debt costs,
and on the other hand, to a direct reduction in q via an increase in j. The solvency
status is directly measured by the level of Tobin's q, i.e. by the level of the demand
price of capital PK at a given price level P. Solvency difficulties arise from a decreasing
demand price of capital PK (for a given P), i.e. from decreasing equity prices. In case
the capital stock valued at the demand price of capital falls short of the nominal value
of loans L the firm sector is bankrupt. 15 Tobin's q also shows that solvency problems,
i.e. a fall in q, can arise from liquidity problems, i.e. from a drop in r, from sharp drops
14 For the use of a linearized version of Tobin's q, see e.g. Taylor and O'Connell (1985), and Taylor
(1991), chapters 5 and 6.
15 According to the financial structure given in figure 4.1, this definition of bankruptcy, i.e. negative
net worth, corresponds to a theoretical situation with negative equity prices being not possible in reality.
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in long-term expectations p, and from declines in fJ (especially in deflationary periods),
all factors causing q to fall. Liquidity problems stemming from solvency problems cannot
be directly derived from the definition of Tobin's q and require an explicit consideration
of the transmission mechanisms between the real and financial sphere of the economy.
For example, a sudden drop in the state of confidence p leading quickly to solvency
problems, i.e. to a fall in q, lead with a time lag to a fall in aggregate demand via a
reduction in investment demand according to equation 4.1, causing liquidity problems
by reduced earnings and a declining profit rate r, deteriorating solvency problems by a
further reduction in q. As a result, once solvency and liquidity problems come into being,
they tend to reinforce themselves by a cumulative downward process. By way of contrast,
improving solvency and liquidity positions lead to a cumulative upward trend with steady
increasing stock market valuations and ameliorating liquidity positions. Summing up,
liquidity and solvency problems indicated by a drop of Tobin's q can be caused by a fall
in r, a fall in p, an increase in j or by a fall in fJ. Since changes in r, p, j and fJ alter the
liquidity and the solvency status of the firm sector, Tobin's q also has a deep influence on
credit market conditions. According to the theory of imperfect capital markets, business
firms' access to credit market depends crucially on the collateral value measured by the
capital stock valued at the demand price of capital, and on their general liquidity position.
Consequently, Tobin's q is also an important indicator for relaxing or tightening credit
market conditions.
Apart from being an indicator for liquidity, solvency, and credit market conditions,
Tobin's q, in its form as the sole determinant of the investment function by equation 4.1,
also captures the fact that investment decisions in the model both have a medium-run
and a long-run perspective. The medium-run perspective may relate e.g. to a time period of up to three years in reality, whereas the long-run perspective refers to the entire
lifetime of capital. In the medium-run, investment demand is assumed to be mainly determined by overall goods market demand, because firms attempt to have a "normal"
capacity utilization. A positive dependence of investment on capacity utilization calls for
an accelerator type investment function which is reflected in the model by the indirect
positive effect of capacity utilization on Tobin's q via a positive effect on the profit rate.
That is, higher capacity utilization u leads to an increase in the profit rate r by equation
4.2, inducing a rise in Tobin's q by equation 4.6, and a further rise in capacity utilization
u via an increase in investment demand ry(q) according to equation 4.1. As a result, this
medium-run perspective on the investment function also reflects the fact that the model
is subject to self-reinforcing upward and downward processes in the real and in the financial sector. The long-run perspective on investment demand is represented by a positive
dependence of investment demand on the "state of confidence" parameter p via Tobin's q,
reflecting long-run profit expectations which are going to be endogenized in the dynamic
version of the model, and leading to endogenous business cycles due to accelerations and
However, in practice, economic units are often defined as bankrupt in case net worth falls below some
positive lower limit which corresponds to positive or zero equity prices being a realistic scenario. In terms
of the model, there is no exact definition of bankruptcy in terms of equity prices since the equity market
has been subsumed under the market for real capital. One possible definition of bankruptcy which is
used in the following, corresponding to negative net worth in reality, is a negative value of the linearized
version of Tobin's q according to equation 4.6 in case the expected profit rate falls short of the real loan
rate, i.e. in case it holds that r + p < j - p, implying q < 0.
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decelerations of the inherent cumulative processes during different stages of the business
cycle. 16
The explicit consideration of the loan market is consistent with "credit view" of
macroeconomic activity. In its strict version, the credit view assumes that monetary
policy is able to influence the availability of bank loans directly and instantaneously.
Nevertheless, loans are generally designed as medium-term or even long-term contracts
which cannot be adjusted instantly. 17 Taking into consideration that the entire stock of
loans can be adjusted only with some time lags, it is assumed that the stock of loans L,
or in terms of the numeraire, the debt-asset ratio >.. = L/(PK), is predetermined in the
short run. As a result, banks are assumed to satisfy, at least in the short-run, completely
loan demand by firms Ld which is equivalent to the current stock of loans L, i.e. it holds
that Ld = L. In terms of the numeraire, firms' "warranted" or demanded debt-asset ratio
>._d is equivalent to the actual debt-asset ratio >.. which is satisfied by banks, i.e. it holds
that >._d = >... In terms of the model, the fact that the stock of loans is predetermined in
the short-run and can be only adjusted with some time lags, is considered by treating the
debt-asset ratio >.. as a parameter in the comparative-static version of the model, whereas
the long-run dynamic analysis allows for changes in the debt-asset ratio by endogenizing
>.., where banks have a strong influence on the stock of loans.
The fact that banks are assumed to satisfy entire demand for loans of firms at least in
the short-run does not imply that banks' loan supply L• is only dependent on firms' loan
demand. By way of contrast, banks' supply of loans L•, or in terms of the numeraire,
banks' "warranted" supply of the debt-asset ratio >..•, depends on various determinants in
the model which are going to be analyzed below. Consequently, the equilibrium condition
in the loan market in terms of nominal loan values reads as
L

= L',

where the left hand side denotes the current stock of loans L, being equivalent to firms'
loan demand Ld, and the right hand side the warranted supply of loans by banks L'.
Dividing both sides of the equilibrium condition by the numeraire PK, and considering
explicitly loan supply determinants, yields the loan market equilibrium in terms of the
debt-asset ratio as
(4.7)
>.. = >..'(mh,j - p, q,a),
+
+ + where>..'(·) = L'(·)/(PK) is the "warranted supply of the debt-asset ratio" by banks, and
>.. the actual or demanded debt-asset ratio by firms. According to equilibrium condition
4.7, banks' warranted supply of the debt-asset ratio >..'(·) is assumed to depend on four
determinants. Firstly, according to money multiplier theory, >..•(·) is positively dependent
on the the amount of normalized deposits mh. 18 Secondly, normalized loan supply >.. • (·)
is positively dependent on the real interest rate on bank loans j - p because a higher
loan rate on an existing level of loans increases banks' profits. Thirdly, normalized loan
16 For

a similar type of investment function, see Flaschel, Franke and Semmler (1997), chapter 12.
credit lines which can be adjusted each day as stipulated, can be viewed as a, at least, mediumterm financial agreement.
18 The influence of the deposit amount on the loan amount, as well as its theoretical foundation can
be found in almost every textbook on monetary macroeconomics. See e.g. Bofinger, Reichle, Schachter
(1996), or Jarchow (1998), chapters IIl.2 and III.3.
17 Even
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supply depends positively on Tobin's q, reflecting firms' liquidity and collateral position
and being an indicator for firms' risk of default. Furthermore, Tobin's q is also used as an
indicator for banks' solvency and liquidity position which are important determinants for
overall loan supply according to national and international regulation standards, as e.g.
the Basel II agreement which requires each bank to assess the risk of each individual debt
and asset contract, obliging it to provide sufficient collateral in the form of net worth
depending on the degree of risk. Thus, deteriorating liquidity and solvency positions
among firms require a higher net worth of banks which, in times of recessions, can be
only achieved by withdrawing risky loans, leading very often to illiquidity and insolvency
of debtors, and further deteriorating the aggregate liquidity and solvency status. As
a result, the liquidity and solvency dependent availability of credit tends to accelerate
upswings as well as downswings by a procyclical variation in the amount of credit, being
designated as the financial accelerator mechanism which has been described in section
2.2.2.2. Approximating banks' liquidity and solvency position by firms' Tobin's q can be
justified by the fact that the liquidity and solvency position of firms, which is heavily
influenced by the interest rate on loans j, determine the amount of non-performing loans,
and thereby banks' profits, liquidity and solvency. Furthermore, since banks are allowed,
in the wake of global financial liberalization, to hold more risky assets like e.g. equities,
gains and losses in the market for real capital influencing banks' net worth can be captured
by Tobin's q. Summing up, a rising Tobin's q coincides with rising net worth and liquidity
positions of banks, leading to an increase in the supply of loans. Fourthly, the intensity
of financial market regulation (interest rate caps or quotas on the loan supply, etc.)
determines the amount of loans supply which is captured by a negative dependence of
,X•(·) on parameter a, i.e. deeper financial market regulation is indicated by an increase
in a lowering normalized loan supply ,X•.
Loan market equilibrium is assumed to be achieved by variations in the nominal loan
rate j. For example, a larger amount of deposits mh caused by expansionary monetary
policy, an increase in q caused by an increase in the state of confidence p, or a decrease in
the regulation parameter a cause an excess supply of loans leading to a decrease in the
price of loans j, and thereby to a reduction in the supply of loans until the market is in
equilibrium again.

4.3
4.3.1

Short-Run Comparative-Static Analysis
General Results

The macromodel consists of equations 4.1 to 4.7, containing seven endogenous variables
s, q, j, fj, r, u, i and eight parameters ,\, p, m, h, v, 8, a, i*. Finding the partial derivatives of
all endogenous variables with respect to all parameters requires the transformation of the
set of simultaneous equations into the following form
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F 1 (s, q, j,jj, r, u, i; ).., p, m, h, v, c5, a, i·)

F

2

=0
(s, q,j,jj, r, u, i; >., p, m, h, v, c5, a, i•) = 0

F 1 (s, q, j, jj, r, u, i; >., p, m, h, v, c5, a, i*) = 0.

Transforming equations 4.1 to 4. 7 into the required form yields the new system

F 1 = u - TJ(q) - g(i - jj) - nx(s - jj)

F = r - u(l - v) + c5 + j)..
2

F 3 =jj-'l/;(u-u•)
F 4 = mh- d(u,jj,i-jj,r + p)
F5

= i - i• - (J(p)

F 6 =q-r-p+j-jj
F 1 = >.- >.'(mh,j-jj,q,a)

=0
=0
=0
=0
=0
=0
=0

(4.8)
(4.9)
(4.10)
(4.11)
(4.12)
(4.13)
(4.14)

Since not all functions are explicitly defined, one has to show firstly that the model can be
solved in principle for all endogenous variables by using the implicit-function theorem. It
can be shown that the system consisting of equations 4.8 to 4.14 satisfies the conditions of
the implicit-function theorem, because (1) F 1 , • • • , F 1 have continuous derivatives (since
all the component functions have continuous derivatives by assumptions) with respect to
all endogenous variables and with respect to all parameters, and (2) the determinant of
the Jacobian matrix with respect to all endogenous variables when evaluated at the initial
equilibrium (which is assumed to exist), as well as elsewhere is nonzero, which is going to
be examined below.
After having shown that the system can be solved in principle for all endogenous
variables, even if it may be not possible to obtain the solution in an explicit form, the
partial derivatives of system 4.8 to 4.14 can be found by solving the following system of
simultaneous equations

J .y

=z

for v, where J denotes the Jacobian matrix of the system 4.8 to 4.14 with respect to all
endogenous variables, v the vector of differentials of all endogenous variables, and z the
vector of differentials with respect to all parameters. Explicitly defined, the system reads
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as
0
-upa
-nX,-fi -r,q
>.
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
-dt,.
0
0
0
0
-1
1
0
1
0
->.; ->-j-f, >-j-f,

0
1
1
v-l
0
-'!/Ju
-d,+p -du
0
0
-1
0
0
0

-g;-p

0
0
-d;-t,
1
0
0

ds
dq
dj
dp
dr
du
di

0
-dvu - d8 - d>.j
0
-dmh- dhm + dpd,+p
di*+ dp(Jp
dp
-d>. + dm h >.:,_h + dh m >.:,_h + da >.~

where partial derivatives are denoted as x; = 8x/8i; for example, >-J-fi
denotes the partial derivative of ,>.• with respect to j - p.
The determinant of the Jacobian matrix of system 4.15 is given by

(4.15)

= a>.• /o(j

- p)

The sign of the determinant can be shown to be positive under the following four assumptions. Firstly, banks' reaction on variations of the real interest rate on loans j - p
with respect to loan supply is much larger than their reaction on variations of Tobin's q,
formally >.J-fi » >.;. Taking into consideration firms' balance sheet identity having been
normalized by the numeraire, and reading as

PKK
PK

L+PEE
PK
PEE
q=>.+ PK'

it can be argued that an increase in the normalized collateral value q by a definite amount
x, being e.g. caused by an increase in the equity price PE, induces banks to increase the
asset-debt ratio maximally by the same amount x implying that a value of >-; = 1 is a
realistic assumption, stating that loan supply can only be increased to that amount to
which collateral increases. However, it is reasonable to assume that e.g. an increase in
the real interest rate on bank loans of one percentage point increases banks' supply of
loans more than one percent, i.e. a realistic value is >.j_fi » 1. Secondly, a realistic value
for the asset-debt ratio is O < >. < l. Values of >. < 0 are not possible because in that
case firms own claims against the banking sector, whereas values of >. > 1 are possible,
which are however ruled out since they correspond to bankruptcy of the entire firm sector
which is a very unrealistic scenario. Thirdly, the reaction of inflation with respect to
changes in capacity utilization is assumed to be a very small number '!/Ju « 1 because
an increase of one percent in capacity utilization leads only to a very small increase
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in inflation, being much lower than one percentage point. Fourthly, economic agents'
reaction of money demand with respect to capacity utilization is assumed to be larger
in absolute terms than their money demand reaction with respect to the expected profit
rate, i.e. Id,.! > ldr+pl- Using these assumptions and taking into consideration that v < 1,
the signs of the different parts of the determinant of the Jacobian matrix are as follows

resulting in

and thereby leading to a positive sign of the determinant of the Jacobian, i.e. it holds
that

!JI> o.

The partial derivatives of all endogenous variables with respect to all parameters can
be found by using Cramer's rule, or by finding the inverse matrix. Table 4.1 represents a
synopsis of the signs of all partial derivatives. All partial derivatives are explicitly given
in section 4. 7.

Table 4.1: Signs of Qualitative Impact Effects on Temporary Variables
I Response in II

>.

p

h
m
a
i*
V

0

§,

u
-

r
-

+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+
-

-

-

p
+
+
+

+
+
+

+
-

+
-

-

q

j

-

+
+
+
+

-

s

0

0
0
0

+
0
0

_9
+!
+9
+9
-

+!
-

Explicit sign ambiguous, i.e. ~ 0 (see section 4.7). Signs in table chosen by assumption.

Though most of the partial derivatives have got an unequivocal sign there are various
counteracting forces and different interdependencies behind each partial derivative owing
to the complex model structure. Therefore, the following qualitative description of an
exogenous increase in each parameter highlights only the most important and most influential transmission channel within the model for each case, and is definitely not complete.
A rise in indebtedness >. lowers according to equation 4.2 the profit rate on capital r,
leading to a decline in Tobin's q according to equation 4.6. A decrease in q lowers the
growth rate of the capital stock 11(q) and capacity utilization u according to equation 4.1
which leads to a further decline in r and in q according to equations 4.2 and 4.6. A decline
in q lowers firms' net worth and banks' profits which induces banks to demand a higher
loan rate j as a compensation for a higher credit risk according to equation 4.7, which
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leads to a further decline in r and u. Decreasing capacity utilization leads according to
equation 4.3 to lower inflation p, or even to deflation. This decreasing inflation or deflation
effect has an additional dampening effect on capacity utilization via an increase in the
real interest rate on government bonds i - p, which induces a reduction in government
spending g(i - p). Yet, a lowering value of p has also a stimulating effect on u via
an increasing real exchange rate s - p, stimulating net exports nx which could increase
u, r, q and lower j. In equilibrium however, the initial stimulation of nx is going to be
completely compensated by a depreciation of the exchange rate, or equivalently by an
appreciation of the home currency, i.e. by a decrease in s. The reason for the exchange.
rate compensating the initial price effect stems from the fact that the capital account is
zero in equilibrium due to the UIP assumption according to equation 4.5, requiring the
current account also to take a zero value in equilibrium. A balanced current account in
the present model can only be reached in case the exchange rate offsets the initial price
effect because there is no dependence of nx on u like in the standard Mundell-Fleming
model. In the case considered above, a decreasing value of p increases net exports leading
to an excess supply of foreign currency which causes the exchange rate to depreciate as
long as external equilibrium is restored. As it is indicated in table 4.1, especially the signs
of the exchange rate's rate of change cannot be determined unequivocally (see section
4.7). However, since the signs of the price level's rate of change pare unambiguous, the
sign of the exchange rate's rate of change must be the same like for p due to the fact
that the current account must be balanced in equilibrium. Summing up, the overall effect
of an increasing value of A is a decrease in u,p, r, q, s and an increase in j. The overall
impact of A on the domestic interest rate on government bonds is zero because, according
to equation 4.5, i only depends on parameters i* and p in the model. Thus, i only reacts
on changes in i* and p and otherwise not.
A rise in the state of confidence parameter p acts directly in the opposite way as an
increase in indebtedness A with respect to u, r, q, p and j. An increase in p raises Tobin's
q according to equation 4.6, thereby stimulating the growth rate of investment demand
rJ(q) and capacity utilization u according to equation 4.1 which leads to an increase in
the profit rate r according to equation 4.2. As to credit market conditions, a rising q
increases firms' collateral and banks profits, resulting in a decline in the interest rate on
bank loans j inducing a further rise in r, q and u. According to equation 4.3, the rise in
u leads to an increase in the growth rate of the price level p. Since the expected growth
rate of the exchange rate depends negatively on p, a rise in p causes an appreciation
expectation of the home currency, i.e. s• < 0, which firstly leads temporarily to capital
inflows and to an actual appreciation of the home currency. According to equation 4.5,
expected appreciation of the home currency and capital inflows very quickly lead to a
lower domestic interest rate on government bonds i in order to restore UIP. Inflation
and appreciation of the home currency reduce net exports nx temporarily but in order
to restore a balanced current account in final equilibrium, the domestic currency has
to devalue, i.e. s > 0, since the temporary current account deficit leads to an excess
supply of home currency, and therefore to a devaluation of the home currency in the final
equilibrium.
An increase in normalized high-powered money h, as well as an increase in the money
multiplier m induced by a reduction in the required reserve ratio r, can be analyzed
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together simply as expansionary monetary policy. 19 A monetary expansion leads, via
a lower interest rate on bank loans j stemming from an increasing stock of deposits
according to equation 4.7, to an increase in the profit rater according to equation 4.2,
thereby leading to a rising Tobin's q according to equation 4.6, to a higher growth rate of
the capital stock 17(q), and to an increase in capacity utilization u according to equation
4.1. Expansion of domestic activity by monetary policy leads to the conventional result
of an increase in the growth rate of the price level p according to equation 4.3 which
is compensated by a depreciation of the home currency, i.e. s rises. 20 The effect on
the domestic interest rate on government bonds i in equilibrium is, as already explained
above, zero.
A rise in a meaning stronger financial regulation with respect to the supply of loans
leads according to equation 4. 7 to a higher interest rate on loans j, thereby reducing
r, q, 17(q), u,p and s according to equations 4.1 to 4.3 and 4.6. The effect on i is zero as
already mentioned.
An increase in the foreign interest rate i* leads to an increase in the nominal domestic
interest rate on government bonds i to the same amount according to equation 4.5, and to
an appreciation of the exchange rate s because of an excess demand for foreign currency
stimulating net exports temporarily. In equilibrium net exports are again zero by the
compensating effect of a rising p. Though net exports are zero in equilibrium, and a
rising nominal interest rate on government bonds i reduces government spending, capacity
utilization increases. The reason for this result is the fact that inflation increases much
faster than the nominal domestic interest rate on bonds which, as a net effect, reduces
the real interest rate on government bonds, leading to much higher government spending,
and thereby increasing u according to equation 4.1. Higher domestic activity leads to
increases in r and q according to equations 4.2 and 4.6, stimulating a further expansion
in u. A higher collateral value reduces the nominal interest rate on loans j according to
4.7.
The effects of a higher wage share v, caused e.g. by an increase in the nominal wage
w or by a fall in labour productivity Y/N, and an increase in the depreciation rate '5,
caused e.g. by a negative technology shock, lead to the same aggregate results. 21 Both
negative shocks lead to a reduction in the profit rater, as well as in Tobin's q according to
equations 4.2 and 4.6. A lower collateral value and decreasing bank profits induce banks
to demand a higher loan rate j according to equation 4.7 which in turn leads to a further
decline in r and q. A lower value of q leads to a shrinking value of capacity utilization u
caused by a drop in the growth rate of the capital stock 17(q), which leads to a decline in
the growth rate of the price level p, stimulating net exports temporarily and leading the
domestic currency to revalue in equilibrium, i.e. s decreases. The impact on i is zero as
explained above.
19 For

each kind of shock, partial derivatives are ahnost identical, and only differ with respect to variables

h and m. See section 4. 7 for a formal derivation of these results.

20 The model also verifies the standard Mundell-Fleming result stating that monetary policy under
flexible exchange rates causes temporarily a lower domestic interest rate (which rises again very quickly
to its original level if UIP holds), thereby leading to capital outflows, and to an appreciation of the
exchange rate stimulating net exports and output.
21 All partial derivatives with respect to changes in v and f, are almost identical and differ only by
partial derivatives with respect to v, containing additionally the variable u in a multiplicative way. See
section 4. 7 for further details.
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4.3.2

A Comparative-Static View of Financial Crises

Recent empirical research on financial crises has identified the following nine empirical
regularities, outlined in chapter 3, which a consistent theory of financial crises should
be able to explain. Firstly, banking, currency and twin crises both in industrial and in
emerging market countries are in most cases linked to extensive boom-bust cycles in goods
and financial markets. Secondly, though financial crises have a cyclical, recurrent character over time, not each business cycle generates financial crises, i.e. there are "tranquil"
business cycles with stable financial and goods market conditions, which are sometimes
interrupted by extensive cycles generating financial crises. Thirdly, the boom phase of
extensive business cycles generating financial crises is often marked by a large exogenous
positive shock as e.g. financial liberalization, or the emergence of a new technology regime.
Fourthly, during the boom phase of a financial crisis cycle, financial fragility increases in
the form of rising debt-asset ratios, a rising share of short-term debt to total debt, and
rising external financing costs. Fifthly, financial crises happen after the economy has
entered a recession being accompanied by an overvalued currency, increases in domestic
and international interest rates, etc. Sixthly, the bust phase and financial crises are commonly preceded by a large domestic and external worsening of economic fundamentals,
i.e. panic-driven financial crises caused by a random sudden shift in market sentiment at
sound fundamentals are very rare. Seventhly, the recovery phase after the occurrence of
a financial crisis is characterized by an improvement in economic fundamentals, and by
a reduction in financial fragility due to a reduction in aggregate indebtedness. Eighthly,
the time patterns of most macroeconomic variables during extensive boom-bust cycles
generating financial crises in industrial countries, are very similar to those in emerging
market countries except for the fact that emerging market countries' debt is denominated
in foreign currency whereas industrial countries' debt is mostly denominated in domestic
currency. Ninthly, though crises in industrial and emerging market countries are similar regarding the time patterns of macroeconomic variables, crisis frequency in emerging
markets, especially in the post Bretton Woods era, is higher, i.e. there are less "tranquil"
cycles in emerging market countries than in industrial countries.
These empirical regularities are used in the following for a theoretical construction
of a highly stylized extensive boom-bust cycle engendering financial crises. This stylized
theoretical financial crisis cycle is described in a first step by the comparative-static results of the model according to table 4.1 which provide a much deeper understanding of
financial and goods markets' behaviour during different stages of business cycles than an
investigation of empirical results could do. It must be noted however, that the formal
explanation of the stylized facts by the signs of partial derivatives according to table 4.1
is only a qualitative description, since there is no possibility to determine explicitly the
net effects on all endogenous variables if two or more counteracting parameters are varied
due to the absence of a function describing in which relation different parameters are
varied during different stages of the business cycle. Especially the debt-asset ratio >., and
the state of confidence p, being the two core driving variables of a financial crisis cycle,
move in almost all stages of the cycle in the same direction, implying an ambiguous effect
on aggregate economic activity according to table 4.1, since the net effect depends firstly,
on the relative growth of the two parameters, and secondly, on the relative strength of influence on all endogenous variables, which both cannot be specified quantitatively by the
comparative-static version of the model. As a result, the comparative-static description
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of a typical financial crisis cycle is a theoretically based qualitative approach analyzing,
among other important determinants as e.g. monetary policy, which of the two counteracting effects of >. and p dominates in each phase of the cycle as a theoretical base for the
dynamic version of the model in chapter 4.4, which is able to verify the comparative-static
results by endogenizing >. and p.

The Boom Phase. The boom phase starts with growing expectations of higher future
profits, or equivalently with a rise in the "state of confidence" after an initial positive
shock in one or more sectors in the economy (technology shock, domestic and international
financial liberalization, etc.), inducing firms to increase investment which is financed by
rising leverage. If monetary conditions are favourable, the initial boom in one sector of
the economy spreads over to other sectors by various goods market and financial market
linkages. Rising aggregate demand leads to higher cash flows and profits causing asset
prices to rise (Tobin's q increases). Higher stock market valuations increase net worth
and collateral, making corporate balance sheets look sounder and reduce corporate risk.
Due to higher collateral values, borrowing costs drop and lead to higher borrowing and
investment. The debt structure becomes more short-term, since short-term rates tend
to be much lower than long-term rates in boom phases. Summing up, during a boom
corporate liquidity, profitability and solvency increase, leading to a higher valuation of
firms in financial markets though the debt-to-asset ratio increases, whereas the debt-tomarket capitalization ratio remains almost unchanged.
In terms of the model, a positive technology shock expressed by a fall in 8, and/or a
financial liberalization shock being indicated by a fall in a or by a rise in m caused by
a reduction of the required reserve ratio r, both lead to an economic expansion which is
amplified by a simultaneous increase in the state of confidence parameter p. Favourable
monetary conditions are represented by an increase in h, and perhaps by a further increase
in m. Rising leverage for increasing investment finance is indicated by an increase in the
debt-asset ratio >.. Though an increase in indebtedness >. has a contractionary effect
on overall macroeconomic activity, the net effect is expansionary, since the changes in
a, 8, p, h and m, all causing a macroeconomic expansion, overcompensate the debt-led
contraction. Summing up, the boom phase is characterized by an increase in capacity
utilization u, caused by larger investment demand 1J(q) through an increase in Tobin's q,
an increase in the profit rate r, an increase in inflation p, a decrease in the loan rate j, a
decrease in the interest rate on government bonds i, and by a depreciation of the home
currency, i.e. by a rise in s caused by inflation.
The Overborrowing Symptom. During the boom phase of a financial crisis cycle,
firms start to engage in excessive "overborrowing", being defined as a situation with
largely growing debt-asset ratios caused by a rapid expansion of investment and declining
or stagnating internal cash flows, requiring an increasing stock of external finance in the
form of taking new loans or issuing new equities. Whether an economy tends to increase
more equity or more bank loan financing depends on the nature of the financial system,
that is whether the system is more bank-based or more market-based. 22 The following
22 European and Japanese financial systems are bank-based, whereas North-American financial systems
are more market-based.
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description of overborrowing processes refers to a bank-based system, i.e. external finance
is only provided in the form of bank loans.
The rapid growth of investment and indebtedness is based on very fast growing profit
expectations increasing faster than actual gross profits (profits before external financing
costs) though net profits (profits minus external financing costs) stagnate, i.e. additional
gross profits caused by an expansion of sales do not lead to an increase in net profits
due to an increase in external financing costs of approximately the same size. In order
to differentiate the overborrowing phase from a state of "irrational exuberance" (which is
going to be explained in the following paragraph), both being parts of the upswing, the
overborrowing process is defined by a constant positive net profit rate, whereas a state of
irrational exuberance23 is defined by a shrinking positive net profit rate with a minimum
at zero, since a negative net profit rate corresponds to a situation of illiquidity which does
not allow for a further expansion process due to a downward revision of expectations.
The extent and the velocity of a debt-led investment boom depends on the one hand
on firms' warranted expansion of investment, but on the other hand, also on financial
markets' willingness to expand credit. Consequently, a large capacity of an economy's
financial system to place new debt as well as favourable monetary conditions are necessary prerequisites for an overborrowing process. High profitability, favourable liquidity
conditions and increasing net worth among financial intermediaries, caused by increasing
interest income and less non-performing loans during the boom phase, attract additional
financial means (e.g. by an increase in deposits, or new issues of debentures) which allow for the expansion of loans, being predominantly driven by rising profit expectations
of banks since financial intermediaries live in the same expectational climate as firms.
Favourable monetary conditions, i.e. a comparatively low aggregate interest rate level,
caused by low inflation and low growth during the expansion phase of a business cycle,
support the expansion of indebtedness among firms. The overborrowing process among
firms is also accompanied by a lagged overborrowing process among financial intermediaries since they are also subject to stagnating cash flows due to increasing external debt
costs, requiring to finance further expansions of credit by an increase in their debt-asset
ratio. Furthermore, an ongoing expansion of credit, both in the firm and in the financial
sector, leads at some point to rising refinancing costs even at unchanged favourable monetary conditions due to the existence of a natural maximum amount of credit, determined
by the level of the discount rate and by the required reserve ratio. Rising external financing costs lead to a further amplification of the overborrowing effect due to a widening gap
between stagnating available internal cash flows and rising expenses which are financed
by increasing debt-asset ratios.
The overborrowing process both in the firm and in the financial sector causes a rising
vulnerability of an economy to volatility in goods and in financial markets. The financial sector depends increasingly on the ability of the corporate sector to fulfill its debt
payment commitments which can be realized only if there is a further actual expansion
in aggregate demand. The corporate sector depends more and more on the willingness
of financial markets to roll-over or to place new debt, which in turn depends on general monetary conditions and on financial markets' expectations on future profitability
of firms. Accordingly, in an "overborrowing" environment, general financial fragility, i.e.
23 For the "irrational exuberance" phenomenon in connection with the "New Economy" stock market
bubble, see e.g. Shiller {2000).
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the probability that only little negative shocks in either goods or in financial markets can
lead to widespread failures of firms and financial intermediaries, increases intensely.
In terms of the model, the overborrowing process is described by an increase in the
debt-asset ratio ,,\ and in the state of confidence p, the expansionary effect of p being larger
than the contractionary effect of ..\. The overall expansionary net effect leads to further
increase in capacity utilization u, inflation p, Tobin's q, and in the exchange rate's growth
rate s, and to a decrease in the loan rate j and in the domestic bond rate i, whereas the
profit rate r remains constant.

The Upper Turning Point and "Irrational Exuberance". The time path to the
upper turning point of the business cycle is characterized by a further deterioration of
cash flows and by a shrinking net profit rate since interest rate costs, caused by further
excessive overborrowing, increase by a larger amount than earnings which cannot be increased as expected. Accordingly, the path to the upper turning point is characterized
by a tremendous increase in financial fragility. However, though net profits are actually
decreasing, asset prices and leverage tend to increase still further because profit expectations tend to follow a cumulative upward trend, mainly driven by a self-reinforcing cycle
without any consideration of a deterioration of fundamental data driving the economy in
a state of a "bubble economy" and "irrational exuberance" .24 The bubble in financial
markets is generally accompanied by an overheating in the real sector leading to rising
inflation due to an excess demand at almost full capacity utilization. After a period
of steady goods market inflation and asset price inflation, monetary authorities start to
tighten monetary conditions, leading to a general tightening in financial markets and to
a further decline in corporate and bank profits. Although monetary tightening serves to
convince economic agents that expectations are exaggerated and should lead to a downward revision of expectations, contractionary monetary policy need not be the trigger for
the burst of an asset price bubble. There are situations possible (see e.g. the "New Economy Hype" in year 2000 in the U.S.) in which asset prices and leverage keep on increasing
despite monetary tightening, being caused by an extraordinary and further rise in profit
expectations.
In terms of the model, the time path to the upper turning point of the business
cycle is characterized by a reduction in m and h due to monetary contraction, and by
further and more extensive overborrowing, i.e. by an increase in ,,\ and p. As opposed
to the overborrowing phase, the negative influence of an increasing ..\ on the profit rate
r is larger than the positive influence of an increasing p on r, i.e. r declines with a
lower bound of zero as outlined above. Intuitively, these developments would be generally
assumed to cause an overall macroeconomic contraction. However, the overall net effect
is expansionary mainly driven by a rising value of Tobin's q. Though Tobin's q declines
ceteris paribus by the fall in r, there is a rise due to an overcompensating increase in the
state of confidence p representing an "irrational" increase in profit expectations and asset
prices. Summing up, the path to the upper turning point is characterized by an increase
in capacity utilization u, inflation p, Tobin's q, in the exchange rate's growth rate s, and
by a decrease in the bond rate i and in the loan rate j in spite of a declining profit rater.
24 The term "bubble economy" refers to a situation in which actual movements of economic variables,
e.g. rising stock prices and excessive bank lending, cannot be justified by actual fundamental data, and
are solely based on "irrational" positive expectations.
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The Burst of the Bubble. The end of the excessive expansionary process in goods
and financial markets is generally marked by a sudden stop in the expansion of credit
and by a collapse of asset prices, leading to an aggregate deterioration of net worth positions and to sharp interest rate increases reflecting the magnified risk of default. These
macroeconomic effects are caused by a sharp downward revision of profit expectations
when investors realize that past expectations have been unrealistic, that the economy is
financially fragile, and that "mania" expectations cannot be fulfilled by actual developments. The triggering event, or "wake-up call", for an asset bubble's burst can be either
an endogenous failure of an important bank or corporation caused by past excessive overborrowing, or contractionary monetary policy. According to the conventional view on
financial crises, monetary tightening is often viewed as an exogenous shock being the sole
triggering event of an asset bubble's burst which could have been avoided if there had
been no monetary contraction. It must be noted however firstly, that monetary tightening
can be also viewed as an endogenous phenomenon to constrain rising inflation which has
been caused by an endogenous debt-led investment boom, and secondly, that a monetary
contraction can be the trigger for an asset bubble's, but can also merely aggravate the
collapse of expectations which occurred before monetary tightening. The reason why contractionary monetary policy is often viewed as the sole exogenous triggering event of an
asset bubble's burst stems from the fact that monetary tightening often marks the beginning of the asset price decline, and that a monetary contraction aggravates the downward
revision of expectations leading to a further decline in asset prices.
In terms of the model, the collapse of profit expectations is represented by a large and
sudden drop in the state of confidence p, leading to a large decline in Tobin's q, and to
a large and sudden rise in the loan rate j, and in the bond rate i. The sudden stop in
the expansion of credit is represented by a sharp fall in the growth rate of the debt-asset
ratio A to zero.

The Bust Cycle, Financial Crisis, Liquidity Trap and Debt Deflation. Whether
an economy enters a severe financial crisis including a recession or even a depression
depends firstly, on the extent of the drop in asset prices, and secondly on the vulnerability
of firms' and financial intermediaries' liquidity and solvency positions in case of a large
asset price drop. Consequently, if there is low vulnerability or only a small drop in asset
prices, a burst of a bubble does not cause severe disruptions in financial and goods markets
and serves more as an event to readjust expectations to their fundamentals. By way of
contrast, if firms and banks are highly leveraged, and collateral and liquidity positions
react very sensitively to changes in asset prices, a severe financial crises (twin crisis)
involving an austere recession, or even a depression is likely going to occur.
Regarding the emergence of a full-fledged financial crisis, the initial fall in profit expectations having given rise to the asset price bubble's burst causes widespread insolvency
and illiquidity among firms. As to insolvency, the downward revision of expectations and
falling asset prices have caused shrinking net worth positions, leading to a further drop
in expectations due to an increased risk of default. Liquidity positions deteriorate on
the one hand by rising interest rates caused by increased default risk, and on the other
hand by a sharp reduction in sales due to a fall in aggregate demand induced mainly by
firms cutting investment expenditures to fulfill due payment commitments. Furthermore,
the cumulative process of collapsing expectations and asset prices, as well as the self-
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reinforcing deterioration of firms' liquidity and solvency is often magnified additionally
by rating agencies grading down a huge part of the corporate sector.
Regarding the availability of credit, financial intermediaries not only increase loan
rates, but also start to cut credit lines and roll-over loans causing a severe credit crunch
and further illiquidity among firms. There is no possibility to receive new liquid funds
at financial markets by placing new debt, even at very high rates, since financial markets
liquidity has dried up due to an overall increase in risk and uncertainty. As a result, firms
are forced to start a "fire-sale" of their assets since there is no possibility to serve due
loans out of current cash flow. However, a widespread "fire-sale" of assets leads to further
drops in asset prices, collateral, net worth and liquidity and causes further illiquidity
and bankruptcy among firms. Financial intermediaries incur severe losses due to sharp
drops in interest rate income and rapid increases in non-performing loans, leading also to
illiquidity, "fire-sale" of assets, and to widespread insolvency among banks. Accordingly,
financial intermediaries are not able to protect themselves against losses by calling loans
or by increasing interest rates, since these actions cause further losses in the corporate
and, as a result, in the financial sector.
In the pre-World War II era, failures of financial intermediaries additionally triggered
severe banking panics which led to a money supply collapse, massive deflation and financial disintermediation due to the absence of an effective lender of last resort and deposit
insurance systems. In the post-World War II era, however, banking panics and their negative repercussions on goods and financial markets have been prevented through effective
lender of last resort actions and deposit insurance systems. Though monetary policy has
become effective in stabilizing the money supply and liquidity of banks, banking insolvency caused by drops in asset prices and losses through high shares of non-performing
loans can still lead to severe banking crises nowadays. Furthermore, if there is a very sharp
contraction in asset prices and in banks' and business firms' net worth, deflationary spirals
increasing real interest rates, real interest payments, and the real stock of debt, leading to
a further depression in output, cannot be prevented by expansionary monetary policy. In
extreme cases, a "liquidity trap" situation can emerge which does not necessarily require
that the interest rate remains constant at a minimum level (or even at zero) when the
money supply is increased like in standard textbook IS-LM analysis. The impotence of
monetary policy can even happen when the central banks' discount rate is positive and
continues to fall as the money supply is increased. The reason for the ineffectiveness of
monetary policy, even if the discount rate is above the zero level, stems from the fact
that pessimistic expectations, drops in output, which reduce the actual profit rate, and
deflation, lead to an enormous decline in Tobin's q and in the marginal efficiency of capital
reducing investment demand and output. Even if the central bank lowers the discount
rate to zero, there is no mechanism leading to a recovering value of the marginal efficiency
of capital and Tobin's q which would stimulate aggregate investment and output.
The domestic financial crisis being subject to a severe banking crisis, widespread corporate failures, deflation and "liquidity trap" situations, can be accompanied by a speculative attack on the domestic currency causing a twin crisis, and possibly very high
domestic interest rates due to increased country risk and large devaluation expectations
of the home currency. The currency crisis exacerbates temporarily the recession because
substantial depreciations are typically associated with sharp current account reversals,
requiring the economy to quickly adjust the balance between domestic saving and invest-
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ment by reducing output. However, if there are no debt contracts denominated in foreign
currency, a devaluation of the home currency has, in the medium and in the long-run, an
expansionary effect on output via stimulating net exports facilitating the recovery phase.
In terms of the model, a financial crisis engendering a severe recession, or even a
depression, is caused by a further large decline in the state of confidence p, leading to
a decrease in capacity utilization u, in the price level's growth rate p (where p < 0 is a
realistic scenario), in the profit rater, in Tobin's q, and to a sharp increase in the loan
rate j and in the interest rate on government bonds i. In the short run, the exchange
rate appreciates sharply, i.e. f; > 0, due to rising capital outflows caused by devaluation
expectations and a rising country risk premium. In severe cases, there arises the possibility
of a currency crisis (inducing a twin crisis), i.e. a large rise ins. In the long-run however,
the sharp reduction in p leads to an appreciation of the home currency, i.e. to s < 0, due
to a large macroeconomic contraction, causing the domestic price level's growth rate p and
the exchange rate's growth rate f; to fall. Despite expansionary lender of last resort actions
and compensations by deposit insurance systems, being represented by increasing values
of m and h, there is an overall macroeconomic contraction owing to overcompensating
negative effect of a drop in the state of confidence p being typical of a "liquidity trap"
situation, i.e. expansionary monetary policy via a reduction in j cannot increase Tobin's
q due to very low levels of r, u, p and p. In the same way, a reduction in the debt-asset
ratio >., caused by financial intermediaries reducing the available stock of debt, cannot
"turn" the economy into recovery due to the dominance of the contractionary p-effect.
The Recovery Phase. During the bust cycle period, firms and financial intermediaries
start adjusting their external finance position by reducing the overall debt stock, and by
cutting investment spending. The period of deleveraging is going to impede investment
as long as firms' and financial intermediaries' debt levels are seen as abnormally high, and
liquidity positions are seen as too weak. A new phase of expansion will begin only if debt
and liquidity of the corporate as well of the financial sector are viewed as sustainable.
In terms of the model, the economy only begins to recover if a decrease in the debt-asset
ratio >. leads to an increase in the state of confidence p, inducing an economic expansion
with an increase in capacity utilization u, in the profit rater, in the price level's growth
rate p, in Tobin's q, in the exchange rate's growth rate s, and a decrease in the loan rate
j and in the domestic bond rate i.

4.4
4.4.1

Long-Run Dynamic Analysis
Finance, Investment and Long-Run Profit Expectations

Though lots of parameters have been varied in the comparative-static description of financial crises, the two "driving" forces for the emergence of boom-bust cycles including
financial crises are the "state of confidence" parameter p and the debt-asset ratio >.. The
technique of comparative statics however, is very unsatisfactory because it only allows a
description of real world phenomena by varying exogenous parameters in a certain range;
there is no explanation in a static model why expectations suddenly change and why
credit constraints are binding from a certain point on. In order to overcome these shortcomings of comparative-statics, the dynamic version of the model is going to endogenize
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the state of confidence parameter p and the debt-asset ratio >. in order to show firstly,
that financial fragility is an endogenous phenomenon of each business cycle, secondly that
market economies tend to be dynamically and cyclically stable by the emergence of endogenous business cycles without financial crises, and thirdly, that excessive boom-bust
cycles generating financial crises are caused by exogenous positive shocks to expectations
catapulting an initially, cyclically stable economy to an unstable and highly financially
fragile cycle, which however converges, after the occurrence of a financial crisis, to its
cyclical and dynamically stable steady state.
The Dynamic Behaviour of Long-Run Profit Expectations. Empirical studies,
as well as the comparative-static description of financial crises in industrial countries
according to section 4.3.2, have shown that the dynamic behaviour of profit expectations
(and asset prices) can be described by a cumulative upward and downward processes in the
boom and in the bust phase without any counteracting or equilibrating forces, whereas at
the upper and lower turning point of the business cycle, cumulative processes are reversed
by some "new" kind of information, resulting in a change of the direction of movement
in expectations. An early economic treatment of this sort of behaviour of expectations
can be found in Keynes' theory of "the state of long-term expectations". 25 According to
Keynes, it is not possible to form expectations of the future on the basis of the "most
probable forecast" (Keynes 1936, p. 148) having the same time horizon as an investment
in real capital goods; in most cases ''there is no scientific basis on which to form any
calculable probability whatever" (Keynes 1937, p. 114). In order to deal with this kind
of uncertainty which cannot be reduced, Keynes identifies three principles according to
which expectations are formed in reality:
(1) We assume that the present is a much more serviceable guide to the future
than a candid examination of past experiences would show it to have been
hitherto. In other words we largely ignore the prospect of future changes about
the actual chamcter of which we know nothing.
{2} We assume that the existing state of opinion as expressed in prices and
the character of existing output is based on a correct summing up of future
prospects, so that we can accept it as such unless and until something new and
relevant comes into the picture.
{3) Knowing that our own individual judgement is worthless, we endeavor
to fall back on the judgment of the the rest of the world which is perhaps
better informed. That is, we endeavor to conform with the behaviour of the
majority or the average. The psychology of a society of individuals each of
whom is endeavoring to copy the others leads to what we may strictly term a
conventional judgment (Keynes 1937, p. 114, Keynes' emphasis). 26

Point (1) states that expectations are based on the current or present state without any
effort to predict future events by extrapolation of past events. Point (2) states that
expectations only change if new events can be foreseen; otherwise expectations are based
on the present state. Point (3) states that individual expectations are not only based
25 See

26 See
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on "objective" factors but also on the average opinion of the market which is very well
explained by Keynes' example of the "newspaper beauty contest" where the readers
. . . have to pick out the six prettiest faces from a hundred photographs, the
prize being awarded to the competitor whose choice most nearly corresponds to
the average preferences of the competitors as a whole; so that each competitor
has to pick, not those faces which he himself finds prettiest, but those which
he thinks likeliest to catch the fancy of the other competitors, all of whom are
looking at the problem from the same point of view (Keynes 1936, p. 156). 21
Transferring the "beauty contest theory" to investment decisions, the market valuation of
investment goods, i.e. the valuation of the demand price of capital, is not based on "objective" or "real" facts. On the contrary, under the influence of mass psychology, market
valuations are based on anticipation what average opinion expects the average opinion to
be28 , i.e. investors base their decisions on general conventions which are formed by the
market. This behaviour is rational both for persons without any special knowledge and
for persons with special knowledge because expecting what the market expects will result
in higher returns than expecting what individual interpretations of "objective fundamentals" would say. As a result, investment decisions will be heavily influenced by bulls and
bears of stock markets and not primarily by individual assessments which is described by
Keynes as
(tjhe entrepreneurs, who are directly responsible, will find it financially advantageous, and often unavoidable, to fall in with the ideas of the market, even
though they themselves are better instructed (Keynes 1936, p. 316). 29
Applying Keynes' theory of the formation of (profit) expectations to the present model
results in the change of the state of confidence p depending positively on the actual state
of expectations. Consequently, the state of confidence is going to increase further if the
actual state of confidence is positive, and is going to decrease further in case the actual
state of confidence is negative. Formally, this formation of expectations scheme can be
described by
p = f(p),
+
stating that the time derivative of the state of confidence p = 8p/8t is positively dependent
on the actual state of confidence p. This general differential equation allows for unstable
exploding upward and downward movements depending on the initial state. From a
business cycle perspective, this positive feedback loop mechanism allows for the emergence
of cumulative boom and bust periods. However, this theoretical expectation formation
scheme is incomplete since it does not explain a reversal of cumulative processes, i.e. it
contains no counteracting forces slowing down the cumulative processes, and turning them
back into the reverse direction at the turning points of the business cycle. Reversals of
cumulative upward and downward processes in goods and financial markets are usually
caused by the emergence of "new" information revealing that the current level of asset
27 0ther authors, like e.g. Flaschel, Franke and Semmler (1997), p. 344, and Eatwell and Taylor (2000),
pp. 12 and 15, also refer to Keynes' theory of the formation of expectations.
28 See Keynes (1936), p. 156, and Eatwell and Taylor (2000), p. 12.
29 See also Flaschel, Franke and Semmler (1997), p. 422.
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and goods prices does not correspond to actual fundamental data, causing sudden and
large changes in asset and goods prices. Thus, the formal adjustment equation of the
state of confidence has to be additionally dependent on "objective" factors representing
a norm in the form of "economic fundamentals". These objective factors have to be
able to reinforce, to slow down, and even to reverse cumulative processes. Though there
are numerous economic fundamentals which could be taken as an "objective" basis for
expectations, the present model refers on two core fundamentals which are also used in
real world assessments of current expectations, namely current profitability and the degree
of indebtedness.
An obvious indicator for current profitability in the model is the actual profit rate
r. However, using r provides no information whether current profitability is "high" or
"low", or whether an investment in real capital is risky or riskless. As a result, current
profitability can be only assessed by comparing the profit rate r to a riskless reference
yield. The real interest rate on government bonds i - p serves as a good riskless reference
interest rate which investors can realize by shifting their portfolios from equities into
government bonds with comparable low risk. Thus, the difference between the two rates
u, formally given as

u=r-(i-p),
serves as a much better indicator. The difference u can be interpreted as the risk premium
firms have to pay to investors for holding capital assets because the profit rate r is, as
outlined above, a good indicator for liquidity and solvency risk. Regarding the influence
of u on the formation of profit expectations, it holds that a shrinking value of u, caused
by a fall in r and p, or by an increase in i, indicates that investment in capital assets
becomes more risky in comparison to government bonds, and will cause a reduction in
the change of the "state of confidence" parameter p. By way of contrast, an increasing u
lowers the risk of capital assets, and thereby leads to an increasing value of p.
The level of indebtedness, serving as the second economic fundamental in the model,
and providing information about the financial fragility of business firms' balance sheet
structure. is measured by the debt-asset ratio ,\ being an indicator for liquidity and
solvency risk. A high level of ,\ indicates high liquidity risk since a large part of current
cash flow has to be employed for interest rate costs and repayment of the principal, i.e.
only small shocks, as e.g. a drop in earnings or only small interest rate increases, can
lead to illiquidity. Regarding solvency risk, the higher the debt-asset ratio >., the quicker
insolvency emerges from a given drop in asset prices. By way of contrast, a low debtasset ratio indicates low liquidity and low solvency risk. Respecting the influence of the
debt-asset ratio ,\ on profit expectations, it holds that a high level of ,\ leads to a drop
in profit expectations, whereas a low level of ,\ causes profit expectations to rise, i.e. it
holds that a higher ,\ causes p to shrink, whereas a lower ,\ causes p to rise.
Summing up, a formal representation of the change of the state of confidence parameter
could read as

p = f(p, u, >.),
+ + -

stating that the change of the state of confidence is a positive function of the actual state
of confidence, a positive function of the risk premium and a negative function of the debt-
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asset ratio. 30 This kind of expectation formation scheme is able to explain cumulative
movements in expectations during the boom and the bust phase, as well as changes of
past cumulative processes into the reverse direction at the turning points. During the
boom and the bust phase, the positive influence of p on p will dominate. However, at the
turning points, the influence of a and .>. will dominate and "turn" the past development
into the reverse direction. For example, as the comparative-static description of financial
crises has shown, during the boom phase, the level of indebtedness is going to increase
which reduces net profits, leading to a slow down of the boom and to a reversal into a
bust cycle. During the bust cycle, the debt-asset ratio decreases and net profits are going
to increase after some time, leading to a slow down of the cumulative downward trend
and to a reversal for a new upswing.
This formal expectation formation scheme can be explained alternatively by business
cycle phase dependent behaviour of two different kinds of investors. 31 Type one investors
are feedback investors, noise traders32 , or chartists. They have no expert knowledge and
generally follow market sentiments by extrapolating past time trends into the future, i.e.
in the boom phase, they speculate on increasing asset prices, and in the bust phase, they
speculate on decreasing asset prices. Type two investors, so-called fundamentalists, are
better informed, use more sophisticated forecasts, and rely more on fundamental data.
Standard theory of financial markets would state that noise traders cannot survive forever
in financial markets because changes in market sentiments are compensated by counteractiug, rational arbitrageurs, so that less informed and less competitive investors are either
going to be driven out of the market, or improve their performance by learning from past
losses. As a result, according to standard theory, financial markets tend to be efficient
due to the dominance of rational investors. Reality however, shows that this development
does not take place as predicted by standard theory. For example, there arise situations
especially in the boom and bust phase of business cycles in which fundamentalists follow general market sentiments though "objective" fundamental data would indicate a
speculation against the trend. This phenomenon can be explained by the dominance of
chartist behaviour in boom and bust phases, so that fundamentalists following chartist
behaviour may earn higher yields than fundamentalists basing their expectations on a
rational assessment of fundamental data. Thus, in boom and bust phases it seems useful for fundamentalists to follow general market opinion though they are more sensitive
to new available data than feedback investors by observing more closely the evolution
of fundamental variables which possibly could indicate a reversal of the ongoing cumulative process. As a result, the longer a boom or a bust phase is under way, and the
more market prices differ from their fundamental value, the more fundamentalists attach
increasing weight to fundamental factors by beginning to speculate against the market
which, in the end, leads to a reversal of the past cumulative process. Summing up,
during the boom and the bust phase of the business cycle, chartist behaviour, which is
also adopted by a great number of fundamentalists, dominates general trading strategies,
whereas at the turning points, the weight of fundamentalist behaviour dominates general

3 °For a similar time derivative of the "state of confidence" parameter, see Flaschel, Franke and Semmler
(1997), p. 346.
31 For this example, see Flaschel, Franke and Semmler (1997), p. 346.
32 See Shleifer and Summers (1990) for an overview on noise trader theory.
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market behaviour, overcompensating chartist strategies and causing the past cumulative
process, i.e. past general market sentiment, to reverse. 33
The chartist-fundamentalist, or Keynesian theory of the formation of expectations
has been criticized as being old-fashioned and not applicable to economic models by the
rational expectations school due to the absence of intertemporal optimizing agents and
efficient forecasts of variables based on the current status of available information. As to
the rational expectations hypothesis, modelling expectations as being driven by general
market opinion and by some economic fundamentals whose development can be only observed and not explained is unrealistic, since agents are generally rational in the sense
that optimizing agents develop a correct model of the real world on which expectations
are based. As a result, expectations and actual values of variables can only differ in case of
unforeseen, exogenous shocks; otherwise, expected values are going to be realized since the
real world is assumed to behave exactly according to the theoretical model developed by
agents. In spite of the fact that the rational expectations hypothesis provides a powerful
tool to analyze macroeconomic phenomena, its application is limited by agents' degree of
available information about the future. Even Lucas (1977a) has argued that the rational
expectations hypothesis does not hold under complete and irreducible uncertainty which
has been assumed to prevail in the present model. Rather, in an environment with uncertainty, the formation of expectations according to the rational expectations hypothesis
can also be characterized as "extrapolating expectations" by which proxies for future values of variables are obtained. 34 As a result, the rational expectations hypothesis' criticism
of the chartist-fundamentalist theory of the formation of expectations does not hold in
the present model, though it seems reasonable to assume that agents possess at least a
limited form rationality even in a world with irreducible uncertainty, since there are efforts
to base expectations on theoretical models in the real world. Standard macroeconomic
theory however, has not provided yet an approach combining both schemes to describe
33 The chartist-fundamentalist theory of the formation of (profit) expectations has been also tested by
numerical simulations of non-linear dynamic models (chaos theory models) by Arthur et al. {1997) who
mimicked markets made up of heterogenous traders (rational investors vs. feedback or noise traders),
where rational investors were modelled, in contrast to the original chartist-fundamentalist theory, as
forming their expectations according to the rational expectations hypothesis, and not according to a
number of fundamentals. Arthur et al. 's experiment consisted of varying the relative weight of rational
investors and feedback traders in order to test different trading strategies which were applied to the
Santa Fe's computerized artificial stock market. Arthur et al. derived two important results from their
numerical simulations. Firstly, when agents were modelled as adapting very slowly their forecasts to new
observations of the market's behaviour, i.e. when agents were modelled predominantly as fundamentalists
relying more on objective factors of an underlying model than on conventional wisdom of the market
(rational expectations hypothesis), the market converged to a rational expectations regime. In such a
regime "mutant" expectations could not yield extraordinary high profits, trading volume remained low
and the theory of efficient financial markets could be validated. Secondly, when agents were modelled as
adapting to new market observations at a more realistic (and faster) rate, heterogenous beliefs persisted
and the market organized itself into a complex regime. A rich market psychology, i.e. a rich set of
expectations became observable. Technical trading, i.e. chartists' strategy, emerged as a profitable
activity and bubbles and crashes emerged from time to time. Trading volume varied over time with periods
of very intensive market activity and periods with quiet market activity. Time series on prices showed
persistence in volatility and in trading volume and individual behaviour of agents evolved over time, i.e.
behaviour was path-dependent, and did not settle down like in a rational expectations equilibrium model.
34 See Lucas (1977a), p. 7, Nerlove (1984), and Flaschel, Franke and Semmler (1997), p. 347.
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the formation of expectations under real world conditions being subject to irreducible
uncertainty since standard theory considers both approaches as not being compatible.
In contrast to standard macroeconomic theory, the present model is designed to provide an expectation formation scheme under irreducible uncertainty which contains at
least some long-run rationality of investors, i.e. it combines the chartist-fundamentalist
approach with a modified form of the rational expectations hypothesis. Thus far, it has
been assumed that the change of the confidence parameter depends positively on the
actual state of confidence, i.e. it has been argued that 8p/8p > 0. This assumption
however, is not consistent with rational behaviour according to the rational expectations
hypothesis, since it neglects agents' knowledge of a theoretical model describing the real
world as given by equations 4.1 to 4.7, which would imply the expectations rule re = r
(expected profit rate equals actual profit rate), i.e. p = 0 for all t. Furthermore, the
assumption 8p/8p > 0 implies that investors' expectations never converge to actual equilibrium values, but "undershoot" or "overshoot" infinitely the actual equilibrium values
which is an unrealistic scenario from an empirical viewpoint. The only kind of "rationality" built in the model preventing expectations to implode or to explode is the increasing
reliance at the turning points on "objective" or fundamental data which, however, can
be only observed but not explained by investors. In other words, investors' expectations
are adjusted back to fundamentals by a "wake-up call" scenario, implying that there
is no knowledge of how fundamentals are determined and how these fundamentals can
be explained by an economic model. According to the chartist-fundamentalist expectation formation scheme, investors are modelled as "naive and simple" behaving agents to
follow general market conventions without any knowledge of economic nexus' who only
change their economic "direction of thinking" in case they get surprised by a "big-bang"
event. Moreover, investors are also denied to learn from past experience since there is
no mechanism inducing them to develop an economic model which is able to explain the
recurrent discrepancy between fundamentals and expectations during each business cycle,
and which can be used to base expectations on.
These and other drawbacks of the chartist-fundamentalist expectation formation scheme
led rational expectations theorists to believe that economic agents are able to learn from
past experience inducing them to develop a "correct" economic model of the real world
on which expectations are going to be based. Yet, as outlined above, a pure application
of the rational expectations hypothesis is also problematic as to its empirical evidence,
since it cannot explain herding behaviour and cumulative processes in the absence of
exogenous shocks35 , which can be much better explained by the chartist-fundamentalist
theory. Furthermore, the rational expectations hypothesis loses its validity in case of real
world irreducible uncertainty, which is assumed to be existent in the model.
Summarizing, both schools of thought have their drawbacks but also contain important insights to describe real world phenomena. Accordingly, for the formation of (profit)
expectations under irreducible uncertainty, it seems reasonable to use both the chartist35 It is possible to generate cyclical fluctuations in macromodels being subject to rational expectations
which however, requires the assumption of exogenous shocks following well-defined stochastic processes.
In such an environment, rational expectations are self-fulfilling, generating boom-bust cycles in goods and
financial markets. By way of contrast, there is no possibility to generate endogenous cycles in rational
expectations models if there are no exogenous shocks. These topics are going to be discussed in further
detail in section 4.6, comparing the present theory of endogenous business cycles with alternative business
cycle theories.
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fundamentalist theory stating that investors tend to cumulative expectation processes
which can be slowed down by investors realizing that expectations have been too pessimistic or optimistic in comparison to fundamental data, and the rational expectations
theory stating that investors are rational in the sense that they have knowledge of fundamental economic processes inducing them to form an economic model on which expectations can be based. In terms of the model, rational behaviour is introduced by the
assumption of long-run rationality of economic agents which means that they believe in
the long-run rational expectations equilibrium re = r, implying a long-run steady state
value of the state of confidence PE = 0. By way of contrast, the model excludes short-run
rationality, i.e. the rational expectations hypothesis in its original form, i.e. re = r and
PE = 0 do not necessarily hold for all t. Accordingly, though agents believe in the longrun rational expectations equilibrium PE= 0, the current state of confidence pis allowed
to differ substantially from its steady state level PE in the short-run, but is assumed to
converge to its steady state level in the long-run by agents adjusting their current expectations to the steady state level in case the difference p - PE is too large or too small.
This definition of long-run rationality implies that there exists, independently of the actual state of economic fundamentals (e7 and >.) and chartist forecasts, a "corridor" or a
"normal range" around the long-run rational expectations equilibrium PE = 0, in which
the current state of confidence p can move, but which cannot be left by p due to counteracting forces in case preaches the "boundaries" of the corridor. The size of this corridor
can be very large in reality and is subject to variations between different business cycles
since large positive shocks, as e.g. the "New Economy" shock in the late 1990s, cause the
corridor to increase, whereas a "normal" business cycle without any large shocks, causes
the corridor to shrink.
The combination of long-run rationality and chartist-fundamentalist behaviour calls
for a modified function for the change of the confidence parameter with respect to the
state of confidence, formally given as

p=f(

p ,O',>.),

-,o,+ + -

(4.16)

where it holds that op/op~ 0. This function assumes that over some "normal" range of
the confidence parameter Pl < p < Pv., where Pt denotes the negative lower limit (Pt < 0)
and Pv. the positive upper limit (Pu> 0) of the corridor, it holds that op/op> 0, stating
that investors follow general market sentiments, because speculating against the market
trend would result in losses, i.e. p is expected to continue its past rise/fall in case the
current value of p is positive/negative. Yet, the closer the current value of p moves to
the upper and the lower limit of the normal range, the more investors start to doubt
of its consistency with the long-run steady state level PE = 0. Formally, the derivative
op/op> 0 is decreasing both in range O < p < Pu for increasing values of p, and in range
0 > p > p, for decreasing values of p. At the upper and the lower bounds Pu and Pl, agents
stop to believe that p is going to continue its past trend, i.e. at the corner points p reaches
its maximum/minimum, which can be justified rationally, or which is still consistent with
its long-run equilibrium value PE = 0, respectively. Formally, at the corner points Pu and
Pu, it holds that op/ op = 0. If the state of confidence exceeds, or falls short of the normal
range, i.e. in regions p < p1 and p > p,,, investors start to "break" the past trend into the
reverse direction by speculating against past general market sentiments since agents realize
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that the current change of expectations p and the current level of expectations p cannot
be "rational", i.e. "irrational exuberance" or "irrational understatement" are regarded as
being actually irrational, or as not being consistent with the long-run equilibrium level
PE = 0. Formally, in regions p < p1 and p > Pu, it holds that 8p/8p < 0. Though
long-run rationality guarantees that profit expectations converge back into the normal
range Pu > 0 > p1 in case the normal range has been left irrespective of the actual level
of fundamental data, there exists some probability that regions p < Pl and p > Pu are
never reached in reality and that, as a result, the reversal of expectations at the turning
points of the business cycle is driven both by a switch from chartist-driven expectations
to fundamentals-driven expectations, and by rational investors slowing down the growth
of profit expectations.

p =f (p,cr,X)

p,

p

Figure 4.2: Graphical Representation of Function

p = f (p, a,>.).

Figure 4. 2 summarizes the dynamic behaviour of the state of confidence p defined
by equation 4.16, which is illustrated as a simple phase diagram for constant values of
the debt-asset ratio 3. and the risk premium a. In region Pl < p < Pu, the slope 8p/8p
is positive but declining both for increasing values of p in region O < p < Pu, and for
decreasing values pin region O > p > Pl· At the turning points Pu and Pl, the slope 8p/8p
is zero. In regions p < p1 and p > Pu, the slope 8p/8p is negative. There arise three
dynamic equilibria A, B and C, where B represents the rational expectations equilibrium
PE = 0 being dynamically unstable, and A and B "irrational" long-run equilibria being
dynamically stable. Equilibria A and C are denoted as "irrational" equilibria since they
correspond to a stable long-run situation being characterized firstly, by investors steadily
over- or underestimating the actual profit rate, and secondly, by the expected profit rate
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lying outside the normal range, a situation which cannot be validated by the stylized
facts. This result is a first hint that the economic system tends to instability if investors
follow general market sentiments, and to stability in case investors speculate against "mass
psychology" due to the belief in the long-run rational expectations equilibrium PE = 0,
leading however to "irrational" and stable long-run multiple equilibria.

The Dynamic Behaviour of the Debt-Asset Ratio. The present model assumes
that the firm sector has two sources of finance for (net) investment: retained earnings and
(net) borrowing from banks. Issuance of new shares is neglected but would not change
the general results of the model. 36 Formally, the nominal financing condition for new
investment can be stated as

PI= r,(q) KP=

Sr

r PK+

L,

(4.17)

where Sr denotes the retention ratio or the "saving rate" out of profits, Sr r PK retained
earnings, and L the new amount of loans. This perspective treats loans as a residual, implying that firms are not directly quantity constrained as to the amount of loans. However,
since financial intermediaries live in the same expectational climate like private investors,
a kind of credit rationing takes places via the influence of Tobin's q on the amount of
new investment. If, for example, the state of confidence deteriorates suddenly, the result
in the model is a quick reduction in investment; the same reduction in investment can be
also explained by banks cutting their supply of new borrowing due to the deterioration
of expectations. As a result, though there is no explicit credit rationing owing to the
assumption of bank loans serving as a residual in the financing process, some kind of
implicit credit rationing is incorporated via Tobin's q. Dividing both sides of equation
4.17 by the numeraire PK, and taking into consideration that it holds that 1/ PK= )../ L,
the nominal financing condition in terms of growth rates can be restated as

r,(q)

L
= Sr r + y/·

The dynamic behaviour of the debt-asset ratio in differential equation form is derived
firstly, by solving the growth rate of the debt asset ratio, formally given as
~
L p k L
- =- - - - - =- -

>..

for ~' reading as

L

.

>..

P

K

L

p - r,(q)
A

'

L

= L >.. - fJ>.. - r,(q)>..,

secondly, by solving the modified nominal financing condition for (£/L)>.. reading as

L
LA= r,(q) -

SrT,

36 Neglecting the issuance of new equities as another possible form of external finance can be justified,
according to the theory of imperfect capital markets and according to empirical data, by the fact that
retained earnings and loans are the cheapest and thereby the most important sources of finance.
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and thirdly, by inserting the expression (l/L)>. into the above given equation for j,
resulting after some further algebra in the change of the debt-asset ratio, formally given
by
(4.18)
j = (1- A)TJ(q)- Srr- p>..
Hence, an increase in indebtedness, i.e. a rise in j for a given >., results ceteris paribus
from an increase in the capital stock's growth rate TJ(q), from a fall in the retention ratio
sr, from a fall in the profit rate r, and from a fall in the price level's growth rate p
reflecting Fisher's debt deflation process in disinflationary or deflationary periods.

4.4.2

The Local Dynamics of the System

Equations 4.16 and 4.18 constitute a nonlinear differential equation system in the two
variables ).. and p, formally given by

= F1(\p) = (1-A)TJ(q)-srr-p)..
p = F2(>., p) = f(p, CT,>.).

j

(4.19)

(4.20)

To study the local dynamics of the system, the nonlinear system has to be linearized
around the local intertemporal equilibrium point AE, PE by a linear Taylor expansion,
formally described by

=
[~]
p

[Wt
~]
ffi ffi
{)).

{)p

(>.E,PE)

. [)p. -- PE
AE] = J

E

. [).. - AE]
p - PE '

where JE denotes the Jacobian matrix evaluated at the local intertemporal equilibrium
AE, PE· The signs of the partial derivatives of the Jacobian matrix JE are evaluated
by making use of the partial derivatives' signs of the comparative static analysis given
explicitly in section 4.7. The partial derivative of function F1 with respect to).. is given

aF1

BI= (-TJ(q) -

•
p)

dTJ aq

ar

op

+ (l - >.) dq a>.+ (-sr) a>.+(->.) a>.

<

o,

which is assumed to be negative because Sr and ap/a>. are comparatively small in relation
to other terms. The partial derivative of function F1 with respect to p reads as

oFI
ap

= (l _

>.) dTJ oq
dq op

+ (-sr/r + (->./P
op

op

> O,

which is assumed to have a positive sign because, like in the case above, Sr and ap/op
are comparatively small in relation to the other terms. The partial derivative of F2 with
respect to ).. is given by

aF2

aJ

aJ au

BI = o>. + au o>.

< o,

being negative, where it holds that

au OCT or
a>. = ar OA

au op
a>.

+ ap

< o.
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The partial derivative of function F 2 with respect to p, determining whether investors
follow or speculate against general market conventions depending on the actual levels
of the state of confidence and economic fundamentals, is the core variable determining
stability or instability of the system which is formally given by

where it holds that

of "?o 0 00'
op< , op

=OT+ 00' oi

op

oi op

+ oaop > O
ofJop

and

of aa 0
aa op > ·

Ergo, the sign of oFifop is ambiguous, depending on the sign of of /op, i.e. on the actual
position of the state of confidence p within the normal range Pl < 0 < Pu having been
discussed before. Summing up, the Jacobian matrix can take the following signs

[ffi ffi4 ] [
/j).

/j

a>.

op

J= !ill.

=

-

-

where local asymptotic stability or instability depends on the signs of oF2 /op and of /op,
i.e. on investors' willingness to follow general market conventions irrespective of the
current state of fundamentals.
Regarding local dynamic stability of potential intertemporal equilibria, which are going
to be discussed in the following section, there arise three possible stability patterns. Case
1 comprises three subcases, where subcase 1 refers to a situation in which the state
of confidence at the fixed point PE lies inside the normal range Pl < 0 < Pu but is
located nearly to the corner points, i.e. when investors willingness to keep on following
general market sentiments declines rapidly; formally, subcase 1 corresponds to an only
slightly positive sign of derivative of /op. Subcase 2 refers to the situation when the
state of confidence at the fixed point PE coincides with the two corner points Pl and
Pu, i.e. when investors stop to follow the past trend of general market sentiment since
the minimum/maximum value of p has been reached which is still compatible with the
long-run rational expectations equilibrium PE = O; formally, this situation corresponds
to a zero value of derivative of /op. Subcase 3 refers to the situation when the state
of confidence at the fixed point PE lies outside the normal range in regions p < Pl and
p > p,,, i.e. when investors speculate against the past market trend since the actual level
of pis viewed as being irrationally underestimated/exaggerated and not compatible with
the long-run rational expectations equilibrium PE = O; formally, subcase 3 corresponds to
a negative sign of derivative of /op. Summing up, case 1 is formally characterized by the
condition

of
op

~ 0

or

of
op > O

but very small,

leading to a negative, zero or a slightly positive (in comparison to cases 2 and 3) sign of
derivative oFif op, since

of
op

-, 0, +small
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resulting in
or

BF2
8p

> 0 but very small.

A local fixed point being subject to formal conditions of case 1 exhibits local asymptotic
stability due to a negative sign of the trace and a positive sign of the determinant of the
Jacobian evaluated at the intertemporal equilibrium, i.e. the local fixed point is either a
stable node or a stable focus. Formally, it holds that

BF1

BF2
Bp

trJE=7i>:+

<0

-,0,+small

and

IJ E I = BF1
B)..
-

BF2
Bp

-

BF1 BF2

8p 7f>: > 0.

-,0,+small

+

Case 2 and case 3 both refer to a situation when the state of confidence at the fixed
point PE lies close to the rational expectations equilibrium PE = 0 inside the normal
range Pt < 0 < Pu, i.e. when investors' willingness to follow general market sentiments by
extrapolating past realizations of pinto the future is has reached its maximum. However,
investors' willingness to follow general market sentiments can be subdivided on the one
hand into a case being characterized by "hypersensitively" reacting investors constituting
case 2, and on the other hand into with "normally" reacting investors constituting case 3
giving rise to different dynamic stability patters.
Case 2 relating to hypersensitively reacting investors, refers to a situation when expectations within the normal range near to the rational expectations equilibrium react
very sensitively to general market sentiments, leading to a large value of p in absolute
terms at a given fixed point. Formally, case 2 is characterized by the condition

BJ
Bp

»

0,

leading to a large positive sign of derivative BF2/Bp since it holds that

BF2 _ BJ
Bp - Bp

BJ Ba

0

+ Ba Bp » .

+large

+

+

A local fixed point being subject to the characteristics of hypersensitively reacting investors exhibits saddle point behaviour, i.e. the local fixed point is dynamically unstable
since the determinant of the Jacobian matrix is negative which constitutes a necessary
and sufficient condition for a saddle point equilibrium independently of the sign of the
trace. Formally, the trace and the determinant of the Jacobian evaluated at the local
fixed point are given by
trJE

BF1

BF2

= 7f>: + 8p »

0

+large

and

IJ I = BF1 BF2
E
B>-. Bp
-

+large

_ BF1 BF2 O
Bp B>-. < ·
+
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Case 3 refers to a situation when expectations within the normal range near to the
rational expectations equilibrium follow general market sentiments in a "normal" way, i.e.
when the same fixed point near the rational expectations equilibrium as in case 2 leads
to a much smaller value of p in absolute terms. Formally, normally reacting investors in
case 3 are described by the condition
BJ
8p > 0,
where the positive sign is smaller than in case 2, but larger than in case 1. As a result,
derivative 8F2 /8p has also a "normal" positive sign since

8F2 _BJ+ BJ Bu> 0
8p - 8p au 8p
'
+

+

+

which is however smaller than in case 2. A local fixed point being subject to formal
conditions of case 3 is subject to local asymptotic instability, because both the trace
and the determinant have a positive sign, i.e. the local fixed point exhibits either the
characteristics of an unstable node or an unstable focus. Formally, the trace is given by

having a positive sign since it holds that IBFJ/8>.I < l8F2/8pl which is consistent with
the assumptions made in cases 1 and 2. The determinant is given by

IJ

I = 8F1
E

8F2 - 8F1 8F2 0
a>. ap
ap a>. > '
+

+

however, having a positive sign only if condition
l8F1 8F2I < l8F1 8F2I

a>. ap

ap a>.

+

+

-

is fulfilled which is going to be proved in the following phase diagram analysis.

4.4.3

Phase Diagram Analysis

The slope of demarcation curve ,\ = F1 ( >., p) = 0, being denoted as (d>./ dp )F, and derived
from equation 4.19, is positive over the entire range because

d>.)
( c1

P Fi

¾1
=-m
a>..

>O.

The slope of demarcation curve p = F2().,p) = 0, being denoted as (d>.fdp)F2 and
derived from equation 4.20, varies with p since it depends on the slope of function 8F2/ 8p
which is determined by the slope of function p = J(p, u, >.) depicted in figure 4.2 for
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constant values a- and
is given by

t

Formally, the slope of the demarcation curve

( d>.. )
dp

p = F2(>.., p)

= 0

-;J/

F2

=-~~0.
~ >

Since 8F2/ 8>.. is negative, a negative sign of 8F2/ 8p caused by a negative value of 8 f / 8p for
which it holds that 18//8pl > 1(8! /80-)(80-/dp)I, leads to a negative slope of demarcation
curve p = 0, i.e. to (8>..j8p)p2 < 0. A negative value of 8f /8p which amounts to
8f /8p = (-8! /80-)(80-/dp) leads to a zero value of 8F2/8p, and therefore to a zero slope
of demarcation curve p = F2 (>..,p) = 0, i.e. to (8>../8p)p2 = 0. A negative value of
8f /8p for which it holds that 18/ /8pl < l(8f /80-)(80-/dp)I, a zero value of 8f /8p, and ail
positive values of 8f /8p lead to a positive sign of 8F2/8p, and therefore to a positive slope
of demarcation curve p = F2(>..,p) = 0, i.e. to (8>../8p)p2 > 0. Though the points with
zero slope of demarcation curve p = F2(>.., p) = 0 do not equal exactly the outer bounds
of the normal range p1 and Pu but only approximately, the shape of demarcation curve
p = F2(>.., p) = 0 can be explained analogously to the course of function p = f(p, a,>..). As
a result, demarcation curve p = F2 (>.., p) = 0 exhibits a positive slope in case pis located
within the area of the normal range, a shrinking positive slope reducing to zero in case p
reaches the area of the two corner points Pl and Pu, and a negative slope in case p reaches
the area outside the normal range.
Despite the fact that each demarcation curve p = F2(>.., p) = 0 exhibits the same basic
cubic shape as function p = f (p, a,>..), demarcation curves can differ with respect to their
steepness within and outside the normal range depending on the strength of the influence
of the current state of confidence p on investors' change in profit expectations 8f /8p.
As outlined in the local stability analysis in section 4.4.2, two relevant cases of investors'
behaviour giving rise to different local dynamics have to be distinguished, i.e. the case
of "normally", and the case of "hypersensitively" reacting investors within the normal
range of p, having been discussed as cases 2 and 3 of local stability analysis. As a result,
phase diagram analysis has to consider as well both possible forms of investors' behaviour
being reflected in two different classes of demarcation curve p = F2(>.., p) = 0. Figure 4.3
depicts two possible demarcation curves p = F2(>.., p) = 0, where the solid line corresponds
to case 3 of local stability analysis assuming "normally" reacting investors within the
normal range, i.e. it holds that 8f /8p > 0 within the normal range, whereas the dotted
line corresponds to case 2 of local stability analysis assuming "hypersensitively" reacting
investors within the normal range, i.e. here it holds that 8f /8p » 0 within the normal
range. As a result, the more sensitively investors react to changes in p within the normal
range, the steeper the demarcation curve p = 0 in the normal range becomes. It must
be noted that no explicit distinction has been made between normal and hypersensitive
investors' behaviour outside the normal range since it does not influence significantly the
dynamic patterns of the mociel. As a result, though the slope of the dotted demarcation
curve in figure 4.3 outside the normal range is assumed to be steeper than the slope of
the solid demarcation curve, it is also possible that the slope of the dotted lined outside
the normal range is flatter than the slope of the solid line.
The distinction among hypersensitively and normally reacting investors, resulting in
different shapes of demarcation curve p = F2 (>.., p) = 0 and in different phase diagrams
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Figure 4.3: Possible Demarcation Curves
to Changes in p

p = 0 Depending on Investors' Sensitivity as

being illustrated in figures 4.4 and 4.5, is not only of crucial importance for the local
dynamics of the system, but also for the number of possible intertemporal equilibria,
determining the global dynamics of the system. Figure 4.4 refers to the case when investors
react very sensitively as to changes in the state of confidence p, being represented by a
comparatively steep demarcation curve p = F2 ().., p) = 0 in the normal range. As phase
diagram analysis in figure 4.4 indicates, there arise three fixed points A, B and C with
different stability patterns. Points A and C are local asymptotically stable because of a
local negatively sloped demarcation curve p = F2 (>,., p) = 0 (since 8f /8p < 0 and 8F2/8p
at A and C), and a positively sloped demarcation curve>.= F 1 ()..,p) = 0, i.e. formally it
holds that

(~~)Fi>(~~)

Fo

+

which, after rearranging terms, can be transformed into the Jacobian's determinant at
the fixed points A and C, being denoted as IJl(A,G), which exhibits a positive sign since
it holds that
- 8F1 8F2 - 8F1 8F2 0
IJI
(A,C) -

8).. 8p

8p 8).. > .

+
The trace of the Jacobian matrix at fixed points A and C, being denoted as
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exhibits a negative sign because

causing local asymptotic stability of points A and C according to case 1 of local stability
analysis.
Equilibrium point B is subject to saddle point behaviour since both demarcation
curves exhibit a positive slope, where demarcation curve p = F2 (>., p) = 0, being subject
to 8f /8p » 0 and 8F2/8p » 0, is steeper than demarcation curve .X = F1()..,p) = 0, i.e.
formally it holds that

which can be transformed by rearranging terms into the Jacobian's determinant at point
B, being denoted as IJcBJI, having a negative sign because

8F2
IJ <B) I -- 8F1
a>. ap
-

+large

- 8F1 8F2

0

ap a>. < ·
+

-

The trace of the Jacobian matrix at point B, being denoted as trJ(B), exhibits a positive
sign because
8F1
8F2
trJ(B) = fi5: + 8p > 0,
+large

giving rise to saddle point behaviour corresponding to case 2 of local stability analysis in
section 4.4.2.
Though the case of multiple equilibria depicted in figure 4.4 is a possible theoretical
solution, it has no empirical relevance since settling down in stable fixed points A or C
would mean that economic agents persistently under- or overestimate the actual profit
rate due to PE =/- 0 in A and C lying near the corner points of the normal range of p.
Consequently, hypersensitively reacting investors do not behave rationally even in the
long-run, which has been assumed explicitly to hold according to the expectation formation scheme p = f (p, a,>.). Moreover, the dynamic system is subject to path dependent
behaviour, i.e. whether the system comes to a halt in the "good" (golden-age) boom equilibrium C, or settles down in the "bad" depression equilibrium A, is a matter of chance
since the long-run steady-state is dependent on the initial starting position which can be
located everywhere in the (>., p)-space. Guaranteeing a unique long-run stable solution
at point B by assuming, like in rational expectations models, that rational investors can
always "jump" on the stable branches of the saddle point is not possible in the present
case since the state of confidence p does not exhibit the characteristics of a pure forward
looking or jump variable, firstly, owing to its dependence on the two backward looking
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Figure 4.4: Phase Diagram in Case of Hypersensitively Reacting Investors Within the
Normal Range of p
variables CT and >., and secondly due to the assumption that investors are not subject to
(short-run) rational behaviour according to the rational expectations hypothesis. 37
It has to be emphasized however, that there exists the possibility of jumps in p independently of the current state of economic fundamentals CT and >., in case the economy
is hit by direct exogenous shocks having only an influence on the current state of p. By
way of contrast, direct exogenous shocks to fundamentals CT and >., as well as indirect exogenous shocks to CT and >. via shocks to other variables influencing CT and >., do not lead
to a jump in p. For example, the introduction of a new technology regime or beginning
financial liberalization can cause a sudden upward "jump" in p due to a discontinuous
rise in profit expectations though there is no change in fundamentals CT and >., as well as
no exogenous shock to other variables influencing CT and >.. Despite the fact that direct
shocks to p lead to a discontinuous change of the p-coordinate within the (>., p)-space,
they do not cause a change of the two demarcation curves, as well as no alteration of the
vector field, i.e. there is no change of trajectories. As a result, direct exogenous shocks
to the state of confidence p interrupt past dynamic behaviour by jumping to another new
initial condition setting up a new dynamic process in the (>., p)-space. In the same way,
a direct exogenous shock to the debt-asset ratio >. causes a change of the >.-coordinate
within the (>., p )-space without changing demarcation curves and trajectories. By way of
37 For the distinction between forward and backward looking variables, and their influence on general
solutions to rational expectations models, see appendix D.
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contrast, a direct exogenous shock to a, as well as any exogenous shock to other variables
influencing a cause firstly, a change both in the position and in the slope of the two
demarcation curves, and secondly, a change in the slope of the current trajectory though
the system rests at the current (>., p )-coordinate at the moment of the shock, i.e. there
arise no jumps within the (>., p )-space but changes in the vector field. 38
Despite the fact that there are possible jumps in the state of confidence p, there is no
mechanism as in rational expectations models guaranteeing that the jump in p catapults
the dynamic system to the stable branches of the saddle point, thereby leading to a
unique and asymptotically stable intertemporal equilibrium. As a result, the dynamic
system under hypersensitively reacting investors is most likely to settle down either in
stable fixed point point A or in stable fixed point C, since the probability of reaching
the stable branches of the saddle point B is very low. However, settling down in A
or C means that investors are subject to long-run expectations errors, which is on the
one hand a very unrealistic scenario from an empirical point of view, and on the other
hand not consistent with the model assumption of long-run rational behaviour. Thus,
it seems reasonable to assume that, in case the system has settled down either in A
or C, investors are going to readjust their profit expectations after having realized that
expectations cannot be fulfilled by the actual development of the profit rate, leading to
a change in the expectation formation scheme until the actual profit rate corresponds
to its expectation value, i.e. until the system comes to a halt in the long-run rational
expectations equilibrium PE = 0. Formally, the assumption of readjusting expectations
as long as they are fulfilled by actual data means that settling down either in A or C
leads to a shift in the expectation formation function p = J(p, a,>.) and, as a result, in
demarcation curve p = F2 (>., p) = 0 until the long-run rational expectations equilibrium
PE= 0 is realized.
Accordingly, it seems reasonable to assume that the long-run steady state value of the
state of confidence pis the long-run rational expectations equilibrium PE = 0 since each
constellation r• f. r leads to a readjustment of functions p = J(p, a,>.) and p = F2 (>., p) =
0 until PE = 0 is realized. Moreover, it seems also reasonable to assume that there exists
only one fixed point (>.E, PE) for which it holds that PE = 0 and AE > 039 , since a
unique value for PE implies a unique value for AE due to the fact that demarcation curve
,\ = F1 (>.,p) = 0 is a strictly monotone increasing function in the (>.,p)-space. However,
these two assumptions, which are necessary conditions for a meaningful empirical result,
require that investors react "normally" within the normal range for p, i.e. the dynamic
system has to fulfill the condition 8J/8p > 0 and 8F2/8p > 0 within the normal range,
implying a much less steeper demarcation curve p = F2 (>.,p) = 0, and giving rise to a
single fixed point as depicted in figure 4.5.
38 The impact of different kinds of exogenous shocks on the (.>., p)-phase plane can be studied by analyzing the impact on the two demarcation curves, as well as on the integral curves which are formally
given by
d>.
F1(.X,p)
(l-A)1J(q)-srr-p>.
dp = F2(.X,p) =
f(p,u,>.)

having been derived by eliminating dt from system 4.19 and 4.20. For a formal treatment of integral
curves, see Gandolfo (1997), chapter 21.3.2.1.
39 Negative values for .>., which would imply that the firm sector owns financial claims towards the
banking system, are excluded by assumption.
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Figure 4.5: Phase Diagram in Case of Normally Reacting Investors Within the Normal
Range of p
The dynamic system under normally reacting investors in figure 4.5 is characterized
by a single fixed point D for which it holds that PE = 0 and AE > 0. Equilibrium
point D is asymptotically unstable since both demarcation curves have a positive slope,
whereas the slope of demarcation curve A = F 1 (>-., p) = 0 is steeper than demarcation
curve p = F2(>-.,p) = 0 at point D because 8f /8p > 0 and 8F2/8p > 0, i.e. formally it
holds that

+

+
ffJ.
ffi
8p
8p
-ffi>-ffi.
8A

8A

This inequality yields, after rearranging terms, the determinant of the Jacobian at fixed
point D, being denoted as IJ(vJI, having a positive sign since

IJ I (DJ -

8F1 8F2 - 8F1 8F2 0
a>-. ap
ap a>-. > ·
-

+normal

+

The trace of the Jacobian matrix at fixed point D, which is denoted as trJ(D), has also a
positive sign since
8F1
8F2
O
trJ(D) = 7i>: + 8p > ,
+normal
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giving rise to an unstable local fixed point (unstable node or unstable focus) according to
case 3 of local stability analysis in section 4.4.2. One important dynamic property of the
phase diagram in figure 4.5 is the fact that the non-linear system causes counterclockwise
cyclical motions which cannot converge to the unstable fixed point D, giving rise to the
question of global dynamic stability being analyzed in the following section.

4.4.4

The Global Dynamics of the System

The Emergence of a Globally Stable Closed Orbit. Phase diagram analysis has
concluded that the case of normally reacting investors depicted in figure 4.5 can be considered as a good approximation to the formation of expectations under irreducible uncertainty since it allows for a single fixed point at the long-run rational expectations
equilibrium PE = 0. However, a first ad-hoc interpretation of the global dynamics in
figure 4.5 causes doubts regarding global dynamic stability in the sense that the system
actually converges to PE = 0 for two reasons. Firstly, though the long-run rational expectations equilibrium PE = 0 exists, the system cannot settle down in unstable fixed point
D unless the system starts in point D. Secondly, it is not clear whether the system is
going to explode by outward spiraling counterclockwise motions, or whether the system
comes to a cyclical halt, i.e. whether the system converges to a closed curve so that
there exists at least a cyclical tendency to reach the long-run rational expectations equilibrium PE = 0. That is, there arises the question whether the model economy is subject
to increasing instability in the sense that boom-bust cycles and financial crises tend to
become more and more pronounced, or whether there exists a "cyclical" equilibrium to
which the system converges, being characterized by stable boom-bust cycles with constant
amplitudes which are possibly subject to financial distress.
In mathematical terms, the main question reads whether there arise closed orbits in
figure 4.5 which are attractors. If a closed orbit is an attractor, it will be defined as a
limit cycle in the following. The existence of limit cycles can be proved by the PoincareBendixon theorem providing sufficient conditions for the existence of closed orbits in
particular sub-areas of the plane40 which reads as:
Theorem 4.1 (The Poincare-Bendixon Theorem) A non-empty compact limit set
of a C1 dynamical system in JR 2 , which contains no fixed point, is a closed orbit.
The proof of the existence of closed orbits in the present case by applying the PoincareBendixon theorem is outlined by geometrical considerations of figure 4.6 which is an
extended version of figure 4.5. The first prerequisite for the emergence of closed orbits
is the existence of an invariant or compact set D. In geometrical terms, an invariant
set 1) is a set whose vector field on the boundary points inwards everywhere, so that all
trajectories once having entered the set will stay within the compact set for all t. The
definition of an invariant set 1) in the (,\, p)-space requires to impose global boundedness
on variables A and p. Regarding the debt-asset ratio ,\, values smaller than zero, i.e.
A < 0, are not possible by definition since a negative debt-asset ratio would imply that
business firms own claims on the banking sector. Thus, it seems reasonable to assume
40 Detailed discussions of the Poincare-Bendixon theorem can be found in Mas-Colle! (1986), pp. 64-67,
Hirsch and Smale (1974), chapter 11, Lorenz (1993), chapter 2, Guckenheimer and Holmes (1986), p. 44
and Gandolfo (1997), chapter 24.3.
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A = 0 as a lower bound which cannot be fallen short of. Respecting the upper bound
of A, a value smaller than one, i.e. A < 1, could serve as a realistic reference value.
However, in case of systemic financial crises, a value greater than one, i.e. A > 1 implying
bankruptcy of the entire firm sector, has to be regarded, though being an event with
low probability from an empirical viewpoint, as a possible scenario as well. As a result,
it seems reasonable to assume an upper bound A > 1 to exist, which however cannot
increase to infinity, since in case of bankruptcy of the entire firm sector debt relief or
debt restructuring supported by the domestic government is likely to occur preventing A
to exceed a certain positive threshold. Summing up, the debt-asset ratio A is assumed
to have a lower bound A = 0, and an upper positive bound A > 1. Regarding global
boundedness of the state of confidence, p is allowed to take possible negative and positive
values largely lying outside the normal range p1 < 0 < Pu, which are however bounded
since it seems unrealistic to assume infinite positive as well as infinite negative values of p.
Summing up, the model assumes that there exists a negative lower and a positive upper
bound for p whose range exceeds the normal range Pl < 0 < Pu·
The global bounds imposed on A and p within the (A, p)-space allow for the construction of an invariant set in figure 4.6 which is given by the simply connected set41 V being
described by rectangle EFGH. As the vector field on the boundaries of compact set V
in figure 4.6 indicates, there arise situations in which trajectories may hit the boundaries,
but cannot leave due to global boundedness assumptions on A and p to guarantee that a
trajectory once having entered the compact set V cannot leave it any more. For example,
the trajectory starting in point Z hits the boundary of V in Z' and would naturally leave
compact set V in northwest direction unless it has been assumed that there exists an
upper bound for A. As a result, once the trajectory starting in Z has reached point Z',
the trajectory is going to move along the vertical boundary from Z' to Q, and then back
into the interior of set V. In case the boundaries' modification along the passages GQ, HS
and EO was neglected by giving up the strict boundedness assumptions on A and p, an
alternative invariant set could be set up by area OF PQ RST which reduces the feasible
global range of A and p but arises naturally. Despite the fact that compact set OF PQ RST
requires less restrictive assumptions respecting global boundedness, the following analysis
refers to compact set V described by area EFGH since the global boundedness assumptions made above on A and p cover a broader class of possible realizations within the
(A, p)-space both from a theoretical and from an empirical viewpoint.
After having shown that the first prerequisite for the emergence of closed orbits is
met, i.e. that a trajectory, once having entered the invariant set V, stays within the set
for all t, there arises the question how a trajectory may move after it has entered the set,
i.e. whether the system converges to a closed orbit within compact set V, or whether the
system is subject to different dynamic patterns excluding the existence of closed orbits. In
mathematical terms, the question reads whether the invariant set V contains limit sets. In
JR 2 there exist three possible forms of limit sets, namely fixed point attractors, limit cycles
and saddle loops (or separatrices), differing firstly with respect to the number of fixed
points, and secondly with respect to the local stability properties of these fixed points. In
case the invariant set V C JR2 contains limit sets, all three types of limit sets are possible
among which the Poincaree-Bendixon theorem distinguishes. A fixed point attractor as
41 For the difference between "simply connected sets" and "connected sets" see Arrowsmith and Place
(1990), p. 111 and Debreu (1959), p. 15.
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one possible form of limit sets in IR2 does not give rise to a closed orbit according to the
Poincare-Bendixon theorem since it requires the limit set to contain no fixed point, i.e. to
contain only one fixed point being locally unstable, so that trajectories starting near the
fixed point are going to be repelled from it. Consequently, as trajectories in continuoustime dynamical systems cannot cross, the only possible remaining limit sets emerging in
the compact set V are limit cycles or saddle loops if the fixed point is unstable. As saddle
loops imply at least one further fixed point being subject to saddle point behaviour, this
possibility is excluded from the Poincare-Bendixon theorem. As a result, if there is no
possibility for trajectories to leave the compact set V once they have entered the set,
and if there is no possibility for trajectories to reach the single unstable fixed point, and
if there is no possibility for trajectories at first to spiral inwards to the fixed point and
afterwards to spiral outwards to the boundaries of V and vice versa since trajectories
cannot cross, it follows that all initial points in the compact set V must converge to a
closed curve, i.e. to a limit cycle for t --> oo.
Despite the fact that the Poincare-Bendixon theorem excludes the fixed point from
the limit set giving rise to a closed orbit, a closed orbit in R 2 always encloses a fixed point
according to the following theorem:
Theorem 4.2 A closed trajectory of a continuously differentiable dynamical system in
R 2 , given by the two-dimensional differential equation system

X1 = f(x1, X2)
X2 = g(x1, X2),
must necessarily enclose a fixed point with ±1

= ±2 = 0. 42

Summing up, the existence of a closed orbit in R 2 for a given dynamic system according
to the Poincaree-Bendixon theorem can be proved by the following procedure. At first,
locate a fixed point of the dynamic system and explore its stability characteristics. Then,
in case the fixed point is unstable, search for a compact set V enclosing the unstable fixed
point. In case a closed orbit does not coincide with the boundaries of invariant set V,
the vector field of the dynamic system must point into the interior of set V giving rise to
closed orbits and to at least one limit cycle.
In terms of figure 4.6, the Poincare-Bendixon theorem is fulfilled since firstly, the fixed
point D is unstable, and secondly, everywhere on the boundary of the compact set V
the vector field points inwards implying the existence of a globally stable closed orbit,
i.e. a limit cycle, which is drawn as a thick circle moving in counterclockwise direction.
The convergence of all initial points in V towards the limit cycle is shown by two sample
trajectories, one starting in point I spiraling inwards and converging to the limit cycle,
and the other one starting in point J spiraling outwards and converging to the limit cycle.
One drawback of the Poincare-Bendixon theorem is the fact that the theorem only
provides sufficient conditions for the existence of closed orbits in an invariant set V, but
does not make any statement about the number of closed orbits. Thus, it is possible that,
as e.g. in figure 4.6, there arise several closed orbits. Accordingly, the Poincare-Bendixon
theorem only provides sufficient conditions for the existence of at least one limit cycle, i.e.
a closed orbit being dynamically stable. It is obvious that in case there are more closed
42 See

Boyce and DiPrima (1977), p. 445, Hirsch and Smale (1974), p. 252, and Lorenz (1993), p. 41.
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Figure 4.6: The Emergence of a Limit Cycle

orbits, not all of them can be attracting, i.e. not all closed orbits can be limit cycles. It
holds that in case the fixed point is unstable, the innermost cycle in the compact set 'D
is stable, that is, that the innermost closed orbit in 'D is a limit cycle. Additional closed
orbits with increasing amplitude are alternately unstable and stable implying that the
innermost and the outermost closed orbits are limit cycles. Ergo, if there exists only one
closed orbit, this closed orbit is a limit cycle.
The question of how many closed orbits arise in a dynamical system is highly important
since the choice of the initial condition in case of multiple cycles determines the long-run
amplitude. Especially in business cycle models, the number of cycles determines whether
it is possible to reduce the amplitude by "choosing the most convenient initial condition"
or not. In the present case, the number of cycles is of special importance since in the case
of multiple limit cycles there arise some equilibrium cycles near the unstable fixed point
D being subject to low long-run amplitudes and financial stability, whereas there exist
other long-run equilibrium cycles having a much larger radius with high amplitudes and
much longer duration, giving rise to permanent and recurrent financial crises. Which kind
of cycle is going to be realized in the long-run is dependent on the initial condition which
is predominantly influenced by exogenous shocks. As a result, the existence of multiple
limit cycles in the present case implies general dynamic instability of the model economy
since exogenous events are able to catapult a long-run financially stable economy with
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low business cycle amplitudes into a long-run financially unstable economy with high
business cycle amplitudes and vice versa. Furthermore, the existence of multiple limit
cycles excludes the existence of endogenous mechanisms which guarantee a return to a
cyclically equilibrium situation with low amplitudes and financial stability after the model
economy has been hit by an adverse exogenous shock.
This result justifies permanent market interventions of a social planner in order to
guarantee a long-run financially stable equilibrium situation with low business cycle amplitudes. Mathematically, interventions by a social planner in case of multiple limit cycles
would mean to "choose" a "better" initial condition after the occurrence of a shock in
order to guarantee a long-run convergence to a limit cycle with low business cycle amplitudes and financial stability. Yet, despite the existence of multiple cycles, it is often
not possible to set up a new dynamic process by jumping instantaneously to a new and
"better" initial condition after the occurrence of an adverse exogenous shock due to the
backward looking characteristics of ). and p, as well as due to the inability of the social
planner to cause a sudden change in profit expectations.
It has to be emphasized however, that the debt-asset ratio can be controlled by the
social planner via financial market regulation in order to prevent a shift from a financially
stable into a financially unstable situation in the case of an exogenous shock. For example,
imposing an upper bound on the level of indebtedness by credit ceilings reduces the risk of
widespread illiquidity and insolvency in case of an adverse shock. However, in a financially
liberalized system there is no possibility for a social planner to guarantee financial stability
by imposing global bounds on >.. Furthermore, though it has been argued above that there
are no possibilities for a social planner to induce jumps in the(>., p)-space after an adverse
shocks, there exists the possibility to change the debt-asset ratio via debt relief or debt
restructuring negotiations, initiating a new dynamic process by jumping to a new initial
condition. Still, in most cases, debt relief or debt restructuring negotiations only take
place a long time after an economy has experienced a systemic financial crises which has
been followed by a long depression period. Thus, though it is possible for a social planner
to change the debt-asset ratio, there is no possibility to catapult >. to a favourable initial
condition shortly after the occurrence of an adverse shock in order to neutralize negative
repercussions immediately.
Consequently, the existence of multiple limit cycles implies firstly, that capitalist systems are inherently unstable, secondly, that long-run stability or long-run instability are
determined by random events, thirdly, that an economy being subject to a "vicious" equilibrium cycle with high amplitudes experiences recurrent financial crises, and fourthly,
that vicious cycles can be only left by exogenous events. However, stylized facts of financial crises have shown firstly, that economies tend to be stable in the long-run, secondly.
that financial crises are not predominantly a consequence of exogenous shocks but also an
endogenous phenomenon, thirdly, that not each business cycle generates financial crises,
and fourthly, that in spite of very long recovery periods, economies generally tend to
return to an equilibrium situation being characterized by low business cycle amplitudes
and financial stability. Consequently, the case of multiple limit cycles seems not to be
applicable to real world phenomena. By way of contrast, in case the dynamic system
is subject to only one closed orbit, which could serve as an reference equilibrium business cycle with moderate amplitudes and financial stability representing "tranquil times",
there are endogenous mechanisms guaranteeing a return to the equilibrium cycle in case
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the economy has been hit by an exogenous shock having induced an excessive boom-bust
cycle and a financial crisis. Furthermore, a single limit cycle with long-run endogenous
financial stability would make permanent interventions by a social planner superfluous.
As a result, the model's potential to be applicable to real world phenomena depends on
the number of closed orbits arising from system 4.19 and 4.20.
There are only few methods of determining the uniqueness of limit cycles which are not
generally applicable to all dynamic systems due to their complexity. One of the few nonlinear dynamical systems for which sufficient conditions for the uniqueness of limit cycles
can be established is the so-called generalized Lienard-equation having been developed
from the van der Pol equation which describes relaxation phenomena in physics. 43 Hence,
in order to prove the uniqueness of a limit cycle in economic systems, the original nonlinear system has to be transformed, if it is possible at all, into a generalized Lienardequation which requires very restrictive assumptions regarding the differential equation
system. 44 The technique of the generalized Lieneard-van-der-Pol equation is not going to
be applied in the present case firstly, in order not to lose the general validity of the model,
and secondly, due to arising complexity which would not provide more relevant insights.
A more convenient method to prove the existence and uniqueness of closed orbits, which
does not require a transformation of the original dynamic system into a specific functional
form, is the application of the Hopf Bifurcation Theorem named after E. Hopf (1942) being
used in the present case and outlined in detail below.

The Emergence of a Supercritical Hopf Bifurcation. The local stability properties
of non-linear systems are generally examined in a two step procedure, where the first step
involves a transformation of the non-linear system into a linear one, and the second
step an analysis of the Jacobian's trace and determinant at the local fixed points. In
case the real parts of the latent roots of the linearly approximated dynamical system are
negative/positive, the original non-linear system is locally stable/unstable. However, if the
real parts of the linearly approximated system are zero, giving rise to cyclical behaviour,
it is not possible any more to examine the local behaviour of the non-linear system by
its linear approximation since the Hartman-Grohman Theorem 45 is only valid for nonzero
real roots. This is exactly the case where the Hopf bifurcation theorem comes into help
to study the local dynamics of the non-linear system.
Bifurcation theory in general studies the question whether the qualitative characteristics of a dynamic system change when one or more (exogenous) parameters are changed.
The value of the parameter at which the dynamic patterns change is called bifurcation
value. The Hopf bifurcation theorem, requiring at least a 2 x 2 system to appear, is of
special interest since it shows how a system with a stable fixed point can lose its stability,
giving rise to a (possibly) stable closed orbit when an important parameter on which
43 For an analytical treatment regarding the uniqueness of limit cycles by applying the Lienard-equation,
see e.g. Yan-Qian (1986), Gandolfo (1997), pp. 439-441, and Lorenz (1993), chapters 2.3 and 2.5.
44 For the transformation of Kaldor's (1940) non-linear business cycle model into a relaxation oscillation
type model by modifying assumptions see e.g. Gandolfo (1997), pp. 445-447 and Lorenz (1993), pp. 5760.
45 The Hartman-Grobman Theorem states that the local properties of a linearized (non-linear) dynamical system can be carried over to the original non-linear system if the linear system's Jacobian matrix
has no root with zero real part (zero real root or pure imaginary root). For details, see Guckenheimer
and Holmes (1986), p. 13.
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the system depends, is changed. It has been outlined many times in the present model
that both the local, as well as the global dynamics of system 4.19 and 4.20 are predominantly determined by the strength of the influence of the current state of confidence p
on investors' change in profit expectations p, so that derivative of /op can be used as the
relevant parameter µ to study the nature of bifurcation that takes place when investors'
sensitivity changes.
The Hopf bifurcation theorem consists of two parts. The existence part provides sufficient conditions for the emergence of closed orbits in a neighborhood of a fixed point
under certain conditions, whereas the stability part provides sufficient conditions for orbital stability of the cycle. 46 To study the nature of the Hopf bifurcation, consider the
continuous-time system
x=f(x,µ), xEIRn, µEIR,
where µ is the bifurcation parameter. Assume that the system possesses an unique equilibrium point Xo at the value µo of the parameter µ, i.e. assume that for each value of
µ the system has an isolated equilibrium point x 0 which can be obtain by solving the
system
x = 0 = f(x0, µo)Likewise, assume that the determinant of the Jacobian matrix J of the basic system differs
from zero for all possible fixed points (x, µ). Then, by applying the implicit function
theorem it can be shown that there exists a smooth function x• = x*(µ), that is, for every
parameter valueµ (in a certain neighborhood) there exists a unique fixed point x*.
In order to derive the formal conditions of the existence part of the Hopf bifurcation theorem, assume that this fixed point is stable for small values of µ, i.e. that the
system has a stable fixed point for values µ < µ 0 .47 The existence part itself provides
sufficient conditions for the existence of closed orbits in a neighborhood of a fixed point
for appropriate values of the parameter µ, reading as 48 :
Theorem 4.3 {Hopf Bifurcation - Existence Part) Suppose that the dynamic system
X = f(x,µ), x E !Rn, µ E JR
has a fixed point (x0, µo) at which the following properties are satisfied:
H.1 The Jacobian matrix of the dynamical system, evalued at (x0,µ0 ), has a pair of
pure imaginary eigenvalues and no other eigenvalues with zero real parts.
This implies that there is a smooth curve of fixed points (x*(µ),µ) with x*(µ 0 ) = x 0.
The complex conjugate eigenvalues 0(µ), 0(µ) of the Jacobian which are purely imaginary
at µ = µo vary smoothly with µ. If moreover
46 For formal treatments of the Hopf bifurcation theorem, see e.g. Gandolfo (1997), pp. 475-479,
Guckenheimer and Holmes (1986) pp. 150-154 , Lorenz (1993), pp. 95-101, and Wiggins (1990), chapter
3, pp. 253-386.
47 Alternatively, it is possible as well to assume that there exists an unstable fixed point for values
µ < µo. In that case, all statements which are going to be made above in the form ofµ~ µ 0 have to be
reversed.
48 See Gandolfo (1997), p. 477 and Lorenz , pp. 95-96.
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H.2 d~8(µ)
µ

I

µ=µo

> 0,

then the system has a family of periodic solutions where the critical value µ0 is called
the Hopf bifurcation point of the system.

The theorem states firstly, that in case parameter µ is increased from µ < µo to µ > µ0 the
unique fixed point changes its stability properties from local stability into local instability
as the real parts Re 0 become positive, and secondly, that there arise closed orbits for
µ ~ µo,
Consequently, in order to show the emergence of closed orbits in the present case the
first step, according to condition H.1 of the existence part, is to show the emergence of pure
imaginary roots at the critical valueµ= µo where it holds thatµ= of /op= op/op. The
characteristic equation of the system 4.19 and 4.20, being determined from the Jacobian
matrix, reads as

a1=-trJ

a2=IJI

giving the roots as

01,2

-a1

= -2- ±

.._.,,..,

J4a2 2

a1 .

i.

Re8

A pair of pure imaginary roots emerges only in case the following two conditions are
fulfilled. Firstly, the determinant of the Jacobian IJI = a2 has to have a positive sign, i.e.
formally it must hold that

IJI = a2

>

o,

and secondly, the real part of the roots has to become zero which implies a zero value of
the Jacobian's trace trJ = -a 1 , i.e. formally it must hold that
ReB =

-;i = 0

implying a 1 = -trJ = 0.

The first condition a2 = IJI > 0 is met since the positive slope of demarcation curve
F 1 (>., p) = 0 is larger than the positive slope of demarcation curve p = F 2 (>., p) = 0,
a condition which has been imposed in order to guarantee the unique long-run rational
expectations equilibrium in figures 4.5 and 4.6. Generally, the system has a positive
determinant firstly, in case of /op has a negative or zero value, i.e. in caseµ= of /op~ 0,
and secondly in case of /op is "normally" positive, i.e. in caseµ= of/op> 0, implying
"normally" reacting investors within the normal range; these two cases correspond to
cases 1 and 3 of the local stability analysis. However, condition a2 > 0 is not met in case
investors behave hypersensitively, i.e in case it holds thatµ= of /op» 0, corresponding
to case 2 of local stability analysis which has been ruled out. Summing up, condition
a2 > 0 is fulfilled for all possible values of function 4.20.
The second condition a 1 = 0 determines the critical value of the parameter µ, or the
Hopf bifurcation point, when the real part becomes zero giving rise to the emergence

>. =
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of closed orbits. Using the fact that 8F2/8p = of /op+ (of /8u)(8o/8p), the Hopf
bifurcation point µ0 = (of /8p) 0 is given as

8F1

of 80
ao op'

-7»: -

stating that at µ 0 , the real parts of the roots Re 0, and a 1 become zero. To answer the
question which nature the real parts of the roots possess for values µ > µ• and µ < µ•,
one can show that if
~ 0
R e 0 = -a1
2 > ,
implying
then it holds that

oFi

-7»: -

or

af au 2: af
au op < op'

µ•

>
<
µ,

respectively. Summing up, it holds that
ReB

<
>
0

µ

<
>
µ•,

Using words, this condition implies that for values µ < µ 0 , there arise no closed orbits
and that there exists a stable fixed point because of a 1 > 0 implying Re 0 < 0. For values
µ > µ0 , there arise closed orbits and the fixed point is unstable because of a 1 < 0 implying
Re 0 > 0. At the bifurcation point it holds that µ = µ• , implying a 1 = 0 and Re 0 = 0,
i.e. there arise closed orbits since the real parts of the roots vanish, and the fixed point
is locally unstable. Summing up, condition H.1 is fulfilled, i.e. at µ0 the Jacobian has a
pair of pure imaginary roots 0 = ±.ja; i causing cyclical behaviour of the system. The
roots remain conjugate complex for µ > µ0 sufficiently near to µ0 .
As to condition H.2 of the Hopf bifurcation theorem, it is easy to check that
dRe0(µ)1
dµ
µ=µo

d~(~))

µ=µo

= -~ (- ~ l

-

(!~ + !~!;))

=

~

> 0,

i.e. condition H.2 is fulfilled as well. Consequently, the existence of a closed orbit in the
present model according to theorem 4.3 is proved.
Despite the fact that the existence part of the Hopf bifurcation theorem 4.3 provides
sufficient conditions for the emergence of closed orbits it cannot make any statement on
stability properties of emerging cycles. Generally, checking the stability of closed orbits
by calculating the normal form of a dynamical system is very complex and does, in lots of
cases, not give any results for general function models unless the models are going to be
parameterized which means referring to a special subcase and losing the general validity
of the results. 49 This drawback gives rise to the conclusion that bifurcation theory in
49 For a formal treatment and applications of the normal form technique, see Guckenheimer and Holmes
(1986), pp. 152-156, 160-165, Lorenz (1993), pp. 99-107, Lux (1992), pp. 188-190, Marsden and McCracken (1976), Wiggins (1990), chapter 2.2, pp. 211-229 and chapter 3.18, pp. 270-278.
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comparison with the Poincare-Bendixon theorem cannot provide any new insights and is
in a certain sense "inferior" because the Poincare-Bendixon theorem can prove, among
the emergence of closed orbits, the existence of at least one limit cycle. However, if
the stability properties of a Hopf bifurcation can be determined, bifurcation theory can
provide useful insights as to the uniqueness of limit cycles which cannot be investigated
by the Poincare-Bendixon theorem, but only by generalized Lienard equations which are
difficult to use. Still, in many cases, checking the stability of the closed orbits emerging
from Hopf bifurcations is as laborious as applying the generalized Lienard equation, so
that the determination of the number of limit cycles remains a difficult, if not impossible
task.
There are special cases however, being characterized by specific functional forms of
demarcation curves, as e.g. quadratic or cubic functions, giving rise to so-called subor supercritical Hopf bifurcations which allow for the determination of the number and
the stability of closed orbits. In the present case, it can be shown that the situation in
figure 4.6 engenders only one stable limit cycle since the Hopf bifurcation is supercritical. 50
The supercritical Hopf bifurcation is characterized by the fact that for parameter values
µ < µ 0 , the local fixed point is stable and there are no closed orbits, whereas for parameter
valuesµ > µo the fixed point is unstable and there are closed orbits which are attractors,
i.e. limit cycles appear. Generally, there arises a supercritical Hopf bifurcation in R 2 , if
firstly, one of the two demarcation curves can be described by a polynomial of the type
b; > 0,

where b1 has to be chosen sufficiently small, giving rise to a cubic function of the type
shown in figure 4.6, and secondly, if the second demarcation curve is steeper at the fixed
point than the non-linear demarcation curve. 51 In the present case in figure 4.6, these
two conditions are fulfilled, since firstly, demarcation curve p = F 1 ( >,., p) = 0 can be
described by the cubic polynomial cited above, and secondly, because demarcation curve
>. = F 2 ( >,., p) = 0 is steeper in fixed point D than demarcation curve p = F1 ( >,., p) = 0.
Summing up, the Hopf bifurcation in the present case is supercritical which implies
that for each parameter value there is only one cyclically stable closed orbit. This implies
in terms of figure 4.6, which is drawn for a special parameter value µ > µ 0 , that there
exists only one limit cycle, i.e. all trajectories starting in the invariant set V converge
to this limit cycle. In this case, the local information of the Hopf bifurcation serves to
specify the global information of the Poincare-Bendixon theorem.

4.4.5

A Dynamic View of Financial Crises and Macroeconomic
Fluctuations

Empirical data and the comparative static version of the model have shown that the
two core variables >,. and pare mainly responsible for the emergence of boom-bust cycles
50 Generally, the subcritical case, which is not going to be discussed in the following, and the supercritical
case of the Hopf bifurcation are the most important cases whereas lots of other possibilities can emerge.
For a full discussion and graphical representations of different cases, see Wiggins {1990), chapter 3.lB
pp. 270-278. For a graphical representation and comparison of the subcritical and the supercritical case,
see Lorenz (1993), pp. 97-101.
51 For a formal treatment of these conditions, see Wiggins (1990) chapter 3.lB, pp. 270-278, Lux {1992),
p. 189, and Flaschel, Franke and Semmler {1997), chapter 3, pp. 33-60.
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involving systemic financial crises. Other variables, like e.g. monetary policy variables m
and h, have an influence as well, but chiefly react on changes in >. and p, i.e. changes
in m and h can be interpreted as an endogenous reaction on the current state of >. and
p, and not as exogenous events irrespective of the actual level of >. and p. One main
drawback of comparative static analysis has been its descriptive-static character, so that
stylized facts of financial crises could be explained only qualitatively by the use of static
partial derivatives which were not in a position to determine quantitatively the overall
net effect on endogenous variables in case the two counteracting forces ).. and p have
moved into the same direction. The dynamic version of the model however, bridges this
theoretical gap by deriving explicit time paths for ).. and p, giving rise to an endogenous
explanation of business cycles and financial fragility inducing financial crises. As financial
crises are generally linked to business cycles, but not each business cycle generates a
financial crisis, the following analysis is going to distinguish between so-called "equilibrium
business cycles" generating no financial crisis and serving as a reference position, and
cycles involving systemic financial crises.
4.4.5.1

The Emergence of Endogenous Long-Run Equilibrium Business Cycles

The long-run dynamic analysis has shown that the model economy, after it has been hit by
an exogenous shock catapulting the system away from the limit cycle into the interior of
compact set D, converges in the long-run to a cyclically stable closed orbit with constant
amplitudes by counterclockwise cyclical motions. As the two sample trajectories in figure
4.6 indicate, there are two possible forms of converging to the limit cycle. Initial conditions
within compact set D but outside the limit cycle, as e.g. point I in figure 4.6, generate
several cycles with shrinking amplitudes as they converge to the limit cycle; however,
all converging cycles are subject to larger amplitudes than the closed orbit. By way of
contrast, initial conditions within invariant set D but inside the limit cycle, as e.g. point J
in figure 4.6, create several cycles with growing amplitudes where all cycles are subject to
smaller amplitudes than the limit cycle. Once a trajectory has fully converged to the limit
cycle, subsequent cycles (which can be theoretically infinite) exhibit a constant amplitude.
Summing up, there exist three theoretical forms of long-run dynamic behaviour, i.e. a
movement on the limit cycle, convergence from the outer region to the limit cycle, and
convergence from the inner region to the limit cycle.
After having determined possible theoretical forms oflong-run behaviour, there arises
the question whether the dynamic patterns of the model fit the stylized facts of financial crises, or whether the model predicts outcomes which are theoretically possible, but
never come up in reality. In graphical terms, there arises the question of whether the
entire compact set D represents a feasible set for arising time paths, or whether some regions of invariant set D have to be excluded because they represent empirically irrelevant
cases. The empirical analysis has identified the following four stylized facts regarding the
long-run dynamics of financial crises and business cycles which are going to be compared
with the theoretical long-run behaviour predicted by the model. Firstly, systemic financial crises are part of extensive boom-bust cycles in goods and financial markets being
reflected in much larger amplitudes of key macroeconomic variables than in "tranquil
times", i.e. during business cycles without the occurrence of financial crisis. Secondly,
not each business cycle generates a financial crises. Thirdly, boom-bust cycles generating
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financial crises are often preceded by a large exogenous shock, as e.g. the introduction
of a new technology regime or liberalization of financial and goods markets, having a
positive effect on expected future productivity and profits. Fourthly, after the occurrence
of financial crises, economies generally tend to converge back to tranquil business cycle
fluctuations though recovery periods can be very long (see e.g. the long recovery period
following the Great Depression in the 1930s and 1940s, or the Japanese recovery path
during the last decade without having recovered yet).
A comparison of long-run stylized facts with the dynamic patterns of the model,
being illustrated in figure 4.7 which is a slightly modified version of figure 4.6, leads
to the conclusion that the single limit cycle, being defined by points A, B, C, D and E,
represents an equilibrium business cycle to which economies converge in the long-run
being characterized by modest and constant amplitudes and by the absence of financial
crises. It has to be pointed out however, that even equilibrium business cycles in tranquil
times generate scattered financial distress on the upper turning point of the business
cycle leading to illiquidity and insolvency of business and financial firms. Still, this kind
of financial distress is not in a position to cause a widespread system financial crises
since only a small fraction of firms and banks are financially fragile. The inner area
of the limit cycle in figure 4. 7 represents an empirical irrelevant region since there are
no disequilibrium cycles in reality with growing amplitudes converging to a stable longrun cycle, being subject to larger fluctuations and a higher degree of financial fragility
on the upper turning point than all cycles during the convergence process. By way of
contrast, the region between the boundaries of compact set D and the outer bounds
of the limit cycle gives rise firstly, to business cycles having a much larger amplitude
than the equilibrium business cycle, and secondly, to cycles whose amplitude is shrinking
during the convergence process. These cycles are subject to much larger fluctuations in
the debt-asset ratio and in profit expectations giving rise to a build-up of widespread
financial fragility during the upswing and possibly to systemic financial crises during the
downswing. Consequently, it seems reasonable to assume that the feasible region for real
world business cycles has to be restricted to the invariant set D without the inner area
of the limit cycle. Summing up, empirical evidence gives rise to the supposition that, in
terms of the model, there are periods in which trajectories do move outside the limit cycle
generating high amplitudes and financial crises, whereas there are also periods in which
trajectories move in the neighbourhood of, or on the limit cycle engendering modest
boom-bust periods being characterized by a normal functioning of goods and financial
markets. If there are no exogenous shocks, economies tend to converge to the limit cycle
over time with shrinking amplitudes and declining financial fragility, i.e. economies tend
to be cyclically and financially stable in the long-run. Consequently, systemic financial
crises can be only induced by large exogenous shocks catapulting the system away from
the limit cycle into the outer region.
In order to study the difference between periods of modest business cycles and extensive boom-bust periods involving systemic financial crises, the following description starts
with a stylized endogenous equilibrium business cycle, being located on the limit cycle
serving as a reference time path. The boom phase starts in point A after the last business
cycle has ended when agents realize that economic fundamentals, both A and a, have
returned to sound levels giving rise to a quick and comparatively large increase in profit
expectations. This increase in p leads to a rise in investment demand which is financed
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Figure 4.7: A Dynamic Description of Financial Crises in Industrial Countries
mainly by profits and not by a pronounced increase in indebtedness though >. starts to
rise slowly. As the state of confidence p increases much faster than the debt-asset ratio
>., there is an overall macroeconomic expansion which is characterized, according to the
comparative static results given in table 4.1, by an increase in u, r, p, q and s and by a
decline in j and i. Though the expectation formation scheme is dominated by fundamentalist behaviour at the beginning of the boom phase, being indicated by time path from A
to B, there is a rising reliance on general market sentiments, i.e. chartist type behaviour
increases overproportionally.
The overborrowing process starts in point B, which is characterized by much lower
debt-asset ratios than an overborrowing process of an extensive boom-bust cycle that
generates financial crises. As a result, though an equilibrium cycle cannot cause a financial crisis, there arises a small degree of financial fragility by overborrowing. During
the overborrowing phase, the level of >. increases sharply because profit expectations rise
much faster than actual profits, so that the large rise in investment demand is going to
be mainly financed by increasing external indebtedness, leading to lower growth, or even
to stagnation of actual profits due to rising debt costs. Despite the fact that there is a
deterioration of profits, the state of confidence p is subject to a further significant rise,
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firstly, due to the dominance of chartist type behaviour, and secondly, because fundamentals provide a neutral picture where both A and a rise. 52 The significant rise in the
state of confidence p, dominating the increase in the debt-asset ratio A with respect to
the overall macroeconomic performance, causes a further macroeconomic expansion being
characterized by an additional rise in u,p, q ands, and a further decline in j and i, where
r remains constant.
The time path to the upper turning point C is subject to an increasing overborrowing
process driving the economy into a state of exuberance, which is however less pronounced
than during cycles that generate financial crises. Though there is a large increase in the
debt-asset ratio A leading to a decline in the profit rater and in the risk premium a, profit
expectations and investment demand are subject to a further rise since the dominance
of chartist type behaviour has reached its maximum. There is a further macroeconomic
expansion due to the dominance of p over A though the growth rate of p is declining,
leading to a further increase in u, p, q and s, and to a further decline in j and i, where r
deteriorates with a minimum lower bound of zero.
At the upper turning point C, the growth in p ends, firstly because agents realize
that expectations cannot be validated by current profits being zero or even negative, and
secondly because the current state of p is located near, or outside the boundaries of the
normal range of p. As a result, there is a sudden switch in the formation of expectations at
point C from chartist type behaviour to fundamentalist type behaviour, leading to a sharp
decline in p. In reality, this sudden change in expectations can be caused by very small,
but endogenous events, as e.g. overborrowing-induced illiquidity or insolvency of some
business firms or banks. This pessimistic shift in expectations causes a general tightening
of financial market conditions being characterized by declining asset prices, i.e. by a
drop in Tobin's q, and by rising interest rates j and i due to deteriorating collateral and
net worth positions. Though there is a general tightening of financial market conditions,
the debt-asset ratio A is subject to a further rise on the path from point C to D, since
potential illiquidity (due tor< 0) is avoided by an increase in short-term debt according
to equation 4.19. In case financial markets are not willing to bridge the liquidity gap,
some firms and banks may become illiquid or even insolvent. However, even if there arises
a total liquidity and credit crunch, a financial crisis is not going to occur since overall
financial fragility is very low.
The bust phase starts in point D which is characterized by a reduction in the debt-asset
ratio A due to a deleveraging process, being financed by cutting investment expenditures
to a large extent in order to pay back outstanding loans. Furthermore, expectations start
to be dominated again by chartist type behaviour, leading to an accelerating pessimism
among investors. Despite the fact that there is a positive impulse on macroeconomic
performance by a reduction in A, the negative effect of a quickly declining p dominates,
so that there is an overall macroeconomic contraction being characterized by a reduction
in u, r, p, q and s, and by a rise in j and i. The length of the downswing depends predominantly on how fast balance sheets are deleveraged, i.e. on the effect of the debt-asset
ratio A on the state of confidence p.
The recovery phase starts in point E when investors realize that actual profits have
been underestimated, i.e. it holds that r• < r. The expectation formation scheme then
52 Though the actual profit rate r declines, there is a rise in the risk premium a due to a rise in p and
a decline in i.
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again switches from pessimistic chartist type behaviour to more or less optimistic fundamentalist type behaviour, firstly, because improved macroeconomic fundamentals u and
>- do not justify any longer a decline in p, and secondly, because p has moved to the lower,
or outside the lower bound of the normal range. The recovery path from point E to A is
subject to an almost constant debt-asset ratio >., and to an increasing state of confidence
p leading to an overall macroeconomic recovery. This recovery process is characterized by
an increase in u, r, p, q and s, and by a decline in j and i, giving rise to a new equilibrium
business cycle with the same dynamic patterns as the cycle described above.
4.4.5.2

The Emergence of Financial Crises

Extensive boom-bust cycles involving financial crises typically begin after the recovery
phase of an equilibrium business cycle by the occurrence of a large positive exogenous
shock to profit expectations which, in terms of figure 4.7, catapults the economy from
point A to point F. Exogenous shocks to the state of confidence p can take e.g. the
form of positive technology shocks which, in the view of economic agents, revolutionize
an economy's entire productivity scheme of past decades, causing a large rise in expected
productivity and profitability. An alternative source of rising profit expectations can be a
switch to another economic school of thought, as for example a change from an interventional economic system to a more liberal scheme, involving widespread liberalization of
goods and financial markets which are believed to increase overall efficiency, productivity,
and profitability.
The boom phase starting in point F exhibits the same features as the boom period
on the equilibrium business cycle but to a much larger extent. Investment demand,
and thereby actual profits, increase substantially, causing only a modest increase in the
debt-asset ratio >- since most of investment is financed by internal profits. Favourable
fundamentals, i.e. a large u due to a large r and a low >., and large profits validating
the initial increase in profit expectations, lead very quickly to a shift of the expectation
formation scheme from fundamentalist to chartist behaviour. There is a huge macroeconomic expansion being subject to an increase in u, r,p, q ands, and a decline in j and i
reflecting favourable financial market conditions.
The overborrowing process begins much earlier, and is characterized by a much larger
increase in the debt-asset ratio >- than the overborrowing phase during tranquil times.
Though there is a much larger increase in the actual profit rate than during tranquil
times, the debt-asset ratio >. increases as profit expectations and investment demand rise
much faster than actual profits. The formation of expectations is predominantly driven
by chartist type behaviour causing the state of confidence p to rise much faster than the
debt-asset ratio >.. Consequently, there is a further expansion in macroeconomic activity
being indicated by a further rise in u, r, p, q and s, and a further decline in j and i, where
the positive growth in r declines rapidly due to rising debt costs.
The path to the upper turning point is characterized by "mania" expectations, driving
the economy during the latter phase of the overborrowing process into a state of "irrational
exuberance" giving rise to a large asset price bubble. Though the actual profit rate r
declines owing to an overproportional rise in the debt-asset ratio, the state of confidence
p and investment demand are subject to a further rise due to the dominance of chartist
type behaviour which neglects very poor levels of fundamentals, i.e. a very high >. and
a very low u, induced by a very low profit rate r. As the "irrational" increase in p
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(despite a declining r) dominates the increase in the debt-asset ratio ,\, there is a further
macroeconomic expansion being subject to an increase in u, p, q and s, and a further
decline in j and i, where r shrinks rapidly up to a lower bound of zero.
The overborrowing process comes to a halt at upper turning point at point G when
agents suddenly realize that profit expectations cannot be validated any more by actual
profits. Profit expectations collapse due to an abrupt switch from chartist type to fundamentalist type behaviour which is induced on the one hand, by a historical poor record of
fundamentals ,\ and a, and on the other hand, by an actual value of p which lies on the
upper, or outside the upper bound of the normal range. The breakdown of profit expectations can be triggered either by very small endogenous shocks, as e.g. the failure of an
important bank or business firm 53 , which would be not in a position to cause an aggregate
downward shift in expectations in case financial fragility was low, or by contractionary
monetary policy. According to the standard view on financial crises, monetary tightening
is often viewed as an exogenous shock inducing a financial crisis which would not have
happened in case there had been no monetary contraction. However, according to the
present view on financial crises, monetary tightening in the form of an exogenous shock
would never be able to cause a financial crises by itself if there had been no massive buildup of financial fragility during the boom and the overborrowing phase. Consequently, even
if a monetary contraction takes the form of an exogenous event, it only accelerates the
endogenous collapse of expectations which would have occurred also without monetary
tightening. By way of contrast, monetary tightening on the upper turning of the business
cycle can be also interpreted as an endogenous reaction on the overborrowing process to
stop a further increase in asset and goods prices. The fall in p causes the asset price bubble to burst, being indicated by a rapid fall in q, and by a sharp rise in interest rates j and
i. Deteriorating net worth positions, rising debt costs, and a drying-up of liquidity cause
a sudden stop in the debt-asset ratio's growth rate, which leads to widespread illiquidity
and insolvency among firms and financial institutions. In terms of figure 4.7, the sudden
stop at the upper turning point G is indicated by an almost constant value of ,\ on path
GH which, in contrast to the equilibrium business cycle, does not allow an increase in
,\ after the asset price bubble's burst. Consequently, during tranquil times, a downward
shift in expectations allows for a continuous financing or rolling over of due payment
obligations, whereas during excessive cycles the breakdown of p leads to an interruption
of credit chains and to a severe domestic banking crisis due to a largely rising amount of
nonperforming loans.
Point H marks the beginning of the bust phase, being characterized initially by a
period of constant high debt levels which is followed by large debt reducing and debt restructuring efforts, and by a further collapse of profit expectations being mainly driven by
pessimistic chartist type behaviour. The abrupt reduction in ,\ causes further illiquidity
and insolvency, as well as a sharp reduction in investment expenditures. Notwithstanding
the expansionary macroeconomic effect of deleveraging, there is a severe macroeconomic
contraction due to the sharp decline in p, being characterized by large drops in u,p and
q, and a further rise in j and i, where r becomes negative. The fall in p can possibly induce
53 Such failures are often accompanied by the unveiling of criminal accounting practices which were
used to hush up severe liquidity and/or solvency problems. One recent example is the Enron debacle in
the U.S. For details, see Crafts (2000), and International Monetary Fund (2000, chapter II, p.5).
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a currency crisis and thereby a twin crisis in case largely rising devaluation expectations
lead to a sharp drop in s.
Lender of last resort interventions by monetary authorities, indicated by an increase in
h and m, are able to reduce at least partly widespread illiquidity and possibly insolvency
among financial institutions by providing large amounts of liquidity to stop a further firesale of assets and interruptions of credit chains. However, central banks cannot reduce
the aggregate debt stock among firms and banks, i.e. monetary policy can only avoid
illiquidity and insolvency but cannot reduce .X. In graphical terms, there is no possibility
to jump downward at point H to a trajectory being located between the limit cycle
and the current cycle by increasing h and m. The only effect of an increase in h and
m is a change of the slope of the current trajectory in point H from almost zero to a
positive value, as well as a slight change of both demarcation curves, so that the reduction
in A takes possibly less time than without monetary intervention. As a result, even if
there is an effective lender of last resort intervention, monetary policy cannot prevent a
large macroeconomic contraction because the process of deleveraging requires to reduce
investment expenditures, which leads to a further fall in u, p, q and r, and to a further rise
in j and i. In case short-run lender of last resort actions do not lead to a quick restructuring
of banks' balance sheets, a liquidity trap situation accompanied by deflationary spirals,
and a long lasting depression period can emerge, since short-run liquidity supports do not
prevent banks from insolvency. Consequently, the duration of the bust phase depends on
an economy's capacity to restructure poor balance sheets. 54
The recovery phase begins when fundamentals .X and u have returned to sound levels,
and when investors realize that profits have been steadily underestimated owing to pessimistic chartist behaviour, having led to an actual value of p being located at the lower,
or outside the lower bound of the normal range. The expectation formation scheme then
switches back from chartist type behaviour to fundamentalist type behaviour giving rise
to a macroeconomic expansion, being subject to a rise in u, p, q, r and s, and a decline
in j and i. In case there are no further exogenous shocks, the next cycle following the
financial crisis cycle has a much lower amplitude and is going to converge to the tranquil
time equilibrium business cycle.
It must be noted that such systemic crises cycles as described above are very rare
because huge positive shocks to expectations in the form of new technology regimes or
liberalization efforts are rare events as well. Typical examples of systemic crises in industrial countries are the two "New Economy" hypes in the 1920s and in the 1990s, and
the developments in Japan from the late 1980s up to now. However, in reality there arise
intermediate cases which cause boom-bust cycles involving financial distress as well, but
to a far smaller extent than the systemic crises mentioned above.

54 This result could explain the Japanese depression since lots of banks are potentially bankrupt and can
only survive by massive government interventions in the form of liquidity supports. However, these poor
bank balance sheets do not allow for a new expansion of credit giving rise to a new upswing. Consequently,
the Japanese economy is possibly going to turn into recovery only when bank balance sheets have been
restructured. By way of contrast, liquidity supports of U.S. Federal Reserve could prevent a systemic
banking crisis after the failure of the LTCM hedge fund in 1998 since a large fraction of the U.S. banking
system was subject to sound balance sheet positions.
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4.4.6

A Keynesian Perspective on Global Dynamics

Hitherto, the formation of expectations has been modelled as a synthesis between the
chartist-fundamentalist or Keynesian approach, and the rational expectations school. It
has been assumed that investors' expectations are influenced by general market sentiments as well as by fundamentals, but also rely on long-run rationality guaranteeing a
reversal of profit expectations irrespective of the current state of fundamentals in case the
normal corridor has been left. By way of contrast, this section is going to abstract from
long-run rationality by investors, so that expectations are formed according to a pure
chartist-fundamentalist approach giving rise to the important question whether a Keynesian expectation formation scheme is subject to different dynamic patterns in comparison
with a world involving long-run rationality.
Formally, a pure chartist-fundamentalist approach requires to relinquish the "normal
range" assumption, i.e. the assumption aJ /ap :S 0 on the outer bounds p1 and Pu, as
well as the existence of p1 and Pu are going to be abandoned. This modified expectation
formation scheme gives rise to a modified non-linear differential equation in the state of
confidence p, which is given by

p = F2(>.,p) = f(p,a,>.),
+ + -

(4.21)

stating that the change of the state of confidence p is positively dependent on the actual
state of confidence p, positively dependent on a, and negatively dependent on>.. Though
it holds that Bf /Bp is positive over the entire range of p, it is assumed that Bf /Bp
becomes less positive in case p departs from the intertemporal equilibrium PE= 0, whose
existence, even in a pure chartist-fundamentalist world, is going to be proved below. These
assumptions result in an 8-shaped demarcation curve p = 0, implying that investors
believe in an infinitely increasing or decreasing state of confidence p, whose change p
however declines the more p departs from PE = 0. The dynamic behaviour of the debtasset ratio follows equation 4.19 as before.
The new dynamic system consisting of equations 4.19 and 4.21 generates, as well as the
model involving long-run rationality, two different forms of long-run dynamics depending
on investors' sensitivity BJ /Bp near the intertemporal equilibrium PE = 0. The first
case, being illustrated in figure 4.8, refers to hypersensitively reacting investors near the
intertemporal equilibrium PE = 0, i.e. it holds that Bf /Bp » 0 near PE= 0, giving rise
to multiple equilibria. According to the local stability analysis in section 4.4.2, points A
and C are locally unstable whereas point B exhibits the characteristics of a saddle point.
Regarding the global dynamics of the system, rectangle OPQR describes an invariant
or compact set V, where the boundaries have been determined in the same way as in
section 4.4.4. An application of the Poincare-Bendixon theorem shows that invariant set
V contains a limit set in the form of a saddle loop (a homoclinic orbit or also known as
separatrices) consisting of the two loops surrounding the unstable fixed points A and C
and the saddle point B itself. 55 All initial points within invariant set V which do not lie on
the saddle loop give rise to trajectories converging to the saddle loop. Thus, trajectories
starting near points A and C spiral outwards to the saddle loop whereas trajectories
55 For details, see Guckenheimer and Holmes (1986), pp. 46-48 and 290-295, and Lorenz (1993), pp.
39-43.
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starting outside the saddle loop spiral inwards and converge to the saddle loop. Once a
trajectory has reached the saddle loop, the system converges to fixed point B.
Though the case of hypersensitively reacting investors represents one possible form of
global dynamic behaviour, it does not fit the stylized facts. Trajectories starting inside
the saddle loop would either produce only boom cycles with increasing amplitudes if the
initial point lies near fixed point C, or only bust cycles with increasing amplitudes in case
the initial point lies near fixed point A. In the long-run, both types of cycles converge
to the saddle loop for t ---> oo, causing the system to settle down in fixed point B. If,
on the other hand, trajectories start outside the saddle loop, there emerge boom-bust
patterns around the equilibrium in B which are however dampened around point B, i.e.
each traverse from boom to bust, and vice versa, is going to be soothed. In the long-run,
these dampened cycles converge to the saddle loop for t -+ oo as well, coming to a halt
in fixed point B. If the system starts on the saddle loop (except in point B), there arises
only one boom or only one bust cycle, coming to a halt in fixed point B. Summing up,
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Figure 4.8: Global Keynesian Dynamics with Hypersensitively Reacting Investors
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there is no time pattern emerging from the hypersensitive case which corresponds to the
stylized facts due to the emergence of multiple equilibria.
Hence, in order to rule out multiple equilibria it seems reasonable to assume "normally" reacting investors around the intertemporal equilibrium PE = 0, i.e. it holds that
8f /8p > 0 near PE = 0, giving rise to a single fixed point which is illustrated in figure
4.9. The assumption that the intertemporal equilibrium value of the state of confidence
in a pure chartist-fundamentalist world corresponds to the long-run rational expectations
equilibrium PE = 0 seems to be an arbitrary assumption at first sight. However, in case
the system settles down at an equilibrium value PE =f 0, implying r =f r• in the long-run,
it is likely that agents are going to readjust their profit expectations resulting in a shift
in function p = f (p, >.,a) and in demarcation curve p = 0 until profit expectations correspond to the actual level of profits in the Jong-run. Consequently, it is reasonable to
assume the existence of a long-run equilibrium value PE= 0, implying r = r•, even in a
pure chartist-fundamentalist world.
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Figure 4.9: Global Keynesian Dynamics with Normally Reacting Investors
The global dynamics under normally reacting investors depicted in figure 4.9 lead
to the emergence of closed orbits according to the Poincare-Bendixon theorem since the
fixed point E is locally unstable, and rectangle O PQ R represents an invariant set V
whose boundaries have been determined by the procedure outlined in section 4.4.4. It
is not possible however, to ensure that there exists only one closed orbit, i.e. it is open
whether there arises a supercritical Hopf bifurcation. In case there arise multiple closed
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orbits and limit cycles, the economy is subject to cyclical instability since there exist
equilibrium cycles near the fixed point E with low amplitudes, being comparable to the
equilibrium cycle under long-run rationality, as well as equilibrium cycles which lie near
the boundaries of compact set 1) implying possibly financial crises on each business cycle.
Thus, financial stability, as well as equilibrium fluctuations depend on the initial condition,
i.e. exogenous shocks are in a position to catapult an initially cyclically stable economy
into an "equilibrium" situation with huge fluctuations in goods and financial markets
resulting possibly in financial crises.
Despite the fact that there is no possibility to determine the number of cycles, there
arise also important differences to the long-run rationality case if there exists only one
limit cycle as drawn in figure 4.9, which corresponds much better to the stylized facts since
there exists only one stable equilibrium cycle to which economies converge in the long-run.
Firstly, the equilibrium business cycle under a pure chartist-fundamentalist expectation
formation scheme is subject to larger equilibrium fluctuations as an equilibrium cycle
under long-run rational behaviour due to the absence of the counteracting force of /op < 0
outside the normal range. Secondly, financial distress on the upper turning point of the
equilibrium cycle is much larger than under long-run rational behaviour since there is a
longer and deeper build-up of financial fragility during the boom and the overborrowing
phase. Thus, there arises the possibility that each equilibrium cycle is subject to a financial
crisis. Thirdly, in case the equilibrium cycle is not subject to financial crises on the
upper turning point, economies tend to be cyclically stable in the long-run implying that
financial crises can be only induced by large positive shocks to expectations as in the
long-run rationality case. However, in case a positive shock top has induced an extensive
boom-bust cycle, the subsequent financial crisis is much deeper and lasts much longer
than under long-run rationality since there is no dampening effect of /op< 0 outside the
normal range.
Summing up, the comparison between the Keynesian and the long-run rationality
approach gives rise to the supposition that the assumption of long-run rationality leads
to model results which correspond much better to the stylized facts than a pure chartistfundamentalist regime. By way of contrast, a pure rational expectations approach is not
in a position to explain endogenous equilibrium fluctuations and endogenous financial
fragility in a world without exogenous shocks. Consequently, only the combination of
both approaches is able to provide better insights into business cycles and their link to
financial crises.

4.5

A Comparison with Standard Theory of Financial Crises

The present "cyclical" approach to financial crises differs substantially from standard
models which have been briefly set out and compared to the stylized facts of financial
crises in section 3.5. In order to highlight these differences, as well as the advantages of the
present approach over existing models, sections 4.5.1 to 4.5.5 review the most important
standard models of financial crises, which have been classified according to section 3.5 into
inconsistent macroeconomic policy models, self-fulfilling expectations models, asymmetric
information models, credit constraint and balance sheet models, and endogenous financial
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crisis models, and elaborate the basic mechanisms triggering financial crises in terms of the
comparative-static version of the industrial country model, being also an evidence for the
universal validity of the model. This procedure could have been performed alternatively
by means of a dynamic framework, which however would not have provided more insights
than a comparative-static framework. It is self-evident that the present model structure
cannot exactly fit all standard models which are going to be discussed in the following,
and therefore refers sometimes, if necessary, to other variables or parameters than in the
original models, which however can catch the basic logic of the standard models. Section
4.5.6 discusses briefly both the common grounds and differences of the industrial country
model in comparison with standard approaches to financial crises, and highlights the new
elements of the present approach that distinguish it from standard models.
The following analysis refers exclusively to standard models which can be applied to
industrial countries with flexible exchange rates. Standard models of financial crises in
emerging market countries, emphasizing both the role of large foreign debt stocks and
the role of fixed exchange rates in the propagation mechanisms of financial crises, are
discussed in section 5.5.

4.5.1

Inconsistent Macroeconomic Policy Models

Predictable Bank Runs Due to Deflationary Monetary Policies. Flood and
Garber (1981b) discuss the effects of deflationary monetary policies on banking liquidity
and solvency in a perfect foresight model. Their model, which refers closely to I. Fisher's
(1911) theory of bank defaults caused by deflation, was mainly motivated by the occurrence of multiple banking crises in the U.S. during the Great Depression period from 1929
until 1933. They argue that the main cause of widespread bank runs following the stock
market crash in 1929 and the first banking crises in 1930 was the Federal Reserve's refusal to provide liquidity supports to troubled banks which experienced liquidity shortages
caused by large-scale deposit withdrawals. The large number of bank runs caused a massive reduction in the money supply which led to an extensive credit crunch followed by an
output collapse and deflation. According to Flood and Garber, the fall in the price level
triggered further bank runs since deflation reduced banks' asset values whereas banks'
debts, i.e. commitments to pay one unit high-powered money for one unit of deposits,
remained constant, having led to a steady deterioration of banks' net worth, and in case
bank debts were not longer covered by bank assets, to bank runs.
In their model, banks transform deposits D into reserves Rand long-term bonds PB B,
where PB denotes the market price of bonds, and B the real stock of bonds held by banks;
the entire real stock of bonds in the model economy is denoted as B, i.e. B / B represents
banks' real share of bonds in the model economy. Banks have committed themselves to
pay on demand one unit of high-powered money for each unit of deposits. Furthermore,
it is assumed that there is no deposit insurance system and that deposits do not earn
interest. Owing to the absence of a deposit insurance system, banks remain liquid and
solvent and suffer no bank runs as long as debts are fully covered by banks' assets, i.e. as
long as it holds that R + PBB = D; for reasons of simplicity, bank capital is assumed to
be zero. The firm sector of the model economy finances itself by issuing bonds to banks
and other creditors, and receives nominal earnings from selling output to the amount
of PY, where P denotes the nominal price level, and Y real output, the product of
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labour and capital, which is assumed as fixed. Nominal earnings of the firm sector are
distributed among bond holders and the labour force. Bond holders earn a fraction 0 PY
of nominal earnings, whereas labour receives (1 - 0) PY. Bonds' market price PB is
positively dependent on nominal earnings PY, i.e. positively dependent on variations of
the price level.
In case of deflation which is caused by the central bank reducing steadily high powered
money, banks suffer asset losses on the one hand from a reduction in nominal earnings,
and on the other hand from a reduction in the bond price. In order to maintain the
nominal value of their assets, banks have to purchase new bonds to offset losses. Banks
are willing to purchase additional bonds as long as their earnings from asset holding
exceed the sum of portfolio managing costs and capital losses, i.e. as long as it holds
that 0 PB Y (B/ B) + PB B >TB where T denotes the cost per bond of managing banks'
portfolio. Persistent deflation however, leads to a suspension of full asset backing, i.e. to
R + PBB < D, since earnings of holding bonds eventually fall short of costs, i.e. steady
deflation leads to 0 PB Y (B / B) + PB B < TB. At the moment when it is not longer
profitable to maintain full asset backing, depositors run the bank in the absence of an
effective deposit insurance system in order to minimize their losses because agents foresee
a further reduction in the price level due to perfect foresight.
Translating Flood and Garber's model into the present industrial country model structure in which banks' assets consist only of loans to firms, the central bank's refuse to
provide liquidity supports to troubled banks is indicated, like in the original Flood and
Garber model, by a steady fall in high-powered money h which leads to reductions in u,
r, and p, and to an increase in the loan rate j caused by a credit crunch due to shrinking
deposits m h. The exchange rate depreciates because of the initial gain in competitiveness caused by deflation. All effects lead to a shrinking net worth of business firms being
indicated by a fall in Tobin's q, giving rise to a fall in banks' net worth due to an increase in non-performing loans and losses on the stock exchange, being also indicated by
a shrinking value of q. This process of economic contraction lasts until banks' net worth
reaches a zero value. At that moment, depositors run the bank because a further decline
in p which can be foreseen, and which would cause losses to holders of deposits. A bank
run involves generally a sudden switch from deposits into cash or high-powered money,
leading to a sharp drop in the money multiplier caused by a sudden increases in the currency /deposit ratio, and in the reserve/deposit ratio due to banks' increasing need for
high-powered money. Since cash was excluded from the model, a run could be modelled
by a sudden increase in the demand for bonds or equities, indicated by an increase in
derivatives d,+p and di-fJ· However, comparative-static analysis has not considered these
shocks. In order to follow Flood and Garber, cash can simply be introduced in the model
by assuming that in case of a run the reserve/deposit ratio increases to T = l, reducing
the money multiplier suddenly also to a value of 1 indicating that banks must hold one
unit of high-powered money for each unit of deposits. In terms of the model, a sharp fall
in the money multiplier m to a value of m = 1 causes a further decrease in u, r, p, q, s, and
a further increase in j deteriorating the initial fall in the money supply. Since banks have
to liquidate loans in order to receive high-powered money from the central bank, a credit
crunch is going to follow, being indicated by a sharp fall in A which reduces the negative
effects of m and h partly. But, as shown in the dynamic version of the model, business
firms' investment activity is indirectly constrained by available credit, i.e. investment
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demand is going to collapse leading to a further deterioration because of accelerating deflation. Since economic activity is mainly determined by expectations, bank runs and a
widespread contraction will lead additionally to a sharp drop in p, leading to further bank
runs, contraction and deflation.
It is important to note that Flood and Garber explicitly assume the absence of an
effective deposit insurance system. However, the model keeps its general validity also in
case of an effective deposit insurance system. In this case, depositors do not provoke a
bank run, but banks simply go bankrupt by deflation which leads not to such a dramatic
reduction in the money multiplier like in the bank run scenario, but also to a drastic
contraction in bank lending due to disintermediation effects. Furthermore, in case there
is a widespread failure of banks, the existence of a deposit insurance system is no guarantee
for the absence of a bank run. It seems possible that in extreme cases guarantees lose
their credibility because losses have reached such a high dimension that a bail-out seems
to be unrealistic triggering a bank run.
Predictable Bank Runs Due to Inflationary Monetary Policies. The idea that
the existence of a deposit insurance system does not prevent depositors from a bank run
in case government guarantees are no longer credible due to high capital losses among
banks, has been discussed in Flood and Garber's second paper (1981a) which had been
stimulated by the Savings and Loan (S & L) crises in the U.S. from 1981 until 1991.
This model, in contrast to the preceding one, shows how an inflationary environment can
induce a bank run.
In Flood and Garber's model, the S & L's asset side consists of long-term bonds
representing fixed-interest mortgages, whereas the debt side contains only deposits and
net worth. They assume that the central bank pursues an inflationary policy by a steady
increase in high powered money. As they abstract from real sector responses by assuming
that output is constant, an increase in the money supply is completely transmitted into
an increase in the price level or in the inflation rate. Assuming the Fisher equation to hold
with a constant real interest rate, increasing inflation results in a steady rising nominal
interest rate which reduces the market value of bonds leading to a shrinking net worth,
because deposits do not change in nominal terms. Flood and Garber assume that though
there is a deposit insurance system, losses of S & L institutions are only financed partly
by the lender of last resort. If losses, being indicated by negative net worth, exceed a
certain value guaranteed by the government, then the run occurs.
In terms of the industrial country model, inflationary monetary policy is represented,
as in the Flood and Garber model, by an increase in high powered money h leading to an
expansion in the real sector being indicated by increases in u, r, q and a reduction in j; an
increase in the money supply leads to inflation causing an appreciation of the exchange
rate s. However, since the model does not consider explicitly inflation expectations and
does not assume the validity of the Fisher equation, inflation caused by an increase in h
does not lead automatically to higher nominal interest rates. Still, it has been argued at
the outset that inflation expectations are already incorporated in the state of confidence
parameter p. An increase in inflation then leads to an expectation of higher nominal
interest rates in the future, reducing expected profits and thereby inducing a declining
value of p. In an accelerating inflationary environment, the resulting drop in the state
of confidence can provoke a banking crisis and an adjacent bank run by reducing u, r
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and increasing j and i, causing a drop in business firms' and banks' net worth which
is indicated by a falling q; moreover, accelerating inflation leads to a devaluation of the
home currency, indicating the outbreak of a currency, and of a twin crisis if, according to
the index of speculative pressure (section 3.1.1), certain threshold values of s, i and j are
exceeded. If banks' negative net worth falls short of a certain negative value having been
guaranteed by the lender of last resort, depositors run the bank. All events following the
bank run coincide with the above mentioned case of deflationary monetary policy.

First-Generation Currency Crises Due to Inconsistent Expansionary Monetary
Policy. Krugman's (1979), and Flood and Garber's (1984a) first generation currency
crises models and their extensions56 abstract from the existence of a banking sector and
refer exclusively to the breakdown of fixed exchange rate regimes caused by excessive
expansionary monetary policies, which are predominantly induced by money-financed
fiscal deficits. According to first-generation currency crises models, a steady increase in
high-powered money leads to a steady fall in foreign exchange reserves to the same amount
due to capital outflows, being induced by a steady downward pressure on domestic interest
rates. The speculative attack on the domestic currency, which is followed by a flexible
exchange rate regime, occurs when the flexible shadow exchange rate has increased to
the level of the fixed exchange rate, i.e. when speculators can earn profits by buying the
central bank's remaining stock of foreign exchange reserves at the fixed exchange rate,
and selling them later at an appreciated post-crisis flexible exchange rate. 57 As most of
first-generation models assume a constant value of output, first-generation currency crises
models cannot explain the occurrence of systemic financial crises. 58
In terms of the industrial country model, a first generation currency crisis, which, in the
present case, occurs under a flexible exchange rate regime leading to a large devaluation
of the (flexible) home currency, is caused by an increase in high-powered money h, leading
to a rise in s, and being accompanied by a real sector expansion which is represented by
an increase in u, r, q, p, and by a reduction in j.
Latest models of the explanation of twin crises caused by inconsistent expansionary
monetary policies, as e.g. the model by Buch and Heinrich (1999), cannot be applied to
the industrial country model, since they refer to emerging market economies with large
foreign debt stocks. These models are going to be discussed in chapter 5.5.l.

4.5.2

Self-Fulfilling Expectations Models

Unpredictable Bank Runs Due to "Random Withdrawals". The closed-economy
bank run model by Diamond and Dybvig (1983) studies the effects of a sudden shift in
expectations due to external shocks on banking liquidity and solvency. The DiamondDybvig model is based on the assumption that there is an asymmetry between investment
projects to mature and the time horizon of investors. Investors are modelled as shortsighted agents since they need short-run resources for consumption, or want to possess
56 For an overview of first generation currency crises models and their extensions, see e.g. Agenor,
Bhandari and Flood (1992), and Flood and Marion (1998).
57 For a detailed discussion of Krugman's (1979), and Flood and Garber's (1984a) models, see Radke
(2000a).
58 0ne exception considering explicitly output effects in a first-generation model is Willman (1988).
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liquid assets to invest in other investment projects in the short-run. In contrast to investors' short-run time horizon, investment projects need time to mature, i.e. short-run
interruptions are not profitable. In order to overcome this tradeoff, Diamond and Dybvig
introduce banks and explain their existence by their function of transforming maturities.
Banks try to maximize profits by offering short-term assets (deposits) to investors, and
by investing these proceeds in production (granting loans) which needs time to mature.
In other words, banks transform their illiquid assets into liquid ones. This transformation
by banks enables the economy to raise more funds for long-term investment, but also
engenders the possibility of bank runs.
Diamond and Dybvig show that there exist two kinds of equilibria, a "superior" and
an "inferior" one. The "superior" equilibrium is characterized by a situation in which
banks offer a positive return on deposits, and allow early withdrawals which can be met
by banks' reserves because only a small fraction of depositors wants to withdraw deposits
in the short-run. Banks are able to invest most of deposits into the long-term high-yield
technology which allows a prosperous economic development. This equilibrium to prevail
requires that each depositor has to trust in other depositors also not to withdraw their
funds in the short-run, and that all depositors believe in banks' ability to satisfy shortterm withdrawals. If however, depositors lose confidence in the banking system by the
believe that banks are unsafe, and additionally believe that all other depositors share the
same view, a bank run, the "inferior" equilibrium, occurs with all depositors withdrawing
in the short-run. Banks are forced to liquidate long-run investments which causes great
harm to the real sector in order to meet cash withdrawals. Since the liquidation value
of long-term assets is less than the amount of deposits, banks fail in case of a bank run.
According to Calomiris and Gorton (1991), depositors' hurriedness to withdraw in case of
a bank-run results form the first-come-first-served rule of deposit withdrawals. Depositors
withdrawing too late receive nothing, which causes them to compete for being the first
to withdraw. Which equilibrium prevails depends, according to Diamond and Dybvig, on
random factors and cannot be foreseen. The event which triggers the move from the "norun-equilibrium" to the "run-equilibrium" may depend on commonly observed random
variables like bad earnings, an observed run at another bank, but it is also possible that
expectations shift without any negative shock to banks' fundamentals, implying that if
depositors expect a bank run to occur, the bank run is going to occur. In order to prevent
bank runs, Diamond and Dybvig recommend establishing deposit insurance systems, so
that a switch from "good" to "bad" expectations is no longer possible, as depositors are
guaranteed to obtain their funds at any time.
In terms of the industrial country model, the Diamond-Dybvig story can be set out
simply by shifts in the state of confidence parameter. If all economic agents believe in the
healthiness of the banking system, which depends on business firrns and general financial
market conditions, the state of confidence parameter is positive, indicating further future
profits. The economy is financially stable, being represented by "low" values of i and j,
and is subject to real sector growth indicated by "large" values of u, r and q. There is
inflation and a steady devaluation of the home currency. The "bank-run" equilibrium is
caused by a sudden downward shift in the state of confidence, where it holds that p < 0,
causing a collapse of the real economy indicated by "low" values of u, r, q, and inducing
a financial crisis being represented by "high" interest rates i and j; furthermore, the
economy can tip into deflation, leading to an appreciation of the home currency.
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Second-Generation Currency Crises Due to Self-Fulfilling Expectations. Selffulfilling currency crises models by Obstfeld (1986, 1994, 1997) are discussed in chapter
5.5.2, as these models refer to fixed exchange rate regimes and policy rules which contradict
in some situations, thereby forcing authorities to devalue.

"Random Withdrawal" Bank Runs in the Open Economy. There are various
approaches, as for example by Garber and Grilli (1989), Goldfajn and Valdes (1997b),
and Chang and Velasco (1998a, 1998b, 1998c, 1999) which extend the closed-economy
Diamond and Dybvig model to the open economy. In contrast to the closed-economy
Diamond and Dybvig model, the debt side of banks' balance sheets additionally contains
deposits in foreign currency, while the asset side still consists of long-term domestic assets
denominated in domestic currency. As the book value of banks' long-term assets in the
short-run, i.e. their short-run liquidation value, is smaller than the book value of deposits,
financial intermediaries are susceptible to bank runs which cause a bank's failure due to
illiquidity and insolvency. Since banks' debt side contains a considerable stock of foreign
deposits, banks are not only subject to the risk of a bank run by domestic depositors,
but additionally to the risk of a bank run by foreign depositors, being followed by a
currency crisis due to large capital outflows. Bank runs are caused, as in the original
Diamond-Dybvig model, by a self-fulfilling shift in expectations induced by an exogenous
shock. Since most of the models refer to twin crises in emerging market economies by
emphasizing the interaction of large foreign debt stocks with domestic banks and fixed
exchange rate regimes, they are discussed in chapter 5.5.2.
One exception however, is the approach by Chang and Velasco (1998a, 1998b, 1998c,
1999), considering explicitly the case of a bank run being caused solely by domestic residents. As there are no deposit withdrawals by foreign depositors, there arises no currency
crisis. Chang and Velasco assume that in case of a bank run by domestic depositors,
banks can always repay foreign debt even if there arise liquidity problems because of the
possibility to roll-over foreign debt. As in the Diamond-Dybvig case, there are two possible equilibria. The "good" one is characterized by only some depositors withdrawing
deposits in the short-run; these withdrawals can be financed completely by borrowing
from abroad and there is no need to liquidate long-term assets. The "bank run" equilibrium is characterized by a situation in which all domestic agents want to withdraw
their deposits because of the widespread believe that everyone else is going to withdraw
deposits. If there is no deposit insurance system providing short-run liquidity supports,
banks are going to fail in case of a bank run.
In terms of the industrial country model, Chang and Velasco's approach can be also
set out by sudden shifts in the state of confidence parameter p, leading to the same results
like the application of the Diamond-Dybvig case. A special feature however, is the effect
on the exchange rate in case of the bank-run, i.e. if it holds that p < 0, as the contraction
in the real sector causing deflationary pressures possibly leads to a currency crisis which
is, in contrast to the general case of currency crises, characterized by a sharp appreciation
of the domestic currency, and not by a depreciation. 59
59 This special case of currency crises has been also emphasized by Grilli (1986) in terms of a modified
first-generation currency crisis model by Flood and Garber (1984a).
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4.5.3

Asymmetric Information Models

Unpredictable Bank Runs Due to Asymmetric Information and Exogenous
Shocks. Models of bank runs caused by asymmetric information and exogenous shocks,
as e.g. by Gorton (1985), Chari and Jagannathan (1988), Calomiris and Gorton (1991),
and Calomiris and Kahn (1991), also emphasize the role of multiple equilibria like Diamond and Dybvig, but explain the move from the "no-run-equilibrium" to the "runequilibrium" by an exogenous triggering event which provides "new" information for depositors about the quality of banks' assets.
As a large fraction of banks' assets are nonmarketable, depositors cannot monitor
perfectly asset quality. Besides, depositors cannot distinguish "good" banks from "bad"
banks, i.e. they do not know which banks are most affected by a negative shock. As a result, in case of a large negative exogenous shock, depositors decide to run all banks. After
the run, banks suspend convertibility and sort out "bad" failed banks due to their information advantage. From this perspective, bank runs can solve the information asymmetry
between depositors and banks, and can help depositors to monitor banks more efficiently.
If, on the contrary, there are no adverse shocks, there will be no bank runs, since depositors believe in the healthiness of the banking system. Consequently, widespread bank
runs can be only triggered by an exogenous shock, and not by a pure shift of self-fulfilling
expectations as in the Diamond-Dybvig (1983) model. Since the probability of shocks
cannot be determined in these models, bank runs remain an unpredictable event.
In terms of the industrial country model, the change from the "good" to the "bad"
equilibrium can be explained by a change from a positive p value to a negative p value
which is caused by some "news". For example, a sudden change in the banking regulation
scheme (e.g. the introduction of the Basel II capital accord) limiting banks' credit supply,
being represented by a sharp increase in a, reduces banks' net worth and could trigger a
run; in the same way, an adverse productivity shock, being indicated by a sudden increase
in the wage share v, or by a sudden increase in the depreciation rate 6 lowering firms'
profits and banks' net worth, could be a triggering event for a bank run.
Moral Hazard, Overinvestment and Overborrowing Due to Exogenous Shocks
or Owing to Self-Fulfilling Expectations - Third-Generation Models. The literature on moral hazard driven financial crises, being labelled as the third-generation
approach to financial crises, emphasizes that implicit or explicit government guarantees
on the liabilities of banks, on foreign investors' claims, on the stability of exchange rates,
or investment subsidies raise the private return on assets, making creditors and debtors
engage in riskier investment projects than they would do if there were no guarantees, as in
case of default, losses are transferred to the tax payer. Moral hazard driven booms being
subject to overinvestment, overborrowing, and asset price bubbles can generate financial
crises if one additionally assumes the existence of an exogenous limit on the cumulative
financial costs of government support policies. In case the financial government support
has reached its maximum, and is going to, or expected to be suspended in the future, expected asset returns collapse, leading to widespread bankruptcies among firms and banks,
and in severe cases, to full-fledged financial crises. In the case of deposit insurance systems
or guarantees to bail-out troubled banks, governments are going to abandon guarantees
if the budget deficit reaches undesirable levels which would cause high inflation. In case
of fixed exchange rate systems, central banks' reserves limit the credibility of guarantees;
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if there are huge outflows reducing reserves to zero, and if there is no possibility to get
reserves from international capital markets, the fixed parity has to be abandoned.
Regarding the suspensions' causes, being the triggering events of financial crises, the
literature on third-generation models differentiates among exogenous shocks and selffulfilling expectations. In case a huge shock, like e.g. an interest rate or negative productivity shock, exhausts governments capacity to bail out the banking system, or to
guarantee a fixed exchange rate for financial claims of international investors, there will
be a suspension of government guarantees leading to a bank run, to a currency, or to a
twin crisis. However, governments' capacity to fulfill guarantees can be likewise exhausted
by a simple shift in expectations. If agents start to believe, without any fundamental reason, that government guarantees will be removed in the future, agents are going to run
on banks or currencies, making the government provide financial support due to its obligation to bail out banks, or to support the exchange rate. When governments' resources
to bail out banks or to stabilize exchange rates are used up, a banking, currency crisis or
twin crisis is going to follow, validating ex post investors' pessimistic ex ante expectations.
If, on the other hand, investors believe in the stability of future government guarantees,
there will be no financial crisis, validating investors' optimistic ex ante expectations.
Apart from the distinction between self-fulfilling and exogenous shock driven financial
crises, third generation approaches can be classified into closed economy models which
concentrate on government guarantees to bail-out the banking system, like e.g. Krugman (1998), and into open economy models, as e.g. Diaz-Alejandro (1985), Velasco
(1987), McKinnon (1993), Dooley (1997), McKinnon and Pill (1997, 1998, 1999), Burnside, Eichenbaum and Rebelo (1998), and Corsetti, Pesenti and Roubini (1998), focusing
additionally, next to bail-out promises, on government guarantees to maintain a fixed
exchange rate regime. Since the industrial country financial crisis model operates under
a flexible exchange rate system and does not consider foreign debt, this paragraph refers
to closed economy approaches emphasizing the role of government guarantees to bail-out
troubled banks, whereas open economy approaches generating twin crises are discussed
in section 5.5.3.
The Diamond-Dybvig (1983) literature recommended the establishment of deposit insurance systems to prevent future bank runs, but did not take into account that deposit
guarantees can cause banks to grant much riskier loans than in the absence of guarantees, since in the case of banks' default, e.g. due to large fraction of non-performing
loans, losses which would have normally to be borne by depositors, are taken over by
the government, and indirectly by the tax payer. This argument was brought forward by
Krugman (1998) in connection to the Asian crisis. In his model, only banks allocate funds
to investment projects which are assumed to be protected against losses by government
guarantees. Banks face two different investment projects; one secure investment with a
known yield, and one risky investment whose yield is not known at the beginning, but for
which probabilities for different outcomes ( "good" or "bad") are available. A risk neutral
investor will calculate the expected profit rate of the risky investment and compares it to
the known profit rate of the secure investment. In case the expected value is lower than
the known secure value, the risky investment will not be carried out. However, in case
the government establishes guarantees, the probability of default of the risky investment
can be neglected since losses are borne by the government. As a result, the expected
profit rate of the risky investment project is going to increase to its so-called "Pangloss"
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value, causing risk-neutral banks to engage in the risky investment project in case its
expected yield is higher than the yield of the secure investment project. In case the risky
investment project turns out to be the more profitable one, banks are going to invest all
funds into the risky investment project and will extend investment to an amount which
is larger than under the absence of government guarantees, i.e. moral hazard leads to
overinvestment. Since investment has to be financed mainly externally, the increase in
banks' debt is also larger than under the lack of guarantees, i.e. overinvestment leads
to overborrowing, making the market price of the risky investment good, in case of an
perfectly inelastic supply (as e.g. in case of land or housing), increase significantly. Accordingly, overinvestment and overborrowing lead to the emergence of asset price bubbles.
This bubble effect however, amplifies banks' losses in case of default, because there arise
not only lower yields, but additionally larger capital losses since banks are more indebted
than it would be optimal due to the distortion in expected yields.
According to Krugman (1998), there are two possible triggers for a full-fledged financial
crisis. Firstly, an exogenous shock causes a bad return of the risky investment, generating
huge losses with banks which exceed the government's capacity to bail-out all troubled
banks, and therefore leading to a guarantee suspension and to a banking crises. Secondly,
self-fulfilling expectations, making the end of the guarantee regime endogenous, can cause
a financial crisis, which validates ex post the initial shift towards pessimistic expectations.
If banks' are believed to incur huge losses leading to abolishment of guarantees, there will
be a plunge in asset prices, and depositors who expect that there is no bail-out are going
to run on banks, inducing a severe financial crisis. If however, there is the widespread
believe that there arise no losses, there is also no believe that the guarantee system will
be abandoned which prevents a financial crises. Yet, the switch from the "no-crisis" to
the "crisis-equilibrium" is assumed to be random and not explained by the model.
In terms of the industrial country model, moral hazard driven overinvestment can be
represented by the government explicitly guaranteeing to subsidize firms in case firms
incur losses due to unfavourable outcomes of a risky investment project. This explicit
guarantee on firms also implies an implicit guarantee to bail out banks because losses
in the firm sector, which would lead to non-performing loans in the banking sector, are
taken over by the government. Assume that there are two different technologies in which
firms can invest. Technology 1 is assumed to be secure whose return or profit rate is
r 1 = E(ri) = 0.09, implying a state of confidence value of p = 0. Technology 2 is
assumed to be risky in the sense that there exist two possible outcomes of the profit
rate, one realization value being negative -r2n = -0.08, and the other one being positive
r 2p = 0.2, both with equal probability 0.5. As a result, the expected value of the profit
rate of the risky investment project amounts to E(r2 ) = 0.5 • (-0.08) + 0.5 · 0.2 = 0.06,
being smaller than the expected value of the secure investment in case of the absence of
government guarantees, i.e. it holds that E(r2 ) = 0.06 < E(r1 ) = 0.09. Accordingly,
without government guarantees, firms are going to invest solely in the secure technology
l, implying a state of confidence value of p = 0.
Introducing government guarantees however, changes the expected value of the risky
investment project. Since in case of default, losses are taken over by the government, i.e.
in case of an unfavourable outcome the government pays r 9 = 0.08 to firms, resulting in
an actual profit rate of r 2d = r 2n +r9 = -0.08+ 0.08 = 0, the risky investment project has
an expected value of E(r2 ) = 0.5-0+0.5-0.2 = 0.1 (its "Pangloss" value), implying a state
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of confidence value of p = 0.1. Comparing expected values of both investment projects in
case of the existence of government guarantees makes firms invest into the risky investment
project since it holds that E(r 1 ) = 0.09 < E(r2 ) = 0.1. As a result, since the state of
confidence p increases from O to 0.1 by investing in technology 2 and not in technology 1
due to the existence of government guarantees, there is a large macroeconomic expansion
induced by overinvestment, i.e. r, q, u, p, s increase and j and i decrease. Overinvestment
leads to overborrowing by firms, being represented by an significant increase in the debtasset ratio .>.., dampening but not offsetting the macroeconomic expansion induced by the
rise in p.
A financial crisis in this state of overborrowing and overinvestment can emanate either
from an exogenous shock or from self-fulfilling expections. As to the shock scenario, consider a negative productivity shock (increase in v orb), validating the expected negative
realization value -r2n = -0.08. This drop in the actual profit rate leads to declines in
q, u,p, s and increases in j and i, causing bankruptcies in the firm and in the banking
sector since losses exceed government guarantees inducing depositors to run on banks. All
events following the bank run are identical with those described in the Diamond-Dybvig
model. If, by way of contrast, there is no negative shock and an actual value of r 2p = 0.2
can be realized, no crisis is going to happen. Regarding self-fulfilling expectations as a
triggering event, assume that agents expect government guarantees not to be continued
in the future, making expected profits drop to E(r) = 0.5 • (-0.08) + 0.5 • 0.2 < 0.06,
implying a fall in p, leading to a decline in r, q, u, p, s, and to a rise in j and i, forcing
the government to subsidize firms in case profits are negative. If guarantees are actually
suspended, since losses exceed the government's financial resources, agents' initial shift
towards pessimistic expectations is going to be validated ex post by the occurrence of a
banking crisis. If, on the other hand, agents believe in the continuation of government
guarantees, there is no drop in p, and therefore no macroeconomic contraction followed
by a financial crisis, also validating ex post agents' optimistic expectations.

4.5.4

Credit Constraint and Balance Sheet Models

Borrowing Constraints, Financial Crises and Output Collapses Due to Exogenous Shocks and Self-Fulfilling Expectations - Fourth-Generation Models.
Credit constraint and balance sheet models of financial crises, being labelled as the fourthgeneration approach to financial crises 60 , are based on the theory of imperfect capital
markets having been outlined in detail in section 2.2.2.2. 61 The theory of imperfect capital markets generally assumes that the existence of information asymmetries in financial
markets leads to credit rationing and gives rise to the financial accelerator effect. The
rationale for considering explicitly balance sheet and net worth positions in theoretical
models of financial crises resulted from the stylized fact that financial crises in the 1990s,
both in industrial and emerging market countries, were accompanied by large collapses
in investment and output owing to credit crunches, having been induced by large drops
in net worth positions of business firms and banks due to collapses in asset prices and
exchange rates. Though credit constraint and balance sheet financial crisis models are
built upon the nature of asymmetric information, they are not classified as asymmetric
6 °For

61 For

this terminology, see Krugman (2001).
references, see also section 2.2.2.2.
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information models according to section 4.5.3, since the causes of financial crises do not
have their roots in distorted incentives of agents, but in borrowing constraints, becoming
binding conditional on an increase in asymmetric information.
In terms of fourth-generation models, a financial crisis is defined as a situation in
which there is a sudden increase in credit constraints, as e.g. cuts in credit lines or
refusals to roll-over debt and/or an impetuous increase in interest rates on debt due to a
rise in risk premiums, leading to a sharp drying-up of liquidity in credit markets (credit
crunch), and to collapses in output since investment finance is assumed to hinge largely
upon external finance according to the existence of a financial hierarchy. In severe cases,
financial markets stop working and do not provide any longer necessary information to
overcome existing asymmetries. This sharp contraction in the available amount of credit
and output is assumed either to stem from exogenous shocks which increase asymmetric
information, aggravating the difficulty for financial intermediaries to distinguish between
"good" and "bad" risks, or due to self-fulfilling expectations. Both forms of financial
crises are going to be discussed in the following paragraphs.
Financial Crises Due to Exogenous Shocks. A very prominent example of the
asymmetric information view of financial crises both in industrial and in emerging market
countries, being triggered by exogenous shocks and leading to binding credit and balance
sheet constraints, is given by Mishkin (1991, 1996, 1997, 1998a, 1998b, 1999a, 1999b). He
analyzes different kinds of exogenous shocks like unexpected variations in the inflation
rate, interest rate changes, exchange rate changes, stock market crashes, etc. In all cases,
exogenous shocks to the financial system interfere with information flows, leading to a
contraction in credit supply. For example, a stock market crash, or a sharp interest rate
increase reduce net worth of financial and business firms, leading to a reduction in available
credit, investment and output; in severe cases, a drying-up in lending can cause a severe
financial crises. Other examples which mainly refer to (international) credit constraints of
emerging market countries owing to borrowing in foreign currency, which become binding
and/or are going to be cut back in case of exogenous shocks, are given by Dornbusch
(1998a, 1998b, 1999, 2001), Cespedes, Chang and Velasco (2001a, 2001b), Velasco (2001,
2002), and Caballero and Krishnamurthy (2002), being discussed in chapter 5.5.4.
Translating these ideas into the industrial country model can be done by various kinds
of shocks. Productivity shocks for example, being represented by increasing values in v
and 8, lead to an economic contraction via a reduction in the "borrowing constraint"
being represented by Tobin's q. A collapse of Tobin's q, indicating large drops in liquidity
and net worth positions, lead to a decline in u, r, q, p, s, and to an increase in j, causing in
severe cases a full-fledged banking crisis and to lots of bankruptcies among firms. Shocks
like the sudden bankruptcy of an important business or financial firm can cause a sharp
decline in the "state of confidence" p and in Tobin's q, generating the same adverse
macroeconomic effects like increases in v and ,5.
Financial Crises Due to Self-Fulfilling Expectations. Fourth-generation financial
crisis models driven by self-fulfilling expectations go back predominantly to Aghion, Bacchetta and Banerjee (2000, 2001, 2003) using an optimization approach, and to Krugman
(1999a, 1999b, 2001) using a modified Mundell-Fleming approach. Following Krugman's
fourth-generation approach, financial crises are caused by a sudden shift from optimistic
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towards pessimistic (profit) expectations, which can be induced by small shocks, or simply
without any reaBon. Collapsing expectations lead to sharp declines in aBset prices and
exchange rates, inducing systemic financial crises due to large drops in business firms'
net worth, either by falling aBset values, or by increaBing foreign debt stocks valued in
domestic currency due to nominal depreciations of the home currency. The collapse of
aBSet prices and exchange rates, aB well aB the outbreak of financial crises validates ex
post investors' ex ante shift towards pessimistic expectations.
Krugman develops two different fourth-generation models, one on emerging market
crises (Krugman 1999a, 1999b), relating to the influence of exchange rate variations on
business firms' net worth in caBe of large foreign debt stocks to be discussed in chapter
5.5.2, and a second one on financial crises in industrial countries (Krugman 2001), which
is going to be analyzed in the following, relating to the influence of changing aBset prices
on business firms' net worth positions.
In Krugman's (2001) closed economy model, business firms' investment activities are
constrained by their net worth which depends on the level of aBset prices. Asset prices,
which are represented by Tobin's q, depend positively on output and negatively on interest rates. There arise two possible simultaneous aBset and goods market equilibria. The
"no-crisis" equilibrium is characterized by a strong confidence in the economy, high aBset
prices, strong net worth and high output. The "crisis" equilibrium, on the other hand,
is characterized by low confidence in the economy, low aBset prices, weak net worth and
low output. Furthermore, the "crisis" equilibrium is characterized by a "liquidity trap"
situation, aB nominal interest rate cuts by the central bank to a minimum level of zero
do not induce a recovery of the economy owing to the maintenance of pessimistic profit
expectations. By way of contraBt, both expansionary and contractionary monetary policy in the "no-crisis" equilibrium remain effective. Accordingly, there is no endogenous
mechanism leading to a reversal of expectations and to a recovery of the economy. Financial crises, i.e. a switch from the "no-crisis" to the "crisis" equilibrium, are triggered
by a sudden shift from optimistic towards pessimistic expectations aB to the economy's
profitability, causing a large decline in aBset prices, net worth, investment, and in output,
thereby validating the initial shift towards pessimistic expectations. Factors causing a
shift in expectations are aBsumed to be purely random, and are not going to be explained
by the model, aB in all other self-fulfilling expectations models.
Translating the mechanisms of the Krugman model into the present model can be done
eaBily by referring to the Diamond-Dybvig story which haB been explained by exogenous
shifts in the state of confidence parameter p. The "no-crisis" equilibrium is characterized
by all agents having a strong confidence into the economy, indicated by a comparatively
"high" level of p, causing comparatively "low" interest rate levels of i and j, and "high"
levels of u, r and q. The shift from the "no-crisis" to the "crisis-equilibrium" is caused by
a sudden downward shift in p, causing comparatively "high" interest rates j and i, and
"low" values in u, r and q. As Krugman argues, in "normal" times, the low confidence
equilibrium could be left by the central bank cutting interest rates, being represented
by a large increaBe in high-powered money h, reducing j and stimulating u, r and q. If
however, the confidence parameter pis at very low levels, a sharp increaBe in h can only
reduce the loan rate j to zero, but haB no influence on u, r and q. Furthermore, since the
economy is in depression, a shrinking value of u causes deflation f> < 0, increaBing the real
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interest rate on loans j - p at a constant nominal rate j = 0, and therethrough leading to a further decline in q, r and u.

4.5.5

Endogenous Financial Crisis Models

The Financial Instability Hypothesis by H. P. Minsky. Minsky's (1972, 1975,
1977, 1978, 1980a, 1980b, 1982a, 1982b, 1986) financial instability hypothesis62 differs
from all models reviewed so far as to four important aspects. Firstly, Minsky's theory,
which is restricted to closed industrialized economies, argues that market economies are
inherently unstable, and that systemic financial crises, driven by an endogenous build-up
of financial fragility, are an unavoidable and endogenous outcome of modern capitalist
systems if there are no government or central bank interventions to prevent financial
crises, or to dampen their adverse effects on goods and financial markets. Secondly,
Minsky claims that financial crises are inseparably linked to business cycle fluctuations,
where financial instability is built up endogenously during the upswing and evolves into
a systemic financial crises when the economy enters the downswing period. Thirdly,
Minsky's approach is built on a balance sheet approach considering explicitly liquidity
and net worth positions. Fourthly, notwithstanding the fact that the financial instability
hypothesis is dynamic in nature, Minsky's theory is formulated as a qualitative-descriptive
and comparative-static approach. 63
Minsky's financial instability hypothesis consists of five theoretical components. The
first component, Minsky's theory of financial stability, which has been discussed in detail in sections 2.3.2.1 and 2.3.2.2, distinguishes financially fragile from financially stable
economies by the ratio of hedge finance to speculative finance and Ponzi finance units.
If the ratio is comparatively high, the economy's financial structure is stable, whereas a
low ratio indicates a fragile financial structure. The second component, Minsky's theory
of the determinants of aggregate profits, is based on M. Kalecki's (1971) theory of profits
which is outlined in more detail in appendix E. According to Kalecki's approach, the
amount of investment determines the amount of profits, i.e. rising/declining investment
expenditures generate higher /lower profits. The third component, Minsky's theory of
investment, is largely based on Keynes' (1936, 1937) theory of investment, stating, in a
very simplified way, that the aggregate level of investment is positively dependent on the
ratio of the expected profit rate to the debt interest rate. 64 Accordingly, investment increases/decreases if there is a rise/fall in the expected profit rate, and/or if the there is a
fall/rise in the debt interest rate. The fourth component, Minsky's view of the formation
62 Minsky's financial instability hypothesis has been applied by C. Kindleberger (2000) to explain various historical episodes of financial crises and is therefore often designated as the Minsky-Kindleberger
approach to financial crises.
63 Some formal treatments of Minsky's financial instability hypothesis can be found in Taylor and
O'Connell (1985), Palley {1996), chapter 12, and Nasica {2000).
64 Minsky's, or Keynes' investment function is an early version of Tobin's q theory of investment,
since investment is assumed to be positively dependent on the difference between the demand price of
capital (price of existing capital goods), being largely dependent on expected profits, and the supply
price of capital (reproduction costs of investment goods). Moreover, as capital markets are assumed to
be imperfect due to asymmetric information, investment is assumed to be determined additionally by
subjective assessments of borrower's and lender's risk which are both dependent on aggregate actual and
expected profits. For further details on Minsky's theory of investment, see especially Minsky (1975),
chapters IV and V.
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of profit expectations, has not been explicitly considered by Minsky, but relies largely
on Keynes' beauty contest theory, i.e. profit expectations are determined according to a
chartist-type behaviour of agents. The fifth component, Minsky's theory of the financial
structure, states that the degree of indebtedness is determined by the relation of profits
to investment. Hence, if actual profits exceed/fall short of investment expenditures, there
is a fall/rise in overall indebtedness. Furthermore, a given degree of indebtedness can be
only be maintained in case actual profits are viewed to be sufficient to repay debt in the
future.
The second, third, and fourth component give rise to the emergence of cumulative
upward and downward processes in goods and financial markets which are driven by the
interaction of actual profits, expected profits, and investment. A rise/fall in investment
causes a rise/fall in actual profits, leading to a rise/fall in expected profits generating
a further increase/decrease in investment, and so on. The fifth component determines
how long a cumulative upward or downward process is sustainable. If the expansionary
process is characterized by a faster increase in expected profits and investment than
in actual profits, the increase in indebtedness is maintained as long as actual profits are
expected to rise to future levels which enable debt to be repaid; otherwise the expansionary
process is reversed into a contractionary cumulative downward process with decreasing
indebtedness which comes to a halt if investors realize that actual profits have fallen less
than expected.
A typical Minsky cycle begins with the recovery phase of the last business cycle when
indebtedness has returned to sustainable levels, i.e. when the ratio of hedge finance units
to speculative finance and Ponzi finance units has increased. Such a financially robust
structure is characterized by short-term interest rates being lower than long-term rates,
and by the expected profit rate being higher than long-term interest rates. The fact that
short-term interest rates are lower than long-term interest rates during the recovery phase
of the last business cycles, i.e. during tranquil times, can be explained either by expectations theory of the term structure of interest rates, or by the liquidity premium theory.
Moreover, since debt restructuring after the last financial crisis is generally characterized
by transforming short-term debt into long-term debt, the financial structure is characterized by a large fraction of liquid assets, by a low share of short-term debt, and by a much
higher share of long-term debt (due to rising hedge finance arrangements), giving rise to
very low short-term interest rates. The fact that the expected profit rate is larger than
the long-term interest rate can be explained by very low aggregate investment and profits
due to the last financial crisis. Consequently, only a small rise in investment expenditures
leads very quickly to an increase in actual profits.
According to Minsky, this relation between short-term rates, long-term rates, and the
expected profit rate induces an endogenous build-up of financial fragility, as profits can
be made by increasing investment expenditures which are financed by "cheap" short-term
debt. That is, profit opportunities which stem from a robust financial structure cause an
endogenous shift from financial stability to financial instability. Accordingly, the recovery
phase of the last business cycle is followed by a boom phase which is driven by a cumulative
upward process, stemming from the interaction of actual profits, investment, and expected
profits, which leads to a significant fall in the ratio of hedge finance units to speculative
finance and Ponzi finance units due to a significant rise in speculative and Ponzi finance
units. Furthermore, as expectations are driven by chartist-type behaviour, there is a large
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rise in overall indebtedness as profit expectations and investment expenditures grow faster
than actual profits.
The boom phase comes to an end at the upper turning point due to an endogenous,
and general rise in interest rates which is caused by a steadily rising demand for financing,
and by a limited supply of financing. The positive growth in actual profits is dampened or
even reversed by rising wages and factor costs as capacity utilization reaches its maximum.
Furthermore, rising wages and factor costs lead to contractionary monetary policies by
central banks to fight inflationary pressures. Rising interest rates and declining profits
lead, according to sections 2.3.2.1 and 2.3.2.2, to present value reversals and to financial
posture downgrading, which cause a sharp decline in asset prices and a large rise in
bankruptcies among firms and banks, evolving into a deep systemic banking crisis which
is accompanied by a liquidity trap situation and deflationary pressures as emphasized
by Fisher (1933, 1932), if there are no effective lender of last resort interventions by the
central bank. In case monetary authorities do not prevent a full-fledged systemic financial
crisis, the depression phase can be only left in case there is large rise in the government
budget deficit which leads to a rise in aggregate profits (see appendix E for details) and
to a decline in overall indebtedness, as there are no endogenous mechanisms which induce
a recovery.
In terms of the present model, Minsky's financial instability hypothesis can be illustrated by the dynamic Keynesian version depicted in figure 4.9, and characterized by a
pure chartist-type behaviour of agents. As mentioned in section 4.4.6, under pure chartisttype behaviour, there arises the possibility that each business cycle gives rise to financial
crises, corresponding exactly to Minsky's results.

Other Approaches. There are similar approaches, as e.g. works of George (1879),
Robbins (1934), Galbraith (1972), Borio, Furfine and Lowe (2001), Villa (2001), and Borio
and Lowe (2002), which explain systemic financial crises as an outcome of excessive debtled, and expectations-led business cycle fluctuations. However, most of these approaches
are formulated as qualitative descriptions, or as empirical studies of historical episodes
of financial crises and do not provide a comparable theoretical foundation as Minsky.
Furthermore, as these approaches mainly rely on specific historical episodes, it is not
clear whether financial crises are considered as an endogenous outcome, or as an event
having been caused by exogenous shocks.

4.5.6

An Assessment

After having set out the most important standard approaches to financial crises, this
section compares standard theory of financial crises with the industrial country model by
elaborating the differences and common grounds, and by highlighting new elements of the
present approach which have been neglected so far by standard models of financial crises.

A Comparison with Inconsistent Macroeconomic Policy Models. Respecting
the common grounds of the present approach with inconsistent macroeconomic policy
models, there are four similarities to be mentioned. Firstly, both approaches show that
rising nominal interest rates, dropping asset prices and debt deflation, being associated
with rising real interest rates, cause a substantial rise in financial fragility by deteriorating
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solvency and liquidity positions. Secondly, both types of models argue that both currency
and twin crises are preceded by large capital outflows and depreciation expectations of the
home currency. Thirdly, both approaches claim that, in case of twin crises, the banking
crisis precedes the currency crisis which deepens the banking crisis. Fourthly, both types
of models assume that financial crises are caused by exogenous factors, where inconsistent
macroeconomic policy models stress excessive expansionary monetary and fiscal policies,
and the present approach an exogenous positive shock to expectations.
Regarding the differences, there are four issues to be named. Firstly, inconsistent
macroeconomic policy models do not consider the link between endogenous business cycle
fluctuations and the occurrence of financial crises. Secondly, inconsistent macroeconomic
policy models do not consider endogenous fluctuations in the debt-asset ratio and in
profit expectations as the driving forces of tranquil and financial crises business cycles.
Thirdly, inconsistent macroeconomic policy models only consider exogenous policy factors
causing financial crises, and abstract from mechanisms inducing an endogenous build-up
of financial fragility leading unavoidably to the occurrence of financial crises. Fourthly,
inconsistent macroeconomic policy models generally assume the rational expectations
hypothesis to hold, and abstract from market sentiment-driven expectations giving rise
to cumulative processes.

A Comparison with Self-Fulfilling Expectations Models. As regards the common
grounds, there are three similarities to be mentioned. Firstly, both approaches show that
expectations are a crucial determinant of real economic activity and financial stability,
as expectations are self-fulling and induce cumulative processes. Secondly, both types of
models illustrate that stable financial conditions are associated with optimistic expectations as to real and financial sector variables, whereas financial instability is associated
with pessimistic expectations. Thirdly, in both approaches, financial crises are induced
by exogenous shocks to expectations.
As to the differences, there are five issues to be named. Firstly, self-fulfilling expectations models do not consider the link between business cycle fluctuations and financial
crises as the present approach. Secondly, the approach of self-fulfilling expectations does
not explain the endogenous build-up of financial fragility by endogenous interactions of
expectations and overindebtedness, as both (rational) expectations and the degree of indebtedness are treated as exogenous variables, and do only change in case of random
shocks. Thirdly, though both approaches claim that financial crises are caused by exogenous shocks to expectations, self-fulfilling expectations models argue that crises are
caused by a shift from optimistic towards pessimistic expectations, whereas the industrial
country model argues that financial distress is caused by a shift from pessimistic towards
optimistic expectations. Fourthly, according to self-fulfilling expectations models, financial crises are unpredictable, random events which are not preceded by a deterioration of
fundamentals, whereas the industrial country model shows that financial crises are preceded by a deterioration of almost all economic fundamentals, and that financial crises
are the consequence of a past build-up of financial fragility. Fifthly, self-fulfilling expectations models assume the rational expectations hypothesis to hold, and do not consider
chartist-type expectations which induce cumulative processes.
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A Comparison with Asymmetric Information Models. As regards the common
grounds of the industrial country model with asymmetric information models, there are
four issues to be mentioned. Firstly, both approaches argue that financial crises are preceded by a boom phase which is driven by overly optimistic expectations, leading to
overinvestment, overborrowing and to a considerable build-up of financial fragility. Secondly, both approaches show that financial crises are associated with both deteriorating
fundamentals and collapsing expectations. Thirdly, especially self-fulfilling expectationsdriven moral hazard models show, like the present approach, that stable financial market
conditions are associated with optimistic expectations, whereas financial crises are associated with pessimistic expectations. Fourthly, both approaches argue that financial crises
are induced by exogenous shocks.
Respecting the differences, there are six issues to be named. Firstly, moral hazard
models do not consider the link between tranquil business cycle fluctuations and financial crises cycles. Secondly, moral hazard models do not explain the build-up of financial fragility by endogenous mechanisms, but by exogenously given government guarantees. Thirdly, moral hazard models assume that financial crises can be only triggered
by exogenous shocks to fundamentals, or by self-fulfilling expectations with regard to
the maintenance of government guarantees, and exclude the possibility of endogenously
caused financial distress despite a considerable build-up of financial fragility during the
boom phase. Fourthly, though both approaches argue that financial crises are caused
by exogenous shocks to expectations (especially self-fulfilling expectations-driven moral
hazard models), moral hazard models assume that financial crises are driven by a switch
from optimistic to pessimistic expectations, whereas the industrial country model argues
that crises are driven by a switch from pessimistic to optimistic expectations. Fifthly,
following self-fulfilling expectations-driven moral hazard models, financial crises are an
unpredictable event which are not preceded by deteriorating fundamentals, whereas the
industrial country model is characterized by an endogenous deterioration of all fundamentals before the outbreak of the crisis. Sixthly, moral hazard models generally assume
the rational expectations hypothesis to hold, and abstract from market sentiment-driven
expectation formation schemes.
A Comparison with Credit Constraint and Balance Sheet Models. As regards
the common grounds, there are three similarities to be mentioned. Firstly, both approaches argue that financial crises and subsequent recessions are caused by a considerable reduction in domestic and foreign debt finance, i.e. by financial constraints which
become binding. Secondly, both approaches argue that financial crises are accompanied
by both deteriorating fundamentals and collapsing profit expectations. Thirdly, both approaches argue that financial crises are caused by exogenous shocks. Fourthly, especially
self-fulfilling expectations-driven credit constraint models show, as the industrial country
model, that both financial stability and a macroeconomic activity depend crucially on the
state of profit expectations.
Respecting the differences, there are six issued to be named. Firstly, credit constraint
and balance sheet models do not consider the link between business cycle fluctuations and
financial crises. Secondly, credit constraint and balance sheet models are not subject to
endogenous fluctuations in expectations and in indebtedness. Thirdly, credit constraint
and balance sheet models do not explain the build-up of financial fragility by endogenous
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processes, but by exogenous shocks to fundamentals and by shifts towards self-fulfilling
pessimistic expectations. Fourthly, especially self-fulfilling expectations-driven credit constraint models argue that financial crises are caused by a shift from optimistic towards
pessimistic expectations, whereas the present approach emphasizes the shift from pessimistic towards optimistic expectations as the triggering event. Fifthly, especially selffulfilling expectations-driven credit constraint models argue that financial crises are an
unpredictable event, while the industrial country model is subject to an endogenous deterioration of all fundamentals before the outbreak of the crisis. Sixthly, credit constraint
and balance sheet models assume the rational expectations hypothesis to hold and do
not consider market sentiment-driven expectations giving rise to cumulative upward and
downward processes.

A Comparison with Endogenous Financial Crisis Models. Regarding the common grounds, there are two similarities. Firstly, both approaches show that financial
crises and business cycles are inseparably linked to each other. Secondly, financial crises
are caused by endogenous debt and expectation dynamics.
As for the differences, there are four issues to be mentioned. Firstly, endogenous financial crisis models argue that every business cycle can lead to financial crises, i.e. that
capitalist economies are inherently unstable, whereas the industrial country model indicates that capitalist economies are inherently cyclically stable, and that financial crises
are an exogenous event. Secondly, endogenous financial crisis models argue that expectations are solely driven by market sentiments and neglect a long-run rational behaviour
of agents. Thirdly, endogenous financial crisis models argue that there are no endogenous mechanisms inducing a recovery of an economy which has been hit by a financial
crisis, whereas the industrial country model points out that even in case of a financial
crisis, market economies are stable as there exists an endogenous recovery mechanism
which however, can take a very long time. Fourthly, in contrast to endogenous financial
crisis models, the present approach provides a sophisticated theoretical foundation and
distinguishes explicitly between a "normal" degree of financial fragility being associated
with tranquil business cycles, and "excess" financial fragility causing systemic financial
distress.
New Elements. The comparison of standard models of financial crises with the industrial country models has shown that the present "cyclical" approach to financial
crises provides important extensions for further research on financial crises both from
a methodological-theoretical, and from an empirical perspective.
Regarding the methodological-theoretical perspective, the present approach offers six
innovations. Firstly, the model contains a strict dynamic framework for an open economy,
being not restricted to few periods, or to a closed economy. Secondly, the model is
based on a sophisticated financial structure being developed from balance sheets with
many assets, and contains a banking sector being the most important institution for
the allocation of credit. Furthermore, the model emphasizes the important role of net
worth and collateral both for business cycle fluctuations and for financial crises, being
often neglected by standard models. Thirdly, the model structure considers explicitly, in
contrast to standard models, various important transmission mechanisms (interest rate
channel, exchange rate channel, asset price channel, bank lending channel, balance sheet
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channel) between the real and the financial sphere in an open economy, allowing for
an illustration how financial disturbances can generate real sector or systemic financial
crises. Fourthly, the model provides a synthesis between the rational expectations school
and the Keynesian view of the formation of expectations, fitting much better the stylized
facts of the behaviour of expectations than each theory on its own. Fifthly, the model
provides a theoretical link between business cycle fluctuations and financial crises which
has been generally omitted by standard approaches except for Minsky's theory, which
however, provides no quantitative foundation, and assumes that each business cycle is
accompanied by a financial crisis. Sixthly, the present approach provides a theoretical
synthesis with respect to the financial stability of capitalist market economies, and with
respect to the nature of triggers of financial crises. The industrial country model illustrates
that capitalist economies are cyclically stable, though each business cycle is accompanied
by a weak form of endogenous financial fragility, and that financial crises are caused by
exogenous positive shocks to expectations which induce an endogenous process of aboveaverage financial fragility and financial crises. By way of contrast, standard theory offers
only two polar views. Standard theory of exogenous financial crises argues that capitalist
economies are inherently stable without any appearance of financial fragility, and that
financial crises can be only triggered by adverse shocks to fundamentals and expectations,
whereas standard theory of endogenous financial crises argues that capitalist economies
are inherently unstable, and that financial crises occur purely endogenously.
Regarding the empirical perspective, the present approach to financial crises offers two
innovations. Firstly, in contrast to all other financial crisis models, the present approach
contains most of the major indicators as variables which are used by empirical research
to describe the influence of financial distress on various macroeconomic variables, and to
develop early warning systems, as e.g. the debt-asset ratio, business firms' and banks'
profit rate, net cash flows, Tobin's q, loan rates, bond and stock prices, etc. Secondly, the
model's predictions of the behaviour of macroeconomic variables before, during, and after
financial crises fits very closely the stylized facts of financial crises, whereas predictions
by standard approaches very often only refer to the post-crisis period, and are restricted
to a limited number of variables. Furthermore, predictions made by standard model in
some cases do not fit the stylized facts, as e.g. the prediction by self-fulfilling expectations
models that financial crises are not preceded by a deterioration of fundamentals.

4.6

A Comparison with Standard Business Cycle
Theory

The dynamic version of the present model provides both a dynamic theory of financial
crises and a theory of endogenous fluctuations in aggregate economic activity. After having assessed the differences, as well as the common grounds of the present approach with
standard theory of financial crises, this section compares the model's mechanisms giving
rise to fluctuations in real and financial markets with recent work on business cycle theory. The theoretical literature on business cycles can be classified in two broad categories,
namely theories explaining cyclical fluctuations by endogenous mechanisms, and theories
interpreting the business cycle as a cyclical response to exogenous financial or real disturbances. As opposed to the analysis of standard theory of financial crisis, the following
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description does not contain a detailed description, as well as a comparative-static examination of various business cycles theories, but only a short comparative analysis of the
"main driving forces" of cyclical fluctuations in aggregate economic activity.

4.6.1

Theories of Endogenous Business Cycles

Fluctuations in Bank Credit as the Main Source of Aggregate Volatility. Early
theories on business cycles explain the cumulative processes of inflationary expansions
and deflationary contractions by money and bank credit fluctuations giving rise to fluctuations in investment, and thereby in aggregate economic activity. Wicksell ((1898) 1936)
explains fluctuations in bank credit by discrepancies between the "natural interest rate",
being equivalent to the expected marginal profit rate on new investment which determines aggregate investment, and the "market rate", being equivalent to the interest rate
on bank loans which determines aggregate savings. Though interest rate differentials can
be theoretically caused by both variations in the natural and in the market rate, Wicksell argues that differentials are predominantly caused by shocks to the natural rate. In
case the natural rate is higher than the market rate, arising profit opportunities cause
an expansion in bank credit, and a large rise in investment expenditures generating excess demand on goods markets (investment larger than savings) and inflation. However,
an increasing price level forces banks to increase the interest rate on bank loans due to
inflation-induced reserve (deposit) outflows, causing interest rate convergence and a tendency towards goods market equilibrium in the long-run. By way of contrast, in case
the natural rate is lower than the market rate, declining profit opportunities lead to a
decline in investment expenditures and to a contraction in bank credit causing deflation.
Deflation-induced excess reserves with banks cause a reduction of the market rate towards
the natural rate reducing excess supply in the goods market. Summing up, cumulative
movements in the absolute price level induced by interest rate divergence guarantee a
convergence of the natural and the market rate, and thereby a tendency towards goods
market equilibrium, whereas the old and the new equilibrium differ by the absolute price
level. As a result, relative prices are stable in the long-run, whereas the absolute price
level is unstable, implying that the monetary equilibrium, i.e. the equality of the natural
and the market rate, is also unstable since there is no mechanism guaranteeing a perfect
adjustment of the market to the natural rate. For example, the market rate can overor undershoot the natural rate inducing a new cumulative process in the reverse direction. Furthermore, there exists also the possibility of a changing natural rate during the
adjustment process, inducing a new interest rate divergence. Regarding monetary policy
conclusions, Wickell's theory states that if zero inflation is accepted to be the main goal
of monetary policy, the prime rate has to be stabilized at the the level of the natural rate.
Hayek's (1933, 1939, (1935) 1967) theory of business cycles also explains fluctuations
in investment and aggregate economic activity by the divergence of the natural and the
market rate as Wicksell. However, as opposed to Wicksell, interest rate differentials are
caused mainly by monetary disturbances, and long-run equilibrium is guaranteed by the
price structure between investment and consumption goods. At below-equilibrium market
rates, an expansion in bank credit creates overinvestment in capital goods industries and
"forced saving" by inflation, which is mainly caused by an excess demand for consumption
goods resulting from the shift of resources from consumption to capital goods industries.
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Rising inflation causes banks to increase the market rate, leading to a declining interest
rate differential and to a reduction in the supply of loans. Rising market rates, a reduction in credit, as well as rising consumption goods prices lead to an abrupt decline
of capital goods' discounted present value causing losses and bankruptcies in the capital
goods sector. Consequently, there is an abrupt stop in the capital goods production and
a shift to consumption goods production. However, capital goods having been used in
the capital goods sector cannot be used in the consumption goods sector due to Jacking complementarities. As a result, the sudden stop of the traverse causes real capital
shortages, a deflationary downturn, and an adjustment of the market rate to the natural rate. Summing up, monetary changes lead to distortions in the vertical structure of
production, i.e. to imbalances between the production of consumption and capital goods,
causing a "crisis" in order to return to the "old equilibrium" structure of production. 65
Unlike Wicksell's theory, distortions in the price structure, not cumulative movements of
the price level, guarantee a return to the equilibrium.
Despite the fact that both authors explain the discrepancies between the natural and
the market rate by exogenous shocks, both approaches can be classified as endogenous
business cycle theories since they focus on the internal (price) mechanisms which guarantee
a stable tendency towards equilibrium in the long-run. Hence, both Wicksell and Hayek
viewed the role of exogenous factors as secondary, though they admit that exogenous
shocks are the triggers for evolving disequilibria. 66
Uncertain and Self-Fulfilling Expectations as the Source of Fluctuations in Investment, Bank Credit, and Aggregate Economic Activity. While early theories
explain fluctuations in credit and investment by productivity and/or monetary shocks,
there are other authors emphasizing that volatility in finance and investment results
mainly from unstable expectations about the future. Keynes (1936, 1937) argues that
aggregate instability is largely caused by fluctuations in investment, whereas volatility
of investment is due to agents' expectations about an uncertain future being subject to
large fluctuations which might be unrelated to changes in anything other than "market
psychology" itself. 67 In a similar vein, Lavington (1921) attributes volatility of aggregate
economic activity to the inherent instability of business confidence which can become
self-fulfilling. For example, a rise in business confidence, which can be justified by fundamentals or not, leads to actions which are a real cause of increased confidence resulting
in a boom. Consequently, a drop in confidence, which can be purely random, can lead to
an economic downturn.
While Keynes and Lavington stress the interaction of expectations and investment
neglecting more or less the question of investment finance, Hawtrey (1913, (1926) 1950)
emphasizes the role of volatile expectations as the main source of fluctuations in bank
credit determining the aggregate level of investment. He attributes the trade cycle to
the inherent stability of credit which is mainly caused by unstable, self-fulfilling expectations of two sorts. Firstly, by volatile expectations of businessmen regarding the level of
65 For business cycle theories caused by distortions in the vertical structure of production, see also
Tugan-Baranovskii ((1894) 1913) and Spiethoff (1925).
66 For details on Wicksell's and Hayek's business cycle theories, see e.g. Hagemann (1994, 2002),
Hagemann and Trautwein (1996), and Trautwein (1998).
67 See also section 4.4.1 for a detailed discussion of Keynes' theory of the formation of expectations.
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aggregate demand which can be self-fulfilling, since banks are assumed to accommodate
very passively changes in the demand for credit; as a result, an increase in expected demand causes an increasing demand for credit and investment goods, thereby validating
the initial increase in expected demand. Secondly, by volatile expectations of bankers
regarding the extent to which they can expand the supply of loans without causing a
dangerous deterioration of reserves, depending upon the rate at which other banks expand their loan supply. In the same way, Leijonhufvud (1968, 1981) argues that serious
macroeconomic instability occurs only if the exhaustion of "liquid buffer stocks" causes
liquidity constraints to bind which causes instability, as revisions of expectations about
future incomes become self-fulfilling.
In contrast to these early theories, which were not founded on quantitative analysis,
recent research on expectations-driven endogenous business cycles, as e.g. models by Benhabib and Day (1982), Benhabib and Nishimura (1985), Grandmont (1985, 1986), and
Grandmont and Laroque (1986), rely on an explicit formal modelling of intertemporal optimizing behaviour of agents in order to analyze precisely the influence of expectations on
macroeconomic variables, giving rise to autonomous fluctuations without the occurrence
of exogenous shocks. These models claim that even if the real fundamental characteristics of an economy do not change over time, prices and quantities are subject to cyclical
fluctuations under laissez-faire in case agents expect them to fluctuate. Consequently,
endogenous macroeconomic fluctuations caused by self-fulfilling expectations arise even
in a world with individual intertemporal optimization, laissez-faire policy, and competitive market clearing. Formally, these models rely on the theory of deterministic nonlinear
dynamical systems including bifurcation theory. A new similar formal approach, the socalled "stationary sunspot equilibrium" approach, to be discussed in the following section,
working also under the assumptions of individual intertemporal optimization, laissez-faire
policy, and competitive market clearing, explains aggregate fluctuations also by revisions
of self-fulfilling expectations, which are however, caused by random shocks and not by
internal mechanisms as described above. In contrast to models of endogenous business
cycles, the "stationary sunspot equilibrium" approach models fluctuations by linear but
stochastic dynamics.

Keynesian Multiplier-Accelerator Models. The Keynesian tradition of business
cycle modelling started with Kalecki (1935, 1937), Harrod (1939, 1948) and Domar (1946,
1957) who emphasized the inherent dynamic instability of economic growth. Their work
was followed by business cycle models by Samuelson (1939), Kaldor (1940), Metzler (1941),
Hicks (1950), Goodwin (1951), and Rose (1967) who explain the emergence of endogenous
fluctuations by an interaction of the consumption multiplier and of various versions of the
investment accelerator. One branch of these models considers net investment as a positive
function of changes in output so that fluctuations in consumption are transmitted with
increasing amplitude to fluctuations in investment. Other models are based on the capital
stock adjustment principle, the so-called "flexible accelerator" mechanism. According to
this principle, current investment is determined by the difference between the desired and
the actual capital stock where the desired capital stock is positively dependent on output.
As a result, net investment depends positively on output and negatively on the initially
available stock of capital. The distinguishing feature of these models is the explanation
of income fluctuations on the basis of demand side factors. However, in contrast to all
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other endogenous theories on business cycles, these models ignore monetary, financial and
expectational factors due to a restriction of the analysis to real factors.

4.6.2

Theories of Exogenous Shock-Driven Business Cycles

Exogenous Real and Monetary Shocks as the Main Source of Fluctuations.
Common to all theories explaining business cycles as a result of exogenous events, whether
originating from policy or from random external shocks, is the belief that economic systems are fundamentally stable at the stationary equilibrium, and that fluctuations in
macro variables are the result of the economic system's reaction to frequent exogenous
shocks to real or financial variables. The classification of a shock-driven business cycle
theory as "real" or "monetary" is linked to the distinction between the impulses and the
propagation mechanisms first introduced by Frisch (1933), since there are models with real
shocks and monetary propagations, models with monetary shocks and real propagations,
and combinations of both. The work on exogenous shock-driven business cycles, which
goes back mainly to Slutsky (1927) and Frisch (1933), can be subdivided into two different
approaches, namely the "Equilibrium Business Cycle" approach, which is of neoclassical
derivation, and "New Keynesian" approach which moves within the Keynesian tradition.
"Equilibrium Business Cycle" theory, which is based on the intertemporal Walrasian
general equilibrium setting, perfect markets, rational behaviour of agents and instantaneous market-clearing, assumes that the long-run equilibrium of a competitive monetary
economy that does not experience any exogenous shocks is characterized by a state which
is stationary, or growing at a constant rate. As a result, any departure from the long-run
Walrasian equilibrium is viewed as purely transitory being caused either by monetary
or real shocks. Monetary shock-driven models mainly go back to Lucas' (1972, 1975,
1977b, 1980, 1981) business cycle theory 68 stating that all persistent monetary changes,
inasmuch as they are predictable, will be correctly anticipated and met directly by proportional changes in prices and related nominal variables having no influence on real
variables as e.g. output. Only random monetary shocks can lead to price surprises and
miscalculations by agents inducing false production decisions since agents are not able
to distinguish relative price changes from changes in the aggregate price level due to incomplete information about economy-wide aggregates such as the money stock and the
overall price level. For example, in case there is a random unanticipated monetary expansion leading to aggregate inflation, producers wrongly interpret the unanticipated increase
in the aggregate price level as an increase in relative prices, i.e. in selling prices, boosting
the real rate of return and causing an expansion in output; after some time, when outside
price data has become available, producers suddenly realize that their interpretation of
the price increase has been wrong and start to reduce production which involves time
and costs. Real-shock driven business cycle models, as e.g. by Kydland and Prescott
(1980, 1982) and by Long and Plosser (1983) which are also labelled as "Real Business
Cycle Theory", state that disturbances from the intertemporal Walrasian equilibrium are
mainly caused by exogenous random shocks to preferences and technology.

68 Other similar approaches can be found in Sargent and Wallace (1975), McCallum (1980), and Barro
(1981).
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The "New Keynesian" approach on business cycles is built upon the criticism of "Equilibrium Business Cylce" theory69, stating that markets are not perfect and do not clear
permanently since the "real world" is characterized by imperfect competition and asymmetric information, resulting in nominal rigidities, i.e. in sticky prices. The "New Keynesian" view on business cycles, being reviewed and summarized e.g. in Mankiw (1989)
and Mankiw and Romer (eds.), aims at providing a theoretical microfoundation of the
different behaviour of goods, labour and financial markets under agents' intertemporal
optimizing behaviour from the Walrasian theory. According to New Keynesians, business cycles are caused by exogenous shocks generating cycles due to the aforementioned
nominal rigidities.

Stationary Sunspot Equilibria - Self-Fulfilling Rational Expectations as the
Main Source of Aggregate Fluctuations. "Equilibrium Business Cycle" theory as
well as the "New Keynesian" approach, both working under the assumption of rational
expectations, explain aggregate fluctuations by shocks to the fundamentals of an economy,
i.e. by shocks to preferences, technology, and monetary variables. By way of contrast, stationary sunspot models, e.g. by Azariadis (1981), Cass and Shell (1983, 1988), Azariadis
and Guesnerie (1986), and Woodford (1986, 1987, 1988, 1989), which also work under the
intertemporal Walrasian equilibrium setting, laissez-faire and rational expectations, explain macro fluctuations by unpredictable changes in so-called "sunspot" variables which
are unrelated to fundamentals but which influence agents' rational expectations. Generally, sunspot variables are modelled as random variables being subject to a stationary
stochastic process which agents observe, though sunspot variables do not contain information about fundamentals as e.g. preferences, resources and technology. For example, the
unforecastable change in expectations of businessmen regarding income from production
in a given period to which the desired level of investment expenditure is adjusted, could
serve as a typical sunspot variable which does not influence fundamentals but agents' rational expectations. The introduction of sunspot variables in an explicit equilibrium setting
generates under certain conditions so-called stationary rational expectations equilibria,
or "sunspot equilibria" in which expectations vary in response to sunspot-state variables
that do not provide, as aforementioned, any information about changes in fundamentals.
These equilibria can be interpreted as representations of repetitive fluctuations in which
sudden and random revisions of agents' expectations, due to sudden and random changes
in the sunspot variable, become self-fulfilling. Changing expectations caused by random
shocks to the sunspot variable cause a change in the outcome so that the initial change in
expectations is validated ex post. As a result, the stationary sunspot equilibrium approach
emphasizes the role of volatile expectations as an independent and causal factor of macro
fluctuations, even if fundamentals are constant over time. These models postulate that
even in an intertemporal Walrasian equilibrium setting under laissez-faire and rational
expectations, there exists an inherent instability of market economies which has been already emphasized by early authors as Keynes, Lavington, Hawtrey who, however, did not
explain changes in business confidence or animal spirits by individual rational behaviour
which led, before the introduction of the sunspot equilibrium approach, to the conclu'sion
by contemporary business cycle theory that self-fulfilling revisions of expectations were
irrational and inconsistent with individual rational choice.
69 For

criticism on "Equilibrium Business Cycle" theory, see e.g. Summers (1986).
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4.6.3

An Assessment

After having outlined the most important theories of business cycles, both in a historical
and in a methodological perspective, the following discussion compares the present approach with standard theory of business cycles by elaborating the common grounds and
differences, and by highlighting new elements of the present model which have not been
considered yet by standard theories.
A Comparison with Theories of Endogenous Business Cycles. Regarding the
common grounds of the present approach with standard theory of endogenous business
cycles, there are seven striking similarities. Firstly, in the present model, fluctuations in
bank credit, i.e. in the debt-asset ratio..\, as emphasized by Wicksell and Hayek, as well as
uncertain and self-fulfilling (profit) expectations pas emphasized by Keynes, Lavington,
and Hawtrey, being the main determinant of investment demand and bank credit, are the
two "driving" forces of endogenous fluctuations in macro variables. Secondly, endogenous
fluctuations are also driven by the investment accelerator as emphasized by Kaldor, Hicks,
and Samuelson, i.e. by investment demand 17(q) steering the debt-asset ratio..\ by equation
4.18, where Tobin's q depends on the profit rate r, and thereby indirectly on capacity
utilization u. Thirdly, profit expectations p are driven by "mass psychology" or "animal
spirits" as emphasized by Keynes, and allow for self-fulling revisions even though agents
are assumed to be rational (at least in the long-run) as highlighted by modern authors as
Benhabib, Day, Grandmont, Laroque, and Nishimura. Fourthly, endogenous fluctuations
arise completely under laissez-faire as stressed by Benhabib, Day, Grandmont, Laroque,
and Nishimura, since fiscal policy is excluded and monetary policy is passive by holding
m and h constant over the business cycle; consequently, there are no policy shocks which
could induce aggregate fluctuations. Fifthly, both recessions as well as financial crises are
caused by overinvestment and overindebtedness as highlighted by Wicksell and Hayek.
Sixthly, cycles are mainly driven by the profit rate differential re - r = p, and by the
"fundamental" risk premium a= r - (i-p) which corresponds to Wicksell's and Hayek's
interest rate differential. Seventhly, the model economy is only cyclically stable being
guaranteed by correcting actions of p, ..\, r, i and fJ as in Wicksell, and does not converge
to a stationary steady state.
Concerning the differences of the present approach to standard endogenous business
cycle theory, there are three important issues to be mentioned. Firstly, the present model
does not contain a sophisticated production structure, as e.g. Hayek's vertical production structure which differentiates explicitly between the production of investment and
consumption goods. Secondly, though the model contains an indirect form of the investment accelerator, there is no consumption multiplier with which the investment accelerator could interact to generate endogenous fluctuations as stressed by Kaldor, Hicks,
and Samuelson. Thirdly, the present approach is not built upon an intertemporal Walrasian equilibrium setting as latest endogenous business cycle models by Benhabib, Day,
Grandmont, Laroque, and Nishimura.

A Comparison with Theories of Exogenous Shock-Driven Business Cycles.
Respecting the common grounds with standard theory of shock-driven business cycles,
there arise three similarities. Firstly, though the present model exhibits endogenous flue-
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tuations, business cycles are additionally driven by direct shocks to business confidence p,
becoming self-fulfilling and leading to "jumps" in other macro variables. Secondly, shocks
to expectations can be of a pure sunspot type as mentioned by Azariadis, Cass, Guesnerie
Shell, and Woodford, or stem from real (productivity shock) or financial shocks (financial
liberalization) as highlighted by "Equilibrium Business Cycle" theory and by the "New
Keynesian" approach. Thirdly, the present model works under the assumption of (at least
long-run) rationality as all exogenous shock-driven models.
Respecting the differences, there are three issues to be named. Firstly, in the present
approach business cycles evolve endogenously, i.e. there is no need of exogenous shocks
to generate aggregate fluctuations. Secondly, though there exists a stationary state in the
present model as in all shock-driven models, it is dynamically unstable whereas global
dynamics are cyclically stable. Thirdly, only direct shocks to the state of confidence p can
alter the amplitude of the business cycle instantaneously, whereas other types of (indirect)
real or monetary shocks only change the vector field and do not lead to "jumps" in macro
variables.
New Elements. The present approach to business cycles and financial crises constitutes
a further development in business cycle research both from a methodological-theoretical
and from an empirical perspective. Regarding the methodological-theoretical perspective, there are three innovations. Firstly, the present approach provides a broad synthesis
between endogenous and exogenous business cycle theories since it (a) contains a complex interaction between the real and the financial sector due to a sophisticated financial
structure and a rich set of transmission mechanisms, (b) uses an innovative theory of
expectations which are driven by mass psychology, fundamentals, as well as by rational
behaviour, (c) highlights that business cycles can be caused both by endogenous and
by exogenous mechanisms, and (d) contains almost all nonlinear time profiles mentioned
in models of endogenous business cycles. 70 Secondly, the present model provides a new
formal theory of the formation of expectations which postulates a weaker form of rationality to hold in reality than current rational expectations models do. Furthermore, the
introduction of long-run rationality allows both for a stationary state to exist and for the
emergence of endogenous cycles under rational behaviour. Thirdly, the model makes a
clear distinction between "tranquil" business cycles and financial crises by the introduction of the degree of financial fragility, which has not been considered in other standard
theories on business cycles, often speaking of crises and recessions synonymously, as e.g.
Hayek.
Respecting the empirical perspective, the model provides two innovations. Firstly, in
contrast to many business cycle models, the present approach contains major real and
financial indicators as variables and parameters, which are used by empirical research
to describe and to forecast business cycles, as e.g. business confidence, rate of capacity
utilization, investment, bond and stock prices, total corporate profits, net cash flow, labour
share in national income, total private borrowing, real money supply, short-term interest
rates, bond yields, commercial and industrial loans outstanding, etc. Furthermore, the
time patterns of these variables predicted by the model correspond in most cases to the
7°For a summary of the main nonlinear relationships in endogenous business cycle models, see Zarnowitz
(1992), p. 11-14.
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stylized facts of business cycles. 71 Secondly, the predictions of the time patterns of the
model's endogenous variables during episodes of financial crises and their close link to
business cycles fits very closely the stylized facts as already outlined in section 4.5.6. 72

71 For an overview of major economic indicators used in empirical analysis' of business cycles and
their stylized time patterns, see Moore (1983), chapter 6, and Zarnowitz (1992), pp. 23-28. For major
indicators used for business cycle forecasting, see Zarnovitz (1992), chapter 9.
72 See also Zarnowitz (1992), pp. 105-109 for the close link between business cycles and financial crises,
as well as for the behaviour of macro variables during episodes of financial distress in the U.S. from
1818-1982.
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4. 7

Mathematical Supplements

All partial derivatives summarized qualitatively in table 4.1 are given explicitly below.

Response of Capacity Utilization u to Various Shocks. 73
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73 For all following partial derivatives, it has been additionally assumed that economic agents' reaction
of money demand with respect to the expected profit rate is larger in absolute terms than their reaction
as to the real interest rate on government bonds, i.e. it holds that Jdr+pl > Jd;-pJ, respectively ldul >
Jdr+pl > ld;-pJ- Furthermore, it has been assumed that it holds that d,+p+d;-p/3p < 0 (see e.g. 8u/8p).
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Response of the Profit Rate r to Various Shocks.
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Response of Price Level's Growth Rate f> to Various Shocks.
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Response of Tobin's q to Various Shocks.
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Response of the Interest Rate on Loans j to Various Shocks.
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Response of the Domestic Interest Rate on Bonds i to Various Shocks.
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Response of the Exchange Rate's Growth Rates to Various Shocks. 74
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74 For 8s/8o,, it has been assumed that ((-1-.X) du 1/q+dr+p(1/q(-l+v+.X,pu)+.X(-l+u,;. 'Pu))) > 0. For
8s/8v and for 8s/8fi, it has been assumed that (-1/q .XJ_,(du +d,;. 'lf'u)+dr+p(.XJ-,; ->-;)(-l+u,;. ,p,.)) > 0.
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Chapter 5
A Model of Financial Crises and
Endogenous Fluctuations in
Emerging Market Countries
The empirical analysis has demonstrated that financial crises both in industrial and in
emerging market countries in the post Bretton-Woods era were characterized by extensive boom-bust cycles and exhibited similar time patterns of almost all macroeconomic
variables which were investigated in chapter 3. Though lots of financial crises in emerging
markets in the 1980s were caused by inconsistent macroeconomic policies (especially in
some Latin American countries in the late 1970s, having triggered the international debt
crisis in the 1980s), latest financial crises in the 1990s (Mexico, Asia, Brazil) happened
without any severe macroeconomic mismanagement. As a result, boom-bust cycles and
the subsequent and unavoidable financial collapse were not anymore caused by expansionary macroeconomic policy but by other factors.
In order to find an explanation of latest crises' episodes, economic theory started to
analyze financial crises in emerging markets like crises in industrial countries by moral
hazard and balance sheet models, having been already set out in sections 3.5, 4.5.3 and
4.5.4. The critical assessment of standard theories of financial crises in industrial countries
however, has suggested the view that financial crises are not solely caused by self-fulfilling
expectations or exogenous shocks, but can be also viewed as a part of an extensive business
cycle which generates financial instability endogenously, especially after financial liberalization. Since particularly emerging markets have been subject to large-scale Washington
Consensus liberalization policies both in the real and in the financial sector since the
1980s, it could be argued that financial crises in emerging markets can be explained as
well by positive exogenous shocks to expectations, giving rise to an endogenous aboveaverage build-up of financial fragility by overshooting expectations and overindebtedness,
leading finally to systemic financial (twin) crises. This view of financial crises suggests
that emerging market crises are comparable to financial crises in industrial countries with
the only exception that overindebtedness in emerging markets is mainly caused by capital inflows in foreign currency, and not directly by overlending via the domestic banking
system. It must be noted however, that in case of large-scale capital inflows, the domestic
financial system also plays a central role for the generation of excessive cycles by transforming foreign capital into domestic credit, even if the financial system still suffers from
past financial repression.
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Following the cyclical approach to financial crises in industrial countries, this chapter
develops a theoretical model of financial crises in emerging markets, being a modified version of the crisis model of industrial countries given in chapter 4. Since the model structure
and assumptions are similar, the following description only highlights the differences and
refers to the explanations given in chapter 4.

5.1

The Real Side

Consider a small emerging market economy having pegged its currency to an international
reserve currency like the US-$ or the Euro in order to stabilize inflation, or to support an
export-led growth strategy.
Output is assumed to be demand determined, and goods market equilibrium expressed
in terms of the numeraire PK, where P denotes the domestic price level and K the capital
stock, is given by

(5.1)
stating that in equilibrium capacity utilization u = Y / K, where Y denotes real output,
equals aggregate demand adjusted for the numeraire being composed of three components. The first demand component is the "warranted" growth rate of the capital stock
I/ K = r,(-), being positively dependent on Tobin's q. The second demand component
is normalized real government expenditure G/K = g(·), being negatively dependent on
the real interest rate on government bonds i - p, where i denotes the nominal interest
rate on bonds, and p = P/ P the growth rate of the domestic price level P. The third
demand component consists of normalized real net exports NX/K = nx(·), being positively dependent on the growth rate of the real exchange rate s+ p• - p, i.e. the Robinson
condition is assumed to be fulfilled, where s = s/ s denotes the growth rate of the nominal
exchange rate, expressing the rate of change of the price of one unit foreign currency in
domestic currency; p• = P• / p• denotes the growth rate of the foreign price level which is
assumed to be zero throughout the analysis. In a fixed exchange rate system it holds that
s = 0, though the exchange rate can be either used as a macroeconomic policy instrument, or changes suddenly during exchange rate crises. Consequently, s will be treated
as a parameter in the model.
The overall impact of the price level's growth rate p on capacity utilization u, being
denoted by 8u/8fia, is not clear since an increase in plowers the real interest rate on government bonds leading to an expansion in g(·) and in u, but at the same time deteriorates
the real exchange rate leading to a drop in nx(-) and in u. In the crisis model for industrial
countries, the overall influence has been positive, i.e. 8u/ 8fia > 0, because government
expenditure has been assumed as having a greater influence on capacity utilization than
net exports. In emerging market countries however, being much more dependent on
trade, net exports have a much greater influence on capacity utilization than in industrial
countries, though there are countries in which government expenditure represents a large
fraction of aggregate demand as well. Consequently, since there is no clear answer on the
sign of 8u/8fia, it is assumed that the influence is zero, which is consistent with the fact
that net exports have a much greater influence on u in emerging market countries than
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in industrial countries, i.e. in the following it holds that

8u _
8g
8nx _ 0
8'f>a - - 8(i - p) - 8(s - p) - .
Empirical data have shown that investment finance in emerging market countries depends heavily on foreign capital. There are two main forms of foreign debt finance in
emerging markets which differ mainly with respect to the sectoral allocation, i.e. with respect to the question of which sector in the economy receives and allocates foreign capital
in the domestic economy. On the one hand, there is a "direct" form of finance, according
to which domestic business firms directly receive foreign capital from international financial institutions; as to this direct form of finance, firms have to book debt denominated in
foreign currency in their balance sheets which exposes them directly to foreign exchange
risk. On the other hand, there exists also an "indirect" form of finance, being characterized by domestic banks receiving foreign debt, and creating loans to domestic business
firms in domestic currency; according to this indirect form of finance, banks, not firms,
are directly exposed to foreign exchange risk, though in case of a sharp devaluation, banks
are going to cut their credit lines to domestic firms because of a sharp reduction in their
net worth and foreign loan withdrawals, exposing firms indirectly to foreign exchange rate
risk.
The present model assumes a "direct" way of finance, assuming that the capital account is fully liberalized, i.e. that international transactions as to bonds, shares, and
granting loans denominated in foreign currency to domestic agents no longer underly any
restrictions, like e.g. capital controls. The domestic financial sector however, is modelled
as still being underdeveloped and suffering from past financial repression, but being in
transition to a fully liberalized scheme. Consequently, the domestic financial sector cannot attract sufficient financial means (deposits) to serve the financial needs of the private
business sector in the form of loans, and in most cases offers much higher loan rates than
international financial institutions. 1
Owing to the transition process from financial repression to a fully liberalized scheme,
domestic firms' debt side contains both loans in domestic currency L priced at the nominal domestic loan rate j, having been allocated by the domestic financial sector during
the financial repression period, and loans in foreign currency L • priced at a nominal
international interest rate on loans j*, having been allocated by international financial
institutions after financial sector and capital account liberalization. As firms are exposed
to exchange rate risk in case of sudden changes in s, interest rate costs on foreign loans
have to be adjusted for the growth rate of the exchange rate s, resulting in an "actual"
nominal interest rate on foreign loans j* + s. Business firms' net profits Q are then given
formally as
Q = PY - w N - 8 PK - j L - (j* + s) s L *,
that is, net profits are determined by earnings PY less labour costs wN, where w denotes
the nominal wage rate and N labour input, less depreciation on capital 8P K, where r5
denotes the depreciation rate, less interest rate costs on the stock of domestic loans jL,
less interest rate costs on the foreign stock ofloans (j* + s)sL •, where s denotes the initial
1 By way of contrast, the financial crisis calibration model for emerging markets presented in chapter
6 assumes an indirect way of finance, according to which banks play the central role in allocating foreign
capital to domestic firms.
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fixed nominal exchange rate. 2 Dividing both sides of the profit equation by PK results
in the net profit rate, given by
PY
wN 6PK
jL
(j* + s)sL*
r = PK - PK - PK - PK PK
= u(l - v) -

o-

.

J >. -

·•

(J

• _ •

+ s)s>.

•

where v = wN/(PY) denotes the wage share with respect to gross nominal product 3
being treated as a parameter in the model, >. = L / (PK) the "domestic" debt-asset ratio
relating the stock of domestic loans outstanding to the capital stock valued at replacement
costs, and >. • = L • / (PK) the "foreign" debt-asset ratio in foreign currency relating the
stock of foreign loans outstanding to the capital stock valued at replacement costs. In the
following, it is assumed that the initial value of the fixed exchange rate amounts to s = 1;
therefore, the rate of change of the exchange rate s is always expressed for a given value
of s = l. As a result, the profit rate on capital reads as

r

= u(l -

v) - 6 - j).. - (j*

+ s)>.*.

(5.2)

The supply side of the model is described by a simplified Phillips curve relationship,
formally expressed as
p = 1/J(u - u*),
(5.3)
+
stating that in case actual capacity utilization u exceeds the "natural full employment
level of capacity utilization" u* > 0 there is inflation, and in case u < u* the economy
is in a state of deflation. As in the industrial crisis model, inflation and deflation expectations are incorporated in the state of confidence parameter p. Likewise, equation 5.3
neglects a direct influence of foreign prices and the nominal exchange on domestic prices,
though emerging market countries are considered as being much more open economies
than industrial countries. This assumption can be justified by assuming a very restrictive nominal wage setting behaviour as a part of domestic macroeconomic stabilization
and liberalization policies, in order to prevent wage indexation from generating excessive
wage-price spirals due to foreign price and exchange rate changes, counteracting the aims
of stabilization and liberalization policies. Still, the model incorporates an indirect influence of s on p by the fact that an increase in s leads, via an expansion of net exports nx,
to an increase in capacity utilization u, and thereby to a higher value of the growth rate
of the price level p.
2 Note that after the foreign loan amount of L* has been exchanged at a fixed nominal exchange rates
into domestic currency, a change in s influences the effective interest rate and thereby interest payments
on foreign loans in domestic currency, but not in foreign currency. For example, given a loan in foreign
currency L • = 100 US-$ at an international interest rate of j" = 5% yields 5 US-$ interest payments
in foreign currency, and at a fixed nominal exchange rate of s = l Peso/US-$, 5 Pesos nominal interest
rate payments in domestic currency. After a devaluation of 100% of the Peso, the new fixed nominal
exchange rate is s = 2 Peso/US-$, resulting in interest payments of 5 US-$ in foreign currency, but
in 10 Pesos in domestic currency which increases the nominal effective interest rate on foreign loans in
domestic currency to j* + s = 5% + 105 5 = 105%, whereas the nominal effective interest rate on foreign
loans in foreign currency remains at j* = 5%. It is important to note that the profit equation only
refers to interest payments on loans (foreign and domestic), but not to redemption payments of loans.
Consequently, the adverse impact of increasing redemption payments of foreign loans on firms' profits in
case of a devaluation of the home currency is excluded. Yet, an increase in the foreign debt burden due
to a devaluation of the home currency, and its influence on investment and expectations is treated in the
dynamic version of the model in section 5.4.
3 Note that
= ';:~ = vu.

~Z
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5.2

The Financial Side

5.2.1

A Stylized Financial Structure

A highly simplified and stylized domestic financial structure of emerging market economies
with an underdeveloped, but fully liberalized domestic financial sector is given in figure
5.1. There are seven types of agents in the economy: households, firms, domestic banks,
government, central bank, foreign private agents and foreign banks. It is assumed that
especially foreign banks dominate the domestic financial system with respect to the allocation of capital from international savers to domestic investors.
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Figure 5.1: Stylized Financial Structure in Emerging Market Countries

There are eight sorts of assets which are prized at their current market or discounted
present values, i.e. there is no distinction between book and market values. The terminology regarding the designation of nominal and real stocks, as well as market prices of bonds,
equities and of the capital stock is based on the terminology introduced in section 4.2.1.
The first sort of assets are deposits D, the second sort are domestic government bonds
PBDBD, where BD denotes the real stock of bonds, and PBD the market price in domestic
currency per real unit of domestic government bonds. Foreign government bonds which
are denoted in domestic currency sPBFBF, where BF represents the real stock of foreign
bonds, PBF the market price per real unit in foreign currency, and s the fixed nominal
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exchange rate, constitute asset type three. Domestic and foreign government bonds are
assumed as being imperfect substitutes since domestic bonds bear a risk premium reflecting the emerging market country's risk of default. Asset type four is the capital stock,
where K denotes the real stock of capital, and PK the demand price of capital implying
a nominal market value of PKK- The capital stock is partly financed by the issuance
of equities representing asset type five whose nominal market value equals PEE, where
E denotes the real stock of equities which is assumed as being constant throughout the
analysis, and whose market market price is represented by PE denoting the price per real
unit of equities in domestic currency. The remaining part of the capital stock is financed
on the one hand by domestic loans from domestic banks to firms L constituting asset
type six, and on the other hand by foreign loans from foreign banks to domestic firms L •
making up asset type seven, whose nominal value in domestic currency amounts to sL*.
Asset type eight is high powered money M held by domestic banks as required reserves
in the form of interest-free deposits DBA = rD = M at the central bank, where T denotes the required reserve ratio. High-powered money M consists of the domestic credit
component H being issued by the central bank to domestic commercial banks, foreign
reserves stemming from exchanging foreign loans into domestic currency R, and foreign
reserves exclusive foreign loans B. The explicit separation of foreign reserves into reserves
stemming from foreign loans R, and reserves stemming from other international monetary
transactions B is necessary to describe the indebtedness of the domestic firm sector in
foreign currency, and to separate private capital flows for investment finance from other
international financial transactions.
Regarding central bank reserves R, there are two possible ways of transforming foreign
loans into high-powered money. The first "direct" way assumes that firms directly sell
foreign loans in the foreign exchange market which is controlled by the central bank, and
receive domestic high powered money which is immediately spent for new investment,
and transformed into domestic deposits with banks since cash is excluded. The second
"indirect" way assumes that firms act through domestic banks by selling their foreign
loan amounts to banks, receiving deposits in domestic currency which are immediately
spent for investment and transformed into households' deposits in the end; in order to
pay firms in domestic currency, banks sell firms' loan amount in foreign currency in the
foreign exchange market to the central bank and receive high powered money.
Changes in foreign reserves exclusive foreign loans B cover imbalances in the foreign
exchange market arising from current or capital account disequilibria. It must be noted
that there are cases in which B can take a negative value, meaning that overall foreign
reserves do not suffice to cover all liabilities of the firm sector, i.e. in these cases it holds
that R+ B < R.
Households hold their nominal wealth NWHH in the form of deposits D, domestic government bonds PvBBv, foreign government bonds sPBFBF, and equities PEE. Though
domestic and foreign government bonds are assumed to be imperfect substitutes being
traded internationally, equities are assumed to be not tradable internationally due to
information asymmetries.
Firms finance the capital stock by issuing equities E, and by taking domestic L and
foreign loans expressed in domestic currency as sL •. Since the real stock of equities E
is assumed as being constant, new investment is financed by a combination of retained
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earnings and taking new (foreign) loans. 4 Assuming instantaneous adjustments to bring
the stock market into equilibrium, which implies a zero net worth of firms,5, results in
the demand price of capital being determined by the equity market, the domestic loan
market, the foreign loan market, and by the level of the fixed nominal exchange rate,
formally
PK= PEE+L+sL*
K
Domestic banks create deposits D as a multiple of high powered money M (monetary
base) which is held by banks as required reserves in the form of deposits DsA = M
at the central bank. Neglecting cash and excess reserves of banks 6 , demand for high
powered money stems only from the required reserve ratio T controlled by the central
bank, resulting in the exogenous money multiplier m = 1/T. Summing up, it holds
that M = D BA = TD = ~ D. Since the domestic banking sector is assumed as being
underdeveloped and cannot invest in other assets than loans, banks' adding-up constraint
is formally given as

(1 - T)D + NWsA = L,

where

TD= DsA =M,

stating that banks' input for the creation of loans L consists of deposits adjusted for
required reserves plus banks' net worth NWsA• Though domestic firms are assumed to
finance new investment by foreign loans, domestic banks are still vulnerable to adverse
shocks hitting the firm sector due to an increase in the amount of non-performing domestic
loans, resulting from the existing stock of domestic loans L. If, for example, there is an
international real or financial shock reducing firms' collateral values and profits drastically,
e.g. by a drop in the terms-of-trade or by a foreign interest rate increase, domestic firms'
illiquidity and insolvency does not only lead to an increasing amount of foreign nonperforming loans, but also to an augmenting stock of domestic non-performing loans,
which in severe cases can lead to a systemic international and domestic banking crisis.
The domestic government issues bonds being held by domestic households and foreign
agents in order to finance budget deficits. The market value of government bonds amounts
to PDsBD, where the real stock of bonds BD is assumed as being constant throughout
the analysis. 7 There are no government assets, resulting in a negative government net
worth NWaov• The foreign government also issues bonds for budget deficit finance, where
market price of foreign government bonds in domestic currency amounts to sP8 pBp.
Monetary policy takes the form of controlling the required reserve ratio T, the domestic
credit component H, and foreign reserves B by interventions in the foreign exchange
4 Though the comparative-static version of the model considers explicitly changes in the stock of domestic loans L in order to describe the overall macroeconomic effects of future domestic credit variations,
the dynamic version assumes that new investment is exclusively financed by foreign loans L •, which is
consistent with the view of a current underdeveloped domestic banking sector.
5 For details, see section 4.2.1.
6 See e.g. Bernanke and Blinder {1988) for the explicit introduction of banks' excess reserves, resulting
in an interest rate dependent money multiplier.
7 The problem of a high and increasing level of government debt in domestic and in foreign currency
due to past and current inconsistent expansionary fiscal and monetary policies {like e.g. in many Latin
American countries as Argentina, Brazil or Mexico) is neglected in the model, since the present explanation of financial crises focuses more on inherent market mechanisms generating financial instability, than
on inconsistent macroeconomic policies.
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market. Furthermore, the central bank can engage in active exchange rate policy by
official revaluations or devaluations of the exchange rate, i.e. by variations in s or s.
Though the model is based on the assumptions of complete capital account liberalization and instantaneous portfolio adjustments, there is no perfect capital mobility since
firstly, not all assets are traded internationally (e.g. equities), and secondly, because assets
being traded internationally are viewed as being only imperfect substitutes, differing by a
risk premium (e.g. government bonds). Furthermore, domestic assets are also considered
as being only imperfect substitutes, like e.g. equities and domestic government bonds
whose rate of returns do not have to be equal in equilibrium.
Private domestic wealth Wp (government and central bank excluded) is given as

that is, by the sum of the capital stock valued at the demand price of capital, required
reserves of domestic banks at the central bank less reserves stemming from foreign loans8 ,
domestic government bonds and foreign government bonds; inside debt like deposits and
domestic loans cancel out. Overall domestic wealth (government and central bank included) is given as

stating that overall wealth consists of the capital stock valued at the demand price of capital, high powered money less foreign reserves from foreign loans, and foreign government
bonds.

5.2.2

Financial Market Equilibria

All financial market equations refer to the portfolio structure given in figure 5.1, whereas
financial market equilibria are not modelled as a standardized portfolio approach in order
to keep the model formally tractable. 9
Deposit market equilibrium being normalized by the numeraire PK is formally given
as
(5.4)
m(h+b+>.*)=d(u,p,i-p,r+p),
+ -

-

-

where m = 1/T denotes the money multiplier treated as a parameter in the model,
h = H / (PK) the normalized domestic credit component, b = B /PK normalized foreign
reserves excluding reserves stemming from foreign loans, and >.• = s>.• (where s = 1)
the foreign debt-asset ratio in domestic currency being equivalent to normalized foreign
reserves expressed in domestic currency R, i.e. >.• = s>.• = L* /(PK) = R/(PK), stemming from foreign loans to domestic firms, and d( ·) = D( ·) / (PK) normalized demand
for deposits. The expression 1/(h + b + >.•) stands for the "velocity" of high-powered
money with respect to the value of the capital stock. Households' demand for deposits
is positively dependent on capacity utilization u representing the transaction motive for
money demand, and negatively dependent on the growth rate of the price level p, i.e.
households flee ceteris paribus from money in case of inflation, and go into money in case
loans cancel out since it holds that R = sL •.
a discussion of the pros and cons of standardized portfolio approaches, see section 4.2.2.

8 Foreign
9 For
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of deflation. Since households divide their nominal wealth, apart from deposits, among
domestic bonds, foreign bonds, and equities, deposit demand is negatively dependent on
the real interest rate on domestic government bonds i - p (where the nominal interest rate
on government bonds i is determined by uncovered interest rate parity adjusted for a risk
premium being derived below), and positively dependent on the expected rate of return
on capital r + p, where p represents the "state of confidence" expressing the difference
between the expected and the actual profit rate. 10 Like in the financial crisis model for
industrial countries, the overall influence of p on d( ·), being indicated as ad/ apa, is not
clear since e.g. a rise in p on the one hand reduces deposit demand, but on the other
hand lowers the real interest rate on domestic government bonds i - p, increasing the
demand for deposits. In order to overcome this theoretical as well as empirical tradeoff,
the following analysis assumes that the overall influence of p on d( •) is positive; formally
it holds that
ad
ad
ad 8(i - p)
8d
ad
8fia = ap + 8(i - p) 8ft = 8p - 8(i - p) > o,
implying that the indirect influence of the real interest rate on domestic bonds as to
variations in p dominates the direct influence of p on deposit demand.
Owing to the assumption of imperfect capital mobility in the market for government
bonds, UIP does not hold and has to be adjusted for the country's risk of default. As
a result, the domestic nominal interest rate on bonds i is determined by the nominal
interest rate on foreign bonds i* adjusted for expected exchange rate changes s•, and for
a country specific risk premium rp, formally
i

= i* + s• + rp.

As in the industrial country model, exchange rate expectations and the risk premium
are assumed as being negatively dependent on the "state of confidence" parameter p, i.e.
a rise in p increases overall credibility, leading to shrinking values of s• and rp due to
appreciation expectations of the home currency and due to a lower country default risk,
whereas a fall in p leads to lower credibility and to increases in s• and rp. 11 Summing up,
equilibrium in the international market for bonds is given formally by
i

= i* + /3(p),

(5.5)

implying that in case p > 0, implying /3 < 0, it holds that i < i*, in case p < 0, implying
/3 > 0, it holds that i > i*, and that in case p = 0, implying /3 = 0, it holds that i = i*.
Equilibrium in the equity market is represented by the equilibrium condition in the
market for real capital, because assuming a constant real stock of equities E, a constant
capital stock K, a given fixed exchange rate value of s = 1, and treating the domestic
and the foreign loan stock L and L • as parameters implies that the equity market can be
subsumed, according to the definition of the demand price for capital PK = (PEE+ L +
sL*)/K, under the market for real capital. 12 Equilibrium in the market for real capital
can be simplified by making use of a modified version of Tobin's q, given formally as
r+p
q= j•+s•+rp'

-10-For-further
- - -details
- -on-the
---"state of confidence", see section 4.2.2.
11

The arguments for assumings•+ rp

12 For

= f3(p)

are discussed in detail in section 4.2.2.

details of this procedure, see section 4.2.2.
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stating that q is the ratio of expected net profits to a risk adjusted expected reference
interest rate domestic investors demand for holding capital assets. Because investment is
mainly financed by foreign loans, the reference interest rate is approximated by the riskadjusted foreign loan rate in terms of domestic currency. Hence, the reference interest
rate consist of the nominal interest rate on foreign loans j* adjusted for expected exchange
rate changes s•, and for the country specific risk premium rp representing default risk.
Since Tobin's q incorporates expectations on future developments, the nominal foreign
interest rate is adjusted for expected exchange rate changes, and not for the actual rate
of change. In order to simplify the analysis it is assumed, like in equation 5.5 defining
equilibrium in the international bond market, that expected exchange rate changes and
the country specific risk premium can be expressed by the same function /3(p), being
negatively dependent on the state of confidence, formally

r+p

q = j• + /3(p)"
This version of Tobin's q can be further simplified by linearization, being used in the
model as
(5.6)
q = r + p - (j* + /3(p)).
Since Tobin's q is both and indicator for the liquidity and the solvency position of business
firms, financial distress in the firm sector caused by real sector or financial sector shocks,
being indicated by a fall in q, can be caused by shrinking values of r and p, or by an
increase in j*.
The domestic market for loans is neglected owing to the assumption of an underdeveloped banking sector; consequently, L and .X, respectively, as well as j are treated as
parameters in the model. By way of contrast, the market for foreign loans is explicitly
considered according to the "credit view" of macroeconomic activity. Since loans are
longer term contracts which can be only adjusted with some time lags, it is assumed
that the stock of foreign loans L •, i.e. the "foreign" debt-asset ratio .X • = L • / (PK), is
predetermined in the short run, and that foreign banks fully satisfy firms' loan demand
L •d which is equivalent to the actual stock of loans, i.e. it holds that L •d = L •, or equivalently expressed in term of the numeraire PK, firms' "warranted" or demanded foreign
debt-asset ratio _x•d coincides with the actual foreign debt-asset ratio, i.e. it holds that
_x •d = .X •. Consequently, the comparative static version of the model considers >. • as a
parameter, whereas the dynamic version treats .x• as an endogenous variable which is adjusted over time. Since there arise situations in which foreign banks' supply of loans L*'
does not coincide with the actual stock or demanded stock of foreign loans, equilibrium
is assumed to be reached by variations in the nominal interest rate on foreign loans j*
which adjusts foreign banks' loan supply to the actual stock of foreign loans. Accordingly,
equilibrium in the foreign loan market can be expressed as
L*

= L*'(·)

where foreign banks' loan supply L*'(·) depends, among j*, on other variables being
determined below. Dividing both sides by the numeraire transforms the equilibrium
condition into debt-asset ratio terms

>.* = .X*'(·),
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where,>.•• = L*'/(PK) is banks' "warranted" supply of the foreign debt-asset ratio.
Banks' loan supply, or warranted supply of the foreign debt-asset ratio, is assumed to
depend on three determinants. Firstly, though the nominal interest rate on foreign loans
j* is assumed to equilibrate the foreign loan market, foreign banks' supply of loans depends
on the real interest rate on foreign loans j* - p*, which is however equivalent with the
nominal rate because it has been assumed that p* = 0. As a result, the loan supply
is positively dependent on j* ,because, for a given stock of loans, a higher interest rate
generates higher profits for banks. Secondly, foreign banks' loan supply depends positively
on Tobin's q, reflecting the level of domestic firms' collateral varying positively with q,
and thereby the risk of business firms' default. Moreover, Tobin's q is also an indicator for
banks' net worth position since banks' profits, and thereby net worth is determined mainly
by the amount of non-performing loans in the firm sector which is a negative function of
q. Consequently, a higher value of q leads to higher profits and a higher level of banks'
net worth and allows to expand the loan supply, since under international risk standards
a bank's supply of loans has to be a positive function of its net worth. 13 As a result, an
indicator for a banking crisis, both domestic and international, in the model is a sharp
drop in the value of q, implying a drop in business firms' profits and net worth leading
to an increase in non-performing domestic and foreign loans, generating a reduction in
banks' profits and banks' net worth. The third determinant of banks' loan supply is the
degree of domestic and international financial regulation indicated by the parameter a,
where an increase in a means stronger financial regulation for foreign banks which reduces
their supply of loans. For example, the establishment of capital controls by an emerging
market economy would lead to an increase in a and thereby to a decline in the loan supply
of international banks. Summing up, equilibrium in the foreign loan market is given by
).*

= ).*'(j*, q, a),
+ + -

(5.7)

stating that, e.g. an increase in Tobin's q, or financial liberalization indicated by a fall in
a, lead to an excess supply of loans, or equivalently to a higher supplied debt-asset ratio
>.*'(·) at a constant stock of).*, which reduces the price of foreign loans j*, and thereby
the supply of loans until loan market equilibrium is restored.

5.3
5.3.1

Short-Run Comparative-Static Analysis
General Results

The macromodel is described by equations 5.1 to 5.7, containing seven endogenous variables b, q, j*, p, r, u and i, and eleven parameters>., j, >.•, p, h, m, s, v, 6, a and i*. Assuming
that the implicit function theorem is fulfilled, partial derivatives of all endogenous variables with respect to all parameter can be obtained by solving the linear system given
as
J .y = z
for v, where J denotes the Jacobian matrix containing all partial derivatives of system
5.1 to 5.7 with respect to all endogenous variables, v the vector of differentials of all
13 For

details, see section 4.2.2.
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endogenous variables, and z the vector of differentials with respect all parameters of
system 5.1 to 5.7. In explicit terms, the basic linear system to be solved reads as
0 -TJq
0
).*
0
0
0
0
0
m
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
0 ->.;· ->.;~

0
0
1
-dfi.
0
0
0

1
0
-gi-fj
v-1
1
0
0
0
-1/i..
-d,+p -d,. -d;-fi
1
0
0
-1
0
0
0
0
0

db
dq
dj
dp
dr
du
di

ds nx,-fi
-do - d>.j - dv u - dj ). - d).*(s + j*) - ds ).*
0
(5.8)
-dhm - d>.* m + dp dr+P - dm (b + h + >.•)
'
di*+ dp /3p
-dp (/3p - 1)
da >.~• - d>. •

where partial derivatives are denoted by x; = 8x/8i; for example, d,+p = 8d/8(r + p)
denotes the partial derivative of deposits demand d(·) with respect to the expected profit
rater+ p. The determinant of the Jacobian matrix of system 5.8 reads as

IJI = m(((v -

l)TJq + 1) >.j~ - (>.*

+ 1) >-;•),

whose sign can be shown to be positive under three assumptions. Firstly, it is assumed
that foreign banks' reaction to interest rate changes with respect to the warranted supply
of the debt-asset ratio is much larger than their reaction to changes in Tobin's q with
respect to the loan supply, i.e. it holds that >-;! » >-;•. 14 Secondly, empirical estimates
have shown that the reaction of the growth rate of the capital stock with respect to
changes in Tobin's q is a number much smaller than one, i.e. it holds that T/q «: 1. 15
Thirdly, a realistic range for the foreign debt-asset ratio is 0 < >.• < 1, though values
of ).* > 1 are possible; in this case however, the entire firm sector would be bankrupt
which is a very unrealistic scenario. Note that a necessary and sufficient condition for
the firm sector to be solvent is >. + ).* < 1. A negative value of the foreign debt-asset
ratio is excluded because in this case the firm sector would own claims against the foreign
banking sector. Under these assumptions, and taking into consideration that v < 1 and
m > 0, the signs of the different parts of the Jacobian's determinant are given by
((v - l)TJq + 1) > 0 and

((v - l)TJq + 1)>.j! - (>.* + 1p;• > 0,

implying a positive sign of the determinant of the Jacobian, i.e.

Ill> 0.
14 For

further details and justification of this assumption, see section 4.3.1; the only difference compared
with the industrial crisis model is that emerging markets rely on foreign loans by foreign banks.
15 For example, an econometric estimation of the determinants of the capital stock's growth rate by
the IMF has detected a value range for the influence of Tobin's q on I/ K of 0.01 < 1/q < 0.03; see
International Monetary Fund (2003b), pp. 26-28.
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All partial derivatives are given explicitly in section 5.7, whereas table 5.1 summarizes
the results as to the signs of qualitative impact effects. Since the signs of partial derivatives
with respect to the exchange rate's growth rates depend on the level of the foreign debtasset ratio>,.•, there have been introduced two different rows in table 5.1 for s, where st
represents the signs when the foreign debt-asset ratio is comparatively high, and s+ the
signs when the foreign debt-asset ratio is comparatively low.
Table 5.1: Signs of Qualitative Impact Effects on Temporary Variables

I Response in II
)..

.

j

)..

p
h
m
§T

s~

r

j*

-

p
-

q

-

-

-

-

-

+
+
+

0
0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

-

-

-

+

+

+

+

-

-

-

-

+

-

+
+
+
+

0
0

0
0

0
0

+

+

+

6
a

-

i*

-

-

-

V

§,

u

-

-

-

+

-

-

-

b

-

+

-

-

_9

+
-

-

-

+
-

-

-

Explicit sign ambiguous, i.e. ~ 0 (see section 5.7). Sign in table chosen by assumption.

Except for one partial derivative, all signs are unambiguous. It must be noted however,
that there are lots of counteracting interdependencies being incorporated in each derivative
which are illustrated by the explicit forms given in section 5. 7. Consequently, the following
qualitative discussion of the signs highlights only the most important nexus between a
parameter and an endogenous variable, and is definitely not complete.
A rise in the domestic debt-asset ratio ).. leads to a decline in the profit rate on capital
r according to equation 5.2, lowering Tobin's q, investment demand 17(q), and capacity
utilization u according to equations 5.6 and 5.1, inducing a further decline in r, q and
u. Due to the domestic economic contraction, the price level's growth rate p declines
according to equation 5.3, leading in severe cases even to deflation. Since there is an
overall decline in asset prices, firms' shrinking collateral values induce foreign banks to
demand a higher loan rate j* on foreign loans to compensate for higher risk of default
according to equation 5.7. A fall in q also raises the amount of non-performing loans which
reduces on the one hand foreign banks' profits, and on the other hand domestic banks'
profits. As a result, a higher domestic indebtedness creates both liquidity and solvency
problems for international, as well as for domestic banks. Since the domestic interest rate
on government bonds i solely depends on the foreign interest rate on bonds i* and on
the state of confidence parameter p according to equation 5.5, the effect of ).. on i is zero.
However, a rise in).. creating a fall in u, causes ceteris paribus a decline in the demand for
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deposits according to equation 5.4, and a rising demand for domestic and international
bonds, generating a downward pressure on i which induces capital outflows (capital flows
from foreign loans are zero since the foreign debt-asset ratio ).. • is treated as a parameter
in the comparative-static version of the model), i.e. a fall in b according to equation 5.4,
in order to restore equilibrium in the market for international bonds according to equation
5.5.
A rise in the domestic interest rate on domestic loans to firms j, and a rise in the
foreign debt-asset ratio >,.• operate in the same way like an increase in the domestic debtasset ratio ).., inducing a reduction in r, q, u and p according to equations 5.2, 5.6, 5.1 and
5.3. Falling asset prices cause shrinking collateral values, an increasing number of nonperforming loans, and a fall in domestic and foreign banks' profits, inducing foreign banks
to demand a higher interest rate on loans j* to compensate for a higher risk of default
according to equation 5. 7. There is no influence of j and ).. • on i according to equation 5.5,
whereas the economic contraction puts a downward pressure on i by increasing domestic
and international bond demand, generating capital outflows and shrinking central bank
reserves b according to equation 5.4. 16
An increase in the state of confidence p acts in the opposite direction in comparison
with increases in ).., j and >,.•. A rising p leads to an increase in r, q, u and p according
to equations 5.2, 5.6, 5.1 and 5.3. Increasing asset prices and collateral values reduce the
risk of default of domestic firms inducing foreign banks to demand a lower interest rate j*
on foreign bank loans according to equation 5.7, leading to further increases in r, q, u and
p. A rising q lowers the amount of non-performing loans and increases profits of domestic
and foreign banks. Due to the domestic economic expansion, the country risk premium
decreases and economic agents expect a future appreciation or a lower devaluation of the
home currency, leading to a decline in the interest rate on government bonds i according
to equation 5.5. A rising value in u increases ceteris paribus the demand for deposits,
and lowers the demand for domestic and international bonds according to equation 5.4,
leading to an upward pressure on i which induces capital inflows and increasing central
bank reserves b.
Monetary policy represented by variations in the domestic credit component h, and in
the money multiplier m caused by variations in the required reserve ratio T, do not have
both any real sector and financial sector consequences, validating the Mundell-Fleming
result that monetary policy under fixed exchange rates is ineffective. The reason for the
ineffectiveness of monetary policy stems from the fact that there is no disturbance of
the deposit market equilibrium according to equation 5.4, since changes in h and m are
immediately offset by counteracting changes to the same amount in central bank reserves
b, leading to a constant amount of high powered money which is reflected in partial
derivative values 8b/8h = -1, and 8b/8m = -(b + h + )..*)/(m), causing a constant
deposit supply m(h + b + )..*) (see section 5.7) and a constant interest rate on government
bonds i. Since there is no influence of h and m on the interest rate on foreign loans to
domestic firms j*, there are no variations in r, u, q and p.
Exchange rate policy being indicated by variations in the exchange rate's growth rate
s depends crucially on the level of foreign debt of domestic firms, i.e. on the level of the
16 Though the influence of ,x• on b is not clear (see section 5.7), it has been asswned that an increase
in the foreign debt-asset ratio .X • has the same effect on central bank reserves b like an increase in the
domestic debt-asset ratio .X.
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foreign debt-asset ratio A•. If there is a comparatively low level of foreign debt, i.e. in
case domestic firms finance most of the capital stock by domestic loans, a devaluation of
the exchange rate st is expansionary like in the standard Mundell-Fleming model, since
the negative effect of rising interest rate payments on foreign loans on the profit rate
according to equation 5.2, is overcompensated by an increase in capacity utilization u
stemming from an increase in net exports nx(s - p) according to equation 5.1, rising
r according to equation 5.2. Owing to rising values in r and u there is a rise in asset
prices and Tobin's q according to equation 5.6, leading to higher collateral values and to
a decrease in the interest rate on foreign loans j*, inducing a further rise in u, r and q and
in the price level's growth rate p according to equation 5.3. Since there is no influence
of s on p, the domestic interest rate on government bonds i remains constant according
to equation 5.5, though a rising value of u causes an upward pressure on i according to
equation 5.4, inducing a rise in central bank reserves b. It must be noted however, that in
spite of an economic expansion in case of a devaluation, the expansion is very small due
to the limited ability of the domestic financial sector to provide sufficient financial means,
and due to restricted commitment of foreign banks; i.e. an increase in q stimulating
domestic investment, cannot be fully realized since investment demand is rationed by
available credit A and A*. Accordingly, financial liberalization, allowing domestic firms to
take foreign debt, promotes domestic growth since investment is not rationed any more
by available credit.
Yet, a higher level of foreign debt A* induced by financial liberalization makes the
domestic economy much more vulnerable to exchange rate variations and to changes in
available foreign credit. If the foreign debt-asset ratio has become comparatively high due
to financial liberalization, a devaluation of the exchange rate is no longer expansionary,
but contractionary since a rise in st leads to a large increase in interest payments on
foreign debt, and to a decline in the profit rate r according to equation 5.2, though a
devaluation leads to an increase in net exports and to an increase in capacity utilization
u according to equation 5.1. However, the negative effect of a lower r on Tobin's q and
on u overcompensates the positive influence of nx on u, because there is a sharp drop in
investment demand according to equation 5.1. Falling asset prices and collateral values
induce foreign banks to demand a higher interest rate on foreign loans j* according to
equation 5. 7, leading to further declines in r, q and u. Owing to the economic contraction,
the domestic price level decreases, i.e. there is a fall in p according to equation 5.3, which
in severe cases even leads to deflation worsening firms' profits, since among rising interest
rate payments on foreign debts, real interest payments on domestic debt and the real
stock of domestic debt increase, leading to a further decline in r, u, q, p and to a rising
j*. Because of the economic contraction, there is a downward pressure on i according
to equation 5.4, leading to shrinking central bank reserves b, contradicting the standard
view that devaluations stop reserve outflows, because devaluations cause a recession and
not a recovery of the domestic economy.
A higher wage share with respect to gross nominal product v, being caused either
by a negative shock to labour productivity Y/N or by a higher nominal wage w, and a
negative technology shock indicated by a higher depreciation rate o, both lead to the same
qualitative results.17 According to equations 5.2, 5.6, 5.1 and 5.3, a rise in v or oleads to a
17 All partial derivatives with respect to v and
with u; see section 5.7 for details.

a are almost identical, and differ only by multiplication
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decline in the profit rater, in Tobin's q, in investment demand TJ(q), in capacity utilization
u, and in the price level's growth rate fj. Falling asset prices and collateral values cause
a higher share of non-performing loans and lower profits for both domestic and foreign
banks, inducing foreign banks to increase the interest rate on foreign loans j* according
to equation 5. 7, generating further declines in r, q, u and fj. There is no influence of v and
8 on i, though the economic contraction leads to a decline in deposit demand and to an
increase in domestic and international bond demand, putting a downward pressure on i,
and causing a decline in central bank reserves b according to equation 5.4.
Stronger international financial regulation (e.g. the establishment of quantitative restrictions on the amount of foreign loans, a (Tobin-) tax on international transactions, a
tax on international interest rate payments or simply the introduction of capital controls)
being indicated by a rising value in a, leads to a domestic economic contraction due to
a higher loan rate on foreign loans j* according to equation 5.7, inducing a fall in the
profit rater, in Tobin's q, in capacity utilization u and in the growth rate of the domestic
price level fj according to equations 5.2, 5.6, 5.1 and 5.3. Falling asset prices and shrinking collateral values induce an additional increase in the foreign interest rate on loans j*
according to equation 5. 7, leading to a further contraction in r, q, u and fj. Because of the
fall in u, there is fall in deposit demand according to equation 5.4, generating a downward
pressure on i which induces capital outflows and shrinking central bank reserves b.
An increase in the foreign interest rate on government bonds i* leads to capital outflows
and to a loss in central bank reserves b which reduces the amount of high powered money,
and induces a rise in the domestic interest rate on government bonds i until equilibrium
in the international bond market is restored according to equation 5.5, where 8i* /8i = 1
(see section 5.7 for details). A rise in i reduces government expenditure g(i - fj), capacity
utilization u, the profit rater, Tobin's q and the price level's growth rate fj according to
equations 5.1, 5.2, 5.6 and 5.3. Reductions in collateral values induce an increase in the
foreign interest rate on loans j* according to equation 5.7, leading to further declines in
r, q, u and fj.

5.3.2

A Comparative-Static View of Financial Crises

Empirical studies of financial crises in emerging market countries in the Post-Bretton
Woods era confirm that emerging market crises are characterized by almost the same
stylized facts as crises in industrial countries, as e.g. by the link between extensive boombust cycles in goods and financial markets, and the occurrence of financial crises on the
cycle's upper turning point, having been outlined in chapter 3. Analyzing the dynamic
behaviour of macroeconomic variables during business cycles containing financial crises
results in the identification of a highly stylized boom-bust cycle being described in the
following paragraphs, and being formally outlined by the comparative-static version of
the model according to table 5.1. As mentioned in section 4.3.2, the following theoretical
comparative-static description of financial crises is only a qualitative approach in order to
describe the behaviour of the core "driving" forces of financial crises, serving a theoretical
base for the dynamic analysis which is able to confirm the comparative-static results by
endogenous model mechanisms.
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The Boom Phase. Most boom periods in emerging markets culminating in a fullfledged financial crisis begin with extraordinary positive expectations as to future macroeconomic performance. In most cases, this increase in the overall "state of confidence" in
the economy has its roots in "Washington Consensus" style macroeconomic programmes
and/or in orthodox macroeconomic stabilization policies having been described in detail in chapter 3.3.2. The most important components of these macroeconomic policies
making countries vulnerable to financial crises are firstly, the establishment of a fixed
exchange rate regime to stabilize inflation or to support an export-led growth strategy
by an undervalued currency, and secondly, domestic and international financial liberalization including deregulation of the domestic financial sector and the liberalization of
international capital flows.
Due to past financial repression of the domestic financial sector, an economic expansion can be only financed by capital inflows which are in most cases "pulled" by high
profit expectations due to far-reaching economic reforms and a stable exchange rate, and
"pushed" by low interest rates and low growth in industrial capital exporting countries.
Due to the "original sin" hypothesis, capital inflows are generally denominated in foreign
currency. In most cases (see e.g. Latin America in the mid 1970s and in the 1990s, and
Asia in the 1990s), macroeconomic reforms in emerging markets induce huge volumes of
capital inflows which exhibit at first long-term maturities, but then become more shortterm over time. The surge in capital inflows is mostly supported by implicit or explicit
government guarantees to stabilize the exchange rate and/or to bail-out troubled banks
in order to minimize the loss of foreign investors in case of a banking or currency crisis,
leading in lots of cases to moral hazard and overborrowing being described in the next
paragraph.
The transformation of capital inflows in foreign currency into domestic investment
projects (or consumption) can take, as outlined above, either a direct form in which
firms take loans from abroad, or an indirect form in which domestic banks take foreign
loans and transform their liabilities into domestic loans in domestic currency to firms
and households. Independently of the kind of capital inflow transformation, rising profit
expectations and an increasing supply of foreign finance cause a credit boom by decreasing
international and domestic interest rates which lead to a domestic economic expansion and
increasing leverage of firms and financial institutions in foreign currency. Rising aggregate
demand leads to higher profits increasing firms' and banks' net worth and stock market
valuations, making their balance sheets look sounder and inducing further capital inflows
due to higher collateral values and lower risk premiums.
Translating these empirical facts of boom phases, including increasing profits, rising stock market valuations, augmenting GDP growth, decreasing domestic and international interest rates, increasing domestic and foreign leverage by firms and banks, to
the comparative-static version of the model, the initial "Washington Consensus" financial liberalization shock can be indicated by a fall in a representing the liberalization
of international capital flows, and by an increase in m representing domestic financial
liberalization by a much lower required reserve ratio than in financial repression times.
Low international interest rates in capital exporting countries are indicated by a fall in i*.
Financial liberalization policies and favourable international financial market conditions
cause an increase in p. Capital inflows and rising foreign leverage by taking directly loans
from foreign financial institutions is represented by an increase in the foreign debt-asset
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ratio >. •. Though the domestic banking sector does not receive foreign loans, the transformation of foreign financial means into aggregate demand, and thereby into deposits,
enables domestic banks to supply an increasing amount of loans in domestic currency.
Accordingly, there is also a rising domestic leverage of firms by taking loans from domestic financial institutions being indicated by an increase in the domestic debt-asset
ratio >.. Though rising domestic and foreign leverage cause ceteris paribus a domestic
macroeconomic contraction with decreasing capacity utilization u, a lower profit rate r,
a decreasing Tobin's q, lower growth in the price level p, and an increase in the interest rate on foreign loans j*, the positive effects of changes in a, m, i* and p, causing a
macroeconomic expansion, dominate the boom phase. As a result, overall macroeconomic
effects are an increase in capacity utilization u caused by a rising profit rate r and a rising
Tobin's q, decreases in the foreign loan rate j* and in the domestic bond rate i, a higher
growth rate of the price level p, and increasing international central bank reserves b.
The Overborrowing Symptom. The expansion phase of a business cycle is generally
characterized by profit expectations growing much faster than actual profits, implying
that domestic agents have to increase their fraction of external funds in domestic, and
mainly in foreign currency to finance new investment projects. Since financial systems
in emerging markets are more bank-based due to the absence of deep and well-developed
capital markets, economic agents have to rely more on foreign loans than on equity placements, increasing business firms' and banks' leverage in foreign currency. This process
of overborrowing, being defined as a situation in which an increase in indebtedness is
mainly based on overly optimistic expectations which cannot be justified by the development of actual profits, is supported predominantly by foreign investors through a rising
volume of capital inflows. The growth in profit expectations is driven by rising actual
gross profits (profits before external financing costs) owing to boosting aggregate demand
induced by the domestic credit boom, and by herding behaviour of investors. Overborrowing increases the overall financial fragility in the economy since both domestic agents
and international creditors become more vulnerable to shocks in financial, as well as in
goods markets. Domestic debtors depend increasingly on the willingness of international
investors to roll over or to increase debt, whereas international investors become more and
more dependent on the ability of domestic agents to fulfill their payment commitments
hinging upon a further growth in aggregate demand.
In terms of the model, the overborrowing process can be described by an increase
in the domestic and in the foreign debt-asset ratio >. and >. •, and by an increase in the
state of confidence parameter p, the growth in p being much larger than the growth in
>. and >. •. Macroeconomically, the net effect results in a general expansion in domestic
activity, being described by an increase in capacity utilization u, an increase in Tobin's q
mainly driven by an increasing p, a decrease in the foreign loan rate j* owing to higher
collateral values, a decrease in the domestic bond rate i, an increase in the growth rate
of the domestic price level p, and by an increase in central bank reserves b. During this
stage of the business cycle, the (net) profit rater cannot increase due to growing external
financing costs, though capacity utilization u and thereby gross profits increase. In order
to distinguish the overborrowing phase from a state of "irrational exuberance" being
described in the following paragraph, it seems reasonable to assume a positive constant
value of r.
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The Upper Turning Point and "Irrational Exuberance". The upper turning
point of the business cycle is characterized by a steady deterioration of cash flows and the
profit rate, since the growth of external finance costs is larger than the growth of actual
gross profits (profits less external financing costs), increasing overall financial fragility.
However, profit expectations, asset prices, and the degree of indebtedness tend to grow
further though their increase cannot be validated by the development of net actual profits,
driving the economy into a state of "irrational exuberance" since profit expectations are
no longer based on economic fundamentals. The "bubble" in financial markets is closely
linked to a general overheating in the real sector, being characterized by excess demand
and almost full capacity utilization causing domestic inflation to rise. Owing to an acceleration in inflation, the real exchange rate deteriorates generating or magnifying a current
account deficit which is financed by capital inflows, making the economy more vulnerable
to a reversal of international capital flows since the stock of international reserves is becoming smaller than the stock of foreign claims, though international reserves as a whole
are still increasing in this stage of the business cycle. In case international investors lose
confidence in the performance of the domestic economy and withdraw collectively their
funds, the exchange rate collapses since the central bank has not sufficient foreign reserves
to serve all claims by foreign investors. In order to stabilize the real exchange rate and
the balance of payments by fighting domestic inflation, central banks generally sterilize
capital inflows to prevent a further expansion in domestic credit and in capacity utilization. Sterilization of capital inflows however, has only a limited capacity to slow down
the domestic boom since a rising supply of central bank assets (mostly bonds) causes domestic interest rates to rise inducing further capital inflows. Under fixed exchange rates
there is no possibility for central banks to increase the discount rate in order to slow down
the boom, since a rising level of domestic interest rates would cause a further increase in
capital inflows at this stage of the business cycle.
In terms of the model, the upper turning point is characterized by the same conditions
like the overborrowing phase, namely by an increase in the debt-asset ratios>. and>.• and
by an increase in the state of confidence parameter p. As in the state of overborrowing,
all endogenous variables behave as in a macroeconomic expansion except for the profit
rate r which is decreasing, distinguishing the conditions at the upper turning point from
conditions during the overborrowing process. This "irrational" result sterns from the fact
that the negative effect of increasing values of>. and >.• on r dominate the positive effect
of p on r, resulting in a decline in the profit rate due to rising debt costs. However, as
to the influence on Tobin's q, the positive influence of an increasing value of p dominates
the negative effect of a decreasing r, leading to an overall rising value of Tobin's q and
giving rise to an increase in capacity utilization u, an increase in the growth rate of the
domestic price level p, and to decreases in the foreign interest rate on loans j* and in
the domestic interest rate on bonds i. As to central bank reserves, overall normalized
reserves b+ >. • increase though the reserve component b is decreasing due to rising current
account deficits. Sterilization of capital inflows, being the result of an increase in the
foreign debt-asset ratio >. •, by a decrease in the normalized domestic credit component h
has no real sector and financial market effects since a decreasing h is offset by a rising b,
limiting capital outflows generated by current account deficits.
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The Burst of the Bubble. The exuberance in real, as well as in financial markets
comes to halt when investors realize that profit expectations cannot be validated by the
actual development of net profits. The triggering event of a collapse of profit expectations
can be either a failure of an important corporate or financial business firm, or a foreign
exogenous shock as e.g. an increase in foreign interest rates, or a negative terms of trade
shock. It must be noted that especially foreign exogenous shocks can be the trigger
of the bubble's burst, but can also only magnify the initial collapse of expectations.
Consequently, exogenous shocks are not the main cause of a disruption in financial markets
causing widespread illiquidity and insolvency; they can be better interpreted as a "wakeup" call for investors to realize that the existing financial structure has become fragile
endogenously by overborrowing, and to revise expectations downwards on actual economic
fundamentals. The reason why exogenous shocks are often viewed as main sources of
financial crises is the fact that firstly, these shocks cause the beginning of financial crises,
and secondly, aggravate already existing financial fragility by being the trigger for falling
asset prices, and by deteriorating already fragile cash flow positions. Irrespective of the
triggering event, the financial market bubble's burst leads to a sudden and large decline in
asset prices, and to an increase in domestic as well as in foreign interest rates since the risk
of default, being represented by largely dropping collateral values, increases. Regarding
capital flows, the steady inflow of foreign capital comes to a sudden stop, and marks the
beginning of an reversal of capital flows, i.e. the beginning of huge volumes of capital
outflows.
In terms of the model, the drop in profit expectations is represented by a sharp fall
in the state of confidence p, causing a reduction in Tobin's q, an increase in the foreign
interest rate on Joans j* due to falling collateral values, an increase in the domestic
interest rate on government bonds i due to depreciation expectations, and owing to an
increase in the country risk premium. Regarding international capital flows, there are two
mechanisms causing a reversal in capital flows. Firstly, the "sudden stop problem", i.e.
the halt of inflows of foreign loans is represented by a fall of the growth rate of ,\ * to zero.
Secondly, depreciation expectations and an increasing country risk premium caused by a
fall in p mark the beginning of capital outflows being indicated by a fall in b. In case an
exogenous shock, as e.g. a foreign interest rate increase being indicated by a rise in i*,
triggers the collapse of expectations, the fall in asset prices, the rise in interest rates, and
the reversal of capital flows are amplified because a rising value of i* causes a rise in i, a
fall in b, a decline in Tobin's q and thereby an increase in j*.
The Bust Cycle, Financial and Twin Crisis, Debt Deflation and the Liquidity
Trap. Whether a large drop in asset prices causes a systemic financial crisis, containing
widespread bankruptcies among firms and financial institutions inducing a deep recession and deflationary spirals, or simply readjusts expectations to economic fundamentals
without any negative repercussions on the real sector, depends upon the initial degree
of financial fragility when an asset bubble bursts, as well as on the extent of the initial asset price decline. If firms and financial institutions have become highly leveraged
both in domestic as well as in foreign currency during the boom phase, and if their
collateral values react very sensitively to asset price fluctuations, an asset bubble's burst
is likely going to cause a full-fledged financial crisis, being characterized by a domestic and
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perhaps a foreign banking crisis, a currency crisis (generating a twin crisis), and by a
large contraction in the real sector.
Regarding systemic financial crises, the initial fall in expectations and the resulting
decline in asset prices causes collateral values to drop sharply, initiating a large rise
in domestic and international interest rates due to increasing default risk. Liquidity
problems then emerge on the one hand through rising debt costs, and on the other hand
by a sharp fall in earnings caused by a drop in aggregate demand. In order to meet due
payment obligations business firms, as well as banks have to engage in widespread firesales of assets since liquidity in capital markets has dried up, and rolling over or increasing
debt becomes impossible. Domestic and foreign financial institutions incur losses by an
increasing amount of non-performing loans, causing a widespread domestic banking crisis
and also failures among foreign financial institutions. Foreign investors start to withdraw
their funds which are in most cases short-term, causing further liquidity needs in foreign
currency for business firms and for banks, resulting in further fire-sales of assets since
foreign exchange reserves cannot be obtained by debt-finance.
Owing to large current account deficits having been financed by capital inflows during
the boom phase, central banks face a liquidity problem in foreign currency since the stock
of existing reserves falls short of the stock of foreign claims. In order to cope with large
capital outflows and a limited stock of foreign reserves, central banks generally have the
choice between two alternatives which are both "bad" alike. In order to prevent a devaluation by reducing further capital outflows, central banks have to pursue contractionary
monetary policy, leading to high domestic interest rates to compensate investors for increasing default risk. A monetary contraction however, increases banks' refinancing costs
and leads quickly to an increase in loan rates, causing a further deterioration of corporate
and bank balance sheets due to higher debt costs, and leading to a further drop in expectations and perhaps to further capital outflows. If, on the other hand, central banks do
not want to act contractionary in order to prevent further bankruptcies among domestic
business firms and banks, large-scale capital outflows and a limited stock of foreign reserves inevitably lead to a devaluation of the domestic currency and thereby to a twin
crisis, engendering a "debt-explosion" of foreign debt (valued in domestic currency) being
equivalent to a Fisherian debt deflation process in domestic currency which is caused by
deflation. Increasing foreign interest payments and an increasing stock of foreign debt in
domestic currency terms causes further liquidity and solvency problems among banks and
business firms, magnifying the real and the banking crisis, and inducing further capital
outflows.
In case central banks abandon the fixed exchange rate system and establish a flexible
post-crisis exchange rate regime, the gain in monetary independence can be possibly undermined either by the emergence of a liquidity trap situation, or by accelerating domestic
inflation. Regarding the emergence of a liquidity trap, relaxing monetary conditions cannot turn the economy into a recovery since balance sheet conditions and credit shortages
both in domestic and in international financial markets cannot be removed. In severe
cases, a liquidity trap situation can turn the economy into a deep depression with deflationary spirals aggravating the debt-deflation process. If, on the other hand, the domestic
economy depends heavily on imports which are denominated in most cases in foreign
currency, the transition to a flexible exchange rate system including an initial large devaluation of the domestic currency, can cause high domestic inflation, compelling the central
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bank to raise domestic interest rates, inducing a further macroeconomic contraction in
order to prevent accelerating inflation or even hyperinflation.
Comparing systemic financial crises in emerging market economies with full-fledged
financial crises in industrial countries, it is obvious that the macroeconomic contraction
in the real sector in emerging markets is much deeper than in industrialized economies
which is caused by two factors. Firstly, the reversal of foreign capital flows, leading
either to a sharp increase in interest rates and/or to devaluation, causes much larger and
much quicker liquidity and solvency problems for firms and financial institutions than
in industrialized countries. Secondly, due to the higher degree of openness of emerging
market economies in goods markets and due to dependence on foreign capital, monetary
authorities are forced to act more contractionary to stabilize domestic inflation or the
exchange rate.
In terms of the model, a systemic financial crisis is caused by a further decline in the
state of confidence p, leading to a decrease in Tobin's q, in the profit rate r, in capacity
utilization u, in the price level's growth rate p, and in foreign exchange reserves b, whereas
the increase in the risk of default in the corporate sector leads to a higher foreign loan rate
j*. Depreciation expectations and increases in the country risk premium cause a higher
domestic bond rate i and capital outflows b. Foreign financial institutions withdraw
foreign loans to firms, thereby inducing further capital outflows being indicated by a fall
in -\*. Though generally, a reduction in ,\* leads ceteris paribus to a macroeconomic
expansion, the deleveraging process cannot turn the economy into a recovery since the
effect of a falling p dominates. Central banks' attempt to stop capital outflows, thereby
preventing a devaluation, is represented by a reduction in m or h, however having only a
compensating effect on b which increases, but having no effect on capital outflows caused
by withdrawing foreign loans indicated by a fall in,\*. As a result, if there is no possibility
to stop the reduction in capital outflows stemming from a decline in ,\*, central banks
have to devalue the domestic currency when foreign exchange reserves are used up. Since
foreign reserves b+ A• tend to be smaller than ,\ • since b < 0, at the time of devaluation the
foreign debt-asset ratio is large enough to cause a contractionary devaluation indicated
by a large rise in st, causing a sudden deterioration of r by increasing foreign interest rate
costs, leading to declines in q, u, p and to a rise in j* .18 The emergence of a liquidity trap
situation after the abolition of the fixed exchange rate regime cannot be shown by the
model since the partial derivatives are only calculated for a fixed exchange rate and for
given changes in s. If, however, central banks only engage in a unique (contractionary)
devaluation in order to stabilize the exchange rate, there is no possibility to turn the
economy into recovery due to the ineffectiveness of monetary policy under fixed exchange
rates, which is consistent with a liquidity trap situation.
The Recovery Phase. At the beginning of the bust cycle, firms and financial institutions start to consolidate their balance sheets and cash flows by reducing the level of
domestic and foreign debt which requires investment spending to decline. A recovery,
which in most cases has to be financed again by foreign capital inflows because of the
domestic disintermediation process caused by the domestic banking crisis, can begin only
18 An increase in domestic inflation caused by devaluation, i.e. by an increase in st, cannot be shown
by the model since the Phillips curve equation 5.3 does not contain foreign prices and the exchange rate
by assumption.
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if balance sheets, cash flows, and profits are viewed as being strong enough to fulfill payment obligations resulting from new loans in foreign currency. Furthermore, new capital
inflows will start only if exchange rate expectations have been stabilized which can be
obtained in most cases only by a new fixed exchange rate system, or by a strictly managed
floating regime.
In terms of the model, a macroeconomic expansion is going to start only if reductions
in the debt-asset ratios >. and >.• have led to a recovery in the state of confidence p,
initiating a new expansion phase being indicated by a rise in u, r, p, q, b and declines in i
and j*.

5.4
5.4.1

Long-Run Dynamic Analysis
Finance, Investment and Long-Run Profit Expectations

The main limitation of the comparative-static analysis of financial crises by the static
version of the model is the fact that it provides only a qualitative description of the
stylized facts without giving an explanation of the causes of variations in parameters.
This theoretical gap can be closed by endogenizing the two core parameters of the model,
the state of confidence parameter p and the foreign debt-asset ratio >.•, "driving" an
emerging market economy, and being predominantly responsible for the emergence of
financial crises. The dynamic version of the model describes, in a similar fashion as
the financial crisis model for industrial countries, that financial fragility is an endogenous
phenomenon being inherently linked to each business cycle, but that the degree of financial
fragility deciding upon the occurrence of a financial crises is determined by exogenous
events.

The Dynamic Behaviour of Long-Run Profit Expectations. Empirical studies of
business cycles and financial crises have identified a stylized behaviour of profit expectations being characterized firstly, by cumulative upward and downward movements during
the boom and bust cycle, and secondly, by reversals of cumulative processes at the upper
and the lower turning point induced by a readjustment of expectations to fundamental
data.
Translating these observations into a dynamic equation for the state of confidence
parameter requires to take into account different expectation formation schemes. In order
to describe cumulative upward and downward movements in expectations, the model refers
to Keynes' beauty contest theory explaining the formation of a general market convention
by "chartist-type" behaviour. Following general market sentiments, i.e. bulls and bears
in financial markets, can be considered as being rational since speculating against general
market conventions results in lower returns, even if actual market psychology cannot be
justified by economic fundamentals. Formally, "chartist-type" behaviour can be expressed
as
p = z(p),
+

stating that the time derivative of p, being denoted asp= op/ot, is positively dependent
on the actual state of confidence p. Accordingly, "chartist-type" dynamics generate a
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positive/negative feedback loop or a cumulative upward/downward movement, since positive/negative profit expectations (p > 0, p < 0) are going to increase/decrease further.
The reversal of expectations at the upper and the lower turning point of the business
cycle can be explained by "fundamentalist-type" behaviour, and/or by a kind of long-run
"rationality" of investors. Regarding fundamentalist behaviour, a reversal in expectations
at the end of the boom and the bust phase is likely going to occur since an increasing
divergence of expectations and economic fundamentals cannot be maintained forever. An
increasing trade-off between expectations and actual data reduces the share of "chartisttype" investors, and increases the weight of "fundamentalist-type" investors emphasizing
that expectations cannot be justified any longer. When a critical mass of investors relying
on fundamental data, and recognizing that expectations have been overly optimistic or
pessimistic is reached general market sentiment shifts into the reverse direction.
There are various variables which could serve as economic fundamental data investors
refer to. Potential fundamentals reach from macrodata like interest rates, terms of trade
etc., up to microdata as sales or profits. Since the present model concentrates on the
explanation of endogenous financial fragility, suitable fundamentals should focus on the
financial structure of the model economy. For present purposes, the two core fundamentals
influencing the state of confidence parameter p are assumed as being on the one hand,
current profitability being an indicator for liquidity, and on the other hand the debt-asset
structure being an indicator for solvency.
Regarding the construction of an indicator for current profitability, the actual profit
rate r could serve as a reliable variable. However, restricting current profitability to r
would neglect the influence of general economic conditions on firms' profitability and
would also not allow to make any assessment on the question of whether profits are
comparatively "high" or "low". As a result, the current profit rate r has to be compared
with a riskless (expected) domestic reference rate of return, being represented by the
real interest rate on domestic government bonds i - p which, according to UIP given in
equation 5.5, can be expressed alternatively as i* + f3(p) - p. Thus, current profitability
is measured as the difference between the profit and the real interest rate on domestic
bonds denoted as a•, and formally given as
a*=

T -

(i*

+ (3(p) -

p).

(5.9)

The difference a• can be interpreted as a risk premium firms have to pay to equity
holders in order to compensate for the risk of default. As regards the influence of a•
on p, it is assumed that an increasing a• caused by a rise in r, p, p, or by a decline in i*
increases current profitability, and thereby leads to a rising value of p, i.e. in mathematical
terms it holds that 8p/8a* > 0. It has to be emphasized that despite the fact that
only domestic investors are able to hold equities, foreign investors also use the difference
between the domestic profit rate and the real interest rate on domestic government bonds
as an indicator for current profitability and for the liquidity status of domestic firms
when making their decisions on the supply of foreign loans, which emphasizes the fact
that domestic as well as foreign agents' formation of expectations and actions are based
on the same economic data.
Concerning an indicator for solvency risk, the degree of indebtedness is a reasonable
economic fundamental. Since a large fraction of debt in emerging markets is denominated
in foreign currency, the foreign debt-asset ratio ,,\* could suit as a reliable indicator.
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However, concentrating solely on >. • would disregard the fact that insolvency can emerge
very quickly and easily by a devaluation of the home currency. Consequently, in order to
capture exchange rate risk the foreign debt-asset ratio has to be formulated in domestic
currency, being defined as
>.;j = >.* s.
Considering the influence of the foreign debt-asset ratio in domestic currency terms >.d on
p, it is assumed that an increasing value of >.d, caused either by a higher foreign debt-asset
ratio >. • or by a devaluation of the home currency s > 0, leads to higher risk of insolvency,
and thereby to a fall in p, i.e. formally it holds that 8p/ 8>.d < 0. 19
Summing up, the influence of chartist-type and fundamentalist-type behaviour on the
change of the confidence parameter results formally in

p = z(p, u*, >.;j),
+ +

-

stating that in boom and bust phases, when expectations are largely driven by mass
psychology, the influence of p on p dominates, i.e. p > 0, whereas at the upper and
lower turning points, when the difference between actual and expected profitability and
solvency reach extreme values, the influence of u* and >.;i dominates inducing a reversal
in expectations, i.e. p < 0.
As outlined in section 4.4.1, the use of "chartist-fundamentalist" expectation formation
schemes has been criticized by the rational expectations school, arguing that assuming
a chartist-fundamentalist behaviour excludes rationality by investors. According to the
rational expectations school, using chartist techniques and forecasts which are at some
points revised by a coming out of "new" fundamental data which could not be foreseen
or observed, neglects the fact that agents are rational in the sense that market participants are able to develop a "correct" model of the economy processing all available
information on which expectations are based. By way of contrast, the rational expectations hypothesis loses its validity under complete and irreducible uncertainty, making a
chartist-fundamentalist-type expectations scheme a more realistic concept.
Regarding the dynamic version of the model, both schools of thought are applicable
since equations 5.1 up to 5.7 set up a model on which profit expectations can be based,
but the model also assumes explicitly long-run incomplete and irreducible uncertainty
making it necessary for investors to rely, next to a rational evaluation of the model,
additionally on market sentiments and on economic fundamentals. Accordingly, the model
structure unifies both concepts regarding profit expectations, by assuming at least some
long-run rationality by investors in the sense that investors believe in the long-run rational
expectations equilibrium r• = r, implying a long-run steady state value PE= 0. As to the
formation of current profit expectations, the assumption of long-run rationality implies
that investors believe in the state of confidence p, irrespective of fundamentals and chartist
forecasts, to move in some "corridor" or "normal range" which cannot be left. In reality
this corridor can be very large and is going to vary among different business cycles, since a
positive technology shock or financial liberalization, which are believed to break past longrun growth trends in an upward direction, generate more optimistic profit expectations
19 Note that changes in the exchange rate by depreciation or appreciation, and their influence on Ad
are always expressed for the initial value of the fixed exchange rate s = 1, i.e. if there is no change in s
(ds = 0), it holds that Ad= A•.
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than a "normal" business cycle without being induced by extraordinary and large positive
external shocks.
Long-run rationality, or short-run corridor behaviour of p are implemented formally in
a similar way as in equation 4.16 in the industrial country model by a modified function
for p, which reads as

p=z(

p ,u*,>.;j),
-,o,+ + -

(5.10)

stating that irrespective of u* and >.;j, there exist values for p which induce investors to
rely on mass psychology, i.e. 8p/8p > 0, but there exist also values for p causing investors
not to change their expectations, i.e. 8p/8p = 0, or even to speculate against the trend
of mass psychology, i.e. 8p/8p < 0. 20 Regarding the corridor concept, being represented
in figure 5.2 which is a slightly modified version of figure 4.2 depicting equation 5.10 for
constant values ii• and >.;j, it is assumed that there exists a "realistic" or "normal" range
for the state of confidence p1 < p < Pu, where P1 and Pu denote the negative lower and
the positive upper limit, in which it is reasonable to rely on general market sentiments,
i.e. to expect p to continue the past upward or downward trend since speculating against
the market trend would result in losses. In formal terms, within the range Pl < p < Pu it
holds that 8p/8p > 0. However, the closer p moves to the lower and the upper bounds,
the more investors doubt p to be consistent with its long-run level PE = O; formally, slope
8p/8p > 0 is decreasing both in range 0 < p < Pu for increasing values in p, and in range
0 > p > p1 for decreasing values in p. At the corridor's "corner points" Pl and Pu, investors
stop believing in a further decline or rise in p since the state of confidence has reached
its minimum or maximum level which can be justified rationally; formally, at p = Pl and
p = Pu, it holds that 8p/8p = 0. In case the state of confidence exceeds Pu, or falls short
of Pl, investors start to speculate against the past development of p, since the actual level
of p cannot be justified rationally any longer; formally, in ranges p > Pu and p < Pl, it
holds that 8p/8p < 0.
Figure 5.2 indicates that there arise three possible dynamic equilibria A, Band C from
equation 5.10, where the rational expectations equilibrium PE = 0 represented by point
C is unstable, and the two outer "irrational" equilibria at points A and B are dynamically stable. Points A and B are denoted as "irrational" equilibria because settling down
dynamically in A or B would mean a steady long-run under- or overestimation of profits
outside the "realistic" corridor. Figure 5.2 highlights the fact that the dynamic system
tends to instability in case rational investors follow general market sentiments, and to stability in case investors rely on the believe in a long-run rational expectations equilibrium
PE = 0 which however, results in an "irrational" long-run steady state which is stable. As
a result, since stylized facts indicate that there is no long-run irrationality of investors,
the dynamics of other economic variables, as e.g. the foreign debt-asset ratio, have to
guarantee either the existence of a dynamically stable rational expectations equilibrium,
or stable cyclical motions around the unstable rational expectations equilibrium.
20 Though equation 5.10 and equation 4.16 in the industrial country model seem to be identical, there are
two important differences. Firstly, in the industrial country model u• refers to the domestic real bond
rate, and secondly, since industrial countries are mainly indebted in domestic currency, the financial
structure in equation 4.16 is represented by the domestic debt-asset ratio ,\ neglecting exchange rate
variations.
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p=Z (p,ir',,l'•)

P,

p

Figure 5.2: Graphical Representation of Function p = z(p, ri•, id).
The Dynamic Behaviour of the Foreign Debt-Asset Ratio in Domestic Currency Terms. Since the domestic financial system is assumed to suffer from past financial repression, new investment is financed either by retained earnings or by taking new
foreign loans L•. Accordingly, the financing condition for new investment reads as

PI= s, r PK+

L• s

where s, denotes the retention ratio. Dividing both sides by the numeraire PK and using
the fact that 1/ (PK) = >. •/ L •, the financing condition can be transformed into

T/(q)

L•
= s, r + L• >.;i.

The financing condition contains no explicit financial constraint which could serve to
describe how credit rationing, i.e. a binding constraint on L •, leads to a drop in real
investment spending. However, the financing condition comprehends an implicit form
of credit rationing by the investment function T/(q). In case there is a drop in Tobin's
q, which is caused by deteriorating fundamentals or by a sudden decline in the state of
confidence, both factors leading generally to a reduction in lending activity by financial
institutions, investment spending and thereby an increase in indebtedness is going to be
cut. To get a differential equation in >.d, the growth rate of the foreign debt-asset ratio
expressed in domestic currency, given formally as

-\; L• s P k L• , ,
>.• = L* +-; - P - K = L• + 8 - P - T/(q),
d
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has to be solved for ~d, and combined with the modified nominal financing condition,
resulting after some algebra in the second dynamic equation of the system, reading as
(5.11)
Since the initial fixed exchange rate level has been defined ass= 1, equation 5.11 expresses
and s on the basis of the initial value s = 1. 21 Regarding equation 5.11, possible
causes of an increase in foreign indebtedness for a given stock of Ad, are ceteris paribus an
increase in the capital stock's growth rate 71(q), drops ins, and r, and an increase in the
real exchange rate s - p. The negative impact of an increase in s - p on indebtedness in
domestic currency captures both the effect of a domestic Fisherian debt deflation process,
and the effect of a foreign "debt" deflation process by a devaluation of the home currency.

~d

5.4.2

The Local Dynamics of the System

Equations 5.10 and 5.11 set up a nonlinear dynamic system in the two variables
p reading as

Ad and

A;j) - s, r + (s - p) A;j

-\:i = G1(A;j, p) = 11(q) (1 -

(5.12)

p = G2(A;j, p) = z(p, a•, A;j).

(5.13)

For local stability analysis purposes, the nonlinear system is going to be linearized by a
linear Taylor expansion around the local intertemporal equilibrium point A;jE, PE resulting
in

.d = [~
f1Q.. ~]
!2Q;i
[,\*]
p
i)~

/Ip

i)).•

/Ip

d

•

(>.;;E,PE)

[A* - A*dE ]
d

p - PE

= J E"

[A*d - A*dE ]
p - PE

,

where JE denotes the Jacobian matrix evaluated at the local dynamic equilibrium AdE' PE·
In order to derive the local stability properties of the system, the signs of the partial derivatives of the Jacobian matrix JE have to be evaluated by making use of the comparative
static results given explicitly in section 5.7. The derivative of function G 1 with respect to
A;j reads as

8G1
( ) (
*) dTJ 8q
(
) ar
( A*) 8p
8A:i = -11 q + s - P + l - "d dq aAd + -s, aAd + - d aAd
A

')

(

\

<

0

which is assumed as being negative because firstly, s, and 8p/8Ad are relatively small in
comparison with the other terms, and secondly, because in case the fixed exchange rate
prevails it holds that s = 0. 22 The derivative of function G 1 with respect to pis given by

8G 1 = (l - A*)dTJ 8q + (-s,)8r + (-Ad*)8p
8p
d dq 8p
8p
8p

0

> '

21 Note that since ii= 1, it holds that equation 5.11 can be converted into A;i = 71(q) (1- >,,•) - s,r +
(s-fa)>,,•.
22 The effects of a devaluation on the dynamic stability, and possible changes in the relevant functions
are discussed in detail in section 5.4.5.
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which is ru,sumed ru, being positive, because Sr and 8p/8p are relatively small in comparison to the other terms being positive. The derivative of function G 2 with respect to .\j
is formally given by
8G 2
Bz
Bz Ba•

a>,.•d = a>,.•d + aa• a>,.•d

<

o,

which is unequivocally negative, and for which it holds that

aa• aa• ar aa• 8p
a>,.•d = ar a>,.•d + ap· a>,.•d

<

0.23

The derivative of G 2 with respect to p reads ru,
8G2

8p =
where

az ~

Bz

8p

Bz aa•

+ aa• 8p

>

<o,

O

8p < '

leading to an equivocal sign of the partial derivative 8G2/8p. The sign of 8G2 /8p depends
on the derivative of function z with respect to p, i.e. on the actual level of the actual state
of confidence p and its position relative to the "normal" range Pl < p < Pu• Consequently,
the signs of the Jacobian matrix for all relevant subcru,es ru, to local dynamic stability can
be summarized ru,
J=

§Qi]
[8p
[§Qi
~{!Sb._= 8),•

a.x;;

ap

where local dynamic stability or instability of a fixed point is determined by investors'
behaviour ru, to further changes in p, depending on the current position of p relative to
the "normal" corridor p1 < p < p,,, i.e. by the signs of derivatives 8z/8p and 8G2 /8p.
Regarding the local stability of fixed points, there arise three relevant and possible
cru,es ru, in the financial crisis model for industrial countries. Case 1 refers to the situation
when the state of confidence at the fixed point PE is around the two corner points Pl and
Pu, i.e. when investors stop to rely on general market sentiments, or when PE is generally
outside the normal range Pl < p < Pu, i.e. when investors ru,sess the actual value of p ru,
being irrationally exaggerated or understated. In these cru,es, it holds that

az

8p ~ 0,

or

az
Bp > 0 but very small,

causing 8G2/8p to exhibit a negative, zero or slightly positive sign since

az
8p

-, 0, +small

az aa•

+
aa•-8p'
+

+

23 Note that functions r = r(.>.*) and fj = p(.>.*) can be simply transformed into r = r(.>.d/s) and
p = p(Nd/s); for a given fixed exchange rates= 1 it holds that r(.>.*) = r(.>.d) and p(.>.*) = p(.>.;;).
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and accordingly,

8G2 ~ 0
ap "' ,

8G2

8p > 0

or

but very small.

Respecting local dynamic stability properties being evaluated by the trace and the determinant of the Jacobian matrix, a local fixed point being characterized by the conditions
of case 1 exhibits local asymptotic stability, i.e. the fixed points is either a stable node
or a stable focus since the trace's sign is negative and the determinant's sign positive,
formally it holds that
8G2
< 0,
8p
-,0,+small

and

IJ I = 8G1
8>.;j

E

-

8G2
8p

-,0,+small

- 8G1 8G2 > 0
8p 8).d
.
+

Case 2 refers to the situation when the state of confidence at the fixed point PE
is located around the rational expectations equilibrium PE = 0, i.e. when investors
largely rely on general market sentiments. This case however, has to be distinguished
by investors' sensitivity as to changes in p because it can be assumed that investors either
react hypersensibly, i.e. 8z/op » 0, or "normally" around the rational expectations
equilibrium PE, i.e. 8z/8p > 0. Case 2 refers to a situation in which investors are
assumed to react hypersensitively, i.e. it holds that

az
8p

» 0,

leading to a largely positive sign of 8G2/8p, formally given by
8G2
op

=

oz
ap

+~

+large

aa•
aa• ap
+ +

»

0.

Regarding local dynamic stability, such a fixed point exhibits the characteristics of a
saddle point, i.e. the fixed point is locally unstable since the sign of the Jacobian's trace
is largely positive and the sign of the Jacobian's determinant is negative, which are both
formally given as
8G1
OG2
trh = a>.;j + 8p » o,
+large

and

IJ

I = 8G1
E

8G2 _ OG1 8G2 0
a>.:i op
op o>.:i < ·
-

+large

+

Case 3 refers to the same situation as case 2, however, investors are assumed as
reacting "normally" near the rational expectations equilibrium PE = 0. In this case, it
holds that
az
op> o,
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leading to a positive sign of 8G2/8p, but being smaller than the positive sign of 8G2/8p
in case 2; formally,
8G2 = Dz + ~ aa• > O.
8p
8p aa• 8p
+
+
+
With respect to dynamic stability properties, such a fixed point is dynamically unstable,
i.e. it exhibits either characteristics of an unstable node or of an unstable focus, since
both the trace and the determinant of the Jacobian have a positive sign. The Jacobian's
trace is given by

exhibiting a positive sign, since condition 1aai1a>.d1 < l8G2/8pl is fulfilled which is consistent with the assumptions under case 1 and 2. The sign of the Jacobian's determinant
given by
IJ I = 8G1 8G2 _ 8G1 8G2 0
E
8).;j 8p
8p 8).;j > '
+

+

can be only assumed to be positive in case it holds that

which is going to be proved in the ensuing phase diagram analysis.

5.4.3

Phase Diagram Analysis

Demarcation curve >:;j = G1 (>.d,P) = 0 has a positive slope over the entire range in the
(>.;j, p) space since it holds that

d>.*)
d
(T
p

G,

i!ili.
8p
O
=-!!ili. > .

8>,,

{5.14)

The course of demarcation curve p = G2 (>.;j, p) = 0 is mainly influenced by the course
of the function p = z(p, a•, ~d) being depicted in figure 5.2. Formally, the slope of demarcation curve p = G 2 ( >.d, p) = 0, being denoted as (d>."a,/ dp )a2 , is given by
-,0,+

( d>."a,)
dp

=G2

~

;;

~ >

0
1

(5.15)

whose sign depends on derivative 8G 2/8p being predominantly determined by derivative
8z/8p. Formally, in case 8z/8p < 0 for which it holds that l8z/8pj > l(8z/8a*)(8a* /dp)I,
derivative 8G2/8p becomes negative, i.e. 8G2/8p < 0, leading to a negative slope of the
demarcation curve p = 0, i.e. (8>.d/8p)a 2 < 0. In case derivative 8z/8p takes a value of
8z/8p = (-8z/8a*)(8a*/dp), derivative 8G2/8p becomes zero, i.e. 8G2/8p = 0, leading
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to a zero slope of demarcation curve p = 0, i.e. to (8>.d./8p)a 2 = 0. In case derivative
8z/8p takes negative values for which it holds l8z/8pl < l(8z/8a*)(8a* /dp)I, a zero value,
or positive values, the sign of derivative 8G2/8p becomes positive, i.e. 8G2/8p > 0,
leading to a positive slope of demarcation curve p = 0, i.e. (8>.d./8p)a 2 > 0. Though
the turning points of demarcation curve p = 0, for which it holds that (8X'u,/8p)a 2 = 0,

do not correspond exactly to the boundary points of the normal range Pl and Pu, the
course of demarcation curve p = 0 can be equivalently described as the course of function
p = z(p, ri•, Ad). Consequently, demarcation curve p = G2(>.d., p) = 0 is going to exhibit a
positive slope for values of p lying around the normal range, becoming less and shrinking
to zero if p reaches the area of the corner points Pl and Pu, and becoming negative if p
lies in the area outside the normal range.
Since the local stability analysis has distinguished between the two cases, investors
reacting hypersensibly in the "normal" range of p (case 2), i.e. 8z/8p :» 0, and investors
reacting "normally" in the "normal" range (case 3), i.e. 8z/8p > 0, there arise also two
possible kinds of demarcation curves p = 0, differing with respect to the positive steepness of their slope near the "normal" range of p. In case investors react hypersensibly,
the positive slope around the corridor Pl < p < Pu is steeper than in case investors react "normally". These two different cases are illustrated in figure 5.3, where the dotted
demarcation curve p = 0 represents the case of hypersensitive investors in the "normal"
range, and the solid demarcation curve the case of normally reacting investors in the
"normal" range. It has to be noted that the distinction between normally and hypersensitively reacting investors does not apply to the area outside the normal range, since there
is no influence on the local and global dynamics of the system. Consequently, the parts
with negative slope of the dotted demarcation curve in figure 4.3 could alternatively run
flatter than the negatively sloped parts of the solid demarcation curve without changing
the local and global dynamics of the system.
The explicit consideration of different degrees of investors' sensitivity measured by
different values of 8z/8p is necessary from a formal point of view, since different values
of 8z/8p decide whether the dynamic system exhibits multiple dynamic equilibria, or a
single dynamic equilibrium point. Regarding the case when investors react very sensitively
as to changes in p in the normal range, there arise three fixed points being depicted in
figure 5.4. Points A and Care locally asymptotically stable since demarcation curve p = 0
is negatively locally sloped because 8z/8p < 0 and 8G 2/8p < 0, whereas demarcation
curve >.d = 0 is positively locally sloped, i.e. it holds that

( 8>.d)
{)p

+

> (a>.d)
G1

{)p

G2

which after rearranging can be transformed into the determinant of the Jacobian at the
fixed points A and C, being denoted as IJl(A,G), having a positive sign since
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Figure 5.3: Different Demarcation Curves for
as to Changes in p

p = 0 Depending on Investors' Sensitivity

The Jacobian's trace at A and C, being denoted as
because

trJ(A,C),

has got a negative sign

classifying points A and C according to case 1 of the local stability analysis as locally
stable fixed points.
Fixed point B exhibits the characteristics of a saddle point since both demarcation
curves have a positive slope, where demarcation curve p = 0, being subject to 8z/8p » 0
and 8G2 /8p » 0, is steeper than demarcation curve >.d = 0 at point B, formally

)
(BA:i
8p
+

<
G1

!/fu

(8A:i)
8p
+
f!fh.

G2

-~<-~
!/fu
a>..

f!fh.'

a>..

which after rearranging terms yields the Jacobian's determinant at fixed point B, being
denoted as IJl(B), whose sign is negative since

IJI (B) -_ 8G1
BA:i
-

8G2 _ 8G1 8G2 0
8p
8p 8A;j < .
+large

+
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Figure 5.4: Phase Diagram in Case of Hypersensitively Reacting Investors within the
Normal Range of p

The Jacobian's trace at B, being denoted as
trJ(B)

=

8G1
8>,;j

trJ(B),

has a positive sign according to

8G2

+ ap > 0,
+large

classifying fixed point B as a saddle point according to case 2 of the local stability analysis.
As in the industrial country model, the case of long-run dynamics under hypersensitively reacting investors has no empirical relevance since coming to a long-run halt in
points A or C would mean a steady under- or overestimation of profits since PE =I= 0 in A
and C, being located near the boundary points of the normal range of p. Furthermore,
the dynamics of the economy would be subject to path dependent behaviour since reaching point A or C would be solely dependent on the initial starting point of the economy
which can be located everywhere in the (..\;j, p) space. Imposing stability by assuming that
rational investors can generally jump to the stable arm of the saddle point trajectories,
and thereby moving smoothly into point B is not possible since p does not exhibit the
characteristics of a pure forward looking or jump variable, firstly due to its dependence on
the backward looking variables a• and ..\;j, and secondly due to the absence of (short-run)
rational expectations.
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Though there is no internal mechanism which guarantees a jump of p on the stable
branches of the saddle point equilibrium, it is important to note that "jumps" in p are
generally possible in case of direct exogenous shocks, solely having an influence on the
state of confidence to p. As opposed to direct shocks to p, both direct exogenous shocks to
economic fundamentals A;j and u•, and indirect shocks to A;j and u• via exogenous shocks
to other variables influencing A;j and u•, do not cause a jump in p. A very prominent
example of a direct exogenous shock to p in emerging market countries, leaving economic
fundamentals A;j and u• unchanged at the moment of the shock, is the introduction
of a "new growth regime" including liberalization of goods and financial markets and
stabilization of output and inflation via orthodox stabilization programmes. A direct
exogenous shock top causes a discontinuous jump in the p-coordinate within the (A;j, p)space, but leaves both demarcation curves and the vector field unchanged, giving rise to
a new dynamic process initiated by a new initial condition. By way of contrast, a direct
exogenous shock to u•, or any shock to variables influencing u•, leave the current position
within the (.A;j, p )-space unchanged, whereas both demarcation curves and the vector field
are subject to changes. An exogenous shock to the foreign-debt asset ratio A;j caused by
a change in the exchange rate's growth rate s, leads both to a jump in the A;j-coordinate,
and to a change of both demarcation curves, as well as to a change in the vector field. By
way of contrast, a change in A;j caused by an exogenous shock in A•, causes, as a direct
shock to p, only a jump in A;j, but leaves both demarcation curves and the vector field
unchanged. 24
In spite of the existence of jumps in p, there is no mechanism guaranteeing, as in
rational expectations model, a jump on the stable branch of saddle point equilibrium B.
Thus, the dynamic system is likely to settle down in stable fixed points A and C. Yet,
coming to a long-run halt in points A and C, being characterized by long-run expectation
errors, is an unrealistic scenario both from an empirical perspective and from a theoretical
perspective, since it is not consistent with the assumption of long-run rational behaviour.
Consequently, it seems plausible that in case investors, coming to a halt in points A or C,
are going to adjust their profit expectations subsequently after having realized that current
expectations cannot be fulfilled, leading to a readjustment of function p = z(p, u•, A;j), and
thereby to a shift of the demarcation curve p = 0 until in the long-run profit expectations
are fulfilled by the actual development of profits. Accordingly, to get an empirically
meaningful result, it seems reasonable to assume firstly, that the state of confidence's
long-run steady state value settles down in the rational expectations equilibrium PE = 0
since every long-run divergence r• =f r leads to a readjustment of functions p = z(p, u•, .A;j)
and p = 0, and secondly, that there exists only a single intertemporal equilibrium point
(A;jE, PE), where PE= 0 and A;jE > 0 since demarcation curve~= 0 is a strictly monotone
increasing function in the (.A;j, p)-space. However, imposing these assumptions requires
to assume investors to behave "normally" in the "normal" range of p, i.e. oz/op > 0,
leading to a less steeper demarcation curve p = 0, as having been represented by the solid
24 These results were drawn from analyzing the impacts of various fonns of exogenous shocks on both
demarcation curves, and on the integral curves of system 5.12 and 5.13, given by

and derived from system 5.12 and 5.13 by the elimination of dt.
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line in figure 5.3, in order to get only one intersection of the two demarcation curves being
depicted in figure 5.5.
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p

Figure 5.5: Phase Diagram for "Normally" Reacting Investors Within the Normal Range
of p.

Regarding the dynamics when investors behave normally in the normal range for p in
figure 5.5, there arise two important properties. Firstly, the local fixed point D is locally
unstable (unstable node or unstable focus) since both demarcation curves have a positive
slope, where demarcation curve >-:i = 0 is steeper than demarcation curve p = 0 because
8z/8p > 0 and 8G2/8p > 0, formally given by

( 8>-:i)
8p a,

>

+

which, after rearranging terms, can be transformed into the determinant of the Jacobian
at the local equilibrium D which is denoted as IJl(D), having a positive sign since

IJI (D) -_ 8G1
8).d
-
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The Jacobian's trace at point D, being denoted as trJ(D), has a positive sign because
J

tr (D)

=

8G1
B\j

8G2

O

+ Bp > ,
+normal

classifying fixed point D according to case 3 of the local stability analysis as an unstable fixed point. The second property of the dynamic system under normally reacting
investors is the fact that the system exhibits cyclical motions in a counterclockwise direction. Accordingly, a first ad-hoc interpretation would suggest that this result cannot
be empirically meaningful since the dynamic system is going to explode. However, as the
following section is going to outline, the global dynamics exhibit some form of bounded
cyclical fluctuations leading to a cyclically stable dynamic system.

5.4.4

The Global Dynamics of the System

The Emergence of a Globally Stable Closed Orbit. As in the financial crisis
model for industrial countries, it can be shown that the dynamic system in figure 5.5
contains at least one closed orbit which is an attractor, i.e. a limit cycle, by applying
the Poincare-Bendixon theorem. 25 One prerequisite for the emergence of a limit cycle
is the existence of a compact set 'D from which trajectories once having entered cannot
escape. However, constructing a compact set requires some definitions as to the global
boundedness of variables >.:i and p. Regarding >.:i, values >.:i < 0 are not possible since
in this case the firm sector would possess claims on the banking sector, making >.:i = 0 a
reasonable lower bound. Realistic values for >.:i move inside the range O < >.:i < 1, whereas
when dealing with systemic financial crises values >.:i > 1 have also to be considered as
possible scenarios, indicating that the entire firm sector is bankrupt, which is however
a very rare case. Though considering values >.:i > 1, it seems reasonable that there
exists an upper bound for the foreign-debt asset ratio, since in case all borrowers are
bankrupt international negotiations regarding debt restructuring, debt relief, etc., will
follow. Accordingly, there exists a lower bound >.:i = 0 and an upper bound >.:i > 1.
Considering the state of confidence, p is allowed to take values largely outside the normal
range Pi < p < Pu, but p is also considered as not being able to take infinite positive or
negative values. As a result, p can also be viewed as a variable with a negative lower and
a positive upper bound.
Taking into consideration the upper and lower bounds of >.:i and p, figure 5.5 can be
modified by adding an invariant set which is represented by the simply connected set 'D
in figure 5.6 as rectangle OPQR. Regarding the trajectories on the boundaries of set 'D,
there arise situations in which trajectories may hit the boundaries, making it necessary to
modify them in a natural way according to the assumptions made on the boundary values
of >.;j and p in order to guarantee that trajectories once having entered the set cannot
leave the set any more.
The second condition for applying the Poincare-Bendixon theorem requires that the
fixed point has to be dynamically unstable. Since figure 5.6 contains only one unstable
fixed point D, the global dynamics contain at least one closed orbit which is an attractor,
i.e. the system possess at least one limit cycle to which all trajectories converge as
25 For

details see section 4.4.4.
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Figure 5.6: The Existence of a Limit Cycle

t

-+ oo, being represented by the solid circle in figure 5.6. Each trajectory starting within
the compact set 1J, being indicated by the two sample trajectories starting in points E
and F, or starting outside set 1) but after some time entering the set 1), converges to
the limit cycle by either spiraling inward (trajectory starting in E) or spiraling outward
(trajectory starting in F). There is no possibility for the emergence of separatrices being
an alternative form of limit sets due to the absence of at least one further fixed point
being characterized by saddle point properties.

The Emergence of a Supercritical Hopf Bifurcation. As the Poincare-Bendixon
theorem only provides sufficient conditions for the existence of at least one limit cycle,
the dynamics described by equations 5.12 and 5.13 being represented in figure 5.6 could
engender multiple closed orbits, with the inner- and the outermost orbits being stable, and
the remaining closed orbits alternating between stability and instability with increasing
amplitude. As to the emergence of endogenous financial fragility and financial crises,
the existence of multiple limit cycles would suggest that there exist "small" limit cycles
near the fixed point D where no severe disruptions in financial markets occur next to
"large" limit cycles causing a financial crisis on each business cycle whose duration is
much longer than those of "small" limit cycles. Accordingly, the question of whether the
economy converges to a virtuous or to a vicious cycle depends on the initial condition in
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the (>.;j, p)-space, being influenced predominantly by exogenous shocks. This view on longrun dynamics would justify permanent market interventions by a social planner in order
to guarantee a long-run "virtuous" cyclical behaviour with low business cycle amplitudes
and financial stability. In case of an adverse exogenous shock, the social planner would
have to catapult the system back by choosing of a favourable initial condition to the basins
of attraction of the limit cycle with the lowest amplitude near the unstable fixed point.
However, since both the foreign-debt asset ratio >.;j, and the state of confidence p show
backward looking characteristics, an instantaneous jump induced by the social planner to
the most favourable initial condition is almost impossible.
It must be noted however, that the foreign debt-asset ratio >.;j can be "steered" by
a social planner to a certain degree, i.e. to move within a well-defined range, by strict
financial market regulation in order to prevent the foreign-debt asset ratio from "tipping"
into the basins of attraction of a business cycle giving rise to financial crises. Furthermore,
the foreign-debt asset ratio can be subject to social planner induced jumps in case of negotiations regarding debt relief and debt restructuring. Yet, in most cases negotiations on
debt relief or restructuring only take place when the economy has already experienced a
systemic financial crises followed by a deep depression. AB a result, even if there exists the
possibility of social planner-induced jumps in >.;j, there is no possibility to prevent negative repercussions by social planner-induced instantaneous jumps in order to neutralize
adverse exogenous shocks. The only possibility to protect the economy against negative
exogenous shocks to the foreign debt-asset ratio is to impose strict financial market regulation minimizing negative impacts, e.g. by imposing a debt ceiling on foreign debt, so
that possible devaluations do not lead to widespread illiquidity and insolvency.
Summing up, the existence of multiple limit cycles implies firstly, that capitalist systems are inherently unstable, secondly, that long-run financial stability or instability is
determined by random shocks, thirdly, that in case the economy is subject to business
cycles with high amplitudes, each long-run business cycle generates a systemic financial
crisis, and fourthly, that in case the economy has converged to a long-run excessive boombust cycle, a business cycle with modest amplitudes can be only reached by exogenous
events as e.g. debt relief or debt restructuring programmes.
Reality however shows firstly, that capitalist systems tend to be stable in the long-run,
secondly, that financial fragility is not a purely exogenous phenomenon, thirdly, that not
each business cycle is subject to a excessive boom-bust cycle including financial crises,
and fourthly, that economies having been hit by financial crises in lots of cases tend to
converge back endogenously to a financially stable equilibrium situation though recovery
periods can be very long. As a result, the emergence of multiple limit cycles, some subject
to ever lasting financial stability, and some subject to recurrent financial crises which can
be both only left by random exogenous events, is a very unrealistic scenario. As a result,
to provide empirically meaningful results, the dynamics of equations 5.12 and 5.13 should
engender an "equilibrium" business cycle, i.e. a single limit cycle, on which no systemic
financial crisis can occur, and on which economies operate during "tranquil" times. The
emergence of extraordinary financial fragility in comparison with tranquil times, as well as
the occurrence of financial crises on the upper turning point can be explained by a large
external shock, like e.g. a technology or liberalization shock, catapulting the economy
from its position on the "equilibrium" cycle outside the limit cycle, implying a convergence
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process back to the "equilibrium" cycle with a much larger amplitude including financial fragility and perhaps a financial crisis.
The existence of a single limit cycle can be proved by applying the existence and
the stability part of the Hopf bifurcation theorem having been outlined in section 4.4.4.
Since the stability of the fixed point, and thereby the dynamic properties of the system
depend on investors' feedback sensitivity regarding the state of confidence, derivative
oz/op= op/op=µ is used as the relevant parameterµ in order to study the nature of
bifurcation when µ is varied.
The existence part of the Hopf bifurcation theorem states that in case the parameter
µ is increased from µ < µ0 to µ > µ0 , where µ = µ0 denotes the critical value when the
characteristic roots become pure imaginary, the fixed point changes its stability properties
from being locally stable into being locally unstable, as the real parts of the characteristic
roots Re0(µ) change their sign from being negative for µ < µ0 to being positive for
µ > µ0 . Accordingly, the first step to show the reversal of signs of the real parts of the
characteristic roots is the emergence of pure imaginary roots at the critical parameter
value µ = µ 0 according to condition H.1 26 of the Hopf bifurcation existence theorem.
The characteristic equation of the nonlinear dynamic system 5.12 and 5.13 reads as

defining the characteristic roots as
0

1,2

-a 1

= -2- ±

.._.,_,

J 4a22 -

a? .

i.

Re6

In order to get a pair of pure imaginary roots two conditions have to be fulfilled. Firstly,
the determinant of the Jacobian IJI has to be positive, i.e. it must hold that

Secondly, the trace of the Jacobian trJ = -a 1 has to vanish, causing the real part Re0
to become zero, i.e.
-a1
Re 0 = - 2- = 0, implying a 1 = 0.
The first condition a2 > 0 is fulfilled, since both demarcation curves in figure 5.6 have
a positive slope, the >.d = 0 demarcation curve being steeper than the p = 0 demarcation
curve, resulting in a positive sign of the Jacobian's determinant. Generally, condition
a2 > 0 is fulfilled for values µ = oz/op ~ 0 and for µ = oz/op > 0 (see cases 1 and 3
of the local stability analysis), but not for valuesµ= oz/op» 0 (see case 2 of the local
stability analysis). As a result, condition a2 > 0 holds for all possible values of function
5.13 when investors are assumed as behaving "normally" in the normal range.
The second condition a 1 = 0 determines the Hopf bifurcation point µ = µo when
the real parts of the characteristic roots become zero and closed orbits emerge. Since
26 See
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oG2/op = oz/op+ (oz/oa*)(oa*/op), condition a1 = 0 can be transformed into
_ 0G1 _ (oz + !_!_ oa•) _ 0
o>.;j
op oa• op - '
and solved for oz/op determining the critical value /1-0

µo

=

( oz)
op O =

-

= (oz/op)o

as

0G1
oz oa*
o>.;j - oa• ap·

In order to determine the sign of the real parts of the characteristic roots for values µ > µo
andµ< µ0 , it can be shown that

implies
and

oG1

oz oa• > oz
8p < 8p'

- 8Ad - 8a*
leading to

µo

>
<
µ.

Summarizing the results leads to the conclusion that
Re0

<
>
0

µ >µo,
<

stating that in case µ < µ0 there arise no closed orbits and the real parts are negative
implying local stability of the fixed point. In case µ > µ0 , there exist closed orbits and
the real parts become positive implying local instability of the fixed point. For µ = µo,
the real parts vanish implying the existence of a pair of pure imaginary roots 0 = ±\f'a2i
leading to the emergence of closed orbits.
Considering the second part H.2 27 of the Hopf bifurcation existence theorem, it holds
that

stating that condition H.2 is fulfilled, and implying that there exist closed orbits according
to the Hopf bifurcation existence theorem.
Regarding stability properties of the closed orbits emerging from variations in µ, it
can be shown that the present case illustrated in figure 5.6 is subject to a supercritical
Hopf bifurcation 28 , being characterized firstly, by the absence of closed orbits and local
stability of the fixed point in case µ < µ0 , and secondly, by the emergence of closed orbits
27 See

28 For

section 4.4.4.
details, see 4.4.4.
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being attractors, i.e. limit cycles, and local instability of the fixed point in case µ > µ 0 •
Though stability properties of local bifurcations generally can only be investigated by
the use of normal forms, there are special cases in which general forms of demarcation
curves, being described by parameterized functions and their relative position to other
demarcation curves, can be used for analyzing the emergence of supercritical or subcritical
Hopf bifurcations. It can be shown for example, that a supercritical Hopf bifurcation in
IR 2 , here in an (x 1 , x 2 ) space, emerges if firstly, one of the demarcation curves, here ±1 = 0,
takes the form of a cubic polynomial of type

x2(xi) =-box~+ b1xf ± b2x1 ± ba

where b; > 0,

and parameter b1 is chosen sufficiently small, and secondly, if the second demarcation
curve, here ±2 = 0, is steeper at the fixed point than demarcation curve ±1 = 0 engendering only one fixed point. 29 Applying these conditions to the present case illustrated in
figure 5.6, it can be seen that the p = 0 demarcation curve can be described by a cubic
polynomial of type

and that demarcation curve .X = 0 is steeper at the fixed point D than the non-linear
demarcation curve p = 0. 30 Accordingly, the Hopf bifurcation emerging from the dynamic
system 5.12 and 5.13 is supercritical, implying that for each parameter valueµ> µ0 there
exists only one closed orbit around the unstable fixed point which is an attractor, i.e. for
each µ > µo there exists only one limit cycle to which all trajectories converge for t ---+ oo,
being illustrated in figure 5.6.

5.4.5

A Dynamic View of Financial Crises and Macroeconomic
Fluctuations

The comparative static description of financial crises in section 5.3.2 has shown that the
two "driving" forces during boom-bust cycles including financial crises are the foreign
debt-asset ratio >.:;, i.e. capital flows, and the state of confidence parameter p. The
static version however, has been only in a position to provide a qualitative description
of financial crises by the use of the signs of partial derivatives, since there has been no
possibility to determine formally the net effect of the two counteracting forces >.;j and p
due to the absence of a formal description of why >.;j and p grow or decline by different
rates during different stages of the business cycle. By way of contrast, the dynamic version
of the model has been able to close this formal gap by deriving endogenous time paths
for >.:; and p during different stages of business cycles.
Regarding the evolution of endogenous financial fragility and subsequently following
financial crises in emerging markets, the dynamic analysis has to distinguish on the one
hand, as the industrial country model, between "tranquil equilibrium business cycles"
and cycles involving financial crises, and on the other hand, as opposed to the financial
crisis model for industrialized countries, among different types of financial crises. Since
29 For these conditions, see Wiggins (1990) chapter 3.lB, pp. 270-278, Lux (1992), p. 189, and Flaschel,
Franke and Semmler (1997), chapter 3, pp. 33-60.
30 The condition choosing b1 sufficiently small is assumed as being fulfilled.
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emerging markets' financial structure is characterized by a large stock of external debt
and fixed exchange rate systems, it is possible that a domestic financial crisis including
a domestic and perhaps international banking crisis can cause a currency crisis (twin
crisis) in case foreign exchange reserves do not suffice to meet capital outflows, thereby
deteriorating the original crisis due to increases in foreign interest payments and in the
stock of foreign debt, reducing net worth. Accordingly, the following analysis distinguishes
firstly, between cycles involving no financial crises and cycles generating financial distress,
and secondly, between domestic financial crises without currency crises and twin crises.
5.4.5.1

The Emergence of Endogenous Long-Run Equilibrium Business Cycles

The dynamic version of the model being illustrated in figure 5.6 indicates that economies,
after having been hit by an external shock, tend to converge in counterclockwise motions
to a kind of "equilibrium business cycle" in the long-run with a constant amplitude indicated by the limit cycle. There are different possibilities of converging to the long-run
equilibrium cycle depending on the initial condition, which hinges upon the size and the
sign of the exogenous shock having catapulted the economy away from the limit cycle. If
a shock catapults the dynamic system from a point on the limit cycle to the inner area of
the limit cycle, e.g. to point F in figure 5.6, the system is going to converge with growing
amplitudes to the limit cycle, where all amplitudes during the convergence process are
smaller than the equilibrium amplitude on the limit cycle. If, by way of contrast, an
exogenous shocks catapults the economy to the outer area of the limit cycle, e.g. to point
E in figure 5.6, the economy converges with declining amplitudes to the limit cycle, where
all amplitudes during the convergence process are larger than the limit cycle's amplitude.
As a result, there are three possible ways of dynamic behaviour of economies predicted
by the model (on the limit cycle, converging from the outer region, converging from the
inner region), which have to be compared with the stylized facts of financial crises and
business cycles in order to determine the feasible regions of the dynamic model.
Empirical studies of financial crises state that firstly, systemic financial crises are commonly linked to extensive boom-bust cycles being subject to much larger amplitudes in
goods and financial markets than in "tranquil times", secondly, that not each business
cycle generates a financial crisis, thirdly, that financial crises are often preceded by a large
exogenous shock, as e.g. a liberalization shock or technology shock, and fourthly, that
crisis frequency in emerging market countries is higher than in industrial countries which
could be explained by the first stylized fact since empirical studies of business cycles have
shown that business cycles in emerging market countries are subject to higher amplitudes regarding goods and financial market fluctuations than business cycles in industrial
countries. Summing up, there exist periods of "tranquil" business cycles without any
disruptions in financial markets in which goods and financial market variables fluctuate
"normally", but there arise also periods with business cycles being characterized by large
fluctuations in goods and financial markets, and by the emergence of financial crises. In
most cases, after the occurrence of a severe financial crisis, economies tend to recover to
tranquil period business cycle fluctuations, whereas the recovery period can be very long.
Applying these empirical observations to the dynamic version of the model illustrated
in figure 5.7, which is a modified version of figure 5.6, it is obvious that the dynamically
stable limit cycle indicated by points A, B, C, D and E describes business fluctuations
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Figure 5. 7: Financial Crisis I: Domestic Financial Crisis without Currency Crisis

during tranquil periods which do not lead to systemic financial crises. Therefore, the limit
cycle in figure 5. 7 can be viewed as an equilibrium business cycle to which economies
converge in the long run. It must be noted however, that this equilibrium cycle also
contains overborrowing and financial strains on the upper turning point, yet to a much
lesser extent than cycles including financial crises.
The inner area of the limit cycle, which is characterized by increasing fluctuations
whose amplitudes are however smaller than those of the equilibrium business cycle, has
to be excluded from the feasible region, since there is no correspondence with the stylized
facts displaying a change between tranquil equilibrium cycles with modest and constant
amplitudes and extensive boom-bust cycles with much larger amplitudes leading to financial crises. By way of contrast, the area between the limit cycle and the outer bounds of
the invariant set 'D contains business cycles with much larger amplitudes than equilibrium
fluctuations. These cycles are characterized by much heavier overborrowing during the
upswing, leading to high financial fragility and possibly to systemic financial crises during
the bust phase. However, even in case an extensive business cycle has caused a systemic
financial crisis, economies tend to converge back to the equilibrium business cycle.
Summing up, there arise three important dynamic properties out of the model. Firstly,
the feasible region of the model is defined by the invariant set 'D without the inner area
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of the limit cycle. Secondly, economies tend to converge to an equilibrium business cycle
being characterized by a normal functioning of goods and financial markets. Thirdly,
extensive boom-bust cycles including systemic financial crises can only be induced by a
large external shock, i.e. economies tend to be dynamically or cyclically stable in the long
run.
In order to elaborate the differences between cycles involving financial crises and tranquil time business cycles, the dynamic analysis begins with an explanation of the different stages of the stylized equilibrium business cycle serving as a reference path for
non-equilibrium cycles. The equilibrium business cycle starts in point A after the last
downturn has ended. The boom phase begins with domestic and foreign agents realizing
that economic fundamentals (.X;'i and a*) have returned to historical positive levels, causing profit expectations to rise which leads to higher investment demand and slowly rising
capital inflows for investment finance. During this early stage of the boom phase, new
investment is mainly financed by profits since profit expectations and investment demand
have not gained speed yet which would require to rely mainly on external finance. By
making use of the comparative static results according to table 5.1, the early boom phase
is marked by an increase in u, r, p, q and b, and by a decline in j* and i due to the much
faster and larger increase in p than in .X;'j. A prosperous economic development causes
profit expectations to rise very quickly, which can be justified by positive fundamental
data (low .X;'i and high a*), but which is also the consequence of an increased reliance
on general market sentiments since chartist behaviour starts to dominate the expectation
formation scheme. Though the growth rate of capital inflows during the boom phase,
being described by the path from A to B, is less than profit expectations' growth rate,
the growth of capital inflows accelerates.
Point B marks the beginning of the overborrowing process, which is however, characterized by much lower foreign debt-asset ratios than business cycles generating systemic
financial crises. During the early stage of the overborrowing phase, profit expectations
grow much faster than actual profits, implying that the large rise in investment demand
has to be financed by an extensive increase in the fraction of external finance. The rise in
external finance leads to a decrease in the growth rate or even to a stagnation of actual
profits owing to rising debt costs. Despite the fact that the growth rate of r is decreasing,
or even becoming zero, the state of confidence increases further, since on the one hand,
the expectation formation scheme is dominated by chartist type behaviour, and on the
other hand, economic fundamentals provide a neutral picture with both .X;'i and a* increasing31, leading not to a unequivocal deterioration of fundamental data. According to the
comparative-static results in table 5.1, the overborrowing phase is marked by increases in
u, p, q and b, declines in j* and i, and by a constant value in r.
The latter stage of the overborrowing phase leading to the upper upper turning point
being indicated by point C, is characterized by an accelerating increase in the foreign
debt-asset ratio and by a slow down in the growth rate of profit expectations, driving
the economy in a state of "irrational" behaviour since the actual profit rate declines due
to rising debt costs, causing a* to shrink considerably, whereas profit expectations are
going to rise further since the expectation formation scheme is dominated by chartist
type behaviour. In terms of the comparative-static version of the model, the path to the
upper turning point C is described by augmentations in u, p, q, and declines in r, j* and
31 An

increase in a-• results from r remaining constant, 'fi increasing and f3(p) decreasing.
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i. Overall normalized foreign reserves ,\;j + b increase due to a sharp rise in ,\;j, whereas
b declines due to rising current account deficits caused by a real overvaluation of the
domestic currency due to accelerating domestic inflation.
At the upper turning point C, the growth in profit expectations comes to halt at
the maximum level of p when investors realize on the one hand, that p has approached
or even exceeded the upper bound of the normal range, and on the other hand that
there has been a growing trade-off between r• and r which cannot be maintained further.
Consequently, there follows a sudden switch in the expectation formation scheme from
market sentiment-based to fundamental data-based causing a decline in p, which leads to
a drop in asset prices being indicated by a fall in q, and to rises in j* and i according
to table 5.1 since collateral and net worth positions have deteriorated. The switch of
expectations, as well as the drop in asset prices at C can be caused by very small but
endogenous triggering events, like e.g. a downgrading of an important business firm or
bank by international rating agencies, or by bankruptcies or illiquidity among some firms
or financial institutions. Shrinking collateral values and increasing default risk lead to a
sharp decline in capital inflows, and to a much lower, but still positive, growth rate of the
foreign debt asset ratio. The rise in the foreign debt-asset ratio on the path from point
C to D results mainly from a decline in the profit rate leading, according to equation
5.12, to a liquidity squeeze which is financed by increasing (short-term) foreign debt.
By way of contrast, if creditors are not willing to increase debt to finance due payment
commitments, banks and business firms are going to become illiquid or even insolvent.
Yet, in comparison with systemic financial crises, there are no widespread bankruptcies
following the decline in asset prices on path C to D, since the extent of the decline is much
smaller and financial intermediaries, as well as business firms are much less indebted, and
therefore much less exposed to asset price volatility.
The downswing starts in point D being characterized firstly, by expectations being
dominated again by pessimistic chartist type behaviour, and secondly, by firms and foreign financial institutions beginning to deleverage their balance sheets, causing capital
outflows, i.e. a reduction in .\;j. The viability of the fixed exchange rate system during
this stage depends on the level of overall normalized foreign reserves ,\;j + b. If large
current account deficits during the boom phase have led to b < 0, i.e. in case imports
were financed by capital inflows, a sharp and sufficient reduction in foreign loans could
give rise to a currency crisis since the central bank could possibly not be able to meet
the demand for foreign reserves. However, since equilibrium business cycles do not lead
to excessive real sector expansion and inflation during the boom phase, the real exchange
rate's deterioration does not cause historical high current account deficits and massive
losses of international reserves. Furthermore, since the drop in asset prices and the increase in default risk is moderate in comparison with systemic financial crises, there will
be no withdrawal of foreign loans to a large extent. Consequently, during the bust phase
of an equilibrium business cycle, the central bank is able to meet all capital outflows,
thereby maintaining the fixed exchange rate system. Though the reduction of the foreign
debt-asset ratio would lead ceteris paribus to a macroeconomic expansion, there is an
economic contraction since the chartist-dominated decline in p is larger than the decline
in .\;j, causing according to table 5.1 a reduction in u,r,p,q and b, and a further rise
in j* and i. The duration of the bust cycle depends on how fast balance sheets can be
restructured, and thereby on the downward amplitude of profit expectations.
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The recovery phase is going to begin in case foreign and domestic investors consider
firms' balance sheets as having returned to a sustainable level. The expectation formation
scheme again switches from pessimistic chartist type behaviour having led to an underestimation of the actual profit rate, i.e. r• < r, to fundamental data-based, since on
the one hand, p has moved to the lower bound of the normal range, and on the other
hand, economic fundamentals (.~;j and a*) have returned to "sound" levels according to
investors' perception. The time path to the starting point of a new business cycle, i.e.
path E to A, is marked by an almost constant foreign debt-asset ratio and fast increasing
expectations which again are increasingly based on general market sentiments.
5.4.5.2

Domestic Financial Crisis without Currency Crisis

In contrast to equilibrium business cycles, excessive boom-bust cycles leading to systemic
financial crises generally start with a positive exogenous shock, increasing profit expectations substantially after the last business cycle has ended, catapulting the economy from
point A in figure 5.7 to point F. Examples for such positive shocks in the post BrettonWoods era in emerging market countries have been large-scale populistic, orthodox and
heterodox stabilization and liberalization programs in the 1970s, followed by Washington
Consensus-based liberalization programs in the late 1980s and early 1990s in order to
overcome the negative repercussions of the international debt crisis in 1982-1983 which
had led to liberalization reversals, e.g. by reimposing capital controls. 32 Liberalization
policies have been generally believed to improve economic efficiency by a better allocation
of resources leading to an acceleration in growth, productivity and profitability. Thus,
liberalization policies generally cause a sharp rise in profit expectations and in (international and domestic) investors' willingness to provide sufficient external financial means
to finance the expansion process. Positive shocks in the form of the introduction of a new
technology regime represent another source of rising profit expectations.
The boom phase of an extensive boom-bust cycle being induced by a shift from point A
to point F in figure 5. 7 is characterized by the same development of variables as during the
equilibrium cycle's boom period. However, the initial change of all variables ,and thereby
their amplitude during the dynamic adjustment process is much larger, being indicated
by the dotted trajectory starting in point A and moving through point F. Since profit
expectations have risen substantially, which is expressed in a large rise in p combined
with a very low .>.;j and a sustainable a*, there is a much greater expansion in investment,
and consequently in actual profits than during an equilibrium business cycle, validating
the initial increase in profit expectations. The expectation formation scheme tends to
switch very fast from fundamental-based to general market sentiment-based. As most of
investment is financed by profits, capital inflows tend to be very modest at the outset of
the boom phase. As a result, a large increase in p and a moderate increase in .>.;j lead to
sharp increases in u, r, p, q and b, leading to very favourable financial market conditions,
i.e. to large declines in j* and i.
The overborrowing phase starts much earlier and to a much larger extent than on the
equilibrium cycle, requiring to finance investment, though there is an large rise in actual
profits, by an increasing amount of external debt since profit expectations grow much
32 An excellent overview of different kinds of stabilization programs in the 1970s and 1980s can be found
in Agenor and Montiel (1999), chapter 10.
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faster than actual profits. The early stage of the overborrowing phase is characterized
firstly, by capital inflow's growth rate accelerating which slows down the increase in the
profit rate, and secondly, by profit expectations growing much faster than the degree of
indebtedness due to the predominance of chartist type behaviour. Accordingly, there is a
further large rise in u, r, p, q and b, and a decline in j* and i.
During the latter overborrowing phase leading to the upper turning point, debt-asset
ratios reach historical high levels which are mainly caused by "mania" expectations, driving the economy in a state of "irrational excuberance" since the profit rate declines substantially due to rising debt costs, whereas indebtedness and profit expectations keep on
growing though economic fundamentals (large .A.;j and low u*) would indicate a downward
revision of profit expectations. Due to the fact that the increase p dominates the increase
in .A.;j, there is a further rise in u, p, q and another decline in j* and i, whereas r deteriorates substantially. Normalized international reserves .A.;j + b tend to increase due to the
large rise in .A.;j albeit b decreases considerably owing to historical high current account
deficits which are caused by a large real overvaluation of the domestic currency hinging
upon a large increase in domestic inflation.
The upper turning point G is reached when domestic and international investors realize that profit expectations cannot be validated by actual profits since p has moved
significantly out of the normal range, and u* and .A.:i have reached historical poor levels.
Accordingly, there is a quick switch from chartist type to fundamental data type behaviour
as to the formation of expectations, leading to the burst of the asset price bubble. As during tranquil cycles, the triggering events of the wake-up call may be endogenous failures
of important banks or firms, as well as a downgrading by international rating agencies.
A rise in international interest rates leading to a further decline in r and u* may be also
a trigger for the sudden fall in p. The rise in international interest rates can be viewed
either as an exogenous shock, or as an endogenous reaction on deteriorating liquidity and
solvency positions. However, even if the rise in international interest rates is considered as
being an exogenous event, the endogenous collapse of expectations would have occurred
as well without this kind of exogenous shock. Consequently, the rise in international
interest rates only accelerates the unavoidable endogenous collapse of p, and is not in a
position to cause a widespread financial crisis alone. The burst of the asset price bubble
leads to a sudden decline in q and to sharp rises in j* and i, leading to a sharp fall in r
which causes widespread and sudden bankruptcy and illiquidity among firms. The large
increase in nonperforming loans triggers a domestic and possibly an international banking
crisis since banks' net worth and cash flow deteriorate significantly. Accordingly, capital
inflows come to a sudden stop since default risk has increased and international investors
start to withdraw their funds, causing liquidity and solvency problems for domestic firms
due to the fact that meeting due payment obligations requires a fire-sale of assets since
rolling-over or increasing debt has become impossible due to a sharp reduction in credit
markets' liquidity. The sudden stop in capital inflows is indicated by a sharp reduction of
the growth rate of .A.;j on path GH, leading to widespread illiquidity and insolvency since
due payment commitments cannot be rolled-over. By way of contrast, a drop in profit
expectations on the upper turning point of an equilibrium business cycle allows for an
increase in .A.;j to meet due payment obligations which is indicated by path CD.
The bust phase beginning at point H in figure 5. 7 is marked by pessimistic chartist
type behaviour gaining momentum, and by large capital outflows causing widespread
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illiquidity and bankruptcy. Since the fall in .\j is much smaller than the drop in p, there
is a widespread economic contraction, i.e. according to table 5.1, there is a large decline in
u, r, p, q and b, and a sharp rise in j* and i reflecting tight financial market conditions. The
viability of the fixed exchange rate systems depends on the level of b, hinging upon the
amount of accumulated current account deficits during the boom and the overborrowing
process. If large current account deficits have led to b < 0, i.e. in case current account
deficits have been financed by capital inflows in the form of foreign loans, and foreign
investors withdraw an amount which is larger than >.d + b where b < 0, the central bank
is forced to abandon the fixed parity since it is not able to meet the demand for foreign
currency. Since the model is not given in explicit form, there is no possibility to determine
the time of the currency collapse, as well as the critical amount of reserves like e.g. in first
generation currency crisis models. 33 Yet, in order to elaborate the differences between a
financial crisis without a currency crises and a twin crises, it is assumed in the present
case that though there arose current account deficits in the past, the central bank is able
to meet all capital outflows even if there is no monetary contraction at point H which
would cushion the fall in reserves.
In case the central bank tries to limit capital outflows by a monetary contraction, a
decline in h or m could only slow down the decrease in b, since under fixed exchange rates
there is no possibility to influence any other real or financial market variable according
to table 5.1, thereby having no effect on p and >.d. As a result, there is no possibility to
induce a downward jump from point H to a trajectory lying nearer to the equilibrium
cycle by contractionary monetary policy. Likewise, a domestic monetary expansion is
not able to induce a downward movement from point H since there is no possibility to
influence the foreign debt burden by domestic monetary policy. In graphical terms, the
only effects of changes in h and m are a change of the current trajectory's slope in point
H, as well as a change of both demarcation curves which are still not going to be analyzed.
Though there is no debt increase induced by a forced devaluation in the present case,
the economy enters a severe recession or even a depression accompanied by deflationary
spirals, leading to an increase in the real debt burden. Even if the central bank abandoned the fixed parity in order to regain monetary independence, a recovery induced by a
monetary expansion would be very unlikely due to a liquidity trap situation which would
be additionally amplified by an increase in the foreign debt burden due to a devaluation
of the domestic currency. In this case, overindebted balance sheets prevent an economic
upswing since there is no sufficient supply of credit to finance new investment projects
due to an absence of financial markets' willingness, or due to disintermediation caused by
large-scale bankruptcies among domestic and international banks.
The duration of the bust phase in the present case is much longer than on the equilibrium cycle, since on the one hand, foreign indebtedness is much higher which requires
a longer period of balance sheet restructuring, and on the other hand, profit expectations
are far more depressed by pessimistic chartist behaviour. The recovery phase begins if
>.d and a• have returned to sustainable levels from investors' perspective who realize that
their expectations had been too pessimistic in the past. After having conceived that there
has been a steady underestimation of actual profits, i.e. r• < r, the expectation formation
33 By way of contrast, the linear calibration model for emerging markets, being an explicit example
of the present model, which is going to be analyzed in chapter 6, is able to determine the time of the
collapse as well as the critical stock of foreign exchange reserves.
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scheme switches quickly from pessimistic chartist behaviour to fundamental data-based
behaviour and a new cycle can begin which however, is subject to a lower amplitude than
the financial crisis cycle in case there are no exogenous shocks.
5.4.5.3

The Occurrence of a Twin Crisis

This paragraph examines the long-run dynamics in case the central bank is not able to
maintain the fixed exchange rate at the upper turning point due to lacking foreign exchange reserves which is depicted in figure 5.8 being a modified version of figure 5. 7. The
boom and the overborrowing phase of the twin crisis case correspond to the domestic
financial crisis case as to the behaviour of .x;; and p, and consequently, as to the development of all other endogenous variables according to table 5.1. Likewise, it is assumed
that large current account deficits having been financed by capital inflows have led to a
large depletion of reserves, i.e. it holds that b < 0 when the system reaches the end of
the overborrowing phase. At the upper turning point however, when the asset bubble
bursts and capital flight begins, it is assumed that foreign investors' withdrawals exceed
the stock of normalized reserves .x;; + b where b < 0, leading to a suspension of the fixed
parity. Lacking international reserves can stem firstly, from larger capital outflows at the
upper turning point due to a higher risk aversion of investors, secondly, from larger current deficits during the upswing, and thirdly, from a smaller initial stock of international
reserves b at the outset of the cycle.
Regarding currency crises, there are several alternative post-collapse regimes, like e.g.
a unique devaluation or a flexible exchange rate regime following the speculative attack.
For the present case, it is assumed that in case a currency crisis occurs, the central bank
carries out a unique devaluation, which can be justified by the fact that the transition
to a fully flexible regime would make the economy more susceptible to fluctuations in
the stock of foreign debt valued in domestic currency. A unique devaluation corresponds
to a permanent increase in parameter s from s = 0 to s > 0 in the model. It must be
noted that a permanent value of s > 0 over more than one period does not correspond
to a devaluation in each period following the speculative attack since the growth rate of
s is related to an initial value of s = 1. Accordingly, a constant devaluation rate in each
period would correspond to increasing values in s for each period.
In order to elaborate the global dynamics of the system in case of a devaluation, the
influence of changes in s on the slopes of the two demarcation curves >.;j = G1 (.\;j, p) = 0
and p = G 2 (.\;j, p) = 0 has to be investigated firstly. According to equation 5.14, and by
table 5.1, the change of the slope of demarcation curve>.;;= G1 (.\;j, p) = 0 is given by
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and

being positive if it holds that

which is assumed to be fulfilled in the present case. As a result, there is no possibility
to determine an unequivocal sign for the change of the slope of demarcation curve .>.;j =
G1 (.X;i, p) = 0, so that the change of dynamics cannot be analyzed without making use of
assumptions.
It seems reasonable to assume that the slope of demarcation curve .>.;j = G1(.X;i, p) = 0
cannot become negative, which would imply a change of the local dynamics from instability to stability, provided that the slope of demarcation curve p = G2(.X;j, p) = 0
remains positive which is going to be proved later on, since empirical evidence shows that
economies hit by twin crisis do not converge to a stable long-run fixed point equilibrium.
Consequently, demarcation curve .>.;j = G 1(.X;j,p) = 0 can only take values from zero to
plus infinity. However, for reasons of simplicity it is assumed that the slope of demarcation curve .>.;j = G 1(.X;i, p) = 0 does not change in case of changes in s, i.e. formally it
holds that
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which is indicated in figure 5.8 by demarcation curve .>.;j = G 1(.X;j,p) = 0 being valid for
s = 0 ands> 0.
According to equation 5.15, and by table 5.1, the change of the slope of demarcation
curve p = G2(.X;j, p) = 0 for variations ins is given formally by
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which can be derived by differentiating the relevant partial derivatives given in section 5. 7 with respect
to s.
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which, by taking into consideration that
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whose. sign is dependent on the position of p, i.e. whether p lies inside or outside the
normal range, which is represented by the sign of derivative 8G2 /8p. Accordingly, in
case of a devaluation, i.e. s > 0, the demarcation curve becomes flatter over the entire
range being depicted in figure 5.8, where the dotted line represents the demarcation curve
before the devaluation p1 = 0 (s = 0), and the solid line the demarcation curve after the
devaluation has taken place /J2 = 0 (s > 0).
The global dynamics in case of a devaluation occurring at the upper turning point are
depicted in figure 5.8 which is an extended version of figure 5.7. Since the boom and the
over borrowing phase of the twin crisis case coincide with the domestic financial crisis case,
figure 5.8 contains both types of global dynamics where the solid lines refer to the twin
crisis case and the dotted lines refer to the domestic financial crisis case. In case there
is no devaluation at the upper turning point, the boom-bust cycle containing a systemic
domestic financial crisis follows time path A, F, G, K converging in the long-run to the
equilibrium business cycle A, B, C as it was depicted in figure 5.7.
The first stage of the twin crisis case (boom and overborrowing phase) follows the
same time path to the upper turning point A, F, G as the domestic financial crisis case.
At the upper turning point G however, withdrawals of foreign investors exceed the stock
of normalized international reserves >.;; + b where b < 0, compelling monetary authorities
to devalue the domestic currency, which is indicated by the jump from point G to H since
the domestic value of foreign debt increases discontinuously by s per cent. This kind of
"foreign debt explosion" emerging from a devaluation of the home currency is equivalent
to the Fisherian debt deflation process stemming from deflation of the domestic price
level. At the moment of devaluation, there is also a switch from demarcation curve
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Figure 5.8: Financial Crisis II: Twin Crisis

p1 = 0 (s = 0) to p2 = 0 (s > 0). The post-devaluation dynamics (bust and recovery

phase) are described by time path H, I, converging to a "new" equilibrium business cycle
in the long-run which emerges from the change of demarcation curve p = G2 (.X;;, p) = 0.
However, regarding the characteristics of the new equilibrium business cycle, there is no
analytical possibility to determine whether the new limit cycle being relevant for the
post-devaluation phase of the twin crisis case becomes greater or smaller.
Comparing the post-devaluation bust and recovery phase with the domestic financial
crisis case leads to the observation that, according to figure 5.8, after the occurrence of a
currency crisis, the subsequent financial and real sector crisis is much more severe than a
financial crisis without a speculative attack owing to a further and sudden devaluationled squeeze in net worth and cash flow positions. Accordingly, restructuring of unsound
balance sheets during the recovery phase lasts much longer than in the domestic financial
crisis case since net worth positions are more depressed.
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Regarding empirical examples, there arose two large boom-bust cycles having generated systemic financial crises in the post Bretton-Woods era in emerging market countries.
The first one started in the mid 1970s and ended in the international debt crisis in the
early 1980s. The recovery period lasted almost one decade due to long lasting negotiations regarding debt relief and debt restructuring. The second cycle began in the early
and mid 1990s when emerging markets were again subject to huge capital inflows which
led as well to systemic financial crises in Mexico (1994), Asia (1997/1998), Russia/Brazil
(1998/1999) and in Argentina (1995 and 2000). The recovery phase of the second cycle
has not been completed yet. Both cycles were preceded by large liberalization and stabilization efforts. In several countries, as e.g. in Mexico, there were no equilibrium cycles
between the two boom-bust cycles indicating that after the economies had recovered from
the first liberalization and stabilization shock in the late 1970s, there were hit by the
Washington Consensus liberalization and stabilization shock in the late 1980s which gave
rise to a new extensive cycle and systemic financial crises.

5.4.6

A Keynesian Perspective on Global Dynamics

After having studied the global dynamics under the combination of chartist-fundamentalist
and long-run rational behaviour, there arises the important question of how global dynamics are going to change if the assumption of long-run rationality is given up. In such a
pure chartist-fundamentalist or pure Keynesian world, investors' expectations are driven
mainly by general market sentiments during the upswing and the downswing, and by
fundamental data at the turning points. Hence, there exists no "rational" mechanism,
as well as no "normal" corridor for the state of confidence p guaranteeing a reversal of
expectations irrespective of fundamental data in case it can be observed that p has left
the normal range.
In terms of the model, a pure Keynesian expectation formation scheme can be represented by a modified non-linear differential equation in the state of confidence p, given
formally as
(5.16)
p = G2(>.;j,p) = z(p,o-*,>.;j),
+ + for which it holds that 8z/8p > 0 over the entire range for p, but which becomes less
positive the more p departs from its long-run equilibrium level PE = 0 whose existence
will be proved and outlined below. It still holds that 8z/8o-• > 0 and 8z/8>.d < 0 as in
equation 5.13. Equation 5.16 results in an S-shaped demarcation curve p = G2 (>.d,P) = 0
having the largest positive slope near the intertemporal equilibrium PE= 0, and becoming
less positive for p > 0 and p < 0. The assumption that 8z/8p > 0 declines with increasing
difference IP - PEI represents investors' belief that the state of confidence p can increase
or decrease infinitely, but is subject to changes p becoming smaller in absolute terms the
more p departs from its equilibrium level PE = 0. Regarding foreign debt dynamics, it is
assumed that equation 5.12 still holds.
The dynamic system consisting of equations 5.16 and 5.12 generates two different types
of global dynamics hinging upon the strength of the influence of the current state of confidence p on investors' change in profit expectations 8z/8p. As in the Keynesian case for
industrial countries discussed in section 4.4.6, the assumption of hypersensitive investors
near the intertemporal equilibrium level, i.e. 8z/8p » 0 near PE = 0, generates multiple
equilibria giving rise a limit set in the form of a saddle loop having being illustrated in
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figure 4.8. It has been argued that this form of global dynamics does not explain the
stylized facts due to the existence of multiple equilibria.
Hence, to rule out multiple intertemporal equilibria it is necessary to assume that
investor behave "normally" near the intertemporal equilibrium PE = 0, i.e. it holds
that az/ap > 0 near PE = 0. The assumption that the intertemporal equilibrium in
a pure Keynesian world corresponds to the long-run rational expectations equilbrium
PE = 0 seems as a contradiction in terms at first sight. However, in a long-run state
of PE f. 0, investors are going to revise their expectations leading to a shift in function
p = z(,\d,a,p) and in demarcation curve p = G2 (,\d,P) = 0 even in a pure Keynesian
world, since expectations have not been fulfilled by the actual development setting up
a new dynamic process. Readjustments of expectations and thereby shifts in function
p = z(,\d, a, p) and in demarcation curve p = G2 (,\d, p) = 0 are going to continue as
long as profit expectations coincide with actual profits, justifying PE = 0 as a reasonable
assumption even in a Keynesian world .
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Figure 5.9: Financial Crises in a Pure Keynesian World with Normally Reacting Investors
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The global dynamics under normally reacting investors for the emerging market case
are depicted in figure 5.9. The dynamic system gives rise to the emergence of closed
orbits by the Poincare-Bendixon theorem because the local fixed point E is unstable,
and rectangle OPQR describes an invariant set V from which trajectories once having
entered cannot escape; the boundary values of V can be justified economically as in
section 5.4.4. As opposed to the case involving long-run rational behaviour, there is no
possibility to determine the number of cycles without transforming the dynamical system
into e.g. a Lienard equation. In case there evolve multiple closed orbits, the economy is
cyclically unstable, as in the industrial country case in section 4.4.6, due to the existence of
multiple equilibrium cycles with different amplitudes. As a result, there exist equilibrium
cycles near equilibrium E with low amplitudes, as well as equilibrium cycles near the
boundaries of compact set V engendering a financial crisis on each business cycle. Which
of these equilibrium cycles is going to be realized is a matter of the initial condition of the
system, so that exogenous shocks are able to catapult a cyclically stable economy with
low amplitudes to an equilibrium cycle with high amplitudes and financial crises.
Though the case of multiple equilibrium cycles can arise theoretically from system
5.16 and 5.12, it is an unrealistic scenario from an empirical viewpoint since economies
tend to be cyclically stable in the long-run, a fact which requires the existence of only
one limit cycle being subject to low amplitudes and financial stability. However, even if
there exists only one closed orbit as assumed and illustrated by the dotted limit cycle
moving through points A, B and C in figure 5.9, there arise important differences to
the case involving long-run rational behaviour. Firstly, it is obvious that an equilibrium
business cycle in a Keynesian world has a greater amplitude regarding financial and real
variables than in a world with long-run rationality. Secondly, at the upper turning point
B, tensions in financial markets generating bankruptcies among firms and banks are much
stronger, causing much deeper recessions or even depressions. Thus, it is not clear whether
there exist equilibrium business cycles in the Keynesian case without systemic financial
crises. Thirdly, if there arise no financial crises on the equilibrium cycle, economies are
cyclically and financially stable in the long-run, so that financial crises can be only caused
by exogenous shocks as in the case with long-run rational behaviour. However, in case
the economy is hit by an exogenous shock giving rise to a financial crisis, the resulting
boom-bust cycle is subject to a much larger amplitude, generates a much deeper financial
crisis, and a much longer bust period than under long-run rational behaviour which is
is illustrated in figure 5.9. The boom-bust cycle giving rise to a full-fledged financial
crisis starts with a positive shock to the state of confidence p, catapulting the system
from point A to point F. As there is no long-run rational behaviour, the boom and
overborrowing phase last much longer and generate a much higher degree of financial
fragility. Whether the economy enters a domestic financial crisis or a twin crisis depends,
as in the case involving long-run rational behaviour, on the stock of foreign reserves at
the upper turning point G. If withdrawals of foreign investors do not exceed the central
bank's stock of foreign reserves, the fixed parity can be maintained, leading to a systemic
domestic and possibly international banking crises, and to large-scale bankruptcies among
domestic firms. This case is portrayed by the dotted semicircle starting in point G moving
through point K and converging in the long-run to the limit cycle.
In case capital outflows exceed the stock of foreign exchange reserves at the upper
turning point G, the fixed parity cannot be maintained any longer, leading to a twin crisis
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which induces several changes of the global dynamics. Firstly, in case s > 0, demarcation
curve p1 = 0 (s = O) becomes flatter, being indicated by demarcation curve p2 = 0 (s > 0),
whereas demarcation curve >-:i = 0 is assumed not to change its slope according to the
formal results in section 5.4.5. However, as outlined before, there is no possibility to derive
any formal results regarding the characteristics of the "new" limit cycle stemming from
the change of demarcation curve p = 0. Secondly, there is a sudden increase in foreign
debt in domestic currency terms being represented by the jump from point G to point
H in figure 5.9. Thirdly, the bust phase being described by the solid semicircle starting
in point H and moving through point I leads to a very deep depression having a much
larger contractionary effect on the economy than a domestic financial crisis.
Summing up, a pure chartist-fundamentalist approach requires very restrictive assumptions in order to be consistent with the stylized facts of financial crises. Otherwise,
there arise forms of aggregate instability which do not meet empirical regularities. Moreover, it cannot be proved formally whether the ad-hoc assumptions imposed, as e.g. the
existence of a unique closed orbit, actually arise from dynamic system 5.16 and 5.12. By
way of contrast, the assumption of Jong-run rational behaviour generates much stronger
model results without making use of restrictive assumptions. However, a strict rational
expectations approach cannot explain the emergence of endogenous cycles and endogenous financial fragility in the absence of exogenous shocks. Thus, only the combination
of chartist-fundamentalist and rational behaviour is able to produce model results which
are consistent with the stylized facts.

5.5

A Comparison with Standard Theory of Financial Crises

The advantages of the present model framework over standard theory of financial crises
have been already outlined in detail in section 4.5 containing a formal description of
standard models of the explanation of financial crises in industrial countries. This section enlarges the discussion of standard theory of financial crises on the one hand, by
applying crisis models which were developed for industrial countries to emerging market economies, and on the other hand, by focusing on standard theory which has been
especially elaborated for emerging market countries.
The formal description of standard models of financial crises is carried out by the
application of the comparative-static results according to table 5.1 though lots of standard
approaches are modelled dynamically. However, a dynamic application of the present
model to standard theory would not result in deeper basic insights as to the causes
of financial crises, and would only complicate the formal analysis. It is obvious that
the present model structure cannot reflect exactly the model structures of all standard
approaches. Hence, if necessary, the following analysis falls back on other variables or
parameters than in the original models to understand the basic logic. Models which have
been already discussed in section 4.5 are only going to be outlined by the comparativestatic version of the emerging market model without any further explanation of the basic
model structure.
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5.5.1

Inconsistent Macroeconomic Policy Models

The Absence of Financial Crises in Case of Deflationary Monetary Policy
Under Fixed Exchange Rates. The application of Flood and Garber's (1981b) closed
economy bank run model under deflationary monetary policy, having set out in section
4.5.1, to the emerging market country model shows that contractionary, or deflationary
monetary policy engenders no financial crisis in an open economy under fixed exchange
rates, as a reduction in high-powered money h leads to a compensating increase in foreign
reserves b to the same amount because of 8b/ 8h = -1, improving the stability of the fixed
exchange rate system. 37 As there is no further impact of h on other real and financial
sector variables in the model, validating the Mundell-Fleming result that monetary policy
under fixed exchange rates is ineffective, there arises no possibility of bank runs which are
induced by declining asset values of banks.
Currency Crises Triggering Banlc Runs Due to Inflationary Monetary Policies
Under Fixed Exchange Rates. The application of Flood and Garber's (1981a) closed
economy bank run model under inflationary monetary policy, discussed in section 4.5.1, to
the emerging market country model results in no banking crisis if expansionary monetary
policies are moderate and do not lead to a breakdown of the the fixed exchange rate
system, validating also the Mundell-Fleming result of the ineffectiveness of monetary
policy under fixed exchange rates. If there is no currency crisis going to occur, an increase
in h does only induce a decline in foreign exchange reserves b to the same amount as it
holds that 8b/8h = -1, leaving the money supply and all other real and financial market
variables unchanged.
However, in case of overly excessive expansionary monetary policies, the fixed exchange
rate system is going to collapse, inducing a twin crisis. Following the model results, a
steady rise in h causes an enduring decline in b, which leads to a speculative attack and
to a devaluation of the home currency, i.e. to a rise in s, when, according the results of
first-generation currency crises models, the flexible shadow exchange rate has increased
to the level of the fixed exchange, or equivalently, when the stock of foreign exchange
reserves b + >.;; falls below a certain minimum threshold value. If the stock of foreign debt
>. • is comparatively high, the devaluation of the home currency is contractionary, leading
to a domestic macroeconomic contraction, being associated with a decline in u, r,p, q, and
an increase in j• due to shrinking collateral values and deteriorating liquidity positions.
Furthermore, rising failures of firms possibly cause a domestic and international banking
crisis. If there are widespread bankruptcies among firms and domestic banks, foreign
investors are going to withdraw foreign loans, i.e. >.• declines, which partly offsets the
negative effects of the rise in s. However, since investment is constrained by available
credit, investment activity and the state of confidence p will decline, leading to a further
macroeconomic contraction. A bank run can be a possible outcome even if there is a
deposit insurance system in case accumulated losses by banks undermine the credibility
of a bail out.
If, by way of contrast, the stock of foreign debt >. • at the time of the breakdown of
the fixed exchange rate system is comparatively low, a devaluation of the home currency
leads to a macroeconomic expansion, improving collateral values and liquidity positions of
37 For
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firms and banks. Consequently, a devaluation can strengthen the stability of the financial
system if balance sheets are not financially fragile.

First Generation Currency Crises Models. The application of Krugman's (1979)
and Flood and Garber's (1984a) first generation currency crises models, having set out
in section 4.5.1, to the emerging market country model leads to the same result as the
application of Flood and Garber's (1981a) closed economy bank run model under inflationary monetary policy to open economy considerations, as in both cases financial crises
are caused by overly excessive expansionary monetary policy.
Twin Crises Emerging From First Generation Currency Crises. In order to
overcome the inability of first generation currency crises models to explain the occurrence
of twin crises, latest models of inconsistent macroeconomic policies have started to consider explicitly the influence of the domestic banking sector on the transmission of financial
crises. A prominent example is Buch and Heinrich's (1999) model, which enlarges Flood
and Garber's first generation currency crisis approach (1984a) by the introduction of a
domestic banking sector which grants loans to domestic firms in domestic currency, and
finances itself mainly by taking foreign loans in foreign currency in international credit
markets. The interest rate on foreign loans consists of a risk free international interest
rate, plus the exchange rate's expected rate of change, plus a risk premium, depending
negatively on banks' net worth. Banks' net worth position is determined by banks' profits which are negatively dependent on the interest rate on foreign loans. Accordingly, a
rise/fall in banks' profits induces a rise/fall in net worth, leading to a fall/rise in the risk
premium, and to a fall/rise in the interest rate on foreign loans, causing a further rise/fall
in banks' profits.
A banking crisis, i.e. a sharp reduction in banks' net worth induced by a sharp fall in
banks' profits, can be caused, firstly, by an exogenous increase in the international risk
free interest rate, secondly, by depreciation expectations of the domestic currency, and
thirdly, by a rise in the risk premium. Though the model considers explicitly exogenous
foreign interest rate shocks as a cause of financial crises, Buch and Heinrich emphasize the
role of overly expansionary monetary policies as the main source of twin crises. Following
the logic of first-generation currency crises models, an excessive and persistent increase in
high-powered money causes firstly, large capital outflows leading to a depletion of foreign
exchange reserves, and secondly, increasing devaluation expectations which induce a rise
in the risk premium and in the interest rate on foreign loans. The rise in interest rate costs
leads to a reduction in banks' profits and in banks' net worth, triggering a banking crisis.
The domestic banking crisis leads to massive capital outflows and triggers a currency
crisis deteriorating the initial banking crisis.
In terms of the emerging market model, expansionary monetary policy, being represented by an increase in h, leads, as in the extended Krugman (1979) and Flood and
Garber (1981a) models having been described above, to shrinking reserves b, causing a
banking crisis after a contractionary devaluation has taken place. However, according
to Buch and Heinrich's model, the logic is vice versa, i.e. the logic runs from a banking
crisis, being triggered by devaluation expectations, to a speculative attack. In terms of
the emerging market model, devaluation expectations caused by expansionary monetary
policy are represented by a fall in the state of confidence p, leading to a domestic macroe-
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conomic contraction and to a banking crisis by a fall in

u,r,p,q,

and by an increase in

j* and i. Apart from the increase in h, the fall in p leads to additional capital outflows,

i.e. to a further reduction in b, which, in case the normalized stock of foreign exchange
reserves b + A• falls short of a certain minimum level, leads to a currency crisis (and to
a twin crisis), i.e. to a rise in s, deteriorating the macroeconomic contraction in case
the foreign debt-asset ratio A* has been comparatively high. Capital outflows lead to a
decline in A* which offsets partly the contractionary effects on the economy, but which
cannot overcompensate the negative effects of the fall in p and the rise in s.

5.5.2

Self-Fulfilling Expectations Models

Unpredictable Bank Runs Due to Random Withdrawals Without Foreign Borrowing. Diamond and Dybvig's bank run model (1983) studies the effects of random
shifts in expectations of depositors in a closed economy, i.e. banks and depositors have no
possibility to get into foreign debt. As a result, the application of the Diamond-Dybvig
story to the emerging market model requires that the foreign debt-asset ratio A• takes a
zero value. Shifts in expectations are represented, as in section 4.5.2, by changes in the
state of confidence parameter p, where p > 0 marks the "no-run" equilibrium, and p < 0
the "bank-run" equilibrium.
In terms of the emerging market country model, the no-run equilibrium, i.e. p > 0,
is characterized by comparatively large values in u, r, p, q and b, and by comparatively
low values in j* and i, indicating a high degree of financial stability and a stable fixed
exchange rate regime. By way of contrast, the bank run equilibrium, i.e. p < 0, is
characterized by comparatively low values in u, r, p, q and comparatively high values in j*
and i, indicating a high degree of financial fragility among domestic banks and firms, as
well as depreciation expectations of the home currency leading to large capital outflows
and possibly to a breakdown of the fixed exchange rate system, i.e. to a sharp decline in
b.
Though the open-economy extension of the Diamond-Dybvig model is able to illustrate
the occurrence of banking, currency and twin crises, the model provides no clearness with
respect to the chronological order of events in case of the bank-run equilibrium, since
there arise three possible forms of financial crises. Firstly, if the fall in p does not lead
to large capital outflows, the fixed exchange rate system will prevail despite a bank run.
Secondly, if the fall in p leads to a very quick speculative attack, the devaluation of the
home currency can stabilize the economy since there is an expansionary devaluation due
to A* = 0. Hence, a domestic banking crisis and a subsequent run can be avoided by
a macroeconomic expansion, stabilizing liquidity and solvency positions of the banking
and the firm sector. Thirdly, the fall in p can lead to a twin crisis if the currency crisis
following the domestic banking crisis cannot restore financial stability by an expansionary
devaluation.

Unpredictable Bank Runs Due to Random Withdrawals With Foreign Borrowing. Chang and Velaso's models (1998a, 1998b, 1998c, 1999) extend Diamond and
Dybvig's closed economy bank run model (1983) to an open economy framework with
emerging market features in which domestic banks can take foreign debt at a fixed exchange rate. Chang and Velasco differentiate among two forms of financial crises, one
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emerging from a domestic creditor panic, having discussed briefly in section 4.5.2, and
one originating from a foreign depositor panic.
Regarding the domestic creditor panic case, Chang and Velasco assume explicitly that
domestic banks definitely pay back all foreign debt, and that due foreign debt can be
rolled-over at the same conditions as before in order to abstract from a foreign creditor
panic, and to elaborate the differences between financial crises being triggered by domestic
depositors and by foreign creditors. As in the Diamond-Dybvig model, there arise two
possible equilibria. The "no run" equilibrium is characterized by only a small fraction of
domestic depositors withdrawing their funds from banks, which can meet all payments
obligations. The "bank-run" equilibrium is characterized by all depositors withdrawing
their funds because each domestic depositor expects all others to do the same. Banks
are going to fail in case of a bank run as the face value of deposits is larger than the
liquidation value of banks' long-term assets. As in the Diamond-Dybvig model, Chang
and Velasco's framework does not explain why expectations can shift from the no-run to
the run equilibrium. As a result, a domestic creditor panic can simply arise from sudden
and inexplicable random events. As there are no runs by foreign depositors by assumption,
a domestic creditor panic cannot induce a currency, and thereby a twin crisis.
In terms of the emerging market model, the switch between the no-run and the bank
run equilibrium in Chang and Velasco's model can be explained, as in the DiamondDybvig case, by a sudden change in the state of confidence parameter p, where p > 0 is
associated with the no-run equilibrium, and p < 0 with the bank run equilibrium. As
foreign exchange reserves stem only from foreign loans, implying that normalized reserves
amount to >. • > 0 where it holds that b = 0, a collapse of the fixed exchange system is
not possible because, even in case of foreign depositor run, all payment commitments in
foreign currency can be met.
In order to study the effects of a foreign creditor panic, Chang and Velasco's assumption that banks always repay foreign debt even in case of a bank run because of foreign
creditors' willingness to roll-over debt on the same conditions as before, is given up. Accordingly, there arises now the possibility that in case of a domestic depositor panic,
banks' liquidation value does not suffice to meet all foreign payments commitments, making banks susceptible to self-fulfilling bank runs by domestic depositors, which are induced
by shifts in expectations of foreign creditors. Chang and Velasco show that a run of domestic depositors is possible if and only if foreign creditors refuse to grant new loans or
refuse to roll-over short-term debt, giving rise to a self-fulfilling banking panic. If foreign
creditors fear the possibility of a domestic bank run they will refuse to grant new loans
or to roll-over short term debt, which makes banks susceptible to a bank run since banks'
liquidity and the stock of assets to meet depositors withdrawals has declined. If a run
then actually occurs, foreign lenders' pessimistic expectations, as well as their decision
not to grant new loans and/or to roll-over existing Joans are validated, i.e. expectations
are self-fulfilling. If on the other hand, foreign creditors do not believe in the possibility of
a domestic bank run, they are not going to refuse to extend new loans and/or to roll-over
short-term debt, implying that a bank run is not going to occur, which validates also
foreign creditors' expectations ex post. However, Chang and Velasco's model does also
not explain why expectations can shift, i.e. the long-run equilibrium is determined by
random events and independent of economic fundamentals.
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According to Chang and Velasco, an important implication of foreign debt effects
described above is the fact that the amount of foreign loans has no influence on banks'
fragility, but only the maturity structure, i.e. the more debt contracts are short-term,
the higher the probability that foreign investors are not willing to roll-over debt because
of the fear of a bank run. However, this implication only results from the assumption
that banks do not have to pay interest on foreign loans, which is given up later on when
exogenous shocks are studied as potential triggering events of bank runs.
In terms of the emerging market model, a domestic bank run induced by foreign creditors can be also explained by a shift of the state of confidence from p > 0 to p < 0, since
domestic and foreign agents have been assumed to be subject to the same expectational
climate. Chang and Velasco's claim that the amount of foreign debt has no influence
on the probability of a bank run can also be validated by the current model if interest
payments on foreign debt are excluded, i.e. if an increase in >. •, indicating an increase
in increase banks' financial fragility, has no effects on r and q, and thereby no effects on
u, p, j*, i and b, which implies that the balance sheet structure does not matter, but only
the maturity. Consequently, as long as there are no interest payments on foreign debt,
and as long as the maturity of debt and investment projects are synchronized there arises
no possibility of a banking crisis, i.e. the financial structure does not matter according to
the Modigliani-Miller theorem.
Concerning the link between bank runs and currency crises, Chang and Velasco show
that monetary authorities can either save banks in case of a bank run or preserve the
fixed exchange rate, but cannot do both, where the decision on whether to protect domestic banks or the fixed exchange rate, depends on the exchange rate regime. In case
the monetary authority operates under a currency board, it cannot act as a lender of
last resort in case of a bank run since liquidity supports to troubled banks, i.e. issuing
new high powered money, are only possible if there is an equivalent increase in foreign
exchange reserves. Consequently, under a currency board, a domestic bank run leads
to disintermediation effects among the banking system but does not lead to a currency
collapse since there are sufficient foreign reserves to meet the entire demand for foreign
currency. By way of contrast, if the central bank acts as a lender of last resort under a
"normal" fixed exchange rate system, a bank run can be prevented by providing sufficient
liquidity to banks, but there arises the possibility of a currency crisis since the amount of
domestic high powered money falls short of foreign exchange reserves. In case of a speculative attack, a currency crisis can only be avoided if the the central bank can acquire
sufficient foreign assets from international lending organizations or foreign governments.
One important implication of the model results is the fact that there arises no possibility
of a twin crisis, as there is only a choice between a bank run or a currency crisis, being
determined by the choice of the fixed exchange rate regime.
In terms of the emerging market model, a currency board regime is characterized by
the condition h = >.• + b, whereas according to Chang and Velasco, it holds that h = >.•
at the outset, since it has been assumed that b = 0 at the beginning. As a result, in
case foreign agents withdraw their funds due to a sudden drop in p, leading to a domestic
banking crisis and to a macroeconomic contraction, the fixed exchange rate can survive,
since the entire demand for foreign currency can be met, and since the reduction of h and
>. • is compensated by an increase in b leaving the money supply unchanged. In case the
central bank acts as lender of last resort under a "normal" fixed exchange rate regime,
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the increase in h due to the liquidity support is compensated by a fall in b and does
not stop further capital outflows stemming from a reduction in >. • and in p, leading to
a currency crisis which, in case >.• is comparatively high at the moment of devaluation,
causes a contractionary devaluation.
Apart from the Diamond-Dybvig mechanism of self-fulfilling bank runs, Chang and
Velasco study other causes of bank runs within their model framework, like e.g. financial liberalization, moral hazard and overinvestment, exogenous shocks and inconsistent
macroeconomic policies. Though these causes of bank runs do not stem originally from
self-fulfilling expectations, Chang and Velasco show that negative macroeconomic effects
following these kinds of bank runs can be amplified by self-fulfilling expectations. Yet,
these model extensions are not going to be discussed here, since they are applications of
models which are going to be described in sections 5.5.1, 5.5.3 and 5.5.4.

Self-Fulfilling Currency Crises. Similar to Diamond-Dybvig's model bank run model,
second-generation currency crises models by Flood and Garber (1984b) and Obstfeld
(1986, 1994, 1997), generally abstracting from banking sectors, emphasize the role of selffulfilling expectations as the trigger of currency crises. 38 In contrast to first generation
currency crises models, highlighting the inconsistency between the fixed exchange rate
system and the course of macroeconomic policy, second generation models explain currency crises, following the closed-economy models by Barro and Gordon (1983a, 1983b) 39 ,
by governments facing a trade-off between price stability, being supported by a fixed
exchange rate system, and other macroeconomic objectives, like e.g. high employment
and low interest rates. As long as the benefits of the fixed exchange rate system, i.e.
the benefits of price stability, outweigh the costs, like e.g. high domestic interest rates,
low employment and a loss of reputation in case of a devaluation, the fixed parity is
maintained. Second generation models explicitly assume, in contrast to first generation
models, that the costs of a peg do not depend on the level of foreign exchange reserves by
assuming that governments can lend reserves without any restrictions from international
organizations. By way of contrast, the cost-benefit relation of the fixed exchange rate system depends on private agents' expectations. Accordingly, a sudden shift of expectations
towards a devaluation of the home currency can induce governments to abandon the peg,
since costs in the form of higher interest rates or lower employment induced by higher
inflation expectations and wages outweigh the benefits. Since governments follow the
shift in market sentiments, expectations become self-fulfilling. If, on the contrary, market
participants expect the peg to be credible, there arise no higher costs, leading actually
to a stable exchange rate validating also expectations. Still, second generation models
provide no explanation, as the entire bank run literature, for the shift in expectations, i.e.
for the switch from a "no-attack-equilibrium" to an "attack equilibrium".
Obstfeld (1994) develops two models highlighting different transmission channels for
the occurrence of self-fulfilling currency crises. In his first model, the domestic government maintaining a fixed exchange rate in order to stabilize the domestic price level (PPP
is assumed to hold) is indebted in domestic currency at a floating interest rate. Further38 For a detailed discussion of second generation currency crises models, see Radke (2000b) and (2000c).
An overview of first and second generation currency crises models can also be found in Flood and Marion
(1998).
39 For open economy extensions of the Barro-Gordon model, see e.g. Spahn (1996, 1997).
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more, uncovered interest parity is assumed to hold leading to higher debt costs of the
domestic government if foreign interest rates increase and/or devaluation expectations
arise. The government faces a trade-off between maintaining the peg and benefiting from
price stability, and comparatively high debt costs which could be minimized by abandoning the peg in order to pursue an independent low interest rate policy. As a long as
the benefits outweigh the costs, the peg will be maintained, where costs depend crucially
on private agents' expectations regarding the sustainability of government debt. According to Obstfeld, there arise two possible self-fulfilling equilibria depending on the state
of expectations, one leaving the exchange rate unchanged, and the other one leading to
a breakdown of the fixed parity. The "no-attack equilibrium" prevails if private agents
believe in government debt to be sustainable at current interest rates, i.e. if agents do
not expect the government to devalue the domestic currency in order to lower interest
rates, and thereby debt costs. As a result, there arise no devaluation expectations, and
domestic interest rates remain at foreign levels, not forcing the government to devalue.
Private agents' expectations are self-fulfilling since expecting the exchange rate to remain
unchanged leads to sustainable debt costs, and thereby to a maintenance of the peg. If,
on the contrary, private agents expect the government debt not to be sustainable at current interest rates, they expect the government to devalue in order to lower interest rates
by expansionary monetary policy. Emerging devaluation expectations lead to higher domestic interest rates according to UIP, increasing debt costs and forcing the government
to devalue actually if interest rates have risen to a level on which costs of the peg outweigh the benefits. Expectations in the "attack equilibrium" are also self-fulfilling, since
expecting the government to devalue creates conditions, here rising interest rates, which
actually force the government to devalue.
Obstfeld's second model emphasizes the government's trade-off between maintaining
price stability by a credible fixed exchange rate regime, and a high level of employment, as
the fixed parity does not allow to react on adverse output shocks reducing employment, by
realignments of the fixed exchange rate. Output and employment are assumed to depend
negatively on real wages, where the domestic price level is fixed due to a fixed exchange
rate system (PPP is assumed to hold). Nominal wages are positively dependent on inflation expectations which coincide with devaluation expectations of the home currency.
Output and employment are also assumed to be influenced stochastically by positive or
negative shocks. As a discretionary fixed exchange rate system induces, following the
model results by Kydland and Prescott (1977), and Barro and Gordon (1983a, 1983b),
an inflation bias by steady devaluations, the government is assumed to follow a rule of
maintaining a fixed parity, but is allowed to abandon the rule when disturbances to the
economy are too large and too costly. In order to avoid that such "escape clauses" 40 also
induce an inflation bias by steady devaluations, governments have to bear additional fixed
costs, as e.g. in the form of a penalty fee, in case of a realignment. As a result, the fixed
exchange rate prevails as long as costs in the form of deviations from price and output
targets are lower than costs of using the "escape clause" leading to a devaluation of the
home currency. However, costs arising from deviations of prices and output from their
target levels depend heavily on private agents' expectations, generating multiple outcomes
for a given shock. If private agents believe in stability of the fixed exchange rate in case
40 "Escape-clause" models were originally developed by Flood and Isard (1989), and Persson and
Tabellini (1990).
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of a given negative shock, nominal wage demands are moderate and deviations from the
output target are only caused by a stochastic shock leaving the fixed parity unchanged.
Expectations are self-fulfilling since agents believe in the stability of the fixed exchange
rate in case of a given shock, which does not increase the costs of maintaining the fixed
parity, and thereby does not lead to a devaluation. If, by way of contrast, private agents
expect the government to devalue in case of the occurrence of the same given negative
shock, wage demands increase and output is reduced, on the one hand by rising real
wages, and on the other hand by the negative shock. As a result, in case the economy
is actually hit by a negative shock, the government is forced to devalue since costs have
increased due to deteriorating expectations. Expectations are again self-fulfilling since
arising devaluation expectations increase the costs of maintaining the peg in case of a
shock, leading to a devaluation of the home currency in case the shock actually hits the
economy.
In order to describe second generation currency crises models by means of the emerging
market crisis model assume firstly, that the stock of normalized foreign exchange reserves
>. • + b is irrelevant for the maintenance of the fixed exchange rate since reserves can be
lent from international organizations, and secondly, that the foreign debt-asset ratio >.•
is comparatively small triggering a macroeconomic expansion in case of a devaluation.
In order to show how rising interest rates due to devaluation expectations can trigger a
currency crisis assume that i denotes the interest rate on domestic government bonds, and
that the government abandons the peg in case i reaches a certain threshold level. In case
there arise no devaluation expectations, it holds that d p = 0 leaving i unchanged and
implying the maintenance of the peg. If, on the other hand, agents expect a devaluation,
p declines leading to a rise in i and, if a certain threshold level is exceeded, to a suspension
of the peg.
In order to show how a shift in expectation can trigger a crisis in case of stochastic
real sector shocks, assume that the wage share v depends negatively on p, stating that
in case of devaluation expectations wage pressure increases, where negative real sector
shocks are represented by a rise in the depreciation rate 8. The government is assumed
to maintain the peg as long as cost evolving from capacity utilization, being negatively
influenced by increases in v and 8, and from the inflation rate deviation from their target
levels is smaller than costs which are imposed in case of a devaluation. In case agents
do not expect the government to devalue in case of a negative technology shock of size
d8 = x, costs in the form of reduced capacity utilization only emerge from a rise in 8,
leaving the peg unchanged. If, on the contrary, agents expect the government to devalue
in case of a negative technology shock of the same size d 8 = x, p declines, leading to a
rise in v, and inducing a. reduction in u. In case the negative technology shock actually
hits the economy, the shock-induced reduction in u leads to a suspension of the peg.

5.5.3

Asymmetric Information Models

Unpredictable Bank Runs Due to Asymmetric Information and Exogenous
Shocks Without Foreign Borrowing. Models by Calomiris, Gorton, Chari and Jagannathan41 have stressed that widespread bank runs can be triggered by exogenous
shocks, not by self-fulfilling expectations, since depositors cannot find out, after a neg41 See

section 4.5.3 for references.
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ative shock has hit the banking systems, which banks are still solvent and which banks
have gone bankrupt due to information asymmetries, and therefore are going to run all
banks. Bank runs remain an unpredictable event since there is no possibility to determine
the probability of the negative shack's occurrence. These closed-economy models abstract
from foreign borrowing by banks.
Rendering this approach into the emerging market model requires that the foreign
debt-asset ratio takes a value of zero, i.e. >.• = 0, in order to exclude foreign borrowing.
A widespread bank run occurs if a negative shock leads to liquidity and solvency problems
among firms and banks via a deterioration of Tobin's q, which causes a widespread disbelief
in the healthiness of the banking system, being indicated by a fall in the state of confidence
parameter from p > 0 to p < 0. According to the emerging market model, shocks leading
a drop in q and p, and triggering a bank run, can be a tightening up of financial market
regulation, i.e. an increase in a, negative productivity shocks like an increase in the wage
share v and in the depreciation rate o, or a foreign interest rate shock being represented
by a sharp increase in i*. In case a bank run occurs, there is a sharp macroeconomic
contraction indicated by comparatively low values in u, r, p, q and b, and by comparatively
high levels of interest rates j* and i, causing possibly a twin crisis if b = 0.

The Likelihood of Bank Runs and Twin Crises Due to Exogenous Shocks in
Open Economies With Foreign Borrowing. The above-cited closed-economy bank
run models by Calomiris, Gorton, Chari and Jagannathan state that bank runs generally
occur if the banking system is hit by an adverse shock, but do not specify explicitly
the extent, or threshold values of a shock being necessary to trigger a run. That is,
these models do not distinguish among small shocks causing no bank runs, and large
shocks causing widespread bank runs. Goldfajn and Valdes (1997b) try to overcome this
drawback by introducing a known probability distribution of a domestic productivity
shock, making it possible to calculate the likelihood of financial crises. Their model is
based on an open economy version of Diamond-Dybvig's bank run model similar to Chang
and Velasco's approach42 , in which domestic banks offer short-term deposits only to foreign
agents and invest the funds into a long-run domestic risky technology, needing time to
mature, and whose return is a random variable, being dependent on random productivity
shocks for which a probability distribution is known. Foreign investors can choose to
invest their funds either in a secure, short-term international asset or into deposits of the
domestic banking system. As in the Diamond-Dybvig model, bank runs have devastating
effects on the domestic economy, since early deposit withdrawals by foreign investors make
banks liquidate their investments in the long-term technology, leading to bank failures, as
the short-run liquidation value of banks' long-term assets is less than the nominal value
of deposits.
In contrast to Diamond-Dybvig's and Chang and Velasco's models, bank runs are
caused by large adverse random productivity shocks, and cannot arise from self-fulfilling
expectations. Hence, foreign investors are going to engage in massive early withdrawals
if an adverse productivity shock hits the economy, leading to a fall of the domestic technology's return to a value which is lower than the return of the international short-term
asset. Since the probability distribution of the productivity shock is known, Goldfajn and
Valdes' model is able to determine the probability of a bank run, as well as the thresh42 See
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old value of the productivity shock leading to a lower return of the domestic technology.
In case the central bank does not own sufficient reserves to meet all capital outflows, a
currency crisis is going to follow the domestic bank run whose probability also can be
determined.
However, the logic of twin crises can also run from devaluation expectations to domestic bank runs which are followed by a currency crash. If the central bank is forced
to devalue the domestic currency in case of a lack of sufficient foreign exchange reserves,
foreign investors' return of holding domestic deposits is going to be reduced, i.e. devaluation expectations depend on the one hand on the extent of the productivity shock
inducing investors to withdraw possibly funds early, and on the other hand, on the level
of foreign exchange reserves like in first-generation currency crises models, since a higher
stock of foreign reserves reduces the probability of a devaluation, thereby reducing the
probability of a fall in the return of the domestic technology. As a result, if there is a low
stock of foreign reserves, the probability of a bank run and a subsequent currency crisis
increases. Among domestic productivity shocks, Goldfajn and Valdes also demonstrate
the occurrence of twin crises in case of a foreign interest rate shock, increasing the return
of the safe short-term international asset.
Rendering Goldfajn and Valdes' approach into the emerging market model requires
that the occurrence of a bank run is defined by Tobin's q falling short of a lower threshold
value qz. An exogenous productivity shock leading to such a fall in Tobin's q can be
caused by an increase in the wage share v, by a fall in the depreciation rate
and by
an increase in the foreign interest rate i*. If one assumes probability distributions for
different realizations of v, oand i*, probabilities for realizations values being lower than qz
triggering a bank run can be calculated. A bank run causes a macroeconomic contraction,
being represented by a declining values of u, r, p, and by rising values of j* and i. Capital
outflows are represented by a fall in >. • and b, leading to a currency crisis in case b + >. •
do not suffice to meet all outflows.
In order to describe the twin crisis logic which runs from devaluation expectations
to bank runs, consider that the state of confidence p, also representing expected changes
of the exchange rate, depends positively on realizations of Tobin's q like in the long-run
dynamic analysis, and on normalized foreign exchange reserves b + >. •. The lower foreign
exchange reserves are, the lower p becomes, leading to a fall in Tobin's q, and, if q falls
short of qz, to a banking crisis, which is followed by a speculative attack in case b + >,•
do not suffice to meet all outflows. This case is also subject to a severe macroeconomic
contraction which is deteriorated in case of a contractionary devaluation.

o,

Moral-Hazard-Driven Financial Crises in Emerging Markets Caused by Exogenous Shocks or Self-Fulfilling Expectations. The analysis of moral hazard driven
financial crisis models without foreign borrowing in section 4.5.3 has shown that the combination of government guarantees to bail out troubled banks, and the existence of an
exogenous upper bound of governments' financial support, can generate financial crises by
distorting incentives of banks, engaging in much riskier investment projects than it would
be optimal under a regime without government guarantees. When it becomes obvious
that government rescue packages necessary to bail out troubled banks exceed the limit
of governments' financial support, caused either by exogenous shocks or by self-fulfilling
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expectations, and the government is forced to suspend its guarantees, bank runs will
be the inevitable consequence.
Moral hazard driven financial crises in emerging markets differ from crises in industrial countries, as governments not only guarantee financial claims of domestic investors,
but also financial claims of foreign investors in case of lenders', mostly domestic banks',
default. As a result, the promise to bail-out domestic and foreign investors implies on
the one hand, a guarantee to bail-out the domestic banking system, and on the other
hand, a guarantee to maintain a fixed exchange rate level by the use of foreign exchange
reserves, which makes domestic borrowers, as well as foreign lenders not to hedge against
exchange rate risk, leading to further overinvestment due to overborrowing in foreign currency. Hence, financial support policies in emerging market countries are not only limited
by an exogenous bound to support troubled banks by generating extra fiscal deficits, but
additionally by the stock of foreign exchange reserves. According to emerging market
crises models, triggering events causing the suspension of fixed exchange rate regimes
and/or financial support policies for domestic banks, can be either exogenous shocks or
self-fulfilling expectations.
Burnside, Eichenbaum and Rebelo {1998) emphasize the self-fulfilling nature of twin
crises emerging from government guarantees. In their model, banks take deposits from
foreign investors in foreign currency and lend to domestic agents in domestic currency,
whereas foreign creditors' claims are protected by government guarantees. The protection
of foreign investors' claims by the government causes domestic banks not to hedge against
exchange rate risk, leading to overborrowing and excessive capital inflows, since the stock
of foreign debt would be much smaller if there was no guarantee to hedge domestic banks
against exchange rate risk. Domestic banks are assumed to declare bankruptcy in case of
a devaluation and renege on their foreign debt. Consequently, a devaluation transforms
contingent government liabilities into actual government liabilities. Furthermore, the
government is assumed either to be unwilling, or to be unable to bail out foreign investors
in case of a default of domestic banks by a fiscal reform, i.e. by tax finance to maintain a
balanced fiscal budget, but engages in seignorage finance. Foreign investors however, do
not know in advance that there will be an actual seignorage finance in case of default, but
can only expect the government either to carry out a fiscal reform, or to bail out foreign
investors by seignorage finance.
These model assumptions generate multiple equilibria giving rise to self-fulfilling financial crises. In case foreign investors believe in the commitment of the domestic government to bail out domestic banks without making use of seignorage finance, but by a
fiscal reform {increasing taxes), there arise no devaluation expectations and no capital
outflows leaving the exchange rate unchanged. As a result, there are no bankruptcies
among banks which would call for government intervention, validating foreign investors'
optimistic expectations. If, by way of contrast, foreign investors believe that, in case of
default, the domestic government finances banks' foreign debt by seignorage, there arise
devaluation expectations, leading to large capital outflows, and after some time, to an
actual devaluation of the domestic currency, causing bankruptcy among banks. Since the
government is actually not willing or not able to bail out foreign investors by a fiscal
reform, bankruptcy among domestic banks leads to seignorage finance thereby validating
investors' shift towards pessimistic expectations. According to the model, the shift in
expectations is random and not explained, as in other self-fulfilling expectations models.
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In contrast to the self-fulfilling nature of moral hazard driven financial crises, there
are various authors emphasizing the role of adverse real shocks leading to a suspension of
government guarantees, and thereby triggering a twin crisis. According to Velasco (1987)
and Corsetti, Pesenti and Roubini (1998), an exogenous decline in output or productivity
leads to negative cash flows by firms and banks which can be compensated by borrowing
from abroad at a risk-free international interest rate. Foreign borrowers are willing to
lend to potentially illiquid domestic banks and firms due to the existence of government
guarantees. When foreign borrowing has reached an upper bound, and foreign investors
are not longer willing to increase their lending, e.g. due to an exogenously given debt ceiling by international financial markets, then firms and banks become illiquid, inducing a
domestic banking crisis, and implying that banks' liabilities are transformed into government liabilities. Depending on the nature of foreign debt's repayment, and on the initial
stock of foreign exchange reserves, a currency crisis can follow in case foreign exchange
reserves do not suffice to meet foreign debt repayments.
According to Dooley's (1997, 2000) approach, a decline in international interest rates
leads to an increase in the stock of the domestic government's net foreign exchange reserves
due to a reduction in foreign government debt. This increase in government reserves is
used to set up a domestic deposit insurance system which guarantees banks' liabilities.
These credible government guarantees lead to capital inflows increasing domestic banks'
stock of foreign debt. Banks are assumed not to plan to repay the full amount of their
insured liabilities due to government guarantees, enabling them to engage in much riskier
investment projects, leading to overborrowing in foreign currency. Foreign investors are
willing to increase lending until banks' total liabilities equal the size of government's net
foreign exchange reserves. Eventually, owing to steady overborrowing by domestic banks,
foreign investors are going to run on domestic banks when foreign debt has reached the
amount guaranteed by the government. As the government is assumed to cover fully
banks liabilities, there are no foreign exchange reserves left to stabilize the fixed exchange
rate, leading to a currency and to a twin crisis.
McKinnon and Pill (1996, 1997, 1998, 1999) emphasize the role of positive exogenous
shocks, like financial liberalization or other economic reforms, in combination with deposit
insurance systems to bail out domestic, as well as foreign creditors of banks, leading to
overinvestment and overborrowing in domestic, as well as in foreign currency. In their
model, liberalization policies allow for the use of a new investment technology financed by
the domestic banking system whose return is subject to a probability distribution. Due
to the existence of government guarantees, banks and firms do not rely on the "true"
expected value of profits of the new investment technology, but on a distorted expected
value which is much higher, since in case of default, losses are covered by the government.
As a result, distorted incentives lead to overinvestment and overborrowing, which is additionally accelerated by foreign borrowing by domestic banks, allowing them to grant
more loans. Twin crises are triggered by an exogenous "bad" realization of the investment technology, leading to an unexpected large drop in firms' earnings and causing huge
losses among firms and banks which the government is not able, or unwilling to finance.
Thus, a domestic banking crisis is going to occur, being followed by a currency crisis in
case foreign exchange reserve do not suffice to meet all capital outflows.
In terms of the emerging market financial crisis model, the overinvestment and overborrowing phase can be explained by an increase in the state of confidence p, caused
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by distortions in risk perception by firms and banks due to the existence of government
guarantees as already outlined in section 4.5.3. Accordingly, overestimation of profits and
underestimation of potential risk leads to a macroeconomic expansion being represented
by an increase in u, r,p, q, and by a decline in j* and i. Due to the favourable economic
environment, there are large capital inflows represented by an increase in b, and by an
increase in the foreign-debt asset ratio A* which slows down the macroeconomic expansion
but is not able to compensate the positive effect of p.
A self-fulfilling financial crises can emanate from a shift towards pessimistic expectations regarding the maintenance of government guarantees without any fundamental
cause. If the government is expected not to be willing, or to be unable to maintain the
guarantees at all, or is believed to use seignorage finance to bail-out banks as outlined
by Burnside, Eichenbaum and Rebelo (1998), there is a drop in the state of confidence
parameter p, representing on the one hand, the "real" expected profit rate in case guarantees are absent, and on the other hand, devaluation expectations caused by inflation
expectations stemming from expected seignorage finance. If the drop in p is large enough,
the macroeconomic contraction, being represented by a decline in u, r, p, q, and a rise in j*
and i, causes widespread losses among firms and banks whose accumulated value exceeds
the upper bound of the government's financial support policy. If the government simply
abandons guarantees, banks and firms go bankrupt, leading to a bank run by foreign
investors which is followed by a currency crisis, since foreign exchange reserves do not
suffice to meet all capital outflows, leading to a further macroeconomic contraction due
to a contractionary devaluation. If, on the other hand, the government bails out foreign
investors, but relies partly on seignorage finance in order to prevent a bank run, being
represented by a large increase in h, this policy has also its natural bound since it leads to
a decline of foreign exchange reserves b, causing a currency crisis which leads to a contractionary devaluation and bankruptcies among banks and firms, inducing eventually a bank
run of foreign investors. In both cases, the occurrence of twin crises stemming from an ex
ante shift towards pessimistic expectations validates ex post investors' expectations. If,
by way of contrast, agents believe either in the maintenance of government guarantees,
or in the absence of seignorage finance in case of default, there is no drop in p, implying
stability of the financial system which validates investors' optimistic expectations.
A shock-triggered financial crisis is represented by an actual fall in the profit rate r,
caused e.g. by negative productivity shocks like increases in v and c5, or by international
financial market shocks like increases in a or i*, leading to a decline in q, u, p, b, and to
an increase in j* and i. In case the exogenous shock is large enough, and government
guarantees cannot be maintained, there are widespread bankruptcies among firms and
banks, causing a fall in p to its "true" value, and leading to a full-fledged twin crisis by
the mechanisms outlined above.

5.5.4

Credit Constraint and Balance Sheet Models

Fourth-Generation Crises Due to Exogenous Shocks. As described in section
4.5.4, fourth-generation models define a financial crisis as a credit crunch, leading to a
drop in investment and output via a reduction in banks' and/or firms' collateral values
which can be caused either by exogenous shocks or by self-fulfilling expectations. Fourthgeneration financial crisis models referring to emerging markets differ from models of
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industrial countries by emphasizing that emerging market countries face, in contrast to
industrial countries, an international credit constraint in foreign currency, stemming from
the "original sin" hypothesis. Hence, a financial crisis in emerging markets is defined
as a situation in which the international credit constraint becomes binding, leading to
reductions in investment and output.
Regarding exogenous shock-driven financial crisis models by Mishkin (1991, 1997, 1996,
1998a, 1998b, 1999a, 1999b), Cespedes, Chang and Velasco (2001a, 2001b), Velasco (2001,
2002), and Caballero and Krishnamurthy (2002), adverse shocks like reductions in net
exports, sudden declines in productivity, and increases in foreign interest rates reduce
firms' profits and collateral values, thereby leading to systemic financial crises which are
associated with large capital outflows, reductions in available credit, and collapses in
investment and output.
In terms of the emerging market country model, negative productivity shocks like
an increase in v or or international financial market shocks as an increase in a or i*,
lead to a reduction in r, q, u,p, b and to an increase in j* and i, being amplified by a
fall in p, triggering banking and currency crises. In case the foreign debt-asset ratio is
comparatively high, the devaluation of the home currency, i.e. s > 0, is contractionary.

o,

Fourth-Generation Crises Due to Self-Fulfilling Expectations. Fourth-generation
financial crises driven by self-fulfilling expectations have been discussed mainly by theoretical models by Krugman (1999a, 1999b, 2001) and by Aghion, Bacchetta and Banerjee
(2000, 2001, 2003). In order to explain the basic logic of these approaches, this paragraph
refers to Krugman's modified Mundell-Fleming open-economy emerging market version
of fourth-generation crisis models outlined in Krugman (1999a, 2001), which analyzes
the interdependence of exchange rate variations, net worth and output fluctuations when
firms' balance sheets are characterized by a considerable stock of debt denominated in
foreign currency, and when investment activities are balance sheet constrained, i.e. when
the availability of external investment finance depends positively on firms' net worth.
Accordingly, for favourable levels of the exchange rate, the nominal value foreign debt
in domestic currency is comparatively low, leading to a comparatively high level of net
worth, stimulating investment demand. By way of contrast, adverse exchange rate levels
lead to comparatively low net worth positions which dampen investment demand.
The aggregate effect of exchange rate variations on aggregate demand and output
however, depends on the relative strength of the indirect balance sheet effect on investment
in comparison with the direct effect on export competitiveness. Krugman assumes that for
very low and for very high levels of the exchange rate, the export competitiveness effect
dominates. If, for a given level of foreign indebtedness, the exchange rate is very low,
firms' leverage is comparatively low, implying that a devaluation of the home currency
does only increase firms' leverage to a small extent, whereas net exports' positive reaction
is comparatively high. By way of contrast, if, for a given level of foreign debt, the
exchange rate level is very high, firms are highly leveraged, implying that investment
demand is almost zero, and that a devaluation of the home currency does only lead to
a tiny contraction in investment demand, whereas net exports increase significantly. In
the medium, and in the relevant range for exchange rate variations however, the balance
sheet effect is assumed to dominate the export competitiveness effect, i.e. devaluations
of the home currency are assumed to be contractionary. Furthermore, UIP is assumed to
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hold, and monetary authorities are modelled as "leaning against the exchange rate" due
to the general "fear of floating" argument when foreign debt is high.
The model dynamics generate two stable equilibria, where one equilibrium is associated with a stable macroeconomic environment, and the other one with the occurrence of
financial crises. The "no-crisis" equilibrium is characterized by a favourable exchange rate,
leading to a comparatively low value of foreign debt in domestic currency, high net worth,
high investment demand and high output. On the contrary, the "crisis" equilibrium is
subject to a comparatively high level of the exchange rate, a high foreign debt stock in domestic currency, low net worth, low investment demand and low output. Krugman argues
that there is no mechanism guaranteeing the prevalence of the "no-crisis" equilibrium, i.e.
whether an economy faces a full-fledged financial crisis or not depends solely on the state
of expectations. If international investor confidence is strong in domestic business firms,
there will be no withdrawal of funds, leaving the exchange rate unchanged, and leading
to the "no-crisis" equilibrium which validates international investors' expectations. If, on
the contrary, international investors lose confidence in the firm sector and start to withdraw their funds, the exchange rate appreciates, leading to an increase in foreign debt
and to a drop in net worth, investment and output, inducing a systemic financial crisis
which validates investors' pessimistic expectations. Krugman argues that the triggering
event catapulting an economy from the "no-crisis" to the "crisis" equilibrium may be a
small random incident, or simply a shift of expectations without any cause.
The application of the Krugman model to the emerging market model requires that
the foreign debt-asset ratio,\* takes comparatively high values to allow for contractionary
devaluations. Furthermore, since the Krugman model operates under a flexible exchange
rate regime, the "no-crisis" equilibrium has to be consistent with the prevalent fixed
exchange rate, i.e. it holds that s = 0, whereas the "crisis" equilibrium has to be subject
to a currency crisis, i.e. the central bank runs out of foreign exchange reserves leading to
a devaluation of the home currency, i.e. to s > 0. Generally, the "no-crisis" equilibrium
is characterized by a favourable state of confidence, i.e. by p > 0, thereby leading to
comparatively high levels of u, r, p, q and b, and to very low values of j* and i, validating
investors' optimistic expectations. If, on the contrary, investors expect a downturn of the
economy, the state of confidence drops to p < 0, leading to a macroeconomic contraction,
and thereby validating investors' pessimistic expectations. The "crisis" equilibrium is
characterized by comparatively low levels of u, r, p, q and b, and by comparatively high
levels of j* and i which are going to deteriorate when the domestic currency devalues, i.e.
when s > 0, and a twin crisis is going to occur.

5.5.5

Endogenous Financial Crisis Models

Minsky's Financial Instability Hypothesis in the Open Economy. This paragraph extends Minsky's closed economy model to financial crises in open economies, and
especially to financial crises in emerging markets being characterized by a large swings in
short-term foreign debt. The following analysis only set outs open economy modifications
of the closed economy version having been discussed in section 4.5.5.
The Minskian open economy approach also consists of the five theoretical components
as discussed in section 4.5.5, where only the first component, Minsky's theory of financial
stability, has to be enlarged by open economy considerations as set out in sections 2.3.2.3
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and 2.3.2.4 by the introduction of foreign hedge, speculative, and Ponzi finance units.
A typical Minsky cycle in emerging market countries begins with liberalization and/or
macroeconomic stabilization policies (predominantly exchange rate based stabilization
programmes) which are established to boost economic growth, or to stabilize macroeconomic aggregates due to past unsound policies which led to high inflation, low growth and
to financial crises. The introduction of liberalization and stabilization policies generally
causes a sharp increase in domestic interest rates due to the abolition of interest rate
caps, disinflationary monetary policies, and due to a limited supply of credit stemming
from underdeveloped domestic financial systems still suffering from past financial repression. As both liberalization policies and exchange rate based stabilization programmes
are commonly associated with liberalized capital accounts, the most important source of
finance is foreign debt, predominantly stemming from industrialized countries. As foreign
creditors want to minimize uncertainties regarding future inflation, future exchange rates,
future financial stability, etc., foreign debt-contracts are generally short-term. Moreover,
foreign interest rates (in industrial countries) tend to be much lower than domestic ones
due to higher exchange rate credibility, lower inflation, lower financial risk, etc. By way of
contrast, domestic expected profit rates are generally much higher than foreign ones, as
capacity utilization in emerging markets tends to be low and markets are not saturated,
implying that a rise in investment and output leads to a quick and large rise in actual
profits.
Low foreign interest rates, credible liberalization and stabilization programmes, and
a comparatively high expected profit rate in emerging markets induce an endogenous
build-up of financial fragility in emerging markets as profits can be realized by expanding
investment which is financed by large short-term capital inflows. Accordingly, the introduction of liberalization and stabilization policies in emerging market countries is followed
by a cumulative upward process by the interaction of actual profits, expected profits, and
investment, which is financed by an increase in short-term debt. The foreign debt-led
investment boom causes a substantial increase in financial fragility firstly, by a decline in
the ratio of foreign hedge finance units to foreign (super) speculative and Ponzi finance
units, and secondly, by an increase in the overall debt-asset ratio as investment expenditures and expected profits commonly grow faster than investment due to chartist-type
behaviour of agents.
The boom phase comes to an end by endogenously rising labour and material costs
which lead to a fall in the actual profit rate. Declining profits induce large capital outflows
and rising short-term foreign interest rates due to endogenously increasing risk premia,
leading to present value reversals, and financial posture downgrading. Rising capital outflows and rising foreign interest rates end up in a domestic banking crisis which is deepened
by a subsequent currency crisis when foreign exchange reserves do not longer suffice to
meet capital outflows. The twin crisis leads to a severe recession or even depression with
deflationary spirals. In contrast to industrial countries, lender of last resort interventions
by emerging market authorities to prevent a full-fledged systemic twin crisis are not possible. Following the results of Minsky's closed economy model, only an expansionary fiscal
policy and increasing government budget deficits can induce a recovery.
In terms of the model, Minsky's open economy approach can be illustrated by the dynamic Keynesian version, being depicted in figure 5.9, and possibly giving rise to recurrent
endogenous financial crises due to pure chartist-type behaviour of agents.
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Other Approaches. There are similar approaches to financial crises in emerging markets which are associated with excessive boom-bust cycles in goods and financial markets,
and large swings in capital flows, as e.g. works of Borio and Lowe (2002), Borio, Furfine
and Lowe (2001), which however, as argued in section 4.5.5, provide only an empirical
and descriptive analysis, and no theoretical foundation.

5.5.6

An Assessment

The results of the analysis of the differences, common grounds and new elements of
the industrial country model in comparison with standard approaches to financial crises,
outlined in section 4.5.6, are also valid for the comparison of the emerging market country
model with standard models of financial crises and can be completely applied.

5.6

A Comparison with Standard Business Cycle Theory

The discussion of common grounds, differences and new elements of the present approach
to financial crises and endogenous fluctuations in industrial countries in comparison with
standard theory of business cycles, outlined in section 4.6, can be fully applied to the
model results regarding financial crises and business cycles in emerging markets except
for the difference that in emerging markets business cycles are mainly driven by capital
flows in foreign currency, and not by domestic financial flows in domestic currency.
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5. 7

Mathematical Supplements

All partial derivatives summarized qualitatively in table 5.1 are given explicitly below.
The signs of partial derivatives with respect to the exchange rate's growth rate s depend
on the level of foreign debt; for a comparatively high foreign debt-asset ratio ).* the signs
are marked by t, and for a relatively low foreign debt-asset ratio by i. For all partial
derivatives, except for derivatives with respect to s, it has been assumed that s = 0
because of the fixed exchange rate regime.
Response of Capacity Utilization u to Various Shocks.
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Response of the Profit Rater to Various Shocks.
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Response of the Growth Rate of the Price Level p to Various Shocks. 43
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43 As in the financial crisis model for industrial countries, it has been assumed that ,;,,,, is a positive,
but very small number. For details, see section 4.3.1.
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Response of Tobin's q to Various Shocks.
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Response of the Foreign Loan Rate j* to Various Shocks.
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44 For fJb/8>. and 8b/8j* it has been asswned that dr+p(>.j! - >.;•) +1/q >.;:(d,, + d,;.) > 0 which is can
be justified, as in the crisis model for industrial countries, by assuming a larger reaction of households'
deposit demand as to changes in capacity utilization than as to changes in the expected profit rate r + p,
i.e. it has been assumed that ldu I > ldr+pl which holds for all partial derivatives for b.
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Chapter 6
A Calibration Model of Financial
Crises in Emerging Markets
6.1
6.1.1

The Nature of Calibration Models
Solution Procedures to Dynamic General Function Models, Limitations, and Simulation Methods

The method of solving dynamic portfolio balance macro models of the type given in
chapters 4 and 5 is generally carried out in three steps. Firstly, the instantaneous shortrun equilibrium is determined without considering dynamic adjustment equations, being
followed by conventional comparative static techniques to examine the short-run effects
of changes in parameters. Secondly, the long-run steady-state equilibrium is determined
by substituting the steady-state values of dynamic adjustment equations into the original
model equations, being as well followed by comparative statics in order to study the
long-run effects of changes in parameters. Thirdly, if analytically possible, the dynamic
stability conditions of the model are going to be analyzed in order to determine whether
the system, after having been hit by a shock, is able to converge to a steady-state or not. 1
Though these solution procedures are standard fundamental methods of macroeconomic analysis they are subject to limitations. Firstly, even models with a small number
of equations and limited complexity regarding the interdependence of variables, give rise
to indeterminacy as to the comparative static effects both in the short-run and in the
long-run. Accordingly, general function models lose very fast their ability to provide general results which is often overcome by introducing restrictive assumptions as to the class
of functions being used, parameter value ranges, etc. Secondly, even if it is possible to determine the signs of the comparative static effects, the partial derivatives cannot provide
any information about the absolute or relative size regarding the changes in endogenous
variables caused by changes of parameters. Thirdly, respecting dynamic stability analysis,
even with small models it is often impossible to determine stability conditions without
making restrictive assumptions, though stability conditions can be derived analytically.
Fourthly, even if the dynamics of the system are comparatively simple, as e.g. the dynamics of a linear 2 x 2 system, it is not possible to derive any information regarding the
1 This kind of procedure can be found e.g. in Tobin (1969), Blinder and Solow (1973), Tobin and
Buiter (1976, 1980), Turnovsky (1977), Turnovsky and Miller (1984), and Taylor (1991).
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time profile of the transitional dynamics or adjustment paths to the steady-state. Fifthly,
both the short-run and the long-run equilibrium can be considered as not being of relevant economic interest since on the one hand, the short-run equilibrium is too short with
respect to time in order to allow for relevant feedback effects, and on the other hand, the
long-run equilibrium is too long regarding time since it takes an infinite time until the
system settles on the steady-state. Accordingly, the transitional dynamics, the traverse,
or the adjustment path of a system from an initial steady-state to another one, after it
has been hit by an exogenous disturbance, is the actual field of interest for economists
and policymakers.
In order derive information about the transitional dynamics of an economic system,
the original general function model has to be transformed into a model structure in which
each equation is specifically determined, e.g. as a linear or non-linear function being
"well-behaved" or not, and in which every parameter has to take a specific value. As
a result, the transitional dynamics depends heavily on the specific form of functions,
and on the choice of parameter values, since assuming only a different functional form
of a model equation, or only modifying slightly one parameter value, can change results
considerably. Though these simulation techniques can provide important insights into
the transitional dynamics of an economic system, a simulation result is only valid for a
specific set of functions and parameters. As a result, one important objective of simulation
approaches is to formulate simulation models which are valid for a wide range of functional
forms and parameters whose validity is generally tested by performing a large number of
simulations with different combinations of function and parameter sets. However, validity
tests analyzing different combinations of functions and parameters can lead very quickly
to a huge potential number of possible combinations even in small models which cannot
be all simulated. Furthermore, lots of simulation models cannot be solved analytically,
implying a restriction to certain numerical solutions calculated by computer programmes.
As a result, the specific form of functions, as well as the range of parameter values have
also to be restricted to a "feasible" function and parameter set which limits the general
validity of the model. However, simulation techniques can be still useful in pointing out
where clear time patterns exists.
The numerical specification of both static and dynamic general equilibrium models
regarding the choice of parameters can be carried out either by using stochastic estimation procedures through single-equation or multi-equation methods, or by applying deterministic calibration techniques. Regarding stochastic estimation procedures, maximum
likelihood methods are a commonly used technique to estimate parameters of economic
models. Though this approach is viewed as most satisfactory from a statistical viewpoint,
maximum likelihood procedures are subject to various limitations as to the applicability
for general equilibrium models. Firstly, for lots of classes of general equilibrium models depending on the functional forms of the model equations, the likelihood function
is not well defined since error terms are not distributed independently. Secondly, the
number of parameters which have to be estimated increases very fast with the number of
model equations. Accordingly, with a "normal" sample size, the number of parameters
to be estimated exceeds very fast the number of available data points, intensifying the
degrees of freedom problem. For example, the number of parameters to be estimated in
larger models can take values in the thousands. Though these limitations can be partly
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overcome by subdividing economic models into subsystems, stochastic estimation procedures seem to be infeasible for simulation procedures.
An alternative simulation approach ,which can be used to overcome at least partly the
limitations of stochastic estimation procedures, is to "calibrate" an economic model. The
term "calibration", which can be described as "theoretical simulation", refers to the fact
that the numerical specification of the model is adjusted to a base year observation. That
is, the model has to be able to reproduce a base year data set as model solution, which
is assumed to represent an equilibrium of the economy, by an appropriate choice of the
parameter set. If possible, the "key" parameters of the model are generally determined
by literature search basing on econometric estimation before calibration can be carried
out. However, owing to the widespread use of CES production and utility functions in
general equilibrium models, key parameters are mainly elasticities for which either only
limited, contradictory, or no information is available in the literature. If there are no key
parameter values to be obtained by literature research or empirical estimation, key parameters are simply "chosen" at will in order to generate a base year observation as model
solution. In this case, sensitivity analysis is employed to prove at least some robustness
of the results by trying alternative parameter values with respect to the robustness of the
model findings. Though being better analytically tractable than stochastic estimation
procedures, calibration techniques are also subject to various limitations. Firstly, the "selection" of parameters in order to adjust the model solution to the base year observation
is arbitrary. Secondly, calibration does not provide any basis for a statistical test because
it fits perfectly the data set which has been used for numerical specification. Thirdly, if
key parameters are chosen arbitrarily, sensitivity analysis can neither "prove" that the
parameters used in the model are "true", nor that the model results are generally valid. 2

6.1.2

Simulation of Financial Crises with Calibration Techniques

The financial crisis models discussed in chapters 4 and 5 are consistent with the so1ution procedure of dynamic general function models outlined above, firstly, with respect to the determination of the instantaneous equilibrium and the subsequent short-run
comparative-static analysis carried out in sections 4.3 and 5.3, and secondly, with respect
to the local stability analysis according to sections 4.4.3 and 5.4.3, but do not correspond
as to the steady-state analysis. Though several possible steady-state values for the two
state variables have been analyzed, there has been no determination of the steady-values
of the remaining variables, as well as no long-run comparative static analysis for three
reasons. Firstly, since the dynamic system does not converge to a fixed point attractor,
but converges to a dynamically stable closed orbit whose time path can only be proven
to be existent, there is no possibility to determine analytically the "steady-state" cycle
values of the two state variables in the form of explicit solutions. As a result, there is no
possibility to substitute the "equilibrium cycle values" of the two state variables into the
equation system to derive long-run cyclical steady-state solutions for the remaining endogenous variables. Secondly, though the dynamic system possesses a steady-state value,
this intertemporal equilibrium is of limited economic interest since it is locally unstable,
i.e. the economic system will never settle at that point. Likewise, the long-run value for
2 The pros and cons of calibration techniques vs. stochastic estimation procedures of economic models
are discussed e.g. in Mansur and Whalley (1984).
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the state of confidence has been assumed to be PE = 0, i.e. only the steady-state value
of the debt-asset ratio will change, being also irrelevant for the remaining endogenous
variables since the steady-state will not be reached. Thirdly, regarding long-run comparative statics, mathematical tools applicable for the analysis of 2 x 2 nonlinear systems
are not able to provide any information regarding the nature of different limit cycles in
case parameters are changed. There exist no possibilities, even graphically, to determine
how a cycle changes if a certain parameter is varied, having been discussed in figure 5.8
in chapter 5.4.5, when the dynamic system was hit by a devaluation which changed the
nature of the adjustment path and resulted in a "new" limit cycle whose graphical form
with respect to the "old" limit cycle could not be determined.
Albeit the solution procedure of the crisis models in chapters 4 and 5 provides deep
insights into the dynamics of financial cycles, it underlies some limitations especially with
respect to the dynamics of financial crises' episodes. Firstly, in order to obtain unambiguous results in the short-run comparative static analysis, restrictions were imposed.
Secondly, the comparative static description of financial crises outlined in sections 4.3.2
and 5.3.2 was only in a position to describe the stylized facts by the use of ad-hoc assumptions regarding the relative strength of counteracting forces during a financial cycle,
i.e. the short-run partial derivatives given in sections 4.7 and 5.7 contain no information
as to their absolute and relative magnitude. Thirdly, the cyclical dynamic stability of
the system could be only proved by assumptions and by imposing restrictions. Fourthly,
phase diagram analysis used in sections 4.4.4 and 5.4.4 is not able to provide any insights
as to the time profile of the adjustment process to the limit cycle. Fifthly, the short-run,
as well as the long-run cyclical equilibrium of the models do not provide any insights into
the origin and into the dynamics of financial crises, since crises episodes are transitional
dynamic phenomena. According to the crisis models, a financial crisis is a dynamic process occurring due to an exogenous shock between two cyclical steady-states representing
"tranquil" times. Thus, financial crises are abnormal or extraordinary events in historical
time which are not part of a steady-state, even if the steady-state is subject to cyclical
fluctuations involving some financial distress at business cycle peaks as outlined in sections 4.4.5 and 5.4.5. Thereupon, in order to obtain an explicit description of financial
crises' dynamics, the general function models given in chapters 4 and 5 have to be numerically specified and simulated. This chapter concentrates on the simulation of a modified
emerging market crisis model since the model structure is richer and more complex than
the industrial country case. Furthermore, the simulation results of the emerging market
case can be simply applied to crisis periods in industrial countries.
Regarding the choice of simulation techniques, the following simulation is based on
calibration techniques as stochastic estimation procedures are very difficult to carry out
due to the reasons mentioned above, and actually do not exist. However, a calibration
of financial crises calls for a modification of general calibration procedures since episodes
of financial crises differ considerably from other economic phenomena being simulated.
Firstly, the econometric literature provides only limited information regarding key parameters of financial crisis models, since general economic theory works with different model
structures which are based on a "normal" functioning of economies, and which generally
abstract from balance sheet positions of different sectors, or from "irrational" expectations. Secondly, it is impossible to find a long-run steady-state base year observation
data set to which model parameters can be adjusted for a model aiming at providing a
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"general" theory of financial crises, being applicable to a wide range of countries, and not
only to a specific country at a specific historical time. Furthermore, even if it was possible
to determine key parameters for a steady-state solution, there is no guarantee that these
parameter values remain constant in times of financial distress, representing extraordinary
dynamic disequilibria. As a result, working with parameters being relevant in tranquil
times can become impossible, which necessitates finding parameter values being applicable to times of financial distress, which is however also almost impossible since there exists
no "steady-state crisis situation" from which parameters can be obtained. Summing up, a
calibration of financial crises can only be carried out by a numerical specification of model
equations for which parameters have to be varied arbitrarily as long as the calibration
model generates a "stylized facts solution" of financial crises. Subsequently, this model
solution has to be tested as to its robustness by sensitivity analysis for the key parameters
of the model. To the reader, such a procedure may seem to be arbitrary but there are
no better options due to the lack of relevant empirical data. However, such a kind of
calibration can provide important theoretical insights with respect to transmission mechanisms during crises periods which can be used as a basis for future empirical research
and improved calibrations.
The application of this kind of calibration technique to the emerging market crisis
model given in chapter 5 can be carried out in several ways. If research interest lies
especially on the global and transitional dynamics of the two state variables p and .X;j, adhoc assumptions as to the numerical specification of the 2 x 2 nonlinear system given by
equations 5.12 and 5.13 can be made, being followed by a computer simulation procedure
within a phase diagram analysis. 3 However, such an ad-hoc calibration is of limited
interest since parameter values of the two basic differential equations are not derived
from the entire model structure. In order to obtain "consistent" parameter values for
the 2 x 2 nonlinear differential equation system, general functions given by equations 5.1
to 5. 7 would have to be formally and parametrically specified in order to substitute the
solutions of r, 1J(q), q,p and a- in terms of p and .X;j into the two differential equations 5.12
and 5.13.
Nevertheless, such a "consistent" approach can turn out to be infeasible for five reasons. Firstly, reducing the basic equation system, for which specific functional and parametric forms have been assumed, means that the two differential equations 5.12 and 5.13
contain all parameters having been employed in equations 5.1 to 5.7. Owing to existing
nonlinearities and a large number of parameters, it is possible that an analytical solution of
the "consistent" 2 x 2 nonlinear system is not to be found even by computer programmes,
requiring to rely on specific parameter values and to solve the model numerically, which
limits the general validity of the model results. Secondly, even if the model can be solved
analytically, it is difficult to "find" a parameter combination which fits the stylized facts
due to the lack of empirical data. Assuming e.g. only two parameters for each equation in
system 5.1 to 5.7 amounts to 14 parameters. If each parameter is allowed to take only 10
specific values, being a very low number, there arise 1014 parameter combinations which
lead to different dynamic outcomes. As a result, it can turn out to be very difficult to determine the parameter set fitting the stylized facts. Thirdly, owing to the large number of
parameters, analytical stability analysis in nonlinear systems becomes almost impossible
3 Such ad-hoc calibrations can be found e.g. in Flaschel, Franke and Semmler (1997), pp. 41-43
concentrating on price and quantity adjustments over time.
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which requires to rely again on a numerical stability analysis by "searching" for parameter sets which generate a dynamically stable solution. Numerical solutions however, limit
the general validity of the calibration model. Fourthly, among the search for a consistent parameter set, the choice of initial conditions of the state variables influences the
dynamic properties of the system. As a result, some sets of initial conditions can generate
stable dynamics fitting the stylized facts, whereas other sets engender chaotic dynamics.
Fifthly, a calibration of emerging market crises has to be able to show the occurrence of
twin crises, i.e. the model equations have to determine the time of the speculative attack
in order to differentiate between the dynamics before and after the devaluation, which
requires to make use of the concept of the shadow exchange rate firstly introduced by
Flood and Garber (1984a). Since the exchange rate's growth rate has been treated as
exogenous in the general function model, the calibration model has to be modified with
respect to exchange rate and international reserve dynamics in order to solve the model
for a flexible and for a fixed exchange rate regime.
Summing up, given the nonlinear dynamic character, the large number of equations
and parameters, the need for modification of model equations, as well as the complexity
of interdependencies between financial markets and the real sector, a calibration of the
emerging market crisis model can be only carried out under very restrictive assumptions.
Firstly, the system's dynamics have to be modified in order to determine the pre- and
past-devaluation dynamics, which requires to use another basic differential system whose
properties however, are not known. If the new system is supposed to generate nonlinear
dynamics and to be analytically soluble, then either the dynamics of p or >.d have to be
abandoned in favour of the introduction of exchange rate and reserve dynamics, since it is
not possible to analyze analytically the characteristics of nonlinear systems being higher
than of second order. Secondly, given the complex dynamics of the model, a solution can
be possibly only obtained by numerical methods, which implies the imposition of very
restrictive assumptions as to the set of parameters and initial conditions. As a result, the
advantage of having a very sophisticated model structure generating nonlinear dynamics
would not offset the disadvantages of limiting the general validity of the model.
This trade-off is partly overcome in the present case by the introduction of a log-linear
approximation of the nonlinear crisis model of chapter 5 which can be solved analytically, and which distinguishes between the pre- and post-devaluation period by explicitly
considering exchange rate and international reserves dynamics. However, making use of
linear dynamics means that the system is not longer able to generate endogenous steady
state cycles, as well as cyclical adjustment paths. This implies that for every stage of an
excessive business cycle generating financial crises, i.e. for the boom, the overborrowing
and for the bust phase, a separate calibration has to be carried out. As a result, the endogenous character of expectations and indebtedness is lost since p and >.d have to be used
as the exogenous "driving forces" of the dynamic system. However, the dynamics of all
other variables, as well the dynamics before and after a devaluation can be derived, being
not feasible with sophisticated nonlinear model structures as given in chapters 4 and 5.
Accordingly, the log-linear calibration model is supposed to be viewed as a complementary
model and not as a substitute.
In contrast to the theory of financial crises presented in chapters 4 and 5, almost
all standard theories, except for moral hazard models and Minsky's financial fragility
approach, claim that financial crises are caused by negative shocks whose magnitude is
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sufficient to generate a high degree of financial fragility and to trigger financial crises. As
a result, standard theory does not explain the fact that, in most cases, the build-up of
financial fragility is caused by a positive shock to expectations, and that a subsequent
financial crisis can be triggered by a very small negative shock whose impact on overall
financial fragility can be almost neglected. However, in accordance with standard theory,
there arise also situations in reality in which financial crises have their origin in large
negative shocks. Yet, these cases occur less frequently in reality than financial crises
caused by excessive business cycles. In order to be consistent with the stylized facts, to
demonstrate the general validity of the model, and to point out the logic of standard
exogenous shock-driven financial crisis models, a separate simulation in addition to the
three boom-bust simulations (boom phase, overborrowing phase, bust phase) is carried
out for a negative foreign interest rate shock for which the influence of changing profit
expectations has been eliminated.

6.2

The Real Side

All variables except for interest rates, risk premia, the profit rate, and the state of confidence, are expressed as natural logs due to the log-linear structure of the model, where
natural logs are labelled simply as "logs" in the following. Parameters attached to interest
rates, risk premia, the profit rate and the state of confidence in equations defining the
natural log of an endogenous variable represent semi-elasticities, whereas parameters attached to the remaining variables represent pure elasticities. Parameters used in equations
defining interest rates, the risk premium, and the profit rate represent derivatives.
Consider a small emerging market economy following a "Washington Consensus" style
policy and/or an IMF orthodox stabilization programme with open trade, deregulation
of domestic industries, domestic financial market liberalization and capital account liberalization. The economy is assumed to peg its exchange rate to an anchor currency like
the U.S.-$, the Yen or the Euro. Reasons for a fixed exchange rate regime can reach
from inflation stabilization programmes (see e.g. Latin America) to export-led growth
strategies (see e.g. Asia). Domestic prices are assumed to be determined by the (natural)
log of PPP, reading formally as
In P(t)

= In s(t) + In P*(t),

(6.1)

where In P(t) denotes the log of the domestic price level, In P*(t) the log of the foreign
price level, and In s(t) the log of the exchange rate expressing the price of one unit foreign
currency in domestic currency. The foreign price level is assumed to remain constant
throughout the analysis.
Output is assumed to be determined by the demand side of the economy. The resulting
goods market equilibrium in natural log-form is given formally by
In Y(t) =Yo+ Yi (In s(t)

+ In P*(t) -

In P(t))

+Y2 (In PK(t)- In P(t)) - y3(J(t) - ( In P(t)),

and

(6.2)

( > 0,
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where In Y(t) denotes the log of real output and the right hand side of equation 6.2
the log of real demand for goods consisting of four components. 4 The first demand
component Yo represents autonomous demand for domestic goods. The second demand
component are net exports being positively dependent on the log of the real exchange rate
In s(t) + In P*(t)-ln P(t). Investment demand which is positively dependent on the log of
Tobin's q, being defined as In q(t) = In PK(t) - In P(t) and determined below, constitutes
demand component three. Demand component four is government expenditure, being
negatively dependent on the nominal long-term interest rate on domestic government
bonds /(t), and positively dependent on the log of domestic price level In P(t), where (
is a positive parameter. It is assumed that government expenditures are reduced when
nominal long-term interest rates increase, leading to a rise in the overall nominal debt
burden, but expand if there is a rise in the price level which reduces the real value of
public debt, and the real value of interest payments; y0 , y1 , y2 , y3 are positive parameters
which are going to be specified in the calibration process.
Profits of the business firm sector are represented by the profit rate on capital which
is formally given by
r(t)

= ro + r1 In Y(t) -

r2 j(t) - r3 o(t)

-r4 (lns(t)+lnP*(t)) - (lnP(t) + lnK(t)),

(6.3)

and
stating that the profit rate r(t) is determined by firms' cash flow (earnings less costs) which
is deflated by the log of the capital stock valued at replacement costs In P(t) + In K(t).
Earnings are assumed to be positively dependent on the log of real output In Y(t). Costs
can be subdivided into three components. The first cost component emerges from external
debt in the form of interest rate costs on bank loans which are approximated, for reasons
of simplicity which are discussed in detail in section 6.3.2, by the loan rate j(t), implying
a neglect of the direct influence of the total stock of loans L(t) on interest rate costs
j(t)L(t), and thereby on the profit rate r(t). The influence of interest rate costs on the
profit rate however, is not unambiguous and varies considerably over the business cycle,
i.e. there arise situations in which a decreasing loan rate leads to decreasing total interest
rate costs increasing the profit rate, but there are also situations in which a decreasing
loan rate increases total interest rate costs leading to decline in the profit rate. In order to
take these effects into account, parameter r 2 is allowed to take positive as well as negative
values in different phases of the business cycle which are discussed in section 6.3.2 and
specified in the calibration process. The second cost component stems from depreciation
on the capital stock, where o(t) denotes the depreciation rate. The costs for imported
intermediate goods, whose price in domestic currency in log-form is In s(t) + In P*(t),
constitute cost component three. For reasons of simplicity, imported intermediate goods
and imported final goods are valued by the same price, i.e. by the log of the foreign price
level In P*(t); r 0 , r 1, r 3 , r 4 are positive parameters which are going to be specified for the
calibration procedure.
4 The
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6.3
6.3.1

The Financial Side
A Stylized Financial Structure

Figure 6.1 depicts a simplified and stylized financial structure of small open emerging
market economies being characterized, in contrast to chapter 5, by a "developed" domestic financial sector, i.e. the banking sector is fully liberalized and does not suffer any more
from past financial repression. Accordingly, the domestic banking sector plays a key role
for the allocation of national and international funds into domestic investment opportunities since information asymmetries between foreign savers and domestic investors can
be best reduced by banks' intermediation.
Assets and debts are priced at their current market or discounted present values, i.e.
there is no distinction between book and market values. In order to distinguish between
real stocks, market prices and nominal market values of bonds, equities, and the capital
stock, the real stock of equities is denoted as E, the real capital stock as K, and the real
stock of bonds as Bxx, where the first subscript denotes whether bonds are S.hort-term
or 1.ong-term, and the second one whether they are ;Qomestic or foreign. As bonds and
equities, i.e. real capital, are traded in financial markets, they are valued at their market
price Pxxx, denoting the price in domestic or foreign currency per real unit, where the
first subscript describes whether it concerns the price of _aonds, the (demand) price of
the capital stock K, or the price of _Equities; the second and third subscript only refer
to bond prices and distinguish whether bond prices relate to S.hort-term or 1.ong-term
bonds, and whether they are ;Qomestic or foreign. Bond prices are inversely related to
their interest rates. Nominal market values of equity and bond holdings are PEE and
PBxxBxx· Since foreign short-term bonds PsFBBsF and foreign loans to banks, denoted
as LF, are denominated in foreign currency, nominal stocks are multiplied by the exchange
rate s expressing the price of one unit foreign currency in domestic currency. In contrast
to figure 5.1, the exchange rate does not appear with its pegged values in balance sheets,
since the calibration model solves the equation system both for a fixed and for a flexible
exchange rate, whereas the theoretical emerging market crisis model in chapter 5 only
considered different pegged exchange rate values.
There are six types of agents in the economy, households, firms, the government, domestic banks, the central bank and foreign investors holding nine sorts of assets. The first
sort are deposits D, the second sort domestic short-term government bonds PsnBBsn
being traded internationally, and being imperfect substitutes for foreign short-term government bonds sPsFBBsF which constitute asset sort three. Though the international
financial market for short-term government bonds underlies no restrictions, yields differ
due to the existence of a risk premium on domestic short-term bonds reflecting the domestic government's and the country's risk of default. Asset type four takes the form
of domestic long-term bonds PLnBBLn which are not traded internationally since there
are no foreign substitutes. Asset type five is the capital stock K being valued at the
demand price of capital PK. Firms' capital stock is partly financed by the issuance of
equities, being asset sort six, whose nominal value amounts to PEE, where the real stock
of equities E is assumed to remain constant throughout the analysis. The remaining
part of the capital stock is financed by bank loans L constituting asset type seven and
being denominated in domestic currency. It is assumed that new investment is financed
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Figure 6.1: Stylized Financial Structure in Emerging Markets with a "Developed" Domestic Banking System

by taking new bank loans and by retained earnings, and not by issuing equities, being
consistent with the credit view on macroeconomic activity. Asset type eight takes the
form of foreign loans denominated in foreign currency L • from foreigners to domestic
banks whose nominal value in domestic currency amounts to sL •. Asset type nine is high
powered money M which is held by domestic banks as required reserves (cash and excess
reserves are excluded) in the form of deposits with the central bank DBA = rD = M,
where T denotes the required reserve ratio.
High powered money is generated on the one hand by granting interest bearing loans to
banks LsA constituting the domestic credit component H = LsA, and on the other hand
by buying foreign reserves Z. Regarding the domestic credit component H, the present
model explicitly considers, in contrast to the financial crisis models in chapters 4 and 5,
the existence of a domestic money market in which banks' demand for the domestic credit
component is inversely related to the central banks' official discount rate ic. Accordingly,
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monetary policy in the present model is carried out by variations in the official discount
rate and not by variations in the money supply. Regarding foreign exchange reserves,
the model assumes that Z develops from two main sources. Firstly, Z comes into being
by banks selling their stock of foreign loans L• to the central bank at the exchange rate
s, which can be used e.g. for reducing LBA = H with DBA remaining constant, or for
increasing DBA and thereby D and L, leaving LBA = H unchanged. Secondly, in a fixed
exchange rate regime Z develops also from imbalances of current and capital account
transactions of other sectors which are offset by variations in international reserves being
denoted as Band expressed in domestic currency terms, i.e. it holds that sL* + B = Z.
Regarding B, it is assumed firstly, that all international monetary transactions stemming
from capital account or current account transaction are carried out via the domestic
banking sector due to information asymmetries, which sells or buys foreign high powered
money to or from the central bank in the foreign exchange market, and secondly, that no
other sector than the central bank possesses foreign high powered money. 5 It is important
to note that it is possible for situations to arise in which B takes a negative value (e.g. due
to large accumulated current account deficits) implying Z < sL*, i.e. foreign exchange
reserves would not suffice to pay back all foreign loans in case of a sudden and complete
withdrawal of foreign investors. Such a situation also implies that foreign loans can be
only paid back completely without any further external financing by capital inflows, if the
economy is able to generate sufficient current account surpluses in the future.
Despite the fact that domestic financial markets and the capital account are fully
liberalized, and portfolio adjustments are assumed to be instantaneous, there exists no
perfect capital mobility in the model arising from three assumptions. Firstly, only shortterm bonds are assumed to be traded internationally due to the lack of suitable substitutes
(domestic long-term bonds) or due to insurmountable information asymmetries (equities).
Secondly, short-term bonds are assumed only to be imperfect substitutes owing to the
existence of a risk premium. Thirdly, domestic assets are assumed to be only imperfect
substitutes, i.e. there is no condition requiring e.g. the equality of equities' and long-term
bonds' rate of returns.
Households' nominal net worth NWHH consists of deposits D, domestic short-term
bonds PBsvBsv, domestic long-term bonds PBLDBLD, foreign short-term bonds
sPBsFBsF, and equities PEE.
Firms' capital stock is financed by bank loans L and by issuing equities E whose real
stock is assumed to be constant. The equity price PE is assumed to bring the stock market
instantaneously into equilibrium, resulting in a zero net worth of firms. 6 Accordingly, the
demand price of capital PK is determined via the equity and the domestic loan market,
being derived from firms' balance sheet identity as

5 For example, if households want to sell a fraction of short-term foreign bonds, they sell their bonds
to banks and receive deposits in domestic currency valued at the prevailing exchange rate. Then, banks
sell these bonds in the international market for short-term government bonds receiving foreign reserves
which are immediately sold to the central bank increasing either DBA, or reducing H where DBA remains
unchanged.
6 For details, see section 4.2.1.
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Banks create deposits as a multiple of the monetary base M. Demand for high-powered
money stems exclusively from the required reserve ratio r since cash and excess reserves
are excluded. Accordingly, the money multiplier amounts to m = l/r7, i.e. it holds that
M = DBA = rD = ,;;;D. Required reserves DBA are "financed" on the one hand by
borrowing domestic credit H = L 8 A at the central bank's official discount rate ic, and on
the other hand by selling foreign exchange reserves Z to the central bank, where Z stems
from the exchange of foreign loans L• at the exchange rate s, and from selling reserves
B arising from imbalances of current and capital account transactions. Accordingly, in
an environment of financial liberalization and deregulation in which banks are allowed to
tap international capital markets, the capacity to create deposits, and thereby loans, is
influenced on the one hand by domestic monetary conditions, but also by international
monetary conditions which can be illustrated by solving banks' adding-up constraint for
the stock of loans L, formally given by

L

= (1- r)D + H + sLF + NWBA

where

rD

= DBA = H +z = M.

As a result, the capacity of creating loans is positively dependent on D, H, LF and NWBA,
and negatively dependent on r.
The domestic government issues bonds, both short-term PsnBBsn and long-term
PLnBBLD to finance its budget deficits. Since the government is assumed not to own
any assets, government's net worth NWaov is negative. The stock of government debt is
assumed to remain constant throughout the analysis since the model focuses on financial
crises being endogenously driven by market forces, and not by inconsistent macroeconomic
policies.
General monetary policy tools are the required reserve ratio T, and the official discount
rate ic steering the domestic credit component H. In the case of a fixed exchange rate
regime, the central bank tries to stabilize the exchange rate via interest rate policy and
changes in foreign reserves Z, whereas in the case of a flexible exchange rate it holds
that Z = 0 since the central bank does not intervene in the foreign exchange market and
follows an independent interest rate policy. The central bank is not assumed to engage
in official revaluations of the exchange rate, i.e. in case of a currency crisis there is a
transition from a fixed exchange rate regime to a fully flexible exchange rate regime.
Private domestic wealth (excluding government and central bank) is given by

i.e. by the capital stock, by domestic short-term and long-term bonds, by short-term
foreign bonds, by foreign exchange reserves less foreign loans.
Overall domestic wealth (including government and central bank) is given by

W

= NWHH + NWBA + NWaov = PKK + sPsFBBsF + Z -sL*,

i.e. by the capital stock, by foreign short-term bonds, by international reserves less foreign
loans.
7 For
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6.3.2

Financial Market Equilibria

All financial market equations are derived by approximations of the portfolio structure
given in figure 6.1, following the simplified portfolio approach having been introduced in
chapters 4 and 5. 8 The equilibrium condition in the market for deposits in log-form reads
as
In m(t)

+, In H(t) + {l -

,) In Z(t) - In P(t)

= d1 In Y(t) - d2i(t) - d3f(t),
(6.4)

0 < 1 < 1,

and

The left hand side of equation 6.4 represents the log of real supply of deposits by banks
and the right hand side the log of households' real demand for deposits. The log of real
deposit supply consists of the log of high powered money In H(t) and of foreign reserves
In Z(t), where I denotes a weighting factor 9 , In m(t) the log of the money multiplier which
is assumed to be constant 10 , and In P( t) the log of the domestic price level. 11 It is assumed
that banks do not pay interest on deposits. The log of real deposit demand by households
depends positively on the log of real output In Y(t), negatively on the interest rate on
domestic short-term bonds i(t), and negatively on the interest rate on domestic long-term
bonds f(t). For reasons of simplicity, there is no direct negative dependence of deposit
demand on the expected profit rate r(t) + p(t), where r(t) denotes the actual profit rate
and p(t) the state of confidence. However, in order to capture the influence of equities on
other asset holdings by households, equation 6.9 defining Tobin's q establishes an inverse
relationship between the interest rate on short-term bonds i{t) and the expected profit
rate r(t) + p(t); 1 , d1 , d2, d3 are positive parameters to be specified for the calibration of
the model.
Equilibrium in the domestic money market in which domestic banks can borrow high
powered money from the central bank at the official discount or prime rate ic(t) is described by banks' demand for domestic credit component in log-form In H(t), given formally as
{6.5)
In H(t) = ho - h1 ic(t),
ho, h1 > 0,
stating firstly, that banks' demand for domestic credit is negatively dependent on the
prime rate ic{t) which is used as the main monetary policy instrument in the model, and
secondly, that the central bank provides each amount of domestic credit demanded by
banks at the prevailing discount rate; ho and h 1 are positive parameters to be specified
in the calibration process.
Foreign loans to domestic banks L • (t) denominated in foreign currency are represented
by the log of their net loan inflow version lnLF*(t), being defined as the log of the sum
of foreign loan inflows less the sum of foreign loan outflows, i.e. it holds that In LF*(t) =
lnL*(t). 12 Net foreign loan inflows to domestic banks are assumed to be determined
8 For

a discussion of the pros and cons of a standardized portfolio approach, see section 4.2.2.
the log of high powered money ln M(t) is defined as ln M(t) = 'Y In H(t) + (1 - "t)Z(t).
10 In log-terms the relation between the money multiplier and the required reserve ratio is given by
ln m(t) = - ln r(t).
11 The non-log version of the deposit market equilibrium reads as mH(tP Z(t) 1 -~P(t)- 1 =
9 Accordingly,

Y(t)d' e-i(t)d, e-f(t)d,_
12 Note

that ln LF"(t) = ln i•(t) is an approximation of the log of net loan inflows' growth rate due to
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firstly by domestic banks' collateral, and secondly by the difference between lending costs
in domestic and in foreign currency. Regarding the dependence of net capital inflows on
banks' collateral, the model assumes that an increase in collateral leads to higher net
capital inflows, where banks' collateral is approximated by banks' net worth NWsA(t),
being an indicator both for the liquidity or profit position, and for the solvency position.
Respecting the difference in lending costs, domestic banks are assumed to decide upon the
amount of foreign borrowing by comparing the cost of borrowing domestic credit ic(t)
in the domestic money market with the cost of borrowing foreign funds. The cost of
borrowing foreign funds, being expressed by the foreign loan rate on foreign funds j*(t),
consists of three components, formally given by
j*(t)

= ic(t) + rp(t) + E1[ln s(t)],

where ic(t) denotes the foreign official discount rate representing refinancing costs of
foreign lenders, rp(t) the risk premium reflecting domestic banks' risk of default to be
determined below, and E 1[lns(t)] the exchange rate's expected rate of change reflecting
currency risk, where s(t) denotes the price of one unit foreign currency in domestic currency, and Et[x] the expectations operator expressing the expected value of a variable
x conditional on all information available up to date t. Regarding the formation of exchange rate expectations, the model assumes that agents behave rationally, i.e. it holds
that E 1[lns(t)] = lns(t). The assumption of rational expectations contradicts the expectation formation scheme employed in chapters 4 and 5, having claimed that exchange rate
expectations depend on the state of confidence, implying that agents are only rational in
the long-run. However, imposing short-run rationality as to exchange rate expectations
and long-run rationality as to profit rate expectations can be justified by the fact that
the exchange rate is a "forward-looking" variable whose value typically incorporates all
information as it becomes available, whereas an economy's profit rate depending on technology, the quality of the capital stock, balance sheet structures, business cycle phases
etc., as defined by equations 4.16 and 5.10, is a "backward-looking" or "sluggish" variable
whose evolution is tied to the past. 13 Furthermore, imposing short-run rationality as to
exchange rate expectations is consistent with current financial crisis models in order to
derive the time path of the flexible shadow exchange rate, as well as the time of speculative attack. Summing up, net foreign loan inflows to domestic banks in log-terms are
formally given as

+ lh (ic(t) -j*(t))
= l/1 1nNWsA(t) + lh (ic(t) - Cic(t) + rp(t) + E1[Ins(t)]),

lnLF*(t) = l/1 1nNWsA(t)

l/1, lh > 0,

and

E1[lns(t)]

(6.6)

= Ins(t),

where lfi and lh are positive parameters to be specified in the calibration procedure. It
holds that 1nLF*(t) ~ 0, where lnLF*(t) > 0 is assumed to determine a net inflow, and
the fact that a variable's x(t) growth rate, being defined in continuous form as x(t) = x(t)/x(t), can be
approximated in log-terms as lnx(t) = ln(x(t)/x(t)) = lnx(t) - lnx(t) "'lnx(t).
13 The distinction between rational forward-looking and sluggish variables, as well as their influence on
the dynamic stability of theoretical models are discussed in appendix D.
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In LF*(t) < 0 a net capital outflow. International capital flow reversals can be caused
according to equation 6.6 by a drop in the log of banks' net worth lnNWBA(t), by an
increase in the foreign prime rate i0(t), by an increase in the risk premium rp(t), or by
depreciation expectations of the exchange rate, i.e. by E1 [ln s(t)] > 0.
Banks' net worth position NW8 A(t) depends on banks' profits which are assumed to
hinge predominantly upon the amount of non-performing loans of firms. The amount of
non-performing loans itself, depends on the liquidity and on the solvency status of firms
which are approximated by firms' profit rate on capital r(t). Hence, the log of banks' net
worth lnNWBA(t) is formally given by
In NWBA(t)

= nwo + nw1 r(t),

nwo,nw1 > 0,

(6.7)

stating that a fall in the profit rate worsens firms' cash flow position to meet their payment obligations on loans, leading to an increase in non-performing loans, and reducing
banks' profits and net worth; nw0 and nw1 are positive parameters to be specified in the
calibration process. As a result, a banking crisis can be defined, according to equation
6.7, as a situation in which banks' net worth falls short of a certain minimum level (e.g.
In NW(t) = 0) set up by regulation authorities.
The risk premium rp(t) in equation 6.6, being an indicator for banks' default risk, is
assumed to depend negatively on banks' collateral which is approximated by the log of
banks' net worth lnNWBA(t), formally

= rpo -

rp(t)

rp1 lnNWBA(t),

rpo,rp1 > 0,

(6.8)

stating that the risk premium increases if banks' net worth decreases, where rp0 and rp1
are positive parameters to be specified in the calibration process.
Equity market equilibrium is represented by the equilibrium condition in the market
for real capital. Assuming that equity demand and supply can be subsumed under real
capital demand and supply as in sections 4.2.2 and 5.2.2, equilibrium in the market for
real capital in log-form is formally given by
In K(t)

+ In PK(t) -

In P(t)

= -k1i(t) + k2 (r(t) + p(t)),

(6.9)

the left hand side representing the log of the supply of capital in real terms, i.e. the capital
stock valued at Tobin's q whose value in log-terms corresponds to In q = In PK(t)-ln P(t),
and the right hand side representing the log of real demand for capital by households; k1
and k 2 are positive parameters to be specified in the calibration process. Real demand for
capital by households is, according to the portfolio framework depicted in figure 6.1, negatively dependent on the interest rate on short-term bonds i(t), and positively dependent
on the expected profit rate r(t) + p(t) on real capital, where r(t) represents the current
rate of profit, and p(t) state of confidence, i.e. the difference between the expected and
the actual rate of profit on real capital. Though the domestic loan rate j(t) would be a
suitable reference interest rate for the determination of Tobin's q, the model emphasizes
the influence of short-term portfolio shifts by households on the demand price of capital
being represented by i(t). However, the the domestic loan rate j(t) is implicitly included
in equation 6.9 via its influence on firms' profit rate r(t), being specified in greater detail
below.
The international market for short-term government bonds cannot be described by
UIP due to the assumption of imperfect capital mobility, i.e. the domestic and the
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foreign interest rate differ by a risk premium. Since the model emphasizes the evolution
of financial fragility induced by the private sector, and not by the government in the form
of inconsistent macroeconomic policy, the risk premium domestic short-term government
bonds bear is assumed to be exogenous. Accordingly, equilibrium in the international
market for short-term government bonds reads as
i(t)

= ic(t) +a+ E 1 [ln .s(t)],

and

E 1[ln .s(t)] = In .s(t),

(6.10)

where i(t) denotes the domestic interest rate on short-term bonds, ic(t) the foreign prime
rate which is assumed to be a proxy for the foreign interest rate on short-term government
bonds, a the exogenous given risk premia domestic bonds bear, and E[ln .s(t)] the exchange
rate's expected rate of change.
The market for domestic loans and its changing demand and supply conditions over the
business cycle is, among the state of confidence, one of the most important determinants
of the calibration process. As having demonstrated in chapters 4 and 5, each phase of
tranquil and financial crisis cycles is characterized by a specific debt-asset ratio/ state of
confidence constellation. However, as outlined in section 6.1.2, the log-linear calibration
model does not engender endogenous nonlinear debt and expectations dynamics due to the
need to solve the model for a flexible and for a fixed exchange rate regime. This constraint
requires firstly, a linear dynamic system in the log of the exchange rate lns(t) and in the
log of foreign reserves In Z(t), and, as a result, secondly, separate linear calibrations of
each business cycle phase (boom, overborrowing, and bust) which are characterized by
different assumptions as to the state of confidence, loan market reactions with respect to
loan rate changes, and as to the influence of interest rate costs on firms' profit rate and
on the real sector.
The changing influence of the state of confidence p(t) over the business cycle is captured
by assuming a steady and exogenously increasing value of p( t) during the boom and during
the overborrowing phase, and an exogenously decreasing value of p(t) during the bust
phase. As it will be discussed later, the exogenous character of the state of confidence
could have been endogenized by some variables of the calibration model which, however,
has been omitted for reasons of mathematical tractability.
Changing loan market reactions and their changing influence on firms' profit rate over
the business cycle are taken into consideration by using different assumptions, firstly, as
to the loan rate semi-elasticity with respect to the stock of loans, and secondly, as to the
derivative of firms' profit rate with respect to the loan rate representing the influence of
total debt costs on the profit rate. In order to derive these specific conditions formally, a
general loan market equilibrium condition has to be specified in a first step. To keep the
model formally tractable, it is assumed firstly, that banks behave as monopolists in the
market for loans by setting the interest rate on loans j(t), and secondly, that firms act as
price takers whose demand for loans is negatively dependent on the loan rate. Regarding
the loan rate determination, banks' are assumed firstly, to use markup pricing with regard
to their refinancing costs, and secondly, to vary the loan rate according to the level of
firms' capital stock valued at the stock market which serves as collateral. Formally, the
loan rate set by banks is given by

j(t)

= io - ii(, lnH(t) + (1- ,) lnZ(t)) - h lnPK(t),

io,ii,h > o

(6.11)

where j 0 , j 1 and j 2 are positive parameters to be specified in the calibration process. The
j 1 ( •) term indicates that the loan rate depends negatively on the log of banks' input factors
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to create deposits and loans, setting up a positive relationship between the loan rate and
refinancing costs. If, for example, there is an increase in the domestic prime rate ic(t)
increasing the cost for domestic credit In H (t), banks reduce In H (t) implying a reduction
in deposits and in banks' capacity to create loans which increases the loan rate. The same
effect works through (the log of) foreign exchange reserves In Z (t). If there is a sudden
net capital outflow reducing In Z(t), being induced by foreign investors withdrawing loans
L*(t) from banks, and/or by domestic residents fleeing to quality by reducing domestic
asset holdings and buying foreign assets reducing B in figure 6.1, there is a decline in
domestic high powered money, reducing the ability to create deposits and loans which is
reflected in a higher loan rate. The h(·) term indicates that the loan rate incorporates
a risk premium firms have to pay in order to compensate for the risk of default. This
risk premium is dependent on the market valuation of firms' capital stock serving as
collateral. Since the log of the real capital stock In K (t) is assumed constant throughout
the analysis, firms' collateral value can be approximated by the log of the demand price of
capital In PK(t), to be determined below, being both an useful indicator for firms' liquidity
and solvency. Equation 6.11 suggest that the higher the demand price of capital, being
caused by a higher market valuation of equities, the lower the loan rate. Consequently,
banks amplify the amplitude of business cycles by relaxing credit market conditions in
boom phases and by tightening them in downswings according to the financial accelerator
effect. The parameter j 0 can be considered as a theoretical maximum loan rate if high
powered money is zero and firms are bankrupt, i.e. the log of the demand price of capital
reaches a lower bound In PK(t) = 0.
In order to determine the influence of total interest rate costs j(t)L(t) on firms' profit
rate, the equilibrium stock of loans L(t) has to be specified as a function of the loan rate
j(t). Since banks have been assumed to behave as monopolists in the market for bank
loans setting the loan rate according to equation 6.11, the equilibrium stock of loans can
be determined by firms' loan demand which is depicted in figure 6.2 for different stages of
the business cycle. However, the insertion of an additional loan demand function by firms
would have magnified the complexity of the model by increasing the number of parameters
to be specified in the calibration process. Therefore, the influence of the loan rate on the
stock of loans, and thereby on total interest rate costs j(t)L(t), has been specified by the
loan rate semi-elasticity with respect to the stock of loans €L,i = (dL/dj)(l/ L) determining
whether total interest rate costs rise or fall in case j(t) varies. As a result, the loan rate
semi-elasticity E:L,i determines the influence of loan rate changes on firms' profit rate r(t)
which is specified by the derivative of firms' profit rate with respect to the loan rate, i.e.
by (dr / dj) which is equivalent to parameter r 2 in the profit rate equation 6.3, i.e. it holds
that r2 = dr/dj.
According to figure 6.2, the boom phase is characterized by a very inelastic loan demand schedule, which can be justified by firms acting conservatively as to the increase in
indebtedness since profit expectations are still moderate during that stage, being represented by a positive but small state of confidence value ps(t). As a result, a reduction
in the loan rate from JI to j 2 , being caused by capital inflows and/or by increasing stock
prices according to equation 6.11, leads to an increase in the stock of loans being indicated
by the move from L 1 to £ 2 , but to a decrease in interest rate payments j(t)L(t) since
E:L,j 8 > -1, implying that a reduction in the loan rate j(t) leads to an increase in firms'
profit rate r(t) which is represented by the derivative condition r28 = -dr/dj > 0. The
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Figure 6.2: Loan Demand, Elasticities and the State of Confidence During Different Stages of the Boom-Bust Cycle

overborrowing phase and the situation at the upper turning point of the business cycle are
characterized by a very elastic loan demand since profit expectations have grown rapidly,
being represented by a large positive state of confidence value po(t). Loan rate reductions, as indicated by the fall from j 2 to h being caused by huge capital inflows, relaxing
domestic monetary conditions, and by large increases in stock market valuations, lead to
an enormous increase in the stock of loans being represented by the move from L 2 to L 3 .
Accordingly, loan rate reductions lead to an increase in total interest costs j(t)L(t) since
EL,fo < -1, implying that a reduction in the loan rate j(t) leads to a decrease in firms'
profit rate r(t) due to the overborrowing effect, which is represented by the derivative
condition r 20 = -dr / dj < 0. When the asset price bubble bursts, making international
investors withdraw foreign loans, and causing domestic investors to flee from domestic
assets, leading to huge capital outflows, the bust phase is about to begin being characterized by a sudden change from a very elastic loan demand to a very inelastic loan demand,
since profit expectations drop sharply, implying an initial high positive value of the state
of confidence Psu(t) which is however, decreasing very fast leading to negative values.
Comparing the semi-elasticity value EL,i and the derivative value r 2 of the boom and the
bust phase, having both the same sign in each phase, the bust phase's semi-elasticity is
larger, implying also a larger value of r 2 , since loans cannot be reduced as quickly as
expanded in the boom phase due to the fact that a repayment of loans requires either
higher cash flows, which is however, not possible during the bust phase, or a liquidation
of parts of the capital stock which is often impossible in downswings due to the lack of
demand for existing capital goods. As a result, sharp loan rate increases during the bust
phase, being indicated in figure 6.2 by a rise from j 3 to j 4 , which arise from large capital
outflows, domestic monetary tightening, and from large declines in firms' market value
of collateral due to collapses in equity prices according to equation 6.11, lead only to a
small reduction in the stock of loans from L 3 to L 4 owing to firms' inability to liquidate
parts of the capital stock. As a result, the increase in the loan rate leads to a rise in total
interest costs j(t)L(t) since EL,i su > -1, implying that a rise in j(t) leads to a fall in r(t)
which is represented by the derivative condition r 28 u = -dr/dj > 0.

6.4

The Balance of Payments

The current account is represented approximately by the log of the trade balance, formally
given as
In T(t)

= tr 1 (In s(t) + In P*(t) -

In P(t)) - tr 2 In Y(t),

(6.12)

stating that the log of the trade balance denominated in domestic currency In T( t) depends
positively on the log of the real exchange rate In s(t) + In P*(t) - ln P(t) implying a
"normal" reaction, i.e. net exports increase if the real exchange rate increases and vice
versa14 , and negatively on the log of real domestic income In Y(t). Though international
interest payments can amount to a substantial fraction of the current account, they are
neglected for reasons of simplicity.
14 A "normal" reaction of the trade balance with respect to real exchange rate movements implies that
the Marshall-Lerner and Robinson condition are fulfilled.
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The capital account in domestic currency is composed of foreign loans to banks being
determined by equation 6.6, and of international short-term government bond transactions. Regarding private capital flows stemming from international bond transactions,
the model assumes that net capital inflows are determined positively by the difference
between the domestic risk adjusted and the foreign interest rate on short-term government bonds i(t) - o - i*(t) which is however, according to equation 6.10, always zero.
Accordingly, the log of the capital account in domestic currency is formally given by
In CA(t) = In s(t)

+ In LF*(t),

stating that the log of the capital account lnCA(t) in domestic currency consist only of
capital inflows in the form of the log of foreign loans to banks Ins( t) + In LF* (t).
In a regime of fixed exchange rates, the log of the change in international reserves of
the central bank In Z(t), or the balance of payments in log-form is given by
In Z(t) =¢In T(t)

+ (1 -

¢) (In s(t) + In LF*(t)),

0 < ¢ < 1,

(6.13)

i.e. by the sum of the current and of the capital account in domestic currency, where ¢ is a
weighting factor .15 A regime of flexible exchange rates is characterized by the central bank
not intervening in the foreign exchange market and owning no foreign exchange reserves,
i.e. under flexible exchange rates it holds that In Z(t) = In Z(t) = 0. Accordingly, the
balance of payments in log-form is defined as

1-¢
lnT(t) = --¢-(lns(t)

+ lnLF*(t)),

stating that e.g. a current account deficit must be offset by a capital account surplus, i.e.
by new capital inflows in the form of foreign loans, or leads alternatively to a depreciation
of the exchange rate in order to equalize the current account in case private capital flows
are zero.

6.5

Monetary and Exchange Rate Policy

Standard macroeconomic models generally assume that monetary policy is exercised by
money supply policy, i.e. by variations in high-powered money arising from changes in
the domestic credit component, and/or from interventions in the foreign exchange market.
However, real world monetary policy to control goal variables as inflation, output or the
exchange rate, is exercised by (prime) interest rate policy, having a direct influence on the
liquidity status of financial intermediaries, and only an indirect influence on endogenous
monetary aggregates which cannot be controlled perfectly, and whose influence on output
and inflation has become very weak in the last decade due to velocity instability. It must be
noted however, that interest rate policy is supplemented by money supply policy especially
in periods of financial distress. A common strategy to avoid a collapse of domestic financial
systems is to lower prime rates, and to inject large short-term amounts of liquidity into
the financial system by increasing base money in order to avoid illiquidity among financial
intermediaries. Regarding the prevention of a breakdown of fixed exchange rate regimes
15 The
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whose viability depends on the overall level of foreign exchange reserves, central banks'
common strategy is to increase domestic prime rates in order to stop capital outflows,
and to intervene in the foreign exchange market by selling foreign reserves. If, however, a
central bank faces a collapse of the domestic financial system, as well as a breakdown of
the fixed exchange rate regime, being typical of twin crises' periods, there is no possibility
to support both the domestic financial system and the exchange rate, i.e. one goal has to
be abandoned.
Monetary policy in the form of interest rate policy can take various forms, depending
on the one hand on central banks' preferences as to the relative importance of output and
inflation targets, and on the other hand on the exchange rate regime. 16 Monetary policy
in large industrialized countries with flexible exchange rate regimes, as e.g. in the U.S., is
often designed according to Taylor's rule stating that optimal monetary policy should use
the nominal prime rate to stabilize inflation and output on some chosen target levels. 17
Other industrialized countries having committed themselves exclusively and officially to
price stability irrespective of output targets, as e.g. the United Kingdom, New Zealand
or Canada, follow an inflation targeting strategy by adjusting the nominal prime rate to
stabilize inflation on its target level. However, inflation targeting can be also interpreted
as a special form of the Taylor rule which does not consider output gaps, but solely
inflation gaps. Pure monetary targeting strategies, having been applied by the German
Bundesbank until the start of EMU, and by the Swiss National Bank, trying to control
money supply via the prime rate, have become very rare due to the breakdown of the
relationship between monetary aggregates and the goal variables inflation and output.
An alternative form of monetary policy predominantly used by emerging market
and small industrial countries to stabilize inflation without concerning output goals is
exchange-rate targeting, either in the form of fixed exchange rate regimes, or in the form
of crawling peg arrangements. In exchange-rate targeting regimes, only the key currency
country with lowest inflation and most credible monetary policy can exercise an independent monetary policy. Other members of the system have to follow monetary policy of
the key currency country, being carried out by adjusting the domestic prime rate to movements in the foreign prime rate, and to movements in foreign exchange reserves whose
level determines the stability of the fixed exchange rate system. As a result, in a world
of globalized financial markets in which capital account transactions are much larger in
volume than current account transactions, exchange rate targeting is mainly achieved by
stabilizing movements in capital account transactions via interest rate targeting. A stylized interest rate rule for an exchange rate targeting "follower" country could therefore
read as
llic(t) = lli 0(t) - llZ(t),
stating that the domestic prime rate ic(t) is adjusted positively to changes in the foreign
prime rate i 0(t), and inversely regarding changes in foreign exchange reserves Z(t). If,
for example, agents expect the exchange rate to depreciate without any change in the
foreign prime rate, i.e. lli 0(t) = 0, for example due to an unsustainable real exchange
rate level, arising private capital outflows, causing a reduction in international reserves,
i.e. llZ(t) < 0, make monetary authorities increase the domestic prime rate to stabilize
the exchange rate. If, on the other hand, there is an increase in the foreign prime rate, i.e.
16 For

17 For

details on various forms of monetary policy rules, see Sveriges Riksbank (1999}.
details on the Taylor rule, see e.g. Taylor (1993}.
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6.i 0(t) > 0, the domestic prime rate has to be increased as well, since otherwise, arising
capital outflows leading to a reduction in foreign exchange reserves would undermine the
stability of the fixed exchange rate system.
In order to be consistent with the stylized facts regarding monetary policy under
fixed exchange rate regimes, the present model assumes that exchange rate targeting
by interest rate targeting is carried out by the domestic central bank stabilizing the
capital account via variations of the domestic prime rate ic(t). 18 The capital account,
being equivalent to net capital flows in the form of foreign loans to banks, is determined,
according to equation 6.6, by domestic banks' net worth and by the risk adjusted interest
rate differential between the domestic and the foreign money market rate. Accordingly,
an appropriate monetary policy rule is to maintain a risk adjusted interest rate parity
between the domestic and the foreign money market rate. This rule however, does not
lead to zero net capital flows since it does not consider the effect of banks' net worth on
capital flows, fitting the stylized fact that central banks are not able to control capital
flows perfectly by prime rate adjustments. Thereupon, monetary policy in the model is
assumed to follow the rule

ic(t) = i 0(t)

+ rp(t) + Et[ln s(t)],

where

Et[ln s(t)] = ln s(t),

(6.14)

i.e. the domestic prime rate ic(t) is adjusted to guarantee a risk adjusted interest rate
parity between the domestic and the foreign money market rate in order to stabilize
foreign exchange reserves. 19
After having defined monetary policy for a fixed exchange rate regime, the model has to
specify as well a monetary policy rule for a flexible exchange rate regime, since the model
equations have to be solved both for a fixed and for a flexible system in order to show the
effects of a speculative attack on key macroeconomic variables. After the occurrence of a
currency crisis there arise various policy alternatives. The feasible spectrum reaches from
independent monetary policy up to exchange rate targeting on a devalued post-crisis level.
The empirical analysis in chapter 3 has shown that especially emerging market countries
operating officially under flexible exchange rate regimes often pursue actually a kind of
exchange rate targeting due to the "fear of floating". Accordingly, post-collapse exchange
rate regimes are often designed as fixed exchange rate regimes on a devalued post-crisis
level, since a further devaluation of the domestic currency could cause on the one hand,
high inflation undermining e.g. the achievements of inflation stabilization programmes,
and on the other hand, a further deterioration of business firms' and intermediaries'
balance sheets in case foreign debt is high. Thereupon, the present model assumes that
monetary policy under a flexible exchange rate regime also follows the fixed exchange rate
rule given in equation 6.14 to stabilize the exchange rate via prime rate adjustments.
18 By way of contrast, the financial crisis models in chapters 4 and 5 do not consider the prime rate as
the main monetary policy tool and assume that monetary policy is exercised via changes in the domestic
credit component and/ or in foreign exchange reserves.
19 An alternative interest rate rule, which is obtained by transforming the differential rule tl.ic(t) =
Llic(t) - tl.Z(t) in absolute terms, could have read ic(t) = i 0 (t) + /3(ZE - Z(t)), where ZE stands for a
warranted or equilibrium stock of international reserves. However, this kind of interest rate rule would
have required to define and to model the determinants of the equilibrium stock of foreign reserves ZE for
which no general theory exists. In order to avoid such difficulties, monetary policy is assumed to follow
equation 6.14.
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6.6

Analytical Solution of the Model

The model structure regarding the number of equations, parameters, endogenous, and
exogenous variables can be summarized as follows:
• Model Equations. The model is defined by equations 6.1 to 6.14, i.e. by 14 equations
which are summarized in table 6.1.
• Endogenous Variables. The model contains 17 endogenous variables, i.e. r(t), i(t),
f(t), j(t), ic(t), rp(t), In P(t), In Y(t), In H(t), In LF*(t), In NWsA(t), In PK(t),
In T(t), In Z(t), In Z(t), In s(t), In s(t).
• Exogenous Variables. The model contains 7 exogenous variables, i.e. In P*(t), o(t),
In K(t), In m(t), Ins, p(t), ib(t), where p(t) and ib(t) are used as the "forcing
functions" for which exogenous linear time paths are going to be specified.
• Parameters. The model contains 31 parameters, i.e. Yo, Y1, Y2, Ya, (, ro, r1, r2, ra,
r4, d1, d2, da, "/, ho, h1, lfi, lh, nwo, nw1, rpo, rp1, k1, k2, a, io, ii, h, tr1, tr2, <P
for which specific values are going to be assumed.

Solving the dynamic model for all endogenous variables requires firstly to eliminate
the 13 endogenous variables r(t), i(t), J(t), j(t), ic(t), rp(t), lnP(t), lnY(t), lnH(t),
In LF*(t), In NWsA(t), In PK(t), In T(t) to obtain one basic differential equation in In Z(t)
and In s(t) which has to be solved both for a flexible and for a fixed exchange rate system.
In case of a fixed exchange rate system, the basic differential equation reduces to a firstorder linear differential equation in In Z(t) since it holds that In s(t) =Ins, and In s(t) =
0. In case of a flexible exchange rate system, the basic differential equation reduces
to a first-order linear differential equation in In s(t) since the central bank is assumed
to hold no foreign exchange reserves under flexible exchange rates, i.e. it holds that
In Z(t) = In Z(t) = 0.
The differential equation in In s(t), as well as the differential equation in In Z(t) are
both functions of all parameters and all exogenous variables, where exogenous variables
can be assumed as remaining constant or as being an exogenous function of time. As a
result, both differential equations reduce to a linear first-order differential equation in the
form of
±(t) - rJ x(t) = 1w(t),
where rJ and"' are constants containing all parameters of the model, and a(t) is the forcing
function, being a function of time t in case one ore more exogenous variables are assumed
to be exogenous functions of time, but which reduces to a constant a(t) = a in case all
exogenous variables are assumed to remain constant. Since the exchange rate is a pure
forward looking variable being subject to rational expectations, the differential equation
in Ins( t) is unstable, i.e. it holds that rJ > 0. As a result, in order to guarantee dynamic
stability and to rule out bubbles, the general solution has to exclude the homogenous part,
and the particular integral has to be solved forward looking being a function of exogenous
variables a(t). 20 Furthermore, in case of shocks, the exchange rate is allowed to "jump" on
20 This solution method can be found almost in every model of currency crises, having been firstly
introduced by Flood and Garber (1984a).
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its new long-run equilibrium path in order to rule divergent dynamic behaviour. By way
of contrast, foreign exchange reserves are a backward looking variable whose evolution
is tied to the past, leading to a stable differential equation which is characterized by
iJ < 0. Thus, the particular integral which is a function of exogenous variables a(t)
has to be solved backward looking, and the general solution including the solution of the
homogenous equation is convergent. 21 However, in order to avoid difficulties regarding the
selection of the initial condition for foreign exchange reserves, i.e. In Z(O), it is assumed for
every simulation that foreign exchange reserves' initial value equals its long-run steady
state value, i.e. the general solution of foreign exchange reserves is generally given by
the particular integral. 22 After having solved the basic differential equation for both the
fixed and the flexible exchange rate system, the time paths of the remaining endogenous
variables are obtained by backward substitution of the solutions for In Z (t) and Ins( t).

6. 7

Simulation Classifications and Assumptions

The calibration model is going to be simulated in different ways regarding the kind of
"shocks" causing financial fragility in order to describe financial crises both as a positive
shock-induced cyclical phenomenon, and as the result of a large adverse and exogenous
shock without causing a cyclical dynamic behaviour. The simulation procedure consists of
four different model simulations portraying the behaviour of all 14 endogenous variables
and combinations of these variables. The first three model simulations, outlined in section
6.7.1, refer to the explanation of financial crises as the result of a positive exogenous
shock to expectations generating an endogenous boom-bust cycle according to the theories
outlined in chapters 4 and 5. The fourth model simulation, outlined in section 6.7.2,
portrays the occurrence of financial crises caused by a large negative foreign interest rate
shock.

6. 7.1

Financial Crises as a Cyclical Phenomenon

Since there is no possibility to portray an endogenous cycle by the use of linear dynamic
systems for the reasons outlined in section 6.1.2, each phase of the business cycle, i.e.
the boom phase, the overborrowing phase and upper turning point, and the bust phase,
is simulated separately. According to the dynamic analysis in chapters 4.4 and 5.4, the
"driving" forces of an endogenous financial crisis cycle are the state of confidence p(t)
and the debt-asset ratio which is represented by parameter r 2 describing the influence of
total debt costs on firms' profit rate r(t). Since both the exogenous variable p(t), and
parameter r 2 take different values during different stages of the business cycle, the three
business cycle phases being simulated can be classified according to specific constellations
of p(t) and r 2 as follows:
21 For details regarding the solution of unstable and stable differential equations, the distinction among
forward and backward looking variables, and solutions to general rational expectations models, see appendix D.
22 The assumption that the initial values of endogenous variables coincide with their steady-state solution is a common procedure of simulation models which can be found e.g. in Montiel, Agenor and Ul
Haque (1993).
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Table 6.1: Summary Equations of the Calibration Model

6.5

= lns(t) + lnP*(t)
In Y(t) =Yo+ Y1 (lns(t) + lnP*(t) - In P(t)) + Y2 (lnPK(t) - lnP(t)) - y3(f(t) - ( In P(t))
r(t) = r 0 + r 1 In Y(t) - r21(t) - r 3 o(t) - r 4 (lns(t) + lnP*(t)) - (lnP(t) + lnK(t))
lnm(t) + 'Y lnH(t) + (1 - -y) In Z(t) - lnP(t) = d1 In Y(t) - d 2 i(t) - d3f(t)
lnH(t) = ho - h1 ic(t)

6.6
6.7

lnNWBA(t)

6.8

rp(t)

6.1
6.2
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w
......
co

6.3
6.4

6.9
6.10
6.11
6.12
6.13
6.14

lnP(t)

lnLF*(t) =

lfi

lnNW8 A(t)

+ lh (ic(t)

= nw0 + nw1 r(t)

- (ic;(t)

+ rp(t) + E,[lns(t)])

= rpo - rp1 In NWBA(t)
lnK(t) + lnPK(t) - lnP(t) = -k1i(t) + k2(r(t) + p(t))
i(t) = ic(t) + o + E,[ln s(t)]
j(t) = Jo - J1 ('-y In H(t) + (1 - -y) In Z(t)) - J2 In PK(t)
In T(t) = tr1(ins(t) + lnP*(t) - lnP(t)) - tr2 In Y(t)
lnZ(t) = </, lnT(t) + (1 - </,) (lns(t) + lnLF*(t))
ic(t) = ic;(t) + rp(t) + E,[ln s(t)]

It holds that
1. E,[lns(t)]

= lns(t),
= 0 for a fixed exchange rate system,

2. lns(t)

= Ins and

3. In Z(t)

= In .i(t) = 0 for a flexible exchange rate system.

lns(t)

Domestic Price Level (PPP)
Goods Market Equilibrium
Profit Rate
Deposit Market Equilibrium
Money Market Equilibrium
Net Foreign Loan Inflow
Banks' Net Worth
Risk Premium
Stock Market Equilibrium
Bond Market Equilibrium
Domestic Loan Rate
Current Account
Balance of Payments
Monetary Policy Rule

• The Boom Phase. Increasing profit expectations are represented by a linearly increasing state of confidence p(t) with respect to time t, given formally as

PB(t)

= PB(0) + '1/JB t,

'1/JB > 0,

(6.15)

where PB(0) denotes the initial value of p at the beginning of the boom phase at
time t = 0, and '1/JB the strength of the increase in the state of confidence. The
influence of a rising debt stock on total interest rate costs is assumed to be negative
owing to figure 6.2, i.e. rising debt leads to an increase in the profit rate according
to a loan rate semi-elasticity value with respect to the stock of loans oft:L,i 8 > -1,
being reflected by a positive derivative of firms' profit rate with respect to the loan
rate
T2 8 > 0.
(6.16)
Given the forcing function 6.15 for the boom phase, both the time path of foreign
exchange reserves ln Z (t), and the time path of the exchange rate ln s( t), are linear
functions of time t, leading to linear time paths of all endogenous variables.
• The Overborrowing Phase and the Upper Turning Point. This stage of the business
cycle is characterized by a steady increase in the state of confidence due to the
dominance of the "chartist" effect on expectations, being described by the same
type of linear function 6.15, formally given as

Po(t)

= Po(0) +?/Jot,

?/Jo= '1/JB > 0,

Po(0) > PB(0),

(6.17)

where Po(0) denotes the initial value of p at the beginning of the overborrowing
phase at time t = 023 , being greater than p8 (0), since p(t) has grown during the
boom phase; ?/Jo denotes the strength of the increase in the state of confidence
which is assumed to be equal to the value in the boom phase. In order to model
the "irrational exuberance" effect of rising profit expectations, and a simultaneously
declining actual profit rate due to an overproportional increase in total debt costs,
the semi-loan rate elasticity with respect to the stock of loans is assumed to take a
value of t:L,io < -1 according to figure 6.2, being reflected in a negative derivative
of firms' profit rate with respect to the loan rate, i.e. it holds that
(6.18)
stating that an increase in the loan rate leads to a reduction in the actual profit
rate. According to the linear forcing function 6.17, all endogenous variables are
linear functions of time t.
• The Bust Phase. This phase is characterized by a sharp declining state of confidence,
being described by an analogous linear function which is however a decreasing function of time t, formally given by

PBu(t) = Psu(0)

+ '1/Jsu t,

'1/Jsu < 0,
(6.19)

Psu(0) > Po(0) > Ps(0),
23 For reasons of simplicity, the time index t has been set to zero for the beginning of each business
cycle phase.
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where 1PBU, being negative, denotes the strength of the decline in the state of confidence which is stronger than the positive effect in the boom and in the overborrowing
phase; PBU(0) denotes the initial value of p at the beginning of the bust phase at
time t = 0, being greater than p0 (0) which is obviously greater than PB(0). The
influence of a declining debt stock on total debt costs and on firms' profit rate is
assumed to be inverse due to a loan rate semi-elasticity value with respect to the
stock of loans of cL,i Bu > -1 according to figure 6.2, i.e. though the stock of loans is
decreasing, total debt costs increase due to an overproportional rise in the loan rate,
leading to a decline in the profit rate which is represented by a positive derivative
of the profit rate with respect to the loan rate, i.e. by
T2 8 u

(6.20)

> 0.

Comparing the elasticity values E:L,i and derivative values r 2 in the boom and in the
bust phase, having all the same sign, it holds that
(6.21)
since loan demand in the bust phase is less elastic than in the boom phase according
to figure 6.2.
The simplifying assumption of an exogenously increasing or decreasing state of confidence in the model simulations, for reasons discussed in section 6.1.2, is very restrictive
since the endogenous character of financial crises according to chapters 4 and 5 is lost.
However, as the simulation results are going to show, the state of confidence p(t) could
have been endogenized theoretically by the difference between the actual profit rate and
the real loan rate, i.e. by r(t) - (j(t) - p(t)), where p(t) = d(ln P(t))/dt = ?(t)/ P(t)
denotes the price level's growth rate. The difference r(t)- (j(t) -p(t)) can be interpreted
as a risk premium firms have to pay to investors for holding capital assets, where the real
loan rate serves as reference interest rate. This risk premium is similar to the risk premia
a and a* having been used in chapters 4 and 5 in equations 4.16 and 5.10 as a determinant
of the state of confidence. As a result, the change of the state of confidence p(t) could
have been determined by economic fundamentals, but not by "chartist" behaviour, given
formally by
(6.22)
p(t) = r(t) - (l(t) - p(t)),
which however has been omitted for reasons of simplicity with respect to the dynamic
structure of the model.

6. 7.2

Financial Crises as an Adverse Exogenous Shock Phenomenon

The fourth model simulation considers the effect of a permanent negative foreign interest
rate shock by assuming a steady and linear increase in the foreign prime rate with respect
to time t, being formally given as

ic(t)

= ic(o) + x t,

X

> 0,

(6.23)

where ic(0) denotes the initial value of the foreign prime rate at time t = 0, and x the
strength of the foreign prime rate effect being positive. This simulation explicitly excludes
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the influence of the state of confidence on the macroeconomy, being denoted as PF(t) in
the interest rate shock simulation, by the assumption

PF(t) = 0

(6.24)

throughout the analysis. In order to be consistent and comparable with the other simulations, the loan rate semi-elasticity c L,i F value and the derivative value r 2F are assumed
to be equal to the bust phase simulation according to figure 6.2, i.e. it holds that
CL,iF

= CL,isu > -1

and

(6.25)

i.e. a rising loan rate leads to a rise in total debt costs by an underproportional reduction
of the stock of loans, and, as a result, to decline in the profit rate r(t). The assumption of
an inelastic loan demand function in periods of rising domestic interest rates in order to
support a fixed exchange rate regime fits the stylized facts, since domestic interest rates
have to follow foreign interest rates instantaneously, whereas long-term loan finance of
investment cannot be reduced instantaneously, and adjusts only gradually.

6.8

Sensitivity Analysis and Method of Graphical Representation

In order to guarantee consistency and general validity of the parameter sets, most paand some few other parameters,
rameter values, except for the "driving forces" p, r 2 ,
are assumed to remain constant throughout all model simulations. The parameter values
chosen in the simulation process do not apply to any real-world economy. In lieu, they are
assumed to reflect conditions which are applicable to a large variety of possible systems,
which calls for performing a sensitivity analysis with respect to "key" parameters of the
model in order to test their robustness regarding the observed dynamic patterns of the
simulation results. The "key" parameters which are going to be tested in each of the four
simulations are
h1, rp1, nw1, lfi,j2, k2, r1, r2, Y2, Y3,

ic,

which have been selected according to their relative importance in comparison with the
remaining parameters regarding the transmission of shocks into the real, and into the
financial system of the economy. It must be stressed that sensitivity analysis cannot
"prove" that the parameters used are "true", nor that the observed dynamic patterns are
generally valid.
As the charts of the simulation procedure are going to portray, there arise situations in
which some endogenous variables, as e.g. nominal and real interest rates, take unrealistic
absolute numerical values, stemming on the one hand from the choice of unrealistic, but
mathematically tractable values of exogenous variables and parameters, and on the other
hand from the semi-logarithmic nature of the model distorting the general scale and the
ratios of non-log and log variables. For example, regarding the simulation of financial
crises as a cyclical phenomenon, during the boom and the overborrowing phase, being
characterized by a declining risk premium and by a depreciating exchange rate, both
the nominal prime interest rate and the nominal short-term interest rate on government
bonds become negative according to equations 6.10 and 6.14, emanating from the fact that
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foreign prime interest rate has be assumed to be zero. Accordingly, unrealistic numerical
values must not be interpreted as an indicator for the invalidity of calibration model, but
result from a mathematically tractable choice of parameter and exogenous variable values.
Regarding the avoidance of unrealistic numerical values in calibration models, there are
two generally adopted strategies, having however, both not been applied to the present
model in order not to distort the general solution by adjusting the model results to
reasonable numerical values. The first strategy is to plot the time paths of the endogenous
variables only qualitatively without defining a parameter set and accordingly, without
declaring numerical values on the axes of the plot. 24 The second strategy is to calculate
in a first step for a given parameter set a baseline solution of the model without any forcing
functions representing the steady-state solution of the model. 25 In a second step, a shock
is introduced by an exogenously determined time path of an exogenous variable, and
the model is going to be simulated numerically for the shock scenario without changing
the initial parameter set. Finally, in a third step, the numerical differences between the
steady-state and the shock scenario solution are calculated and portrayed in charts, often
in the form of percentage deviations from the steady-state baseline result, eliminating
the absolute numerical values of all endogenous variables and providing only information
about the "direction" of the shock's influence on endogenous variables. 26 Accordingly,
calibration models do not intend to generate relevant real-world numerical values like
econometric simulation models based on estimation, but to provide information about
the "direction" endogenous variables are going to follow in case the system is hit by
a shock. Applying this kind of procedure to the present model means that the most
important information provided by the simulations is the question of whether a variable
is increasing or decreasing in the face of a shock, and not which numerical value an
endogenous variable is going to take at a specific moment in time.
Regarding the graphical distinction in the charts between the fixed and the flexible
exchange rate solution of the model, the fixed exchange rate solution is generally plotted
by solid lines, and the flexible exchange rate solution by dotted lines. In case of the
occurrence of a currency crisis, the pre-crisis phase plot is restricted to the fixed exchange
rate solution, and the post-crisis phase plot is restricted to the flexible exchange rate
solution. The time of a speculative attack is graphically determined by the intersection of
the fixed exchange rate path and of the flexible or shadow exchange rate path in case the
pre-crisis state is characterized by the shadow exchange rate being smaller than the fixed
rate, making it unprofitable to attack the currency. 27 In case of a speculative attack, the
log of the stock of foreign reserves In Z (t) is reduced discontinuously to zero.

24 This

procedure can be found for example in Willman (1988), and in Calvo and Vegh {1993).

In terms of the present model, the steady-state solution could have been calculated by assuming the
state of confidence to be zero which would have resulted in constant steady-state values for In s(t) and
In Z(t) and, as a result, in constant steady-state values for all other endogenous variables.
25

26 For

this procedure, see e.g. Montiel, Agenor and Ul Haque (1993), chapter 5.
this procedure, see e.g. Willman (1988), Flood and Garber (1984a), and Agenor, Bhandari and
Flood (1992).
27 For
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6.9
6.9.1

Simulation of Financial Crises as a Cyclical Phenomenon
The Boom Phase

Following the simulation classification given in section 6.7, the first three model simulations refer to the emergence of financial crises as a part of an excessive business cycle
which is going to be subdivided into the boom, the overborrowing and into the bust
phase. The relevant parameter and exogenous variable set, as well as the specific form
of the forcing function for the boom phase simulation are summarized in table 6.2. The
time paths of all 14 endogenous variables as well as the time paths of additional 9 endogenous variables being combinations of the 14 basic endogenous variables are depicted in 23
panels in figures 6.3(a), 6.3(b), and 6.3(c). Though there exist various interdependencies
among the endogenous variables of the model, the following qualitative description of the
plots only highlights the most important causal relationships. Since there is no currency
crisis during the boom phase, i.e. the shadow exchange rate value (dotted line in the
uppermost right panel of figure 6.3(a)) is always smaller than the fixed exchange rate
value (solid line) and even decreasing over time, all plots show the behaviour both for a
flexible (dotted plots), and for a fixed exchange rate system (solid plots). The qualitative
description starts with the fixed exchange rate case and discusses adjacently the differences to a flexible exchange rate system in order to highlight the effect of the choice of
the exchange rate system regarding the generation of financial fragility during the boom
phase.

The Boom Phase Under a Fixed Exchange Rate Regime. The boom phase
is driven by an exogenously increasing state of confidence p according to equation 6.15
(forcing function), and by a positive r28 value according to condition 6.16. The increase in
the state of confidence can be justified (and could have been endogenized) by an increasing
positive difference between the profit and the real lending rater - (j - p) (figure 6.3(a)),
serving as a fundamental indicator for actual profitability. A rising state of confidence
causes, according to equation 6.9, a rise in the log of the demand price of capital In PK
(figure 6.3(a)) and a rise in the log of Tobin's q, In q (figure 6.3(a) ), at a constant log of the
domestic price level In P (figure 6.3(a)) causing zero domestic inflation p (figure 6.3(a)).
As a result, nominal and real interest rates (figure 6.3(b)) coincide under fixed exchange
rates. The constant log of the domestic price level is caused, according to equation 6.1, by
a constant log of the foreign price level In P* and by a fixed exchange rate value Ins. The
rise in the log of Tobin's q stimulates investment demand and thereby the log of output
In Y (figure 6.3(c)) according to equation 6.2, causing an increase in the actual profit rate
r (figure 6.3(a)) according to equation 6.3, leading to a further rise in In PK, lnq, In Y
and again in r. Accordingly, rising profit expectations and rising actual profits cause a
cumulative expansion process in the real sector being subject to rising output, profits and
share prices.
The dynamics on international financial markets amplify and accelerate the expansion
process by a relaxation of external financing conditions, allowing banks to increase the
stock of foreign loans being used to finance domestic firms' increasing external financing
needs due to the expansion in the real sector. Banks' rise in foreign debt finance is caused
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Table 6.2: Parameters, Exogenous Variables, and Forcing Function During the Boom
Phase

Parameters
Yo=
r1 =
d2 =
nwo =

0
0.0001
0.05
300
a= 0.01
</J=

YI= 0.35
T2 8 = 0.75
d3 = 0.02
nw1 =8
io = 2

Y2 =
T3 =
ho=
rpo =
i1 =

0.8
0
40
1

1.4

y3 =
T4 =
h1 =
rp1 =
i2 =

0.8
0
4
0.005
0.105

(=0.Dl
'Y = 0.5
lfi = 0.3
k1 = 2
tr1 = 0.1

To=
d1 =
lh =
k2 =
tr2 =

2
0.03

o

8
0.9

0.3

Exogenous Variables
In P*(t) = 0

&(t) = 0

lnK(t) = 0

lnm(t)=2

lns=20

ia(t) =

o

Forcing Function
PB(t) = PB(0)

+ 1PB t

PB(0) = 0

1PB = 3.5

by an increase in firms' profit rate r which reduces the amount of nonperforming loans,
leading to increasing bank profits and to an augmenting log of banks' net worth In NWBA
(figure 6.3(c)) according to equation 6.7. This increase in banks' net worth lowers on the
one hand the interest rate on foreign loans by a reduction of the risk premium rp (figure
6.3(c)) according to equation 6.8, and increases on the other hand foreign loan inflows
lnLF* (figure 6.3(c)) according to equation 6.6 due to an improved collateral position of
domestic banks.
Increasing capital inflows make monetary authorities decrease the nominal domestic
prime rate ic (figure 6.3(b)), being equal to the real domestic prime rate ic-p, according
to equation 6.14 in order to stabilize the fixed exchange rate by reducing foreign loan
inflows. However, since capital inflows cannot be controlled perfectly by monetary authorities according to equations 6.6 and 6.14, lowering the domestic prime rate is only
able to weaken, but not to stop capital inflows In LF* since the influence of banks' net
worth In NWBA dominates international capital movements. There arise no international
capital flows from short-term bond transactions since the capital flow determining difference between the domestic nominal short-term interest rate on bonds i, being equal to
the real short-term interest rate i - p, and the constant foreign prime rate ic, adjusted by
the constant risk factor a, is always zero according to equation 6.10. Thus, the domestic nominal and real domestic short-term bond rate, i and i - p (figure 6.3(b)), remain
constant at an a per cent higher level than the foreign prime rate.
The balance of payments and the level of the log of international reserves In Z is dominated by the capital account surplus leading to an increasing stock of foreign reserves
In Z (figure 6.3(a)) according to equation 6.13, though the log of the current account
In T is deteriorating inducing a current account deficit. The deteriorating current account
position lnT (figure 6.3(c)) is caused, according to equation 6.12, by an increase in the
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log of domestic output In Y stimulating import demand, whereas there is no influence
of the real exchange rate on the trade balance due to the validity of PPP.
Increasing foreign exchange reserves In Z and a decreasing domestic prime interest
rate ic, causing a rise in the log of the domestic credit component lnH (figure 6.3(c))
due to a reduction of banks' lending costs according to equation 6.5, lead to an increase
in the amount of high powered money lnM = ,lnH + (1 - 1 )lnZ (figure 6.3(c)) and
thereby to an increase in the supply of deposit according to equation 6.4. Though there
is an increase in deposit supply, the nominal interest rate on domestic long-term bonds f,
being equal to the real domestic long-term bond rate f - p, rises (figure 6.3(c)) due to an
increase in deposits demand caused by a rise in the log of output In Y, being larger than
the increase in deposit supply, inducing agents to sell long-term bonds owing to liquidity
needs which lowers market prices on long-term bonds according to equation 6.4. The
rise in the nominal interest rate on long-term government bonds f reduces government
expenditure due to increasing government debt costs, and weakens partly the expansion
of the log of output In Y according to equation 6.2.
A rising stock of deposits induced by declining refinancing costs enables domestic banks
to expand loans to domestic firms by lowering the loan interest rate j, being equal to real
loan rate j - p, (figure 6.3(b)) according to equation 6.11. The expansion of domestic
loans is additionally reinforced by improving collateral values of firms by a rising demand
price of capital In PK, leading to a further decline in the loan rate according to equation
6.11. As there is a total decline in total interest rate costs due to the decline in the loan
rate being larger than the increase in the stock of loans, a falling loan rate j leads to an
increase in firms' profit rater according to equation 6.3, leading to cumulative repetitions
of the expansion process described above.
The Boom Phase Under a Flexible Exchange Rate Regime. Though the simulation of financial crises as a cyclical phenomenon assumes a fixed exchange rate system
to prevail until the occurrence of a speculative attack, it is important to study the effects
of the exchange rate system on the build-up of financial fragility during the boom phase
by comparing the dynamic patterns under fixed and flexible exchange rates. The dotted
lines in figures 6.3(a), 6.3(b), and 6.3(c) illustrate that the boom phase under flexible
exchange rates is characterized by less expansionary effects than under fixed exchange
rates, being caused by the absence of central bank intervention in the foreign exchange
market, weakening high-powered money expansion. Instead of leading to a rise in the log
of the stock of foreign exchange reserves In Z, increasing capital inflows In LF*, which are
induced by the same expansionary mechanism as under fixed exchange rates28 , lead to an
appreciation of the domestic currency, i.e. to a decline in Ins causing domestic deflation
via PPP, as the rise in capital inflows is larger in absolute terms than the rise in the
current account deficit In T in domestic currency, which is induced by the expansion of
import demand. Accordingly, due to the absence of the expansionary effect of increasing
foreign exchange reserves In Z on high-powered money In M, the reduction in the nominal
j and in the real loan rate j - p is less than under fixed exchange rates, leading to a
smaller increase in firms' profit rate r, weakening the increase in the log of the demand
price of capital In PK, in the log of Tobin's q, In q, and in the log of output In Y. A smaller
28 The expansion process is induced by a rise in p, leading to increasing values in In PK, lnq, In Y and
in r, inducing an increase in In NWBA, and causing lnLF* to rise.
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increase in firms' profits leads to a less pronounced increase in banks' net worth In NWBA,
to lower capital inflows In LF*, and to a smaller reduction in the risk premium rp, which
requires a smaller reduction in the domestic prime rate ic having a dampening effect on
the increase in the log of the domestic credit component In H. Rising output In Y and
a less increasing deposit supply requires a larger increase in the long-term bond rate f
than under a fixed exchange rate system. The nominal short-term bond rate i is lower
than under fixed rates owing to exchange rate depreciation, whereas the real short-term
bond rate i - p is identical with the fixed exchange rate case since the deflation and the
depreciation rate coincide. Summing up, a flexible exchange rate system creates a less
pronounced increase in indebtedness of banks and firms under an identical time path of
profit expectations, thereby creating a lesser degree of financial fragility than under fixed
exchange rates.

Sensitivity Analysis. The dynamic solution depicted in figures 6.3(a), 6.3(b), and
6.3(c) is stable for a ±10% variation of all key parameters hr, rp1, nw1, lfr, h, k2, T1, r2,
y2 , and y3 , i.e. the dynamic patterns of all variables do not change. The solution is also
stable for a +20% variation of all key parameters and, except for parameters nw1, lf1,
l2, r- 2, in case of a -20% variation. A -20% variation of parameters nw1, lfr, l2, and r2
generates a boom which ends up in a currency crisis, but not in a banking crisis, due to
a very fast increasing current account deficit leading to a depletion of foreign exchange
reserves In Z, and to a speculative attack.

6.9.2

The Overborrowing Phase and the Upper Turning Point

The set of parameters, exogenous variables, as well as the specific form of the forcing function for the overborrowing process simulation are summarized in table 6.3. In comparison
with the boom phase parameter set given in table 6.2, only the initial value of the state
of confidence Po(0), being larger than the initial value of the boom phase PB(0) according
to equation 6.17, and parameter r-20 , having now a negative sign according to condition
6.18, have different values; all other parameters have the same values as in table 6.2.
The overborrowing process is driven, as the boom phase, by an exogenous increase
in the state of confidence p according to equation 6.17, which could be justified by an
increasing difference between the profit and the real lending rate r-(j-p) (figure 6.4(a)),
though the actual profit rater is decreasing, or even becoming negative (figure 6.4(a)).
Accordingly, the rise in difference r - (j - p), i.e. the reduction of the negative value
of r - (j - p) according to figure 6.4(a), results from the real lending rate j - p (figure
6.4(b)) declining more than the profit rate r. Such a situation in which the actual profit
rate declines or even becomes negative, but profit expectations rise and induce a further
increase in indebtedness by a further relaxation of financial market conditions, is a typical
state of "irrational exuberance". In a state of irrational exuberance, agents' expectations
are mainly driven by chartist behaviour, expecting the past trend to be continued in
the future without any reasonable consideration of fundamental data which indicate a
downward revision of expectations. In the present case, the rising state of confidence p
can be explained by chartist behaviour either without any consideration of fundamental
data, or partly according to a misinterpretation of a decline of the negative difference
r - (j - p) as an indicator of rising future profitability though actual profitability declines.
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By figures 6.4(a), 6.4(b), and 6.4(c), the simulation of the overborrowing process is
subject to a currency crisis taking place at time t = 15.04 when the flexible shadow
exchange rate ln s (uppermost right panel in figure 6.4(a)) hits the fixed exchange rate
ln s, inducing agents to sell domestic currency in huge volumes, and leading to a complete
depletion of foreign exchange reserves ln Z (uppermost left panel in figure 6.4(a)) and
to an abolition of the exchange rate peg. Yet, empirical evidence, as well theory of
financial crises according to chapters 4 and 5 argue that the overborrowing phase of an
excessive business cycle generally is not subject to a currency crisis, occurring only when
profit expectations collapse, or already have collapsed. Furthermore, the post-currency
crisis period is characterized, according to figures 6.4(a), 6.4(b), and 6.4(c), by unrealistic
behaviour of some macrovariables, as e.g. by increasing share prices ln PK and ln q (figure
6.4(a)) and declining nominal and real lending rates j and j - p, though the actual profit
rater (figure 6.4(a)) declines, though the log of banks' net worth ln NWBA (figure 6.4(c))
is subject to a further decline and becomes even negative indicating a severe banking crisis,
and though there are increasing foreign capital outflows lnLF* (figure 6.4(c)) inducing a
sharp increase in the domestic prime rate ic (figure 6.4(b)). These results mainly stem
from the assumption of a further exogenous increase in the state of confidence p after the
occurrence of a speculative attack, being an unrealistic scenario, even according to the
model since the difference r - (j - p) (figure 6.4(a)) is declining, indicating a downward
revision of profit expectations. However, these unrealistic post-currency crisis simulation
results must not be misinterpreted as an indicator for the invalidity of the calibration
model since firstly, the pre-currency crisis results match with the stylized facts described
below, secondly, the simulation highlights the fact that a situation of irrational exuberance
leads to a financial collapse (twin crisis) even if expectations have not yet collapsed, and
thirdly, the simulation indicates that expectations are going to be reversed according to
the difference between the profit and the real lending rate r - (j - p) (figure 6.4(a)).
Summing up, though the simulation of the overborrowing process generates a currency
crisis, it is reasonable to analyze only the pre-currency crisis phase, since the build-up of
financial fragility, being completely ignored by investors, takes place predominantly in the
overborrowing phase being characterized by the absence of any financial distress in the
economy. The collapse of a fixed exchange rate regime follows in most cases a domestic
financial crisis (banking crisis and widespread bankruptcies among firms), being analyzed
in the bust phase simulation, which has been caused by a crash in expectations when
agents have realized that expectations cannot be fulfilled by actual developments.
In the pre-currency crisis phase of the overborrowing process when the economy approaches the upper turning point of the business cycle, the rise in the state of confidence
p causes, according to equation 6.9, a rise in the log of the demand price of capital ln PK
(figure 6.4(a)), and a rise in the log of Tobin's q, lnq (figure 6.4(a)), where the log of
the domestic price level ln P (figure 6.4(a)) remains constant according to PPP, resulting
in zero inflation p (figure 6.4(a)) according to equation 6.1, causing a correspondence of
nominal and real interest rates in the overborrowing phase. However, by equation 6.9, the
rise in the log of the demand price of capital ln PK and in the log of Tobin's q, ln q, requires
that the increase in the state of confidence p is stronger than the fall in the profit rate
r (figure 6.4(a)), having been explained above by a chartist type dominated expectation
formation scheme. The rise in the log of Tobin's q, lnq, stimulates investment demand
and has an expansionary influence on the log of output ln Y though the log of output ln Y
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Table 6.3: Parameters, Exogenous Variables, and Forcing Function During the Overborrowing Phase and at the Upper Turning Point

Parameters
Yo= 0
r1 = 0.0001
d2 = 0.05
nwo = 300
a= 0.01
<p= 0.3

YI= 0.35
r2 0 = -0.9
d3 = 0.02
nw1 = 8
jo = 2

Y2 = 0.8
r3 = 0
ho= 40
rpo = 1
j1 = 1.4

y3 =
r4 =
h1 =
rp1 =

h =

0.8
0
4
0.005
0.105

( = 0.01
= 0.5
lfi = 0.3
k1 = 2
tr1 = 0.1

=2
= 0.03
lh = o
k2 = 8
tr2 = 0.9

Ins= 20

ic(t) =

'Y

r0
d1

Exogenous Variables
In P*(t)

=0

8(t) = 0

lnK(t) = 0

lnm(t)=2

o

Forcing Function
Po(t) = Po(0) +'I/Jot

Po(0) = 5

'I/Jo= 3.5

(figure 6.4(a)) is actually declining according to equation 6.2, due to a large reduction
in government expenditure which is caused by a sharp increase in the long-term interest
rate on government bonds f according to equation 6.4, being explained below. Thus, the
profit rate r declines not only owing to the overborrowing effect represented by a negative
r2 0 value according to equation 6.3, but also by declining output reducing sales revenues.
Accordingly, though the status of the real sector is characterized by declining profits and
sales, share prices continue to rise owing to an unbounded increase in profit expectations,
being characteristic of a state of irrational exuberance.
The reversal of the expansion process in the real sector is reflected in increasing financial tensions among banks due to a rising number of nonperforming loans which are
mainly caused by illiquidity in the firm sector, i.e. by a declining profit rater, but not by
insolvency since collateral values of firms, i.e. the log of the demand price of capital In PK,
are subject to further increases. This contradictory picture of firms' financial status, i.e.
rising illiquidity on the one hand, but rising solvency on the other hand, causes banks in
most cases roll-over loans, or even to expand credit lines for potentially illiquid firms since
their rising collateral values reduce losses by banks in case of firms' default. As a result,
though banks face increasing liquidity failures among firms lowering banks' profits and
the log of their net worth lnNWsA (figure 6.4(c)) according to equation 6.7, banks are
willing to increase credit lines, being reflected in a declining nominal j and real interest
rate j - p on loans (figure 6.4(b)) due to the dominance of the rising collateral value effect
according to equation 6.11, which overcompensates the negative influence of a declining
log of high powered money In M (figure 6.4( c)). However, this relaxation of loan market
conditions leads to an increase in firms' total debt costs since the percentage increase in
the stock of loans is larger than the decline of the loan rate, lowering additionally firms'
profit rater (figure 6.4(a)) owing to the overborrowing effect according to equation 6.3.
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Foreign investors start to withdraw their funds, leading to rising capital outflows
In LF• due to a deteriorating collateral position of banks In NWBA according to equation
6.6, leading to an increase in interest rate costs on foreign loans by a rise in the risk
premium rp according to equation 6.8. Rising capital outflows In LF•, and a rising risk
premium rp cause monetary authorities to increase the nominal prime rate ic, leading
also to an increase in the real prime rate ic-p (figure 6.4(a)), in order to stabilize capital
outflows according to equation 6.14. Yet, since capital outflows cannot be controlled
perfectly due to the dominance of banks' collateral effect according to equations 6.6 and
6.14, a rising capital account deficit leads to a depletion of the log of foreign exchange
reserves In Z, though the log of the current account In Tis improving and even changing
into a current account surplus due to a declining import demand, being caused by a
shrinking log of output In Y. There arise no international capital flows from short-term
bond transactions since the domestic nominal short-term bond rate i, being equal to the
real short-term bond rate i - p (figure 6.4(b)), remains constant at an a per cent higher
level than the foreign prime rate i 0, leading to a zero value of the capital flow determining
interest rate differential i - (ic + a) according to equation 6.10.
An increasing nominal domestic prime rate ic, causing a decline in the log of the
domestic credit component lnH (figure 6.4(c)) by an increase in banks' lending costs
according to equation 6.5, and a shrinking log of foreign exchange reserves In Z, lead
to a declining log of high powered money lnM (figure 6.4(c)), reducing deposit supply
according to equation 6.4. Though deposit demand is reduced by a shrinking log of output
In Y according to equation 6.4, agents are forced to sell domestic long-term bonds due to
an excess demand for deposits which is caused by the deposit supply being reduced to a
larger extent than deposit demand via a reduction of In Y. As a result, the nominal and
the real interest rate on long-term government bonds f and f - p (figure 6.4(b)) rise by
equation 6.4, leading to a reduction in government expenditure which is larger than the
rise in investment demand due to an increase in In q, causing the log of output In Y to
shrink.
Summing up, the overborrowing phase and the upper turning point are characterized
by a chartist expectation formation scheme, leading to increasing share prices and to an
expansion of loans to domestic firms though fundamentals, as the profit rate, output,
banks' net worth, as well as rising capital outflows indicate an unavoidable downturn of
the economy being associated with severe financial distress.

Sensitivity Analysis. The solution is stable within a ±10% variation range of all key
parameters h1, rp1, nw1, lf1, h, k2, r1, r2, Y2, and y3. Except for a -20% decrease in
parameter r 20 , the solution is even stable in a ±20% range. A - 20% decrease in r 20 , being
equivalent to a stronger overborrowing effect, only causes the difference between the profit
and the real lending rate r - (j - p) to decline in the pre-currency crisis period leaving
all other dynamic patterns unchanged. This result indicates that, in case the formation
of profit expectations follows the fundamental r - (j - p) in periods of weak chartist
influence, a rising overborrowing effect causes expectations to switch from optimism to
pessimism, determining the upper turning point and the beginning of the bust phase.
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6.9.3

The Bust Phase

The overborrowing process comes to a halt at the upper turning point of the business
cycle when investors conceive suddenly that profit expectations cannot be realized any
more because of unsustainable high external debt among firms and banks, leading to a
steady deterioration of the liquidity status, and eventually of the solvency status. In most
cases, the downward revision of profit expectations is caused by a small shock, as e.g. the
failure of an important business firm or bank, having the effect of a "wake up call" on
investors. Since investors do not follow fundamental data when forming profit expectations
in the overborrowing phase, the triggering event for collapsing expectations is generally
interpreted as an exogenous shock, being however an endogenous phenomenon since steady
increasing debt costs and declining revenues finally must lead to illiquidity and insolvency.
Accordingly, the triggering event causing a downward revision of expectations is only a
mechanism to reveal widespread financial fragility which has been ignored so far. In an
environment with low financial fragility, the same triggering event would not have caused
a widespread collapse of expectations, since the development of actual profits would have
validated the existing financial structure, and would have indicated no overindebtedness
and widespread potential illiquidity and insolvency. According to the sensitivity analysis
of the overborrowing phase, increasing indebtedness in the model, causing a steady fall in
the profit rater and in the log of banks' net worth In NWBA, engenders finally a downward
revision of expectations in case the overborrowing process is reinforced when the economy
reaches the upper turning point of the business cycle, being a realistic scenario in a
nonlinear real-world dynamic environment as shown in chapters 4 and 5. 29
When the growth in profit expectations comes to a halt, the bust phase is about to
begin whose simulation follows the set of parameters, exogenous variables, as well as the
forcing function summarized in table 6.4. The bust phase is driven by a sharply declining
state of confidence p whose initial value p8 u(O) is the maximum the state of confidence can
reach, and whose negative growth rate is larger in absolute terms than the positive growth
rate of p during the boom and the bust phase according to equation 6.19. Furthermore,
the bust phase is characterized by a loan rate semi-elasticity value with respect to the
stock of loans of E:£,iBu > -1, being reflected in a positive parameter r 2Bu whose value
is greater than in the boom phase r 2 B, reflecting a much less elastic loan demand in the
bust phase according to condition 6.21.
The dynamic patterns of the endogenous model variables depicted in figures 6.5(a),
6.5(b), and 6.5(c) differ, by comparison with the boom and the overborrowing simulation,
with respect to the occurrence of a speculative attack, and with respect to "jumps" of
almost all variables at the moment of speculative attack, whereas the pre-currency crisis
period is almost a mirror image of the boom phase simulation. The pre-currency crisis
period from time t = 0 until the moment of speculative attack at time t = 20.47 is
characterized by a fixed exchange rate at level Ins = 20 (solid line in uppermost right
panel in figure 6.5(a) for 0 < t ::; 20.47), while the post-currency crisis period is subject
to a flexible exchange rate regime starting at Ins = 20 at time t = 20.47 and following
the flexible exchange rate path for t > 20.47 (dotted line in uppermost right panel in
29 Sensitivity analysis of the overborrowing process has shown that a steady fall in r 20 , i.e. a strengthening of overindebtedness, leads to a declining negative value of the difference between the profit and the
real lending rater - (j - p), causing a sharp reduction in the state of confidence pin case expectations
are influenced by the fundamental r - (j - p).
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Table 6.4: Parameters, Exogenous Variables, and Forcing Function During the Bust
Phase

Parameters
Yo= 0
r1 = 0.0001
d2 = 0.8
nwo = 30
a= 0.01
¢= 0.3

YI=
r2 8 u =
da =
nw1 =
jo =

0.35
0.8
0.02
8
2

Y2 =
r3 =
ho=
rpo =
j1 =

0.8
0
40
1
0.45

Ya= 0.8
r4 = 0
h1 = 4
rp1 = 0.005
j2 = 0.105

( =
=
lfi =
k1 =
tr1 =
"f

0.01
0.5
0.3
2
0.1

r0 = 2
d1 = 0.2
lh = o
k2 = 0.8
tr2 = 0.9

Exogenous Variables
In P*(t) = 0

8(t) = 0

InK(t) = 0

lnm(t)=2

Ins= 20

ia(t) =

o

Forcing Function

PBu(t) = PBu(0) + 1PBU t

PBu(0) = 100

1PBU = -5

figure 6.5(a) for t > 20.47). The time paths of the remaining variables under the fixed
exchange rate regime until time t = 20.47 are represented by solid lines, whereas their
post-currency crisis paths are represented by dotted lines. The "jumps" of almost all
endogenous variables at the moment of speculative attack at time t = 20.47, except for
the log of the exchange rate ln s and the log of the domestic price level ln P as to equation
6.1, are originally caused by a sudden and discontinuous decline in the log of foreign
exchange reserves ln Z at time t = 20.47 from In Z > 0 to ln Z = 0 (uppermost left
panel in figure 6.5(a)) leading to a downward jump in the log of high powered money
lnM = 1InH + (1 - 1)lnZ (figure 6.5(c)) causing the remaining variables to change
discontinuously. 30 The following qualitative description of the bust phase depicted in
figures 6.5(a), 6.5(b), and 6.5(c) discusses at first the pre-currency crisis situation, and
afterwards the speculative attack's effects and the post-currency crisis phase.
The Pre-Currency Crisis Phase. The reduction in the state of confidence p by equation 6.19, which can be justified by a declining difference between the profit and the real
lending rate r - (j - p) (figure 6.5(a)), leads to a decline in log of the demand price of
capital In PK (figure 6.5(c)) by equation 6.9, and to a decline in the log of Tobin's q,
lnq (figure 6.5(a)), at a constant log of the price level lnP (figure 6.5(a)), resulting in
zero inflation p (figure 6.5(a)) by equation 6.1. Hence, in the pre-currency crisis phase,
nominal and real interest rate are identical. The fall in the log of Tobin's q, In q, causes a
reduction of investment demand leading to a fall in the log of output In Y (figure 6.5(c))
30 Among the decline in the log of foreign exchange reserves In Z, the decline in the log of high powered
money In M is additionally caused by a discontinuous fall in the log of the domestic credit component
lnH (figure 6.5(c)) due to an upward jump in the domestic prime rate ic (figure 6.5(b)). However, both
the jump in lnM, and the jump in ic, are originally caused by the discontinuous decline in the log of
foreign reserves In Z.
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by equation 6.2. This reduction in sales engenders ceteris paribus a reduction in firms'
profit rater (figure 6.5(a)) by equation 6.3, causing a further decline in the log of the
demand price of capital In PK according to equation 6.9, in the log of Tobin's q, In q, in
the log of output In Y, and thereby again in the profit rater. Thus, the fall in the state of
confidence pleads to a contractionary cumulative process being subject to declining share
prices, declining output, declining profits and deteriorating liquidity positions of firms.
Rising liquidity problems among firms, indicated by a fall in the profit rater, cause a
banking crisis by an increasing amount of nonperforming loans, leading to a reduction in
banks' profits and in the log of banks' net worth In NWBA (figure 6.5(c)) by equation 6.7.
Rising solvency problems among banks lead on the one hand, to an increase in interest
rate costs on foreign loans by an increase in the risk premium rp (figure 6.5(c)) as to
equation 6.8, and on the other hand to a rising growth of capital outflows In LF* (figure
6.5(c)) according to equation 6.6. There are no international capital flows from short-term
bond transactions since the domestic nominal short-term interest rate on bonds i (figure
6.5(b)), being equal to the real short-term bond rate i - p (figure 6.5(b)), always adjusts
instantaneously to guarantee the risk adjusted interest parity condition 6.10 by having a
constant a percent higher value than the foreign prime rate
Rising foreign loan outflows make monetary authorities increase the domestic prime
rate ic (figure 6.5(b)), being equal to the real domestic prime rate ic-P (figure 6.5(b)), as
to equation 6.14 in order to stabilize the capital account. Since international capital flows
cannot be steered perfectly by monetary authorities owing to the dominance of banks'
collateral effect as to equations 6.6 and 6.14, a rising capital account deficit causes the
central bank to intervene in the foreign exchange market by selling foreign reserves In Z
(figure 6.5(a)) according to equation 6.13, though the current account deficit lnT (figure
6.5(c)) improves and reverses into a current account surplus due to the fall in the log
of output In Y by equation 6.12, which however, does not suffice to offset rising capital
outflows.
Declining foreign exchange reserves In Z, and a rising domestic prime rate ic leading
to a reduction of the log of the domestic credit component lnH (figure 6.5(c)), cause a
reduction in high powered money lnM (figure 6.5(c)). This reduction in high powered
money reduces banks' deposit supply as their input factor to create loans, leading to a rise
in the nominal loan rate j (figure 6.5(b)), being equal to the real loan rate j - p (figure
6.5(b)) by equation 6.11. However, the increase in the nominal loan rate j is also driven
by declining collateral values of firms represented by a fall in the log of the demand price
of capital In PK as to equation 6.11. As a result, tightening financial market conditions,
as well as declining collateral values among firms lead to a further cumulative reduction
in firms' profit rate r according to equation 6.3, since the rise in the loan rate is larger
than the percentage reduction in the stock of loans according to condition 6.21.
The reduction in the log of high powered money In M, and accordingly in deposit
supply, leads to an increase in the domestic nominal long-term interest rate on government
bonds f (figure 6.5(b)) by equation 6.4, since the decline in deposit supply is larger than
the decline in deposit demand, being caused by the fall in the log of output In Y, leading
to an excess supply of long-term bonds. This increase in the domestic nominal Jong-term
bond rate f, being equal to the real long-term bond rate f - p (figure 6.5(b)), causes a
reduction in government expenditures, and thereby a further cumulative reduction in the
log of output In Y by equation 6.2.

ic.
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Speculative Attack and Post-Currency Crisis Phase. An actual and expected
rise in the flexible shadow exchange rate Ins (figure 6.5(b)), caused by the capital account deficit being larger in absolute terms than the current account surplus according to
equation 6.13, makes foreign exchange market participants attack the domestic currency
by buying the entire stock of foreign exchange reserves In Z at time t = 20.47 when it
holds that Ins = Ins. Attacking the domestic currency is profitable from an investor's
viewpoint as the acquired stock of foreign reserves In Z can be sold later at a much higher
exchange rate value Ins. This discontinuous reduction in the log of foreign exchange
reserves lnZ (figure 6.5(b)) leads to a downward jump in the log of high powered lnM
(figure 6.5(c)) which induces a discontinuous rise in the nominal long-term interest rate
on bonds f (figure 6.5(b)), causing a discontinuous reduction in government expenditures
and in the log of output In Y by equation 6.2. This downward jump in the Jog of output
In Y causes a discontinuous reduction in sales, and therefore in firms' profit rater (figure
6.5(a)) by equation 6.3. Suddenly rising liquidity problems among firms induce a stock
market "crash", being represented by downward jumps in the log of the demand price
of capital In PK (figure 6.5(a)) by equation 6.9, and in the log of Tobin's q, lnq (figure
6.5(a)), which is however dampened by an increase in the log of the price level In P (figure 6.5(a)) by equation 6.1, causing inflation lnp (figure 6.5(a)) to jump from zero to
a positive value. Consequently, all increases in nominal interest rates are dampened by
increasing inflation. The drop in the log of Tobin's q, In q, causes a further deterioration
of the cumulative contractionary process by a sudden decline in investment demand, a
further discontinuous drop in the log of output In Y, in the log of the demand price of
capital In PK, and in firms' profit rate r.
The decline in firms' profit rate r leads to a rise in the amount of nonperforming
loans, being reflected in a downward jump in the log of banks' net worth In NWBA (figure
6.5(c)) as to equation 6.7, intensifying the banking crisis. It must be noted that banks'
net worth also drops suddenly by the increase in foreign debt due to the devaluation,
which is however not incorporated in the model. Declining net worth of banks leads to a
discontinuous rise in capital outflows In LF* (figure 6.5(c)) by equation 6.6 and to a sudden
rise in the risk premium rp (figure 6.5(c)) according to equation 6.8. Since the central
bank cannot intervene any longer in the foreign exchange market and the flexible exchange
rate moves continuously, the sudden increase in the capital account deficit requires a
sudden increase in the current account surplus lnT (figure 6.5(c)) in order to equalize the
balance of payments according to equation 6.13 for which it holds that In Z = 0. In order
to stabilize risk-adjusted international short-term bond interest rate parity, the domestic
short-term bond rate i (figure 6.5(b)) has to increase discontinuously by the expected and
constant depreciation rate Ins by equation 6.10. As monetary authorities are assumed
to stabilize capital flows by interest rate pegging under flexible exchange rates as well,
the sudden rise in capital outflows In LF* and in the risk premium rp requires an upward
jump in the domestic prime rate ic (figure 6.5(b)) by equation 6.14, which however, does
not stop capital outflows and a further depreciation of the home currency due to the
dominance of banks' collateral effect by equations 6.6 and 6.14.
The drop in the domestic prime rate ic, causing a drop in the log of domestic credit
lnH (figure 6.5(c)), the drop in foreign exchange reserves lnZ, as well as the drop in the
log of the demand price of capital PK make banks increase discontinuously the nominal
loan rate j (figure 6.5(b)) by equation 6.11. This sudden increase in the nominal loan rate
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j leads to a further drop in the profit rate r according to equation 6.3, and as described
above, to a further deterioration of the cumulative contractionary process.
All real interest rates of the model, namely the real loan rate j - p, the real domestic
prime rate ic - p, the real short-term interest rate on bonds i - p, and the real long-term
interest rate on bonds/ - p (all depicted in figure 6.5(b)), are also subject to a discontinuous upward jump since the increase in inflation p does not suffice to overcompensate
the rising nominal interest rate effect in order to reduce real interest rates. The difference between the profit and the real lending rater - (j - p) (figure 6.5(a)) also drops
discontinuously indicating a further drop in expectations.
The post-currency crisis period is characterized by a further deterioration of the
macroeconomic situation due to a further declining state of confidence and due to a rising exchange rate. Accordingly, the dynamic patterns of all endogenous variables in the
post-currency crisis period can be explained by the same mechanisms of the pre-currency
crisis period and by the effects of a collapsing exchange rate having already outlined in
detail above.

Sensitivity Analysis. The simulation results are stable within a ±10% variation of all
key parameters h 1, rp 1, nw 1, lfi, ]2, k2, r1, r2, Y2, and y3. Except for a +20% increase
in parameters nw 1 and l/ 1 , the solution is even stable within a ±20% variation range.
A +20% rise in parameters nw 1 and lfi leads to a twin crisis at first, but afterwards to
a recovery of the economy despite a decrease in the state of confidence p. This result
can be explained by an improving balance of payments situation due to a rising current
account surplus after the speculative attack, leading to a depreciation of the exchange
rate according to equation 6.13. The decline in the log of the exchange rate Ins leads to a
decline in the log of the price level In P by equation 6.1, thereby increasing Tobin's q, In q,
by overcompensating the contractionary effect of a decline in the state of confidence p on
the log of the demand price of capital In PK. The rise in the log of Tobin's q, In q, leads
to a rise in investment demand, output, share prices, profits, and capital inflows, leading
to a relaxation of financial market conditions and thereby to a macroeconomic expansion.
This result is a typical (but unrealistic) example of an expansionary devaluation though
the economy is subject to a twin crisis.

6.10

Simulation of Financial Crises Caused by an Adverse Foreign Interest Rate Shock

The following simulation demonstrates the emergence of a systemic financial crisis caused
by a negative foreign interest rate shock and excludes the build-up of endogenous financial fragility. The relevant parameter and exogenous variable set, as well as the forcing
function of the exogenous shock simulation are summarized in table 6.5. The simulation
is driven, following mainstream theory having been outlined in sections 4.5 and 5.5, by an
exogenously increasing foreign prime rate i 0 according to equation 6.23. In order to be
comparable with the boom-bust simulations, the present simulation assumes an identical
loan rate semi-elasticity with respect to the stock of loans as the bust phase simulation
in section 6.9.3, i.e. it holds that C:L,iF = C:L,isu > -1, implying r2F = r2 8 u > 0 according
to condition 6.25. Assuming a very inelastic loan demand is consistent with the stylized
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facts in periods of sudden and large financial tightening, since external finance of longterm investment projects cannot be reduced instantaneously without causing immediate
illiquidity, but adjusts only gradually. To rule out profit expectation effects, the state of
confidence PF is assumed to be zero throughout the analysis according to condition 6.24.
Table 6.5: Parameters, Exogenous Variables, and Forcing Function During an Adverse
Exogenous Foreign Interest Rate Shock
Parameters
Yo=
TJ =
d2 =
nw0 =
a=
</J=

0
0.0001
5
30
0.01
0.3

YI=
T2F =
d3 =
nw1 =
io =

0.35
0.8
2
5
2

Y2 =
T3 =
ho=
rpo =
i1 =

0.8
0
20
1
0.0012

y3
T4
h1
TP1
j2

=
=
=
=
=

0.8
0
4
0.005
0.105

( =
,=
lfi =
k1 =
tr1 =

0.01
0.5
0.3
2
0.1

To= 2
d1 = 3
lh =0
k2 = 8
tr2 = 0.9

Exogenous Variables
In P*(t) = 0

o(t) = o

lnK(t) = 0

lnm(t) = 2

Ins= 20

PF(t) = 0

Forcing Function

ic(t) = ic(0)

+ xt

ic(0) = 0

x=5

The dynamic patterns of all endogenous variables depicted in figures 6.6(a), 6.6(b),
and 6.6(c) are almost identical with those of the bust phase simulation. The pre-currency
crisis period is characterized by a fixed exchange rate ln s = 20 from time t = 0 until
the moment of speculative attack at time t = 9.16 (solid line in uppermost right panel
in figure 6.6(a) for 0 < t :e; 9.16), whereas the post-currency crisis phase is subject to a
flexible exchange rate having an initial value of Ins= 20 at time t = 9.16, and following
the flexible exchange rate path for t > 9.16 (dotted line in uppermost right panel in
figure 6.6(a) fort > 9.16). The time paths of the remaining variables are characterized
by solid lines for the pre-currency crisis phase and by dotted lines for the post-currency
crisis phase. At the moment of speculative attack at time t = 9.16, all variables, except
for the log of the exchange rate Ins and the log of the price level ln P, are subject to a
jump which is caused originally by a discontinuous decline in the log of foreign exchange
reserves from ln Z > 0 for t < 9.16 to In Z = 0 at the moment of speculative attack at
time t = 9.16, leading to a downward jump of the log of high powered money In M, and
resulting in jumps of all other endogenous variables. 31 The qualitative description of the
panels in figures 6.6(a), 6.6(b), and 6.6(c) starts with the pre-currency crisis phase and
continues with the effects of the speculative attack and the post-currency crisis period.
31 Though the discontinuous reduction in the Jog of high powered money lnM (figure 6.6(c)) is additionally caused by a downward jump in the Jog of the domestic credit component lnH (figure 6.6(c)),
having its origin in an upward jump in the domestic prime rate ic (figure 6.6(b)) by equation 6.5, all
jumps, though mainly influenced by the downward jump of the Jog of high powered money lnM, are
originally caused by the discontinuous decline in the log of foreign exchange reserves In Z.
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The Pre-Currency Crisis Phase. The increase in the foreign prime rate i 0 according
to equation 6.23, makes monetary authorities increase the domestic prime rate ic (figure
6.6(b)) by equation 6.14, in order to prevent capital outflows and to support the fixed
exchange rate. The steady rise in the foreign prime rate i 0 causes also a steady increase
in the domestic nominal short-term interest rate on government bonds i (figure 6.6(b)) in
order to guarantee the risk adjusted interest rate parity given by equation 6.10. There arise
no capital outflows from international short-term bond transactions since the nominal
short-term bond rate i, being always a percent higher than the foreign prime rate i 0,
adjusts instantaneously, leaving the capital flow determining interest rate differential i a - i 0 = 0 unchanged.
The rise in the domestic prime rate ic reduces the log of the domestic credit component
In H (figure 6.6(b)) as to equation 6.5, causing partially a reduction in the log of high
powered money lnM (figure 6.6(c)) which is also reduced by a fall in the log of foreign
exchange reserves In Z being explained below. The drop in the log of high powered money
In M causes a reduction of deposit supply requiring either a fall in the log of output In Y, or
a rise in the nominal short-term bond rate i, or a rise in the nominal long-term bond rate
/, or some other combinations which reduce deposit demand. In the present case, deposit
market equilibrium as to equation 6.4, is restored by a reduction in the log of output
In Y (figure 6.6(c)), by an increase in the nominal short-term interest rate on bonds i
induced by the rise in the foreign prime rate i 0 (figure 6.6(b)), and by a decrease in the
nominal long-term bond rate/ (figure 6.6(b)) running counter partly to deposit market
equilibrium by increasing deposit demand and boosting output by increasing government
expenditures as to equation 6.2. The rise in the short-term bond rate i leads to fall in
the log of the demand price of capital In PK (figure 6.6(a)) according to equation 6.9, and
to a decline in the log of Tobin's q, lnq (figure 6.6(a)) as to equation 6.9 at a constant
log of the price level In P (figure 6.6(a)) and zero inflation p (figure 6.6(a)), implying a
correspondence of all nominal and real interest rates. The fall in the log of Tobin's q,
lnq, reduces investment demand and the log of output lnY (figure 6.6(a)) by equation
6.2, though there is an expansionary effect on output by the fall in the nominal long-term
bond rate/ increasing government expenditure. However, in the present case, the decline
in investment demand due to a reduction in Tobin's q dominates, resulting in an overall
reduction in the log of output In Y.
The reduction in the log of output In Y causes a decline in sales revenues, leading to
a reduction in firms' profit rater (figure 6.6(a)) and to a deterioration of firms' liquidity
status by equation 6.3. Arising difficulties in fulfilling payment commitments causes a
rising number of nonperforming loans, reducing banks' profits and the log of banks' net
worth lnNW8 A by equation 6.7, and marking the beginning of an unavoidable banking
crisis. Declining collateral values with banks increase on the one hand interest rate costs
on foreign loans by an increasing risk premium rp (figure 6.6(a)) as to equation 6.8, and
induce on the other hand a rising growth of capital outflows lnLF* (figure 6.6(a)) by
equation 6.6. Though domestic monetary authorities follow foreign monetary policy by
maintaining the risk adjusted interest rate parity condition 6.14, they cannot avoid a rising
growth of capital outflows due to the dominance of banks' collateral effect according to
equations 6.6 and 6.14. Rising loan outflows and an increasing capital account deficit
lead to a declining log of foreign exchange reserves lnZ (figure 6.6(a)) by equation 6.13,
despite an increasing current account surplus lnT (figure 6.6(c)) induced by the fall in
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the log of output In Y by equation 6.12, which however, cannot offset the widening capital
account deficit.
A declining amount of the log of high powered money In M and a declining log of the
demand price of capital In PK, indicating rising solvency problems among firms, make
banks increase the domestic nominal loan rate j (figure 6.6(c)) by equation 6.11, which
leads to a further reduction in firms' profit rater and to a deterioration of firms' liquidity
position. The decline in the profit rater causes a further reduction in the log of Tobin's q,
lnq, in the log of output In Y, and again in the profit rater. Rising bankruptcies among
firms aggravate banks' solvency status and lead to further capital outflows and to further
declining foreign exchange reserves.
Summing up, a rising foreign prime rate causes a cumulative contractionary macroeconomic process leading eventually to the occurrence of a twin crisis. Though state of
confidence effects have been ruled out, a declining negative difference between the profit
and the real lending rater - (j - p) (figure 6.6(c)) indicates that, in case profit expectations followed the fundamental r - (j - p), the cumulative downward process would be
deteriorated by collapsing profit expectations.

Speculative Attack and Post-Currency Crisis Phase. Foreign exchange market
participants attack the domestic currency when the rising flexible shadow exchange rate,
which is induced by the capital account deficit being larger in absolute terms than the
current account surplus by equation 6.13, equals the fixed exchange rate value at time
t = 9.16, and is expected to appreciate further. The discontinuous reduction in the log of
foreign exchange reserves lnZ (figure 6.6(a)) at time t = 9.16 causes a downward jump
in the log of high powered money lnM (figure 6.6(c)) and, as a result, in deposit supply.
Deposit market equilibrium is restored partially by an upward jump in the nominal shortterm bond rate i (figure 6.6(c)) to the amount of the constant expected depreciation rate
of the domestic currency Et[ln s] = Ins, in order to offset excess supply of short-term
bonds. The constant depreciation rate of the domestic currency causes a smooth increase
in the log of the domestic price level lnP (figure 6.6(c)) by equation 6.1, and an upward
jump in the inflation rate p (figure 6.6(c)) from zero to a constant positive value. Thus, all
jumps in nominal interest rates are larger than jumps in real interest rates. The upward
jump in the nominal short-term domestic bond rate causes a downward jump in the log
of the demand price of capital lnPK (figure 6.6(a)) as to equation 6.9, and in the log
of Tobin's q, lnq (figure 6.6(a)). The decline in Tobin's q leads to a sudden drop in
investment demand, reducing the log of output In Y (figure 6.6(c)), though the downward
jump in the nominal long-term bond rate f (figure 6.6(b)) leads to a partly compensating
discontinuous increase in government expenditures by equation 6.2. However, as already
described in the pre-currency crisis phase, the decline in investment demand is larger
in absolute terms than the increase in government expenditure, causing a drop in the
log of output In Y. Summing up, though the downward jump in the nominal long-term
bond rate f runs counter to a reduction in deposit demand, deposit market equilibrium is
restored by a rising nominal short-term bond rate i and by a decline in the log of output
In Y according to equation 6.4.
The sudden drop in sales revenues causes a further drop in the profit rater, aggravating
firms' liquidity and solvency problems, and increasing the amount of nonperforming loans
which reduces banks' profits and the log of banks' net worth In NWBA (figure 6.6(c)) by
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equation 6.7. This deterioration of banks' collateral induces on the one hand an upward
jump in lending costs on foreign loans by a sudden increase in the risk premium rp
(figure 6.6(c)) as to equation 6.8, and causes on the other hand a discontinuous increase
in the growth of loan outflows lnLF* (figure 6.6(c)) by equation 6.6. Though monetary
authorities try to stabilize capital outflows by a discon n\miliFtincrease in the domestic
prime rate ic, leading also to a downward jump in the log of the domestic credit component
In H (figure 6.6(c)) as to equation 6.5, rising capital outflows cannot be avoided due to the
dominance of banks' net worth effect according to equations 6.6 and 6.14. A largely rising
capital account deficit causes a further appreciation of the log of the flexible exchange rate
Ins (figure 6.6(a)) according to equation 6.13, in spite of a discontinuous increase in the
current account surplus lnT (figure 6.6(c)) as to equation 6.12 induced by a downward
jump in the log of output In Y, which however, cannot offset rising capital outflows.
The downward jump in the log of high powered money In M, as well as the downward
jump in the log of the demand price of capital In PK, makes banks increase discontinuously
the nominal loan rate j (figure 6.6(c)) by equation 6.11. This increase in lending costs
results in a further decline in firms' profit rate r, aggravating liquidity and solvency
problems, leading to more nonperforming loans and to an amplification of the domestic
banking crisis. This sudden deterioration of banks' solvency status leads to further capital
outflows, further tightening of international and financial market conditions, and to a
deterioration of the cumulative contractionary process.
All real interest rates in the model, i.e. the real loan rate j - p, the real domestic prime
rate ic - p, the real short-term bond rate i - p, as well as the real long-term bond rate
f - p (all depicted in figure 6.6(b)), are also subject to discontinuous jumps, which are
however much smaller than the jumps in nominal rates due to a relatively large increase
in domestic inflation p. If state of confidence effects were considered in the model, and
profit expectations followed the difference between the profit and the real lending rate
r - (j - p), the macroeconomic contraction induced by the speculative attack would be
aggravated additionally by a drop in profit expectations as indicated by the downward
jump in r - (j - p) (figure 6.6(a)). Summing up, a currency crisis generally magnifies the
cumulative contractionary macroeconomic process induced by an exogenous rise in the
foreign prime rate
The post-currency crisis period is subject to a further macroeconomic contraction due
to a further rise in the foreign prime rate i 0 and in the log of the exchange rate Ins. All
endogenous variables, except for the log of the exchange rate Ins, the log of the price level
In P, and the log of foreign exchange reserves In Z, are subject to the same time patterns
as during the pre-currency crisis phase and can be explained by the proceedings during
the pre-currency crisis phase, and by the effects of the speculative attack having been
outlined above.

ic.

Sensitivity Analysis. The simulation results are stable within ±10% variation range
for all key parameters h1, rp1, nw1, lfi, j2, k2, r1, r2, Y2, and Ya• Except for a +20%
variation of parameters nw 1, lf1, 12 , k2, r2, y2 , and Ya, the solution is even stable within a
±20% range. A +20% increase of parameters nw 1, lf1, l2, k 2, r 2 , y2, and Ya leads at first
to a twin crisis, i.e. the parameter results are stable for the pre-currency crisis period,
but then to a macroeconomic expansion in the post-currency crisis phase. This recovery
effect can be explained, like in the bust phase sensitivity analysis, by an improvement in
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the balance of payments leading to a depreciating log of the exchange rate In s and to a
declining log of the price level In P by equation 6.1. The steady fall in the log of the price
level In P leads to a rise in Tobin's q which stimulates investment demand, output, firms'
and banks' profits, capital inflows, and leads to a general relaxation of financial market
conditions.
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Figure 6.3: Simulation of the Boom Phase
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Figure 6.3: Simulation of the Boom Phase (continued)
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Figure 6.3: Simulation of the Boom Phase (continued)
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Figure 6.4: Simulation of the Overborrowing Phase and the Upper Turning Point
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Figure 6.4: Simulation of the Overborrowing Phase and the Upper Turning Point (continued)
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Figure 6.4: Simulation of the Overborrowing Phase and the Upper Turning Point (continued)
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Figure 6.6: Simulation of a Foreign Interest Rate Increase
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Figure 6.6: Simulation of a Foreign Interest Rate Increase (continued)
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Figure 6.6: Simulation of a Foreign Interest Rate Increase (continued)
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Chapter 7
Conclusion
The present approach to financial crises offers both new perspectives for economic theory
and alternative recommendations for economic policy which are discussed briefly in the
following sections 7.1 and 7.2.

7 .1

New Perspectives for Economic Theory

The comparison of the model results in chapters 4, 5, and 6 with the stylized facts of
financial crises, having been set out in chapter 3, demonstrates clearly that the present
approach to financial crises corresponds much better to the stylized facts than standard
models having been reviewed in sections 4.5 and 5.5. This better performance is due
to the introduction of innovative methods and concepts which have not been considered
yet by most standard models. The following discussion highlights the most important
innovations of the present approach in comparison with standard approaches, and ends
with some proposals for further lines of research.
Regarding the major innovations of the present approach to financial crises, there are
six issues to be highlighted. Firstly, the present approach does not follow the general
polarization into models of exogenous financial crises on the one hand, and models of
endogenous financial crises on the other hand, but provides a synthesis by demonstrating
that financial fragility is an endogenous phenomenon which can be observed during each
business cycle, but which can only induce a systemic financial crises if there is an exogenous
positive shock to expectations. Thus, the present approach points out, in contrast to
exogenous shock-driven models, that financial strains are not extraordinary exogenous
events, and, in contrast to endogenous financial crisis models, that capitalist market
economies are cyclically stable in spite of an endogenous build-up of financial fragility
during the boom phase of business cycles.
Secondly, the present approach may possibly help both to prevent, and to predict
financial crises much better than in the past, as it links general economic theory, i.e.
economic analysis during tranquil times, with the theory of financial crises in a new way,
by arguing that a certain degree of financial fragility is a part of "normal" economic life,
and that financial crises have to be considered as a variant, or extreme form of general
economic theory. By way of contrast, mainstream exogenous shock-driven models view the
theory of financial crises as an isolated extra part, because financial crises are considered
as pathologies which do not fit general economic theory. As a result, mainstream theory is
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built on two different theories, one for tranquil times and one for financial crises' periods,
which are not compatible. Endogenous financial crisis models represent the other extreme
by arguing that there is no distinction between tranquil periods and financial crises since
capitalist systems are inherently financially unstable, implying that there is no theory for
tranquil periods.
Thirdly, the present approach employs a promising kind of expectation formation
scheme which overcomes the existing polarization into rational expectations on the one
hand, and chartist-fundamentalist expectations on the other hand, by arguing that expectations are rational in the long-run, and that short-run expectations are driven both
by an assessment of economic fundamentals and by general market sentiment. This synthetic approach to the formation of expectations provides a good theoretical explanation
of fluctuations in profit expectations and asset prices over the business cycle, and stresses
the empirical fact that macroeconomic activity is driven to a large extent by self-fulfilling
expectations giving rise to cumulative upward and downward processes. Furthermore, this
synthetic approach emphasizes that economic models should not be based completely on
the rational expectations hypothesis, and that long-run rational expectations equilibria
are only theoretical reference points which cannot be attained in the long-run, as expectations persistently fluctuate around these equilibria.
Fourthly, the present approach is based on a sophisticated financial structure with
many assets and argues, in contrast to exogenous shock-driven and neoclassical mainstream models, that the financial structure is a crucial determinant of real economic
activity and financial stability, as it determines aggregate liquidity, solvency, profits, and
thereby whether financial constraints become binding or not, even in the long-run. Consequently, the general conclusion of neoclassical standard analysis that both money, and
the financial structure are irrelevant in the long-run, has to be rejected. Furthermore,
the present approach stresses the influence of financial intermediaries on aggregate economic activity and financial stability, not only in periods of financial distress, but also
during tranquil periods, being neglected by standard neoclassical and Keynesian economic
theory.
Fifthly, the present approach points out that both tranquil business cycles and financial crisis cycles are driven by an endogenous interaction of profit expectations and the
financial structure of an economy. Moreover, the present approach highlights the fact
that notwithstanding the existence of a stationary steady state, capitalist economies are
only cyclically stable in the long-run, and do not converge to a stationary steady state.
Consequently, long-run economic analysis should be based more on non-linear dynamic
mathematical models than on linear ones.
Sixthly, the model structure of the present approach is much more complex than the
model structures of standard approaches to financial crises, especially with respect to
the number of parameters and endogenous variables, and with respect to the number of
transmission mechanisms between the real and the financial sphere of an economy. Furthermore, the present approach contains major financial and real indicators as variables
and parameters which are used in empirical business cycle analysis and in empirical financial crises' analysis. Consequently, in order to derive meaningful and useful results
from theoretical models which can be applied to real-world phenomena, model structures
have to be much more complex than models structures of standard approaches, as the
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explanation and the prediction of financial crises is a multidimensional phenomenon which
influences almost all real sector and financial sector variables of an economy.
Though the present approach to financial crises represents an innovation in financial
crisis modelling, it is subject to four major drawbacks which should be starting points
for further research. Firstly, though the nonlinear dynamic general function models in
chapters 4 and 5 are able to explain the emergence of endogenous business cycles and financial crises, they cannot provide exact information on the time paths of all endogenous
variables, as well as on the transitional dynamics. One possible solution, as outlined in
section 6.1, is to calibrate or to simulate general function models. However, simulations
of complex models are often impossible due to the lack of relevant empirical data, and
calibration techniques of nonlinear general function models have to be approximated by
linear and exogenous shock-driven models in order to remain formally tractable. Accordingly, future research on business cycles and financial crises should concentrate on
the development of quantitative methods to simulate, or to calibrate complex nonlinear
dynamic systems.
Secondly, though the synthesis of the rational expectations hypothesis and market
sentiment-driven expectations provides a good approximation to the formation of realworld expectations, it provides no formal conditions for the turning points of expectations.
Such formal conditions could be empirically estimated and used to predict business cycle
turning points, changes in asset price behaviour, and financial crises. Consequently, future
research should focus more on formal methods to quantify the real-world formation of
expectations.
Thirdly, notwithstanding the fact that the present approach emphasizes the endogenous character of indebtedness, as well as its influence on financial stability, there is no
distinction between fluctuations in short-term and long-term indebtedness. In order to be
consistent with the stylized facts, future models should be able to show the overproportional rise in short-term indebtedness during the upswing by the introduction of a term
structure of interest rates.
Fourthly, the present approach neglects the phenomenon of contagion which could be
investigated by multi-country models with interdependent expectation dynamics. Furthermore, future research should be able to distinguish between contagion induced by
real factors, and by financial factors.

7.2

Policy Recommendations

This section elaborates policy recommendations which are based on the model results of
chapters 4, 5, and 6. The following discussion is subdivided in three paragraphs, analyzing
policy measures to prevent, to predict, and to manage financial crises.
Crisis Prevention. The present approach argues that financial crises are caused by
exogenous positive shocks to expectations inducing an unsustainable build-up of financial
fragility by excess volatility in asset prices, overborrowing and overinvestment. As a result,
policy measures to prevent financial crises have to limit the increase in domestic and
foreign indebtedness during the boom phase, as well as the overshooting process in profit
expectations. As indebtedness and profit expectations are mutually dependent, policy
measures which are designed to limit the increase in debt finance, e.g. by the imposition
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of additional external financial constraints, also limit the rise in profit expectations, as a
lower degree of both domestic and foreign indebtedness implies lower investment, lower
actual profits, lower net worth positions, lower asset prices, and thereby a less pronounced
chartist-type behaviour of agents. In the same way, policy measures which are designed
to limit the increase in profit expectations also limit the increase in indebtedness, as lower
profit expectations imply lower asset prices, lower collateral values, and thereby a lower
degree of indebtedness.
Respecting policy measures to limit the increase in domestic and foreign indebtedness
during the boom phase, the present approach offers four recommendations. Firstly, the
valuation of assets serving as collateral has to be based on international standardized
valuation methods which determine the value of an asset by its underlying fundamentals
and risks, and not by its current market price. This fundamental collateral value has to
be equal to the maximum of level of indebtedness which however, has to be additionally
positively dependent both on lenders' and borrowers' net worth. That is, if both the lender
and borrower do not fulfill certain minimum net worth standards, the actual amount of
debt finance has to be lower than the fundamental collateral value. To put it differently,
higher indebtedness requires both a higher fundamental collateral value, and a higher net
worth of the borrower and the lender. However, in order to be effective, these standardized
asset valuation methods and minimum net worth standards have to refer not only to onbalance sheet items, but also to off-balance sheet assets and debts as the rapid growth of
derivative markets in the past decades indicates an increase in the weight of off-balance
assets and debts in balance sheets of the corporate and the financial sector. 1 Further
prerequisites for the efficient functioning of standardized asset valuation methods and
minimum net worth standards are the introduction of international accounting standards,
rigorous disclosure requirements, effective international supervision and regulation of firms
and financial institutions, and effective means of enforcement which could be achieved
e.g. by the introduction of an international bankruptcy court. A first step to prevent an
overvaluation of collateral values, excessive risk taking and overlending is the introduction
of international minimum capital adequacy standards for the financial sector by the new
Basel Capital Accord (Basel II), forcing financial institutions to evaluate risks in their
portfolios, and limiting the amount of lending by the degree of collateral risk, as higher
risk taking requires an increase in net worth. However, one main disadvantage of the
Basel II accord, contradicting the recommendation made above, is the fact that financial
institutions are allowed to evaluate their risk exposures by internal ratings, i.e. there are
no general international rules for risk assessment being valid for all financial institutions.
Consequently, the degree of financial stability is largely dependent on subjective risk
perceptions of financial institutions.
Secondly, notwithstanding the fact that international financial market regulation in
the form of asset valuation methods and minimum capital adequacy standards is an indispensable precondition for crisis prevention, it cannot replace domestic financial market
regulation and supervision, since in a world of integrated financial markets, international
1 The breakdown of LTCM in 1998, having almost Jed to a breakdown of the entire U.S. banking
system which could be only prevented by effective lender of last resort interventions by the Federal
Reserve, has demonstrated that unregulated trading in off-balance sheet assets and debts of a single
financial institution can lead to an unsustainable build-up of financial instability, being able to induce a
collapse of an entire domestic financial system which possibly spreads out to the international financial
system. For the emergence of systemic risk due to off-balance sheet transactions, see also appendix C.
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financial stability can be only achieved by domestic financial stability. Accordingly, excessive overborrowing and financial crises can be only prevented if there is an effective
domestic supervision and regulation of domestic financial institutions, being based on international standards, and accounting for special features of domestic financial markets.
Thirdly, domestic and international financial market supervision and regulation have
to be also a necessary ingredient of financial liberalization policies. Fast financial sector
and capital account liberalization without standardized asset valuation methods, minimum net worth standards, safety nets, proper accounting standards, government supervision, etc., lead inevitably to excessive overborrowing and financial crises. By way of
contrast, gradual and supervised liberalization processes are a robust basis for financial
sector and economic development, and generate much higher welfare in the long-run than
fast and unregulated financial liberalization policies. Furthermore, to limit large fluctuations in capital flows being associated with financial liberalization policies especially in
emerging market countries, short-term portfolio flows should be limited in the early liberalization period, e.g. by the introduction of a Tobin tax, or even by temporary capital
controls, whereas long-term foreign direct investments should be encouraged.
Fourthly, moral hazard has to be limited by transferring the risk associated with an
investment project entirely back to the investor. In order to limit overborrowing in foreign currency, implicit or explicit government guarantees to support fixed exchange rate
regimes have to be abandoned. Lacking guarantees and a higher degree of exchange rate
flexibility make investors hedge against foreign exchange risk and reduce risky investment
projects. Furthermore, the International Monetary Fund has to abandon its policy of
bailing out private international investors by the provision of rescue packages in case of a
crisis. However, a bailing-in policy of the private sector requires also that the International
Monetary Fund refrains from promoting widespread and quick financial sector and capital
account liberalization combined with stabilization policies which induce moral hazard. In
order to prevent overborrowing and excessive risk taking by domestic financial systems,
government guarantees for financial institutions regarded as too big to fail have to be
abandoned. However, in order to be successful, this policy measure requires a restructuring of domestic financial markets transforming narrow oligopolies into competitive market
structures. As long as this transformation is not completed, too-big-to-fail policies should
not be abandoned since a failure of only one of the most important financial institutions
can trigger a systemic financial crisis. 2
Regarding policy measures to limit the overshooting of profit expectations during the
boom phase, the present approach recommends a monetary policy approach which does
not only stabilize inflation and output, but also profit expectations via a stabilization of
the level of asset prices when they are too volatile, i.e. when there is excess volatility
caused by unrealistic profit or unrealistic inflation expectations as outlined in sections
2 Though government guarantees in the form of too-big-to-fail policies, as well as in the form of bail
out policies by the International Monetary F\Jnd have not been considered explicitly by general function
models in chapters 4 and 5, their inclusion in the dynamic version of the models would induce both an
additional rise in the state of confidence parameter p in the boom phase due to the government's promise
to bear losses in case of default (inducing also an additional rise in the debt-asset ratios A and A•), and
an additional decline in the bust phase when government guarantees are going to be suspended (inducing
also an additional decline in the debt-asset ratios A and A•). In graphical terms, the introduction of
government guarantees would give rise to financial crises' cycles with much larger amplitudes than those
in figures 4. 7, 5. 7 and 5.8.
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2.3.4 and 2.3.5. However, stabilizing asset prices when they are too volatile does not
imply that monetary authorities should target specific levels of asset prices as there are
also fundamentally justified movements in asset prices, which can be caused e.g. by
general productivity shocks. Rather, central banks should prevent large misalignments
in asset prices giving rise to an enormous increase in financial instability. It has to be
emphasized that central banks should not only prevent asset prices from overshooting
during boom phases, but also from undershooting during bust phases, being discussed in
more detail below.

Crisis Prediction. The high incidence of financial crises in the post Bretton Woods
era has led to the development of empirical early-warning systems of currency, banking,
and twin crises by central banks, domestic and international regulation authorities, and
research departments of private and official institutions to predict future crises, or even
to prevent them by emergency measures. 3 However, past experience with these earlywarning systems has shown that in most cases they are only useful to register financial
crises, but not to predict future financial crises.
This poor record can be explained partly by the fact that the choice of leading indicators of early-warning systems is generally based on empirical studies of the stylized
behaviour of macroeconomic variables during periods of financial distress which do not
consider balance sheet indicators. 4 The present approach however, has demonstrated that
especially balance sheet variables are very good leading indicators of financial distress,
as profit expectations, asset prices and real economic activity generally tend to follow
the actual behaviour of liquidity, and profit variables. As a result, the performance of
early-warning systems could be improved considerably by the inclusion of balance sheet
data of a large number of firms and financial institutions.
Another reason for the limited predictive power of early-warning systems may be
the fact that they do not consider explicitly misalignments of asset prices, reflecting
the misalignment of profit expectations. The present approach has pointed out that
especially stock prices are a very good indicator for the state of profit expectations,
which are also a leading indicator, as financial market and real sector variables tend
to follow changes in expectations. Consequently, the predictive power of early-warning
systems could be improved considerably by developing quantitative methods determining
the degree of misalignment of asset prices, being a leading indicator of overborrowing and
overinvestment.
Crisis Management. It should be a ground rule for crisis management that in case of
a financial crisis, domestic and international authorities should avoid costs for those which
did not cause the crisis, and to call those into account having contributed to the build-up
of financial fragility by overborrowing and overlending. Consequently, crisis managers
should generally minimize economic costs in the form of output losses, bankruptcies and
unemployment, high inflation or deflation, and high interest rates, as these costs predominantly hit the entire population of a crisis country, while only a small fraction of the
3 Examples of early-warning systems can be found in International Monetary Fund (1998a), chapter
IV, Kaminsky and Reinhart (1998, 1999), and Glick and Hutchinson (1999).
4 Following the terminology of section 3.4, these kinds of studies have been labelled as studies of the
first class.
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population and, especially in emerging market crises, foreign investors caused the crisis.
This ground rule implies firstly, that domestic monetary and fiscal policies should prevent
a crisis economy from slipping into a deep depression, and secondly, that international
authorities, and especially the International Monetary Fund, should refrain from bailing
out private investors generally, as well as from standing aside and letting nature run its
course in case a country has been hit by a crisis.
Regarding the management of financial crises by domestic monetary policy, the present
approach offers four recommendations which are consistent with the ground rule discussed
above. Firstly, central banks should generally act as an efficient lender of last resort by
short-run liquidity supports to still solvent financial institutions in order to prevent a
breakdown of the domestic financial system. Secondly, monetary policy should guarantee the efficient functioning of domestic deposit insurance systems to prevent widespread
banking panics. Thirdly, monetary policy should be expansionary to stabilize profits,
liquidity, net worth positions, and thereby profit expectations, asset prices, output and
the price level. By way of contrast, if monetary policy does not react quickly on collapses
in asset prices by lowering interest rates, or even becomes contractionary, it reinforces
the economic downturn, as there is no stabilization of the drop in liquidity positions,
profits, net worth positions, asset prices, output and inflation, which validates investors
pessimistic profit expectations and induces a further deterioration of the cumulative downward process. Fourthly, following the recommendation of expansionary monetary policy
in case of a financial crisis, monetary policy under fixed exchange rates should not follow
the generally adopted rule to increase interest rates sharply in case of a crisis in order
to stabilize foreign and domestic investors' confidence, and thereby the fixed exchange
rate by limiting capital outflows. Historical experience has demonstrated that contractionary monetary policy under fixed exchange rates in case of a crisis does not restore
confidence, but undermines confidence as predicted by the present approach, as higher
interest rates lead to further collapses in asset prices, liquidity positions, profits, net worth
positions, leading to further capital outflows and deteriorating the economic downturn.
Consequently, to prevent a collapse of fixed exchange rate regimes and a subsequent debt
explosion due to a high stock of foreign debt, monetary authorities should make use of
temporary capital controls, or a high short-run taxation of short-term portfolio outflows
to stabilize domestic profits, asset prices, output and the exchange rate, which stabilizes
foreign investors' confidence and reduces capital outflows.
Respecting the management of financial crises by domestic fiscal policy, the present
approach provides two recommendations. Firstly, the main aim of fiscal policy in case of
a crisis should be to stabilize profits, liquidity positions, net worth positions, asset prices
and output by a large fiscal expansion, increasing aggregate demand, output and profits.
However, a stabilization of profits by budget deficit financing can be only successful in
case the size of the government sector is big enough to ensure that a drop in private
investment can be completely offset by an increase in government expenditures, implying
that policies which reduce the role of the state to minimum should be abandoned. Consequently, the generally adopted fiscal policy rule to cut government expenditures in case of
a financial crisis to restore investors' confidence is as counterproductive as contractionary
monetary policy, since it deteriorates the cumulative contraction following the collapse
of asset prices. Secondly, budget deficits to stabilize profits should be offset by budget
surpluses in expansionary phases which also serve to prevent crises as they constrain ag-
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gregate demand. Otherwise, rising deficits in case of a crisis may possibly undermine
investors' confidence and deteriorate the economic downturn. Consequently, an efficient
crisis management by fiscal policy requires a sound fiscal management during tranquil
times aiming at a long-run balanced fiscal budget.
Respecting the management of financial crises by domestic and international financial
market regulation authorities, the present approach recommends three policy measures.
Firstly, in case of a crisis, insolvent financial institutions should be closed immediately to
avoid widespread bank runs due to asymmetric information. However, this policy measure requires that insolvent financial institutions can be clearly distinguished from still
solvent institutions which is only possible with international accounting standards and
rigorous disclosure requirements. Secondly, regulation bodies should refrain from a strict
enforcement of capital adequacy standards in case financial institutions do not fulfill minimum capital standards but are still solvent, in order to prevent further disintermediation
effects which deteriorate the economic downturn. Thirdly, to dampen the adverse effects
of currency crises in case of large foreign debt stocks, the International Monetary Fund
should not offer general rescue packages to bail out private investors, but should use its
funds as an international lender of last resort in cooperation with central banks to avoid
bankruptcies of still solvent financial institutions by short-run liquidity supports in foreign
currency.
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Appendix A
Tobin's q-Theory of Investment
Tobin's q is defined as the ratio of the real market value of physical capital goods MV,.
to the real reproduction or real replacement costs of those goods v;., being equal to the
ratio of the nominal market value of physical goods MV = MV,. P to the nominal value
of replacement costs of those goods V = v;. P, where P denotes the price level. Formally,
Tobin's q is given as
MV,.
MV
q=--=-.

v;.

V

In case the market value of existing capital goods, which are traded e.g. in the stock
exchange, is larger than replacement costs, i.e. if it holds that q > 1, then the rate of
investment (Tobin 1969, p. 143), denoting the speed at which investors want to increase
the capital stock, is positive, since buying new capital goods at replacement costs is
cheaper than buying already existing capital goods at the stock exchange. By way of
contrast, if the market value of capital goods is smaller than replacement costs, i.e. in
case it holds that q < 1, the rate of investment is negative, because buying already
existing capital goods at the stock exchange is cheaper than buying new capital goods at
replacement costs. As a result, according to Tobin's q-theory of investment, the investment
function, expressing the "desired" or "demanded" rate of investment I/ K = k / K = k,
being equal to the growth rate of the capital stock, where I denotes real investment and
K the real capital stock, is positively dependent on q. Hence, one possible form of a
q-investment function could be expressed formally as

where 1r > 0 is a positive constant. Thus, if q < 1 then J/ K < 0, if q > 1 then I/ K > 0,
and if q = 1 then I/ K = 0. This positive correlation between the rate of aggregate
investment and the market value/replacement cost ratio has been also emphasized by
Keynes who wrote,
. . . The daily revaluations of the Stock Exchange, though they are primarily
made to facilitate transfers of old investments between one individual and another, inevitably exert a decisive influence on the rate of current investment.
For there is no sense in building up a new enterprise at a cost greater than
that at which a similar existing enterprise can be purchased; whilst there is an
inducement to spend on a new project what may seem an extravagant sum, if
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it can be floated off on the Stock Exchange at an immediate profit (Keynes,
1936 {1936}, p. 151}.

In order to specify a q-investment function, variables determining Tobin's q, i.e. variables determining the real market value MV,. and real replacement costs V,. of physical
capital assets, have to be identified. The real market value of capital goods at time
t, MVr(t), is determined by discounting expected real earnings at future times s 2': t,
x:(s), by a real discount factor zk representing investors' "required" real rate of return
for holding physical assets, i.e. formally it holds that

J
00

=

MV,.(t)

x:(s)e-•K(•-tlds.

t

The discount rate ZK is not the long-term government bond rate, or the interest rate on
long-term corporate bonds, but a rate which is appropriate for the valuation of future
earnings, containing the risk and uncertainties of business firms' cash flows. Real replacementor real reproduction costs of physical capital assets at time t, V,.(t), are determined
by discounting expected real earnings at times s 2': t, x:(s), by the marginal efficiency of
capital Z (internal rate of return, or real profit rate on physical assets), i.e. formally it
holds that

J
00

V,.(t)

=

x:(s) e-Z(s-t)ds.

t

Assuming a constant value of expected real earnings for all periods s 2': t, i.e. x:(s) = x•,
the real market value, real replacement costs and Tobin's q, all at time t, are defined as

MV,.(t)

x•
= -,
ZK

V,.(t)

=

x•

i'

X'

( ) _ MV,.(t) _ ';; _ !_
q t - V. ( ) - x• rt
T ZK .

As a result, Tobin's q, and therefore the rate of aggregate investment is positively dependent on the ratio of the current profit rate to the risk-adjusted discount rate investors
require to hold physical assets.
In order to obtain a relationship between the rate of return relation Z / ZK, and the
relation of stock prices to the general price level, Tobin's q can be alternatively determined
by defining the nominal market value at time t, MV(t), of existing capital goods K as

MV(t)

= PK(t) K(t),

where PK(t) denotes the current market price of physical assets at time t, i.e. the so-called
demand price of capital, which can be approximated by actual stock prices. By way of
contrast, new capital goods are valued at their nominal replacement costs, i.e. by the
so-called supply price of capital being equal to the current price level P(t); as a result, the
nominal value of new capital goods valued at replacement costs at time t, V(t), is defined
as

V(t)
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= P(t) K(t).
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Consequently, Tobin's

q

can be alternatively expressed in nominal terms as
q

(t)

= MV(t) = Px(t) K(t) = Px(t)
V(t)

P(t) K(t)

P(t) '

stating that q, and thereby the rate of investment, is positively influenced by the ratio of
capital goods' market prices (stock prices) to the general price level. Putting all definitions
together and neglecting time t, Tobin's q is given by

MV,

MV

Z
zx

Px

q=--=-=-=-.

v;.

V

P

For the q-theory of investment and empirical investigations, see e.g. Brainard and Tobin
(1968), Tobin (1969, 1975, 1978), Tobin and Buiter (1976, 1980), Tobin and Brainard
(1977), Blanchard (1981), Blanchard, Rhee and Summers (1993).
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Appendix B
Financial Constraints in Perfect
Capital Markets
This section provides an example of financial constraints in perfect capital markets under
Walrasian equilibrium theory to intertemporal decisions of economic agents. Despite the
fact that the specific forms of financial constraints in intertemporal maximization models
depend on assumptions, model structures, etc., they are all based on the concept of
intertemporal solvency of agents which can be best illustrated by the following simple
example 1 of an intertemporal maximization problem in an open economy with a free and
perfect international capital market, reading as: Find a sequence of consumption levels
Ct, Ct+!, ... that maximizes utility Ut of a representative agent over an infinite planning
horizon lasting from date t to T --> oo, being specified by
00

Ut

= L,B•-tu(C.),

0<

s=t

/3 < 1,

(B.l)

subject to the two constraints

( 1 )
L
- -1 . ) s-t C. + T-oo
lim -1 - .
s=t 1 +
+
00

(

tr

T

i,

Ft+r+1

= (1 + i,)Fi + L
00

•=t

(

-1 +-1 . ) s-t Y,,
t,

lim ( -1-. )T Ft+T+I 2'. 0,
r-oo 1 + t,

(B.2)

(B.3)

where /3 denotes the subjective discount or time-preference factor being constant over
time, i, the real interest rate for borrowing or lending in the (perfect) international capital
market being also assumed to be constant over time, Y. income at the end of periods, C.
consumption at the end of periods, Ft the value of the economy's initial net foreign assets
at time t, and limr- 00 (l+i,)-TFt+T+I the discounted present value of the economy's net
foreign assets at the end of the (infinite) planning horizon. Note that net foreign assets
in any periods, F., can also take a negative sign, i.e. -F., denoting net foreign debt in
period s. The change in net foreign assets over period s, i.e. F.+1 - F., is equivalent to
the current account over periods, CRA., being defined as
CRA,
1 This

= F,+1

- F,

= Y,

- C. + i,Fs,

(B.4)

example is a modified version of Obstfeld and Rogoff (1999), pp. 715-721.
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i.e. as the difference between income and consumption in period s, plus interest income on
net foreign assets in case F, > 0, or less interest payments on foreign debt in case F, < 0 in
period s; note that constraint B.2 is obtained by rearranging the current account identity
B.4.
The maximization problem B.l is subject to the two intertemporal financial constraints
B.2 and B.3, where constraint B.2 is the intertemporal budget constraint, having being
derived, as aforementioned, from the current account identity B.4, and B.3, the inequality constraint, the no-Ponzi-game condition. Regarding constraint B.2, the expression
I::t{l + ir)t-•(Y. - C,) represents the present value of aggregate savings, being equivalent to the present value of the trade balance and thereby to the present value of net
output the economy transfers to foreigners during the planning period from t to T --+ oo.
As a result, the present value of net wealth of the domestic economy at time t, PNWt, is
composed of the initial value of foreign assets or debt (1 + ir)Ft and the present value of
aggregate savings during the planning period, i.e. formally it holds that
00

PNWt = (1

+ ir)Ft + L)Y. - C,).

(B.5)

s=t

Equation B.5 corresponds, according to constraint B.2, to the discounted present value of
net foreign assets or debts at the end of the planning period in T --+ oo, i.e. it holds that

PNWt

1 . )T Ft+T+i
= T-oo
lim (
1 +Zr

(B.6)

where PNWt and limT-oo(l +ir)-TFt+T+I can be positive, zero or negative.
In case the present value of net wealth is positive or zero, i.e. in case there exist net
foreign assets or no foreign assets at the end of the planning period (Ft+T+I ~ 0), being
formally described by

P NWt

=

1 . ) T Ft+T+I
lim ( T-oo 1 + Zr

~ 0,

implying

- (1 + ir)Ft ~

L• (Y. - C,), (B.7)
00

s=t

then, the domestic economy is said to be intertemporally solvent. By way of contrast, if
the present value of net wealth is negative, i.e. if there exists net foreign debt at the end
of the planning period (Ft+T+I < 0), being formally described by

PNWt = lim ( -1-. )T Ft+T+I < 0,
T-oo 1 + Zr

implying

- (1 + ir)Ft >

00

L(Y. - C,), (B.8)
s=t

then, the domestic economy is said to be intertemporally insolvent.
The intertemporal solvency conditions B.7 and B.8, having been derived by wealth
considerations above, are a combination of the two financial constraints B.2 and B.3
of the initial maximization problem. As a result, the intertemporal solvency condition
B.7 can be alternatively derived by inserting the no-Ponzi-game condition B.3 into the
intertemporal budget constraint B.2, which results in the intertemporal solvency condition

-(1 + ir)Ft
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(B.9)

implying limT-oo(l + ir)-T Ft+T+l 2 0. Intertemporal solvency arises, according to equation B.9, either by a positive present value of the trade balance which is greater than or
equal to the initial value of foreign debt (where Ft < 0, implying that -(1 + ir) Ft > 0),
or by a negative present value of the trade balance which is in absolute terms smaller
than or equal to the initial value of net foreign assets (where Ft > 0, implying that
-(1 + ir) Ft < 0). 2 Accordingly, intertemporal insolvency arises in case the present value
of what the economy produces exceeds or is equal to the present value of its consumption,
i.e. in case the present value of the trade balance is positive or zero. 3
By way of contrast, the intertemporal insolvency condition B.8 can be obtained in
case the no-Ponzi-game condition B.3 is violated, i.e. in case
1 . )T Ft+T+l < 0.
lim ( T-oo 1 + lr

(B.10)

As a result, insertion of the violated no-Ponzi-game condition B.10 into the intertemporal budget constraint condition B.2 yields the intertemporal insolvency condition, being
formally given by

-(1

+ ir)Ft >

t C: iJ

(Y, - C,).

(B.11)

Accordingly, intertemporal insolvency can arise, according to inequalities B.11 and B.8,
either from a positive present value of the trade balance which is smaller than the initial
value of foreign debt (where F1 < 0, implying that -(1 + ir) Ft > 0), or from a negative
present value of the trade balance which is smaller than initial value of net foreign assets
(where Ft > 0, implying that -(1 + ir) F1 < 0). 4 Both cases imply that the domestic
economy is intertemporally insolvent since the present value of net wealth P NWt is negative, corresponding to a violation of the no-Ponzi-game condition B.3, i.e. formally in
both cases it holds that

PNWt = lim ( -1-. )T Ft+T+l < 0.
T-oo 1 + lr
Accordingly, intertemporal insolvency arises in case the present value of what the economy consumes exceeds the present value of its output by a positive amount which never
converges to zero, i.e. in case the present value of the trade balance is negative. 5 As a
2 Another, but trivial condition for intertemporal insolvency arises in case of a positive present value
of the trade balance being combined with initial net foreign assets, resulting in a steady increase in net
foreign assets.
3 This statement may be confusing because it has been stated that intertemporal solvency can also
arise in case of a negative present value of the trade balance which is however smaller than the initial
value of net foreign assets. However, the initial value of net foreign assets can be interpreted as an initial
trade balance surplus which is larger than the present value of future trade balance deficits which results
in an overall positive present value of the trade balance.
4 As it was the case with intertemporal solvency, another, but also trivial condition for intertemporal
insolvency arises in case of a negative present value of the trade balance which is combined with initial
foreign debt.
5 Note that an initial value of debt can be interpreted as an initial trade balance deficit which can be
larger than the present value of future trade balances surpluses, resulting in an overall negative present
value of the trade balance.
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result, in case the domestic agents "play" a Ponzi-game, the domestic economy borrows
continually to meet interest payments on foreign debt, which grows at least at the international interest rate ir, and does not repay debt by reducing consumption below income,
i.e. by trade balance surpluses. From the viewpoint of foreign creditors, the domestic
economy is intertemporally "overindebted" or bankrupt due to the inability to repay debt
which means a costless transfer of resources from foreigners to domestic agents.
The solution of the maximization problem B.1 requires, according to constraints B.2
and B.3, that the domestic economy has to remain intertemporally solvent either by a
positive stock of net foreign assets or by zero net foreign assets at the end of the planning
period. However, assuming a positive stock of net foreign assets at the end of the planning
period would imply a costless transfer of resources of the domestic economy to foreigners,
or, to put it differently, bankruptcy of the foreign economy. As a result, in order to rule
out domestic as well as foreign bankruptcy, implying that all resources are used up at the
end of the planning period, the no-Ponzi-game condition B.3 has to be modified into the
transversality condition
(B.12)
which is one in four conditions which are necessary and sufficient for optimality. The
transversality condition implies that only the equality version of the intertemporal solvency condition B.9, i.e.
-(1 + ir)Ft

=

f (-+
•=t

1

1- . ) (Y. - C.),

(B.13)

ir

can guarantee an optimum. The necessary first-order condition for maximizing Ut with
respect to consumption is given by the intertemporal Euler-equation

u'(C,)

= (1 + ir) ,Bu'(C,+1),

(B.14)

where u'(C.) denotes marginal utility from consumption in periods, and (1 +ir).Bu'(C.+i)
marginal utility from future consumption in s + 1 by reducing period s consumption and
lending it for one period which is converted into (1 + ir) units of period s + 1 consumption
raising utility in periods, U., by (1 + ir).Bu'(Cs+1)- The Euler equation states that at
utility maximum, both quantities have to be equal, i.e. that the consumer cannot gain
from feasible shifts of consumption between periods. 6 Thus, for the present maximization
problem, conditions B.14, B.4 (or equivalently B.13), and B.12 are necessary and sufficient
for optimality.

6 A special cases arises if it holds that fJ = (1 + q- 1 , i.e. in case the subjective discount factor equals
the market discount factor, which leads to the modified Euler condition u'(C,) = u'(C.+il, stating that
the consumption path is flat due to the wish to smooth consumption over the entire lifetime.
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Appendix C
An Example of Off-Balance Sheet
Thansactions
There are numerous off-balance sheet transactions and investment strategies with a broad
range of risk and return objectives. To illustrate the extremely high risk, but also the
enormous profit opportunities associated with investments in contingent assets and claims,
the following example refers to a very prominent off-balance sheet investment strategy
used by banks, hedge funds 1 and other financial institutions, being called "short-selling
strategy".
Financial institutions engaging in short-selling do not want to hedge against risk, but
to take risk deliberately and to profit from market volatility. The term "short-selling"
is a bit misleading since the short-selling strategy involves both a selling-position (shortpositions) and a buying-position (long-positions). The aim of opening a short-position,
being also labelled as baisse speculation, is to profit from future dropping asset prices. By
way of contrast, the aim of opening a long-position, being labelled as hausse speculation,
or to bull the market, is to profit from future rising asset prices.
The short-selling strategy involves the sale of an asset A (short-position) such as bonds,
equities or foreign exchange, the vendor does not own, implying that asset A which is to
be sold has to be borrowed firstly by another market participant with the promise of
delivering it back at maturity date in the future at a given price. After having borrowed
asset A at a given interest rate, the vendor sells asset A and receives funds which are
used to buy another asset B (long-position) which is expected to raise in price, or which
simply serves to earn a secure return to minimize potential losses, or to increase profits
from the short-position. At maturity date when the investor has to deliver back asset A,
the investor sells asset B and uses the funds to repurchase asset A in the market to deliver
it back to the lender. The net earnings from the short-selling transaction are the selling
price of asset A less the buying price of asset A, less borrowing costs for borrowing asset
A, plus the selling price of asset B less the buying price of asset B, plus interest earnings
from asset B. Neglecting asset A's borrowing costs and asset B's interest earnings, the
1 There is no standard definition of hedge funds, but they can be described as pooled investment vehicles
which are organized privately, administered by professional investment managers, not generally available
to the public, and resident offshore for tax and regulatory purposes. Their legal status allows them,
in contrast to mutual and pension funds, to engage in short-term, risky and leverage-based investment
strategies. For an overview of hedge funds, see Eichengreen and Mathieson (1998), pp. 42-54, The
President's Working Group on Financial Markets (1999), pp. 23-27, and de Brouwer (2001), pp. 18-31.
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short-selling strategy generates profits if (1) the short-position asset A drops in price,
if (2) the long-position asset B rises in price, or if (3) both situations coincide. Losses
emerge if (1) the short-position asset A rises in price, if (2) the long-position asset B falls
in price, or if (3) both situations coincide.
To illustrate the short-selling strategy by a concrete example 2 , consider a hedge fund
manager expecting a devaluation of the Thai bath in the next three months which is
currently 30 bath per US-$. Suppose that bath can be borrowed in the three-month swap
market at an annual interest rate of 10% which have to be repaid in three months at the
current exchange rate of 30 bath per US-$. It is assumed that the hedge fund manager
borrows 30 billion bath in the swap market for three months, i.e total borrowing costs
in bath amount to 30 • 109 bath • (10%/4) = 750,000,000 bath. Afterwards, the hedge
fund manager sells the 30 billion bath in the spot foreign-exchange market at 30 bath per
US-$ and receives 1 billion US-$ and creates thereby a short-position of 1 billion US-$.
In order to minimize losses, or to earn further profits, the hedge fund manager opens a
long-position by buying a three-month US security with an annualized interest rate of 6%
and with a fixed nominal value, i.e. total returns in three months from holding the US
security amount to 1 -10 9 US-$ • (6%/4) = 15,000,000US-$.
To illustrate both the risk and the profit opportunities, consider two different scenarios
in three months at maturity date. Scenario 1 is characterized by an actual devaluation
of the bath from 30 bath per US-$ to 40 bath per US-$, i.e. at maturity date the official
exchange rate is 40 bath per US-$. Scenario 2 is characterized by a revaluation of the
bath, e.g. to regain credibility of international investors, from 30 bath per US-$ to 20
bath per US-$, i.e. at maturity date the official exchange rate is 20 bath per US-$.
According to scenario 1, the hedge fund manager is going to sell at maturity date
the US-security and receives 1 billion US-$ which are used to buy bath, but now at
an exchange rate of 40 bath per US-$; that is, the manager receives 40 billion bath,
where 30 billion bath are used to repay the debt and 10 billion bath are profits resulting
from the bath's devaluation. The hedge fund manager's total earnings measured in US$ consist of (1) the capital gain resulting from the bath devaluation which amounts to
10 · 109 bath • 0.025 US-$/bath = 250,000,000 US-$, (2) less bath borrowing costs which
amount to 750,000,000 bath· 0.025 US-$/bath = 18,750,000 US-$, (3) plus interest earnings from the US security which amount to 15, 000, 000 US-$, resulting in total profits of
246, 250, 000 US-$.
According to scenario 2, the hedge fund manager also sells at maturity date the USsecurity and receives 1 billion US-$ which are used to buy bath, but now at an exchange
rate of 20 bath per US-$; that is, the manager receives only 20 billion bath, but has to
repay 30 billion. Accordingly, the manager incurs a loss from the revaluation because she
has to buy additionally 10 billion bath to repay debt. The hedge fund manager's total
earnings measured in US-$ consist of (1) the capital loss resulting from the bath devaluation which amounts to 10 • 109 bath • 0.05 US-$/bath = 500,000,000 US-$, (2) less bath
borrowing costs which amount to 750,000,000 bath • 0.05 US-$/bath = 37,500,000 US-$,
(3) plus interest earnings from the US security which amount to 15,000,000 US-$, resulting in a total loss of -522, 500, 000 US-$ which can lead very quickly to bankruptcy since
hedge funds generally work with low capital due to the fact that funds theoretically do
not need any capital of their own to engage in short-selling transactions.
2 This
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Summing up, off-balance sheet transactions are subject to extremely high risk which
generally cannot be observed by market participants and financial market regulators owing
to two reasons. Firstly, off-balance sheet transactions are not reflected in on-balance sheet
positions according to standard accounting rules, implying that there is no possibility to
assess solvency and liquidity risk via changes in on-balance sheet positions. Regarding
the short-selling example, the hedge fund's balance sheet does not contain an asset and
a corresponding liability because the 30 billion bath are borrowed and immediately sold,
though the fund is subject to a huge exposure. Secondly, companies engaging in offbalance sheet transactions generally do not reveal information about their off-balance
sheet exposures, and usually publish only their on-balance sheet leverage. Accordingly,
the lacking overview of risk associated with off-balance sheet transactions has the potential
to adversely affect the stability of the entire financial system, as e.g. the LTCM debacle
in the U.S. in 1999 which threatened the stability of the entire U.S. banking system, and
which could be resolved only by massive lender of last resort interventions by the Federal
Reserve.
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Appendix D
Forward vs. Backward Looking
Variables and Solutions of General
Dynamic Rational Expectations
Models
D.1

Forward and Backward Solutions of Linear Differential Equations

The dynamic behaviour of rational expectations models, as well as the uniqueness or
nonuniqueness of rational expectations equilibria is dependent on the one hand, on the
ratio of the number of unstable and stable roots, and on the other hand, on the ratio of the number of forward and backward looking variables. Forward and backward
looking variables differ with respect to their dynamic behaviour and require distinct solution methods in order to obtain solutions which are consistent with real-world economic
behaviour. 1 This section analyzes in a first step general solution procedures of stable
and unstable differential equations which are applied in the following section to dynamic
systems containing forward and backward looking variables.
In order to describe general solutions of dynamic systems, consider a first-order linear
differential equation in the variable x (t) in the form of

x(t)

= ox(t) + ,z(t),

(D.l)

where z(t) is an exogenous function of time (which is also sometimes referred as a forcing
function), and oand, are constants. To solve this differential equation is to express x(t)
as a function of current, future and past values of z(t) (solution of the nonhomogeneous
equation), and as a function of the initial value x(O) when the system begins its evolution
over time (solution of the homogenous equation).
The particular integral, or nonhomogeneous solution of a differential equation given
by equation D.l can be solved forward as well as backward. The backward solution of the
1 See

e.g. Blanchard (1979a) and (1979b).
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particular integral of equation D.l reads as
t

x(t)

j e<H)Hlz(k)dk,

=1

(D.2)

-oo

whereas the forward solution of the particular integral of equation D.l is given by

j e<t-k) z(k)dk.
00

x(t)

=-1

6

(D.3)

t

Accordingly, the particular integral of any differential equation can be theoretically solved
forward as well as backward. However, in order to guarantee convergence of a differential
equation, it is illustrated in a few moments that unstable systems are generally solved
forward and stable systems backward. 2
The Stable Case: 8 < 0. If parameter 8 is assumed to be less than zero in equation
D.1, the solution of the homogenous function is stable and reads as

x(t)

= Ae6t.

(D.4)

Accordingly, the general solution of equation D.l solving the particular integral backward
is represented by

J
t

x(t) = 1

e<k-t)Hlz(k)dk + Ae6t,

(D.5)

-oo

whereas the general solution solving the particular integral forward is given as

f

00

x(t)

=-1

e<t-k)•z(k)dk + Ae6t.

(D.6)

t

As the reader may verify, in case 8 < 0, the particular integral being solved backward
is convergent, and the particular integral being solved forward is divergent. Yet, it is
important to note that this statement is only valid if the forcing variable z(t) is "wellbehaved", that is, it does not change at too high or low an absolute rate. Pathological
cases in which z(t) is not well-behaved are ruled out throughout the further analysis.
Since convergence of the particular integral is not reached by solving it forward, stable
dynamic systems are solved backward. The definite or particular solution is obtained by
solving first for the arbitrary constant A in equation D.5 by using an initial condition on
variable x(t), x(0), at time t = 0, and afterwards by substituting A back in equation D.5.
The Unstable Case: 8 > 0. If parameter 8 is assumed to be greater than zero in
equation D.l, then, according to equations D.2 and D.3, the particular integral being
solved backward is divergent, whereas the particular integral being solved forward is
2 This general rule also applies to discrete dynamic systems containing difference equations, being
discussed in Obstfeld and Rogoff (1999), pp. 726-731.
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convergent. As a result, in order to guarantee dynamic stability of the long-run steadystate value, unstable systems are generally solved forward looking with respect to the
particular integral. The general solution of equation D.l for o > 0 reads as

J
00

x(t) = -"'!

e<t-k) 5z(k)dk

+ Ae5t,

(D.7)

t

where the definite or particular solution is obtained again by solving for constant A
by using an initial condition for variable x(t), x(0), at time t = 0, being followed by
backwardsubstitution of A in equation D.7. Though the particular integral of equation
D.7 is convergent, the time path of x(t) is dynamically unstable for any value other than
A = 0. Accordingly, in order to guarantee convergence of an inherent unstable system,
the particular integral has to be solved forward, and the influence of the solution of the
homogenous equation has to be ruled out by imposing the condition A = 0.
Most economic models containing forward looking variables, rational expectations and
continuous market clearing lead to unstable differential equations and to general solutions
as in equation D.7. However, though these models imply unstable dynamic behaviour, it is
reasonable to assume the solution paths in most cases to be convergent, since time paths
observed in practice are unlikely to lead to dynamic instability. As a result, economic
models which would result in unstable time paths due to o > 0, are often restricted to
the particular integral, being solved forward looking, by imposing the condition A =
0. Specifically economic models dealing with asset prices very often lead to dynamic
instability by the emergence of self-fulfilling speculative asset-price bubbles which are
caused by the divergence of the solution of the homogenous equation. These models
generally rule out such self-fulfilling bubbles by imposing the condition A = 0, meaning
that asset prices are assumed to be determined entirely by fundamentals, i.e. by the
particular integral of the differential equation, which however, has to be solved forward
looking. Yet, it is possible that there arise situations in which the particular integral may
not converge leading to an infinite number of stable bubble solutions in case the forcing
function is not well-behaved; however, as already mentioned, these cases are ruled out
throughout the further analysis.

D.2

The Leibnitz Rule: Differentiating a Definite Integral

In order to study forward and backward looking variables and their differential equation
versions, it is necessary to understand the link between an ordinary linear differential
equation and its integral solution of the non-homogenous function (particular integral).
The particular integral solution can be transformed into its ordinary differential equation form by differentiating the particular integral with respect to time according to the
Leibnitz rule being discussed in the following.
Consider a function K(x) which is described by

J
b(x)

K(x)=

F(t,x)dt,

(D.8)

a
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where K(x) depends on the integral of function F(t,x) which is dependent on x and t,
where t takes values from a to b(x) so that tis also a function of x. The derivative dK/dx
is obtained by using Leibnitz rule stating that

=J
b(x)

dK
dx

Fx(t,x)dt+F[b(x),x]b'(x). 3

(D.9)

a

When lower and upper limits are exchanged so that K(x) is described by

J
a

K(x)=

F(t,x)dt,

(D.10)

b(x)

then applying Leibnitz rule in order to obtain dK/dx results in

J
a

:

=

Fx(t,x)dt- F[b(x),x]b'(x). 4

(D.11)

b(x)

D.3

Backward and Forward Looking Variables

From a mathematical perspective, the time path of a backward looking, predetermined,
or sluggish variable is a continuous function of time at all points, i.e. its initial value is
predetermined by its past evolution. By way of contrast, the time path of a forward looking, nonpredetermined, or "jump" variable is free to move discontinuously at appropriate
points, i.e. its initial value is not predetermined by the past and can jump discontinuously if new information becomes available. To put it differently, the influence of past
forcing-variable levels is relevant for backward looking variables, whereas it is not for forward looking variables. Generally, backward looking variables are subject to stable roots,
whereas forward looking variables are subject to unstable roots 5 •
The characterization of variables as backward or forward looking is dependent on the
structure of an economic model. For example, the capital stock which needs time to
accumulate, is a typical backward looking variable, whereas financial variables, as e.g.
exchange rates, equity prices or interest rates, are typical forward looking variables whose
values incorporate all information as it becomes available, i.e. "new" information can
lead to a sudden and discontinuous jump in their values. The price level, as well as
nominal wages can be backward looking, as well as forward looking variables. In case
wages and prices are determined by contracts, it is obvious to treat them as backward
looking variables. If, on the other hand, wages and prices are not determined by contracts
and can be varied instantaneously, they are treated as forward looking variables.
The dynamic patters of backward and forward looking variables, as well as the link
between their representation as differential equations and as general solutions of differential equations in integral form, can be best analyzed by the following examples of different
3 For

an interpretation of Leibnitz rule, see Chiang (1992), pp. 29-31.
Leibnitz rule is also a necessary tool in continuous time dynamic optimization when applying Euler's
calculus of variations technique. For applications, see Chiang (1992).
5 See e.g. Obstfeld and Rogoff (1999), p. 728.
4
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wage formation patterns which can be modelled both as backward looking and forward
looking. A backward looking wage formation scheme can be described formally as

J
t

w(t)

=

µeµ(r-t)p(T)dT

µ > 0,

(D.12)

-oo

stating that the current wage rate w(t) in period tis the integral, or the sum of discounted
past price levels P( T) from -oo to time t, where µ represents both the discount factor and
the adjustment speed of wages to prices. Differentiating equation D.12 with respect to
time by applying Leibnitz rule6 yields the backward looking wage adjustment mechanism
in general differential equation form, given formally as

= µ(P(t) -

w(t)

w(t)),

(D.13)

being dynamically stable sinceµ> 0. Equation D.13 states that workers have a fixed real
wage steady-state target being equal to 1 (from w(t) = 0 it follows that P(t) = w(t)),
which however cannot be reached instantaneously due to lags in indexation of wages to
price level changes 7. The general solution of the stable differential equation D.13 is given
by

J
t

w(t)

=

µeµ(r-t)p(T)dT+Ae-µt,

(D.14)

-oo

where, in order to guarantee convergence of the nonhomogenous part of the general solution, the particular integral, being equivalent to equation D.12, is solved backward looking
as discussed in section D.1. 8 The homogenous part of the general solution, which has been
excluded in equation D.12 by restricting the solution for w(t) to the nonhomogenous component by imposing A = 0, is convergent owing to µ > 0. The general solution given in
equation D.14 validates the fact that backward looking variables are usually subject to
dynamic stability, provided that the particular integral is solved backward. 9
6 Applying

j

Leibnitz rule to equation D.12 yields

t

dw
ili

=

j
t

-e"(-t+rlµ2 P(r) dr

+ (µe"(t-t) P(t)). I=-µ

µeµ(T-t) P(r) dr

+ µP(t) = µ(P(t) -

w(t)) .

7 For

this kind of wage formation scheme, see also Sachs (1980).
that the particular integral of differential equation D.13 can be solved also forward, given
formally as
8 Note

= -µ j

00

w(t)

e<t-r)(-µ)

P(r) dr,

t

being however divergent.
9 Another example of a backward looking variable generating dynamic stability is the time path of the
capital stock being dependent on past accumulation. The change of the capital stock K(t) is formally
given by
K(t) = I(t) - aK(t),
i.e. by the difference between gross investment I(t) and depreciation on the capital stock, where 5 denotes
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A Jorward looking wage formation scheme can be represented formally by

j µeµ(t-r)P(r)dr
00

w(t)

=

µ > 0,

(D.15)

t

stating the the current wage rate w(t) is the integral, or the sum, of discounted future
prices from time t until oo, whereµ represents both the discount factor and the adjustment
speed of wages to prices. 10 Differentiating equation D.15 with respect to time by applying
Leibnitz rule, results in the general wage adjustment mechanism under forward looking
behaviour in differential equation form, given by

= µ(w(t) -

w(t)

P(t)),

(D.16)

being dynamically unstable due to µ > 0. Equation D.16 states that workers also have
a fixed long-run real wage target being equal to 1. The general solution of the unstable
differential equation D.16 is given by

J
00

w(t)

=

µeµ(t-r)P(r)dr+Aeµt,

(D.17)

t

where, in order to guarantee convergence of nonhomogenous component of the general
solution, the particular integral, being equivalent to equation D.15, has been solved forward looking. The homogenous part of the general solution, which has been excluded in
equation D.15 by restricting the solution for w(t) to the nonhomogenous component by
imposing A= 0, is divergent owing toµ> 0. The general solution given in equation D.17
validates the fact that forward looking variables are usually subject to dynamic instability
if the constant A of the homogenous part takes a value A # 011 . Since the time path
for wages observed in reality generally tends to be bounded, except for periods of hyperinflation, stability in case of forward looking wage formation is reached by imposing the
condition A = 0 (and by solving the particular integral forward). As a result, equation
D.15 is the general bounded solution of the unstable differential equation D.16. 12
Implicit in the forward looking wage formation scheme given in equation D.15 is the
(unrealistic) assumption that economic agents know the future time path of the price level
the depreciation rate. This differential equation is stable since 5 > 0 and its general solution reads as

f
t

K(t)=

e<r-t) 6 J(r)dr+Ae- 6 ',

-oo

where the particular integral is solved backward looking being convergent.
10 This wage formation scheme is a version of Calvo's (1983) overlapping contract model.
11 The general solution would be also divergent if the particular integral had been solved backward.
12 Another example of a forward looking variable generating dynamic instability is the time path of the
exchange rate being determined by interest rate parity condition, reading as

s(t)

= s(t) + i(t) -

i"(t),

where s(t) denotes the natural log of the exchange rate, s(t) the natural log of the exchange rate's change,
i(t) the domestic interest rate, and i"(t) the foreign interest rate. This differential equation is dynamically
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p(t). In world of uncertainty however, agents can only form expectations of the future
typifying, forward looking equations. In that case, the stochastic counterpart to equation
D.15 is given by

J
00

w(t)

=

µeµ(t-r) Et[P(r, t)] dr,

(D.18)

stating that the current wage rate is the discounted present value of expected price levels Et[P(t)] from t to oo, where Et[-) denotes the expectations operator expressing the
expected value of the price level conditional on all information available up to time t.
Equation D.18 is the nonhomogenous part of the general solution of the stochastic unstable differential equation

Et[w(t)] = µ(w(t) - P(t)),

µ > 0,

(D.19)

whose general solution reads as

J
00

w(t)

=

µeµ(t-r) Et[P(r, t)] dr, +Ae"t.

t

In order to guarantee dynamic stability of the general solution, the unstable homogenous
part has been eliminated by assuming A= 0. 13

D.4

Forward Looking Variables, Rational Expectations and Dynamic Stability

The previous section has emphasized that expectations of a variable's future generally
typify a forward looking variable, which, as outlined above, is usually subject to dynamic
instability. Regarding the formation of expectations, many macroeconomic models assume that forward looking variables are subject to rational expectations. The rational
unstable, and its general solution reads as

J
00

s(t)

=-

e<t-k) [i(k) - ;•(k))dk

+ A et,

t

where the particular integral has been solved forward to guarantee convergence. Imposing stability of
the exchange rate solution therefore requires to assume A = 0.
13 The stochastic counterpart of the exchange rate solution determined by interest rate parity under
uncertainty reading as
s•(t)

= s(t) + i(t)

- ;•(t),

where s•(t) denotes the expected natural log of the exchange rate's change, is given by

J
00

s(t)

=-

e<t-k) Et[i(k, t) - ;•(k, t))dk

+ A et.

t
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expectation hypothesis can be stated formally for the case of one period ahead price
expectations as
(D.20)
where Et[Pt+il is the prediction of the price level for time t + 1 formed at time t, Pt+i
the actual price level at time t + 1, and Et+i a purely random error with zero mean which
comes into being at time t + l. Equation D.20 states that the price fluctuates about its
forecast level with a random error having an expected value of zero, i.e. except for the
random term, individuals are able to predict future prices correctly. This assumption
requires that the prediction being made by individuals is consistent with the prediction
made by the model, conditional on all relevant information at that time. As a result, the
"real" economy has to work exactly according to the model and each individual knows the
model. The assumption of rational expectations is said to characterize an efficient market
where prices reflect all available information, making it impossible to earn supernormal
profits due to special information. In continuous time, assuming rational expectations
with respect to the price level can be formulated as

Et[P(t)] = P(t),
stating that the expected price level Et[Pt] int equals the actual price level P(t) in t. 14
Using rational expectations in the stochastic forward looking wage formation scheme
of the previous section leads to the dynamic system

Et[w(t)] = µ(w(t) - P(t))
Et[w(t)] = w(t),
whose general solution is given by

J
00

w(t)=

µeµ.(t-r)p(T)dT,+Aeµ.t,

t

being dynamically unstable unless A = 0. 15 This result however, may not lead to the
conclusion that every dynamic system containing a rational expectations scheme for forward looking variables generally leads to dynamic instability, though most macroeconomic
models using rational expectations generate unstable roots. Rather, it is the combination
of rational expectations and continuous market clearance that gives rise to dynamic instability. If, for example, a forward looking variable, following rational expectations and
generating unstable roots, is tied to backward looking variable, then the system involves
a negative eigenvalue leading to dynamic stability.
The influence of varying combinations of backward and forward looking variables on
dynamic stability of macroeconomic models under rational expectations can be best outlined by the well-known Cagan (1956) model of hyperinflation. 16 The original model is
14 For

critical assessments of rational expectations, see any modern textbook on macroeconomics.
order to guarantee convergence of the nonhomogenous part of the general solution, the particular
integral has been solved forward.
16 The following description of the Cagan models follows Turnovsky (2000}, chapters 3.3 to 3.5.
15 1n
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described by the following two equations

= -ap'(t)
jf(t) = -y(p(t) - p'(t)),

m(t) - p(t)

(D.21)
(D.22)

where m(t) denotes the natural log of the nominal money stock, p(t) the natural log of
the price level, p(t) the actual inflation rate, and p'(t) the expected rate of inflation.
Accordingly, in this model the price level can be treated as a forward looking variable.
Equation D.21 defines money market equilibrium, where the left hand side denotes the real
money stock, and the right hand side money demand which is inversely related to expected
inflation. Equation D.22 states that inflation expectations follow an adaptive expectation
formation scheme, i.e. current inflation expectations are tied to past behaviour of the price
level. As a result, the forward looking price level is tied to backward looking adjustment
mechanism. Eliminating p'(t) and jj'(t) from equations D.21 and D.22 results in the
following differential equation for the price level

p(t)

= -1 - 'Ya-y (m(t) - p(t)),

(D.23)

whose general solution, under the assumption that the nominal money stock is independent of time, i.e. it holds that m(t) = in, is given by
(D.24)
Accordingly, dynamic stability of the price level is guaranteed if it holds that a 'Y < 1,
known as the Cagan stability condition. To put it differently, as long as it holds that
Q')' < 1, the divergent effect of the forward looking price level is eliminated by the
backward looking expectation formation scheme.
The dynamic pattern of the model changes significantly if one assumes rational expectations, as in Sargent and Wallace's (1973) version of Cagan's model, by letting 'Y -> oo
in equation D.22, resulting in
p'(t) = p(t).
(D.25)
Combining the money market equilibrium given in equation D.21 with rational inflation
expectations by equation D.25, results in the following unstable differential equation for
the price level

p(t)

= _ m(t) + p(t),
__!-_

__!-_

Q

Q

(D.26)

whose general solution, under the assumption m(t) = in, reads as
00

1 0, /

p(t)=;:;e

•
,
, 1 17
ine-odk+Aeo=in+Aeo
.

(D.27)

t

The particular solution is obtained by using the initial condition p(O)

= p0

resulting in

p(t) = in+ (p0 -in)e¼ 1.
17 Note

that it holds that

J;00 me-¾ dk = mae-¼

and therefore

(D.28)

¼e¼ Ji"" me-¾ dk = m.
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Both the general and the particular solution are dynamically unstable unless it holds that
A = 0, implying that p0 = in, and validating the result that a pure forward looking
variable under rational expectations and permanent market clearing leads to dynamic
instability.
Stability of the Cagan model under rational expectations can be restored again by
linking rational inflation expectations with a sluggish, or backward adjustment mechanism
in the money market, i.e by ruling out permanent market clearing. The dynamic system
is described by

md(t) - p(t) = -cxp•(t)
p'(t) = p(t)
p(t) = 0(m(t) - md(t)),

(D.29)
(D.30)
(D.31)

where equation D.29 defines real money demand md(t) - p(t), equation D.30 rational expectations, and equation D.31 the sluggish adjustment of actual inflation to discrepancies
between the money stock m(t), for which it holds that m(t) = in, and nominal money
demand md(t). Eliminating p'(t) and md(t) yields the following differential equation of
the price level

p(t)

=

1

! 0cx

(in - p(t)),

(D.32)

whose general solution is given by
(D.33)
This solution is dynamically stable if 0cx < l, being analogous to the Cagan stability
condition under adaptive expectations. As a result, the combination of a forward looking variable being subject to rational expectations, generating dynamic instability, and
no complete market clearing due to a backward looking adjustment mechanism restores
dynamic stability for 0cx < l. However, this method of achieving dynamic stability is only
a theoretical possibility which is not used in rational expectations models.
Another method being generally used for achieving dynamic stability in models with
forward looking variables being subject to rational expectations, uses the fact that forward
looking variables can "jump" instantaneously to their new steady-state levels in case of
a shock, i.e. there arise no transitional dynamics from the old to the new steady-state
which anyway would be unstable. Since forward looking variables are determined by
future expected values which may change suddenly in a discrete and not in continuous
manner (e.g. by an unanticipated or even by an anticipated shock), they are free to take
any value in time, i.e. they can jump. For example, an unanticipated once-and-for-all
increase in the money supply from m(O) = 0 int= 0 to in(O) > 0 in Cagan model under
rational expectations described by equations D.21 and D.25, whose general stable solution
for a variable stock of money reads as

J
CX)

p(t)

382

=;

l e 0t

•

m(k) e- 0 dk,
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(D.34)

leads to an instantaneous jump of the price level from p

J

= 0 to p = m at time t = 0, since

00

p(t) = ~1 e 0t m

e-;;k dk

= m.

(D.35)

t

Summing up, forward looking or nonpredetermined variables usually lead to unstable
roots, whereas backward looking or predetermined variables usually lead to stable roots.
A general dynamic macroeconomic model contains both forward and backward looking
variables, where forward looking variables are often subject to rational expectations, causing usually dynamic instability if there is no imposition of restrictions ruling out divergent
behaviour of forward looking variables. As outlined above, divergent behaviour can be
ruled out if forward looking variables are defined as jump variables, or in case forward
looking variables are tied to backward looking variables. As a result, the relationship
between the number of forward and backward looking variables, as well as the number of
jump variables determines the stability and the uniqueness and nonuniqueness of rational
expectations models, being analyzed in the following section.

D.5

Solutions to General Dynamic Rational Expectations Models

Consider a continuous-time linear rational expectations model of the form

?C(t))
(Y
8 (t)

= A (X(t))

Y(t) +

B Z(t)

(D.36)

where

X(t) is a (n x 1) vector of predetermined (backward looking) variables at time t,
Y(t) is a (m x 1) vector of nonpredetermined (forward looking, jump) variables at time t,
Z(t) is a (k x 1) vector of exogenous variables at time t,

A is a (n + m) x (n + m) matrix,
B is a (n + m) x k matrix,
Y 8 (t) is the expectation of Y(t) at time t.
Expectations are formed rationally, i.e. it holds that

Y 8 (t) = Y(t).
Furthermore, the growth rates of the exogenous variables are assumed to be bounded in
order to guarantee the forcing functions to be well-behaved.
The general system D.36 is a system of order (n+m), where m roots are unstable, and
n+m-m roots are stable or have zero real parts. It is important to note that the number
of unstable roots m need not be equal to the number of nonpredetermined variables m,
since the dynamic structure can involve nonpredetermined variables which are tied to
backward looking variables. According to Buiter (1984), the dynamic stability of the
system, as well as the uniqueness or nonuniqueness of rational expectations equilibria
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depend on the relative numbers of jump variables m and unstable real roots
to three cases 18 :

m giving rise

1. If the number of unstable roots m equals the number of jump variables m, then there
exists a unique stable (nonexplosive) solution of a general linear dynamic system.

2. If the number of unstable roots m is less than the number of jump variables m,
there are an infinite number of stable solutions of a general linear dynamic system.
These equilibria are often based on extraneous sources of uncertainty and therefore
denoted as "sunspot" equilibria.
3. If the number of unstable roots m exceeds the number of jump variables m, there
is no solution of the general linear dynamic system that is nonexplosive.
Lots of linear continuous dynamic rational expectations models are applicable to case
1. These models combine a sluggish, and a forward looking variable being subject to
rational expectations in a 2 x 2 linear system of differential equations which give rise
to a unique dynamic equilibrium being saddlepoint stable, stemming from the fact that
the forward looking variable generates a positive and the backward looking variable a
negative root. In order to guarantee dynamic stability, the forward looking variable
is assumed to jump always on the stable adjustment paths of the system. 19 A very
famous example is Dornbusch's exchange rate overshooting model (1976) where prices
are backward looking and adjust slowly, and exchange rates are forward looking being
subject to rational expectations. Accordingly, the linear system is characterized by one
stable and one unstable root giving rise to saddlepoint behaviour, i.e. if the initial price
and exchange rate combination is not located on one of the stable branches, the system
is going to explode or implode. In order to guarantee dynamic stability, it is assumed
that the exchange rate adjusts always by jumping on the stable adjustment paths since
bubbles are ruled. For example, if an exogenous shock catapults the system out of the
former steady state, the exchange rate jumps instantaneously on the new stable branch of
the new saddle point system, ruling out divergent future behaviour. Since prices adjust
slowly, the system cannot jump instantly to the new steady state but moves continuously
on the stable arm towards the new long-run equilibrium.

18 An analogous characterization of solutions in linear discrete-time rational expectations models can
be found in Blanchard and Kahn (1980). Examples of all three cases in an open economy continuous
time model can be found in Buiter and Miller (1981, 1982, 1984).
19 Likewise, each linear dynamic optimization model generates saddlepoint behaviour whose stability is
guaranteed by choosing the correct initial condition on a stable adjustment path.
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Appendix E
Kalecki's Theory of Profits
This section sets out briefly Kalecki's theory of the determinants of profits, being an
important ingredient of Minsky's financial instability hypothesis which is discussed in
sections 4.5.5 and 5.5.5. 1
Kalecki's simplest closed economy model, abstracting from government sector activities, consists of two production sectors, where one sector produces consumption goods
(subscript C), and the other one investment goods (subscipt I). Aggregate real income is
distributed among workers who receive wages, and capitalists who earn profits, where the
neoclassical savings hypothesis is assumed to be valid, stating that there are no savings
out of wages, and that there is no consumption out of profits. That is, workers spend
all their wage income on consumption goods, and capital owners spend all their profit
income on investment. Accordingly, the nominal amount of consumption expenditures
en is equal to the sum of wage income in the consumption goods sector and wage income
in the investment goods sector, i.e. formally, it holds that
(E.1)
where Pc denotes the price of consumption goods, Ye real output of consumption goods,

we wages per unit of employment in the consumption goods sector, w 1 wages per unit

of employment in the investment goods sector, Ne the volume of employment in the
consumption goods sector, and N 1 the volume of employment in the investment goods
sector.
Nominal profits in the consumption goods sector PRc are determined by nominal
sales revenues of consumption goods PcYc less wages in the consumption goods sector
wcNc, i.e. formally it holds that
PRc

=

PcYc - wcNc.

Inserting equation E.1 in equation E.2, and solving for

(E.2)

PRc yields
(E.3)

stating that profits in the consumption goods sector are determined by consumption
demand of workers being employed in the investment goods sector.
1 For

references to this section, see Kalecki (1971), chapter 7, pp. 78-92, and Minsky (1982b), chapter

4, pp. 71-89.
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Nominal profits in the investment goods sector P Rr are determined by nominal sales
of investment goods Jn = PrYr, where Pr and Yr denote the price and real output of
investment goods, less wages in the investment goods sector wrNr. Formally, nominal
profits in the investment goods sector are given by
(E.4)
Total nominal profits PR in the economy are determined by the sum of profits in
the consumption goods sector and profits in the investment goods sector. Formally, total
nominal profits are given as
(E.5)
PR=PR,c+PRr.
The determinants of total profits are derived by inserting equations E.3 and E.4 into
equation E.5, which yields

(E.6)

stating that the total level of nominal profits is determined by the nominal amount of
investment. Consequently, a rise/fall in investment expenditures causes a rise/fall in total
profits.
In the open economy version of the Kalecki model, which additionally considers government expenditures and taxation, as well as consumption out of profits and savings out
of wages, the nominal amount of consumption en is given by

en= Pc Ye= (1 - s1 )(wcNc + wrNr)

+ c' PR+ G -Tw + Ex - Im,

(E.7)

that is, by consumption out of wages less savings out of wages (1 - s')(wcNc + wrNr),
where s' denotes the marginal propensity of saving out of wages, plus consumption out
of total nominal profits net of taxes c' PR, where c' denotes the marginal propensity of
consumption out of profits, plus government expenditures G, less taxes on total wage
income Tw, plus exports Ex, less imports Im.
Nominal profits net of taxes in the consumption goods sector PR,c are formally determined by
(E.8)
PR,c = PcYc - wcNc -Tpn,c,
i.e. by nominal earnings PcYc, less labour costs wcNc, less taxes on profits in the
consumption goods sector TPR,C· Nominal profits net of taxes in the investment goods
sector P Rr are formally given by
(E.9)
that is, by nominal earnings PrYr, less labour costs wrNr, less taxes on profits in the
investment goods sector TPR,r•
Total nominal profits net of taxes PR are determined firstly, by inserting equation E. 7
into equation E.8, resulting in a modified version of nominal profits net of taxes in the
consumption goods sector, reading as

PRc

= wrNr -s'w(Nc + Nr) +c'PR+G-Tw-TPR,c +Ex-Im,

(E.10)

and secondly, by summing up equations E.9 and E.10, which yields

PR= (Pr Yr+c' P R-s'(wcNc+wrNr) + (G-Tw-TPR,c -TPR,r) + (Ex-Im)), (E.11)
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where (G-Tw-TPR,c-TPR,I) denotes the government budget deficit. Accordingly, profits
increase/decrease if nominal investment In = PI½ increases/decreases, if consumption
out of profits rises/falls, if savings out of wages decreases/increases, if there is a rise/fall
in the government budget deficit, and if there is a rise/fall in net exports.
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Symbol Glossary
Generally, the discussion of variables and parameters within each chapter is self-contained.
Below, recurrent variables and parameters are listed. Departures from these conventions
are clearly mentioned in the text.

A:
A•:
B:
Bv:
BvB:
Bvn:
BF:
BFn:

C:
CA:
CRA:
CF:
CF•:
D:
DBA:
DB:
DB*:
E:
EB:
En:

EA:
F:
G:
GPR:
H:
I:
K:

k:
L:

LBA:
L*:

real stock of domestic assets
real stock of foreign assets
foreign exchange reserves exclusive reserves from foreign loans R
real stock of domestic government bonds
real stock of domestic government bonds held by banks
real stock of domestic government bonds held by households
real stock of foreign government bonds
real stock of foreign government bonds held by households
real consumption
nominal value of capital account in domestic currency
current account
cash flow (being defined differently)
expected cash flow (being defined differently)
nominal stock of deposits
nominal deposits of commercial banks or required reserves DBA = -rD
nominal value of domestic debt in domestic currency
nominal value of foreign debt in foreign currency
real stock of equities
real stock of equities held by banks
real stock of equities held by households
nominal earnings in domestic currency; EA= P • Y
net foreign assets
real government demand
nominal gross profits
domestic credit component
real net investment of fixed capital
real stock of fixed capital
growth rate of the real stock of fixed capital; k = i< / K = I/ K
nominal stock of domestic loans in domestic currency
loans from central bank to domestic banks
nominal stock of foreign loans in foreign currency
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LMA:
LF*:
M:
N:
NFP:
NWx:
NX:
P:
P*:
PA:

P.4.:

Psn:
PE:
PsF:
PK:
PLBD:

Pssn:
PsFs:

PC:
PR:
PNW:
Qg:
Q:
R:
T:

U:

W:
Y:
Z:
d:

/:
g:
h:
i:
i*:
ic:
i(;:
ins:

ibs:
i,:

iRF:
j:
j*:
m:

nx:

390

liquid monetary assets
net foreign loan inflows to domestic banks
nominal stock of money supply
volume of employment (working hours)
net foreign position
net worth of sector x
real net exports (exports less imports)
domestic price level or supply price of capital, respectively
foreign price level
market price of domestic assets
market price of foreign assets
market price of domestic government bonds
market price of equities
market price of foreign government bonds in foreign currency
demand price of fixed capital
market price of long-term domestic government bonds
market price of short-term domestic government bonds
market price of short-term foreign government bonds in foreign currency
payment commitments
nominal profits
present value of net wealth
gross nominal profits
net nominal profits (gross profits less external financing costs)
foreign exchange reserves from foreign loan inflows
nominal value of trade balance in domestic currency
lifetime utility
wealth
domestic real output or total income, respectively
foreign exchange reserves Z = L• + B
real deposits relative to capital stock; d = D /PK
domestic nominal interest rate on long-term government bonds
real government expenditures per unit of capital; g = G / K
real domestic credit component relative to capital stock; h = H /PK
domestic nominal interest rate on short-term government bonds
foreign nominal interest rate on short-term government bonds
domestic prime rate (domestic central bank's discount rate)
foreign prime rate (foreign central bank's discount rate)
domestic nominal interest rate on domestic debt
foreign nominal interest rate on foreign debt
real interest rate
risk-free reference interest rate
domestic nominal interest rate on domestic bank loans in domestic currency
foreign nominal interest rate on foreign bank loans in foreign currency
money multiplier; m = 1/-r
net exports per unit of capital; nx = N X / K
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p:

p*:
q:
r<:
r9 :
r:
rp:

s:

s:

u:
u*:
v:
w:

a:
(3:

ti:
T}:

>.:
>.•:
>.d:
p:
a:
a*:
T:

domestic price level's growth rate; p = P/ P
foreign price level's growth rate; p* = P• / P*
Tobin's q
expected (net) profit rate
gross profit rate on capital
(net) profit rate on capital (gross profit rate less external financing costs)
risk premium (reflecting domestic banks' default risk)
nominal exchange rate (price of one unit of foreign currency in domestic currency)
growth rate of the the nominal exchange rate; s = s/ s
capacity utilization; u = Y / K
full employment level of capacity utilization
nominal wage share (in gross product); v = wN/PY
nominal wage rate
exogenous risk premium on domestic government bonds
subjective discount or preference factor
rate of capital depreciation
"desired" or "demanded" growth rate of the capital stock; T} = I/ K = k
debt-asset ratio; >. = L/(PK)
foreign debt-asset ratio in foreign currency;>.= L*/(PK)
foreign debt-asset ratio in domestic currency;>.= sL*/(PK)
state of confidence, difference between expected and actual profit rate; p = r• - r
risk premium; a = r - ( i - p)
risk premium; a•= r - (i* + (3(p) - p)
required reserve ratio
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